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AKSRICAH CÜL70F-S AID MILITARY LIJS 

1. Problem area of this niemoraüdua: 

The following is a report on the concensus reached by social 

scientists as to the pain characteristics of American culture and 

charactei>  Beyond» that it refers to important direct studies of 

American military life and "brings into the open the usefulness of 

general studies of the American nation for the solution. ...   some 

present military problems» It lists, too, some major gaps in social 

science invest!Tation and knowledge concerning information needed by 

miiitary authorities, 

2, Abstract? 

On the main components of the American Talue system many lines 

of social scientific evidence converge in the definition of the American 

Creed, Agreement on the elements of this Creed is so substantial that, 

for all practical purposes, they can be taken as established. There 

are two principal types of American values; the official core of the 

value system about which one hears in patriotic orations and about 

which the Constitution and the Declaraticn of Independence are quite 

explicit; and the unofficial values which are necessary in order to 

apply the more general official values to the specific and concrete 

details of everyday life. People can and do talk about many of these 

unoffici.?! values, but behind their, lies another deeper layer of values 

which are shared by t"ie American people, but about which Americans 

either cannot or do not customarily talk, Th^se are the values 



«hloh «re fqlt rather than Terbalisad and intelleetuallsed. The principal 

eleaenti of the official ideology are: equality, which means not equality 

of men hut equality of opportunity: freedom, which moat often ia inter- 

preted negatively to mean freedom from reatrainta; intenae respect for 

prirato property, to which is now aasimil&ted corporate property; free 

enterprise, originally an economic value, hut now connoting a whole way 

of life} democracy, which is atronger in the political than in the social 

jaapects of life; Justice before the law; which along with the valuation of 

democracy connotes a government of laws rather than of persons; the pri- 

marily religious value of the brotherhood of man; and individualism, which 

is interpreted to mean that the individual is the unit of both action and 

responsibility. AX  a less official and often less conscious level, 

4 Americans share the following values* valuation of doin^ something, 

effort, achievement, and success; but action in America should be Justified 

by high moral purpose; the future rather than the past is faced with con- 

fidence; answers, even to complex problems, should be simple and under- 

standable to the common man; natcre and one's surroundings can be mastered 

by reason and technology; education is valued as an avenue to success, 

hut the practical man is more esteemed than the scholar; individuals are 

responsible for their own fate, but should be free from public intervention; 

the common man is America's idol, but he is Judged dispassionately by his 

accomplishments; and no one, no matter hov exalted his place, is immune 

fro» criticism and ridicule* 

Men in America are expected to be "manly," res-oonsible, doers and 

achievers able to find their place in a competitive world; women are ex- 

pected to some extent to balance the competitiveness of the world by f 
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I  focusing on nore personal and hunanistlc Talues« Children and youth are 

expected to look to the future during vrhieh they will surpass In per» 

formance the parental generation. Consequently, the age mate« of a 

child are often more Important in setting the standard« of his behavior 

I 
than his parents. Law 1« officially respected, but Americans are not 

* 
I 
|      particularly law-abiding»    Government is a vague and far-away wpethlng 

I      about vfhich one gripes and from which one should get as much as he can» 
I 

Business is the focus of American life, and what helps business helps 

|  the nation« Organized religion and faith in the supernatural are less 

I  influential in Amorlea, but religious groups and religious values remain 
I 

^ery important ivi shaping social life* 

These are the main outlines of American values, but there are sl^niflf 
i 

cant cleavages within the nation in commitment and conformity to the core 
I 

I      value system. Perhaps the orinclpal cleavage Is that which follows rather 

\     flexible but significant class lines. The great middle class Is most 
I 

fully committed to the core American values, but there are divergencies 
f 

■}     both above and below it.    An emerging upper class elite deviates in the 
"i 
j^ 

i    directions of hereditary status and emphasis on the past rather theg the 
i 
i 

i future. An Increasing solidary working class diverges from the mlddlo 

class confidence that the individual Is the proper unit for achieving the 

1 better future, increasingly submerging the individual to collective action 

for group goals, A residual lower class rejects most of the achievement 

I values of the middle class, lacking confidence in the future to such an 

I extent that life is fr^ed largely in the present tense. Regional and 

ruraX-«rban differences are significant, too. The Eastern and Southern 

regions are more stable and exhibit more evidences of the crystallizing 

class structure which Is officially dls-valued in America» The raost 
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c ■ignlfleant regional differences, however, are those which lifferentiate 

the Southern regions with their distinctive interpretations of race and 

minority prohleos froo the central values of the nation. Since the 

American creed is historically based in the values of agrarian life, 

further differences in values and Literests divide the country from the 

increasingly predominant urban concentrations of people» 

The American, national character is an open, optimistic, generous, 

gregarious one directed toward action, succes», winning, and the future. 

But while Americans are gregarious, they are also alone. They are a 

"lonely crowd" to i'hom conformity to the standards of the crown is ex- 

tremely import >nt. They are individualistic, hut they can seldom cultivate 

individual uniqueness. They are anti-authoritarian and do not like people 

who pull their rank, but there seem to be important suppressed tendencies 

i to authoritarian behavior in the American character, "hich expresses 

itself when op?ortunities arise. Masculinity — always being fully a man — 

is an important component of the American male character, but there is 

always a lurking fear th t one will not always be up ^o the task, that one 

will show passive feminine characteristics rather than aggressive masculine 

ones. 

Both the American value system and the American national character 

pose difficult problems for the armed services in America, Since the 

American gears iiis life to being a success in civilian life, it seems 

inevitable that the regular army vill be composed predominately of persons 

deviating, in one direction or another from the central value system, the 

officers being drawn predominately from groups aspiring to the upper class 

v« 



way of lift and froa the «ore traditionalletic areas of the nation; 

and the enlisted men being dravn from the lover classes and from the 

more economically depressed areas where the American Dream is not folly 

regulable. Similarly, the wartime situation will be viewed by the 

American as a temporary matter, and will to some extent be resented as 

an intermption of his normal life» Once war is accepted, he will fight, 

but he trains and fights best when he can see the direct relevance of hit 

action to the principal goal of getti&i; it over with and winning« His 

resentments, both of the temporary situation and of the authoritarian 

structure of the military, will inevitably lead to gripes. Be will 

fight best when the military organisation is made as fully compatible as 

possible with his central values; but he seems to resent direct ideological 

indoctrination. He would prefer to see his ideology manifested in military 

.   life rather than to get it by precept. A component in his character which 

can contribute to military objectives is his deeply felt desire to be a 
t 

man and to use his temporary role in the military as demonstration of 

that manhood to himself, to his buddies, aad to the folks back home« 

Also Important are his desires not to let his buddies down, to survive, 

and to return home. As a result of his strong dependence on buddy groups, 
I 

|  he probably will fight best when he feels himself a part of a continuous 

I 
2  unit, which plans an important role in setting and enforcing group 
:. 

|   standards of behavior and in supporting and sustaining him, particularly 

I  in time of crisis. 

In the present section extensive use has been made of a large series 

of studies. The authors of these include anthropologists, historians, 

political scientists, psychologists and sociologists. The studies 



I        thaai»«lTes ar« of Yariou« Kindtt    (1) conaumity studies (notably 

R. S. and H. IU Lynds    fü^^g^a. «^ Ht^ftovn to Tr>«aUl9ft); 

Ii. v;# Warner:    Social Life of a Hodern Connunity and the other ▼olumes 

In his Yi^kftfl Ottv SffllW     l** J*  0ollÄrd;    CMta and Clagy in A Sftnthum 

' SfflBk»)     (2)    «tudies of selectea inportaat ch^ixacterlstlcs of American 

society, such as problems of race, social status and social nobility 

(notably: G. Myrdal:    an ABfiXlfiaB ailJMtti    B« Centars:    Th« Pivehology of 

3991^1 Classes and the Warner volumes already mentioned},    (3} studies from 

the historical viewpoint (e.g.,  Commager,    Th« Amaricfln Mind)T    (U) studies 

that are now generally regarded as dapsical descriptions of the culture 

especially Alexis DeTc -querille:    Damoeraev in Ameriear  published in 1863, 

and James Bryce:    The American Commonwealth, published in lg93t    (5) previous 

summaries of the literature in this general field,  such as John Sirjamaki: 

1        "A Footnote to the Anthroplogical Approach to the Study of American Culture" 

la Social Forces. March 19U7i    (^) oeny journal articles,  ncstly to be 

found in i^ AqortafM Aftthyoi><?3-o^atf.t   Xhg hsisilsm 59Pi9t9gkftA Rm^y» 

yhe American Journal of Sociology or such anthologies as Kingsley Davis*: 

Modern American Society, 

In the main, these studies fall into one or the other of tvo broad 

categories. The first group of studies deals with -uaerican culture and 

society as a whole, sometimes emphasizing one or more aspects of American 

society, such as the family, or race relatione, or class differences. 

This grou:> is dealt with first. Its concern is with what Americans con- 

sider right and wrong, proper and improper. Frequently enough the authors 

of these studies either rxkno'-'ledge thit their data apnly to some parts of 
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the United Statee arid not to other» or thsy stress that pardlel to the 

great agreenents in the Aaerican way of life there run many differences. 

These differences fall alone, regional, rural-urban, religious, ethnic, 

class and other lines; they are dealt with in the second division of this 

section* The main pioneers in the study of American national character 

have "been Geoifrey Gorer, The Aaerican People ani Margaret "ead. And Keep 

Your Povder Dry» Also mentioned in this connection should he a historian, 

Dennis Srogan, (The American Character) and a social psychologist, Kurt Lewln 

(^Some Socio-psycholo;lcal differences between the United States and Gennany" 

In Character and Personality, June, 193^)» ^ich insights concerning American 

psychology are of course also found In movies (notably ITathan Leite« and 

Margaret "^offenstein: The Movies), In general, authors addressing them- 

selves to problems of national character admit to the danger as "ell as to 

the usefulness of using the vord "character" on a large scale rather than 

confining it to particular individuals. They reason, however, that If 

Americans share certain beliefs which distinguish them,to different degrees, 

from Frenchmen, Japanese or Kusslans, they nust also share deeper attitudes 

and resemble one another In the manner In which they respond to crises or 

jokes, or in the way in which they court ot" feel about their children« 

National character Is not meant as some mysterious entity about which one 

should think apart from the particular individuals of one's acquaintance; 

nor Is It meant as a comolete description of these acquaintances, Ifc refers 

rather to a common, psychology based onslrailar past experiences. Tills common 

psycholO'sJ' facilitates by way of our feelings what the shared American be- 

lief B demand of us by way of obligation to similar standards: a character- 

istic pattern of American life through which Americans find the answer to 

why they are. 



Thar« is general egreeaeat that Americans have a creed. This 

creed« however, is »we than a simple collection of a few basic beliefs. 

It contains an official core about vhich speeches are made on the Fourth 

of July and about which the Constitutio'i has much to sap« It also entails 

a less official version.  This includes those notions like the belief 

in hard work or in fun, in education or in novelty, which link every day 

life and its diverse deawids to the general principles which bind Americans 

together. In themselves, these principles are not sufficiently detailed 

to show clearly how to behave, in particular situations. They must, tbere» 

fore, be supplemented. Behind this more unofficial version of the creed, 

about which people can still talk with relative facility, there lies 

another layer of beliefs. Social scientists have inferred this layer 

rather than directly discovered it. It lies at tho back of peopled 

minds and they find little need to discuss it, since their neighbors, too, 

take it for granted and call it obvious. Only strangers and people, 

like intellectuals, who "stand back" put it into words or notice it. 

On the other hand, were one only to know that Americana believe in in- 

dividual success or democracy or in fun without knowing too that behind 

these beliefs lie the premises that one must ££ something,must conform 

to the neighbor, must forever validate oneself, than the characteristic 

quality of the more general, public affirmation would be missed and one's 

axpsctationa concerning American behavior would be inappropriate. 

If 



The main tenets of the official American creed are these: 

Equality; freedom; private property; free enterprise; 

competition; the pursuit of individual happiness; 

democracy; Juctioe (tefore the law); and brotherhood 

of men» 

The creed, that is, is erplicit in the realms of economics, personal 

freedom, government and religion« It accents each of th-se main concepts 

in a special way, Equality, for instance, is meant to apnly to opportunity 

rather than to men. Freedom is phrased primarily in terms of the absence 

of coercion, of ties or of excessive duties beyond family and career, 

^t is meant as the condition for personal effort, achievement and risk« 

Government, therefore, is to interfere little in one's life, except to 

guarantee Its safety and latterly its security in more than a physical 

sense. The recent emphtais on ,,<:<scurltyn (against accident, illness, 

bereavement, etc) has net been extensively studied In the sources used 

here, nor b«».5 '„he potential rivalry between such concepts as individual 

freedom and collective security been too closely analyzed, We win re- 

turn to this prollem in a later section of this report. Private property 

is cherished as a right and as sign of one's coveted success. Hereditary 

property, however, is not v dued in the same sense, except by an emergent 

minority. The accent is always on new and free enterprise taxing one's 

initiative and one's ability to foresee and to risk. Many authors 

point out that in reality the opportunities for these are fewer than they 

were. Others, while 'Dt denying this, put the ennhasis on new kinds of 



f 
opportualtie«, oa education as the nev frontier. There is agreement, 

though, that Americans tenaeioasl/ desire to have accomplished much in 

the future so that the past can se^a poor In retrospect, '/here th*iy are 

frozen * ito a position such hopes, it seeos, are shifted on to sons. 

Of course there are exceptions* Upper and lover classes do not exactly 

share the middle class pre-occupation with achievement. The~e exceptions 

will he partly dealt with below. They are nevertheless referred to here 

and there to note the fact that the literature on American culture covers 

most of its generalizations with some important qualification and is thus 

conscious that statements a^out such complex an entity as American society 

undoubtedly is still at b»st tentative, need to be revised at intervals and 

be supplemented with systematic observations on exceptions and variant 
I 

groups« To return to the creed: the oursult of happiness» whatever re- 

ligious qualifications are associated with it, is meant as being relevant 

here and now, on this earth, democracy means primarily a system of checks 

and balances which makes possible a talance of private and group interesta, 

assures the rl^ht to vote and, in. princinle p-t  least, keeps government 

within the reach of the layman and the common man, Myrdal, especially 

points out how at the same time politics as any man's chance to participate 

in government is called "dirty" how the belief in Justice before the law 

is accompanied with a cynicism concerning law and a gleeful pride in having 

circumvented the law and how Indeed the faith In the common man is 'bfJanced 

with a cynical apathy concerning public issues. Others point uo the 

readiness of Americans to do their shate in emergencies. The better de- 

ft scrlptlon of American culture Indeed always return to representing 
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Inericaa belieft as the ia^fedientt of a balance of apparent contrast 

which must be teen together. The final concept of the creed » brother- 

I    hood * is primarily a religious one and a close corollary cf the belieftin 
i 

equality. In fact, the creed and the ▼arious other beliefs yet to be 
I 
I    mentioned all form a unity which is often referred to as "the American V'ay 

■s 

of Life". There is as yet no large scale systematic study as to bow the 

i    various elements of this way of life actually "fit1* together» However, 

these elements of the American Creed ara definitely agreed upon by social 

scientists and can for all practical Tjurposes be taken as established. 

Associated with this official creed are various other beliefs which 

further buttress the general American faith in the common man. Some of 

these beliafs concern the means by which equality and freedom axe In fact 

to be achieved and to be maintained. Much value is placed on individual 

effort, on herd work and repeated trial. This, however, is to be done for 

one's own sake, not out of duty to some collectivity, Wh-tever the tensions, 

,    one should take it easy - not to avoid the tensions, but to be able to 

continue to stand them« Work, moreover, is relegated to one sphere, 

personal life and family to another. 'Vork, that is, is to be balanced 

with fun and life itself should move forward to success and also to hew 

experience. But while life should move forward, the past prior to ex- 

cessive responsibilities remains as a most pleasant meraory. The freedom 

of adolescent exploits remains a nostalgic value. The sense of re- 

sponsibility thus has a balance In the emohasls on "youth", just as the 
4 

belief In competition is accompanied by a feeling of solidarity with 
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tlailarly plac«d a£««matet who are not one's competitors. They, among 

others, foro the meobers of the aany Tolontaiy associations which are 

spread thickly over the United States and which do ^ood works and dispel 

the sting of «hat might otherwise be a lonely and competitive life. 

Again class differences limit the truth of this picture. There is, 

however, a xreat accent on being a Joiner and exoosing your opinions 

and habits to the Inspection of others. There Is a value in being alike« 

There is mach pressure to conformity, but one conforms as an equal, not 

as a subordinate« In one's way of life one conforms to an anonymous 

authority, not to specific orders of Identifiable superiors« The bonds 

that are thus sustained between people are not so much deep ties in- 

volving long ranga responsibilities as they are expressions of easy- 

going friendly attitudes leading to short-range generosity and helpfulness. 

Friendship shifts with shifts in locale and status« This continuous 

shift Is embedded in a diffuse goodwill tovard others and a general 

confidence and optimism concerning the present order and future possi- 

bilities. Towards visible others, there is to be, on the vhole, goodwill, 

but "they" - tha politicians those who are different from us, the unfair 

competitors, - deserve distrust« The literature, accordingly, refers to 

a balance of goodwill and. distrust and an idealization of the "sincere" 

person, who is free from tricks. 

Behind these general values of competition and achievement and 

freedom and youth, there lie not only differences but also less clearly 

expressed assumptions concerning right and vrong. There is, to "he^in 

with, the emphasis on the deed. One must ke^p moving, away from the 

A-      past and up the scale. One must dg, things rather than bg. things. 

12 



Still for those who do not quit« succeed there It an out in the Taluee 

of kindneit and tolerance; just aa those who try valiantly to succeed 

can at times be excused fro« obserring all the rules of fair-play - 

esfeclally, in the case of sen where the wives aake op in huaanitarianlSB 

what the husbands offend through conpetitive aggression« One oust more- 

over Judge and seasure. Purpose oust be »orally justifiable and 

achieveoent be tangible and neasurable. There are, however, legitimate 

hclidays from all this. The unemotional friendly outgoing American who 

works hard. Justifies himself through work, keeps his efforts parallel 

to hi a  neighbors, also values carefree fun and temporary disregard of 

the calculations of economic life« He can endulge dreams and emotions, 

(partly with the help of manufactured moviedream*), in romantic en- 

counters and can demand th^t his family obligations can be disregarded 

should present love no longer live up to unreasoned past promises. 

It cannot be repeated often enough, though, that these genernl values 

are emphasized differently by different classes and in different regions« 

The present section, therefore, raises problems that are taken up again in 

the sections on class and regional differences - and vice versa« 

This is the creed in outline and a paraphrase of the consensus, by 

and large, of the literature* Luckily the literature goes further:*1 

• Sspeciallys Florence Kluckhohn, "Dominant and Substitute Profiles"; 
Clyde and Florence Kluckhohn, "American Culture: Generalised 
Orientations and Class Patterns", in: Conflicts of Power in Modern 
Culture, Sympobium of Conference in Science. Philosophy and Religion. 
106-128, 19U7- 
Sirjamaki, John: "A Footnote to the Anthropological Approach to the 
Study of American Culture". Social Forcef. 25 2:253-2b3, March 19U7. 

m 
R, S. Lynd:    K^ovfledge fqr \fi^f   (Princeton: 19U6) 
James Brycet    Th^ American Commonwealth (New York, 1893) h 
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it describet the working out of this creed in various areas of life 

(fanily, occupation, education. ISM, businoss); it shows the differences 

that partly divide America and that hence Halt any analyses one can 

sake of it; it also tries to suausarize in a least number of phrases the 

most significant characteristics of America — characteristics which 

distinguish it from other nations of similar complexity and which, if 

seen together at one tine allow one to recognize sense lr what other- 

wise often appears as incongruous behavior« A connoslte summary of these 

over-all characteristizations vould assert American culture to be con- 

cerned with: 

1, Making an effort and doin^ things 

2. Pursuing moral purposes 

3* Facing the future, not the past, with hope 

U* Hoping that life, though confused,, can still be 
reduced to simple fsnaulae, 

5. Bellevi ig that life can  be mastered through 
reason and machines 

6. Demanding that people stand on their own feet 
and make their own name 

7. educating the young Into ever-better adults 

g. Maintaining personal freedom from various public 
interferences 

9. Valuing the average man and judging him dis- 
passionately by his achievements 

10, Allowing no one, however Important he may be, 
not to be critlclzedj ridiculed or laughed at 
should he deserve It 

( 
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Increasingly, it vould teem, a description of the official Averlcan 

ideology has to be accompanied by an account of actual American behavior. 

Thi» will be taken up a^aia in the section on national character. The 

actual conditions under vhich Aaerica's creed vaa born have changed. 

As a specific guide for actual behavior in present situations the creed 

is  therefore insufficientt hovever inportant it undoubtedly remains as 

a statement of general principles on vhich people of highly different 

backgrounds and opinions can agree. Often this discrepancy between creed 

and conduct has been noted. Ounnar Hyrdal's work. An American pileawa. 

is an imposing recent example of this. This discrepancy gives rise to 

cynicism in some quarters, > a problem taken uro again in the section 

on law and government. For present purposes most of the problems posed 

by such a discrepancy between dream and reality must remain undiscussed. 

It should, however, be oointed out that here lie some cf the reasons for 

the changefulness of American life and for the fact that at different 

times different aspects of the creed will be emphasized - at times even 

to the excliision of others, S^ch elasticity, prcided it does not be- 

tray some consistent direction, is useful in times of crisis, 

Man. Woman and Child. 

Much is made throughout the literature covered for this report of 

the American man's need to prove that he is a man that he is not a 

coward, that he can compete, that he can gain respect from his wife. 

There are ouggestions too that he is hampered in this task by his child- 

hood and by the particular kind of family of '»hich he is expected to be 

the head. In his childhood he learned hie notions of right and wrong 
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priaarily fro« hi« mother, but he was expected to imitate his father 

in learning to become a boy and nun. The busy fathers involved in a 

hard world thus delegate the tasks of "culture", of "finer values", 

of "being sensitive to others" to their wives and in return demand - 

not always knowingly - that their wives do not compete with them in a 

man1« world and that the ftmily's standing be first of all a reflection 

of the father's success, whatever independent career the mother may 

also have established on her own efforts. Such a division of labor is 

slightly precarious, for the status of women has undergone an undoubted 

improvement. This together with their greater involvement with children 

makes women always potentially dominant at home. This adds a further 

challenge to the man to prove that he is a man and to show that there is 

indeed a difference in capacity between him and his wife. In many cases 

this leads to a denial of the inevitably dependent and passive sides of 

men and to a fear, therefore, that they ma;' reassert themselves. By 

ideal, then, the American man is to be a good provider, a ^ood fellow 

and a good sport. He ou?ht to be able to take hardship, to follow and 

to lead, to wield power, assume responsibility and coordinate men. 

Different jobs require these demands in different proportions and different 

class levels permit such self-assertion to different degrees. In any 

case, whatever the romantic bonds, the man as nan validates himself 

primarily through his job, or profession or his "calii-ig". In one re- 

spect American men and women are in principle divided by a gaps the 

men usually live in t^wy worlds - job and family. Often the vives know 

or understand little of the former. The fimily is left behind when the 

nuu opens his paper on the commuters train on the bus or when he enters 

his place of work. V/ith some exceptions - such as tho professions - the 
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rwrtrt« aleo holds: the Job it forgotten when tb« place of work ie left 

behind« 

Tty  contrast, the feminine vorld le «ore personal. To he sure the 

man too deals with people, he he salesaaa, exrcutive or annual worker. 

He deals with the© in the process of his work which alas at "production" - 

of things,ideas, sales. His wife deale with growing people as her work 

or better instead of it, though soae oothers now make child railing into 

a profession. Ideally, the laericaa wonan is to be a ▼ersatile person, 

smoothly switching from the glamorous co-ed or office *irlt to the quiet 

unaggressive, family-centered homemaker. At home she should manuge the 

household in dungarees, raise the children to be and become normal and 

appear in a pretty dress at ni^fct as fresh as ever, but sufficiently wise 

to understand male troubles <md to represent a refuge from the tough world 

of competitive success« The woman ought also be responsive to chvrch, 

clubs and philanthropy. She must not be too intelligent, vitty or in- 

dependent. The man, however, must be able to credit her with a superior 

intuition at vhose lack of logic he can langh at the same time as he 

nakes use of it. A woman, moreover, is "expected to want a child" - 

for it is from motherhood rather than housewlfeliness that she derives 

her pride. Clearly the balance erf all these demand« is easily upset and 

there is always a chance that American men and women become rivals. 

This further enhances the possibility of the man's fear concerning his 

own masculine adequateness. He is not so much p?aissd for being a 

"man" as he is afraid that he mi^ht not be one. Aggressive activity 

sanctioned and praised in public (such as the Marine corps) might for 
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some men therefore be a welcome opportunity« In 'act any large scale 

effort, praised by and in public, in which one can be a man and yet be 

free from the kind of coopetitive world in which one has not quite 

managed to be a success could under certain circumstances be a welcome 

way out« provided there are not too many other frustrations associated 

with it, such as subordination to imposed leadership and authority. 

There are negative ideals for both men and women: men should not 

be sissy or cowardly; women should not nag and domineer. Common parlance 

has more colorful terms for these than doo the technical jargon of social 

science, but social science sees a broad connection between the ideal of 

American masculinity and the system of a conroetltlvo economy, between 

that economy with Its emphasis on success and the typically small family 

based on romantic love and separated from work and the older generation, 

between that family and the great emphasis on continuous changes in child 

raising or, finally, between the feelings associated with various techniques 

of child raising and some of the traits of the American character outlined 

below. 

The childhood of men and women is an object of great conscious concern 

In American culture. This fits with the prevailing emphasis on youth as 

well with that American optimism which believes both that the future will 

brin? us closer to some dreams and that it is ap to our own efforts to 

make this in fact come true. The chan^efulness of American life, moreover, 

has infiltrnted into child raising practice especially since the older 

generation Is kept at some distance and since science, in this case 

psychology, is relied on instead of tradition and unreasoned precepts, 
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The obrious success and grandeur of American technology which directly 

and indirectly rests on science further enhances the prestige of science 

in general and thus adds to the trends here broadly described, Ilothers, 

especially in the middle class, almost conpete with one another via their 

children and their acccnniishments and general "behavior. The child, 

especially the son, is therefore valued not only for what he X&. ^ut al80 

for what he does and can dß? to be toilet trained soon, to bo moderately 

good at school and really good in athletics, to be able to assume re« 

sponsibility, save money, have the courage and inagination to be a 

"bad boy" on occasion, be a leader, be well liked by his friends, - 

all these are qualities in their sons about which mothers can be proud, 

American parents enter the tasks of raising their children with a 

resignation that they will 'have1 their children only for a short time. 

Soon they will share them with teachers and playmates. Once the children 

embark on courtship and career the parents increasingly recede into the 

background and the children, now grown, are expected to surpass their 

father's achievements and change their mother's methods. The typical 

American family is isolated from sustained contact "ith the older, 

parental generation and is closer to age mates and friends from school or 

job. It is with the latter, rather than the former that troubles are 

shared, if they are shared at all.  The hope of parents, however, is to 

avoid troubles for their children. Because of this ideal and the fact 

that the ways of one's ovx mother cannot be automatically followed there 

is much coriCern in America as to what coistitutes a "good mother". 

It is a oublic concern, ? -there have a similar concern, but It is kept 

relatively nore private. Much has been made, though, of the fact that 

;. fathers are home little, that his children learn their values from their 

mother, that his sons do not see him at work (unless he is a farmer), 
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and thus can picture him as little more than a shadowy figure whom 

they must surpass. Sporadic evidence suggests that this is a mis- 

leading and incomplete picture and that the American lather is a 

badly forgotten figure in the work of the social scientists. Perhaps 

our analyses of the causes that lead to hreakdovm would be more fruitful 

if not so much were made of "aoaism" and the father were included more 

conspicuously. Certainly the whole problem of authority and leadership, 

taken up a^ain in the section on military problems, in of immediate 

relevance here. To return to the "good mother" she is to be mainly a 

good housekeeper, who takes care of the welfare of the children, 

physical and mental. She shares with the father the job of disciplining 

the child. Whatever differences in strictness the Anieiican Child may 

experience on the part of his mrents, increasingly he will be equally 

punished by mother and father. This together with a any other forces 

may lead to a certain fear of women which some obserrers claim to have 

observed in American men. The ideaLof the "good aother" is subject to 

class and ethnic variation. Typically, middle class mothers are more 

concerned with being "psychological", letting their child "develop" 

and avoiding "frustrating it". Lower class mothers are more concerned 

that their children learn to be clean, and to obey. Middle class 

mothers, too anxiously watch their children in their performances. It 

is as though in America parents were the spectators and children the 

players and performers. This "rugged familisra" - counterpart to America's 

individualism - has been summarized by Sirjamakl as consisting of 
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I      1. Marriage - as the dominating life ^oal for men and women 

l      2. A personal and romantic give and take «Ithin »aniage 

\ 3» Happiness (rather than family continuity) is the 
\ measuring rod within a family 

U« Sex should he exercised «ithin wedlock 

5» Husband and wife divide the labor between them, though the 
male has the rl^ht to a superior status, (provided he can 
demonstrate it through his capacity to eary money) 

Finally, one ought to mention the speciau. value America places on 

11 romantic love". The movie and advertising industries are geared to it 

and so are adolescent hooes. As one ironic French observer -out it: 

"America appsars to be the only country in the world where love is a 

national problem"; he added that no country in the world consumes such 

a fabulous amount of love son's (usually with a woman rejecting a man 

or a man puzzled and lost over having been let down)» 

The best summaries on these and other aspects of American family 

and love relationships can be found in Margaret Mead (And Keep ^our 

Powder Dry. Male and reniale)T Geoffrey G-orer (^he America' ?ecpl,e) 

and in essays by Talcott Parsons and others in a volume collected by 

Futh Anshen (The Family)» 

Law. Government and Ikiucation. 

Americans  id to respect the law w.ithout abidlhg by it, Th«y 

write their Ideals into their laws. Consequently, the common man can 

be proud of the national judicial system. Moreover, this system with 

Its guUins; conception of justice is seen to correspond to a higher, 
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natural law. If any particular la^, inerefcrei seeas un.just Individuals 

often feel free to disobey it. Such dleobedience is justifiad in  the 

name of this higher, natural law. It is further encouraged by a certain 

disregard for law and order, a strong emphasis on rights without an 

equal eaphasis on duties and a general distru-t of government. On 

the other hand Americans who are so proud of not obeying laws other 

than those which are "good" and "just" also believe that there "ought 

to be a law" against anything they consider bad and unjust. "America 

has become a country where exceedingly much is permitted in practice, 

but. at the same time exceedingly much is forbidden in law",*  This 

combination of '.dealism and legal formality helps to discredit law, 

give an unsavory name to the clever lawyer and to "politics" in general 

and breeds a sort of "fatalism": politics is dirty, the government is 

inefficient and interferes (but it o^ee me security and protection) - 

and so what is the use. Accordingly, strong feelings of responsibUity 

for participating in public affairs or for helping to enforce thn law 

are not too widespread, 

A:* has been suggested, the "government" is generally considered 

something ibout which one gripes because of taxes, inefficiency and 

selfish, corrupt politicians, from which one demands protection and 

security and of which one is proud in comparison "ith the dictatorial 

governments of other nations, "Democracy", th\t is, is an import nt 

rallying symbol, but its precise connection with specific governmental. 

procedures or economic arrangements a^e net clearly thought about, 

except b;- sporadic radical ^rouos« 

"•Gunnar Myrdal, An American Jilemma, p, 17, 
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About "buslnesE" many American ▼alues are organised. The concept! 

of private property, private profit, individual initiative, conpetitlon 

all apply to it. There is a half-expressed assuoption in the air that 

"Aaerican business will always lead the world" (see Lynd, Middletown 

ia Trysition^ that the Aoerican combination of big and small business 

attests to the soundness of the American way of life, that business can 

run its own affairs best and government should therefore keep intsrferenc« 

to a minimum, that competition is what makes for progress and has made the 

United States great, that the chance to grow rich is a necessary hope 

since men von't work if they don't have to, and that in the end a 

"man really gets what is coming to him in America,11 

One way of aakin» sure that he does indeed make the required 

progress is to acquire the necessary education, Education is seriously 

valued ir. America - often as a mean for climbing social and economic 

ladders. Besides, education is also a means for creating gtjig (the) 

American way of life from many immigrant and class traditions. Further, 

there exists the belief that all that is worth learn*n^ can also be 

(formally) taught - and needs to "be taught, T' is is enhanced by the 

fact that in America such great value is placed on "techniques" (of 

production or of love, etc.). Problems become situations «o be handled. 

Situations, most often call for action,  Education, therefore, is 

geared towards learning; skills, techniques and competence.  Ideas, too, 

belong in this category. The expert as competent technician is valued, 

but the intellectual as theoretical speculator is suspect,  Education 

also ii  concerned vith ""building character", a character which may be 

tested in action, 
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ibcc«pt for the largn Rosan Catholic mlaorlty and nuaerouo «mall 

minoritiea, Americans are lees and less influenced V organized religion. 

But all observers consulted for tnis memorandum agree that Protestantism 

and a lingering Puritanism lie at the very heart of the American system 

ot values; and there is considerable disagreement over the extent to which 

America is actually secularized. As uunnar Myrdal has pointed out, social 

scientists are likely to ^et their attentions fixed on the process of 

progressive secularisat on to such an extent that they fail to see the 

main fact "that America probably is still the most religious country 

in the V/estern v/orld," (An American Dilemma, pp. 10-11)   In America, 

with itspnigh valuation of the separations of church and state, religion 

is focused on shaping social life rather than on maintaining a theo- 

cratic church which can provide a spiritual refuge from the world. As 

Brogan has pointed out, religion in America is primarily a matter of 

"conduct, of dpod deeds, of '-orks with only a vague background of faith." 

It is highly functional and pragmatic, a guarantee of success moral and 

material". As for the large Catholic minority, the Afflerican people seem 

to be prepared to tolerate it, but not to love it or admire it, and 

often to resent acts of the official Catholic hierarchy which are in- 

terpreted as attempts at roligious influence on public policy. 

Religion in America helps to make men goo'5, honest citizens; but 

as Mead has pointed out, 3-od is less important than one's neighbor and 

thus is not to be remembered either too much or too often. The devil 

ha.5 become innocuous, and there is little need for serious concern 

about heaven or hell» 
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Significant CleaTagc« in Jmerican.  Sociotyt Claa« 

The problem of class In Aaeric* is both enlgaatical and para- 

doxical» The enlgaa lies in the fact that despite great differentials 

in wealth, prestige, and power, there are no clearly marked social 

classes in America, Numerous economic, political, and sociological 

studies have shown that the extent of the differentials in the American 

population is Just as great as any found in class organized societies; 

and yet Americans lack clear-cut class consciousness or class identifi- 

cation, A survey by Fortune Magaxine indicated that the overwhelming 

majority of Americans identify with the "middle class11; and a recent 

study by Centers indicated that J&p of Americans report that they have 

a good chance to get ahoad in their work, while almost SOfr  report the 

belief that their children have as good a chance to rise in the world 

as those of anybody else. The oaradox lies in the fact that despite 

the official American ideology of equality, virtually every social 

scientist who has studied American social organization in the last 

generation has asserted some kind of a class system« The very re- 

sistance of Americans to the recognition of class in their society is 

itself symptomatic of the conflict of class organization with the 

official ideolojy of the nation. When class position is recognized by 

Americans, it is recognized grudgingly and often with anger as something 

un-American and wrong. 

Several lin=«8 of social science evidence suggest solutions tc the 

puzzling and seemingly contradictory character of class in America« 

In the first place, studies vhich see American values as a system 
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rather than a disparate aad unrelated eerie« point out the fact that 

there are ▼aluee of inequality at veil as of equality in Aaerlca, 

While the official ▼alues of equality and the brotherhood of man and the 

unofficial "cult of the coaaon Ban" keep class lines froa crystalizing 

and becoming absolutely fixed in America« certain other values — 

just as significant — sake some kind of differential ranking of persons 

and groups inevitable. First, the official valuation of equality refers 

not te ike equality of persons, but to equality of opportunity — op- 

portunity to achieve and succeed in the free enterprise system. In 

terms of the unofficial values necessary in order to ap^oly the official 

ideology to specific situations, the importance of success and the 

competitive process through which success is won imply the ranking of 

persons in a hierarchy of worth* If individual initiative and effort 

are important, if achievement, doing, an'' mastery are valued; then it 

is inevitable that individuals will be ranked in order of achievement 

and "good works", ^nd if equality of initial opportunity and inilvidual 

responsibility are asserted, then the whole ranking has its Justification 

in the American value system. Thus the successful have reached their 

high places through superior ability and superior output of effort, 

while the unsuccessful have failed to reach high places because of lack 

of ability and/or failure to exert sufficient effort. Evidence from 

most social scientific studies conforms to this vi»»w of stratification 

in Aiaerica, ifhile Americans deny class in their society, they are quite 

willing to rank the indiviiuals and groups in their communities in a 

hierarchy. Thus Americans do not deny the reality of class, but only 
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the ▼alae of class« In their seeainglj paradoxical behaTior, they 

are stating that class organisation is antithetical to their official 

values, hut that the differential e-ralaatioa of individuals is necessary 

in order to put their ▼alues into operation« 

Because of the contradictory nature of certain Jtaerican official 

▼alues and the realities of hierarchical ordering of individuals and 

groups« social classes in Aserica hive hem defined in large part hy social 
j 

science analysis rather than in the minds of people in the society«* 

These social science "deaonstratlons" of class h ve taken various forns* 
i 

Some Investigators have taken specific attitudes and behavior and shovn 

them to differ systenatically along class lines« For czaanle, Allison 

Davis has shown that type of training given to children follows class 

lines; Klnsey and his associates hve demonstrated the class patterning 

of sex behavior; Centers and the various national opinion polling 

organizations have shown voting behavior and political oarty affiliation 

to differ with class; Holllngshead has shown systematic class differences 

in attitudes toward the consequences of the atomic bomb; cjid various 

Investigators including Centers, Jones, '.ferner, and the Lynds have 

i 
shown that such attitudes as those toward opportunity in America and the 

clash be*"ween "human rlghta" and "property rigbts" follow the lines 

of class affailiation.  Other investigators have taken whole sets of 

»  oultural chiracteristics —— such as style of life and typical goals 
I 
I  and motivations and demonstrated that these configuraticns can be 

I J .  
1  *The best and most recent summary and analysis of the social science 
I   evidence on soclel class in America is a paper by Walter ^oldschmidt, 
I   "Social Class in America ■—— A Critical Review", appearing in the 

American Anttupopg^ogist. Vol, 32, Ho« U, October-December, 1950. 
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ordered toy olast* Aaoag these are Warner and his associates, the Lyads, 

Gardner and Davis, West, and Goldschaidt. Level of living studies made 

by numerous ecoaoalsts and sociologists and by government agencies show 

aaterial possessions, objects of expenditure, and general standard of 

living to vary with class« Economic analyses show class differences in 

relation to the instruments of production and assert the existence of 

certain fiscal elites in America. And finally, the students cf the local 

eoirunlty in America, chiefly anthropologists, assert the importance of 

hierarchical ranking of individuals and groups as an organizing principle 

at the local level. 

The social science literature seems to LvUcate the following 

generalizations on class in America,*  In the first place, there are 

extreme differences in wealth, economic conditions, prestige, and power 

between Individuals and groups in America. But secondly, equality of 

opportunity is a major part of the American credo. This credo is 

supported by a relatively high level of individual movement from one 

class to a higher one, but most persons remain in the economic and social 

status to which they were torn. In the third place, the life ways of 

people vary with their level in the class hierarchy. Fourth, a common 

system of values by which class position is measured seem to exist despite 

the heterogeneity of the American population. Of primary luroortance are 

occupation (source of income) and expenditures (tmhllc display of Income); 

but in addition to these monetary criteria, consideratiohs of family or 

* Based primarily on Goldschaldt's summary. 
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"background" and education cr ' culture" -"-«s operative In the raoat 

f imaediate spheres of the individual's life. In the fifth place, subtle 

* differences in values and in consitaent to the core of the American 

creed exist between the classes, (Ifhis important guneralization will 

be taken UD in more detail below,) Sixth, attitudes on issues such as 

labor, governmental assistance, and "human rights" vary with class level; 

and a high degree of concentration of control at least in the economic 

sphere, has been deraonrtrated. These differences in attitude are re- 

lated to differences in class, but conformity to the class line in 

America is irregular. Last, class identification is frequent, as showc 

by the readiness of persons to identify classes in their local commur.ities 

and in the national economy. Other significant evidences of class 

alignments are the trends in the last two decades to increased union- 

ization of the working classes and class patterning of voting. 

These pieces of evidence tutest the emergence of a class system 

in America, although it is not yet clearly defined.. While individual 

investigators have differed in the number of classes they have defined 

and in the criceria for class identification, certain important regularities 

in their studies suggest that tne emerging pattern is toward a system 

of four t^sic classes, vhich are already important determinents of tne 

valuer, goals, and motives of their members, and of differing degrees 

of commitnient to the historic American creed. 

The smallest and most clearly established of these classes is an 

elite vhich may be called the upoer class.  It is characterized by the 

lang-established possession of oover and money, by the stressing of 
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"family*  and "'backgrooad* more heavily than aehieTement and success, 

and ty the adoption of an aristocratic mode of life quite distinct from 

that of the rest of the society* Hy stressing values which are in* 

accessihle to "social cliobers" — tradition, lineage, family in- 

tegrity, leisure actirities and "refineaeat" —-the upper class elite 

is able to maintain its distance from the mass of the population. 

It is possible to lose wealth without losing class position among the 

"uppers"; leisure rather than labor is dignified; social ritual is 

more important than the Ten Commandments, but still there is a hi^h 

regard for personal morality. The upper elite in America is thoroughly 

committed to the official American creed, at Xbast at the verbal level; 

but at the level of unofficial values it deviates significantly from 

the core of the Americen value system. Host important are the upper 

class valuation of who a person is rather than what he does; the 

tradltionalistic facing toward the past rather than the more character- 

istically American facing toward the future; and the eaohasis on an 

individual's responsibility to his lineal family rather than to himself 

as an individual. This eilt© is net found in each community or even In 

most communities, but is concentra*ed in the larger urban centers, 

and in certain of the oldest and most stable areas of the eastern sea- 

board and the South. The fact that the vaet majority of Auericans have 

had no personal contact with this elite groun Is no dou^t an inroortant 

factor in the frequent denial of class by Americans, 

In the middle class, constituting about UOp of the population 

and including profesaioaal, managerial and proprietary groups, is found 
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the truest embodiment of the American value system, absolute equality 

of opportunity and its correlate, the individual's responsibility for 

his ovn status are heavily emphasized, and are manifested in the un- 

official values of salf-control, ambition, and "style of Aoing things", 

Gr-^at stress is put on priperty values and ownership, thrift and hard 

work, respect for law and order, and emotional control in the present 

in the interest of a bi^er and better future. The individual is ex- 

pected to be a "good fellow" who holds a "respectable" job and whc 

associates socially only with "respectable" people. He is expected to 

have good manners of a conventional type; and he is severely disapproved 

if he is conspicuously different from his associates.  In his motives, 

the middle class individual shows a strong sense of duty and responsi- 

bility; he is r*ady to "do a job" and to be responsible for the conse- 

quences of his performance« At the upper end of the middle class is 

found conspicuous consumption of expensive goods and services, which 

are significant as "badges" of success in the coiapetitive system. 

In summary, the middle class is most fully in accord with the dominant 

American value system, stressing opportunity and freedom from restraint; 

effort, achievement, and success; the future as the "golden age" yet 

to be fully raaiir.ed; and individual initiative and responsibility. 

The third class in the emerging system may be called the working or 

laboring class. It is different from the middle class not merely because 

it is made up primarily of manual workers, but because it rejects, or 

tries to reject, the middle class v lues of advancement throus^i individual 

achievement. It di values the middle class standards of self-discioline 
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aad »elf«contaiiment, and the middle class cptiroism about the future« 

For individualism it tends to substitute identification with labor 

and the ideal of collective action for sociel ^ains, 'Thile it accepts 

the basic desire» for material goods and wealth, it tends to see the 

solidary grouo rather than the responsible individual as the basic 

unit in the )ursuit of these goals. It is more concerned vith the 

immediate problems of subsistence than "ith the accumulation of property 

for the future; and it exhibits less respect for property and for the 

law. It is less confident that effort, -oral purpose, and rationality 

will result in mastery over one's surroundings; and it is less con- 

cerned than the middle class with thrift, vork for its own sake, 

cleanliness and the social graces. It is more tolerant in Its 

judgment of morality; and it considers itself less a -o^rt of the 

total community. 

Although the workin , class departs significantly fro?: the most 

general values of American culture, it is significant that this segment 

has not developed to the extent of its counterparts in European culture. 

This is dae at least in part to the official denial of class in the 

American ideology and to the valuation of individual achievement which 

has drained off from the working cl^ss most of those individuals vho are 

sufficiently in line with the general American value system to succeed 

in the competition;, These individuals have most often broken their 

ties with the workin- class and moved into the middle class. 

The fourth class in the American system is made u^ of those labor- 

ing people who depart from the general American ideology to such an 
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extant that they accept their laboring «tatus and do not expect to 

advance, either individually or collectively fron the5r position. 

They inhabit the slums of cities and the sharecropper slums of the 

rural South, Their vays of life are degraded, and they are oriented to 

present impulse satisfaction rather than to success in the future 

which is sufficiently promising to warrant either thrift, hard work, 

initiative and responsibility, or self-control. They are the "floaters" 

and "drifters" who are thoroughly alienated from the core of the 

American value system. 

The class system of America is not rigid or crystallized. The 

cultural denial of class remains strong, but convincing evidence of a 

rather flexible class system ^liich iij necessary to the understanding of 

America today abounds in the social science literature, Cli.ss is 

necessary in order to understand and predict the behavior of Americans, 

bat v/e must not exaggerate the importance of class, 'v'ithin the frame- 

work of generalized American values and goals which operate to minimize 

class-type organization there are more specific values and conditions 

according to which tha behavior of individuals in different social 

divisions of America is organised. The principal specific values of 

the middle class are most fully in line rjth the general, culture-wide 

values of America; the ideology of equality of opportunity, romantic 

individualism, the importance of effort, achiavenent, and success. 

Members of the upper, the working, and the lower class also adhere 

to these culture-wide values, at least at the level of official, ex- 

plicitly verbalized values. At the level o-" more specific goals and of 
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unofficial values, however, the members of the upper and working classes 

and especially the aembers of the lower class are far less well In- 

tegrated with the general values of Aaerlcan society. Herein lies a 

source of much tension; and failure to recognize it accounts In part 

for the frequent difficulties of educators, welfare workers, and 

hospital authorities (almost always middle class) in handling lower 

class persons« But the JLaricea unity of values provides a theme to 

which there are many variations, some of which are not out of time v-ith 

it, AS long as America is committed to its historic "creed", it will 

find it necessary to maintain a shifting balance between equality and 

freedom on the one hand and invidious comparisoc and class on the othar« 

While concept« of class or^anizatioi and differentiation seem 

necessary in order to understand contem )orary America, one must not 

exaggerate the influence of class or the decrease in social ani economic 

mobility» It should not be forgotten that almost all of the community 

analysts who have emphasized class have load a propensity for studying 

the more static coamur.ities, those in the "bacicater" of America's main 

current. In view of the fluidity of America's class system, perhaps one 

should avoid the word "class" with its misleading European connotations 

and speak of status groups instetd. But on the other hand, one should 

also avoio. the opposite error of disr.issing class in America on the 

ground that class organiz ition is alien to the official beliefs and 

values of Americans. 
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SIGHinCAHT CL3A.YiP3St RBOIONAL 

All of OB are conscious of the fact that there are cignifleant 

regional differences in the dWerte fabric that is American life, 

and of the Intensely local character of certain American loyalties —• 

to "HQT hometown" and to "where I cone froau"  Southerners are different 

from Northerners; and Texans are in K%ny respects different from South 

Carolinians; He" England Yankees are different from Mid-ieeterners; 

and Californians are not quitb like anyone else. But since in America 

there are no universally accepted proTinces ready to accept the lealer- 

ship of a provincial center, there is surprisingly little social science 

knowledge on the subject of regional differences in values and in 

culture« There are multitudinous studies V ecologlsts, demographers, 

and geographers showing differences in natural environment, settlement 

patterns, and population characteristics such as birth rates, death 

rates, age and sex composition, etc.; and there are studies by economists 

and sociologists focusing on standard of living, income from manufacturing 

and farming, resource-use^ etc. But in this large volume of literature 

showing regional differences in certain natural and social characteristics, 

there is little systematic work on regional differences in culture or 

in value system. There are studies of communities in the various 

regions of America, and certain historians such as Frederick Jackson 

Turner and James Truslow Ma«!« hws -sä'i i;»iöreöted in the development 

of regional and sectional distlnctivenessi but to supplement tbe-J« two 

types of sources there is little beyond impressionistic reports of 
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r«sl<mal dlffwreacM in ralaes« ¥has aoit of the atatenentt in this 

meaoraafam •xplicitlj directed to recionel ralues have the etatut of 

reaeonahle tiferencet fro« literature which teldon treats ▼aioea explicitly 

or aytteaatloall/. 

The •oelologlet Odtus delineates six major regions of tna tJhltöd 

States wtiich ve shall call the Sortheast, the South, the Southwest, the 

Middle West, the Horthvest, and the Pacific. The Northeastern region 

is practically synonomous with the historian Frederick Jackson Tomer's 

greater Hew Ihgland, including In addition to the Hew England States 

Hew York, Hew Jersey, Pennsylvania, West 7irginia,I)elawarev Maryland, 

and the District of Columbia« £his region is the historical cradle of 

the nation, the concentration area of population, industry, cities and 

wealth. It is the home of the "Old Americans," the "Yankees,n and the 

Puritans, hut it is also the home of heterogeneous iaaaigraat populations 

and the center of American Catholiciasu The people of its great cities, 

which fail to reproduce themselves biologically, is extensively re- 

cruited from the surplus population of more agrarian regions of the 

nation, as well as from immigration, Tne most recent immigrant streams -~ 

from Southern Ireland, Italy, Poland aadCentfal Europe, Trench Canada- 

and Puerto Rico — are ortjdominantly Catholic in religion, while the 

migrants from other regions of the United States —— whites and Hegroes 

from the South and "Old Aaiericans" from the West —• are predominantly 

Protestant. At the heart of this region are the city, the factory, and 

technology; even the rural people are closely tied to the city in whose 

markets they sell their produce. The conditioning of the past is 
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«rerywhmrs appareat la th» BortlMMt, bat the vast aajorlty of its 

people continue la typical Aaerlcan faahloa to look to the future with 

optlalaa a« the golden age hlgfer and hotter than the past« Ürhaalsa, 

Indus trial lea, and technology have prov^ed the ever-ezpaadlng frontiers 

necessary to continued dynaaisa of the official creed of individualisa, 

achievftaent, and future success; as veil as concrete aoa^aente to  the 

efficacy of the American eyetea» the iapersonality of urban life 

prorides a fit sediua for the operation of the Aasrlcaa Talues of 

abstract Justice and equality of opportunity, an^. for the judgement of 

persons predominantly in terae of what they have done father than 

in teras of who they are. Opposing the tendency of the egalitarian 

attitude to persist in the }'nrtheast( however, are the crystallisation 

of class distinctions in certain of the older and more stable sections, 

and tb« «mergence of hereditary elites cultivating the aristocratic 

way of life in the largest cities. Anodg the urban working classes 

andicsrtain ainority racial, religious, and ethnic divisions of the 

heterogeneous population, the traditional individualism seems to be 

yielding to grouo consciousness and collective action and responsibility 

in the achievement of grout» goals* Trade unionism is perhaps the best 

example of this increasing subordination of the individual to the , 

collective pursuit of group goals« 

If the Northeastern region typifies "Americanism," then the great 

Middle V/est is even more "American«*'  Here, in the relative recency of 

frontier, migration, and westward movement Europeans became in reality 
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Aoericaas rather than tracsplantei 3aropeani. Ic the quality and 

eonposition of its population, the nature and diversity of its occu- 

pations, and the balance of its industry and agriculture, its urban 

and rural life, the Middle tfest is perhaps most fully "Aaeriöan." 

I'he regional sociologist Odua has so cWacteriisd this region in whl-h 

!iä iucfcudes the state* of ^t:^, ^aciana, Illinois. -Ir-hi^an, 'Wisconsin, 

Minnesota, Iowa, and Missouri« Here In the aidst of a vast wealth of 

üatuJv.1 resources ve find urbanism built on an agrarian base —<- a 

fertile environsent for the flowering of the American creed of equality 

and freedoaÜlD achiöTt and succeed, denocracy and .justice before the law, 

private property, individual responsibility, and free enterprise« 

Doing and effort, reason, technology, and moral purpose have resulted 

in mastery of the environment, as indicated by the hia:h standard of 

living of the region; and past achievement in terms of the American 

ideology Justify an optimistic facing of a future which promises even 

"greater rewards. In the manufacturing centors the traditional in* 

divilualism is veering in the direction of collective solidarity» but 

in the more agrarian Iliddle '^est this tendency is counter-balanced ^y 

the intense individualism of its rural people. 

The new Northwest, in vhicb Odum includes the western mountain states 

of Korth and South Dakota, Kansas, Nebraska, ; ontana, Idaho, '/yoming, 

Colorado, and Utah, is an even more recent frontier of westward mi- 

gration, but it is not so richly bleesed as the Middle V/est with 

the natural resource base necessary for the continued expansion 
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which seess necessary for peak vitality of the American creed. This 

region is predominantly rural and agricultural, lacking the balance 

between urbanism and agrarlanism., manufacturing and farming which 

led Odurn to characterize the Middle ''est as the "most Americen" region. 

Scattered through this region are numerous enclaves of minority cultures 

deviating la various respects frca the central AnBrican value system — 

the Mormons of Utah, the Russian Mennonites, and many remnants of American 

Indian tribes. The Northwest pattern of immigration has been one of 

"group-settlem>?ntn of agrarian newcomers who continue to live in ethnic 

pockets and are thus being acculturated to full "Americanism" slowly 

and with difficulty, 

Odum's Far Uest region, including Washington, Oregon, California, 

and Nevada, is in the words of Brogan typically American in being enter- 

p Ising, unsettled, careless, a mixture of science, rudeness, shrewdness 

and superstition, happy« confident, and grasping for the future. This 

is a formative and fluid region of the future where everything that is 

American seems to be sharpened and exaggerated *— the highest standard 

of living in the world, indignant soapboxers and grimly standpat con- 

servatives, raw flaming youth and fagged-out oldsters, a baronial 

aristocracy and an aggressive working class, fluidity and change in the 

shadow of the ancient culture of the American Indian and the Spanish 

padre. The Far West is the national testing ground for Americanism, 

providing the new frontier of future success through individualism and 

free enterprise. But in the treatment of its racial minority groups —-> 

principally Orientals and Spanish Americans —— it dsviates from the 
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official üiaerlcan Talaes of equality, freedom, democracy, and Justice 

perhaps to a greater extent than the Northeast, the Middle West, or the 

Northwest. 

Regional students agree that there are two, not just one, "South" 

in Acerica. Odum calls one region, acpproxlaating the "Old South,n 

the Southeastern and places in it the states of Virginia, North and 

South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, 

Arkansas, Tennessee, and Kentucky« His Southwestern region represents 

a culture long since differentiated from "the South" and nearer West 

than South. It itcludes Texas, Oklahoma, Hew Mexico, and Arizona« 

In the Southeast we find the most highly developed regional consciousness 

in America — conecieasness and loyalty which often takes on the 

"sectional" character of placing the interests of the region above those 

of the nation« The most imoortant factor differentiating the South 

from the rest of the nation is common historical experience which 

diverges significantly from that of the nation as a wholes The South- 

east fell out of step with the nation long before lg6lt and since its 

defeat in the Civil V/ar has to some extent turned in on itself in 

veneration of a "past of fables," The Southeast is that part of 

America which '6as the highest proportion of iJegroes, m^-beni of 

evangelical Protestant churches, illiterates, murderers, drinkers of 

coco-cola and tenant farmers, and the smallest proportion of voters, 

taxpayers, Catholics, Jews, and immigrants. The Southeaet, with its 

remnant of an upper class which sometimes produces good statesmen and 

its depressed poor whites and ITegroes, maintains a defensive ideology 
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which look« to the past rather than to the future and. which it •Ignlfi- 

cantly out of step with the dosinant Aaerican Talua systea. The 

tendency of non-Southern politicians and urban Intellectual« to belittle 

and character!»« as had auch of the culture of the South and to refer 

to the South as the "disease* and the 'problem auaiber one" of the 

nation has tended to heighten this tendency to militant dsfeüsiveness 

on the oart of Southerners. 

The main traits of Southern Culture are strong individualism, 

strong Protestant reli:lous influence, strong sense of honor, impatience 

with formal organization and law. and allegiance to the family, organised 

primarily In terms of patriarchlal authority. The official creed of the 

natiOii is accepted verb liy in the Southeast, but the meanings of the 

terms are often different. Individualism in the South means the right 

of each individual to make his own decisions, including the right to 

choose not to associate socially with the Negro. Democracy is framed 

primärlaly in term 6f pdlitJnal rather than aocial democracy;, and 

political democracy means the right of the majority to rule, and even 

to disenffanchise some elements of the population defined as Innately 

incapable of assuming the responsibilities of denocracy« Thus the 

spokesmen of the South use the language of democracy in defending thfeir 

values which often deviate from the core values of the nation« The 

content of the vocabulary la familiar, but its implicntions to the 

Southerner are quite different. Perhaps the most important unofficial 

value distinguishing the Southeast from the rest of the nation is the 

regal personalness of life in the South as opoosed to the egalitarian 
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lapertonalaett of Vorthern liviac« ?bl* ▼-O.ue is perhaps a surviral 

of the rural and agricultural aatore of the early South, but It is a 

raid« predoBlnantly ioportant la the contemporary South. It connotes 

emotional Involvement and fact»~to»face relationships; and Its highly 

valued corollary ")ci!«dne8stt connotes relationships Involving patroniz- 

ing understanding on the part of toperordinates and a reciprocity 

of unlimited devotion on the part of subordinates. These personal 

relationships both reassure and enslave; and in the traditional South* 

east th«y have an equal hold on the superordinates and the subordinate, 

the white master and the Negro servant. These unofficial values of 

personalness and kindness seen to be the emotional heart of the die» 

tinctlveness of the Southeastern way of life. Both the great gracious- 

<       ness, hospitality, and friendliness of Southern life and the great 

capacity of the South for violence seem to bo facets of this aspect of 

the culture. Individuals matter and feelings for individuals are 

important. Personalities are more important than ideological issues^ 

which come to life through personalities. But intense personal feelings 

of this order can break out !'• violence rather than kindness when the 

expected reciprocities are not found. Fr med in these personal terms, 

an Individual is either a friend or an enemy,' there is no niddle ground. 

And when life is led in a setting of personalnees and emotional in- 

volvement, the disinterested criticism and the abstract standards 

implicit in the official creed of America are difficult to apply to 

everyday life. Thus, while the Southeast holds to the official creed 

of America at the official verbal level, it deviates from it in the 
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peculiarly personal and emotionally loaded interpretation it gives to 

its premises. 

The sixth great Aoerican regional sub-culture is found in the 

emerging Southwett, which includes the states of Texas, Oklahoma, 

New Hexico, and Arizona« Culturally this area has long been differ- 

entiated from the South, even though its largest state, Texas, was a 

memberr of the Confederacy, Nor is it completely 3ast or '/eat or North« 

Because Spanish and American Indian cultures were so. deeply imbedded 

here before the arrival in dominant numbers of "Americans,1' there remain 

in this region more vestisos of "alien" culture than in any other,major 

area cf the nation« The presence of large numbers of "Mexicans" in the 

population — people who have inhabited the area for generations, who 

speak the Spanish language, and who practice Spanish-American culture —- 

perpetuates this situation of heterogeneity and less than full "Americanism"• 

Dominant though the "American" is no*, his frequent contact "ith a 

Latinized culture has its inevitable effect on his behavior and his 

attitudes. Accentuating the lack of full conformity to central American 

values in the Southwest is the strength of the "Southern way" In the 

Southwest, Not only is Texas usually thought of as "Southern," but the 

principal migratory streams settling the oth*r states have been from 

Texas and the South, In these respects, then, the Southwest is perhaps 

the least fully "American" of the six regions. On the oth^r haad, the 

Southvest is intensely Amarican in its fast-growing cities and bigger- 

and-better motivations so characteristic of the frontier, in its oil 

derricks and cattle ranfec, its conversion of the desert into fertile 
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fields through the rational techniqaes of irrigation and scientific 

agriculture. Like the southeast, it has its problems in reconciling 

the realities of the treatment of its substantial minority grovns with 

the official American creed, 

SIGMIFICAHT CL3AVAG3S:  RURAL AID IHBiU 

The original of much of the American value system is rural and 

agrarian: the basic Jeffersonian conception of America was that of a 

nation of self-sufficient farmers who must he freed from the restraints 

of strong government and the demoralising influences of large cities. 

Thus many of the historical values and expectations of America se^m 

"rural,n  The llaglish historian Brogan goes so far as to suggest that 

ideally America, with its Protestant rural creed is a farmer's republic, 

"where the population doubles every year" and land values and markets 

Increase proportionately. As many social «^lentists have shown, the 

more primary and personal world of the couatry, where farmers are 

typically indivi: oaiistic, independent, conservative, mystic, possessed 

of deep convictions, superstitious and fatalistic in thsir direct dependence 

on fortuitous "Üature," contrasts today to the point of tension v ith the 

world ofthe increasingly populous cities where peopXa live past one 

another in congestion and impersonality. To a significant extent, rur-O.- 

urban differences are paralleled by Protestant-Catholic differences in 

rali ,ion and by "Old-American"-immigrant differences in ethnic comoosi- 

tion of the population, Bural people, using as their critical standards 

the agrarian Protestant v lues of stability, personal relations, and 



siBpliclty, tend to define the city and -ör&anisaUon a« "evil*  and 

"imaoral," as a threat co basic values and to rural Interests, 

While, as Kineisley Davis has minted out, the urban population of 

the United States has increased U20 times since 1790 at the s-une time the 

rural population was increasln«: only 15 tiaet. there are n»iny character- 

istically rural survivals in Aserican urban life, Tomars suggests that 

the typical urban preference for a tin^le-faaily house with a fireplace 

if possible is such a survival. And due to the rapid recent growth of 

American cities, in addition to the fact that birth rates in cities 

usually fall below the level necessary ta aalnt-.in the population, the 

"typical" American city-dweller is only one generation removed from either 

a farm or a rural stiall town*  He is thus in many respects sympathetic 

to the farmer and to rural v >lues and deeply auspicious of the typically 

"urbane" person whose external conformity, superficial politeness, and 

sophistication hide rather than reveal his internal motivation and state 

of mind. Still meaningful to him is at least that part of the rural 

value scheme which strictly defines the "manly man" and the "womanly woman" 

and which abhors as sophlaticaced and affected thtt whole range of habits 

for which the cigarette holder is one symbol. Perhaps the principal 

changes in the rural value scheme brought about, by city life have been 

modifications in the rural definition of morality in the direction of 

greater tolerance^ and modifications in the traditional rugged individualiam 

in the direction of greater concern with and responsibility to certain 

collectivitiea organized orincitjally around secular rather than sacred 

interests and goals. 
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AMBRICAS NATIONAL CEAIUCTZR 

Ixuomerable books and articles full of simple statements have been 

written about Americans and their style of feeling and thought. There 

is something deceptively sir-ply about American personality ''ith its 

emphasis on being outgoing, friendly, open to inspection«  But were 

these simple stateaestg v^olly true, Americans vould not have accomplished 

what they have or survived what they havt survived. On the other nand, 

the lit--rature is also full of contrasting statements about Americans, 

Americans believe in individual achievement, yet there ii. a general 

passivity and fatalism when it ceaes to public isaues. They believe in 

freedomand yet conformity is to be found everywhere. They believe in 

equality of opportunity, yet they bsiieve that '-'ithout breaks or pull 

few ^et anywhere and that breaks and pull certainly are unevenly distributed. 

These contrasts are obviously of different sorts and of varying severity, 

Parvloxical statements as alternative to siaroU statements about the 

American character thus also have their shortcomings. But there is 

agreement that the investigation of feelings shared by Americans, of 

the manner in which Americans sustain relationships to parents or 

children, or equals or superiors, or of the way in which some specific 

characteristics develop early and change or persist is vefy useful and 

important indeed. Large-scale efforts in this fieid are, hov*ev6i, »till 

few and tentative, though the Literature is full of most suggestive 

hunches. 

On a general list of American characteristics there is substantial 

agreement! 
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il    They are geared to succecs and to winning. 
Winning is tomehow always possible. Obstacles 
are invigorating. For defeat there Is just no 
answer and no rationale« 

2. They are extravagant, generous, wasteful. In sose 
ways lazy. 

3. They are gifted in technology, organization, gadgets, 
mechanical devices. 

U. Results count, but apart from results there should be 
fun and happiness. Foraal dignity, like the past, goes 
ignored. Attention is paid priaarily to the futurn, 
to effort aad nastery. 

3. To others one is open and expects the sane froa them. 
Such openness is accozpanled by friendliness, but not 
by intimacy. The core of the American, vith its fear 
that he zniirht not be adequate, might be a failure, 
might be unvholesomely different from others, is 
hidden. Trouble, that other side of the American 
dream, is hiiden. As long as possible one remains 
easy »oin?;. But friendliness has a right to change 
into aggression where the other has beeu the attackers: 
then one must fights be tough and fair. 

6. Americans are gregarious and alone. Peers are highly 
important in the sum total of one's relationships. 
They set and maintain standards and ^ive advice, by 
the by. But Americans are a "lonely crowd,* It is 
their responsibility to strive on their own and to 
keep in line with their set. It is not, on the whole, 
their privilege to develop Individual uniqueness, to 
cultivate individuality that might accorroany their 
individualism. 

But how widespread are these traits, hov do they differ from class to 

class or region to region, where do they come from? The literature, 

at Its best, Is aware of these vexing problems without being able to 

render definitive answers at this moment. 

Some situations and relationships have been more deeply probed than 

others. Some agreement exists, for instance, concerning the questions of 
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authority. Asericac culture In general end the f-umly in particular 

generate a prediepoeition toward anti-authoritarlenisau Aaericans do 

not like people who poll their rank« If one is barred fron certain 

prlrileget because they are expensive it it one thing. One ml»ht at 

eoae future tiae afford the«« In principle they are available. It is 

quite another thing to be told that these Privileges are out of one's 

reach because one is not &a officer or not called by a certain name. 

Authority as the mark of inequality of status is objected to. Eo^ever, 

leadership is acceptable: "bosses" too flourish - in -rarious oamtexts« 

The anti-authoritarianism of the American, in other words, goes together 

with a willingness to lead or to be led, some capacity for bTing oneself 

■authoritarian" and a need, often denied, of bein^ dependent- on the 

decision and imagination of others. It stakes sense, accordingly, for 

Americans to be anti-militarist vithout being anti-military; besides, 

they like to play with tin soldiers. 

Aggression is another frequent tooic of discussion. It is generally 

agreed that there is a vagueness and confusion of standards concerning 

what is appropriate aggression at home, on the street, in business; 

Classes differ. The lower class tends to be more physical in its 

aggression; the middle class is more verbal. The sissy and the bully 

are despised alike. For a boy it is inportant to be a good fighter 

and to prove his manliness, AS an adult he attacks provided he can 

Justify it as defense. 

Another facet of the American character is Its attempt at simplifi- 

cation» It seeks simple arswers. It measures varied matter on uniform 
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•eal«8#  It aceoapaniat It« optlaiSB %gr a faith In tiaqpl« foraola«« 

Ia«Titabl« ittoet are tousbov d«ai«d; d«ath tads to bo hidd«k br 

tho ■orticioao; conpllcatod oaotioat aro tnpprottod; probleu are 

"solTod" by ttnrtlng afresh« let there le a tentatlTonees ^»bout these 

elanlo anevere» Aaorleant ehlft aXaott easily froa general prlnclplee 

to tesiorary slogan«, froa "the brotherhood of nan" to "Xet'e get the 

hell out of hare*.  Thla t«itatlTene«e le «oaetlaea also referred to aa 

superficiality, Aaericaas a^ald Intense Involvenent«. They aove through 

particular situatloas and analyse their behavior in teras of external 

«vent» or the particular acts of others. It is to othere that they 

are primarily oriented, for they do not wish to be alone and they 

always try to evade their loneliness, Tet their privacy reaalns de- 

fitaded. Social intercourse, therefore. Involves auch of one's tine 

bull little of oneself, despite the fact that social relationships are 

kept as informal as possible. Such informality -nd superficiality 

keeps personal tensions at a ainiflnis. Americans thus function well 

in groups. By exposing themseiva» to groups they also open themselves 

to inspection and to beocming similar. There are limits to all this 

find there are other sources of tension, notably the pressures of 

time and work, Thefse leave especially men little time for personal 

and family matters« Consequently the male needs for being, dependent 

and looked after which inevitably accompany his other desires to 

success and domination often go unfulfilled, and become, moreover, 

accentuated In the hard world in vfeich he spends most of his time« 
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For soso the senricet ml^t well be an escape from such a world. 

In clTllian life, the many voluntary associations - by-products of a 

stratified society * provide a balance; meanwhile the hone is in sose 

cases haunted bv the spectre of "nomiseu"  The nmmn  fills in for 

the otherwise occupied father* At her worst she a moral authority 

who blames her children, not herself; she teaches self control without 

exhibiting it; she suppresses her children's sensual needs and tries to 

maintain her own, often Inappropriately so; she expscts her children to 

be hard on themselves, while she herself has tendencies toward 

hypochondria; »he stands for tradition and Is afraid of her own 

old age.* 

?or these and other reasons some writers believe that In Amerlci. tae 

girl has In general an easier time of growing up than has the boy. 

Unilke the former, the latter must soon learn to make a distinction 

between the mother as teaching him his values and the father as teaching him 

how to act as a man» In technical parlance he must identify ^ith the 

father's "role."  The girl may Identify both vith the mother's values 

and "ith her role* Since the fathers of so many boys cannot actually 

be seen at vork and since the distinction between men and vromen Is 

becomina; less clear as mothers share with fathers In the disciplining 

of children and fathers share with mothers In housework, the boy's task 

of identification, of knowing through his feelings exactly what ie 

masculine and feminine, is a difflcull one. The girl, by contrast fases 

her task In learning to treat a man. Her fears are concerned with 

♦ This descriptTon Is taken from 3rik6on, Childhood and Societ/ 
Chapter 8: Notes on the American Identity, 
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boing let down or exploited. ?ba  boy? fears are concerned with being 

adequate as nrn, breadwinner and lover; they are also concerned vita 

being rejected by wooen» This it especially so "ithin the Middle 

clarses. In living up to adult expectations, nen and woaen thus are required 

to balance and unite diverse denands, Wonen are expected to be attractive 

(if not glamorous), good wives, ^ood «others, good housekeepers« Men 

are to be successful» good husbands, good fathers and above all masculine« 

Some observers in fact sense in America a "compulsive masculinity," 

This strict division between masculine and feminine standards is 

accompanied by a division between youth and age« The accent is on 

youth, Irresponsibility and romance. These are the best years of life« 

Adults must be responsible; but they may h^ve tesxoorary relapses into 

youth, especially at various reunions away from hoae, supported 

by alcohol« Women, moreover, ought to stay young. Yet there is a 

pressure to settle down, to found a family and a home. It is often 

a transportable home. To settle down is not to stay put« The American 

character harbours a restlessness and a capacity for several kinds of 

mobility: social and geographic and occupational. He drives himself and 

his car; he is more often at p«ace when he can keer) going than when he 

has to stay In one place. In nrerica it is still "too early to relax"; 

the young are kept on their toes; the old are often not respected; 

their achievements are to be exceeded. Yet, though age is not respected 

for Its own sake, young men with ouch ^ower are suspect; "experience" 

is a valued asset which, unlike education, ensures that one has enough 

"common sense." 
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For any on« person all this startB at home« The family la 

"a training ground In the tolerance of different Interests, not of 

different beings.*  The family is geared to the outer world with Its 

different clasaes. Its esphasls on occupation and ooney as a ayabol. 

In the family one accrues "claims for future privilege, Justifiable i 

on the basis of past concessions." In the pear group one can compare 

one's family with the families of ethers; and from then on the rapre* 

eentative American remains aware of others' evaluation of him« strives 

on his own and Joins with others who do llkewis« in voluntary organiz- 

ations, balances Job with family, hopes his children will avoid his mistakes 

and tries to maintain an area of freedom for his own decisions in a 

world that anonymously guides him along. 

AJGHICAK CULTDR3 AHD THE AHiHlD SERVICES. 

The previous sections on American values, class, regions and 

national character provide in brief an outline of the kind of society 

within which the Armed Services operate.  In a sense the Anted 

Services constitute a separate world. Yet their members come from 

America and the morale of fighting men Is affected by civilian morale 

and vice versa. 

The representative American gears his life to oeing a success by 

virtue of his own efforts, to being hapoy, having fun, and accumu- 

lating material possessions as symbols of his success. He is interested 

In activity, cot in speculation; in practical effort, not contemplation« 
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He gets hie tense of power from hi» achievemeats and his pcssesslonB, 

not fro» being allied vith a great cause or a strong eolleotivity« 

However, in the course of his individual efforts he accumulates 

enough lonllness to be in need of the support of smallish groups. 

These, again, do not stand for causes, but for common interests and 

common activities. In one sense, therefore, the typical American does 

not wish to fight and does r..ot wish to be part of a military system in 

which he must obey orders and gear his habits to those of others« 

Once war is ^iven, though, h« will fight and do a good job. This he 

accompanies with gripes towards the Armed Services, resentment toward 

those who do not share his hardships and toward those who can continue 

the primary civilian effort of getting ahead while he is not directly 

adding to his own successes. The great American emphasis on hapoiness 

is bound to produce a generalized feeling of dissatisfaction and a 

readiness to compare oneself unfavorably with others who are "better off" 

and "getting a better deal,"  In many ways, therefore, the military 

situation runs counter to the things Aaericans expect to get out of life. 

At the same time it can capitalise on some of the needs civilian life 

accumulatfss without always fulfilling them:  the need to be a man and to 

hwe friends on whon one can rely. 

Inevitably the arny inrooses other strains, ^iven on the one hand 

the strengths and weaknesses of the American character and on the 

other the mission of the military unit. For instance, the Anerican 

character relishes action; "doing something atout a situation" -especially 

if it is a critical one* In the Armed Services, however, there is bound 
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to >>e the familiar "hurry up and vaitt" - a coarolaint frequently heard 

by chaplains as very frustratirg to American asn. The Chaplain, by the 

way, can legitimately act as a sympathetic listener, perhaps even a ge= 

between, who can promise renedial action without the threat of Dunlshment, 

Furthermore, one can voice criticism to the Chaplain which cannot be 

voiced directly to the authorities involved. This is important in view 

of the previously stated American value that no one ought to be imraun^ 

to legitimate criticism. In a sense, of course, military organization 

cannot fully allow for this value: thus the chaplain's role as an outlet 

for tensions and gripes - apart froa his spiritual functions - seems a 

very much needed one. 

In America, military society and civilian society poses an 

especially vivid contrast, compared with more tradition-bound societies 

(such as Germany and "fo^land). The question of officer-enlisted men 

relationships is bound to be a significant one under these circumstances. 

The presence of visible differences in privilege and authority easily 

becomes a provocation to people taught to r«^ard themselves as equal 

with others, or at any rate aa potentially equal, once enough money, 

experience or luck is availctuxe. 

However, Americans will fight. They vili accept war as a 

temporary necessity. They will accept disci )line as a iseans to an 

acceptable end. They will ^o through deprivation in order to return 

home a^air. 
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AKBKICäII CÜLTUR3 AKT) itILITAHT PKOBLSMS 

Avallafrla research end resoorcei 

Without a doubt the four volume work. The Aacrlcan Soldier 

(by S. A. Stouffer and others) is the single most useful and coopact 

sourse book in this area« It would "by far exceed the limits of this 

report to give an at all adequate surrey of the problems discussed or 

raised by this extensive work. In fact, a special work Continuities in 

Social Research, acting as a commentary on the American Soldier, edited 

by R, K, frierton and written by several social scientists, is about to be 
j 

published. Also important is Volume LI, Number 5t March ISU^ of the 

American Journal of Sociology, coiroletely devoted to various phases of 

"human behavior in military society."  Various social scientists have 

subjected their ova military experience to systematic scrutiny. Good 

examples of this are George Homans: "The Small warship,n (American 

Sociological Review. Vol. XI, 29U-300, 19l;6) and David M. Schneider: 

■The Culture of the Army Clerk" and "Some Observ.tions on Army Basic 

Training," both published by the Institute for Intercultural Studies, 

New Xork and "The Social Dynamics of Physical Disability In Amy Basic 

Training (Psychiatry. 10,3, August 19U7). 

Some important general trends emerge fromthese various studiess 

'■ 1.  The American armed forces constitute a separate social world 
\ 

|     within the larger Amsrican Society on which, however, it Is dependent In 

i     many ways. The Army's social world Is chtracterlsed by a changing 

i 
I     balarze of several traditions: 
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a» The aodern Aaerlcan democratic tradition 

b. The mediaeval feudal tradition 

c. The recent effort of ijnlying scientific Icnowledge 
to the menagement of aen (rather than uerely the 
management of machines) 

In addition, the formal organization of military life is always ac- 

compahied by informal organizacion and arrangements; without these the 

smooth functioning of the military forces vould be impossible.* 

2,  In some respects the American army is in a state of tr-unsition« 

In the "old army" differences between military life and civilian life 

were especially marked; in the "new army" various devices (screening, 

education, application of "psychological principles") arc employed in 

the hope of reducing the more disabling aspects of the army's authoriz- 

ation organization, its highly stratified social system snd its emphasiB 

on traditional ways of doin? things. Consequently many phases of army 

procedure present themselves as "problems" to be considered by a range 

of experts. Such "problems" include: design of acreeain^ devices; 

methods for maintaining morale and diagnoslag si^ns and causes of its 

decline; appropriateness of various kinds of indoctrination; con- 

stitution of units relative to geographic, racial and other factors; 

relative emphasis on technical vs. general physical fitness training; etc. 

The Army, like American industry and business, is becoming a large scale 

organization involved in innunerable technologinal and human problems. 

The problem of balancing "efficiency" and economy ''ith acceding to demands 

coming from a democratic tradition emphasising technical competence, 

individual initiative, reassuring; sociablenees, freedom from interference 

.and chance for betterment« is not an easy one,** 

• See sepcially A.J.S,, LI, 5: 361-37S, March 19U6 
♦♦ See especially: The American Soldier, Vol, I, ch, 2 
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3.  The one most crucial difference betveen Acerican military rmd 

civilian life 1J the Army eapfcisis on authority, hierarchy and 

differential privilege based on rank, nut wealth or ianediate achieve- 

ment, This will continue to be a source of "griping," especially where 

men undergo the experience of "subordination'1 for the sake of fighting 

for "denocratic" principles. It reaains to be exxlored in detail to what 

extent the rank system of the Anqy is dictated by the purposes of the krw' 

to fight effectively« Some branches öf the services lend theat /es 

to more equal arrangements between officers and sen than do others. 

The extent to which General Carlson's "experiment" could be applied on 

a wider scale is not yet kaowiu* 

UP     Actual morale and motivation for combat are the products of a balance 

of opposite forces. The positive factors include: a desire to be a man 

and to use the soldier role as a demonstration of one's manhood vhich is 

of relevance to later civilian life; a desire not to let one's buddies down; 

a desire for survival and return, Negative factors have to do with the 

relative deprivation one experiences within the army, given one's previous 

educational level and general expectations, American civilians bring to 

their military tasks desires concerning: status in the Irmy - formal and 

informal; experience which would be useful in civilian life; survival and 

avoidance of injury; minimum loss of accustomed civilian comforts,** 

5,  The r^lace of commitments to the American creed in the otives of 

fighting men is difficult to assess. Under conditions of stress, certainly, 

there exists a "tabu" on discussing what seem at such times sentimental 

*  See especially, The Americ-m Soldier. Vol. I: ^5-75 
** The Amer^car^ Soldier. Vol. I: Ch. 7 
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IstuM (love of conntxy), etc» ; concentration is instead on survival, 

on1getting the hell out of here«*  The rest is "bullshit," to put it 

briefl/ and accurately« Cae should not confuse an unwillingness to 

discuss conTlctions with a belief that.therefore convictions, ideologies, 

knowledge concerning war aias, etc., are uniaportant aspects of morale« 

It teens as though these liv behind other factors and that as such they 

play an important, but indirect role« 

6,  The norm  immediately important factors in combat willingness are 

rt^ae of masculinity and loyalty to peers (buddies) or tangible groups 

of which one is a part« Masculinity as an ideal coi line: "courage, 

endurance and toughness, lack of squeamishness when confronted with 

shocking or distasteful stimuli, avoidance of display of weakness in 

general, reticence about emotional or idealistic matters, and sexual 

competency,"*  The group "in its informal character, with its close 

interpersonal ties, served two principal functions in combat motivation: 

it set and enforced grouT3 standards of behavior and it sup-ported and 

sustained the individual in stresses he would other.dse not have been 

able to withstand«** 

7«  Once a war has been started and has been morally justified as a 

necessary defense of violatad principles, the Aixrican soldier tends to 

accept it as "civen," but as temoorary. as something to be gotten 

yver it, not something to be glorified in its ovn right. The principles 

that have been violated and that are to be defended are felt, rather 

than discussed. But they are felt. The urgent goal is to get home again 

♦ The American Soldier. Vol. II: esp, pp, 131-167 
I      ** The American Soldier. Vol. II. p. 130 
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either to resune *here one left off or to start again where preTlooely 

one had not succerded. Soae of the srmy ezperieneee arev however, then 

ased as standards for clvUian life. Sonetines aohility within the 

army it faster than it is in civilian life, and there are certain 

securities (prescribed duties, three square meals a day, regular pay, 

etc*) which the civilian population does not enjoy as unifornly as do 

all the members of the Armed Services. 

S,  The future problems of th# ^si-i^m ATWA Services will in T?ar* 

resemble thore of the past; in part they will be new. Past research, 

such as that "embodied in the Aae^can Soldier, should therefore be taken 

into account: 

"If our nation should be forced to defend itself in globU 
conflict» some of the findings may help prevent It another 
war mistakes which were made (in the last one)"* 

For many of the current problems no direct knowledge is immediately 

available- Tet the collected data of various public opinion research 

agencies and other research enterprises are of tjotentlal use to the 

army and might well be tapped, lor other problems the army itself pro- 

vided a useful context for research and experimentation. The past work 

of the Research Branch clearly demonstrates this. 

C0NSID3RATI0N OF S0M3 SP3CIFIC PR03L3MS OF Um  S3RVICSS 

1.  Given American culture, a military organization based mainly on 

enliotment of volunteers is likely io  attract predominantly people from 

economically depressed areas and from the  lower class. This applies 

* flw Mg&gM. folflUf» Vol. I, p. 53 



prlo&rlly to t*nlltted »en* Frldence about regional and class differen^ss 

suggests that officers will coase primarily fro© alddle and upper class 

groups, especially those of the South, In the regular army, where 

the majority of the enlisted men are concerned with individual security 

rather than with conpetitlTe achievement, problems of "relative 

deprivation" concerning various expectations for status, training or 

advancement are less likely to arise than in an army composed of draftees. 

In both cases, though standards of "masculinity" and of "loyalty to 

outfits and peers," will be Important aspects of fighting morale. 

2«  The American soldier will fight well, when 

(1) Els competence -  concerning training and equipment -> 
is superior to that of his enemy and can be relied 
upon under conditions of stress. 

Therefore: the training programs should at all points be seen as leading 

to an effective mastery of the eventual reality of fighting» It should, 

that is, be seen as a continuous process leading from self-respecting 

civilian to good soldier. The question is not, for instance: calisthenics 

vs. no calisthenics; but: what can the spedier see as leading to iraproveä 

chances for his survival. Factors among this would be physical fitness 

and technical competence and group support to help him maintain standards 

and master fear. Besides, technical competence as a matter of individual 

skills allows the soldier to be self-reliant, to assume - if necessary - 

responsibility and to avoid being too exposed tc an authority which he in 

part rejects and which he might well lose in battle. 

(2) He is firmly tied to a continuous group, which sets 
and enforces atandarda of com >etence and expected 
behavior and supports him, especially in times of 
crisis. 

So 



Therefore: tha group rather than any individual soldier should he 

treated as the unit of military organization. This is especially 

important for replacement policies as veil as for training policies. 

It is inadequate, for instance, to think of a platoon as of 

UO exchangeable units, which are replaceable merely according to some 

norm of "efficiency,"  Men are not simply MOS numbers that can be 

fitted anywhere and replace any body. Besides, the group ties that 

they do enjoy compensate to some extent for the impersonality of army 

life. This imoersonality further enhances the need for personal acceptance, 

especially since family ties that previously fulfilled this need are 

absent within the army context. Thus the importance of the peer group 

is established once more. But peer groups, to function prooerlyt must 

be continuous as far as possible. Their capacity to absorb a steady Influx 

of strangers is limited. Besides, such strangers will probably have to 

survive a period of initiation during which they are given less pleasant 

duties, 

(3) His deprivations are not out of line with the needs of 
the military situation as he sees them, do not exceed 
hi own tolerance for frustration and are similar to 
the deprivations suffered by those around him. 

Therefore: the viaiblllty of differences should be minimized, 

(U) He is comraitted to a shared ideology which he can take 
for granted, about vhich he can feel rather than talk 
and about which he thinks in terms of concrete rights 
(i.e. to a job), privileges, pleasures and duties - 
most of which are set in the future. The Army life is 
thus a temporary matter separating him from these. 

Therefore; the tempqraryness of Army life will mean that the American 

soldier can stand spme deviations from his accustomed civilian life. 



provided he can be confident about a future in which these deprivations 

(though not necessarily others) will no longer be encountered* 

Ideological indoctrination which it is direct in the past seemed to 

have had little visible bearing on combat morale and vas often written 

off as irrelevant or embarrassing. Individual convictions - felt, 

rather than verbalised, - nevertheless played their important role. It 

would seem therefore that acquainting American troops with ideological 

issues ought to take an ifid^r^ct form« Films devoted to teaching 

technical, competence which is Important for individual survival might, 

for instance, accommodate reference to ideological matters as well* 

Besides, the more the actual organisation of army life can tacitly 

incorporate the principles of democracy and can involve "equality of 

hardship between officers and men, full understanding of common objectives, 

pride in group achievement, group discipline and sacrifices together 

with training for individual self-sufficiency in a pinch," the more 

acceptance of the American ideology is facilitated. Ideology taught 

by example rather than precept is most likely to have positive effects 

on combat motivation« 

Pompositi9n of unitst 

I« Regional. 

There may be some advantages to organizing local units: it makes for 

homogeneity, it allows the tapping of local loyalties. It also generates 

competitiveness which might spur effort as well as degenerate into 

aggressiveness and brawls. However, casualties might deprive any one 

given area disproportionately; this has serious consequences for home 

/        front morale. Besides, an army increasingly concerned with technical 

competence must select its men on the basi* of aptitude and past training 
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rathor than place of origin« 

2. Hacial and «thnic 

While from the point of view of purely technical efficiency 

of troops there nay be some adrantacea derived from «egregated ethnic 

and racially composed units, the coaaltaent of Aaerica to its 

historical creed of equality seeas to make such a policy inadTisahle« 

To the extent that it is important for the organization pf the services 

to incorporate the principles of the creed, units organised on the basis 

of ethnic or racial origin will be inefficient. It has been argued that 

racially mixed units will be unacceptab? 4 to Southern white people« 

No doubt there will tatre to be some sacrifice in the efficient utilization 

of Southern white personnel; but on the other hand, there is evidence 

from World War II that the disruptive consequences of racial mixture 

are not seiioua.   Studies reported in T|ie .^merican Soldier indicate 

that, once racial mixture in the units is an accomplished fact, the 

£ost in morale and motivation is minimal« Some recert data from Korea 

on mixed Air Force units indicate real gains« 
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AVÄIUBIUTY OF DATA ON THE ?H57AI£NCE AI© INCIDENCE 
CF MENTAL DISORDER 

-Morton Kramer- 

Smmary 

The liadtations of the data available on the prevalence of mental disease 

in the united States are such that no attempt «as made to estimate the propor- 

tion of individuals with such illness in the general population. Instead, a 

critical review is made of the existing data to point out the shortcomings of 

any estimates that might be made on these bases. 

Such information as is currently available is derived from the annual 

census of patients in mental institutions, other studies on the hospitalized 

mentally ill, a prevalence survey in Baltimore, a aisilar survey in Tennessee 

and Selective Service and Armed Forces data. 

Hospital Data. Data on the hospitalized population deal tdth only one 

segnent of the mentally ill population, those sufficiently ill to warrant their 

being hospitalized. Even this number is affected by the uneven distribution 

and availability of diagnostic and hospital facilities throughout the country« 

As of the end of 19A8, 55^,000 patients were resident in all types of long 

term hospitaxs for tha care of the mentally ill, a rate of 3«8 per '.,000 popu- 

lation. Of all the States, New York had the highest resident patient rate 

(5,8 per 1,000). There is evidence that if every State had as adequate capacity 

as New York, the same high rates of hospitalization would be achieved throughout 

the nation« For example, if the age and sex specific resident patient rates 

for New York had been applied to the vrhole country at the end of 1947, the 

number of hospitalized persons would have been 774,000, as compared to the 

541,000 actual residents« It is believed that the former figure is a reasonable 
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(Sümnary, continued) II 

estimate of the miniimM number of persons in the country with sufficiently 

eerious mental disorder to need long term hospitalization, 

Comnmnity Surveys.    Two extensive community surveys have been carried out 

on very different population groups, the Baltimore survey in an urban area of 

55,000 persons and the TCLLliamson County (Tennessee) survey in a rural area of 

25,000 peraons.   Case-finding techniques, classification of cases and analysis 

of data ware sufficiently different to make the results basically incomparable. 

For example, the rate determined for the Baltimore survey of 60,9 per 1,000 

population relates to the number of cases active during the survey year 1936 

and is thus a one-year prevalence rate.   The rate determined for the Tennessee 

survey of 69»1 per 1,000 population relates to the number of cases (active plus 

inactive) per 1,000 population in the survey aroa as of September 1, 1936, and 

is a one-day prevalence rate» 

Selective Service Data«    Dur: ig World ^r n, more Selective Service 

registrants were rejected for mental and personality disorders than for any 

other defect.   As of August 1, 1945, an estimated 856,000, or 17,8 percent of 

the 4,82B,000 rejectees aged 18 to 37, had been rejected because of such 

disorders*   In addition, studies based on a sample of first examinations during 

November 1940 to December 1943 revealed that t he prevalence rate for mental 

disease was 55»8 per 1,000 men aged 18 - 44 years.   The limitations of Selective 

Service data, however, are such that it is hazardous to apply rates for the 

prevalence to mental illness in males examined by Selective Service to the 

comparable age group of males in the general population. 

Before we can obtain the necessary statistical data on which to base useful 

.««sMi«(«a«w*w»,~*~~*!3 
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estimates of the extent of mental illness in the general population, some 

basic methodological problems must be solved«   Among these are the development 

of standardized diagnostic methods for detecting clearly definable and compar- 

able types of mental illness in representative segments of the population, the 

development of mass screening tec'iniques and other case-finding methods, and the 

development, of case reporting methods. 

Several research projects are currently under tiay •which are designed to 

answer sore of these basic questions relative to prevalence of mental disorders 

and to methodology for research in this field«    Most interesting amrng these aret 

Ifova Scotia Project.    This study is being carried out in a county of Nova 

Scotia by Dr. Alexander H. Leighton, Professor of Industrial Sociology, Cornell 

University.    Its purpose is to determine relationships between sociologically 

and anthropologically definable types of stress and the occurrence of cental 

disease.    The project has three major parts:   mapping the distribution of stresses 

in the study areaj development of case-finding techniques for all types of mental 

disorder, and development of a screening test applicable to the general popu- 

lation to serve as a check on the completeness and accuracy of case-finding. 

New Haven Study.    This project is being carried out by Dr. F. C. Redlich, 

Professor of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Ifedicine, and Dr. A. B. 

Hollingshead, Associate Professor of Sociology, Yale University.    Its purpose 

is to determine the relationship between social structure and the prevalence of 

psychiatric disorders.    One part of this study is a census of the number and 

characteristics of people receiving psychiatric treatment (that is, under 

hospital care, clinic care or receiving treatment from private psychiitrists) 

I 
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ac of a given date« Related to this is an intensive study to determine the 

social structure of tue coaasanity and to place within this structure those 

, persons with psychiatric disorders. 

Syracuse Project. This project has boen initiated ^y the New Tork State 

Hental hygiene Coanission, under the direc'iion of Dr. Ernest M. (Snienberg. 

Ifethodology wLll be developed to dsteraine the distribution of, and the 

relationship between, the hospitalized and unhospitalized psychoses of the 

senium in the population of Syracuse« 

It is encouraging to note that research workers in these and other related 

projects have net to exchange ideas so as to prevent repetition of errors and 

to develop standard diagnostic and counting procedures. It is hoped that in the 

next fm years the results of these projects will provide us with methodology 

* that will enable us to obtain the statistical data needed to make estimates of 

prevalence of various types of mental disorder in the general population« 



** 

AVAHABUJTY OF ttLTA ON THE FISVAIZNCE AND IIJCUSICS 
OF KENCAL DISOBÄa ♦ 

Dstemlnatlon of the number of cases of mgntal dlsorter in a popul&tlon 

as of a given date requires statistical data that for a variety of reasons are 

not available at this time.   To detemine the prevalence of a givsn disease, 

information is needed on the number of oases of the dLseaae that exist in a 

specified population group at a given time*   This assumes that there are methods 

available for diagnosing the particular disease entity ard for obtaining a 

count of thepersons with this entity at a given point in space and Urns» 

Practical methodology for achieving these aids has as yet not htm developed 

for mental dLsorderst   Felix and Boners 1/ have re viewed the current status of 

oase-finding for the mental disorders.    Their statement is an excellent one and 

it is quoted here in detail: 

"Case-finding in mental hygiene has remained a poorly exploited research 

field»   Most studies of prevalence or incidence have been confined to hospital- 

ized psychotios, usually patients of public hospitals, although there have been 

attempts to go beyond this, notably, nationally conducted censuses, the draft 

and armed forces data fron the two world wars, and occasional studies of popu- 

lation samples« 

"With reference to the censuses, Lemkau, Tietze, and Cooper in a recent 

report state the general conclusion that 'such attempts have been generally 

unsuccessful because of widespread failure on the part of informants and 

* Prepared by Morton Kramer, Chief Biometrics Branch, National Institute of 
Ifcntal Health 



enunerators to recognize or report any but the most obviove cases' 2j.   Kith 

reference to studies of sanple populations, they report that »poor selection 

of saople populations and insufficient nunbers of cases as «ell as differences 

in investigation methods, differences in fundamental concepts, and differences 

in diagnosis and classification tend to make the Available studies of prevalence 

and incidence of mental disorder basically incomparable' 3/* 

"World War II draft and armed forces* medical data Tdll, when available, 

provide psychiatric information on a larger proportion of the population than 

has ever before been provided« However, it must be remembered that these 

millions of medical records constitute a special population group in men who 

were determined by law and Selective Service regulations to be non-deferrable 

and hence available for military service» Moreover, the number of socio- 

enviromental factors available on these tabulations win be few indeed« 

"Finally, the large number of prevalence and incidence studies of hospital- 

ised psychotics are inadequate for our purposes on many counts« First of all, 

they deal with only one part of our problem, the seriously ill. Secondly, they 

deal only with that portion cf the seriously ill which becomes hospitalized« 

Third, they can deal only with those socio-environmental factors which are 

included on hospital records« The studies are in no sense carefully designed 

experiments to explore relationships or test hypotheses by means of origlml 

data« The researchers have no control over the case-finding process, over the 

record keeping, or even the diagnosis» Rather, they are dependent upon the 

public's uneven willingness to give up its mentally ill members and to support 

them in Institutions, the hospitals' unstandardized record-keepins activities. 
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and the hospital staffs' varied training and skill in classifying disorders. 

Finally, the studies have not always been made with much perception of sound 

methodological piinciples» 

"They have been confined to describing certain basic population attributes 

of the hospital population such as age, sex, economic status, residence, marital 

status, race, nationality, residence, etc« The results show substantial agree- 

ment on age, sex, and marital status differentials, 4/ some debatable evidence 

of economic status and ecological differentials Sf and skepticism with regard 

to some of the other findings of early studies . . # H 

Felix and Bowers conclude by stating that, 

"• • • while statistical studies of prevalence in recent years have been 

more carefully d one and have dispelled sons of the inaccurate generalisations 

of the past, they too have generally suffered under the same methodological 

handicaps—confinenent to hospitalized psychotics and general lack of control 

over the data used. Regrettably, it must be concluded that the amount of 

evidence they have produced for the improvement of case-finding is negligible 

even for psychotics* In the field of neurosis and the milder disorders, 

pertinent evidence is almost totally lacking." 

The preceding has been quoted in detail to emphasize the reasons why it 

is virtually impossible to provide accurate estimates of the number of mentally 

ill in the population* An attempt will be made, however, to suranarize the facts 

that we do have concerrdng the occurrence of mental illness in the population 

of the United States. 

I 
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Only two «ztonftiv» eonsunlty «ujroys of aental dlsordsr have btton 

otrrlod out in th« united States i one In Baltloore, Ifeiylend 6,7» 8,9/» end 

one in miliaaeea County, Tennesaee 10/. Both of theee surveys atieiepted to 

provids prsielenee data on the nunber of persons In the population who have an 

identifiable type of aental disorder« 

Ihe Baltinore Survey 

The Baltlaore survey of 1936 xm» United to the Eastern Health District, 

an area about one square mile in the eastern part of the City« This district 

serves as the field laboratory of the Johns Hopkins University School of 

Hygiene and Public Health* At the tine of the Survey, the Eastern Health 

District had 55,000 inhabitants, of whom 23 percent were Negroes« Aaong the 

white were many families of Hebrew and Czech extraction« The area is for the 

most part residential, and the income level for both white and Negro families 

is definitely below the average of the city. The case-finding survey was 

carried out by searching written records of some 43 institutions and agencies 

that deal with mental health problems, including public and private mental 

hospitals, training schools for mental defectives and delinqvcnts, psychiatric 

clinics, social agencies, certain departments of the public school system, the 

National Health Survey, Juvenile court, etc« In many of the cases discovered, 

a psychiatric diagnosis or detailed description by a competent social worker 

was available« Diagnosis, where not already given, was made from the written 

records after careful study of the data« It chould be noted that no cases were 

personally examined by the survey staff psychiatrist. 

»i'S 
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The oases included were those active at son» tine during the survey year, 

1936.    An effort nag also nade to ascertain the number of residents "who had 

previously suffered from r psychosis, but such individuals were not counted as 

active«   Thus, the prevalence ratos for this survey are one-year rates rather 

than one-day rates, as were detemined in the Tennessee survey» 

The results of the Eastern Health District survey are shown in table 1, 

«here the cases are arranged according to their leading classification.   For the 

survey year, 3,337 active cases of mental disorder were found in a popfulation 

of 55,129, a one-year prevalence rate of 60.5 per 1,000 population. 

(Insert table 1 appended) 

Although age specific prevalence rates are not given for the 3,337 cases 

of mental illness included in the survey, they are given for the 367 psychotics. 

These rates are given in table 2. 

(Insert table 2 appended) 

It should be noted that 367 or 10 percent of the cases were psychotics, a 

prevalence rate of 6.7 per 1,000 population.   Of the psychotics 294 had been 

in a hospital in 1936, and 73 had not been in the hospital in that year.    On 

the basis of data available to tnem, the investigators estimated the one day 

prevalence of psychosis in the Eastern Health District to be 300 cases, or 5«4A 

per 1,000 population.   They further estimated that 226 were resident in the hos-- 

pital and 74 were outside.    Tliat is, only three-quarters of all the psychotics 

were hospitalized at one time. 

The Tennessee Survey 

The Tennessee survey gives information on the number of cases of mental 

■Jä% 
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disorder found In HHliaason County as of September 1, 1938.    «iillamson County 

is a fairly typical agricultural coraaunity in middle Tennessee with an area of 

586 square miles and a population of 25,000.    About 78 percent of the people 

are native rhite, mostly of English or Scotch-Irish extraction, and 22 percent 

ere Negroes«   Some of the cases in this survey were reported to the investigat- 

ing group by such persons as physicians, nurses, teachers, ministers, judges, 

postmasters, country storekeepers, etc»   The roaainder v^re discovered by the 

field workers of the study, who spent considerable time actively participating 

in cenpunity activities and searching institutional records«   Somewhat over half 

of the cases were interviewed or examined by one or more members of the staff, 

idiich consisted of a psychiatrist, social workers, and nurses.    In addition to 

the general county-wide investigation, an intensive house to house survey was 

conducted in three selected areas«   All cases discovered were followed up to 

verify their continued residence in the population and to determine their status 

as of September 1, 1938« 

Basic information about the 1,721 cases present in the study as of 

September 1, 1938, is summarized in table 3 by primary diagnosis and activity 

status«    It should be noted that a somewhat different system of classifying 

mental disorders v»as used in this survey than in the Baltimore one*    However, 

the survey includes approximately the same range of mental health problems«    In 

addition the cases were classified as active and inactive«   The age distribution 

of the 1,721 cases included in this study and the age specific prevalence rates 

are given in table 4.»   The total prevalence rate for the entire county was 69*4 

per 1,000 population«    However, the case rate for the three districts subjected 

:    -■,-.-**.J .**#■;--<,.■:■ 
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to special study was 123.7, or twice as high as the rate of &U5 for the 

reiaainder of the county. 

(Insert tables 3 and U appended) 

The investigators have pointed out that the nvnbers of p^raons from this 

county in mental hospitals (52 or 2.1 per 1,000 population) was relatively low, 

but if the number of persons eligible for ho^pitalization is added, a rate of 

almost 4.8 per 1,000 would be obtained.   The latter rate is still far short of 

the rates of hospitalisation in areas where facilities are better developed. 

Selective Service Data 

Data are now available on the principal causes for rejection and the 

prevalence or defects among registrants 18 to 44 years of age who mire physically 

examined through Selective Service Ijj/. 

It must be remembered that rates of acceptance and rejection from ndlitaiy 

service during World War II were dependent largely upon the ages of the men 

examined, the physical standards at the time of examination, and the extent to 

which the more physically and mentally fit men were withheld from these exami- 

nations by voluntary enlistments and current deferment policies for dependency, 

occupation or age.    Further restrictions were imposed on the men available for 

examination at certain periods by non-acceptance of educationally deficient 

registrants and those with limited service defects, or by changes in standards 

pertaining to other defects.    There is also evidence to show that there were 

vdde differences between induction stations in efficiency of screening for 

neuropsychiatric defects 12/.    Limitations such as these make it extremely 

hazardous to apply to the general male population age 18-44 years the prevalence 

\ 

■' 
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figures for specific defects that irere obtained from Selective Service exami- 

nations.   Selective Service data may be quoted merely to give aome idea of the 

high prevalence of mental disorders in males of this age group. 

It is well known that more registrants were rejected for mental and 

personality disorders than for any other defect.    On August 1, 1945, an estimated 

856,300 registrants, or 17«8 percent of the 4,828,000 registrants aged 18 to 37 

in the rejected classes, were rejected because of such disorders. 

On the basis cf a 10 percent sample of first examinations during November 

1940 to September 1941 and 7 percent sample of first examinations during the 

period April 1942 to December 1943, an estimate itas made of the prevalence of 

defects,  that is, a total count was made of all defects which were regarded by 

local board physicians and Armed Forces medical examiners as sufficiently 

jnportant as to have been included in the sunznary of defects,    ifental disease 

was the sixth most prevalent defect among all registrants (55»8 per 1,000), the 

fifth most prevalent among the white population (57.1 per 1,000) and the eighth 

most prevalent among the Negroes (48 per 1,000).   Age variations in prevalence 

rates per 1,000 registrants examinod were as follows: 

Table 5:    Prevalence of mental disease per 1,000 registrants examined 
by race and age.   November 1940 to December 1943* 

Age Group (yrs») 

Total 18-20 21-25 26-29 30 & over 

Total 55.8 52,5 34.5 48.9 87.2 

miite 57.1 51.6 34.9 49.2 92,3 

Negro 48.0 58.9 31.9 47.0 60.0 

* Source:   Physical Examination of Selective Service 
Itegistrants Vol. II, p. 39^ Table 78 



A further tabulation nas cade to detendnt the priaclpal or scat 

important defect in the phyeicaUy examined registrants*   Ifental disease 

the principal defect of 4*8 percent of the nhite registrants examined, and 4*2 

percent of the Negro registrants«   übe relative position of mental disease 

among the five principal defects for nhite and Negro registrants nas as follows t 

Table 6t   Äte of occuirence as principal defect for the five 
leading defect groups by xaoe, 19^0-49 * 

White ^JfeEl 

Principal defect 
Kite per 
100 examined Principal, defect 

Rate per 
100 examined 

Byes 9.4 Ifental & education» 
al deficiency 

13.9 

Teeth 7.6 Syphilis 12.3 
Musculo-skeletal 5.9 Feet 5.8 
Ifental Disease 4.8 Cardiovascular 4.9 
Cardiovascular 4.3 Ifental nsease 4^2 

♦ Source: Physical Examination of Selective Service Hsgistrants 
Vol. I, p. 176, T&ble 50 

Of the white registrants with mental or personality dtLsorders as a 

principal defect, only five percent were found acceptable for general service, 

three percent for limited service and 92 percent we?e disqualified. Among the 

Negroes, tiro percent were found acceptable for general service, less than one 

percent were placed in limited service groups and 97 percent were disqualified. 

The distribution of type of mental disorder by age for rejected white registrants 

is given in table 7 and for rejected Negro registrants in table 8. 

(insert table 7 and 8 appended) 
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Annad Services and Veterans Actalnistration Data 

The data available to us concerning the occurrence of mental disease in 

the An*ed Services is quite limited and it is tuggested that for detailed 

information the Ifedioal Statistics Divisions of the Amy and Navy, respectively, 

should be contacted.   Some figures will be given here merely to indicate the 

magnitude of the problem in the Amed Forces where neuropsychiatric disability 

is the leading cause for medical discharge« 

From July to   Etecember, 1943, 39«4 percent of all madLcrl discharges 

from the Army were because of neuroppychiatric causes«   ^is percentage was 

twice &u high as that for the second most frequent cause for medical discharge« 

Prom January to June, 1944-, this percentage was 48.3 or five times as high as 

that for the second ranking cause«   These percentages do not include mental 

j     defects, nor do they include that group of individuals classed as psychopathic 

personalities 13/.    Table 9 shows the number of disability discharges of enlisted 

men from the Amy by cause, for the period December 7, 1941 through December, 

1945. 

(Insert table 9 appended) 

Diseases of the mind were also the leading cause for invalidation from 

the Navy and I&rine Corps.    For the years 1942, 1943, 1944 and for the first 

six months of 1945, there were 72,044 separations fron the naval service for 

this cause.   This represents an average rate of 7«97 per 1,000 total Naval and 

Marine Corps strength for this period of time 14/. 

The magnitude of the aeuropsychiatric problem, insofar as Veterans 

AdmLaistration facilities are concerned, is indicated by the fact that as of 

i 
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January 31, 1950, the 46,388 patients irlth psychiatric and neurological disorders 

resident in Veterans Adnlnistration hospitals comprised 57 percent of all patients 

resident in these hospitals 15/.    Further detailed information may be obtained 

from the Ifedical Statistic«" Division of the Department of MadtLcine and Surgery, 

Veterans Adminiaeration» 

Patients in tfental Hospitals 

The most extensive data available on the mentally ill in the general 

population of the united States relates to the raanber of persons -nith suffi- 

ciently severe mental disorders to iarrant their admission to hospitals for the 

long term care of mental patients*   As of the end of 1948, more than 554,000 

individuals (or 382 per 100,000 population) were resident in such hospitals. 

This number lias increased steadily over the years so that the3948 figure compares 

with 150,000 patients or 186,2 per 100,000 population resident in such hospitals 

at the end of 1903 and 480,600, or 3*64 per 100,000 at the end of 1940.   A time 

series of resident patients by type of control of hospital and by year from 

1903 to 1948 is given in table 10,   The great majority of patients has been in 

the State hospitals which now include 85 percent of patients resident in all 

long term hospitals» 

(Irsert table 10 appended) 

As stated earlier these data on the hospitalized population do not give 

an adequate picture of prevalence of mental illness in the general population. 

Before the hospitalization rate can bo used as an index of the prevalence of 

mental illness, it is essential to determine first the relationship between 

that rate and the distribution of disease in the unhospitalized population. 
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Änuary 31, 1950, the ^6,388 patients iri.th psychiatric and neurological disorders 

resident in Veterans Adainistration hospitals comprised 57 percent of all patients 

resident in these hospitals 15/.    further detailed information nay be obtained 

from the -fedical Statistics Division of the Department of SfedLcine and Surgery, 

Veterans Administration« 

Patients in Ifental Hospitals 

The most extensive data available on the mentally iU in the general 

population of the IM ted States relates to the number of persons nith suffi- 

ciently severe mental disorders to -narrant their admission to hospitals for the 

long term care of mental patients.   As of the end of 1946, more than 554,000 

individuals (or 382 per 100,000 population) Yrere resident in such hospitals« 

This number has increased steadily over the years so that the 3948 figure compares 

■with 150,000 patients or 186.2 per 100,000 population resident in such hospitals 

at the end of 1903 and 480,600, or 364 per 100,000 at the end of 1940«   A time 

series of resident patients by type of control of hospital and by year from 

1903 to 1948 is given in table 10.    The great majority of patients has been in 

the State hospitals "which nor include 85 percent of patients resident in all 

long terra hospitals« 

(Insert table 10 appended) 

As stated earlier these data on the hospitalized population do not give 
0 

an adequate picture of prevalence of mental illness in the general population. 

Before the hospitalization rate can be used as an index of the prevalence of 

mental illness, it is essential to determine first the relationship between 

that rate and the distribution of disease in the unhospitalized population. 
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The Baltiiaore survey indicated that osily 75 percent of the psychotics in ths 

Eastern Health District were hospitalized at any one tioe and the Tennessee 

survey indicated that in T.llliamson County only 50 percent were hospitalized« 

Because of the different characteristics of the populations in if*iich the surveys 

were done and the variations in availability of psychiatric services and hospital 

beds, it is impossible to determine Tshat these findings mean with respect to the 

number of unhospitalized psychotics in other parts of the united States» 

Furthermore, patients admitted to a mental hospital present a variety of mental 

disorders, including not only the organic psychoses and the funcitonal psychoses, 

but also other types of disorder irlthout psychosis; we have no knowledge as to 

whether the ratio of the hospitalized to the non-hospitalized for aach of these 

disorders is the sane or different.    Variations in the average daily number of 

patients resident in Stat'3 hospitals throughout the United States are extremely 

wi.de, ranging from 1,7 per 1,000 population in New LfexLco to 5.5 in Ilew York 

State as of the end of 1943.    Overcrov/ding is qaite common in practically all 

the State hospital systems.    The average daily census in these hospitals exceeds 

the rated bed capacity by lu.2 percent for the United States as a whole, by 20 

percent for Ifew York, and 6 percent in New lisxico.    As a result, it is impossible 

to determine to what extent regional differences in hospitalization rates are 

accounted for by differences in the prevalence and incidence of mental disorder 

and by the availability of diagnostic and hospitalization facilities« 

The New York State mental hospital system has had the most extensive 

hospitalization facilities for the mentally ill of any State.    It also has a . 

Bureau of Statistics which has provided the Nation >dth much of the existing 



infomation regarding the hospitalized asntally ill.    On the basie of a tabu- 

lation for the age distribution of patients on the books of the New York State 

civil hospitals as of April 1, 1947 1^/, an estiaate ma made of the prcportion 

of persona in various age groups who were resident in all kinds o." long term 

mental hospitals in New York State, including the civil State hospitals, 

hospitals for criminally insane, licensed privrte hospitals arid Veterans Adminis- 

tration neuropsychiatric hospitals.   In making this estimate, it was assumed 

that the age distribution of patients on the books of the New York State civil 

hospitals ims a good approximation to the age distribution of the resident 

patients (resident patients constituted 89 percent of the book population), and 

that the age distribution of resident patients in the New York State civil 

hospitals was a reasonable approximation to trie age distribution of patients 

i     resident in the other long term mental hospitals (patients in State hospitals 

constituted 90 percent of the patients in all long term mental hospitals).    The 

results of these cotaputations are given in table U. 

(Insert table 11 appended) 

As of April 1, 1947,    83,736 patients were resident in the State and 

licensed mental hospitals of Ifew York State, a ratio of 531.6 per 100,000 

population.    This ratio increased frcm a low of 8,9 per 100,000 in the age fproup 

under 15 to 2, 3a8 per 100,000 in the age group 75 years and over.    Below the 

age of 45, the male ratio exceeded the female; in the age groups 45 to 54 and 

55 to 64, the female ratio exceeded the male, and in the age group 65 and over 

there was relatively little difference as between the sexes. 

A further confutation nnas made to determine how many people in the United 
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States would be in a long tern hospital for mental disease as of a given day, 

If the age and sex specific rates of hospitalization of the State of New York 

applied to the United States as a whole»    In determining their needs for increaseü 

hospital space for the mentally ill, the States have been planning on the basis 

of five beds per 1,000 population.   There is no doubt that, if every State had 

this number of beds, they could easily be filled»    It would appear, therefore, 

that application of Ilew York State age and sex specific resident patient rates 

to the population of the country as a whole would provide a reasonable estimate 

of the nißinum number of people vftio should be in lorg tenn hospitals for the 

mentally ill.   The results o.f these computations by ag« and sex are gLvwi in 

table 12»    If the Ifev; YorK St^te rates applied t-o the country as a whole, at 

the end of fiscal 19/*7 ther3 would have been 774,000 patients in long term 

mental hospitals as opposed to the 541,000 who were actually hospitalized« 

(Insert table 12 appended) 

Incidence and Expectation of Ifental Illness 

Attempts have been inaäe to measure the incidence of mental illness—that 

is, the number of new cases tliat dovelop in the population during a stated 

interval of tin»—by det-smr.ning the proportion of a given population that enter 

a mental hospital for the first time during a given year.   The same criticisms 

apply to this measure of inciaince as to using the nutter of patients hospitalised 

as a measure of prc-valer";2:    the r^lationsiiip of th^ first, admissions for a 

particular mental disorder to the total number of cas^s of the same disorder 

that exist in the population is unknown; and admissions to mental hospitals ars 

largely detenrdned by the availability of diagnostic and hospital facilities, 

and the willingness of families to have their mentally ill members hospitalized» 
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Ther» is the additional problem of determining the actual date of onset of a 

given disorder in relation to the date of hospltalizatlon.    Despite these 

limitations, first adbdsslon rates have been put to good use in estimating 

future adnlssions to nsental hospitals and in other problems dealing trith certain 

aspects of the problem of mental illness« 

Table 13 gives the number of first admissions and rates per 100,000 

population to State, county and city hospitals for mental disease for the period 

1939 - 1948.   During this interval, the nunber of annual first admissions to 

these Institutions increased from 38,400 to 104,700 and the rate from 67*5 to 

72.1 per 100,000 population. 

(Insert table 13 appended) 

Itethods of suioaarizing concisely the information contained in a set of 

age-specific fxrst admission rates have been suggested from time to tine. 

Typically, these suaoaiy measures state the cliances tliat a person of a given 

age will enter a mental hospital for the first time at cone tine during the 

remainder of his life or during some segment of it.    Such figures are referred 

to as the expectation of mental illness.    They are discussed here because 

reference to these expectancy figures is made frequently in the literature on 

mental illness. 

One method of computing the expectation of mental illness is to apply 

mortality rates and first admission rates to mental institutions of a specified 

population at a given time to a hypothetical number of infants,  say 100,000, and 

determining the number that would be alive and sane at a given age, if they were 

continually subjected to the assumed mortality and first admission rates.    The 

expectation of mental disease is the ratio of the number who live to become 
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hospitalized for cental illness to the original cohort of infants.   Ifclzberg 

has conpited such tables for Ifew York State for 1920, 1930 and 1940, using age 

specific first admission rates to State and licensed institutions in Nsir York 

State and life tables for Itew York State for the corresponding pexiods 17/. 

For 1940, the expectation of mental illness at birth for males nas 80 per 1,000 

and for females 82 per 1,000.   Thus, if the children bom in Ifew York State in 

1940 Mere subjected throughout their lifetime to the age specific mortality 

rates and age specific first admission rates that operated in 1940, eight out 

of every 100 or 1 in 12 would be hospitalized for nental illness at some time 

during the course of his or her life«   This compared with an expectancy of 48*2 

per 1,000 for males and 48.1 per 1,000 for females in 1920. 

Emphasizing a point first made by Dom Iß/, llalzberg 

points out that, since the expectation of mental disease is a function of both 

first admission and mortality rates, part of the change in expectation of mental 

illness is due to changes in mortality alone.   3y assuming that in the period 

under investigation both oaies and females were subjected to a constant mortality 

schedule, namely;   taa male death rates for 1920, while being exposed to the 

actual rates of first admission, Ifelzberg rhows that between 1920 and 1940 the 

expectation of mental illness at birth among rnales would have increased by only 

37 percent instead of 67 percent, and for females by 30 percent instead of 70 

percent.    I&lzberg 17/ concludes that,  "the price of improved conditions of 

mortality has been, in part,  an appreciable increase in the risk of mental 

di,3orders.,, 

Even the use of a constant mortality schadule does not completely 

eliminate the effect of mortality on the expectancies, Tne use of different 
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conatant mortality rchedules, in conparing two periods, may lead to different 

measures of change in expectancies between the tvro periods.    Qoldhaiaer and 

Ibr^iall ]Bj have developed itoat they call conditional expectancies ol first 

adnission to a mental hospital, vhich state the chances of commitment between 

any two ages, providing the person survives to the later specified age.    These 

figures are merely the sum of all the age specific first admission rates between 

the two ages.   A mortality schedule does not enter at all into the computation« 

Thus, using first admission rates in New York State in 1940, Qoldhamer and 

Ifarshall found that, assuming a man lives to age 90, the chance of commitment 

before he reaches that age is 224 per 1,000, or one char.-ce in five.   The 

corresponding figure for Tromen is 199 per 1,000.    It is interesting to note 

that the latter approach yields a higher expectancy for men than for women, 

while Malzberg1s figures for 1940 show the reverse, since they are affected by 

the lower mortality of women. 
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The liadtations of the data available on the prevalence of mental disease 

In the United States arc such t^iat no attempt was uade to estimate the propor- 

tion of individuals Kith such Illness in tfie general population«    Instead, a 

critical review is nade of the existing data to point out the shortcoming of 

any estimates that might be made on these bases. 

Such infomatlon as is currently available is derived from the annual 

census of patients in mental institutions, other studies on the hospitalized 

mentally ill, a prevalence survey in Daltimore, a similar survey in Tennessee 

and Selective Service and Armed Forces data. 

Hospital Data»    Data on the hospitalized population deal with only one 

segment cf the mentally ill population, those sufficiently ill to warrant their 

being hospitalized.   Even this number is affected by the uneven distribution and 

availability of diagnostic and hospital facilities throughout the country. 

As of the end of 194.3,  554,000 patients were resident in all types of 

long term hospitals for the care of the mentally ill, a rate of 3»b per 1,000 

populAtion.    Of all the States, New York had the highest resident patient rate 

(5.8 per 1,000),    There is evidence that if every State had as adequate capacity 

aa New York, the same high rates of hospitalization would be achieved through- 

out the nation.    For example, if the age and sex specific resident patient rates 

for New York had been applied to the whole country at the end of 1947, the number 

of hospitalized persons would have been 774,000, as compared to the 541,000 

actual residents.    It is believed that the former figure is a reasonable estimate 

of the minimum number of persons in the country with sufficiently serious mental 
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dlsorder to n-«ed long term hospitalization. 

Comaimity Surveys.    Two extensive coTanunity surveys have been 

carried out on very different population groups, the Baltimore survey in an 

urban area of 5% 000 persons and the Williamson County (Tennessee) survey in a 

rural area of 25,000 persons«    Case-finding techniqies,  classification of cases 

and analysis of data were sufficiently different to make the results basically 

imcooparable.   For example, the rate determined for the Baltimore survey of 

60.9 per 1,000 population relates to the number of cases active during the 

survey year 1936 and is thus a one-year pievrdence rate.    The rate determined for 

the Tennessee survey of 69.1 par 1,000 population relates to the number of cases 

(active plus inactive) per 1,000 population in the survey area as of September 1, 

1938, and is a one-day prevalence rate. 

Selective Service Data.   During Uorld TJiar II, more Selective Service 

registrants were rejected for nental and personality disorder's than for any 

other defect.   As of August 1, 1945, an estimated 356,000, or 17.8 percent of 

the 4,828,000 rejectees aged 18 to 37, had been rejected because of such disorders 

In addition, studies based on a sample of first examinations during November 

1940 to Deceraber 1943 revealed tliat the prevalence rate for mental disease v.-as 

55#8 per 1,000 men aged IS - 44 years.    The limitations of Selective Service 

data, however, are such tliat it is hazardous to apply rates for the prevalence, 

of mental illness in males examined by Selective Service to the comparable age 

group of males in the general population. 

Before we can obtain the necessary statistical data on which to base 

useful estimates of the extent ox' mental illness in the general population,  some 
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I      basic methodological problems oust be solved.   Among these are the development 

of standardized diagnostic methods for detecting clearly definable and compar- 

able types of mental illness in representative segments of the population, the 

development of mass screening techniques and other case-finding methods, and 

the development of case reporting methods* 

Several research projects are currently under nay which are designed to 

answer some of these basic questions relative to prevalence of mental disorders 

and to methodology for research in this field«   l«ost interesting among these are» 

Nova Scotia Project.    This study is being carried out in a county of Nova 

Scotia by Dr, Alexander H« Leighton, Professor of Industrial Sociology, Cornell 

University»    Its purpose is to determine relationships between sociologically 

and anthopoligically definable types of stress and the occurrence of mental 

disease.    The project has three major parts:   mapping the distribution of stresses 

*       in the study area; development of case-finding techniques for all types of mental 

disorder, and development of a screening test applicable to the general popu- 

lation to serve as a check on the completeness and accuracy of case-finding» 

New Haven Study.    This project is being carried out by Dr. F« C» Itedlich, 

Professor of Psychiatry, Yale University School of Medicine, and Dr. A, B« 

Hollingshead, Associate Professor of Sociology, *"sle University.    Its purpose 

is to determine the relationship between s ocial structure and the prevalence of 

psychiatric disorders.    One part of this study is a census of the number and 

characteristics of people receiving psychiatric treatment (that is, under 

hospital care, clinic care or receiving trea' »nt from private psychiatrists) as 

ol a given date.    Fblated to this is an intensive stu^y to determine the social 
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f        structore of tha oonnunity and to place nithin this structure those persons 

nith psychiatric disorders. 

Syracuse Project.    This project has been initiated by the New York State 

ifental hygiene GoraaissioR, under the direction of Dr. Ernest; M. Gruenberg. 

J&thodology will be developed to determine the distribution of, and the relation- 

ship between, the hospitalized and unhospitaUzed psychoses of the senium in 

the population of Syracuse« 

It is encouraging to note that research workers in these and other 

related projects have met to exchange ideas so as to prevent repetition of 

errors and to develop standard diagnostic and counting procedures.    It is hoped 

that in the next few years the results of these projects will provide us with 

methodclogy that will enable us to obtain the statistical data needed to make 

estiinatss of prevalence of various types of mental disorder in the general 

population» 



Table 1 

Active Cases of Mental Disorder in the Baltinore Survey for the year 1^36. 
(Population: 55•129) 

Leading classification Nuaber of Rate per 95 percent 
cases 1.000 confidence limits 

Psychosis 367 6,7 6.0 - 7.3 
Schizophrenia 158 W 2.4 - 3.3 
Manic-depressive a .7 .5- 1.0 
Senile and arteriosclerotic 38 .7 .5 -   .9 
Alcoholic 15 .3 .1 -   .4 
Syphilitic 29 .5 .3 -   .7 
Tilth mental deficiency 23 .5 .3 -    .7 
Other 1/ 27 •5 .3-   .7 
IMdiagnosed 31 .6 .4-   .8 

Psychoneurosis 
Psychopathic personality 

Personality disorder in adults 

Psychotic traits 
Neurotic traits 
Psychopathic traits 
Behavior deviation 

Behavior disorder in children 

Neurotic traits 
Conduct problems 

171 
30 

3.1 
.5 

2,6 - 3.6 
.4 -    .7 

218 4.0 3.4 - 4.5 

26 .5 .3-    .7 
60 1.1 .6 « 1.4 
13 .2 .1 -   .4 

119 2.2 1.8 - 2.5 

449 8.1 7.4 - 8.9 

162 
287 

2.9 
5.2 

2. 5 - 3.4 
4.6 - 5.8 

Minor and possible disorder in adults   651 11.8 10.9 -12.7 
— .rm- i   —          ■"■' 

and children 
Epilepsy 75 1.4 1.1 - 1.7 
Mental deficiency 375 6.8 6.1 - 7., 
School prepress problems \dthout 434 7.9 7.1 - 8.6 

ment ,   deficiency 
Adult del^jquency without other 567 10.3 9.4 -n.i 

information 
Total active cases 2/ 3,337 60.5 58.5 -62.6 

1/ Involutional, with epilepsy, post traumatic, and deliria not due to 
alcohol. 

2/ Active and inactive cases:    3,A16 ■ 62.0 per 1,000. 
Source: Lerakau, Tictze and Cooperj A Survey of Statistical Studies on the 

Prevalence and Incidence of rental Disorder in Sample Populations. 
Public Health Reports, Vol. 58, p. 11, table 3. 



Table 2 

Age Distribution of Psychotics Discovered in 1936 Baltimore Survey, 

Age group 

0-4 

5-9 

10 - U 

15 - 19 

20 - 24 

25 - 34 

35-44 

45-54 

55-64 

65 - or over 

Number of 
cases 

Ibte per 1,000 
■■** the population 

1 0.18 

12 2,28 

15 2.83 

& 7.29 

94 11.24 

68 11.12 

50 14.45 

58 21.57 

Total group 367 6.66 

Source 1    Lemkau, Tietze and Cooper:    Lfental-Hygiene Problens in an Urban 
District,    Second paper, Hental Hygiene Vol. 26, p. 5, table 2 
(19^). 



Table 3 

Active and inactive cases of mental disorder in the ülliaffison County Tennessee 
Survey as of September 1, 1938« (population:   24,804) 

Primary diagnosis Number of cases 

Active       Inactive     Total 

Rate per 
1,000 

(total 
cases) 

95 percent 
confidence 

limits 

Psychosis 121 
Schizophrenia * 
Affective « 
Senile j 
With mental deficiency 
Other 1/ * 
UndLagnosed 

Psychoneurosis 
Conduct and behavior 285 

disorder 
Psychopathic traits 
Special personality 

traits 
tösntal deficiency 
Organic and miscel- 

eous conditions 

89 

152 
208 

19 
40 

35 
* 

♦ 
* 

« 
10 

129 

34 
127 

184 
288 

156 
43 a 
23 
15 
24 
10 
99 

414 

186 
335 

203 
323 

6.3 
1.7 
1.7 

.9 

.6 
1.0 
.4 

4.0 
16.7 

7.5 
13.5 

8.2 
13.2 

5.3 - 7.3 
1.2 - 2,5 
1.1 - 2.2 

.5 - 1.3 

.3 - .9 

.6 - 1.4 

.2 -   .7 
3.2 - 4.8 

15.1 -18.3 

6.4 - 3.6 
12.1 -15.0 

7.1 - 9.3 
11.8 -14.7 

All types 914 807 1,721 69.4 66.1 -72.7 

l/ General paresis, other organic states, posttraumatic, "with alcoholism, and 
""   with epilepsy. 

*   Specific types of psychoses were not broken doim by -»fhether the case "aas 
active or inactive. 

Source:    Lerf.-aUjTietze and Cooper:    A Survey of Statistical Studies on the 
Pr^.Tj-enca and Incidence of Lfental Disorder in Sample Populations. 
Punric Health Reports,  Vol.  58, p. 12,  table 4. 



Table 4 

Age Distribution of Beferral Cases with fetes per 1,000 Population, 
September 1, 1938, by Color«   Williamson County, Tennessee 

Age grouo nö7 
Total         TOxtte 
 ssr-ic:  

Colored 
Ibte     No. Tile" 

Total 

Under 5 years 
5-9 years 
10-1^ years 
15-24 years 
25 - 34 years 
35-44 years 
45 - 54 years 
55-64 years 
65 - 74 years 
75 years and over 

1721 69.4 1480 77,6  241 42.1 

69 25.5 64 30.3 5 8.4 
224 74.6 203 88.3 21 29.8 
335 114.3 294 132.5 41 57.7 
421 87.5 357 99.3 64 52.5 
192 63.2 145 61.5 47 (9,0 
169 64.1 147 71.0 22 38.8 
147 61.4 137 74,6 10 17.9 
85 44.7 (9 46.1 16 39.7 
51 53.9 44 58.8 7 35.4 
ae 64.7 20 58.3 8 88.9 

Sources Roth and Luton: The rental Health Program in Tennessee A-nerican 
Journal of Psychiatry, Vol. 99, No, 5, p. 66?, Table I (1943) 

Table 5 

See text, page 8. 

Table 6 

See text, page 8, 



Table 7 

Percent Distribution of Lental Disease Among White itegistrants 
Disqualified for Military Service 1/ 

Principle cause for rejection Age i Age group  
All ages   18-;»   21-25   25-5^ fr-j't   3ä and over 

Total mental dLseaae 100.0       100.0   100.0   100.0   100.0     100.0 

Grave mental or personality 9.7          9.2     11«6      9.2      7.3      11.9 
disorders 

: a jo r abnormalities of mood 2.3           ^3       2.4       2.3       2*1         2.4 
Psyclio^thic personality 27.0        36.1     26,1     24.8     25.0       24.6 
Psychoneurotic disorders 52.9         51«0     56.2     57.3     56.6       42.7 
Chronic inebriety, drug ad- 5.1            »2         .5       2.2       5»9       15.5 

diction 
Mental disease not classifi- 3.0          1.2       3.2      4.2       3»1        2.9 

able elsewhere 

1/   Includes ail races other than Negro 

Source:   Physical Examination of Selective Service Registrants Vol. 1, p. 174, 
table 46 



Table 8 

Percent DLetrlbution of Uental Disease among Negro Registrants 
Disqualified for Military Service 

Principle cause for rejection Age group 
All Ages 18-20 21-25 26-29 30-37 38 and over 

Total mental disease 100,0 300.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Grave mental or personality    5*5    5*4  6.4   5*0   4.3     7.4 
disorders 

Major abnormalities of mood 
Psychopathic personality 
Psychoneurotlc disorders 
Chronic inebriety, drug ad- 

diction 
Ifental disease not classifl-   2.5    1*0   2.5  2.3  2.3     6.7 
able elseichere 

.8 •8 .7 • 3 1.1 .6 
43.1 46.1 44.7 43.0 42.2 36.9 
46.3 46.5 44.8 48.2 47.9 40.8 
1.8 .9 1.2 2.2 7.6 

Source: Physical Examination of Selective Service Registrants Vol. 1, p. 174, 
table 47 



Table 9 

Number of Disability Discharges of Enlisted Jfen fron the Anny, 
December 7, 1941 through December 1945. 

Cause of discharges: Number Percent 

lie aropsychiatrie reasons 
Bones and organs of locomotion 
Infectious diseases 
Gastro-intestinal diseases 
Eye, ear, nose and throat 
Cardiovascular diseases 
Respiratory diseases (excluding TB) 
Result of traunatisms 
Genito-urinary diseases 
Tuberculosis 
Venereal diseases 
Unclassified 

Total 

419,500 
114,000 
88,000 
71,000 
67,000 
62,500 
56,500 
54,500 
17,000 
17,000 
7,000 
6,000 

980,000 

42.8 
11.6 
9.0 
7.2 
6.8 
6.4 
5.8 
5.6 
1.7 
1.7 
0.7 
0.6 

100.0 

Source:   Army Service Forces, Office of the Surgeon General, Ifedical Statistics 
Division. 
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Table 11 

Estimated Number of Patients per 100,000 Population Resident in all Now York 
State Hospitalö 1/ for Ifantal Disease, by age and sex, April 1, 1947. 

Age Total Female 

Itesident patients per 100,000 population 

572.5 
3.0 

64.5 
173.5 
341.3 
915.3 

1308,6 
1545.9 
2436.9 

a, 771 
45 
346 

1,029 
4,284 
7,343 
9,115 
8,948 
6,394 
4,267 

7,296,000 
1,492,700 

536,100 
576, 500 

1,^55,300 
1,167,100 

995,900 
683,800 
413,600 
175,100 

Source:    The sources and method of estiraating resident patients are described 
in pp. 12&L3 of textj data are as of April 1, 1947.    Population estimates were 
obtained from "1947 Vital Statistics" published by N.Y. State Dept. of Health 
and refer to July 1, 1947. 
3/ Includes the following types of hospitals for long-term care of the nentally 
ill«    Civil State hospitals, hospitals for criminally insane, licensed private 
hospitals, and Veterans Administration neuropsychiatric hospitals. 

2/ Individual figures may not add to totals because of rounding. 

Total 581.6 590.8 
under 15 8.9 14.5 
15 - 19 83.0 101.1 
20-24 210.1 243.8 
25 - 34 398.3 462.3 
45 - 54 881.5 849.0 
55-64 1268.5 1229.2 
65 - 74 1564.5 1585.9 
75 and over 2398.8 2348.8 

Estimated Resident Patients 
Total 8V73ö 41,965 
Under 15 270 225 
15- 19 897 551 
20-24 2,344 1,315 
25- 34 9,447 5,163 
35-44 15,861 8,518 
45 - 54 17,892 8,777 
55-64 17,530 8,582 
65 - 74 12,097 5,703 
75 or over 7,398 3,131 

Estimated Population 2/ 
Total 14,398,800 7,102,800 
Under 15 3,046,700 1,554,000 
15 - 19 1,081,300 545,300 
20-24 1,115,900 539,400 
25-34 2,372,000 1,116,800 
35-44 2,289,500 1,122,400 
45 - 54 2,C2%qC0 1,033?800 
55-64 1,382,000 698,200 
65 - 74 773,200 399,600 
75 and over 308,400 133,300 



Table 12 

Estimated number of patienta that would be in long-term hospitals for the 
mentally ill in the ü« S» as of mid-1947 on the assumption that the age speci- 
fic resident patient rates for New York State hospitals would apply to the 
United States as a whole. 

A^e Tot ■fci. Male Female 

Estimated Resident Patients 

Total 774,023 392,507 381,516 
Under 15 3,310 2,760 550 
15 - 19 9,335 5,755 3,580 
20-24 25,537 U,684 10,853 
25 -34 91,963 51,778 40,185 
35-44 139,483 75,298 64,185 
45 - 54 148,272 71,121 77,151 
55 - 64 161,726 78,865 82,861 
65 - 74 114,785 56,474 58,311 
75 and over 79,612 35,772 

Population 1/ 

43,840 

Total 144,024,000 71,747,000 72,277,000 
Under 15 37,373,000 19,033,000 18,340,000 
15 - 19 11,242,000 5,692,000 5,551,000 
20 - 24 12,103,000 6,023,000 6,080,000 
25 - 34 22,975,000 11,200,000 11,774,000 
35-44 20,122,000 9,922,000 10,201,000 
45 - 54 16,806,000 0,377,000 8,429,000 
55 - 64 12,748,000 6,416,000 6,332,000 
65 - 74 7,333,000 3,561,000 3,772,000 
75 and over 3,322,000 1,523,000 1,799,000 

1/ Source: U. S. Bureau of Census Release No, P- - 25, No. 39 



First Adaissions in the UsAtid States to State, County and Ciby Hospitals, 
and Rates p«r 200,000 npulation, 1939 - 1948 

first Admissions Rate 
per 100,000 

Tear Total 
State 

hospitals 

County and 
city 

hospitals 

population 

Total 

19A8 104,696 1Ä,218 3,478 72.1 

1947 97,125 93,749 3,376 68.1 

1946 92,317 89,299 3,018 66.7 

1945 88,943 85,426 3,517 69.8 

1944 86,821 83,723 3,098 68.6 

1943 85,562 82,650 2,912 67.2 

1942 88,210 84,835 3,375 67.4 

19a 91,169 84,201 6,968 69.3 

1940 87,750 61,899 5,851 66.6 

1939 88,368 61,055 6,713 67.5 

Source» Patients in Mevbal Institutions 1948, published by the 
National InsMAttte of Mental Health, Federal Security Agency 
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smist or mjjum asncn 

WITH mtoäSD TO BOUI mpumom 
*> 
i - lira 9. Krendel 

Tracking it that prccadare wherrty a oontlnuou» effort if nad« 

to ainlmiie a difference between two poaltione by exerting control on one 

of them, for the ooet part tracking ie done by ainioliinc differencee in 

pocitione ^iloh hare epatlad eoordinateo and hence inrolree the realm of 

vieion, but nothing prereoto the generalitation of the concept to other 

senee oodalitle« like audition (hearing) in whioh the poeitiose are re- 

ferred to other diseneione like pitch or intenelty. As we know the proceee 

of tracking, howerer, the poaltione hare spatial coordinate«, and the ai^> 

naie which giro rlee to theee poeltions are rienal cignale. It can thus 

be eeen that tracking la Inrolvad in aiming a rifle, ateering a ahip or a 

Jeep, determining an aircrati'a altitude or laying an anti-aircraft gun. 

Certain dietinetiona hare to be made among altuationa which re- 

quire the proceaa of tracking. In aoue of them by the tracking proceaa ia 

meant the extent to which a ayetern like a gun-director and ita crew are 

able to follow a target with mininium error. Here the difference In poal- 

tione ia the differencj between preeent gun poaltlon and that poaitlon which 

it ahould occupy if a colliaion ia to occur between target and projectile. 

In other inatancea by tracking ie meant the human operation, often carried 

out on a radar ecreen or by some other aymbolic meana, which performa the 

central coordinating function in maintaining minimum difference in the 

poaltione prevloualy defined. Here the difference in poaltione ia defined 

by the eignala foi-niehed the operator, which may or may not be coincident 

with the poeitlone Juet defined (depending, of courae, upon the preaence 

-1- 



( 
*f ItgB In the cs^Kitlng or ecoaanicatlon ■jritens,) Plnally, by tracking 

!• toiMtiiMi aeaat the epeeifle aetor reepsneee Vjr oeaae of which a hna&n 

operator conAoot« a tracking operation. 

The foregoing dletlnctlone hare little meaning In elople track- 

ing operations like thoee Involved In alolng a rifle, bat they become Im- 

portant when we oonalder any tracking operation In which target and own 

poeltlooe are preeented eynbolleally («e on a radar acreen)l  particularly 

when tloe-lage are present. Ifader each clrecunetancee tracking can be good 

from the operator point of rlew and poor from the ayetes point of rlew. 

In the preeent text tracking will be considered prioarily as a 

homan operation« Ae exaa^plee of tracking, eo defined. In the military 

serrlces, are the aiming of gnn directors, such as the Mark 37 or M7, 

the aiming of weapons carrying lead-computing sights such as the Mark 14, 

the operation of radar ?31, and such tracking as is carried out In the 

control of guided missiles by optical guidance systems. 

The central problem in all such operations is the minioisation 

of error occasioned by the presence of angular rates and accelerations in 

the movement of targets. This report will be priaarily restricted to a 

consideration of tracking as it relates to such determinations, particularly 

in connection with fire control problems. 

-3- 



THAC£ItfG ÜiD 00MPDTI1P 

While the primary function of the tracking talk it to eolre an 

aiming problem, tracking ic aleo often required to eupply input» to a 

computer. Thie it made necestary by the fact that the weapon anet lead 

the target by an appropriate angle. In the example of aiming a rifle, the 

computer is the gunner*a brain, but In the more complex problema arlaing 

in gunnery the computer la a complicated electrical or mechanical derlce 

dtaignad under Certain aaaumption» to recelre ralnee for certain rarlablee. 

The netkl for the introduction of computing mechaniama a» a aurrogate for 

the gunner*a mind can be readily underetocd by coneidering the flexible 

gunnery problem of defending a bomber agalnat an attacking fighter. The 

problem of eetimating the proper angle by which the gun ehould lead the 

target wae eo complicated by the relative motion of gun mount and target 

that many oaaea aroee in which gunner» lead the target in the direction 

oppoaite to that required for true lead. The fact that tracking moat 

aupply data for computation ha» two coneeqpencee to which the following 

text is deTct-ed. The first consequence is the fact that the »igaals 

furnished the human operator may not accurately reflect the existing die» 

crepancy between target and weapon. The second is the fact that the nature 

of the confutation defines the kind of motor responses which necessarily 

must be used In order to eimoltaneously meet the tracking %he  computational 

requirement«. This latter fact is of material importance since it affects 

the definition of the criterion by meana of which satisfactorlness of 

tracking by a human operator is to be Judged. 

-3- 



CoBgmtlag tights aa^ be divided for cosvenlence into two types. 

Vector eights which conpttte from a reloclty vector diagram, and angular 

rate sights which feed on the angular rates of certain lines related to 

the eight line and gun axis. The distinction between the rector sight« 

and the angnlar rate sights arises from the special problem each ,ight 

was designed to solve. The vector sight represents a solution to the 

gun aiming problem to counter a fighter flying a pursuit course against 

a bomber. Angular rate sights, on the other hand, do not assume that 

the target is following an aerodynamic pursuit path, but they do generally 

assume that the target's path relative to the gun is a straight path over 

the line of flight of the projectile« 

Consider the following simplification of the air to air firing 

situation, and its solution by vector and scalar means. Figure 1 describes 

the idealized aiming problem. C2, Chapt, 1) ^he aedluss is designated by a, 

the attacking aircraft is represented by point b, the target by point c, 

and the projectile by d. Assume the target is not accelerated and that 

the projectile proceeds initially in the same direction in the medium as 

is the attacking aircraft at that instance except that its velocity is K 

times that of the parent vehicle. Igncre the drag of the medium but con- 

sider the acceleration of gravity. The position of the projectile in the 

medium, considering time measured from an origin at the instant of firing 

is 

^adCt) S 5ab(0) + Wab(O) + (K - l)tVab(0) + it&g 

Ag is the invariant acceleration of gravity 
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The target position ie 

2ac(t) = 5^(0) 4 tVac(0) 

In order to hare a hit the last two equations oast he equated 

with t hecoming tf, the time of flight. 

Thus 

EacCO) - Hab(0) z Rbc(0) = - ^fV^CO) + (K - l)tfVab(0)t ^t^ 

Rl)C(0) is the vector for present range 

V^gCO) is the present relative target velocity 

▼^(0) is the parent vehicle's present velocity 

and A is known; 

hence knowing the foregoing, we have the solution to the aiming problem. 

It will be noted that 1^(0) and Vbc(o)are quantities which could be 

supplied by trackers to a computer; thus determining the vector V^ along 

which to guide the attacking aircraft. Thus it can be seen that tracking 

serves to solve a given vector equation. 

In view of the Importance of the lead computing sight in modern 

gunnery, consider the following simplification and discussion of lead angle. 

See Figure 2. Accelerations and air resistance have been omitted and the 

problem has been reduced to two dimensions. A vehicle pursuit course is 

defined when V^ lies along the relative position vector B^0.    The conditions 

for a vehicle collision course are that the projections of Vac and V^ normal 

to Ebc be equal and that \c uniformly decrease. 
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A projectile collision couree can be determined by the following 

equation in ecalar notation. 

vad »^X ~   ^ab + 7bd)«»ltt^ = *ac 9in * 

Subject to the condition that there be a velocity along \c  the 

foregoing defines a collision course for a projectile. Th* necessary lead 

for a collision course can also be expressed in terms of angular rate since 

^0° = Vac 8lttC* - vab 8lnX 

-1 • 
and the lead angle necessary for a hit is sin^- \c  7td o . The deter- 

mination of lead angle is the goal of fire control systems, since it is 

the lead angle which defines the orientation of the guns, airplane, torpedo, 

and so forth. I* can be seen that for solution this expression requires the 

following inputs: vehlclo to target range, angular rate of vehicle with 

respect to a reference line, and the velocity at which the projedtlle was 

fired. Thus tracking need not supply target velocity in this system, but 

most supply the other inputs.  For lead angles less than 10°, the last 

equation becomes X = tm o where t^ is a time of flight nnxltlpller. 

The fact that the tracker provides inputs to a Computer makes 

evident a very Important consideration. That is, It is necessary to con- 

sider goodness of tracking from the system point of view which emphasizes 

end results, i.e. impacte on target, or missile successfully steered to 

destination, etc. It is sometimeB true, t^iat excellent patching of reticle 

to target does not result in thfr best end results. This apparent paradox 

arises from the fact that the computer Is an instrument containing various 
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1 typ«» of filtert which attempt to obtain the "beet poeaible value« of 

target position from which to extrapolate future poeition. 

Since the differentiation between noiee and the target poei- 

tion signal is made on the basis of frequency diserindnatlons, the charac- 

ter of the tracking is of prime importanse for the design of computing 
(36) 

devices.   H. K. Veiss has emphasized this point as a basis for his 

suggestion of the value of autocorrelation analysis for the purpose of 
(88-92) 

obtaining power spectra for a more complete evaluation of tracking. 

Such an analysis is pertinent because of the irregular nature of the track- 

ing error, in which all frequencies are present. Ite aim is to determine 

the relative importance of various frequency components in the tracker's 

output. Once these are known, use may be made of those design characteristics 

of the computing systeu which specify the amplification of error as a function 

of frequency. Thus by consulting such records it can be concluded that 

tracking with the M-5 and 14-7 trackers should be as "smooth" as possible; 

whereas tracking with the M7A1B1 and M9 directors should be as accurate as 
(90) 

possible.     It follows that a criterion for good tracking cannot in genera 

be based on so simple a concept as only time on target or average error, 

but oust Include considerations related to the character of the tracking 

errors. 
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AlPüUa HAIES Am ACCSLERATIOyS ASP TSAJXIBG 

Target ratet and aocelarations are Isportant for two reaeoae 

In the tracking Situation. The flret reaeoa holde in thoce inetaacee 

i^xere a coagmtatlon snet be carried nut. In euch instancee th» coc^xxta- 

tion may he based on the aeetusption that the target is moving at a con- 

etant rate or on the aeeunptlon that the target la accelerating. COBH 

patations baaed on the rate hypothesis will necessarily gire only 

approximate solntioas «dien the angular rates are changing and in this 

reepeot the tracking (of the systeo) say be aald to be only approximate. 

The problem created by the decision to baee the conputation upon the 

angular rate is an engineering problem for the most part~-it is psycho- 

logical only in the extent that the approximate solution makes the orerall 

task of the system of which the human operator is a part a more difficult 

task. 

The main psychological problem created bb the rates and acceler- 

ations characteristi", of target motion arises out of their status as the 

etlmulj to which the human operator oust respond. In direct tracking 

systems in which the man is required to manipulate the weapon vithout 

help from a power-driven mount the rates themselTes are of considerable 

Importance. In power driven tracking systems, constant rates present no 

particular problem provided the power drive is adequate to the range of 

angular rates with which the operator and his weapon will have to cope. 

Changes in the rate, however, ere of material importance to the tracking 
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since they charac&erlntlcally affect the way in which the tracklag Is 

done (i.a., whether in the direction of eaoothneae or accuracy). Of 

paramount isportaace ie the fact that channel in the secular rate at vhlch 

a signal is snoring ^ring the reaction tisa of the huaan operator into 

central ia^ortance in the tracking problem, since this time is an isierral 

during which error necessarily is out of control prorided the target ie 

snoring at other than a constant rate. 
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r CHiBACTIRIsnCS OF THI HOUiJ WfW* 

To dofla« th« traokln« proVlta vlthla tht liiit%s t«t \ff htaan 

ablU%lM( this itetloti will dlteost cwtala r«l#raat tanjaaa eharaetsrlatlot. 

IUfte%löB tlaMt th» aattort ef oorroctlr« aoTtaraU aad ▼IBV^I faetort will 1 

b« iftclttlad la the dUeoatloa bMaast ef the ohrleae In^ortaaee these 

aepeete of behavior hare la r. cxurarl control tack dependent. 'Äo extent 

te which aa operator will tolerate errore, aad the influence of perception 

aad eMv fatigue, aad the dletrihatioa ef atteatiea, are other pertinent 

aepeete of the traek&ag eitvatioa idxioh hare heea treated in «hat followe. 

The reader 1» oautioned to note tfcat while certain ef the following data 

«ere obtaiaed ia laboratory eitaatieae deeigaed te etody the tracking 

problem, other data were gathered frea laboratory bituatioae which were 

net originally iateaded te shed aay light oa the trsdcisg problem. Tory 

little experimentation has been carried oa under actual field condition», 

aad thie feet should be kept ia mind before applying aay of the results 

to speoifio cosibat problems. 

Beaetioa time is a parameter of homaa reepoase which Is of great 

laterest ia traeklsg studies sad which has beea studied extensively. 

14 le well known that under laboratory cecdltloas the sliple 

reaction time to light Is about 180 milliseconds, to sound 160 mUllsecoadB. 

aad to light or sound 300 milliseconds. Using an apparatus which presented 

left and right marker dleplaeemeato In arbitrary ord«vr from a central posi- 

tion above a Barker, the TojÄoro research staff required subject» to press 
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on« of two kty  to correct for thlt dltplacastnt. B««etlon tlaM la thit 

•xperinent wer« about 400 allllteconda, iriuireaa iA«a tht •as* apparatos 

«as rlggtd up to aaasura •lopl« raaction timat the findings vara as would 

be expaeted for rlsual, auditory, and and!tor? or rlsual signals.C61 P* 87) 

The reaction tine Is, of course, a function of experience, and the 400 milli- 

second figure for the reaction time to a sudden displacement could probably 

be shortened by 85-30£ after practice. 

Turning to reaction times determined in tracking situations: 

Cralk and the AlU at Caodbrldge found reaction times in a pursuit task to 
(a,84) (67) 

be about 300 millieeconds.      Searle and Taylor   in a pursuit 

task found reaction timee of about 250 milliseconds as well as did Elisen* 
(28) (77) 

and Hill,   although Taylor and Birmingham   found a reaction time of 

435 milliseconds in a compensatory random etep function tracking situation. 

jäxperlment« using a simple compensatory tracking device performed at The 

Franklin Institute under AMC contract revealed reaction times of the order 

of 300-350 milliseconds. 

The large spread of reported reaction times in the trncking 

situation at Just rerlewed may rery well be related to stimlus linked 

variables as well as training. It has been found by many workers in the 

field that when a human is tracking a simple visual signal such as a 

regular sine wave, the reaction time Induced phase difference between 

stiraUue and reepoase quickly approaches tero. On the other hasd, the 

reaction time in as arbitrary program of step functions is consistently 

between 250 and 350 milliseconds. It would be reasonable to suppose, 

therefore, that the reaction time is related to the extent to which the 
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operator «xpcetaaey »tout th« •tioalua U folfllltd. At an «xaa^le of 

this «ntloipatory ^ehsrior «• Mgr talc« «oat British work/   In than« 

axparimota aan «era told to triggar a gan when a black aqxiart erosting 

a talaaeopa field at eonataat rata eoiacidad with a fiducial line. The 

■eaa point of triggering vae found to coincide with the deaired point of 

aiB( and there «ae a randoa Tariabilitsr baring the eaae rarianee aa in 

the aisple reaction tiae to a light atiaolua. The eubjeots were obrioualy 

anticipating. Still another ezaaple of anticipatory beharior ie aooe 

recently reported Aaerican vork/3' The etinoltta was a riaual or auditory 

aignal preaented at a fixed freqoenoy. The taek was to reepond by pressing 

a key at the instant the signal appeared. An analysis of the data rerealed 

a skewed distribution with the greater nuaber of responses anticipating 

rather than lagging the stiaalus. (The error which the tracker was minimis- 

ing in this ezperiaeot was not the usual space error but a tiae error, an 

unusual ezaaple of tracking.) 

The foregoing reaction times were measured under circumstances 

wherein the refractory period of response (first reported by Telford^78' 

in an experiment using auditory stimuli) did not occur. The refractory 

period occurs when two etlmuli occur within a period of time equal to or 

less than an intenral about as long as a reaction tiae plus movement time. 

In this event, the reaction time to the second stimulus is inhibited. Ylnce 

and Hick^40»86^ following Oraik investigated and verified this finding in 

the tracking situation, and found tho refractory period to bo about 500 nllli 

seccods, in agreement with Telford. This point has been under intermittent 

discussion in the literature. Bllson/^for example, has found results 
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•oatvhat akin to the finding« of the Brit1th group, hut ha» choaen to ex^ 

plain hi» reaulta differently. The controrerty la eoaevfaat difficult to 

resolre since the reaponae recorda are roch that It Is difficult to deter- 

mine unequlrocally t^ien the first response has ended and when the second 

has begun. 

Movem0nt Is an aapect of human heharlor which haa heen studied 

thoroughly long before the tracking context became of Importance. Interest 

In the characteristics of correct Ire movements wae revived In the last 

decade when a concentrated effort «as made to examine the human operator1 a 

responses while acting as a link In a regulating system. CralkVÄV' hypo- 

thesized that human responses are ballistic In a control situation« and 

hie interpretation harks back to the work of Stetson.  ' ' The essential 

characteristic of the ballistic motion Is that the limb Is tossed back acd 

forth, at It were, from two end positions with a mlaisum of muscular con- 

trol In the midpoint of its traverse. In this type of movement the mus- 

cular contraction starting the movement ends by ths first half of the 

movement. The ballistic movement is supposedly characteristic of highly 

skilled and well coordinated movements such as typing, tennis, and so forth. 

Some of the early studies of ballistic motion claimed that for movements of 

small amplitude the time taken to make a movement was independent of ampli- 

tude. The evidence is by and large unconvincing.^37«4^' The general findr^ 

inge of more recent research^22!^!67) indicate that for swift cDrrectlve 

movements ranging in amplitude from about 5 to 80 cas in displacement, move- 

ment time Is a slowly rising function of displacement which could be approxi- 

mated by a straight line without doing great vislence to the data. Perhaps 
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th»  aott thorooch study of the characteristic» of corroctlr« moTementt 

In) 
was aad« at MLK    ' «h«re tht first three deriratlres of control stick 

motion In a cooptnsatory tracking task «ere examined. The results show that 

these oorrective motions are not ballistic since force rariss oontlooously 

throughout th* motion. 

Another type of motion of great loportanoe In the tracking 

problem Is ths circular movoment. A circular sorament is a coordinated 

pattern of reciprocal moTement« properly related In phase. This type of 

motion is of great advantage In fatiguing tasks since the work done is 

spread over a group of sneoles rather than orar two muscles and hence the 

onset of fatigue effects can be delayed. The maxiaus rate of circular 

movements is roughly half the rate for simple back and forth morements of 

ths same amplitude. In addition there is evidence that the rates of rhyth- 

mical movement are weakly dependent on amplitude, but this Is not a clear- 

cut finding. This result does, however, check with the findings of the 

research at foxboro'39' which demonstrated that although handwheel 

diameter is a stongly significant determinant of tracking accuracy, it 

Is a relatively weak determinant of speed of handwheel turning. As a 

general conclusion the maxinum recoonended speeds for handwheel rotation 

were from about 150-200 revolutions per minute. 

In any control task the question of the basic output of the 

operator is of importance, for  example, if an attempt is made to charao- 

terlze the human operator by means of differoatial equation, the question 
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ariiet a« to whether operator responee ehould be expreeted In terae of 

dltplacenent, Telocity or aoceltratiOB for the achlenreme&t of the nott 

appropriate mathematical model ^f reality, furthermore, the aaever to 

the question of basic output of the operator will determine the area« for 

future critical experimentation. This it to eaj, the differential ability 

to discriminate proprioceptire differences In position, Telocity, or 

acceleration of a ecntrol may be an Important area of research, since the 

characteristics of these proprioceptiTe feedbacks define the ability of 

the operator to apply these outputs accurately In a tracking task. Bridenoe 

exists that the discrimination of the extent, the duration, and the force of 

a moTement are independent functions.I9*' Duration obTlously relates to 

Telocity eince the specification of mlnlaom discernible Telocity is not 

meaolngful unless a time Intenral ie specified. DefinltlTe information com- 

paring and eraluatlug these characteristics of operator output does not exist 

explicitly, but It doubtless has been Incorporated Implicitly In the Tarious 

studies which haTe defined optimal control design for certain specific con- 

trol tasks with regard to such parameters as Inertia, friction and speed of 

movement. 

Visual gactors—Tracking dlspleys are commonly Tisual although 

this Is not a neceesary condition for tracking In general. Of prime im- 

portance In designing a display for tracking Is an appreciation of some of 

the limitations on the operator's vision. Visual acuity refers to the 

resolTlng power of the eye. To speak of visual acuity In an unrestxicted 

sense is not meaningful since the acuity In a particular observation is a 
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fanctlon of the retinal area irradiated, the adaptation of the eye, the 

•tinulua inteneitf and the •ticolue duration.  '' Vleual acuity can 

be broken down for convenience into three separate functionsJ a measure 

of the minlawai risible, a measure of the minimum separable vhich is the 

resoliriDg power, and a measure cf the minimum distinguishable change in 

contour such as would be pertinent in reading a vernier. There Is diffi- 

culty in obtaining a threshold value for the minimuo perceptible display 

because of the interaction with intensity; i.e. this threshold is intimately 

associated with the least amount of radiant energy needed to arouse a visual 

sensation. For example, a luminous point, such as a star, intercepting an 

arc of order of magnitude .05 seconds is perceptible. A thin wire against 

a bright sky background can be perceived if it intercepts an angle of about 

one second. What is perhaps a more pertinent example of this threshold, 

applying the problem at hand, is the threshold intercepted angle of a square 

against a contrasting background. The minimum visible white square on a 

black background is about 10 seconds of arc, whereas the minimum visible 

black square on a white background is about 30 seconds of arc. Data such 

as these would bo valuable in the design of optical tracking missile 

guidance systems. 

The resolving power of the eye is about one minute of arc at 

the fovea; about 5 minutes at an angle at 3° from the fovea, 10 minutes 

at an angle of 6° from the fovea; and about 100 minutes at an angle of 

30° from the fovea. ^ye movement dtudies have shown that in the tracking 

operation the eye constantly fixates at the point being tracked; thus the 

region of the retina in use is within 3-3° of the fovea, and the resolution 

is at worst limited to 5 minutee and at best about 1 minute of arc. 
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When the furround« of a display are illuaslnated by ll^ht havln« 

an intensity from 1/100 to 1/10 of the teet object, acuity it increased. 

As the furrounding Illumination la increaaed or decreated outside of these 

rough limits, visual acuity dimlnishee. There is much information arail- 

able in the literature on the intcractlona of pip intensity, ambient 

illumination, and previous light adaptation with regard to the diecrimina- 

tion of signals on a cathode ray tube.^' 

Vernier acuity as is exemplified by reading a vernier or detect- 

ing a break In the continuity of a line between two surfaces, is much 

greater than the resolving power, and varies between 6 and 10 seconds of 

arc; although individuals may be trained to detect misalignments of as 

little as 3 seconds of arc. 

The following data bear on the visual perception of displacementse 

velocity and aecelsration. An examination of detectable displacements of 

a horizontal line from the centre of a vertical line in a cross shaped 

display was shown to obey Weber's law so long as the horizontal line sub- 

tends at least 1/2 degree at the eye.^ The Weber "constant" rapidly 

rose from the limiting value of 7$ to 30^ between 30 minutes and the smallest 

perceptible differences. The magnification utilized can thus be determined 

by making the smallest displacement under observation subtend at leant 30 

minutes at the eye. Apropos of the intornctlon between stimulus duration 

and acuity it has been shown that an exponential curve describes the func- 

tional relation between the difference in olsallgnment of the vertical 

cross piece from horizontal center versui exposure time necessary to get 
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r th*  correct reepome 9Sffi of the time. The horltontal COBQ piece inter- 

cepted 30 miBtttee, ead at least 2  •econds of time were needed to perceive 

correctly when the saliallgnmenti were lees than 10^. 

The perception of oovenent iet of courso, indefinable unless a 

tine interval is specified for the observation. According to Aubert the 

angular velocity of an object aust be between one and two minutes of arc 

per second in order for the object to appear immediately to be moving. 

In this experiment, stationary objects were in tho field or view, viewing 

conditions were favorable as regards contrast and size of object, and the 

object was within about 1° of the fovea. At 3-3° from the fovea the least 

perceptible angular velocity is from 3 to 4 minutes of arc per second and 

at 8° from the fovea the threshold for immediately perceived velocity is 

9 minutes of ere per second. When the number of static references in the 

field was minimized to the slits of a viewing box the thresholds were 

raised to 10 to 20 times their former values. To unstructure the field 

any further would involve questions of autokinetic activity.^^' 

Dlmmlck and Karl^' investigated movement perception in terms of 

exposure time necessary to discern a given movement and found that for a 

motion of from 1 to 2 minutes of arc and exposure tine of from .5 to 1 

second would be needed. This Is not Inconsistent with Bourdon'o work since 

there are iüasy extraneous variables affecting this threshold which were not 

constant In both experiments.  The orders of magnitude are wha; Is of Intere 

Using oscillcscope presentations Kick found that thresholds for 

the perception of changes of velocity roughly obeyed Weber's law over a 

range from about .16 to 10 degrees per second with the constant difference 
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about 12^, but the ipread of valnei vac between 9 and 2C$ for either 

reloclty increment or decrement. BeariM found roughly the tame Weber1« 

conttnnt in the neighborhood of 8 to l^.^38.41) 

There it, fortheroore, §& uppey limit to perceived motion which 

Bourdon hae found to be about 140 to fOO degreee per eecond for a range 

of motion of 10°. The emaller threfhelde are related to the smaller objects 

and the larger thresholds to larger objects. 

Toleraiice Level»—Kelson has pointed out the imi,   nee of 

distinguishing between physiological limits to performance and »elf im- 

pcsed levels of performance. ^-^ The tracker who is attempting to minimise 

an error will not necessarily reduce the error to the limits of his visual 

acuity, but will reduce the error to that lerel which he is willing to 

tolerate. Certain errors may be deemed unavoidable or too small to bother 

with. Magnification serves to increase the apparent error of a given 

operator. The improvement due to fourfold mechanical magnification, which 

was studied by Helson, however, it not linear since, in general, the gains 

attributable to magnification ar« offset to some extent by the loss in 

accuracy due to diminution of field six?. The tolerance for error which 

operators exhibit at a given time is related to motor and motivational 

factors as well as to perceptual factors. Performance may be limited by 

the operator's inability to handle load, inertia, and high rates of tumxüg, 

or poor design may result in friction, baoklash and improper choice of aid- 

ing time constants. The result of these motor factors will be to deteriorate 

manual control thua preventing the operator from working within his standards. 
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r Emotional factors related to froctratlon tolerance and motivation 

are inetruasntal in defining the error tolerance. Operators cf equivalent 

physical and physiological cimracteristlei nay be influenced differently 

by backlash or by the resentment of a superior so that their tracking per- 

formance will differ markedly. 

Perception and set^-Searle and Taylor have also expreseed the 

opinion that the actual level at which responses are made ie influenced 

eignificantly by the perceptual aepects of the experimental situation, or 

frf fat't-rr« of internal sot and expectancy which may vary with the condi«« 

tions of presentation, t*7' In a pursuit tracking tnsk the ration of knob 

motion to observed displacement ratio* was examix« ^ at the values 1:1 and 

at 3;1. It was observed that hand movement rates for the 3tl ratio are 

consisvently higher than for the HI ratio whereas the pointer movement is 

relatively slightly affected by the change in knob:pointer ratio. She im- 

plication is that t.he subjecte are attempting to make each correction in 

a certain length of time, regardless of the required effort. Hespoaa» 

time changed only elightly over a wide range of displacementer and condi- 

tions of preeentation. The increase in rates at the 3;1 ratio meg  bo ex- 

plained as a result of the reduced speed of perceived fmcil movement for 

which the subjects involuntarily compensate by making faster hand movemente. 

Again, this implies that subjects are attempting to make each correction 

in a certain length of time, regardless of the required effort. 

t 

Another manifestation of perceptual influence is the "range e/fmjt*1. 

This effect occurs when displacements of varying sUes are presented in ran- 

dom order and the subject's response to any given displacement is influenced 

V   by the relation of this displacement to the other sizes in the eeqaence, 

* 2p *. 

lJS8ÄBBttWWSife*''*",'','B''*,'i''WJ''*'*,rt'" 
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Indications are that rates ere too low for tha large displdcsoesr&s «sd '«oo 

high for the small dlsplo^eawats, The eu^sot appafsatV daveloi« a *sets 

for the arerage-siae displacement, Ti^re is raasoß to Ijeilrre tha^ this 

average is the geonetrla retiier thae the ariihrmtric mean of th@ eeri««. 

fhs range effect which the üferal Eesearfih La^cratoiy mentioned 

was Investigated In some detail at the University öf Indiana.  ' Separate 

groups of 35 subjente e&ch tracked two different reives of threö step 

function displacements. The one-inch displacement was» tne largest stlmlus 

in range 1 and the snalleet 1^ rapge 2.    The subjects tended tc undershoot 

the lw stinittlus when it was largest in its series and to orershoot; it wöen 

it was omalleat In a aerie». Thia tendency is a function of the range 

and not the absolute magnitudes of the stimuli, and is thus related to 

SOS© expectation or set on the part of the operator. 

The subject's internal set or attitude plays a part in influencing 

his psychomotor performance and the type of instruction given the subject 

may ba instromental in establishing this set. It is known that under 

laboratory conditions instructions inducing a set for speed will yield 

different results from those inducing a set for accuracy. Subjects 

receiving Instructions «tressing speed usually mlalmlje the Importance 

of accuracy. Thie was indicated by a study on the effect of »speed-up" 

instructions on the performance of discrete movements of the hand and arm.^72^ 

The resulting Increased speed of movement wae accompanied by a decrease in 

accuracy. 

Instructions were found tc be Important in influencing the rate 

of learning to track with a pursultmeter.'63' One group of sabjscts was 

told to keep the instrument running? another was told to use analysis and 
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claT&rsea* to keep the IttStraraeat going; aud the third was giv^n 48 aany 

f?xsts abouv, the Operation of the machine and the nature of the task as were 

avallafeie; pretuaaWy ^li latter ^roup learned at the Tergal rather than 

Wie a»tor level, fhii last group, howmrer, hai a higher frequency of errors 

than did the other two and did not show any improvement hetween the firet 

and last days of practice. The second group had the most rapid rate of 

learning. However, both the first and second groups showed similar iasprore- 

ment hfctween the first and last daye of learning and the curves for both we.e 

essentially similar in form. The conclusion which, therefore, mist he drawn 

from this experiment is that evidently verbal instruction cannot he substi- 

tuted for the sensoiy stimuli received from performing the pattern of move- 

ment« involved in pursuit learning and may even hinder progress. 

fatigue—A series of experiments have heen performed at Tufts 

College to study the effect of fatigue on psychomotor efficiency, using 

the Mark II Kavy Trainer for tracking in asimuth/61« PP- 70-,?4) 2ß6 

results of these experiments indicated that ecntinued tracking for long 

periods resulted in a decrement in performance, but this decrement was 

reduced by motivating factors (such as rest, pay, encouragement). It was 

concluded, therefore, that the decrement here was due to boredom since 

aBiffloth tracking does not involve considerable muscular effort. Depriva- 

tion of sleep for as long as two days did not affect tracking performance 

adversely, although subjects reported that it was necessary to make a 

greater effort to attend to their task to keep performance from falling 

off. It was also found that performance of a complex task for four hours 

did not yield a significant change in the efficiency of performance. 
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The effects ef prcl^aged etreauoa« exercise wey© also studied.hi^e. 

Although iubjeott ahowed ellnleal »igfß  «f fatigue during a SC-mlle hi'ce 

there was no decrement I» tr&ckiac accurgtcy. ^'    Olia^iag a «taircait 

rapidly with a heavy load reeu3ted in a etatietlcally «igalfleaat iaereaa« 

in the variability of etereoecopie ranging which disappeared very quickly. 

It was believed that this wais due to hyperveatiiation baeause of breathless- 

ness. further studies vere made at the Harvard fatigue Laboratory durlag 

which subjects breathed deeply until dlsziaess or blurring of the visual 

field was experisaeed. Bange sstloates aade \iy  theee subjects all showed 

poorer and more variable Judgments, although the effects were more pronounced 

on stereo than on vernier acuity. It would be well for tracking and ranging 

personnel to avoid strenuous activity which might lead to breathlessness 

iamediately befere performance. Xt also appears that trained trackers 

should be able to traek for lo*g periods of time without a reduction is 

efficiency due to fatigue. The Fire Coanrol Division of NDRC reported to 

the Services that no special precautions need be taken against fatigue for 

tracking personnel. 

Distribution of Attention—The distribution of attention in a 

Eilitary tracking situation may be affected by many sources of distraction. 

Among the possible sources are the very complexity of the manual tracking 

and firing task, the complexity of the visual field, combat noises and 

perhaps emotional or physical injury to the -perator. That these sources 

affect time to respond is indicated by a recent experiment in which the 

reaction time necessary to identify various numbers ef stimulus objects 
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was fläöaeured as a foastlon of the mmber of atiaulas objects. It was found 

that the reaction time was lengthened as the number of ötimuluB objects In 

the field was increased. This little experiment Illustrates the obtious 

truth that if a tracktr is required to be aware of and make measurementa 

of several stimali at the same time, the reaction tiaae needed to respond 

to the eonsteilat.^n of stimuli will increase as the complexity and number 

of stimuli is increased/66^ 

An exoelxent example of a study undertaken to examins the ehort- 

comings of highly complex equipment was project AC-94, Psychological factors 

in the Operation of FlexiUe Gunnery Equipment.(82. Shapt. 20; 59, Ohapt. 18) 

During the coarse of the last war the gunner's relation to his gun became 

remote as motorg replaced muscle control and complicated lead computing 

sights replaced lead estimation. The result of these changes and the great 

skill required to use the gun sight complicated the gunner's task to s'-ch 

an extent that it was feared, in certala circles, that the limits of the 

B-29 gunner's ability were being surpassed. 

It was necessary for the B-29 gunner to simultaneously track in 

elevation, and azimuth, as well as to range. These tasks werr relatively 

independent of one another and each was a difficult task in itself. The 

sight as originally constructed required tracking in azimuth and elevation 

as well as in range by means of a variable diameter reticle circle. The 

movements of the range handwheel had to be made relative to movements 

of the sight in elevation, and as a comsequence, the rate of hand movement 

in ranging might differ for the same target range rate. The gunner, more- 

over, was required to judge when his performance was good enough to warrant 
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firing. It waB ohowa ■hy AC-94 that triggering was not dependent or» 

the goüdnese of the target size and position relationehlp to the reticle, 

but rather Vhat triggering was a non-discriminating function characterized 

hy semirhythmle patterns peculiar to the indirldual gunners.. The project 

made several redetign recommendations in an effort to obtain smoother and 

more accurate tracking and firing. Thus it was suggested that handgrips 

be used to control azimuth and elevation tracking and that a pressure type 

I 
ranging control be mounted on the right handgrip. The trigger was con- 

veniently mounted on the left handgrip and firing was to be continuous or, 

if intermittent, automatically programmed. The results of these recommenda- 

tions were tested experimentally. The tests supported the validity of *he 

recommendations. 

The Foxboro Company cond -jted several tests on simultaneous track- 

ing and stadiametric ranging. ^69»70»71»76^ This task is difficult for in- 

experienced operators and the indications a^e that ranging is the more 

difficult task. Up to about 10 hours of training aye generally needed to 

acquire proficiency in the simultaneous tracking and ranging problem. 

Whether pedal or hand controls be used for ranging is largely a matter of 

physical convenience. 

Another frequently met disturbing iifluence in the total stimulus 

field is providod by noise.v12» PP* 33-40) Re8Uit8 of several experiments 

with noise have indicated that loud sounds as such do not effect the 

efficiency of stereoscopic ranging or tracking. In fact, although mus- 

cular tension is produced, the introduction of noise often relieves the 

■^;r*--M 
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monotony of the task and helps keep thn.  men awake. Subjectively operators 
■ f 

r 

reported the need to compeneate for the etrain ^f nolee "by putting forth 

greater effort. It Is also true that the loud »ounds are often extremely 

- *   disturbing to the emotionally disturbed, but this is a problem of personnel 

selection. 

C 
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1 
MATHEMATICAL MODELS FOR THE HÜMAM OPSBAlltl IN A TRACKING SITUATION 

Several theoretical schemes of varying degrees of generality 

have teen suggested thus far in an effort to characterife mthematically 

the human operator in a tracking situation. The late K. J. W. Oraik 

enunciated one of the earliest of these descriptive schemes as the result 

cf the extensive experience gained lay the Applied Psychology Unit in 

their tracking studies during the past war'20»21»40»84«85'' The time 

record ef tracking errors reveals a periodicity with a predominant period 

of 0.5 second according to the evidence which Oralk cites* This periodicity 

is unaffected "by magnification, thus eliminating the possible argument 

that it is a function of sensory threshold. The periodic corrective 

movements, which are "ballistic in natrsro, are due to the fact that the 

response pattern after the last corrective movement consists of a reaction 

time lag of about ,3 second and a corrective movement of predetermined 

course usually lasting ahout .2 seconds. The operator's movement is not 

determined continucusly hy the perceived error, but rather in an inter- 

mittent manner. Were the control continuous, the time lag would result 

in continuous oscillations of .5 second period, tut were the control 

Intermittent the error could "be corrected In a series of triggered off 

movement patterns of predetermined course. In addition to acting as an 

intermittent correction servo the human operator acts as a predicting 

mechanism, extrapolating from past data. This prediction mechanism re- 

sults In smoothing out the operator's behavior and perhaps masklag some 

of the Intermittent characteristics of tracking. 

I 
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1%  is of Interest to point out that Woodworth obaerved that when 

T    fubjecte were allowed IOBB  than ,5 seconds per movement, responses with 

the eyes closed were ahout as accurate as responses with the eyes open.^' 

This was explained on the grounds that rates faster than two movemento per 

second did not leare time for the more delicate visually ccntrolled secondary . 

adjustments. 

Other work has corrohorated Cralk'e hypothesis that the following 
* -» 

occur within one reaction tlmei error perception, organization of the appro- 

priate response, and the triggering off of the proper pattern of nerve 

(77) 
impulses.vr ' As Craik pointed out this pattern cannot be altered once 

triggered off, and is essentially an open loop characteristic. That the 

control mechanism must be Intermittent follows from an examination of the 

acceleration patterns of corrective responses which show that the movement 

(    passes through its patterns of positive and negative acceleratlpn it\ just 

about one reaction time. The operator, therefore, cannot stop or alter his 

corrective response once it has begun. 

The previously mentioned range effect is a set to respond based 

apparently on a predicted mean response amplitude. This predicting function 

was also noted by Helson who observed that the tracking error converted into 

time units was of the order of milliseconds—which is several orders of 

magnitudes smaller than a reaction time.^' In a demonstration of predic- 

tion, simple sinusoidal courses varying in amplitude and frequency were 

presented to the tracker. The target was followed closely for large ampli- 

tude and low frequency, but as frequency Increased the tendency was to 

anticipate by shortening the amplitude of response while reproducing the input 

frequency. When an erratic course input was used the operators responded 

with an averaging crank motion. Hslson hypothesizes that the beneficial 
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ütfects of lov gaar ratlos and heevy hand^dieela may "be dae to their 

facilitation of the operator's smoothing type of behavior, 

Elisen and Ollharg discuss operational analysis ir, the hope that 

(26) 
such methods nay "be applied to human operator "behavior/ '  unfortunately, 

the mathematical requirements on the system are that it he linear, i.e., 

descrihahle "by a set of linear differential equations, and except for a 

very few exan^les, the evidence it that the human operator Is not linear (76) 

to any significant degree. Efforts have "besn mads to determine the extent of 

the operator's linearity, and Sllson and Gray studied human responses to 

various sine wave inputs.'2'''» 29*  ^0' The human operator "behaved in a 

basically non-linear manner» i.e«, the superposition theorem did not hold. 

It is of interest that for 3 and 4. cps input« the operator responded with 

decreased amplitude and slightly higher frequency. This type of response 

may be related to the averaging mentioned "by Helaon, and may shed some light 

on the limitations and nature of the human predictor. Further information 

on the nature of the manner in which an operator predicts may result from 

Sllson1s finding that the responses to complex inputs are more nearly linear 

than responses to simple inputs. 

E. S. Phillips has investigated the human role in a tracking 

system and in so doing created a linear mathematical model of a human 

operator.'4®) The hasic assumption was that the operator turns the hardwheel 

at a rate proportional to the magnitude of the tracking error. Using this 

fact, a time lag of .5 seconds for the system, and the provision for deriva- 

tine control of handwheel rate, should the operator beglu to anticipate the 

error, an expression for the rate at which the operator turns a handwheel 
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control was wit ton out anc1 expressed in operational tercdnology.    The 

following is a statonent of the sane eqiatlon in terns of displacenent of 

the control handle, 

H(t)   =\ft>   4^e"pLlXt) 
V      J 

where H(t) represents handwheel position, 1(0 the error signal, L the tine 

lag,  c the operator on tho error tine function expressicg proportionality 

of handwheel rate, pE(t),  to error, or integral control of position, H(t); 

and h the derivative control of handwheel rate or proportional control of 

handv/heel position.    This expression was conMned with the equation for an 

aided tracking unit, resulting in a general equation for aided trackirig 

involving the aided tracking constant and the operator's paraaeters.   The 

stability region and tho best values in a nininized mean square error sense 

for tho three paranetors, a, h, and L, were obtained for a course character- 

ized by constant velocity over a sequence of intervals with abrupt independent 

changes in velocity at the end of each interval.    It was shown that the best 

tracking can be done with an aided tracking constant of ,9 and about as 

nuch derivative control as position control of handwheel rate.    If, however, 

the 'operator is not exerting derivative control on the rate, as would bo 

the case were there no prediction on the operator's part, the optical aided 

tracking constant is about 5 tines thu operator's tine lag»    This would 

yield a value of about 3.5 seconds, and this is just about what was found in 

a corroborating experiment in handwheel tracking wherein nean square error 

was plotted versus aided tracking constant.    This value of the aided tracking 

constant is much different, however, fron enpirical detominations made by 

other groups using more rigorous oxperinental designs. 
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Bandall, Russell and Hagazzinl have also nado an effort to repre- 

sent the hunan operator in a linear nathenetical fom, ^6ü)   Their decision 

as to the function to bo used was governed 1)7 a scries of oinor tests of 

huoan oporators which indicated that though the hunan operator «as non-linear 

to a significant degree, linear approxinatio.is nay "be nado, Thqralso found 

that fron the viowpoint of ease of control, proportional and integral terns 

are easiest for a hunan to insert, hut that the operator has difficulty 

inserting derivative ternä. Turthoruoro, the lag in hunan response tine 

was ohservod to he ahout .3 seconda, 

The resulting equation doserihing the hunan operator was 

H(t) -["(ap ♦ b ♦ c/p)e"PLlB(t) 

where the torn additional to the terns in the Phillips equation Is an operator 

on the error signal, B(t), representing derivative control of handwheel 

position. The problon is to specify the ranges of values of these paraneters 

unler specified conditions and to exardnc the variability over hunan operators. 

Tustin deternined a linear relationship of tho forn 

H(t) "f (b 4- c/p)o-PLlB(t) 

whore L ■ .3, and as can be seen, this is identical to Phillips1 forn»^83' Both 

Tustin and Phillips wrote their equations so tb o handwheel velocity, pH(t), was 

the dependent variable, since they wore concerned with aided tracking (aided 

trp.cking will be discussed in the following section of this report), but the 

equations were refornulatod here in terns of handwheel position so that they nay 

be conparcd noro easily with the Randall, Hussell end Ragatsini equation, Tustin 

discussed aided tracking and sorvonechanisn design in the light of those hunan 
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operator chrTactorlsties which ho hypothosized. The vrluc of this con- 

Jocturo is quostionahle in view of tho prucity of expcrinontal data at this 

stage of research and tho dubious nature of tho linear approzinations used. 

What is perhaps a aore pronising approach has hecn discussed recently 

by Kayne,'^' Two types of "body aovonent control are hypothesised. The 

first type chrTactcrlses notion of en unpredictable naturo and is a closed 

loop response involving an external error sensing device such as the eyes. 

The second ty.e is a closed loop response which operates without external 

error sensing and is characteristic of highly predictable hehavior. The 

difference between the two ferns is illustrated by the tracking responses 

to a regular sine wave input and to an irregular input progran. Typically the 

phase shift between input and output will becone negligible while tracking 

a sinusoid, as has been noted in past tracking studies« Thus the operator 

is not responding to a closed loop systen v/hich includes the eyes as error 

detectors but sone sort of autopilot response has taktm over. In the track- 

ing of an irregular course, the response pattern is characterized by lags in 

response of one reaction tine duration. A physiological illustration is 

offered by tabes dorsalis. In this disease, proprioccptivc feedback fron 

the feet is elininated, thus a tabetic nust look at his feet while walking 

in order to find out where they are.v^3) The higher type of closed loop 

control (visual feedback) has had to take over the function fernerly served 

by the lower type of autopilot controls Mayne oakes the stinulating point 

that the hunan response to a conplox input nay act as an optimal Wiener 

filter in its predictive characteristics. This is a point of departure for 

future research. 
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fho hsman characterlsties preriously nentlonoö. present dseign 

pro"blone vdiieh havo 'beon attackad and eolvod in varlotts ways. It is bota 

convoniout and D»tnirgftil to grcmp those psychological probleos and engineer- 

ing solutions about four focli of interostj displays, applications of power, 

linkages, and typos of controls. It should "be 'bome in nind that tho various 

solutions uoy be specific in cei'taln cases to particular nilitary prohlens. 

One canrsadily seo that the tracking prohlon confronting a pilot flying 

an attack course differs fron the task of an airhome or ground tracker 

attenpting to down this attacking pilot. The stinulus situation will differ 

in that different rates will be presented to each tracker and the conputing 

nechanisos ouployed naj have different display characteristics. There are, 

of course, additional differences ps well. On the other hand, the follow- 

ing section will mention several design features of general application. 

Dls-play Pr oh leas-—Throe characteristics arc of prine interest 

in the optical tracking display prohlen» these are reticle design, reticle 

target relationship, and nagnification. 

Oonsiderahlo research has gone into the problem of reticle 

design for stereoscopic ranging, (83, Chapts. 4, 22; 61, Chapts, 2, 4, 5, 11) 

The stereoscopic ranging difficulties arise from the fact that errors of 

large nagnitudc arise when ranging is performed with the target position 

in tho field beyond the vortical or horizontal limits of the reticle pattern. 

This points up the need of smooth p.T\$ accurate targe», tracking for stereoscopic 
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ranging so that the target position will "bo naintainod as noar as poasiblo 

to the center of the reticle. A conclusive explanation of the causes for 

those errors in stereoscopic ranging has not as yet "been presented. Sc- 

perinont^.ti-in has. however, indicated that the reticle decign to he striven 

for in stereoscopic ranging is one in vhich there Is an opportunity for 

positioning the target in a hreak in the fiducial lino or of placing the 

target as near to fiducial lines as posslblo. Reticles which present 

sinple vertical line fiducial narks are superior to reticles which present 

conploK figures such as dimonds. It is reconnended that vertical linos 

he S1 of true field and that these linos ho sufficiently thin, .20' for 

true field, so that parts of stationary targets will not he masked. Another 

consideration in stereoscopic ranging reticle design is the nininization of 

fusion of unpaired reticle lines, EP.ISO fusion can host he elininatecT hy 

Irregularly spacing markers in the main row of the reticle. All that is 

required is one pair, and it has hocn shown that these will not interfere 

with accuracy. 

Reticle design for stadianotric ranging and sighting is more 

directly pertinent to the tracking prohlen as this paper is treating it.'8«*» 

pp. 18^-185; 61, Chapt. 10) Heticle design must take into consideration 

the uso to which the mechanism is to ho put. Just as stereoscopic ranging 

reticles solve a particular prohlcm so must reticles ho specialized for 

slewing as opposed to careful tracking, for on target tracking and for 

lead tracking, and for tracking in dr 'light as compared with tracking at 

night. In general reticles which present a greater field of viow allow 

more rapid slowing while the presence of a center dot or a small ringcf 
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ordor of IC nils In a reticlo slows down slewing while incroaalng the 

I     accuracy of careful tracking,^'    Br.dial lines in a reticle were cot 

found to inprove tracking either «hen tracking on target or when the 

oporr.tor tracked with an ostiaatod lead,'  ''    In a specific conparison 

of several sights with regard to slowing tine, the optical ring »ights 

ranked hest, illuninated ring sights next, end the ring post and tolo- 

sco~ic sights were poorest,'* •  **' The poor rating of the telescopic 

sight is dao to its restricted field of view and center dot.    Slowing 

tine is likewise cut down hy the presence of a center dot.    One diffi- 

culty in illuninated ring sights is the n&tching of ring illunination 

to the sky intensity«    Under "bright sky conditions the ring tends to dis- 

appear; whereas against dark sky "backgrounds the reticle pattern is so 

"bright that the eye's capacity to discrininate suall bri^ttnesi differences 

is greatly reduced.    The telescopic sight,  though noro fatiguing to use, 

showed up best with regard to tracking accuracy under both high and low 

illunination, "but it was no bettor than the optical ring sight for high 

illunination.    I'ho disadv? itego of the opbleal ring sight under low illunina- 

tion conditions can be traced to rodueod light transniasion as conparod wi€h 

the other reticles.    The advantages of a^ optical sight follow trap, the fact 

that the reticle is located at the focal -nlano of a collinating lens syston. 

Since the reticle will thus appear at infinity to the observer,  there is 

no need to fix the observer's eye position since paralla* has been elininated. 

This difficulty can be overcono by using this sight with both eyes; one eye 

looking directly at the target and one eye looking through the sight.    The 

ring post sight was peer for both slewing and tracking since it presents a 
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difficult visual task.    This arises fron the fact that it is necessary to 

align threo r)Ointsj    target, post and ring, arid eye.    Any slight head novo- 

nont throws the ring post out of line, so that any cdvantoge accruing fron 

its open field is lost* Save for the nontion of the lack of effectiveness 

of radial linos In a reticle, the foregoing refers to on-targot tracking. 

This is to say the tracker docs not nentally estinatc a load.    Leads are 

usually doterninod hy specially designed con^utors, and this is the occasion 

for another aspect of the display prohlen. 

Tracking nay "bo divided into direct line of si^it tracking and 

dlsturhed line of sight tracking.    In direct line of sight tracking the 

l*n© cf sight is fixed to the tracking syston and r.iovcs with it.    The 

reticle is stable and does what the operator would expect of it. An 

exanple of direct line of sight tracking would he a director as illus- 

trated "by the following block diagran:'89) 

»  ■ j reticle j 
1        x         '1" 

| oonputcr j 

1 t 

|    gua    | 

( 

The operator nininizes the difference between target and reticle 

position by controlling the reticle position directly. Iron this reticle 

position, the various angular rates and so forth, the conputer conputes 

the lead and sets the gun* 
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Tho dlsturtod line of sight, or floating roticlo. syaten is 

characterised hy tho following block dlagran of a load conputing sight* 

target operator ( reticle 

L~T- 
conputor 

v^> gun 

In the ehove tho oporntor aUeopts to nininlso the difference 

hotweon the target and reticle position as before, hut ho does not control the 

reticle directly. Ho has his hands on the gun, and this is the iaportant 

and crucial difforenco between the two systens. This difference results 

in rcquring different äynanics for the oyo-hc,nd response of the operator. 

In the leed cooputing sight tho operator's eye has a distorted knowledge 

of what his band is doing. Leg and sooothing in the reticle position 

results end under certain conditions the reticle ooves in a direction 

opposite to tho novenont of the gun. 2he engineering solutions to this 

display problen will be presented in the discussion of aided tracking» 

Considerations related to the advantages of getting on target rapidly 

and tho disadvantages of slowing havo resulted in a novel roconnendation for 

a reticle display,^49^ 

Magnification advantages and disadvaitagcs illustrate the necessity 

for effecting conpronisos in the design of equipnent for optinal human opera- 

tion,^39» 4^' In a coopensatory aided handlebar tracking oxperinont, th© 
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•j^     svorego tracking error VKIS reduced from .82 oil to .30 nil by the replace«* 
f ' 

neat of the open viewing ttbe by a taonocular tolesoope of 6 nagnlfying 

power, further Increase of nrgnlfying power to 20 resulted In an error 

reduction to .36 nil, which though highly significant statistically, 
it 

indicates that there is an optlnun level of nagnlfieatlon.    It is of 

Interest to note ttzt fourfold mgnifice.iion In an aided handwhoel track- 

ing situation resulted In about 3| tines greator error reduction than did 

fourfold oagnificatlon in the corresponding direct handwhool tracking 

situation«   This differential itrprovonont nay he due to greater inportonce 

of Tatos in aided tracking« 

She disadvantages of nagnification are duo to redaction in field 

site a» well as to the increases in apparent velocities and accelerations 

£ue to target or mount vibration.    The constricted field of view nakos 

it difficult to get on end stay on the target.   The increases in apparent 

notion as well as the reduced field nakc slowing both nore necessary as 

well as nore difficult.    Although the usual tracking telescope is 6 or 8 

nagnlfying power, it should ho stressed that the oagnificatlon used in 

any particular application should he the result of a study of such con- 

siderations as the necessary speed of trackings nbunt stability, regularity 

of the course being tracked, accuracy roquirod, as well as sizo of object 

being tracked/23^ 

The displry probloiu is obviously of groat inportanco in radar 

tracking, but this discussion will Unit itself to a few points directly 

related to the tracking problen.^82« PP» 235-346)   i|jho rangQ tracking unit 

of tiie SQE-884 was exaninod to detomine whether it was better to adjust a 

( 
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rotating hairlino to a rotating pip than to adjust a rotating pip to a fizod 

hair lino«   This rcducoe to a ooopariaon of pursuit versus conponsatory track- 

ing.    The fixed hairlino or conpensatory tracking display roaultod. in noro 

accurate tracking and could be loarnod nore rapidly,   Vith either ncthod. 

hover er, tominal accuracy after training could bo brought to a level veil 

within the accuracy donands of the 8CÄ-584. 

In an investlgp.tion of tracking aerial targets with the Havy Mark 13 

radar, throe different typos of prosentation wore conparod.    It was found that 

tho boat display for both accuracy of tracking as well as target retention 

«as obtained by requiring tho centering of a spot on fixed crosshairs.   This 

was a compensatory tracking task,    Tho oatching of pips for height on an 

A scope WPS tho poorest of the three displays toatud* whereas the centering 

of a noodle on a noil position was abnowhat less accurate than tho spot 

centering display. 

Tho oscilloscope tracking task can be nado oasier by Introducing 

ambient lighting of the order of about one foot candle.   The reduction of 

excessive contrasts, the alleviation of strain and the groa«or precision 

of tho light adapted eye are probably rosponsible for tho inprovod track- 

ing.    The detection of signals on an A scope was not adversely affected by 

anblont illuDlnation except for tho unusual conditions of nlninal trace 

brightness and naxinal anbient lllunlnatlon,    Tho probloo of proper cursor 

dcslgfi for tracking rrdar pips and deriving quantitative rolatioafi froo 

their position is tho radar analogue of reticle design for optical track- 

ing.^33)    It appears that tho best cursor design and doctrine is one using 

crosshairs so that tho fiducial lino is set within one just notlcoablo 

difference of tho pip's roforonoe edge. 
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At»Ucfttloii8 of Policy - ^lroctr To^oclty and Aldod Control-— 

Tho uothod of applying povor 1AIX0 tracking has been a subject of cacton- 

slvo and thorough research.    In general, tho gun or other device hoiag 

directed "by the tracker is maneuvered by a nochanian which boosts tho 

operator1 s imsclc power.   She question of how the tracker's input shall 

he transfomed is a fundanental prohlon in the design of tracking systons/10' 

The sioplest fern of control is direct, proportional or position 

control.   In this typo of control, tho output position, 9, of tho reticle 

or cursor is proportional to the input position,    0 «   Thus © ■ A 0   # 

Birect tracking is useful in situations requiring tho rapid setting of an 

index to a target for the naklng of accurato noasurcnents.   An exanple would 

"bo radar tracking of ship or ground echoes at a short range fron a rapidly 

noving plane«   Another application would ho in the use of GOA tracking 

^ ' wherein a cursor is required to "bo sot on a blot of light and certain 

readings taken. This fora of tracking is highly unsatisfactory for use 

with intcrnittent information since it does not mr.intaln a rate between 

signals. 

The Ibxboro studios present a considerable body of 'li  25» 39, 46; 

research on conpensatory direct tracking by noans of handwhool controls, 

Coulorib friction, inertia, handwhool dianoter and rates of turning wore 

nnong the -variables studied.    The speed at which the handwhool was turned 

had a considorablo effect on both the accuracy end pattern of tracking error. 

The error versus speed of turning curves denonstrate a steep negative slope 

until about 50 rpn at which point they begin to level off.    The optimal 

spood incTQasos with docroaslng handwhool dianotcr.    The spood of hand- 

wheel turning effects ore attributable to the decroased sensitivity of tho 
( 
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hwidwhcol for highor spoods; i.o, lower gear ratios. The error pattorns 

show that at high turning speeds high frequency low anplitudo harnonica 

prodoninatc vdiorcaa at low tumlug speeds low frequency harmonics of high 

anjplitude predominate. Handwhool dianoter was not a very strong dotor- 

ninant of accuracy, hut speed was. larger handwhool diaootors wore ad' 

vantageous, as would he expected, under conditions of considerahle load» 

Snail dianoter handwhools wore profcrahle at higher spooos, i.o,, ahovo 

ahout 100 rpm, 4,5 inches dianoter was proforahlo to a 9*  diaaetor since 

their notion did not exceed physical linitations as was true with the 

Irrgo handwhools. At low turning speeds largo handwhools provided both 

smoother and nore accurate tracking. Interestingly enough, accuracy of 

tracking appears to he greater for ana and hand notions near the oporaterU 

linit of turning. 

i 

Inertia was found to honofit accuracy of handwhool tracking 

greatly, provided the required changes of direction and rate wore such 

that it was within the operators power to accolorate and decelerate 

adequately. Inortin snoothod the tracking error curves narkydly. As 

is characteristic of control design paranoters, there is an optinal region 

in which the appropriate anount of inertia inproves tracking. This region 

is characterized hy hoth inertia, dianetor, typn of course, and speed of 

turning variahlcs. As an order of nngnitudo cxanplo. the use of a 9 pound 

handwhool effects an averoge inprovonent in accuracy of 40$ over a 2.5 

pound handwhool up to ahout 100 rpn, Tno effects of inertia can ho ox- 

plained as follows. Mechanically, inertia in opposing changes in rotation 

smooths and rodacos the error. Operatorwisc the tactile and klnacathctic 
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cuoB scrro to sopplonont viaual signals.    This proprioccptivc foodbaok 

^ cnchlos tho opor^tor to sonso chrAges of rotation cxprosaod as ch&ngos 

In force nnd thus to oppose thon, honoo producing sooothor tracking» 

Othorvdso changes In spood would "build up into presentation orrors "before 

being corrected.    Inortia thus acts as an aid to prediction since it 

provides tho operator with second derivative inforiaation on potential 

disploooncnt errors, 

ftlctlon was f^and to "be dotrlnental to accuracy and to contri- 

buto to jerky error curves.   Trlctional effects wore nore narked %dion the 

other variables In tho probloa wore off iron their optinal values, fric- 

tion effects wore attributable to tho rvochanical fact that friction is a 

force fairly independent of handwheel velocity, and to tho psychological 

considoration that this effect upset the operator*s predictions, since 

speed of handwhoel rotation did not bear a slnplo relation to the force 

applied.   Research pcrfomod in Britain indicates that friction is ad- 

vantageous under conditions of jolting,(59» P« 227) 

Velocity tracking represents a different type of power control. 

In this typo of tracking the rate of reticle or cursor novenont, 0, is 

proportional tc tho position of the input control.    Thus 9*30   . 

Velocity tracking provides a sinple noans for tracking constant volf city 

targets, but it has the big drawback of changing displaccnont settings 

rather awkwardly.    There arc, however,  tracking problons which nay be so 

defined that it is velocity Hatching rrthor thrn position natching which 

is of prlno importance for the fire control syston.    Low flying high speed 

aircraft night present a problcn to ground based trackers which could best 

r 
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"be solved by attonpting to get on target at the "beginning of the mn and 

then rttcnntlng to natch rates as best as possible daring the ran by 

natching appropriately geared slowing rate to the target rate. 

Aided tracking supplies the snooth rate infozoation charac- 

teristic of velocity tracking, but in addition provides a noans for jotting 

on target rapidly. The output rate, 9* in aided tracking is a linear 

conbination of the control position, 0 , and the rate of control novooont 

0  • Thus 

© * A0 +   B0 

The rate of the position conponcnt to the rate cooponent A/B 

is called T, the aided tracking ratio. 5, therefore, represents the tico 

taken to novo the tracking reticle fron an original displaoenent through 

an additional distance equal to the original displaoenent. In practice 

T is generally a constant, although suggestions have been nado that T 

should be nado functionally dependent on certain paranetors of the track- 

ing situation such as projectile tine of flight, or targot slant range,'88»85»9**) 

The Horden bonbsight provided a double gripping control so that rate and 

position ratios could be varied at will, but this required considerable 

operator skiU, In r)ractioally all conparisons between aldod trackii^ 

and velocity tracking, aided tracking, subject to proper choice of aiding 

ratio, is faster pnd nore accurate. 

The procoss of ade'ing aiding terns can, of course, be extended 

beyond the first derivations so that acceleration and higher deriTative 

conponcnts nay cone into the control system. Thus 

0 • A0 + B0 + 0 0 
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As yet thoro Is no thorough end systonatio study on higher track- 

ing 'ich would be conparable to the roscaroh on first derivative aided 

tracking. J^.öilities for such a study have recently been constructed at 

HRL and there is reason to expect results on this problon to bo available 

in the near future. Higher order tracking Day result in noro stable and 

effective tracking by analogy with certain regulatory circuits in which 

the introduction of higher order dynaoics allows a readjnstnent of paronotcr 

relationships so that results of strikingly advantageous features coorgo»(2, 

pp. 28-29)  fepcrinental results presently available are equivocal, possibly 

because of the fact that courses and error criteria are not readily con- 

parable. One study indicates acccloratod tracking docroasös displaccnont 

error and tends to snooth tracking, (5) whereas another study though concurring 

in higher aided tracking's noro accurate positioning, finds rate errors in- 

creased. (34) 

The nanncr in «faich power is exerted in the tracking situation 

is intiuatoly related to the nature of the presentation. Thisstatoucnt 

is best illustrated by certain theoretical and enpirical findings related 

to the choice of power control to bo used with a disturbed reticle sight. 

By consldorrtion of the dyncjnic relations between the angle of the optical 

sight line, a   ,  and the angle of bore line of the gun, T , as well as the 

paranoters of the lead cooputing sight, a, t^, the following differential 

equation can be written. (See figure 3) 

V    " a ~ \ =tf rfl ' a ) o + a iI (i) 
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r whoro   X is tho conputod lead aivglo.    tf ia tho tine of flight of the 

projoetlle and "a" it the mgulex nultlpllcation factor oxprestlng the 

ratio between the angle between gun line and conptiting line and tho 

angle between gun lino end tight lino.   The physical significance of "a" 

can ho eeon uore clearly when it i« realised that thu gyroscopic lead con- 

puting sight requires certain angular rates as inputs.   Tho specification 

of which angular rate will be the input is prorldod by "a*.    For 

"a* « 0 tho coc$utaticns are based on tho angular rate of tho sight lino, 

when a s 1 the oonputetlons are based on the gun angular velocity,   negative 

■«" moans that the eooputing line lags tho sight and when "a" is greater than 

one tho conputing lino loads the gun.   fractional positive or negative values 

of "a* denote relationships in between tho extrones mentioned,    Further sig- 

nificance nay be attached to tta* whon It is reallsod that equation (l) is 

anacponcntial smoothing circuit.   This is to say. this equation detoroines 

how past information about the target being tracked will be created so as 

to make prodietlojiB of tho future behavior of tho target.    It can bo shown 

that as "a" becomes increasingly negative tho smoothed present value of tho 

load depends more heavily on past values. 

In order to illustrato the dopendonco of slight position on gun,  (l) 

may be rewritten 
« 

a + o/K   = «/K - _£    tf (8) 

whoro K - (1 - a)tf.(16» 89) 
1 - a 

The right hand torms of equation (2^ aro known forcing tonns and 

it can bo seen InnodlEtoly that "a" must bo loss than one, for were a ■> 1, 

Z would bo negative and tho exponential In tho transient term of the solu- 
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tion to (2) wmld Incroaso without llrit; in other words the tight would 

run awoy. 

Consider r. special case of (3) wherein the gun and eight are 

Initially at rest and allguod.    If then the tracker ioparts a certain 

velocity to the gun, the sight Uno noves according to the following 

equation t 

o initial ■ Wa-l)   tf   initial 

It can ho soon innodlatoly that for negative values of "a* 

the eight will initially oovo in the sane direction as the gun, whereas 

for positive "a" the sight will Initially oove in a direction opposlto 

to tho gun's initial novoDcnt.    Obviously a more natural visual display 

results when "a" is nogrtivo orcfc tho largest zero.   There are» of course, 

disadvantages pertaining to negativo "a" values as can ho soon fron (2) 

where negative "a" would result in a large tine constant (l-a)tf, hence 

a ?luggish sight.    In the foregoing discussion It should ho homo in nind 

thfct the tracker controls Y and   "$" •    He has his hands on tho gun.   A 

further oonsi dornt!on of tho sight gun oynanlcs shows that tho couputing 

systoD acts rs a low pass filter for higher values of tho sight tine constant 

(l-a)tf.    Thus as the frequency of gunomtrol Is increased a snallor and 

snallcr fraction of this oscillation nmlfopts Itself at the reticle.   Track- 

ing for high K or tf will thus appear deceptively smooth and accurate to 

the operator.    This snoothncss is of little avail since it blinds tho 

tracker to his high frequency gun errors.    The tracker obviously cannot 

ro?ct to whrt ho cannot see, thus his gun accuracy is bound to drop.    This 

la" to say ho vrlll track well but ho wsnH score nany hits.    It can bo 
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If 
roadlly n^roolatod thr.t the slowing protocol adopted "by the gmmcr «111 

Y ho dotcmlncd hy the oonttentt of the conputing eystcn "being u#od« 

The rolfttlonehlp of typo of pvsr control to dlsttxhod reticle 

trr.oldng con ho prodletod hy noklng a poleT plot ehowing rxiplitudc raid 

phaio of sight notion with rcspoot to gun notion for Tarious frequencies 

of control oscillation»   In addition to acting as a low pass filter ühc 

oooputer introduces a phase chango in the gun notion input.    In ordinary 

direct tracking without a conputlng sight there is no lag hot-ween control 

and sight and the two laoyocente are related hy the direct tracking constant 

A.    In rate tracking without a conputlng sight there is a lag of 90° ho- 

twoon control and sight since the operator oast wait for sudden rate changes 

to huild up to position chrngos.    In aided tracking the lag of sight con- 

trol is intemodiate hctwoen 0 and 90°, whereas for fr.st control novenents, 
  » 

( position doninatos and tho lag approaches zero,    For a lord conputlng 
( "    '■ 

sight, with the paranotors "a" * .2 end tf = I,  there is lag and attenuation 

of high frcquoncies for direct tracking, ^ut the lag never exceeds 45°• 

Therefore even though tracking is deceptively smooth,  tho operator is not 

asked to do tho unnatural hut is presented with a task which he con 

reasonahly ho expected to learn.^8^   Bate tracking, however, when applied 

to this lead conputlng sight produces extremely undosirahlc results.    The 

lag characteristic of the direct tracking is rotated through 90°, thus 

at all froQuencies the sight will leg the gun control hy no re than 90°, 

In addition,  the anplitudos arc attenuated hy an additional factor of 1/ CD, 

snoo thing out high frequency control novenents even no re.   More thrn half 

the tine the gun control and reticle will he noving in opposite diroctions. 

( 
( 
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Thus it crx "be aooa th&t r^.to trftcirfsg rdth r. lood cooyotinr; sight it nn 

ortrcnolr ölffical* nnd «anftturr:! te.^c« 

ITow if aiAod tmoklag bo considered it CPJJ be shown that if tho 

nidou traeüng consteuii S ^ tf the leg angle botveen control and reticle 

will nOTcr exceed 90n,   l-orov?or if T * Cl-&)tf a conpnrison vith fixed 

sight equation? ehove th^t tfcg ^istrabci roticlo sight characteristics will 

appear to tho operator identically tho sene as tho «hcracteristlca of a 

fixod sl^it with ridod tmOdng control rAd T = -atf.^16, 89' 

fhose analytic deductions can be checked with tho results of 

the very extensive oxporinontrl investigations of velocity and aided track- 

ing with fixed and load conputing sights carried on at The Prroklin Insti- 

tute by Preston ^.nd Irwin. (56~58t 79, 80)in10 prino result of Tho Franklin 

Institute studies was that aided tracking was clearly and consistently 

superior to velocity tracking.   This finding was true for both gun and 

tracking errors ovor a wide range of subjects,  courses, T values,  9o.* 

values, and three sets of cxperinontal setups, one of which was a Karti& 

Turret with liaxson aided trncking controls.    Tho superiority of aided track- 

ing control was greater tho norc difficult tho conditions; for craap'^, aaail 

negative values of "r" and target notions of largo rates and accolcrations. 

The superiority of aided tracking n^nifostod itself for criteria other 

th?m error neasuros.    The other criteria coasidcrod worot    durationcf 

trigger use, anount of trigger use when gun error is suall, pcrcoatogo of 

tine gun error is snail ctaring which the trigger is used, and tho length 

of tine tracking and gun orrors are suall. 
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r In pnrtlcuxar, Tho Araaklin Institute carried out <?. acrios of 

oxporlQcnts to copiricRlly chock the production that tho lead conpating 

tight with aided tracking adjustod so that T » t (l-e) would track like 

a fixed «ight with aided tracking ratio 5 « -atf,'56) It was found that 

«hon the foregoing conditions obtained, soan tracking errors did no« 

differ significantly, on tho avorago. for tho fixed rjnd load conputlng 

sights. Tho tracking and gun errors otacrvod at tho natch point are 

mlnlnal as tho natch position is broken by varying A In the relation 

A/B • T = tf(l-a). This holds for one and two dimensional tracking, 

individual subjects, early and lato in practice, at the beginning and the 

end of tho course and for wo separate natch points. The nlninun error at 

natch point is less strikingly obvious when B is varied rnd A is hold 

constant. When "a^ Is^riod the niniiron appears present but not narked 

and when if is ▼aricd tracking orror doesn't exhibit a systcnatic depend- 

onoo on departure fron natch point, but gun errors increase unifornly 

with Increase In tf without rcgarc for whether a given value of tf estab- 

lishes a natch. The variation of tracking rnd gun errors with tf nerits 

fuithc? study. The results confirned the prediction nade for the 

T 5s tf(l-a) condition,, and provide a striking oxanple of b lanced engineer- 

ing, analytical and psychological research. In general the experinental 

investigation found that tracking and gun errors tended to decrease as 

"a11 varied fron snail to large negative values. This finding also hold for 

the several firing criteria already mentioned. This finding was true for 

velocity or aided tracking. It is sonowhat surprising since the sight 

acting sluggishly for higher negative "a" should yield larger gun errors. 

Farthomoro gun errors did Increase for increasing if,  which would be con- 

sistent with what would be expected of a sluggish systen, Tho extensive 
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Tranklin InstitüMO tracking studies indicr.tcd that as r. general rule the 

nided ttacklng rr.tlo is of greater importance In detcminlng tracking 

accuracy than cither A or B separately and that the host value of T %r,8 

somewhere in the neiphDorhood of .3 to ,7 seconds. 

The question arises as to Just \Aat is the significance of this 

rrnge of T vr.luoa.    The answer to this question crMie about in a rounäabout 

nanner as p-^rt of the solution to the prohlcn of detcminlng the optirran 

"Ided tracking tine constant for an intcmittent pip displny on a PPI 

radar,v5l)   The antenna associated with this radar rotates at a constant 

rate rxid. the target appears only once during every rotation.    The spot 

on the PPI scope persists for •?, few seconds and then fades out.    The 

operator's task is to use an fided tracking device to position an asinuth. 

shaft which dotcmines the rngular position of a cursor which tracks the 

target on the PPI scope.   Aided tracking Is used to snooth out the dis- 

crete target date.    Since the pip appears every  ^   seconds, and assun- 

ing cursor error of A0 after    C   seconds,  the error in cursor rato is 

A0/ 'C   .    Por perfect tracking the deflection of the tracking control mist 

change the position of the cursor hy A0 ani oust change the rate of cursor 

notion hy A0/^> ,    Pron the definition of T, it can he seen that tto 

follovdng nust hold for perfect tracking: 

f   s»  ^( O/AO/^V ^     seconds 

This tine constant theoretically will result in perfect track- 

ing after the initial adjustuent provided neither the target or ohserva- 

tion position changes speed or direction.   By considering the difforonctf 
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oqtsitioiM relating the TPLIUOS of rotlolu notion to tho obsonrod target 

f* ^        Dotion in r- eonstnnt rate target course, it can to shown analytically, 

•vs has been dononstrated logicr.lly,  that T should equal 'O   for the 

best choice of V; and generally for stehle tracking, the aiding ratio 

should have a value between the dor^'cion of the interval and half the duration 

of the interval.    ?or f >   1^    the tracking will be stable but transient 

conponents of the error will decrease slowly.    Uoroovor, it follows fron 

tho analysis that there are advantages in having T »    C      for non-const act 

rate target notions since this condition elininates the transient coc^ponents 

of tho response.    The foregoing facts indicate that the optimal aided track- 

ing constant of about .5 seconds which was noted at roxboro, famborough, 

and The franklin Institute for continuous error signal presentations nay 

result fron the operator's responding discontinuously with a silent Inter- 

val of approxinately .5 seconds.    This finding fits right in with tho 

( theories on the human operator's response which were pat forth by Craik 

and farthered by Yinco and Hlckr^2^'    *'   An inportant point to aote is that 

it can be shown that stable tracking exists for all T >   v2 and this 

adnits the several discrepancies in the values of T found by various 

investigators«'5»34'39»48'     Foxboro, for exanple,  found ,15^ T ^ ,3 

for handwheol tracking as well as for tracking with the Mark 56; whereas 

the MIT Eadiation Laboratory research on handwhoel tracking points to a T 

of order of n-tgnitude 1 or 8 seconds. 

Linkage Problqqy——The question of the extent to which controls 

in a tracking problon respond in a nanncr consistent with expectations 

and unlforuly fulfill these expectations is, as has been previously 

-,,. pointed out, one of the considcrrtions for stability in a eonplicated 

C 
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tracking problem such w is presented fcy r. lorA coopallne sight.    The 

extent to which this consideration is cnpr.hlc of gonevxlization to all 

trackirg sitwitions is nr.de qucstlonr.blo "by considerations related to 

the interactions of the typo of display» the conplcrlty of the task, and 

the rigidity of the operator's expectations.    An experinont on conoensatopy 

tracking "by neans of a Joy stick controlling a cathode ray scope pip sub- 

ject to a randon step function progran, revealed that the sensed relation 

of pip to stick notion was not a detcroinant of the accuracy of tracking. 

Subjectively, once the operator began to track ho lost any feeling for 

v;hothcr or not bis corrective notions were nade in the SPHO senso as 

natural expectations night predict, but rather a situation arose in which 

the tracker's hand was dragged, as it wore,  through the course after the 

pip without nouory or consciousness.    It nmy be, however, that the conr 

text of the control situation defines the degree to which expectations 

should be net in order to obtain optimal tracking.    It has been found 

in a sinilar conpensatory tracking siturtion that the reversal of sense 

of control by the stick did not significantly affect tracking accuracy, 

but that when the sense of control of reciprocating fore-and aft rudder 

pedals wrvs changed for the oxpoctod right rudder-right pointer novonent, 

significant deterioration of tracking accuracy resulted,(59i Cbapt. 17) 

Those results arc colored by the fact that the subjects were pilots who 

ti.    efore, nry have had uoro rigid expectations in a nock flying situation. 

The insignificance of stick sense reversal nay be due to the fact that the 

artificial horizon responds in the reverse stick sense. 

It has been suggerted by a study of conpensatory control of a 

pip progrrnned by a series of discrete stop displacements on the face of 
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r~ an oscilloscope "by norjis of two knobs controlling the two dlncnslons of 

r* novencnt that the heat orientation and sense of control of the knots is 

as follows.'59» Ohap*« 10)    J^Q p^jg 0f oovenent of the rotary control 

in a display control relationship should he perpendicular to the lino of 

novoncnt of tho pip.    In addition to the foregoing condition,  the knoh 

controlling horizont«! novonont should ho so related to pip aorcnent that 

a clockwise novenont of the control causes a novenent of the pip to the 

right; and the knoh controlling; vertical novenont should cause the pip 

to nove down for a clockwise rotation.    The foregoing was found to he the 

case when the control knobs ore positioned between the operator rud the 

display.   The two preferred notions r^re consistent to the extent that the 

pip is controlled In both cases in the sane direction as the control knob's 

vector tangent at the point closest to the display.    In this experincnt 

the oscilloscope was nounted on a table facing tho operator; the left 

knob controlling horizontal nrvencnt rotated so that the vector angular 

rotation vias dovn and perpendicular to tho table on which the oscilloscope 

rested, and the right hand knob controlling vertier,! notion rotated so that 

the angular rotation vector was parallel to the horizöntrl pip director *nd 

perpcndiculrr to the vortical pip notion.    It is of interest to conpare 

those findings with a siniL^r experinent using a nodificd SAIi two hand 

coordinator/"'      The nodificatlon allowed the right hand control hr,ndwhcol 

to be rotated about r.n axis perpendicular to the table top so thr-t its 

axis was perpendicular tn the left hand control.    The display was in a 

horizontal plane nnd the problcn was one of pursuit tracking.    The optimal 

control conditions found were that tho loft hand handwheel control right-left 

notion of the target follower In auch a nanner that a clockwise novenont 
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displace tho target follower to the right, and the right handwfaoel control 

ronr nnd front target follower notion In euch a nannor that a eloefcviee 

rotation of the haadvheol novo tho target follower rearward. At before. 

It vr.8 found that optical control occurs when tho aacee of rotation of 

tho controls are perpendicular to the direction of controlled novonont,. 

It «111 he noted that tho direction of notion of pip for both controls it 

consistent for the tangent vector. To oonporo the consistency with the 

oscilloscope controls, consider the 8AM two hpjid coordinator to he rotated 

so that tho display is vertical facing the operator. In this presentation 

clockwise rotation rear novenent hoconos clockwise rotation toward notion, 

which differs fron what would ho expected fron a consideration of the scope 

controls. This inconsistency soy he doe to tho location of tho controls 

with reference to the dlspiny, to the frone of reference adapted hy the 

operator; i.e, does the target appear fixed and tho pursuit tracking 

appear to he coapensatory tracking, or tho two tasks nny ho inconparahlo* 

This issue *s raised so that tho futility of nrJdng blanket a priori 

predictions of expected or natural, hence- optlnal, control-display relation- 

ships will bo nado evident. 

In experlnents designed to coopare vertical and oblique posi- 

tions of handwheel controls of a conponsatory point oatching display 

directly in front of a  subject, no differences wore found in tracking 

accuracy.'^' When, however, tests wer© nade on a group of skilled hand- 

whool operators on unidirectional courses with handwhools designed for 

optimal accuracy It was found that the single handwheel with its axis at 
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n right angles to the direction In which the operator win facing «as 10£ 

□ore aeeorate without friction or 16$ noro accurato with a frictlonal 

torque of 7 lb, inches than «as the hand^Aool oriented with its axis 

parallel to the direction in which the oporr.tor faced.    Oddly enough the 

rftrontage of the side hnndwheel ever front handwhoel position disappeared 

for « turning speed of 140 rpD for the no load condition.   1!he dlspiny 

was in a rerticrOL plane, facing the tracker, and allowed horis^ntal track- 

ing notion.^2)    it iB hard to find r consistency hotween this and the 

afoponcntioned findings.    It nay he that the criticr.l locr.tion of track- 

ing controls shows up as a variable influencing accuracy only when trackii« 

conditions have hcen opticisod for other, UQTO inportant, factors.   The 

superiority "f the side crank under load nry ho related to the nore 

effective use of shoulder and aro nusclcs.   .It should ho pointed out, 

f howorer, that in tracking courses involving reversals of direction löaming 

«as faster with the front crank in the front position.    In general evidence 

does not favor the concept of natural or expected directions of notion as 

inportant detemlnants of accuracy for various types and locations of 

controls in the continuous tracking task.    In a discontinuous adjustive 

task, however, it would appear that expectancies for control behavior 

nust he considered carefully,^86»33 PP« 35-40)      it «ouid appear that 

specific rescorch nay he needed to provide answers for each new systcn 

as it is put forth,  except in the nost ohvious cases. 

Another attribute of the trocklng control linkngo is the tine 

dclny hotween the action of the control and the novoncnt of the correspond- 

ing visual indicator.    This question has heen investigated in the conplica- 

tod disturhing rotical sight prohlon hy variation of the tine constant of 

the sight.    The general result of those tests wrs that the tracker aid 
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soncnhßt bettor with tho noro sluggish sight; i.o. larger tine cottstcnt« 

This would pr^äueo an oxponcntinl Ing between tho gun notion .?jad tho 

reticle notion.    These results are confounded by tho highly conplex 

lend confuting sight systoa so thr.t generalisations to sinpler trrwsklng 

tr.sks are hard to establish.    It has boon shown that the fauuen operator is 

usually unablo to recognize tho presence of a sinplo transnission typo log; 

i.e.,  dead ti^io, of 60 nH^isoconds or loss.    In an investigation of trans- 

uission type control lags in a conponsatory tracking situation it was 

suggested that there is m inverse linerx relationship between the logarithn 

of tine on target and control lag or dead tine.    The 60 nlllisecond log 

resulted in a decrease of tine on target «ore of about IS^.'^''       An in- 

vostif^.tion was conducted at The Frnnklin Institute to deteminc the effects 

of exponential Irgs in the control stick in the äireci» conponsatory tracto-. 

ing of an oscilloscope stop displacement progran,    Tho oyorago tracking 

error increased by about 20^5 when the exponential IrgU tine constant was 

increased for 0 to 60 nilliscconds,    Tho fdnctirnalfcm of the arorago 

tracking error dependoneo on the tino constant of tho lag was sinilor to 

the dependence of charge on tine of charging for a capacitort    i»o. 

Q = Qo(l - o"*'^) for, t , in the range of 0 to .4 seconds. 

Types of Control^—Tho type of control, i.o, whether stick, grip, 

knob,  etc. used in r tracking task can be cxanincd profitably with regard 

to the roquirencnts of the task.    The B-29 investigation, for oxonple, 

dononstratod the superiority ^f ho,nd grips ovor knob controls in the 

particular problen.    The results of - slncle dimension conponsatory tracking 
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f^        Inroatigr.tion point to tho fnct fiat control "by hands and ?JD8 wae aore 

accurate thra control 1)7 foot md logs.C9^» Chnpt, 17) Thia i8 to say, 

steering wheel nnd joystick control «as conpnrcd with tho reciprocating 

fore and aft novoncnt of foot pedals, fbro and aft hand notions wore 

Dore accurate than either lateral or rotary notions. Tho stick and 

wheel were about equally effective for either vertical or horizontal 

tracking. The wheel could cove fore and aft as well as rotate. Tho 

extent of leg or am flexion during tracking had no hearing on tracking 

accuracy providing the liubs could novo through the necessary range, hut 

it was found that the positions of nodiun eztonsion for arns or logs «as 

DO st confortable. 

There is evidence that tracking is nore accurate if the entire 

, - -    am or shoulder rather than just the fingers rre used. Evidence has hcen 

presented that accuracy can increase, within units, to the extent that 

the controlling lirib rotates about its joint.(32' PP* 80-81)  Offsetting 

the handgrip controls of a G.E, pedestal sight used in a one-handed direct 

pursuit tracking task resulted in a hottcring of azinuth tracking prohahly 

as a result of the greater radius of notion nocessary for operation. Off- 

setting tho grips produced no bettement if elevation tracking, hut tho 

operational radius for elevation tracking was not incrcaaed by offsetting 

the grips. In two-handed tracking, howevor, elevation tracking was in- 

proved, whereas azinuth tracking was n'-'t. This is related to the use of 

linbs in opposition as conparcd with their use in concord. The effectiveness 

of a change in operating radius is related t^ absolute values of the radii 

before and after the change, the anount of change, and the tracking condi- c 
p tions.^18» B) 
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Gomrvn ytcr rosorrch claiuod that a single control er?,8pod in 

"both hrjids enn "bo controlled vith greater acc^arrcy than the corresponding 

nunhor of one älnonslonal controls.'^'P»*^'   This claln has "been dls- 

clr.lr.od "by Ancrlcnn rosoMrch, "but the prohlon nerlts further Investiga- 

tion over a wider range of situstions,'7' 

The prohlen of -nat^nlcally appropriate design rrlses quite often 

r.nd nust he solved with due considerations for the anthropenetric data 

r.vallable for the potential users of the equlpneat as well as with regard 

to considerations peculiar to each Indi^ddaal problon/82' PP' 185-189) 

Proper rjaatonlcal design is generally not so nach related to accuracy of 

tracking as it is to confort and frccdou fron fatigue provided, of course, 

the design does not cause physical hardship.    The dosign of a nount for a 

tracking telescope,  which nust he capable of noving in an arc fron -4SP 

to ♦ 90 dogrecs, presents the prohlcn of choosing a pivoting nochanisn 

which will all^w the operator to track rvst confertably.   This problen 

^*as approached "by cxperinontally detomlning a curve representing eyo 

n^venent for unroetrictcd head novonent.    It was fo-und that a segnent 

of 90° of eye novonent path is sufficient to represent the full rnnge of 

135° target novonent.   A conprjison of the arc descrihed hy the exit 

pupils of several standard Mavy pedestal type directors with the ore 

described by the eye, denonstrr.tes a gross nisnatch which results in the 

trackers having to assunc awkward •oosturos at high angles of sight elevation. 

The solution to this prohlcn was achieved by en equipnent design which con- 

striincc1. the telescope exit pupil to nove through a snjillcr angle then the 

line of sight of the syston. 

fc 
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rTho conparlson of prono position with sor.tcd position tracking 

f rovoGls that in this case tho position of the tracker's body is the detcr- 

nlning factor in tracking accuracy,'7)     The typo of hnnd controls used 

nade no differonco.    Thus under extreno conditions anatoulcaX considera- 

tions nay take preoplnanoe over other design considerations, 

Con^fvrlsons of one and two hrjndcd tracking shr>v  a general and 

consistent advnntoco for two handed tracking.    Pursuit tracking tests with 

the G.X. T)odostal sight pud handgrip controls denonstrate that two hriidod 

control is roughly 20$ noro accurate in terns of tine on target than is 

one handed control. (19)     Conpensatory handwheel tracking tests indicate 

that there is a groat advantrgo in double crank handwheel control over one 

banded handvheel control, (62)   This iscreaso in accuracy is 25^ with a 

_ frictional iQad and soncwhat loss without a friotional load.    Tho dis- 

V advantngc of double crank control is that tho position of the handwheel 

relative to the operator is nuca DTO constrrined than that nf single hand- 

lAeels,    The advantage of 2* dianeter double finger knob control has been 

shown over that of 2* dianetev single finger knob control in a conpensatory 

tracking situation over several course rrtes.    It should bo pointed out 

that the evaluations of the two handed tracking cxperiaents nentionod rlid 

not use hamonic content of tho tracking as n critorion.    It is reasonable 

to expect that two handed tracking will be snoothor than one handed tracking, 

Iftp-tiule Operator Traekl,!^—--Tracking accuracy nay bo irmroved 

by controlling the operation by noro than axe tracker.    There aro three 

ways by which nultlplo operator tracking crii bo effected.    Firstly, a 

( 
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throe phase tracking task oosy he hroken dona into the cävrjmte ccnpoaont» 

of ailoath, oXevation and rougo trackii^ r*Bd each of these tasks con he 

assigned to on indlvidatl operator,   WAo is a rwraaon procedsxe when 

precision traddng is dcsitod in mti-alröraft firo control. Secondly, 

the incUvldiial trackine tasks noy each he pcrforaed hy two operators act- 

ing in tandaD.   Thirdly, tracking aey ho aeoonplished hy a tean of independent 

trackers idioso outpute are averaged. 

Ixperlnontation «as carried nut to investigate «hat accuracy 

loprovenents could he effected over nethod one hy the introduction of 

tandon trackiag,^55'   The prohlen presented was a oodorately difficult ccmrs© 

to he tracked in asinuth hy neans of handwbecl controlled coopensatory 

tracking.   The first tandon tracking inrestigation coopered one operator 

using conventional aided tracking with optinal tine constant with the sane 

operator using rato tracking followed in tnndoa hy a direct tracking operator 

«ho reduced the residual position error of the first operator.   Tandeo teaas 

yielded nore consistent tracking and fewer large errors.   The oaxinun track- 

ing error for a teen «as about half that of the worst single operator.   The 

nean error reduction effected hy velocity-direct tended tracking over aided 

tracking was about 15^.   A second exporinent investigated a tanden tracking 

situation wherein aided tracking hy operator one was followed hy direct 

tracking hy operator two,   A on re difficult target course was tracked hy 

aided-direct and velocity-direct tandon tracking as well as hy single aided 

tracking.   In this experinent velocity-direct was about as good as single 

aided tracking.   This was due to certain confounding factors in the design 
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f**~       of the oxpooriuontr Aidod-direct tracking for cldod tracking constant .3 

«rxe 34^ "bettor than «iagle aided tracking with the tano tino constant, 

fhose studlc« suggest tho poseiMlities for iaproving on prosent aided 

I *      tracking Ij cxbcnxt SOj(, 

Soveitil oxporixaonts wore conducted at Tho franklin Institute 

in an effort to detomine tho effect of a tean of trackers on the avorcgo 

curro of tracking error. (52) A tean of three resulted in a decrease of 

about 30$ in tho ncan tracking error, and a toon of six resulted in a 

decrease of about 46^ in the nean tracking error. Torthcmore, the 

tracking bocones considerably snoother in that the incidence of sharp 

changes of slope in the error curre goes do*n by r.bout 30^ for throe 

trackers and decreases by rhout 80^ for six trackers. 

i 
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QoostloBf rolntod to tho aoqxtliltion of tklll In the «so of tracking 

darloes aro properly boyond tho scope of this report, hut a few salient facts 

«111 he Derationed hero both for the sake of conplotenoss and because of their 

support of the thes'.s that proper equipnent design Is core ocononlcal than 

spoelallzed personnel selection proccdores.^82» ^^P« 3» *• 5» 16» 1?» 20) 

Certain general facts arc that ootlvatloa should be kept high änrlng train- 

ing by suitably orlontlng tho subject and by acquainting hin with his tracking 

score«   Distributed trials are to bo preferred over massed trials/4'     Ob- 

jective neasuros of tho tracker1 s skill, such as would bo provided by ohoek- 

sight scores, ore nuch oorc valuable and reliable than subjective ratings 

by instructors; 

• 
Besults of training in tracking with the 40 en gun, the Marie 15 

gunslght, the Marie 5 trainer designed for the Mark 14 gtsislght, and SGBL 268 

Bndar training equipnent indicate that a nnxlniin of throe to four hours 

spread over a few weeks Is required to attain a stable plateau on tho lertrn- 

ing curve, Lorjmlng records show that once a nan Is adequately trained in 

tracking, refresher drills are needed no r.oro than once a nonth. The 

question of the transfer of tracking training fron course to course nnd 

fron one fern of tracking control to another is yet to be unaubignausly 

answered«(8) 

An Inportant consideration in acquiring tracking skill is tho effect 

of instructions. The Inportance of this question arises fron the previously 

nentioned differential sensitivity of nest tracking necbanlsns to Inputs 

of different froquenrles. JOT  exacple, when the tine constantBof tho 
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r predict ion nechmitn of a tight ore »mil, higher frequoncy errors arc 

ncplifiod noro thnn lover frequoncy errors. Thus, it behooves the tracker 

to track «soothly rnd not to slow, in this easo.'*"' Thoro is no conclusive 

set of eurperlumts devoted to detertdning the effectiveness of instructions 

on the frequoncy spoctrun of tracking error. This is to say, the question 

is, %rill the instruction "Track snoothly" suffice to nnke the tracker a 

low pass filtur? The effectiveness of training is sorowhat. doubtful in this 

case for even if araootb tracking were loomed in practice runs it is difficult 

to inngino a harassed gunner confronted hy several attacking aircraft sieving 

in a controlled and crrcful nanner fron target to target. Present research 

using autocorrelation techniques should serve to shod noro light on the fre- 

quency content of tracking errors in the near future« 

( What is perhaps the nost significant set of training findings fron 

the vlevpoint of equipnent design is that what the operator is given to 

work with is core inportant than his training. This is strikingly illus- 

trated hy the foxhoro rescrch on direct conpensatory tracking with hand- 

vheel controls where it «as f und that nntrained operators tracking with 

low gear ratio handwheols can do a noro accurate Job of tracking than can 

the host trained operators using high gear ratio handwheels. Turther cor- 

rohoration of the principle that the choice of tho tools is noro inportant 

than the choice of the nan is found in the tracking studj.es of Preston and 

Irwin perfomed at The Pranklin Institute. C38' They found that in no case 

did the individual differences between subjects obscure the effects of 

apparatus changes. The subjects used in those experinonts oonpriscd college 

\ .   students, en^neers, secretaries and trained pilots. Consideration of the 

l_  trenendous cost in tine and noney of training prograns nakes it obvious 
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how nonoy «pent in the cnreful design of pmnally operated instrunontatlon 

nay prove to 1)0 a ^raat oconoqjr. 
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Tho inpllcntlons of the foregoing to the nllitary situation oro 

contingent on scvernl factors. Firstly, the reader should he cautioned 

not to apply results of inTestigntlons mentioned in the hody of this report 

to a given tracking probier, without carefully considering the sinilrrities 

rjid differences between past research and tho problon at hand. This is 

not to inply that the findings of the uany tracking studies are without 

goner.ility. The superiority of aided tracking over velocity tracking using 

disturbed reticle systens has been shown, for example, to hold as a general 

finding consistent with both analytical prodicti^n and onplrlcal evidence« 

On the other hand, questions of attained accuracy and the hamonic conposi- 

tlon of the tracker* s input would appear to bo intinately related to the 

particular display and control characteristics of the given system under 

study. Questions of the ortrapolation of laboratory results to a field 

situation present another problem which mist be considered anew for each 

case. It is for these reasons as well as out of a desire to avoid classl- 

ficatin of this material that tracking errors have not been quantitatively 

presented in the body of this report. It is generally true that the best 

way to determine tracklng accuracies for a given manual tracking system is 

t^ perform a series ^f experiments on the system. The results of prior 

investigations servo best to provide the first approximation to tho optimal 

design criteria which arc used to construct the system under experimental 

study. 

Secondly, present and near future tracking requirements may be 

such as to imply somewhat different problems than have been previously 

studied« It is possible, for example, that the future context of manual 
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tracking of aviroal dlsplny will be stich that the operator will be wonltor- 

ine an autonrtlc tracking gyaten requiring radar itjmts.    The increasingly 

high speeds of nodern filter aircraft in itself nay present prohleas 

i hitherto uninportant. 

The foregoing paragraph inplies the need for research in tracking 

systens paralleling the derands of technical adTanecs in the waging of wer« 

It night he well to point out certain applied aspects of the tracking 

I i prohlcn which nerit future study fron the viewpoint of present as well as 

potential rcquirenents. 

A conDr.risr>n betwoon gysteps for rtutoaitic nnd nnnnrl tmnklw 

is needed for the evrluati^n of overall nilitary requircnemts.    Such a 

j   conprxlson should consider critori?, such r,s accuracy, response tine, woi^it 

I   and bulh, nrlntenance needs, power supply rcquirenents, nnd so forth« 
i 
i 

The develonnent md anpli cation of ^^nn^T^ cations nnalvsls tech- 

niques for the purpose of specifying the hnrnonic content of the hunan 

operator's inmft to the tracking nechanien is needed for the design of 

various fire control systeas.    This study of the forn of the tracking re- 

sponse should be sufficiently broad to detomino the interaction and irfluenco 

of different variables;  such as,  instructions,  displny characteristics, 

nuscle groupings used to perforn the response,  controls rnd linkages, and 

so forth, 
{ 

The criterion noblen in the ovaluation of tr/icking pcrforDanea 

needs further study, and n report crystallising present lnfori.ir.tlon on the 

subject would serve a useful purpose.   The proposed study of the criterion 
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{   ,        would not merely treat the question of whether tine on tnrgot or avorr^o 

error Is to "bo used to erolu&to goodness of tracking.   The critical question 

Is, how good Is the fire control systsn of which the mn is r. part?   The 

answer to this question can he arrived at by specifying hurian hohavior in 

such a oaaner that the end results of the Dan nachinc systcn con he evaluatod. 

Thus the criteria for hunan operator perforuence could he fomolized.    The 

criteria for the end results of a fire control systcn would prohably he 

chosen as the kill prohrhllity as a function of tine, r^nge* or nunher of 

shells fired.    One cannot naiToly assane ninienn error as the solo or best 

criterion for goodness of a fire control systen since the errors involved 

eonblno differently depending on their source.    It is, for exonple, connonly 

found that the nanhor of plrixos destroyed by a given systen con he increased 

by increasing the halllstic dispersion of the nissilos in the event that 

there is a systonntic error* 

A oosslhle source of fruitful innuiry would ho the study of 

nodallties other than viatoa. which heretofore has "boon the only nodrlity 

of any consequence for tracking, for their possible application to specific 

prohleos.    Audition,  for exonple, night he an adnirable nodality for the 

nonitoring of autonatic tradcing.   This invbstigr.tion should be extensive 

enough to dötomlne »Aen a nodality is overloaded; how nany no doll tics can 

he used siuoltaneously and how well each cm he used; whether the sinaltaneous 

tracking of the sane prohlen by neons of two nodallties is feasible; for 

exnnple, could ranging be converted into an rndltory prohlen thus relieving 

the visual nodality's load,  and so forth.    An interesting exnnple of auditory 

signals used as an lirut in a tracking problea Is provided hy nurol radio 

( range si:,-nalB used in oorial navigation.    Biding the hean results in hearing 
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a steady tone conposed of Morse code A and H signals, idieroas deviations 

fron the hean are detected by the pilot1 s ability to discrininato the dot- 

dash, A, rnd dash-dot, r, conponents of the steady si^ial/11- ^ &• 4*-60) 

Tmekicg studies represent z. United region of a general area of 

psychological research alned at the design of equipuent in the light of 

honon reqnirenents.   This application of psychology has hecone known as 

honon engineering.    The essence of hunan engineering is that engineering 

design criteria ho integrated with what is known or can he experinentally 

detcmined rhout honan abilities so that this nrn-nachine systen tdll porfom 

at its peak level«   The bias of honan engineering is that it is oore econon- 

ical to fit the nachine to the average nan than it is to set up selection 

procedures for obtaining individuals best fitted to operate certain naehlnes. 

The uethods by which tnesc design criteria are detemined in a general 

honan engineering problen are ezenplified by certain of the tracking stadias 

such as those pcrfomed by Preston and Irwin at The Franklin Institute and 

by Helson and his associates at the fogeboro Conpony« 

In cor-lusion, the author would like to express his thanks to Or. 

M, 0, Preston for his aid in organieing and criticising this report «nd for 

the nany additions and icprovenents which ho suggested« The third section 

of this report was written by Dr. Preston, and what lucidity the first two 

sections have attained is due in large neasure to hiff efforts. The author 

would also like to thank Mrs. Horna Price for her aid in the search of the 

11tcrature. 

) 
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MILITARI liQEALE AM) INTERIOR COlCrüNICATIONS 

A R'elinj.nary Memorandm 

1« The Problem or Military Morals 

The concern rrlth "human behavior under conditions of 

military service" is, essentially, a concern with the aorale 

of soldiers. The aim of morale laanagemonb, in turn, is to 

establish and maintain conditions among soldiers which make for 

the most effective performance of their duties. 

Such a goal for morale management seems obvious upon 

statement, but it may be deceptively simple in appearance. The 

criterion of "effective performance" loads to quite a different 

perspective} on military morale than varioiuä alternate criteria. 

For example, "keeping the boys happy" was the criterion which 

underlay much of the morale-maintenance activity in World War II» 

As the united States raoves from the periphery of world politics 

to the center of world leadership, such a "contentedness" criterion 

becomes less adequate to meet the demands of national strategy, 

The situation confronting the National Military Establishr- 

ment today resembles that of the manufacturer required to increase 

his produc* ion without a correäponding increase in his working force. 

His central problem becomes, in such a situation, to increase the 

per capita production of tiie individual workers he does have. He 

still has to keep his vjorkers contented, but he has to do more. He 

has to devise ways of making contentment yield more product. This 

is the general problem of the American armed forces today, and it 
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f iiaposos. tho orltorion of effective Performance \spon military morale 

The Uhibod States, as most of the Western nations with 

which our political future Is closely allied, Is a nation of 

"incipient population decline," ^ Denographers use this phrase 

to emphasize that our rate of population increase hi.s reached, 

or passed, its peak« Therefore, our expectation for the future 

Is a stationary, or declining, population« This means, lor the 

armed forces, a problem of military recruitment« 

Various measures Indicate that vre are cognizant of this 

problem i Uhlversal Military Training, lowering the age-limit of 

military induction, introducing fanales into the military services« 

All these are techniques for maintaining the size of our military 

establishment, in the face of recruiting difficulties. These dif- 

ficulties arise because our stabilizing population is confronted by 

incrüaslng demands for personnel and service from all sides (industry 

and government as well as military). For, if population-wise we 

have entered, the phase of "incipient decline," then policywwise vre 

are in the phase of "high gra»vth potential," i 

As we move into the place of world leadership, demands 

upon our capacities increase and each new commitment brings added 

responsibilities. Already we have taken responsibility for leader- 

ship in Europe, In consequence, we are now gradually assuming 

responsibility also for previous commitments made by some European 

Powers in Africa, the Middle East, the Far East. From a continental 

and hemispheric power we have already grown into a world power« 
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Our comaitments — that is, the authorized domarKis upon our 

capacities — aro already nearly global. The expectation is 

that, ¥fith each "victory,n these demands upon our capacities 

will increase both in mxnber and in variety. Since we cannot 

expect to supply these increased capacities by simply increasing 

the nunber of soldiers, .Ye oust concentrate our effort upon in- 

creasing tliu  capacity of the individual soldiers who are available. 

This raises the problem of ailitary morale» 

We thus sue the morale problem of our military establislv- 

ment as part of the general problem facing our society i Hew •© can 

satisfy the increasing demands upon our capacities without correspond- 

ing nunerical increases in our manpower^ We formulate the problem 

this way because we are convinced that a parochial view of military 

morale as a "self-contained" problem lessens our chances of finding 

adequate solutions. Thereby it threatens an adequate development 

of our national policy vrtdch, in the future far more than in the 

past, will depend upon the effectiveness of our fighting forces. 

The parochial vievi thus becomes a menace because it obscures the 

fact that the problem of our military effectiveness cannot be 

solved independently of our industrial effectiveness» Attempts to 

solve them separately will lead to competition between civil and 

military institutions for increased shares of available capacities 

(i,o« manpower), instead of cooperation in increasing our total 

capacities. 

The general purpose toward vMch our society must apply 

its ingenuity is this j to increase the capacities of individual 
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members, theroby increasing the total capacity of tlw society as 

a whole. This is partly a problem for technical ingenuity: as 

the invention of asaembly-line technique increased tho productive 

capacity of each individual worker and honce the total productive 

capacity of the nation, so the invention of automatic weapons in- 

creased the destructive capacity of each individual rifleman over 

tho old-style muaketoer and hence the total destructive capacity 

of the nation« (These parallels are not fortuitous; in any stable 

society, given a world arena in which war is the ultimate test of 

power, the zatio between productive and destructive capacities will 

constantly tend toward equality,) 

The problem of increasing total capacity through enlarging 

'    individual capacities is also, and mainly, a problem for udministraF- 
-. 

tivo ingenuity. As assembly-line production created unsatisfactory 

life conditions for workers, administrators became increasingly 

concerned with safety devices, rest periods, lunch rooms, housing, 

recreation iacilities, etc. So, too, as military life increasingly 

follows the pattern of division of labor and hierarchization of 

skill, the administrative apparatus of the Army has had to devise 

means for keeping the soldiers contentedt PX and canteens, toilet 

paper in the K-rations, USO shows and rest centers. The perspective 

underlying these administrative devices was that military service 

was, for most men, merely an interlude in their "normal" life- 

history ~ an unpleasant but necessary interruption of their civilian 

careers. Hence, the job of morale management was to reduce tho 

(     irritations caused by temporary military service, and tho way to 
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do this was by making nilitary life confom as closöly as was 

feasible to tte» nnormalM practices oi" civilian life. 

As wo mova into tlie prusont phasa of vastly increased 

rusponsibilitiea for Ai^rican nilitary forces, new perspectives 

requiring new techniques of morale management became necessary« 

Just as presunt physical rcquircsnents cannot be satisfied with 

the technological capacities that won World War II, so the present 

morale requirements cannot be met simply by the administrative 

techniques developed in World Wrur H. To invent and develop the 

new techniques of morale management that we require ~ just as to 
I 

invent and develop the new physical techniques of increasing fire- 1 
power — is a matter for serious resecirch. It is to the clarifica- 

i  tion of problems confronting military morale management, problems 

on which research can help us find solutions, that we now turn 
l 

our attention» 
| 

2«   Morale Requirenients in A Democratic Amy 
I 

In the preceding discussion we conceived the present problem 

of military morale as the establishment and maintenance of conditions 

which make for the "most effective performance" of duties by persons 

in the military service. The question this raises ist which con- 

ditions do, in fact, make for most  effective ptrformance? 

This question immediately reveals a roajor area in which 

research is needed. Many shrewd guesses have been made concerning 

the conditions of effective job-performance, both in the military 

and in other highly-structured social institutions. Such guesses 

are often illuminating, but they are unreliable as a basis for 
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confident administrative action. Accordingly, they have been able 

to improve morale management best when systonctic research has 

demonstrated the reliable scope and limits of such guesses in the 

actual functioning of institutions» An outstanding example is 

the work of Elton Mayo and his associates, A/ho for several years 

conducted a program of research into the morale of factory workers, 

The results they achieved arc reported to have playud a major role 

in tranafoming morale in those factories wb^re they have boun 

made the basis for new policit'S of morale nianagement, ^ 

Two large areas call for eystömatic research by those 

concerned with military morale: gjrijpas and bogus> Those are 

short words for subjects vrhich have been explcrüd over many years 

by social scientictSj but \*hich still remain largely terra incognita 

for practical acralu administration. We tiirn to a brief discussion 

of those tv/o areas in soLiOBhat mare refined terms; thw sense of 

injustice and the sense of purposo, 

a. The Sense of Injustice 

For many years psychologists have studied the processes 

of deprivation among individuals in a variety of social situations. 

During World War II such stxidies were systümatically extended to 

include the griping process in the Army, by the Research Branch of 

the mformatdon and Education Division. The findings of these 

researchers have been printed in a two-volume study entitled The 

American Soldier, •* These volumes have drawn high tribute from 

many of our top military leaders and responsible officers in each 

of the Branches of our National Military Establishment. For exanple, 

"■ii'iiwiHUiimn 
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we way quute ttK. following stctemant by Gonoral George C. Marshall t 

"The volines of »The /jnerlcan Soldier l give a unique 
picture of what thu American soldier was thinking and 
feeling, at hone and abroad, before, during, and after 
combat« 

"Ibesc are, so far as I knew, the first quantitative 
studies of thu impact of war on the mental and emotional 
life of the soldier. They add enormously to our knowledge 
of thb f'-ctors which affect soldier morale, Every serious 
student of tdli^iary leadership will find in these VOIUSüS 
inportant criteria by ./hich to judge the validity of 
proviousl./ established theories of morale and the circun- 
stances wldch nodify such theories.•• 

"In the recent war the Research Branch of the Infor- 
ctation and Education Division made available, for the first 
tiiae in any arrry, a current picture of what was in the 
soldier Is rdnd. Through special monthly reports, this 
knowledge providod an important supplonont to the informa- 
tion which formed the basis for tiany staff decisions•" 4 

In the course of its work, the Research Branch developed 

cany specific cenclusicwis which have clarified our understanding 

of the morale process in general, and among soldiers in particular« 

Perhaps more important, as a guide for future research, they do- 

veloped a nteaber of concepts which indicatu where our next steps 

should bö iiiade. Central among these, for systematic study of the 

aense of injustice among soldiers, is the concept of "relative 

deprivation«" The essence of this concept can be stated very 

simplyi The kinds of gripys which occur among soldiors depend 

upon the ways in which they compare their lot with others, When 

they believe that others who are "no butter" than themselves have 

been better favored by the military institution, their sense of 

injustice is aroused and gripes arc widely heard» ^ 

Such gripes are not always harmful to morale. In many 
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cases, obviously, grii-äng ..as r. vzy of ccintftlning iAoral«. The 

aroa of griping v.ith .liich morale iiaitgenont .'.ust concern itself 

is thit in ./hich the ;.:ilitary institution itself figtares prraainentiy 

ir crousing ^ s«nsc of injustico cuiong a large nuabur of variety 

of soldiers. Clearly, -.fhbn ther« is a ptrvasiv« f-elirrj that the 

•k.'hole institutional setup is rccpjusiblc for injustice, then 

acciculatcd rcsontuents against the institution cannot be dis- 

charged simply oc conventionalized (and «ven aniable) griping over 

a glass of beer in the PI, 

There is good reason to suspect that systeoatic inquiry into 

this area of griping — that is, the area in which the military 

institution as a v.hole evoked a widespread sense nf injustice among 

different types of soldiers — •./ould reveal uch about such Ide- 

sprcc.d Amy practices ac "gold-bricking", "gcofing-off", A.-'OL, 

and desertion. It './ould go even further tc account xor  the high rate 

of psychiatric disturbances a..oag soldiers vhich led to deterioration 

of job-pcrforuancc or, in e3:trer.ie cases, to effective incapacitation. 

Serious study of this area, v/ithin the context of the general 

probleu of uilitLry morale sketched in the proceeding section, v;ould 

lead us to concentrate on these three broad topics: (1) the causes, 

characteriatics, aiju. consequences of the sense of injusoico a.ong 

soldiers; (2) the -ways in vhich this sense of injustice hindered ef- 

fective job-porfornance in world War II and afJ«er; (3) the policy 

alternatives available to Morale nanagenent for reducing the dis- 

ruption of job-perforuance anong present and futui'e soldiers. Since 

such a prograu of study r/ould involve nothing less than a oystonatic 



effort to roduco the "hunan cost" of aaintaining an aray and fight- 

ing a war, it may be useful to add a few cocanents about ways of 

procoeding with the irwostigation« 

1) In any progran of study designed to achieve long range 

effects, it is iosirablo to base the investigation upon a broad 

and oxpliuit theory of the behavior to bo investigated. Such 

theorizing need not bo highly formalized, but the nain concep- 

tions uvolved do need to be clear and shared among persons respon- 

sible fcr the study« Accordingly, all persons concerned with the 

diroction of such a study should early reach agreenent, on a highly 

general Ijvel, as to v/hat thoy vrero talking: about» This might bo 

done, in an exploratory way, by a series of .iiscussions around such 

a book as The Sense of Injustice by Ednond N. Cahn, " Brofessor 

Cahn has dovülopod a sufficiently tjenoral and plausible conception 

to serve as the basis for developing a research-oriented theory of 

the psyohological origins and behavioral consequences of the sonso 

of injustice« In adapting such a theory to the practical concerns 

of military ruorale Management, the next step would be continuously 

to tust and revise tlieao formulations according to the evidence on 

"deprivations" already accvnulatcd by psychologists, sociologists 

and othors. Thus, our accunulatod kncwlodge would be put to work 

on refining our conception of the problem, thureby showing where 

the ntoct steps in research should most profitably be taken, 

2) Equipped with such a clear and shared general conception 

of thji sense of injustice, social scientists could then turn to a 

specific investigation of its consequences on job-performance among 
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Aaerican soldiers sinco 19A0. For this purpose, our task would be 

greatly facilitated by the syst«raat.ic vrork produced by the Roseru-ch 

Branch« An inportant contribution woul.: bu na^o by reanalyzing the 

data presented in Tl» American Soldier t as well as other data col- 

lectod by the Research branch which has not yet been published. 7 

Another, and parallel, study could be made by following through 

sane of the leads suggested in Assessment c£ ken, by the OßS Assess- 

norit Staff, on methods of prxlicting jöb-perfornance among soldiers. 

A third study, of deprivations which led to incapacitation, could 

generalize several propositions containod in Men Under Stress, by 

Qrinker and Spiegel, on the inciuence of pathological synptcras in 

the Air Forces during World ffar. 9 Such -i  study could bo extended 

to ground soldiers, and to neubjrs of other branches, by systematic 

analysis of the rocor-.s of Aniy General Hospitals during and since 

World War II. ■'^ A fourth study, related to the preceding inquiries, 

but focused on job-performance of units rather than individuals, 

could be made by comparative analysis of the Morning Report and other 

records of various unit:; whose actual job-performances (in combat, 

service and staff echelons) have been evaluated or can be evaluated, 

3)    The third step, and the nost crucxal, is the translation of 

research findings into policy recommendations and administrative 

actions. By any sober logic, this step doet; not cone last chrono- 

logically, nor is it a task for research alone. Involved here is 

the problem of clarity en the purpose which research is to serve. 

Such clarity must be attained before actual research begins; and 

Cit must be attained by agroement, among those responsible both for 
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norale manageraent and fco* roscaroh operations, on what is desirable 

(in terms ol adninlstrative purpose) and what is feasible (in tenas 

of rösearch capabiLltios). This third phase must thereforo enter 

heavily into the initial considerations on which the research plans 

are based; must re-entor the process at various stages while research 

is being carried out to insure that what is desirable and what is 

feasible remain in a mutually supporting relationship; and finally 

must re-enter at thu point where actual research is concluded and 

tho difficult task arises of translating researv "Indings into 

administrative procedures. 
j 

b» The Sense of Purpose 

This is the positive side of the same problem of morale 

management, of which inquiry into the sense of injustice is the 

negative side. While the invustigevtion of gripes should contribute 

much to the reduction of those hostilities vMch adversely affect 

job-performance in the Anay, systematic and objective investiga- 

tion of hopes should form the basis on which morale policies and 

procedures can be invented which will activate soldiers to much 

more effective job-performance than could be achieved raorely by 

remedial measures based on the alleviation of current complaints. 

This is the creative function of morale management, vMch accompanies 

and envelopes the maintenance function served by investigating gr ^es. 

The central problem of military morale in the future will 

be the problem of eliciting greater "productivity" (i*e# more ef- 

fective performance of duty) among individual soldiers. It is not 

demonstrated, anywhere in human history, that such a problem has 
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boen solved on a long run basis by increasing coorcion of individuals. 

The record nuggusts, rather, tho contrary» that new bursts of pro- 

ductivity in any group or institution have boen achieved by elimi- 

nating those psycho-social obstacles which previously restricted 

individual effort. This is a complicated way of saying that the 

problem of military morale is tho problem of providing individual 

soldiers vdth motivations to greater parod-jctivity in behalf of 

their group and institution« An important source of motivation^ 

fci' sellers csi for all human beings, ip a sense of purpooe« 

While there is no substantial literature, eith ■»• theoretical 

or omplrical, on the sense of purpose as a motive forco with respect 

to productivity ratings, there is sufficient material to form the 

_   basis for an investigation along the lines suggested in waw above. 

There is, for example, a very useful body of experimental and 

observational data on "levels of aspiration" which has been ac- 

cunulated by social psychologists in recent decades, ^ Sociologists, 

too, have made some studies of tho bearing of "purpose" on job- 

efficiency. ^ Additional, though scattered, materials are pre- 

sented in the studies of American soldiers in World War II which 

have already been cited« *^ 

The urgency of this problun requires that it bo investigated 

in most sobur fashion, regardless of the limitations on available 

scientific uaterials. We need only rucall tho iaportance of the 

words "What are wo fighting for?" te recognize that tho sense of 

purpose is an active force which has shaped our recent past and 

/ " *•   is likely to shape, in an even more potent way, our future. Should 
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any re-enforcenent for this view be needed, we nay recall Marshal 

Stalints dire prediction that American forces «Ul eventually be 

driven out of Korea; and that the main basis for this forecast 

is StalinIs belief that the American soldiers Ndo not kncnr what 

they ar-s fighting for." It .rould be all too easy to dismiss such 

remarks as poisoned at the source. This wculd be a great, and 

perhaps catastrophic, error« The fact that our most potent 

adversary takes account, in his calculatlens, of the "absence11 

of a sense of purpose among our soldiers should in itself üü 

sufficient grounds for warning us to take this problem very 

seriously indeed. 

While the impression seems widely held that cosmic purposes, 

of the sort associated with Stalinism, would not be an effective way 

of motivating American soldiers, we have little solid evidence for 

this view and less for any positive assertion as to what sorts of 
i 

purpose would motivate them effectively. One important hypothesis, 

originally developed in a study of "cohesion and disintegration" 

among Wehrmacht soldiers, more recently has been tasted with Research 

Branch data on American soldiers in World War II. This hypothesis 

asserts that the over-riding purpose which motivates soldiers in 

combat is to maintain solidarity, through relf-identification, with 

their "primary group" (squad, platoon, company). H The concept of 

primary group environment is very useful for organizing much of the 

data on efficient performance gathered by the Research Branch. A 

somewhat more general conception, based on "reference group theory," 

has been shown to aocouiu. for a large nvinber of conformities and 
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variations of behavior reported in The Aiaeric&n Soldier. ^ 

Such work has given us important leads for studying the 

relationship of a sense of purpose to effective performance of 

military duty« Such leads might be extended by careful analysis 

of adverse cannents about the "porposclesaness" of American soldiers 

in World War II* Analysis should be made of ouch comments by 

soldiers — in such places as the "B-Bag1' of the Stars and Stripes, 

the stories in Yankj the int.rview reports by members of the Research 

Branch and Army Talks, and even the ptdblic writings of G«I*ts since 

the war (including the novelists like Norman Mailer, Irwin Shaw, 

James «Tones, etc«)» ^   It would be useful to analyse also adverse 

comments by persons outside the Army — Americans and foreigners 

/    who were our Allies (British, French, Burmese) and our occupied 

enemies (Italians, Germans, Japanese, Koreans). ^   Such explora- 

tion and analysis of disparate materials would help \xo  to isolate 

the factors and develop an adequate framework within which current 

research could become useful» 

3« The Functions of Interior Communications 

The function of communications within the military establish- 

ment is twofold, with respect to the problems of morale management I 

(1) receiving gripesj (2) transmitting purposes. The first is an 

intelligence function; the seoond is an orientation function» Both 

functions are indispcjasable to morale management in an institution 

as largo as our National Military Establishment, 

a. The Intelligence Function 

The intelligence function of "receiving gripes" keeps the 

ssss 



* ) 
( '        military institution alerted to malfunctioning within its jurisdic- 

tion wlxich al'iects morale and dbteriorates porformancc oi duty« 

for the effective öxecution of this intelligence function, thb 

military institution requires an interior communication system 

which picks up signals of distress from all points and transmits 

thura to appropriate centers for analysis and action. Such a system 

of detecting and transmitting relevant signals might be likened 

to the communications network v.hich is built around radar equip- 
j 

mentt 

Even a cureory inspection of recent military history reveals 

how important the intelligence function of interior cocmunications, 

so conceived, has become for all modern Armies in the Western world« 

jpi   In the War of Independence, it was possible for General Washington 

f     to circulate among his troops frequently, evun regularly, and to 

learn at first-hand what was "bothering" his soldiers. During the 
1 

Civil War Grant could cio this only occasionally, and Lincoln even 

less frequently, because the soldiers were more numerous and more 
i 

dispersed. In World War II, it ras possible far Eisenhower and 

MacArthur (not to mention Churchill and Roosevelt) to perform this 

I 
intelligence function only on occasions so rare that their chief 

import could only be to re-enact this ancient riie of responsible 

military leadership as a ceremonial tribute to their soldiers. 

The vast and sprawling armies of our time have made it physically 

impossible for top leaders oo receive adequate intelligence on 
I 
I 
1    morale through direct face-to-face contact with their men« 
; 

I As the character of Armies changed in these ways, the 
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military institution devoloped acteinistrative techniques to cope 

with problems of morale management that inevitably arose. Such 

agencies as the Ihspector General»s office, concerned mainly with 

«vert violations of military codes, has increasingly become an 

important source of information on "trouble spots" within the 

military structure — after these had led to overt infractions 

of military regulations. Such agencies as Counter-intelligence, 

too, helped locate morale (and other) hazards through investiga- 

tion of overt misconduct — and increasingly through their recently 

aupnented function of checking "loyalty." 

More important than such specialized agencies, whose con- 

tribubions to morale intelligence were sporadic and quite incidental 

/_   to their main function, was the internal reporting system based on 

the "chain of command," Indeed, the development of a highly- 

fonnalized chain of command may be reg-^rded as the military's 

chief device for maintaining the face-to-face relationship between 

leaders (or leader-surrogates) and soldiers within massive and 

dispersed amiec. The reporting system based on this chain of 

. command it designud to provide the higher commanders with regular 

reports distilled fron the observations of those who are in face- 

to-facu centact vdth aoldiers at company level. Downward through 

the chain of command is transmitted "purpose" (military missions); 

upward is transmitted information on capabilities. 

Such upward reporting provides very illuminating data on 

morale, particularly on those objective indicators of morale which 

have boon validated by centuries of military experience. The 
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Adjutant Qenaralts analysis of Morning Reports ~ presenting data 

on the incidence of sick call, courts martial, prisoners, ANOL's, 

and other such items among the troops — forms one important basis 

for general morale estimates • Such items are the »hard facts11 for 

morale management« Taken together, and analyzed systematically, 

they form a useful behavioral index to morale fluctuations in 

military units. 

However, their intelligence utility for morale management 

is severely limited by two related factorst (1) these acts are 

consequences, not causes, of low moralet (2) they notify leader- 

ship that undesirable acts have occurred, but do not alert leader- 

ship in advance to the incidence of conditions which increase the 

probability that such acts will occur« That is, soldiers fake 

"sick callM or "go AWOL" in largo manbers in consequence of a 

state of low morale which has been allowed to develop among them» 

An intelligence apparatus vhich is confined to reporting the oc- 

currence of such acts, after they have taken place, has no predictive 

i.e., preventive — value. 

Such an apparatus was adequate whon the perspective on 

military morale was remedial, that is, when solxuirs were conceived 

as civilians whose Mnonaftlw lives had io be Mtomporarily,, inter- 

rupted owing to some national "emergency," Since the main task of 

morale management under such a perspective was to keep the soldiers 

"contented" until they could return to civilian life, it was suf- 

ficient that they be notified of "trouble spots" so that they could 

remedy the local irritations» 
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Now, howovor, we Taco a situation in which Aaerican men, 

for the first time in our history, are learning to regard military 

service as an integral and important part ol their careers. Men 

who already have served four to five years in World War II will, 

in the nuar futuro, probabl/ be recalled to serve another four to 

five years or more. When military service lasts ten years (one- 

quarter of the average man's entire working life), and when this 

service is required of i illions of men (a majority of our adult 

male population), then tho role of military institutions, and 

«consequently of ill work institutions, in our society is being 

transformed. In such a situation, military survice comes to be 

regarded not as a transitory interruption of nonaal life — but 

as a regular feature of normal life. 

The perspective of morale management, consequently, becomes 

' broadened. Morale laaintenanco through "remedial" measures to elimi- 

nate gripes that count continues as one important, but limited, type 

of operation. The focus of effort, however, becomes the task of 

"building" lüorale, one night even say "creating" morale. On the 

intelligeuoe side, a "radar system" is needed — one that picks up 

distress signals long eneugh in advance to enable the control tower 

to take preventive measures before troubles bombard the target» 

Such intelligence — when the matter at hand concerns the diffusion 

of sentiments among a large, and crucial, body of rn^n — finally 

confronts the central problem of all mass organization, i.e,, the 

problem of "social cohesion," Cohesion, for morale management, is 

a function of consensus — i.e,, clear, shared, and invigorating 
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J2££030. The intelltgonce ftinction thxis beoones, ultimately, the 

finding (or irwonting) of ideas and methods which vdll enrich the 

sense of purposo among soldiers. 

b. The Orientation Function 

The orientation function 1« to diaseninate among soldiers 

within the military institution the eenso of purpose which will 

motivate tijem to the Mino3t effective perfomance" of their duties« 

Dissemination ia the transiuitting function of interior coraraunica- 

tions; and ideally it operates in close and coßverse connection 

with the r-ceiving function (intelligence). The actual coordination 

of incoming and outgoing signals in any communications system depends, 

hevrover, on the perspective, intention, and skill of the policy center. 

The Pentagon Building houses the policy center of our National 

Military Establishment. All subordinate formations — service com- 

mands, army and division commands, even theater commands overseas — 

are policy subcenterc with respect to the Pentagon. That is, the 

scope of their authorit/ to originate policies for their commands 

(whether on a. ianistrative rules, social relations, or military 

missions) is subject to the higher policy authority of the Pentagon. 

Many decisions made at the Pentagon do, in fact, restrict the range 

of decision which can bö made in sübordinat« formations» 

When the policy subcenters detect the need for a new policy 

or revision of an old policy which lies outside the scope of their 

delegated authority, they must ruly upon upward communication to 

stimulate the appropriatu action which only the policy center can 

take. The pentagon evaluates the signals received and then transmits 
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r its decision domamrd. The converse process also occurs i the 

policy center, acting on information received, may Initiate policies 

of which subordinate commands (having only partial or no informa- 

tion) may have felt no need« 

This sytem makes Interior comnmication an essential part 

of the policy process by which a massive institution is kept both 

stable and adaptable« The system is a tribute to the ingenuity 

military mea have applied to maintain cohesion in the military 

institution, over centuries that have seen small professional armies 

which were relatively detached from their societies transformed into 

gigantic citizen-soldier armies which operate as a reciprocal force 

with their social environment« The «chain of command" — as a 

/     unique ccnmunicatlon system which integrates the functions of re- 

ceiving information and transmitting decisions — is among the 

notable achievements in the history of social organization« 

The crucial role, as we have just seen, is that of the policy 

center. As relations between the military institution and the 

environing society alter, the policy center continuously modifies 

the scope of its operations. An army of mercenaries made no deci- 

sions which affected the normal functioning of the society which 

employed its services. An army of citizens, which embodies at all 

times a substantial proporiion of the adult male population, cannot 

help but affect the society of which it is a part with every important 

decision it makes« Decisions about how much or how well to feed, 

clothe, and house its soldiers affect the distribution of these 

'     commodities throughout the rest of the society. Recruitment 
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policies — that is, decisions concerning the nuober, age. and 

qualifications of men taken for military service ~ seriously 

affect the total productive force of the socxety as a whole» 

Thus, policymakers for the military institution become policy- 

makes for the society as a whole« 

This grave responsibility weigh» ho&vily upon morale manage- 

ment concerned with diffusing a cohesive "sense of purposeH among 

the soldiers. This is particularly true when the purposes exalted 

by the society as a primarily civil enterprise do not serve all the 

needs of military morale, as is partly the case in America today# 

The conditions of American life have evolved what, may be termed an 

«ingenuity culture," That is, the traits that have been rewarded 

are initiative and inventiveness, with the focus on self-expansion 

j within the group. The conditions of military life, historically, 

have had to develop a "courage culturs" — in which the traite most 

highly prized have been loyalty and obedience with the focus on 

self-constriction for the group, ^ While these patterns of rewardod 

behavior are not mutually exclusive at all points, they do provide 
1 

conflicting motivations for American soldiers at several points 

!  which, are ^crucial to military morale. Ohiof .among these is the 
j 

^yoff pointi Battle, ^ 

i     Battle providos, today as over, the most demanding trial to 
l 

which human motivations can be subjected. The stakes, here as 

nowhoro else in large-scala social processes, are literally life- 

or-death. In such a situation, with such stakes, it is natural 

that men will ask the historic questions! What are we fighting for? 
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r lhat »ay I be dying for? The only convincing answer can comu fron 

his sense of the purpose for which he and his fcllons find them- 

selves in battle» 

Such a sense of purpose is the product of beliefs he has acquired 

about the ends of life, for hinsslf and his fellows, in the course of 

daily living« Beliefs and values acquired in this empirical way are 

*culturala in that they are roughly shared by most people whose 

course of daily living is roughly the same« It is largely because 

American culture, over two centuries and still today, has inculcated 

'•ingenuity'1 values as primary that the current problems of morale 

management in the military institution are so complicated« What high 

morals means in an army is a widespread readiness to fight — if 

necessary, to die — in behalf of some cause greater than oneself« 
< 

This is not a common attitude among soldiers brought into military 

service from a culture which has encouraged them to believe (not in 

its formal doctrines rehearsed on ceremonial occasions, but in the 

actual practices of daily life) that ono»s self-advancement is a 

superior cause — and that tlds cause does not require a man to bo 

brave, but rather to be ingenious, 

Quito apart from the question whether such a motivation is "bad1' 

in a civil society (and this writer would reject any hasty inference 

to this effect), there is the problem of how morale managument can 

deal with such an orientation among citiz^n-doldiers. It is clear 

that tho American military establishment is aware of the problem and 

has made serious efforts to cope with it through information and 

(     education programs, vocational training, and other methods that go 
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beyond OSO shews and cheap beor. That these efforts have not beon 

completely successful in developing an appropriate sense of purpose 

among many soldiers seems equally clear* ^0 

A major difficulty is that American Society, with its pre- 

dominantly civil tradition, has Imposed devere limits upon the 

scope within which the military institution can »tamper with" 

tho values and beliefs of men conceived to be temporarily subject 

to its discipline, Opörating within a society where the military 

institution always has been carefully watched, and often distrusted, 

morale management is in a delicate position to perfcra its orienta- 

tion function adequately. 

This is a falsa position, however, which cannot long endure« 

It is anachronistic to conceive the military institution in America 

today as merely a striking arm of the society — merely one among 

several instruments of national policy — and hence to regard with 

suspicion its ttintrusionM into matters of social policy and practice. 

This i3 not to deny that an increasing militarization of civil 

societies around the world has been going on in recent decades. 

Nor is it to deny tho very rea.1 threat of a "garrison state" to 

democratic values which increasing militarization presents in 

every society, 21 Qur point, rather, is that passive doubts and 

fears about militarization only load to ambivalence and paralysis. 

What is needed is to face the fact of increasing militarization, 

and then to find tho ways of integrating the changes it brings,within 

a framework of democrrttc values« *2 

Responsibility for inventiveness in bids direction lies largely 
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r with the military institution, and increasingly as it becomes 

ono of the most powarful institutions in the society. Already the 

military institution is probably the strongest educational force in 

this country« Far more American males have passed, and will pass, 

several years of their lives in military service than in any other 

single conmon experience. What the military teaches (or fails to 

teach) those young men during their service will have a decisive 

influence upon the sense of purpose which answers their question, 

"Why do wo fight?" — and later, as thsy return to civil life, 

"Why do wu work?" 

What can military morale management do to fulfill its respon- 

sibilities to American society? No hasty answer to a question of 

this gravity would be worth reading, for there are no quick and 

easy solutions. One general point emerges from the preceding re- 

marks» the orientation function, if properly conceived, will make 

itself felt in the habits of daily life of the soldier, from his 

induction as a recruit to his honorable discharge as a veteran. 

It will show in the things that he learns arc expected of him 

(which will probably bo far more than at present in vital matters, 

far less in many trivial situations). It will show in tho things 

that he learns to expect from others and particularly from his 

loaders — whether it be the language habits of corporals (and I 

am not queasy about haarthy language" undor most conditions) or 

other habits of Ms officers, 

Tho specific loads to bo taken by an orientation function, 

properly conceived in a mass army, havo been suggoetod by many 



observers. Our military leaders are well aware of these loads and 

of the difficulties in using them» Ways and means need to be worked 

out on the^bcsis of systematic research« The testing of specific 

conclusions and procedures, as of all our ideas, will be worked 

out by experience. The starting point is a vivid sense of the 

enormity of the problem, and of the inventiveness and inquiry 

needed to cope with it. 

A number of essential research problems has already been 

formulated by the Research Branch, whose work will be a valuable 

basis for fixture research. We need to study adjustment, service, 

and aftermath as phases of the total military irocess through which 

most men in American society must pass, now and in the visible future, 

for the first time in our national history. From this perspective, 

we need to study the interior comnurication system as a focal process 

by which these men can be motivated to give their "most effective 

performance" within the mrlitary institution. Several contributions 

to the study of interior communication have been made by the "experi- 

ments on mass communications" vrLthin the Army conducted by the 

Research Branch. 23 

While these experiomonts are methodologically important, 

because useful in designing future researches, the context within 

which interior communications are studied must be broadened. For, 

more is involved than occasionally subjecting soldiers to a movie on 

"Why We Fight," however useful such a procedure may be in making 

soldiers u^rare of certain appropriate attitudes. 

"Oriontation" moans locating one is present activities with 
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r rospoct to future consoquonces. When the military institution 

becoocs the central caman oaqperiencd of millions of young men, 

as it is in America today, than the process of ••orientationM 

iznrolvus nothing less than providing soldiers with a clear and 

shared purpose ~ that is, with a common set of consequences in 

the future to which their common activities in tho present are 

directed« 

To accomplish such a mission, interior communication roust 

diffuse a common set of valuos and goals (identifications, expecta- 

tions, and demands) among the soldiers. This is a full-time job, 

which cannot be perf crmad only be "extracurricular11 showings of movies 

or talks by I & E officers. What is required is integration of the 

f- purposive factor into the whole formal structure of interior com- 

munication — in the communication "chain of conunand" through which 

the policy center and subceaters Maintain adaptability and stability 

throughout the massive military institution, 

A, Concluding Ccmiaent: Interior Communication and External Publics 

The ideas sketched in this memorandum have presented the view 

that a broader perspective on the problem of military morale is 

needed today than in earlier periods of our history. It has out- 

lined a framework within which such a broader perspective may be 

articulated, and has indicated the functionc of interior comrnunica- 

tion as a system for receiving signals of distress and transmitting 

signals of purpose (which may bü both remedial and preventive in 

character). In this discussion the military institution was con- 

ceived as an interactive social structure — i.e., one whose words 
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I   and deeds j-riflueaced the activities of tiany other social institu- 
i 
:■-- 

I tions end './..s, in tva:n, influenced by thöcu 

This vier.;, i.tdch •/e considered essential for an adequate 

perspective on the scope of -diitary morale problerr.s in our tine, 

is also necessary v/hen ue discuss the possible courses of action 

open to norale nanagenent for coping '..ith these problons. Since 

the rdlitary instit^ion is not self-contained, rusponsible norale 

aanagerRent has al .ays had tc consider the probable effects of its 

internal policies en social structures outside the uilitary. At 

tines, indeed, the :.ilitary h^s  considered it necessary to abondon 

certain policies considered beneficial ior its internal functioning 

because it was estincted that the effects on non-r.'.ilitary institutions 

v;ould be undesirable. 

Such a situation arises ..hen one coj;es to aiscuss thj possible 

Ve'.-.-s in ".'hie.'.: .acralu :-.:.ir.^ei.ient, ..ir;ht undertake to orient soldiers 

.ith .'. "s^nse of urpnse" :.■.equate to ehe deuanus -..hich their väütary 

env'ironj-.ient nay :^I:e uo-n thuu» Such dcr.iands ..oula be, for all 

soldiers,, the "liest effective iJörfoniancö" of their duties at all 

+ -L JS. For v  waller nn.iber of soldiers +>>- crucial döV.iaivi ■.:ould be 

to "face tlv; enony" in coi.br.t. For a still si.ialler nuuber, the payoff 

der.and .;o-j.l.i be to take certain actions (in coubat) ev^n though those 

action: clearly increase tho probability of oeir  riiicd. All these 

doi-anüs /re s:-u^iel to the lAitary anvironnent   .nd, for :nost 

soldiers, ere quite different (oven the opposite) fro. the typical 

deirnds to ..rdcli their oivij.ian onvirom.icnt has trained then. 
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f Where civilian training does not equip a nan — in iact, say 

"dis-equip51 hin — to make certain crucial responses demanded by 

thv« iailitar3ir environaent, morale managonent confronts its key 

probleE. The chances of modifying his rs-sponse-structviTJ by 

"Propaganda" (manipulating symbols) alone are obviously very slim, 

Tlie chances of accomplishing the necessary attitude-changes by 

coercion alone are even slimmer. Such manipulative and coercive 

measures have only a limited utility (in isolation) for most social 

institutions v;hich operate interactively vdthin a larger society. 

Their utility for the railitary institution — '..hose activities v:ith 

respect to internal ideology and coercion are always suspiciously 

«atched by American civilians — is even more lirlted. ^ 

The way open for modifying soldier attitudes is to modify 

motivations, i,e., desires and opportunities to rake the appropriate 

responäwS do.landed in :.ilitcry situations. Thi£ vill require modi- 

fication of the conditions as '..ell as the symbols by ".'hicli soldiers 

are oriented in their nev environment. While the function of in- 

terior communications, as we have indicated in this memorandum, is 

central, the broader perspective of morale iianagement must integrate 

what gees into interior cotamiaiications 'dth i.tiat goes into policy 

decisions en all the major phases of military life. Morale ;nanage- 

ment, thus, is one aspect of the total probier, of military administra- 

tion. To clarify this relationship is a task for further thinking 

and research. 
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KOTES 

1, On th^so  points Swd the .ork of Frank U, Not-stöin and 

thj Office of Populaticn Resojrch at Princeton University, o,g,. 

The Future Population of Suropu and th^ Soviet Union. 

2, The literature stir.ulatwd by thu crigxnal Ha-,thome Study 

has prolif jratol, Jn addition tc the books uy £lton iiayc. The Hunan 

Probleus of an Industrial Civilization (also The Social Probiere .,, 

ana The Political Prcblens ,..), sec the -..'orlc of Rocthlisb^rger ard 

Dickson, Manayncnt and the »forker, and of T, N« V/hiteh.ad, Leadership 

in a Free society. Further related ijaterial is cit-d in these vclunes, 

The detailed original reports en the V/ustem ülectric relay-asseably 

room and other experiuenbs '..ill also r^pay careful study by men con- 

cerned '.dth r.iorale „lanagcnent in th- National Military Sstablishoent» 

3, S, A. StouTfwr ct si,  The American Soldier, 2 :,  Vol. I: 

Adjustment During Airy Life; Vol. II: Conbat and its AfUrnabh 

(Princeton University Press, 1949)« 

4.« Daniel Lern^r, "The ünerican Soldier and the Public", in 

Continuities in Social Research, edited by R, K. Morton and P, F. 

lasarsfcld (The Freu Prv-ss, 1950). The statenent by General Marshall 

is quoted on page 234 of this book. 

5, The concept of "relativ- deprivation" is discussed and 

illustrated on the following pages of The Aperican Soldier I Vol. I, 

52, 125-127, 153, 172, 161, 250, 279, 563-564. 

6. Edjaond N, Cahn, The Sense of Injustice (Nor/ York university 

Press, 1949'. 
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1%   Soloitnt caaei of productive reanalysts of published 

rc«ults are presented by ghUa and Horten in Cüntlnuitics ^i Social 

Research, Studies of The Anerican SoJdier (SöQ note 4 above), 

Japartr.nb sugsestions for furtner research, indiKÜng the reanalysis 

of unpublished Research Branch data, arc given by Speior, Kendall 

and Lazarsfcld in this voltno, 

8« OSS Assessment Staff, Assessnent of Men (Rinehart, 1948). 

9« R» R, Grinker and J, P« Spiegel, Men Dtadcr Stress (BlaJdLston, 

1945). 

10« Valuable uethodological clues for such a study arc contained 

in the study by Herbert Goldhanor and Andrvw W, Marshall, The Frequency 

of Mental Diaoase i Long-Terr. Trends and Present Status (Report R-157, 

U, S, Air Force Project RAND). 

U» A convenient bibliography and sunmary of the uxperinontal 

literature is Murphy and fcevconb, Experiacntal Social psychology 

(Harper, 1937). Some recent vork is illustrated in Nevcorib and 

Hartley, Readings in Social psychology (Holt, 1950). The various 

writings of Hadloy Cantril and Uuzafer Sherif bear directly on this 

problem; set especially, The Psychology of Ego-Involvements (Wiloy, 

1946). 

12. See, for oxanple, P. A. Sorokin et al, "An Experimental 

Study of Efficiency of .<ork Under Various Specified Conditions", 

American Journal of Sociology (1930) XXXV, 765-782, 

13. See The American Soldiert Vol. I, chapters 7-9; Vol. II, 

chapters 1, 3, 8« 
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14. E. A« Shils, "Rrinarj- Groups in tlw Anericrai Ar»^", in 

Continuitios in Social Rosyarch, ££• cit. Also his stucy of "Cchosion 

and Disintogration in tho Wohrnacht", in PfopaKanda ^i Vfcr ar^ Crisis, 

oditv-d by Daniol Lernar (Sty.fiirt, 1951 )• 

15. R« K. Uerton and A, S. Kitt, "Centributicns to tljc Theory 

of Roforünco Group Bohavior", Continuities in Social Research, o£» 

cit. 

16« It goes vithcut saying that judgj^nts frosi all such sourcos 

are not takon at "faco value,0 Novelists, Journalists, and letter- 

'..Titors all have certain special "bias" in recording expariencos 

uhich rvalce their ..Titings unsuitable as the analysis of data, but 

very usable indeed as data f,;r analysis» This '..riter nas taken vory 

relevant notes on thu "sonso cf purposo" froa the follcr.ving fictional 

accounts of uilitcry life in World '.Yar IIJ Mister Roberts (Thomas 

H^ggcn)* No ^rr-ls* No Araour (Robert Honriques); The Crusaders (Stefan 

Heyn); Fron Hero to Eternity (Janes Jonos); Conpany Cormander (Janes 

Mcdcnald)j The Naked and The Dead (Noraan Mailer)| Tales of the 

South Pacific (Janes Michener); Tho Young Lions and Act of Love 

(In.In Sha-.v), 

17. A collation of voluninous interviuv; naterial giving the 

opinions of British, French, and Gernan residents :\bcut Anieric:,n 

soldiers, during and aftor the v.-ar, would provide a rich source of 

data on the "purposes" attributed to Anurican soldiers. Systunatic 

analysis of press comentary in these countries v-'ould be a valuable 

cov.nlenont to thu foregoing. Perhaps aost enlightening ./ould be the 

records of interrogations of captured Anorican soldiers by Gen.uui, 
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Japanoae and other captors — if such rccorUs (i.-hich ./«-ro, to 'ay 

knowlodgc, a.iong thü r.i.litary dociuentc found by the SHAU* Documents 

Tea.ns) ra'c still availablo for study, 

18. The terns "ingenuity culture" and "courage culture" v/ore 

used in this general sense by Macauley, the British historian. They 

have been revived recently by P. F. Lazarsfeld, "The Obligations of 

the 1950 PoUs ter to the 1984 Historian", Public Opinion Quarterly 

(Winter 1950-51) 

19. Sec "Attitudes Before Jonbat and Behavior in Conbat3', 

Vol. II, chapter 1 ef The Anerican Soldier, and succeeding chapters» 

20. On this point notu, as an illustration of newspaper reports 

uhich recur too frequently (by different ivritcrs on different areas 

for different newspapers) to bo disregarded entirely, the Ifcr; York 

Tines dispatch of 17 March 1951 regarding the U. S, garrison in 

Trieste: "the ovvruhelrdng majority of the soldiers do not have a 

clear idea of '..'hat the U. S. Govcrnnent is doing :;.n the field of 

ao:.ie£:tic and foreign policy ,t,# No one hero makes a det^r.lined 

effort to explain to then ..'hy, for instance, they have boon under- 

going intense training for the nine, uoirbhs since the outbreak of 

the Korean War, end why it is sc hard to get a furlough. Because 

of this, there has bv-en a lot of beefing, '.lach could be .,dnir.\ized 

if it v/^-r^ explained to the GI's that the officers are not a bunch 

of sadists vhc enjoy seening soldiers s'.veat anc  ff, but that the 

duty of the Arr:;y is..,," (page 3). 

21. See H. D. Lasswell, "The Garrison State and Specialists 

on Violence", The Analysis of Political Behavior (Oxford University 
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j   Prass, 194S). 

22, SGO thu ii?.portciiit prograamtic stctcnont developed, tc 
I 

coiintcr tlK trend outlined in the pcipor cited above, by H. D, 

L?.ssuoll, ?htional Sectcrity end Inüivjdual Fr&odon (McQrav/'-Hill, 1950), 

23, C« I. Hovland et al, Exporiiaents on Mass Cocr.iunications 

(Princeton University Rrcss, 1949)» This book, vfhich follov.-s the 

tv;o~voluau report on The Aiacricr.n Soldier, is third In the scries of 

■Studios in Social Psjxhologjr- in Ucrld War II". The fourth and con- 

cluding voluuc, on nethodological probloas and discoveries, is en- 

titled Measureraent and Prediction (Rrinceton, 1950)# For a general 

analysis of thoso nuthodological contributions, 'with an eye on thoir 

future utility, See M, A. Girshick and Daniel Lerner, "Model Ccnstruc- 

tici in the Social Sciences: An Expository Discussion of ifoasurenont 

and Prediction", Public Opinion Quarterly (Y/intur 1950-51)» 

24, See, for e::?a.ple, thr suspicions, and even nagging, hoctility 

to Military "propaganda" by Hanson Baldvdn, "IVhen the Big Guns Speak", 

in Public Opinion and Foreign Policy, edited by Lester Uarkel (Harpers, 

1949). 
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BQNAS WMOMB BMBMfli CBRK 

A,   Aviation Codot Selaettoa 

1.   ProMiBt   At the preoent tit», eeiplfltiaii of «i iMot two 

jeore of oöUmaß is rt^iiiMd of aU applioante for 

Ariation Cadet tmisiSiiQ«   ft© ««KFly of oolloe» 

trained nan IäO volsaieer for tMa traiaiao fails 

far obort ^ t£m »oed,   Far^oxaart, aangr ^plicanta 

«bo have oecplated two or aore jeara of oolleo» train- 

ing av actt»lly 1»e «b-st"«!".^ in turas of thc.intell- 

eotaal faotore neeesaazgr for snoeeoe in Tarioaa klndr 

of aircrew tminlnc. 

.   2.   Beetgrgb Befereoce;   Project 2X-03*Qfi6» "Dovelofneot, Amljois 

and Befiawaent of em Officer Qaolify^ne Test anitable 

for utilisation in All Air Faroe Offiv-ser Prooiirsoont 

ProGrans**, 

3«   Solution:   The Aviation Cadet-Officer Candidate Qualif^ino Tost 

vae dereloped to aeaeure the intellectual and teoksrotod 

faotora essential for soocess in all types öf rated and 

non-rated officer aeolGnaeoto in the Air Force.   Avail- 

able date on the AC-OC Quolifyinc Toot ond the extensive 

wartlao experience vltli the olnilar AAF QuaUfying Bxon- 

ination, indicateo that the adoption of the AC-OC ao a 

ocreening test would provide a laroer pool of qualified 

Aviation Cudoto, who, on the average, would he superior 
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to those twlWm OB Ü» tesio of the two-jeor 

eollö(j5 fe^ttiveooot • 

!• Seloetioo of Offloer CanUdatee 

*: t       1» Bfflte8 Eltm «^^^ 1° C*»«1 for two or aore yeoro of eolleoo 

trotnlnc oo that the oollece trained 0C8 applleant le 

at a 41otlcet advantog» In galnlne adnleolon to OCS. 

\ Since ooUeoBe vaiy eonalderably In their otondarde, 

and colleo» otudeota toxy even nore with re^ud to In- 

telleetoal abilities eonsldered desirable for officers, 

this policy restlte In the rejection of aany potentially 

oood officers and the acceptance for tralnlnß of oany 

relatlrel/ poor rlAs, 

2. Beaearefa Beferenee; Project 21*03-066, *!> ▼elapacntf Analysis 

' and leflneoent of an Offloer Qnalltylno Tost Suitable 

for Utilisation In All Air Force Officer Frocnrecent 

Procrano*. 

3. Solution; Ro extra credit should be cton for OOIIOOB training. 

Instead, scores on the AC-OC Quallfyinc Test ehould be 

«elected oo that applicants vlth the bluest acoroo «111 

be clven the conpetltlve adrontac» In applying for OCS. 
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r FACTOBB JWWBKim TBOBPBOfTK CIVHJAH SKPLOTMSIT 

OF WnXD NUITAET FSeOMEL 

Robert J. LowlneJd, Ph.D. 

The ez-servlceoan who 1B returning to civilian life, either 

by reason of retirement or discharge, mat at the outset take cognizance 

of one Important fact in particular: Bo nust coopete, in seeldng an 

appropriate ciyillan vocation, on an equal basis with others who are 

candidates for similar omployroent.    These will Include veterans as veil 

as non-vet>rans, and his own chance« of procuring the Job he wants will 

depend In large part upon what he as un Individual has to offer to his 

prospective enployer. Be should neither ask nor expect special favors; 

instead, he must realize that his personal assets will be scrutinized 

and evaluated objectively, and that they will then be correlated im- 

partially with the demands of those Jobs for which he is an applicant. 

Every phase of his Job-seeking activity will be charactorized by com- 

petition with others. 

If he has not done so already, the retiring serviceman 

should become aware of the personal requirements sought for in potential 

employeoa by menagenent today. A unique problem is presented in the 

cases of most, in that they have been detached from civilian life for 

extended periods of time and have given little thought to the intricacies 

Involved in securing suitable civilian employmant. Son» launched upon 

their military careers during the business depression which began in 1929; 

and the industrial setting during that period was radically different from 
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that which exists today. While the industrial enTironaent to which he 

returns has undergone considerable alteration, it has been pointed out 

that the ez-serriceoan has likewise changed, and that he can never re- 

turn to being the civilien ho was prior to his military eervico (5). Thus, 

a dual adjustment is necessary on his part, one to a reorgonitsd industrial 

world, and the other to specific charges which have occurod within him- 

self. 

Radcllffe (}l) has omunerated four pro?:Ions of vocational 

adjustment which face th? ex-serviceman, and wirch probably will be 

encountered by the nwjcrity: (a) Insecurity cf civiZ-iiu bznloyment as 

compared with the absolute security afforded by orxJ.o^ent by the State; 

(b) lessened responsibility and initiative required by certain civilian 

Jobs| (c) a diminished sense of comradship felt in civilian life, in 

that he will work in competition with others rather than with them as a 

group; and (d) the absence of the personal care and interest shown him 

by his militcry superiors. These problems can be met and solved only 

if he understands wl at lies ahead and what will be expected of him as a 

civilian looking for a Job. 

More and moro emphasis has been put on selective employment 

in business and industry, rid such emphaoie has become increasingly 

marked since the termination of Vor Id Vex II. By selective enployaent 

is meant simply that the employer seeks to place the individual worker 

on a Job which is in keeping with his ever-all ability, interests, 

special aptitudes, and temporaraental make-up. In reality, the goal of 

selective employment in civilian life io the same as that of the military. 
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I naatl?, to place the riefet nan In tha right place at the right tlae (9). 

Scientific placaasnt of persoonol hae reaolted In Increased Industrial 

production, aa veil as In enployees vho ax« better adjusted to their Jobs. 

In other words, It has bee i good boldness to utilise such methods, and 

being good business, they bare becooe penanently adopted as an Integral 

part of most modem onployinent progr«a|. 

The hit-and-miss methods «htsh WMft la TOguo twenty or thirty 

years ago have been replaced with a stitsmllosd system of employee 

evaluation and Job analysis, which pendts the progreeelve enployer to 

appraise the demands of each Job and to measure the skills of those 

persons who apply for them. In so dolag, misfits are eliminated and 

applicants who qualify can be assigned to work which la coomensurate 

with their present aptitudes, and which will offer the possibility of 
/ ~ 

(     advancement and the assumption of greater raspcnsibllity when these 

aptitudes are further cultivated. 

While the selective employmont techniques utilized by busi- 

ness and Industrial firms today differ In their elaboratenees, it is 

possible to analyse them In terms of tho basic requirements which are 

incorporated in the majority. These roquirements should be ozplalned to 

the retiring eervlcdman before ho makes his first effort to procure 

civilian smploynent. Actually, they may differ only in slight degree 

from those of the services; however, their ramifications are euch that 

they could bo easily misconstrued in the absence to complete insight 

into them. 

Except in filling the most mediocre or trivial Jobs, employers 

( 
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p In goooral look for the following qualities in eTalnntlng on applicant 

for a position: (a) A satisfactory lerol of gsosral Inteingaoco; (b) 

a stable, voll-balanced personality; (o) physical fitness; and (d) 

specific aptitude In relation to the dsmnfls of the Job to be filled. 

Thor© are, of course, other roqulreoents which are appraised and which ere 

too nuaeroua to mention; those noted, hcwevor, are of greatest Iqportance 

In so far as the ex-eorviceman Is concerned. 

With regard to the first entity, a satisfactory level of general 

intelllgsnce Is one of the most fundamental factors. Without adequate 

intelligence, the Individual who Is asked InadTertontly to assume a 

position of Importance cannot be expected to perform competently. 

Fortunately, industrial personnel methods have permitted the approxi- 

mation of the Intellectual level necessitated by most Jobs, and It Is 

realized that these levels will vary with the complexity of the work. 

Fortunately too, adequate psychometric testa exist by which it Is now 

possible to harmlessly ascertain an applicant's level of Intelligence 

through the administration of a relatively brief paper-and-poncll type 

of group intelllgenco toet. The literature is replete with references to 

the utilization of tests in selecting routine workers as well as key 

industrial personnel (1,2,3,7,10,12,13). 

In qualifying for most positions, the retiring serviceman 

need have little fear in eo far as hie own icental level is concerned. 

Looking at the situation objectively, he should stand in better stead 

thanasnyof his competitore, since he has been screened already in 

this respect by the service which he originally entered. In addition. 
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bo baa to credit jeare of practical ejperlence In adjusting to many 

altoatlona vblcb la not abarod by the man without bonafit of military 

asrrleo. 

Tbe personality atmcture of tba applicant Is a quality which 

moot aqployars will evaluate critically. He will seek out the person 

with a stable, well-balanced personality who can adjust to changing 

situations without the undue display of emotion which Is upsetting to 

both personal efficiency and the morals of those about him. The man with 

a stable, well-balanced personality Is a mat are Individual, one who 

evaluates those problems which confront him Judiciously, and who works 

out his own solutions to these problems prudently. Es is unprejudiced, 

recognises the apparent weaknesses of others, and is tolerant of their 

shortcooings. Stability precludes the presence of disturbing psycho- 

somatic manifestations and nourotic synptoms, which too frequently 

incapacitate the worker and lead inevitably to Job inefficiency. 

There are other personality factors which are sought out 

by the prospective employer. The quality of these are ascertained 

either through penetrating interview of a quasi-clinical typo, or 

through the use of objective measures of personality and temperament. 

In the industrial sphere, these stand out as being of particular 

importance: 

Leadership, I.e., the ability to direct and supervise 

effectively the activities of others. 

Bnergg lovel, I.e., the degree physical effort can be put 

forth without generating immoderate fatigue. 
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Sociability and ftrifaoilineaa, i.e., the predlsposltloa to 

^et along «oil with others. 

Cooperativaraee and obJectlTity, i.e., freedom fron any trace 

of paranoid propensity. 

Self-reliancet i.e., the ability to saaone reaponailility and 

discharge any assigned duties with a nlnlniim of supervision. 

The retiring servicoman who aeeJrs cirilion enployoent oust 

understand the significance of the factors mentioned above. This in- 

fonaation should be passed on to him daring a counselling interview 

prior to his detachment. If ac? gross weaknesses or deficioncos of 

personality structure exist in his particular case, these should be 

I 
pointed out to him, so that an intelligent effort can be made toward 

self-improvement. While it is true that most personality traits be- 
! :- 
I 

I   come rather firmly engrained by the time adulthood is attained, never- 

theless, conscientious effort coupled with coinj»otont counselling often 

can result in marked improvomont. 
I 

Physical fitness is a relative term, and the degree of fit- 

ness which will be required by a prospective employor will depend upon 

the nature of the Job to be filled. There are those Jobs which 

necessitate physical perfection by reason of the demands oodo by them 

in terms of physical effort and exertion; on the other hand, there ore 

many positions which can bo filled satisfactorily by persons with minor 

physical disabilities. The retiring serviceiaan may expect, in his quest 

for civilian employment, to be asked to undergo thorough medical exami- 

nations which are initiated by the conpany with which he seeks enploy- 

ment. Many firms today have specific physical standards, but these are 
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often found to vary somewhat with the natu.'e of the work to be done. 

Again, the ex-eerrioeoan le In a position of advantage, since in most 

cases be will have been pronounced physically able as the result of 

medical tests conducted prior to hit r^tirtoent. By reason of the oodical 

facilities at the disposal of the serriceoan during his career, the chair os 

are great that his own condition will in all probability bo better than 

many of the civilians with whom he is ooopeting. The importance of a 

conpleto, pre-retlreoDnt physical check-up cannot be ovor-oqphaoiied. 

Tboso irregularities which are found to exist should be corrected, so tint 

the serviceoon, upon retirooent, will be in position to withstand the 

pro-eaployaent medical exaoinations which he is certain to encounter. 

Specific aptitude is necessary to qualify for Jobs and 

positions of a technical nature. A aachlnist, for exaople, oust have 

aptitude in dealing with the aachlne he is aselgned to operate; the 

truck driver must demonstrate a proficiency for driving; the sales- 

person must have an aptitude for retail soiling; and the office clerk 

oust possess a knowledge of office procoduroe, record keeping, and the 

Like. The serviconan returning to civilian life will possoos those 

individual aptitudes which wore developed by him during his military 

career. Fortunately, many of those developed will fit in nicely with the 

demands of civilian onploynent; unfortunately, in many cases, they will 

not. However, it should be roalized that aptltudeo can bo developed, 

and that the age of the ei-servicenan will probably not hinder thoir 

development in him. 

A certain nunbor of servicemen returing to civilian life will 



not have developed those aptitudes vhlch oan bo of direct uoo to hin in 

his civilian pursuits. In those cases, it is veil for hin to undergo a 

series of aptitude tests which will predict those latent abilities which 

have not becooe crystalited. Testing services of this type ere available 

through the Veterans Adninistration, or tbrougb other public or private 

vocational guidance agencies. 

The sorvicexoan who Is returning to civilian life after re- 

tlreoent will probably find a nore hisaane, tolerant, industrial setting 

than existed when be first eobarked upon his military career, since 

human factors are becoming more and more recognised in the industrial 

situation (6).  Certainly the approach to hiring individuals for 

particular Jobs has changed. It has been realised for some time that 

industrial production is dependent largely upon two things: The 

employment of people who can do their Jobs well; and the ezietenco cf a 

high degree of morale among the goup of employees. In other words, an 

Important aim of buainees today is to build a happy, efficient, and 

thus more productive organization. Increasing eophaela is being placed 

upon personnel, and upon the human relations which are necessary in 

order to get ny Job done well. 

As the economic situation is today, the retiring serviceman 

oan look with confidence upon obtaining a Job which is to hie liking, 

providing ha meets the basic requirements which have been sot forth* 

Somo may become apprehensive over the fact that they lack the particular 

training necessary for those Jobs which are available. In such cases, 

the serviceman will be interested to learn of the forward steps which 
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r have been taken by Induatry in tho re&ln of Job training. It ie 

charaeteristlo today for the progreaslTe inäuotrial fim to bavo its own 

training prograzas which are designed to orient the inozperloncod worker 

in respect to the now Job be is going to undertake. In the noin, these 

training programs are of two varitles. One type, on-the-Job instruction, 

consists of training tho worker wh^le he is actually porforolng the Job 

assigned hiu. The other, off-the-Job instruction, is a nore foroal 

syeteo of training eobodying eoae classroon principles, and is renoved 

fron» the actual Job setting. A conblnatlon systen involves the utiliza- 

tion of aspects of both r-aethods to advantage. 

The occupational areas chosen by tho retiring oorvicenan will 

be governed by factors other than his own personal qualifications. He 

will, of course, have a choic in the matter, and the choice he makes will 

have a bearing on his civilian adjustment in general. As Centers (U) has 

pointed out, it is an established fact that varying degrees of prestige, 

esteem, remuneratiot, and social status accrue to individuals as the 

result of the vocational pursuits they follow. Then, too, he will 

scrutinize carefully what tho Job has to offer to him. If he is an 

average individual, the  chances are that he will look first to Job 

security, then to the opportunities for advancement afforded by the Job, 

and than to the type of work itself, before coneidering other factors. 

At least, this seeue to be a typical pattern set among American workers, 

according to a report of research conducted by Jurgonsen (8), Hlo 

ultimate vocational adjustment will be brought about through self- 

realization of his own personal goals, abilities, responalbilitioo, and 



desires, which oust correlate with the typo of vork he ovoataally chooses. 

The retiring aervlcenan need have no fear of civilian life and 

his pursuit of adequate civilian eqplcynent. His aany years of cllltary 

life should, If anything, be of distinct advantage to hlu. Es should 

OT^ergo a csature individual, with a degree of insight not shared by ^any 

with vhoc be will cor^eto for ooployaent. Iccnoolc conditions reoaining 

good he can expect industry to be prepared to consider hin for eaploy-. 

nunt for which be can best qualify. Bs will cocpote on equal terns with 

others; ho should, therefore, expect no special dispensations, nor should 

he need to expect them. What he has to offer as a prospective eoployee 

will be evaluated carefully, and his ultimate Job placecent will depend 

upon the caliber of hie personal qualifications. 
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The problo.-a faced by the retiring eorvicoian In obtaining 

satisfactory civilian enployoent will be leseened if be has a co^lete 

understanding of the qufillflcatlons currently soughtldja applicants for 

work by buslnesa and industrial fine. 

Selective ooployoent aethcds are used by mnngouont oxtdnsively 

today, since It Is reallted that correct Job placenent is necessary to 

insure ufflcient production.    In utilizing such oethods, effort is uade 

to appraloe each applicants personal qualifications and to relate 

these to the Job for which he is a candidate. 

In the filling of Jobs of any ir^Kirtance, euployers in general 

look for the following qualities in evaluating applicants:    (1)    A 

satisfactory level of general Intelligence;    (2) a stable, woll balanced 

personality;    (3) physical fitness;    and (U)  specific aptitude in re- 

lation to the demands of the Job to be filled. 

The retiring sorvicoaan should seek counsel so that he will 

gain on understanding of his own abilities as they pertain to positions 

in which ho is interested.    A knowledLge of those personal assets he kto 

will pertoit a nore intelligent Job search and those latent abilitl^'' 

which wore nut devolopod during his military career can be cultivated 

through the formal Job training which is afforded by aost industrial 

firuis. 

Eiuipped with insitjht into his own qualifications, together 

with the röqulrGnonts eot Ijorth b^ rnanageaent today, the reblWrig 

15 



aervlceoan can look forward with confidence on procuring civilian 

ec^loyoent which Is to hie liking and In kooplng with hie overall 

aptitude level. 
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ragggg OF WB SOBnTAL 

fi. B. Lewi» 
Lt. Col. THAT (MC) 
School of ATlation Medicine 

In the pact oeny military poreonnel baTe failed to eecape after 

surrender due to eeveral eaoeee: (l) lack of knowledge of one's rights 

to escape as laid down la International lav; (2) fear of being court- 

martialed for desertion often nugnented by threats of senior officers to 

press such charges; and (3) lack of training in surriTal and guerrilla 

warfare (essential items for surriTal; sufficient skill to lite off the 

land; tact In dealing with native inhabitants). 

In not a few instances energetic end aggr^ssiTe military personnel 

hare evaded capture by quick and posltve action before the enemy could 

round up and isolate prisoners. In quite a number cf such Instances 

these IndiTiduals rendered a service to their country by continuing 

action against the enemy by harassing lines of coomunlcation, gathering 

military information as to enemy troop etrengtha and locations, air fields, 

airplanes, etc., and setting up clandestine radio transmitters to relay 

the above informatioo to our own forces. Others who escaped captuxe 

surrendered voluntarily at a later date because they found it too 

difficult to live away from civlliiation. A greater number failed to 

take advantage of the opportunities to escape due to lack of action and 

thought. 

The problem of survival after one is actually a prisoner and confined 



It a dlffleult one, ospoelalXy when the enemy does not ebooee to abide 

by tte Oenevn Conventl«3n. Food and medical aupplles are necessary for the 
al 

■ftlntananoe of physical health, lbs Intemation/Red Cross can do ouch in 

this xegund, provided the enemy Is sufficiently honane to allow the pro- 

per agsnoles to distribute the supplies. In the Philippines the Japanese 

refused to allow this, and as a result only a snail percentage of the total 

food and medical supplies reached the people for whom they were intended. 

The mental state and morale of prisoners are generally poor because 

of the very nature of their role ae prlßoners. Adequate food and free- 

dom from disease are potent factors. Another important factor, and one 

over which our own military establisbment has seme control, is that of 

promction of prisoners of war. To hare one's promotion blocked while a 

prisoner is a serious morale factor. This was done by the Army in World 

War II and was considered by the prisoners to be essentially a penalty 

for becoming involved in a situation for which the prisoners were not 

responsible. 

Another psychological consideration is that of encouraging personnel 

to evade capture by assuring them of promotion and inclusion in any re- 

munerative benefits (such as the $1.00 per day allowed prisoners of war). 

Many of these men in the Philippines did a definite service while 

evading capture but were denied the above considerations. 

A third problem has to do with the relationship of prisoners, and 

especially evadees, to the native population. This is very important 

when the population 1B friendly. Success of escape to our own lines or 

of actions against the enemy often depended on an adeq'iate understanding 
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and respect of tb> cuatooe, habits, and language of these natlres. If 
i 
ä 

prisoners or etadees were authorised to pronlse cmapensatlon, to be paid 

at a later date by our Qoreraaent, for aaterlals or serrlces rendered by 

IndlTlduals In the native population, success would more XUcely be assured. 



Tbe protlta of prltooM« of «or can bo dlrided into two pbaaea: (1) 

that pariod vbaa oaptoia Aa laslnant; and (2) that parlod when capture 

la a raalltj. A third phaao covering the poat-prlaoner period need not 

be oonaldered here. 

The first phaae la gonerallj abort and requires quick decialoo and 

action on the part of the defeated. In our military achoola ouch tine 

la apent teaching how to win battlea. Little or no' time ia ntllised 

teaching IndlTiduala "?hat tc do when battlea are lost and acrrender la 

neceaaary. Ia one obliged to accept capture when escape is reasonably 

poasiblet Should one obey the coomander's order to surrender and be 

captured when be is in the hands of the enemy at the tine be issued the 

ordert lapoleon recognised the danger of obeying orders from a captured 

copnander, and international law ia quite clear on the matter. 

In our military training instruction on surrival and guerrilla war- 

fare would be invaluable to individuals at times when capture is a 

certainty unless evasive action is Initiated. Such instruction should 

Include lists of all Items of personal equipment desirable to make sur- 

vival either alone or in small groups feasible. Since weight is all 

important, only essential items should be considered and these, of course, 

would vary for different theaters of operations. Food is bulky, so every 

effort must be made to teach personnel to live off the land. 

In the Philippine campaiGn not a few young energetic officers 

desired to escape to the hills after the formal surrender end before 

prisoners could be gathered together and Isolated, In several instancee 
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their superior« threatened to prefer charges of desertion after the war 

against such indiriduals if they escaped. In another instance a captured 

cooMuoder sent American officers, with the eneny's permission, to the 

hills in an effort to force escaped military personnel to surrender,again 

with the threat of chargee of disobedience to orders being filed after 

the war. Bven though one may be quite sure he is in the right he is 

apt to procrastinate and surrender Just because he is not posit ire of 

his rights, and, knowing the penalty for desertion in tlae of war, does 

not prefer to Jeopardite his position in any way. Adequate instruction 

in our military schools would do much to aUeriate situations as men* 

tioned abore. 

Quite a number of officers did escape innediately after the surreal» r 

and continued to fight against the enemy. By so doing they rendered a 

definite eervlce to their country by harassing the enemy, gathering 

military information concerning enemy troop strength and location, air 

fields, etc., and setting up aiandestine radio transmitters used to 

send out Information of military ralue to our forces. Strangely, one 

could almost have picked out, by their physical and psychological make- 

up, even before the war, the ones who would hare been expected to do 

as they did at the end cf the Philippine campaign. As a rule those who 

eecaped were athletic, aggressive in thought and action, coopared to the 

greater number who had the same opportunity to escape but who showed 

IndeciBlon, reticence, defeatist attitudes, and were willing to "Just 

sit and see what happens." Other indiriduals eraded capture but sur- 

rendered voluntarily within a few months due to lack of sufficient skill 



to exist Is the hills. 

The problem of eonrlTal after one Is actually a prisoner and behind 

baited wire is a difficult one. So ouch depends on the nature of the 

enemy and luck. The Qenere Convention Is a very fine Instrument on paper, 

but In our situation In the Philippines It «as a farce, even though the 

Japanese Ootenaent promised the Obi ted States that It would abide by It. 

In taUdng to former prisoners of Germany I gained the Inpresslon that 

they fared better than Japanese prisoners, but In many Instances the 

Genera Contention and international law were not adhered to. I also hare 

been told from authentic sources that some 3,000 Japanese soldiers died 

while prisoners of the United States In the Philippines in the first 6 

months after their capture. If this Is true, it Is a definite blotch 

on our one record. It has been much too often the case to blame such 

catastrophes on the time worn excuse of "Vallltary necessity." 

The question arises whether prisoners of war should be written off 

as lost and left entirely at the mercy of their captors, or If definite 

efforts should be made by our own agencies to help them stay all re. If 

the former attitude is accepted, only the few prisoners and tlwir re- 

latlrely few relatlres at hone would be inrolred, which is of no measur- 

able significance as far as the entire national effort is concerned. I 

personally rebel against this rlew, although one must adrilt it has 

practical aspects. 

If the second rlew is accepted, the question arises what can be done 

to augment the prisoner's mental as well as physical health. This latter 

problem of physical health is easily answered since only two things are 
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required: (1) food, and (2) nedlc&l supplies. The lutematlonal Bel 

Cross Is an agonoy autborited by the Genera Convention to dellrer such 

■aterlala and also to anttaorlte their distribution. This latter author- 

ity vas the Joker in our situation in the Philippines, since the Jepaneee 

vould not allow International Bed Cross rsprssentatlTes to enter prisoner 

of var canps. As a result the Japanese took what food and medicine they 

desired for thenselTes and gave only what they pleased to the prisoners. 

Whether the aid and comfort given the eneay by such action outweighed the 

benefit derived fron the food and uediclne by the prisoners Is difficult 

to answer. 

The mental health of prisoners of war deserves more attention and is 

a very fertile field. SurriTal in many Instances was olosely associated 

with mental outlook and morale. Meny IndlTlduals Just gave up and could 

see no reason to carry on. Many factors, some of which were beyond con- 

trol, had a part in the mental states of prisoners. Adequate food and 

freedom from diseaae are loportant factors. 

The factors about which aomething can be done deaerve serious con* 

sideration. Perhaps the most important of these is the policy of pro- 

motion of prisoners. It was the policy of the United States Azmy to 

block the promotion of their military pereonnel when they became pri- 

soners of war. Such a decision is tantamount to penallting individuals 

for becoming involved in a situation over which they had no control and 

were In no way responsible. That wae a bitter pill to awallow, especially 

when you were captured in the first few months of a three and one-half 

years war, Prlsonsrs began to wonder if we were Justified in crlticlting 
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the Japaneae for their Injuttlces vhen our own people were treating ua 

imjaatlj* What ham wouM have reaulted had prlaoners been promoted to 

the easne gradea or raüka, vhile they «ere Incarcerated, at the aaoe 

time aa the groupa of IndlTlduala vlth vh<n they entered the aerrlceT That 

Injuatloe la heiag carried down tc the present In the United States Air 

Force, since one of the criteria for tenporary proootlon to a higher grade 

depends on the date of the last promotion. Obviously, prisoners who were 

not liberated until the end of the war are penalised by such a policy. 

(The Amy does not use such a criterion.) 

Another psychological consideration Is the natter of rewarding 

those who evaded capture. In July 19^5 an Amy regulation was Issued 

for ex-prisoners of war, which stated In substance that ex-prisoners of 

war would be promoted to the grade or rank they presumably would have 

attained had they not been captured. Evadeea were not considered under 

this regulation. Furthermore, in many instances of ex-prisoners great 

difficulty was encountered In convincing the board concerned to pass on 

these cases that a certain grade or rank would have presumably been 

attained. Certainly, Individuals who evaded capture, and In many in- 

stances offered further resistance to the enemy, should have been Included 

within the scope of such a regulation. In fact, these individuals should 

have been promoted at least with their service oonteaporarieu while 

they were operating in enemy-held territory. If such a policy were in 

effect it would encourage personnel to evado capture, 

A third problem has to do with the relationship of prisoners, and 

more especially evadees, to the native population. This is most important 
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«ban the native population Is friendly to our own country, aa vaa the 

caae la Europe, China, Philippines, last Indies, etc.. In World War II. 

The chances of surrlTal snd successful operation are enhsnced vhen the 

custoos, language, and habits of the native Inhabitants are kncvn by 

prisoners or ersdees. Excellent cooperation sad even recrutlng of native 

personnel can often be aoconpllshed by using knowledge of the sbove. 

Failure to respect local custoos and habits may and has led the native 

Inhabitants to side with the ensny. Their assistance to accooipllsh 

missions In eaeoy^held territory csnnot be over eophaslsed, whether the 

mission Is action against the enemy or escape to our own lines. Con* 

slderable care, however, must be exercised In taking native Inhabitants 

Into confidence. In the Philippines failure to exercise sufficient care 

In this respect In several Instances resulted In capture when enemy 

troops were led to the spot by persons previously considered IOTSI. In 

some such cases rewards offered by the enemy to those who gave Infor- 

mation as to the whereabouts of Americans was sufficient to overbalance 

any feeling of loyalty. Such unfortunate occurrences could be prevented. 

In part at least, If prisoners, or more especially evadees, were author- 

ised to promise individuals remuneration by our Government at a later 

date for sezrlces rendered or for supplies, such as food. 
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PRISOODR CuT WAB SÜRYim 

Bocoanendatloos 

1. That all!tarj •cboolB Include In their curricula coursee la 

vhlch the rights and obllgatlaos of military personnel shout to he oade 

prisoners of war are explained. 

2. That training in surrind and guerrilla varfare he glren all 

military personnel hefore going Into comhat. 

3. That aggrsssiTe and energetic menhers of couibat units he se- 

lected sod trained as leaders in escape operations. 

k.   That escapees and evadees he assured that they will not he 

penalized as far as promotion or receiring special monetary consideration 

(as accorded prisoners of var in World War II) for their escape or 

evasion of capture. 

5. That actual prisoners of var he promoted at the same time as 

their serrice contenporarlas even though they are incaroerated, 

6. That military personnel he given instruction concerning the 

character, customs, and language of the people who are native to the 

theatre of military operations. 

7. That prisoners, escapees, and evadees he authorized to promise 

monetary rewards to native Inhabitants for materials or services rendered 

for aiding escape or for action against the enemy. 
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4   QPALum Yi   ULiJüLU 8   O 

tgl-#91    ISAIlTIIg   XJ   £JU   AJL1    JLSJLSJ5 

SIAIF STÜDT PBIPiKSD 1G3 TBI AIH fOHCS 

Chariot   Linlmrg 

ISCffiLBii 

riHDIFOSj 

C0K3LDSI0HS: 

HBCOIalMMTIONS: 

A question has prison concerning the usofalness of on- 

the-job training' as a substitute for foroal training in 

the Air force. 

This study presents evidence thp.t on-the-Job nethods of 

training alono are inadotuato to ueet the requirements 

of the Air Force for training.    It points out thr.t tho 

Air force presently lacks tho capacity to produce a 

quality product by neans of such training and that such 

nethods ore likely to bo slow and costly in cou-orvrison 

with fonml training. 

Baaod upon tho tradition of training in the Amod Ser- 

vices,  the clear and oorpelling eccporionco of !forld 

^far II pnd the lessons of related civilian oxporioncc, 

it is concluded thnt the basic training design nest 

suitable for Air ibrce use is fornalized tcchnicr.l trnin- 

iUte supploi:entod by standrrdized on-tho-Job, unit and 

crew training in the operational conoanda. 

It is roconnonded that tho Air Ibrco be t>"uided "by the 

principles which have evolved around vocational technical 

training in civilian experience In establishing firn 

training policy rnd that a conprohonslve peacotlno nastor 

plan bo fbroulatod on this training doslgn.    Hesoarch 



•bonld to directed towurd Inpro^iag, ezpedltiag. and r»- 

doeli« the ooit of fortal training rcther then in looking 

for a tnbititate for it. 



Muman gmm 91 maatm mom 

Th« BtDaaa B«trotkoet DlTlfioii hat reoelred a reqalreoent that roioirch ho 

initiated in ordur to obtain inforuation on lAioh Air Ibree Headquartors Day 

establish fizn policiee eonoosnii^ the following! 

1. The tkille or career fields in whioh on-the-job training con be 

expected to prodaoo a satisfsotoxyp redact. 

2. The niniann aTerago period of on-the-Job training required to 

produce an acceptable product by skill or career field, or in lieu thereof, a 

fomula for conversion of fozoal course lengths to en orerage period of on~ 

ttie-Job epprentice training. 

Z,   The relatire value to the Air force in toros of productivity of 

specialists trained throu^i formal trainlog as conpared with on-the-J6b training. 

In order to determine the feasibility and desirability of conclactlag re- 

search on these problems, a prelinlnary survey has been nado of previous re- 

search results and of nuthoritr.tlvo experience in related areas.    The conclu- 

sions are as follows t 

1«    A rapid sorvoy of the scientific literature reveals that thero are 

no substantial data available which would furnish direct evidence on the. ques- 

tions asked«   Thero is,  however, r tronou&ms onount of reported authoritative 

coperience having direct bearing on the problem.    Such frp^aentary research 

results as can be found support the conclusions of authoritative onperionco. 

2.    The probloDs which cscist in relation to the quality of Air Force 

training cannot be solved by words,  or fomulns, or conversion factors, or 

angle.    The things thot arc required are n cloor statement of objectives, a 

peacetime master plan for trrining all career fields in the licht of such 
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cbJoctlTet* well qualified instmotort, oonprohentlTo curricula, facilltiof raid 

equipnont. And the cducnti^nal and tmlaluß knoir-how to trantforn luch raw 

naterial« Into efficiently operating knowlodges rnd rfdlls.    To tid quality «ill 

require tine ond noney.    the only ioDodiatoly available foundation vpon «hieh to 

tmild «uch a suporstructure la the Individual training progroD of the technical 

schooli.    Such IndlTldual tredniqg conducted in fornal aehoola out bo coordin- 

ated with end supplouentod hy on-tho-Joh, unit and crew training In the opera- 

tional conurnda, 

3«   There are throe readily diacemible criteria ngainst «hlch to 

cTrloato traini%-s    QT9LLITT. TliS, and COST.    Vertlr.e training Ignored coat« 

concentrated on speed, and aoUered quality only by Uniting the «cope of 

traiairwj to frognontisod apodalties.    ffonaally, on increase in quantity or 

quality is acconpanied *oy inoroaslng costs.    The desired ohJootiTo, of course, 

would be to design learning situations «hieh result in a bettor BiBtAMl to Ifltf 

tiae and at roduoed cost.    Zt is ostinatod, for exanplo.  that the SKJ trainer 

oroduced results which showed that, on a 13-hour syllabus, a group of studentsi 

a. Bequirod 674 fewer trials - a 63)1 saving, 

b. Hade 1,511 less errors - a 73j( soring« 

c. Took 43{36 less air hours - a 62^ saving - than the 

aircraft grovp. 

To cite another oxanple, the Civil Aeronautics Adulni strati on re- 

ported very substantial savlx^s brought about through the ostablisfanent of 

especially dosl^nod course of trainix^;.    JOT a description ^f this progran see 

Appendix "A". 

4.    It is past tine for the Air Jbrco to decide what its poocotino 

training doalgn is gn^ng to be,    Oosts can no longer bo ignored.    While the 

tine factor is perhaps less important than during tino of «or, it is over 
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prweat and roqtüros tbr.t my deilgn fcllovo^ by enpablo of rapid accolor-tloa 

terli^ aoMliiatlon*    Foneotlno quality objoetires should aln hl^hor than the 

frogoontlvod qoalltgr pr>dncod during 'JOrid Har XX, 

5. Xt it oontidsrod uaneoettary in thli report to doeunont the faults 

*    and insfflsioncios of tho toohnioal sehcols.   This has been done proriously in 

T&rlous special studies oondncted tor and for tho Indiridnal Troiniqg Division 

(ilRX) and in the U.S. Offioe of Iducation Boport on the Schools of tho Air 

Training Oonaand« 

6. A review of thy reports in the Offioe of the Inspector General in- 

dicates that on base after base of the operational oonoonds. onr-tho-job training 

is a cajor problas.   Vhilo its effectiveness varies by Air force specialty as 

veil as by base, it is on the «hole extrenely unsatisfactory.    Of the roasons 

t'lvon, tho foliowijg eppoor oorc frequently! 

a«    Lack of leadership, 

b.    Lack of porsonnol capable of giving training, 

e.    Failure on the part of responsible individuals to roalizo 

its objectives or inportaaco, 

d«   Lack of training oaterial and facllitios, and 

••    The difficulty of establiflhing and naintaining it in 

addition to tho regular operational activities. 

There is oonaidorablo doubt that on-the-Job training in the iporrx- 

tlonal oounands onu be nadc offoctivo in the next year or so without o^cossivo 

ozpenditure of personnel,  tloo,  and noaoy.    Its overall cost cannot bo conputod 

since tho results of »oor training are frequently hidden in high accident rates, 

depreciated oquipnont, and tho inpact of undue stress on personnel.   Appondlz "B* 

presents further renrrks concomod with oa-the-Job tralnli^j in tho Air Toroe. 

5 
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7.    Tho Air force does not now hare the crpaoitj to prodooo qualified 

^crafttnen nnd crtleant throo^i approntleo training nethofte.    It is apperont 

fron a turroy of air Force portonnol and training docuocnti that the «ordt 

■apprcatico" rjxd MapprQcticeehipR have a quite different neaning than thogr have 

in industrial and edueatiowu. circles.   In the Air Ibree the «ord "approntico" 

apparently is lioited in significance to that of a learner or heglnacr.    In ciril- 

ian life noch noro than this is now icnliod.   According to criteria promulgated hy 

tho national Appronticeship Progran, an epprenticeablo oeaq>atio& is ones 

a.   Vhicfa eustooaril} has been learned in a practical «ay through 

training on the Joh; 

"b.    Whidi is clearly identified and connonly recognised tbroughcrut 

the industry; 

c. Vhich requires 4,000 or noro hours of work experience to Icrrnj 

d. Vhich requires related instruction to auppleuent the work ex- 

perionce (144 hours of such instruction during each year of tho oppronticoship is 

usually considered the nlninun); 

o»    !fhich is not norely part of an occupation already recognised 

as appronticoable hy the Tederal Oonnittee on ApprenticeAip; 

f. Whidh involves tho donrelopncnt of skill sufficiently broad to 

be applicable in like occupations throughout an industry, rother than of ro- 
1 

strictod application to the products of one conpony; 
! 

g. Which does not fall in nay of tho following cato^oriost 

(1) Selling, retailing or ainilrj occupations in the distri- 

butive flold, 

(2) Ilnnogorial occupp.tions, 

(3) Clerical occupations 
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(4) Profossionnl or seniprofestlonal ocaxpntion» (this dotlg- 

nation covers occnpctlons for which ontranee reqnlrenents 

cuatonailly Include education of College level)• 

(5) Agricultural occupations (this designation Includes those 

engaged In the groidng of crops, fruits, nits, etc., and 

the r&lslx^ of llrestock, poultry, etc.). 

In addition to criteria specified ahoye, apprentice training re- 

quires that there ho an approved schedule of work processes to he learned on the 

joh,  that adequate supervision and instruction he available fron Joumeynen crafts- 

nen, and that detailed records he kept of the conpleto learning and production 

process.   A file of descriptive data on apprentice training is asseuhlcd in 

Appendix *O9
0   1 sunnary statcnent on the operation of a sound apprentice training 

prograc in the lord iiotor Oonpany Is presented in Appendix "D-.    Without regrrd 

to the nerlte of apprentice training netfaods,  it should he pointed out that this 

training design has never heen used in the Arned Services with nilitary personnel 

except perhaps in the Savy gun frctcry.    This is not to say that apprentice train- 

ing nethods should not he used for the lioitod peacetine production of crr.ftsnon 

custonarily trained in this aanner in civilian life.    Traditionally, however,  this 

Is not Arned Service design for training. 

8,    The Airnan Career Progrnn will soon he in effect.    In order to 00- 

cone a progran in fact Instead of a pronise,  it will he necosaary that it be 

supported by an adequate training progren which will do nore than provide fa.^ill^J•- 

ization training with operational tasks.    Inadequately standardized, unsupervised 

on-the-Joh training without proper fadlities rjid equipnent cannot he effective 

in training out the deficiencies resulting fron the narrow specialization of war- 

tlue training.   Arned Services training during Vjrld War II was the best nilitary 

training ever acconplished.   A further connent on this training is contained in 
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Appendix •!•«    ttofortunatelj, v&aj of the leeeons learned at the recalt of thle er- 

arlence are feelig forgotten.   Vartice training should be critically rerleved and 

eraluated to preaenre the beet techniqoee and principles derelopei. 

9.    In civilian life indastiy1« requiraaent tot trainix^ is shared with 

Tocationd and technical schools and other foraal edtcational Institutions for 

the training of workers.    The ^rsteo is based on a recognised distinction between 

ehe acquisition of technical knowledge and the derelopneAt of physical or notor 

skill.    The foroer—the acquisition of knowledge—is oore the doaain of the schools, 

jftiile the latter—the derelopnent of skill-is nore the dooain of on-tfae-Job train- 

log and eocperienoe.    The above description, naturally, is an orersinplification of 

uhat actually takes place.   Many skills are learned in schools, and aoch related 

Lnfomation is learned on the Job.    In any case both types of training are necessary; 

they trad to eupplenont each other in practice because neither alone could do the 

whole Job successfully.    It is generally agreed by nao of experience with the 

rohlen of training that a well-rounded program of training will include both 

fornal schooling and on-the-job training.    The proportions of each oay vary depend- 

ing uoon the ratore of the job and the level of the Job.    Vocations requiring ex- 

tensive technical knowledge Include the scientific professions,  engineering, and 

the technical specialists, ttiile vocations requiring extensive physical and notor 

skills include those Jobs for vouch actual Job experience is traditional.    During 

recent yerrs, supervised and planned on-the-Job seasonlrg has ooae to tie regarded 

,3 essential for graduates of fornal training.    A statement on this problet: by 

President Doherty of the Cnrnegle Institute of Technology is presented in Appendix 

"T".    Conversely, fornal instruction has been found to be quite valuable even In 

\ pickle factory.    A statement on this point of vlow is presented in Appendix "G'. 

10.   Based upon the tradition of training in the Arned Services,  the 
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clear and conpell^ng experience of Vorld Var II and the leteont of related 

clYllian axperlence. it It oonelnded that the basic training design nost suit- 

able fbr Air Jttce use is what has cone to be known as vocational-technical 

training.    Appendix *H" presents a sunnaxy description of this type of training 

in civilian experience and adapts selected conclusions of the 1943 Vocational- 

Technical Oosdttee,  sponsored "bj the U. 8. Office of Education,  to the Air force 

Train!i^ Progran.    It is reeonoended that the Air Force be guided by the prin- 

ciples which have evolved around this tgrpe of training In establishing firn 

training policy and that a cooprehenaive percetine naster plan be forrmli-tdd on 

this traidLng design.    Research should, therefore, be directed toward iaproving, 

expediting, and reAicing the cost of fornal training rather than in looking 

for a substitute for it« 



mwaaxi 
ciTiL UKMSM iggJigaAfic» BWEtmoi 

The progran of the QAk it haeed -jpon the nee of qualified ciYilians to 

do an operational Job.    In ooapaap «1th Indaetry, their experience hae daoon- 

etrp.ted the value of appropriate eoureee of training in lopro-flng efficiency 

nad reducing the coate of the prograne.    The etateoent reproduced below polnta 

out the saiiigt to the Oorernnent ae a result of the Air Traffic Control Train- 

ing Program| 

i.  y.rfiintflfi of cini ttmaüisi AaaMttellgfl Tralawt 
Prior to the inavkguratlon of the prloary training program in the Mr 

Trrfflc Control Division of the Civil Aeronautloe Adniaittrr.tlon. a number 

of years* experience had indicated that it took an average of six months, 

from the time an employee «as entered on duty in an alrwy traffic control 

center or an airport traffic control totrr, until the employee «as able to 

assume any of the required duties in assisting the experienced controllers 

in the Job of controlling air treffic. 

TMs six months1 orientation training period «as required because of the 

fact that the training of new employees on the Job «as, of necessity« left 

up to  the older, more exparienced employees, whenever they oould be spared 

from their regular duties.    Orientation training of this type naturally re- 

quired a longer period of *Am& than the organised, streamlined training pro- 

gram which «as initiated early in 1942.    It should be noted that this pro- 

gram has reduced the orientation or primary training period fron six months 

required prior to the start of the program, to a period of ten weeks.    In 

addition to a reduction in traini^ time, the employees are much better trained 

aud are able, upon being transferred to an airway traffic control center or 
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an airport traffic oostrol tower,  to Is: edlately aatvm© thair proporttonat« 

share of the «ork load» 

Heoords «alnitted by each of the eerec air traffic control training 

canters show that e total of 1,678 new eqployeea have been trained durix^ 

t'ie past t%o years.    During the sane two year i>eriod a total of 271 trainees 

hare heen eliminated ftroa tixe service as being unooitable. 

▲ direct cooparison Is Bade below between «hat it would have cost to 

train a total of 1,678 new enployees nnder the old ays ten and what it has 

cost to train the saae nuober of people under the training progma now in 

effect in the Air Traffic Control Division,    1 trainee's salary is $2,160 

per ammo including overtine for a 48-hour work week. 

2*    Savings Effected in Salary Costs 

Salary costs of 1.678 trainees ft»r 6 months' training period     $1,812,240 

Salary costs of 1,678 trainees for 10 weeks* training period 696,883 

Savins in salary costs of 1,678 trainees as a result of a 

reduction in training tine fron 6 nonthi to 10 weeks $1.115,357 

3.    Savings affected as a Result of the EiBlnatlon of 271 Trainee-, as 
yfrqataMe» fortafi Ite First ^rtr Vwv al yfrflr flraMM: 

Under the old systea of training,  the 271 trainees wuld not have been 

eliminated fron the service, as unsuitable, until a greet najority of the 

trainees had conpleted the average six months of training.    By neans of in- 

proved testing procedures it has been possible, under the systea of training 

now in effect,  to ellmii^.te unsuitable trainees during the first thirty days 

of their training.    This has effected a saving of an average of five uonths1 

salary on each of the 271 trainees eliainated as indicated below: 

Salary costs of 271 trainees for six nonths' training period        $292,680 

Salary costs of 271 trainees for one nonth training period 48,780 
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Sevlngt in salary costs of 271 trainees,   eliminated as 

unsuitable within thirty days, as a result of inprored 

trrinlUfc and testing aethods 243,900 

Total caviags to the Oovernnent in salary costs of trainees, 

as a result of a reduction in training tine hy the training 

progran of the Air Traffic Control Division $1,359,257 

Against the savlnge effected in salary costs of the 1,678 trainees, toast 

be charged the cost of the training progran.    There is indicated holow a 

tabulation of the coats of oairtaining the trainii^ progran for the past t«o 

years. 

4. SakSZ of Supervisors *»^ fe^frWrtfrrP 

1   Assistant Chief, Air Traffic Control Division (Training) 

for tw years at $4.380 per annun,  including overtime       $       8,760 

14   Inspectors (aimey and airport) supervising training in 

the seven training centers and on the job,  for t*o 

years at $4,080 per anxroci. Including overtime 114.240 

10 Airway traffic control instructors for tw> years at 

$3,480 per annuct, including over tine 69,600 

11 Airport traffic control instructors for two years at 

$3,120 per annmn,  Including overtlue 68.640 

Total salary costs of supervisors and instructors for two $     261,240 

years 

5. Cost of Training Center Quarters and louinaent 

Cost of rental of quarters for seven training centers for $       38,656 

tvio years 

Cost of training center equipnent and supplies 17,600 
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6.    jMaaiadittga 9t aaiaUg feaJa 

Salaries $ 261.240 

Cost of training oent«r quarters 38,656 

Cost of training center equlpLA&t cad supplies 17,500 

Total cost of training prograa for tvo years $ 317,396 

Savings in salary costs as & result of the training prograa     $1,359,257 

Cost of training progran for two years 317,396 

Total savings to Governnent as a result of the Air 

Traffic Control Trplning Progran $1,041,861 

,?hile there seoas to be little doubt that e. well organized technical 

training prograia can cut training tloe and reduce training costs,  the reader 

is ceutloned against drawing generalized inferences for the Air Jbrce upon 

the "basis of oversinplified coEparieonB. 

The relationships aDong quaüty, tine,  and cost factors In Air Force 

tralnisg are exceedingly oonplex and cannot be denonstrated quite so simply, 

Further considerption of this probleo is contained in "Bvaluatli^j Apprentices 

Cost of Training and the Value of Production of Apxjrentices," by 0/ L, Harvey, 

a publication available froa the Bureau of Apprentice Training, Departnent of 

Labor, 
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0N-THE-J03 THAI IHK Ig THS AIR IOBCI 

Air Torce Ragulation 50-23 assigns the responsibility for on-the-Jol) train- 

ing to Air Force conr^nders at all lerels end specifies that technical assist- 

ance as required will be furnished by on-the-job training specialists of the 

Air Training Connand.    Since ATR 50-23 has been in effect only since 5 January 

1950,   It Is understood that little has yet been acconplished in achicnring the 

objectives set forth. 

A careful scrutiny of MR 50-23 would lead one to believe that essential 

elecents required for the success of on-the-job training have not been pro- 

vided.     In order that sone of these eleaents nay be provided,  there is repro- 

duced here pertinent oaterial furnished by the Trade and Industrial Iducation 

Division of the U.  S. Office of Education. 

On-the-Job training requires specific planning and attention, including 

the follovfing: 

1. Selecting the workers who will do the training and acquainting them 

with the job to be done.    It is understood that they should be thoroughly 

skilled In those phases of the trade they are going to teach and that they 

should be definitely interested in the progress of learners on the job, 

2. Listing the jobs that are to be taught, 

3. Listing the operations in each job, 

4. Analyzing each operation tc determine what the learner must do 

and what he must know. 

5. Preparing lesson plans on the basis of the operations each of 

which may require one or more lessons. 

In teaching skills the job instructor will ordinarily proceed about as 
I 

follows: 
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1. Ee vlll fled out what the learner knows about the operation by 

questions and discussions, 

2. He will tell hlo how the operation Is parforoed and demonstrate 

slowly at the sane tine pointing cut any dangers or hazards that should be 

guarded against. 

3. He will hare the learner perforn the operation aeeistiog hin If he 

needs hslp. 

4. He will hare tho learner repeat the operation several tines until 

satisfied that he can do It safely. 

5. The Instructor will check occasionally with the learner to see that 

he Is following correct work and safety habits. 

On the Job training will Involve rsalnly the teaching of skills,  however. 

It Is well to renenber that there are other recognized teechirg situations that 

will need attention such as loparting necessary technical Infomatlon and 

also developing a proper job attitude on the part of the learner.    The instruc- 

tional nethods used will, of course, vary with the particular teaching situa- 

tion *aced by the instzuctor. 

It Is often assuned that a competent supervisor or R skilled workuAn 

who knows his Job also knows how to toach the skills of his job to others. 

This is not the case, as the job of torching is entirely different fron that 

of dolig.    The efficient instructor nust know not only how to perforn the 

operation to be taught but also how to teach it. 

Instructing is siailar to any other skilled occupation and the success- 

ful job instructor will use those nethods and techniques which have been 

developed and generally accepted as effective. 

( 
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It nay be of further atsiitanee to reriew the reconnended ninlnon criteria 

*      for approrel of on-the-job training prograne for Teterans.    In the reterani1 

training prograo oa-the-job training aeans any fora of training in a Job in any 

Induetry or occupation whish reouiret a ninlouo of 500 hour« of training, work 
i 
i 

experience, and related or technical training to attain reasonable cometeney. 

and in which there is cuatonarily a differential betvesn the beginning «age and 

the vage paid a trained worker, 

«TAwmTnw sa tfraovAL oy ygmAm« OW-THI>.TCB ramnn 

The state ap^roviig agency should consider for approval only those es- 

tabllshnents offering training prograos tfcich are eubnltted in conforoity 

with the above specifications and should approve only those found upon invest- 

igation to have net or nade provision for neetlng the following criteria: 

1. The training content of the progran is adeq^vse to qualify the 

veteran for appointaent to the Job for which he is to bs trained. 

2. There is reasonable certainty that the Job for which the veteran 

is to be trained will be available to hin at the end of the training period 

as is evidenced by such factors as the ratio of trainees, veteran and non- 

veteran, to trained workers, 

3. The Job Is not in % standard «age classification, in which pro- 

gression and appolntnent to the next higher classification eure based upon such 

factors as length of service and normal turnover, and not upon skills learned 

through organised training on the Job. 

4. The wages to be paid the veteran for each successive period of 

training are not less than those customarily paid in the establlshnent and the 

connunity to a Earner in the sane Job «ho is not a veteran, and are in con- 

fornlty with state and federal laws and applicable bargaining agreements. 

5. The Job customarily requires a period of training thioh Justifies 

the setting up of a complete progran of not less than 500 hours of training. 

16 
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6«   Thf length of the training period it no longer than th *•. custon- 

arlly required by the ettabllshnent and other eetabliahnenti In the conuaunlty 

to provide the trainee ulth the required eldlle, arrange for tha aoquirlng of 

Job knowledge, teohnlcal Inforattion, and other facte *hlch the trainee will 

need to learn In order to becone eoqpetint on the job fbr «hioh he li being 

trained« 

7. ProTleion is laade fbr related Inetnrtion. 

8. There le In the eetabllcfament, adequate epace,  equlpnent, Instruc- 

tional material, and inetxuctor personnel to provide satisfactory training 

on the job. 

9. Adequate records are kept to show the progress aade by the veteran 

toward his job objective. 

10. Appropriate credit is given the veteran for previous job experience, 

whether in military service or elseuhere, his beglnnix« wage adjusted to the 

level to which such credit advances hin, and his training period shortened 

accordingly. 

11. A copy of the training progreo as approved by the state agency is 

provided to the veteran by the employer. 

12. Upon completion of the training, the veteran is given a certificate 

indicating the length end type of training provided and attestiz^ to his compe- 

tency in the Job fbr uhich he «as trained. 

13. Smployees of the establishment are advised of the trainix^ program. 

14«   The apnroving agency should have accesc to the establishment for 

the purpose of assisting in the development and improvement of the training 

program. 
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It is sobnlUod that a contldcrablt effort will b« raquirdd before Air 

Tbree on-the-Job training can neet toe standards listed hy the U. 8. Office 

of Sducetion or Veterans Adzdnistration. Without standard opeitttlng prooeduret 

and specified training standards, it is not tc he expected that a quality pro- 

duct will he produced« 
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ngggataiaai gjaum ISM mug 
ibttracttd fro« • falfc Iqr 
irchlt A. Paarton, KeiM^er 

draining 3Jepartntnt, ford Motor Company 

Agprentietthip traiBlcg 1>«gBa in ford Motor CoBpnny in 1915 and baa 

1>«tn In oontliiions oporatlon «TW lino«,   fho original purpose of the orograa 

na« to Iraln young B«B to 'beoofio jotimagraoa tool and die ■alcert.   fho needs 

of ttit oomsay for aore JourasonBan resulted in the establishaent of apprentice- 

fcJiij>s in »^ i^ittl©?»! ti-ades.   At present, «e have epprentioeahlps in 18 

trades«   they inoli^dst   tool, die» looonotlTe naehinist, hydraulic saints»* 

anes, pyronetry, heat treat, roll tarnli« and grinding* electric maintenance, 

plumber plpefitting, etc   larollmsnt since World Her II has «reraged 1228 

. -        apprentioes ^sr month. 

Since 1941, the program has operated under the leadership of a Joint 

ippreaticeAlp Oomaittss oonpossd of five managsment representatives and 

five representatives of the IX4V-0I0,   This committee meets weekly to consider 

and approve applications and to hear and decide on apprentice matters accordlx^ 

to the standards that have been sst up for sach of the 18 trades.   All of our 

standards are registered «ith tile Bureau of Apprenticeship of the tteited 

States Department of labor.    Local representatives of ths Sureau of apprentice- 

ship attend the meetiigs of our Joint Apprenticeship Committse and render 

valuable assistance. 

Because of the siss and conplsrity of our operations, it is necessary to 

provide related training three times each day in each of ths ten-week terms 

of instruction.   Apprentices working on ths midnight shift attend classes at 

i 8|00 A.II. m ths mornlog; those working on the afternoon shift attend at 
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1:30 P.K,; iJille apprentices worklx^ on the day shift attend at 3|45 P.l-i. 

&ch class period Is 1 l/4 hours long,    lach apprentice gets related In- 

struction two to three tines per week throughout his apprenticeship and 

a oonqaarable aaount of outside study is required.   All instruction is 

giren the apprentice on his own tliae,   Xrery effort is made to correlate 

the classrcom instruction with the Aop work of the apprentice« 

Our ezj^Tienee indicates that sound training in the shop is Just as 

inportant as organised instruction.   Daring the working day, the appren- 

tice receives instruction in the shop fros» mi szf^müit® »hap iastructor. 

The shop instructor assigns the apprentice to his initial Job, sees that 

he receives progressive training, is transferred froo one type of work 

to another, and that his progress is satisfactory. 

For example, if the apprentice is to operate a nachine, the instruc- 

tor assists in setting up the Joh, sharpening and adjusting the tools, 

selecting feeds and speeds, and then possibly takes the first cut. After 

sufficient time has been spent \&th the apprentice on this oachlne, which 

is new to hin, the machine is then turned over to the apprentice who pro- 

ceeds with the operation. The shop instructor remains with the epprentice 

until he has acquired sufficient skill to work on his own. 

Thereafter,  Jobs are assigned by the line foreman in ascending de- 

grees of difficulty.    Constant follow up of each apprentice by the shop 

instructor takes place throughout the working day.    When questions con- 

cerning the work at hand arise during the absence of the shop instructor, 

the Job foreman and the Journeyman give the required assistance.   All 

initial explanations of nanufacturing processes, use of machines,  safety 

regulations, etc., are given by the shop instructor. 

Very accurate records are maintained of the apprentice's progress, 

both in the shop and in the organised Instruction.    Satisfactozy progress 
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r in each, in aocordane« %lth the staMard« that have been established for 

each trade, is required of «rery apprentice.    If hs falle behind, the 

shop instructor and the classroon instructor are reaiy to render assistance* 

If it appears that he is a nisf it, his record is carefully reviewed by the 

Joint Apprenticeship Oommittee.    Re is interviewed by meohers of the COSK 

nittee and either placed on probation or renoved frca the course« 

Since 1933. we have graduated 6,127 apprentices to journeyman status. 

Bach graduate is supplied with a c rtificate bearing the signatures of 

nanegeoent and TU.W-CIO rspresentatiTee, as veil as that of the Director 

of the Bureau of Apprenticeship.    That certificate means that every grad- 

uate has successfully completed four years of vell-roimded training in 

the trade of his choice.    He is a journeyman in every sense of the word« 

Skill is essential in American industry.    Industry, if it is to sur- 

vive, met perpetuate that skill.    Industry can't escape this responsibility. 

The development of dcill can't be left to chance.    Organized programs mast 

exist«    It is industry's responsibility alo^g with that of labor and the 

public to see that such a program is in existence. 

Apprenticeship has stood the test of tine.    It has been proven to be 

one of the soundest educational devices.    It is the product of nan's crea- 

tive pursuits throughout the ages.    It has proven itself flexible enough 

to serve modern industry provided industry «ill accept its services.    His- 

tory has shown that if we want the best from apprenticeship, we must put 

the best into apprenticeship. 

Hi^i standards must be established and followed. A paper program is 

about as valuable to industry and to labor and to the public as the paper 

on which it Is written.    Standards, as I understand them, mean actual day 
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to day, Dontto in and nonth out. year In and year out, perfcraanca.    I refer 

to standards regarding; 

Selection of appr*»ticee, 

Botaied work experience essential ibr future efficient T>erforaanee( 

Organised related instruction of high quality. 

Satisfactory Job performance, hoth in the shop and in the related in- 

struction. 

Careful selection of work eoperiences, and 

Standards of personal conduct. 
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CHA5Acmmicg g niggiia iaap sayicis raiiyi» HMI» 

la !%rch 1946, 256 «teeatort out of 300 recolTing inqulrlM, gave their 

opinion« o& the nerltt of «arttae training prograne oondooted 'by the irnad 

Serrioae aa ooatrasted tdth eaoh reepoadent'e «ocpwienoe as an educator in 

ciYil life,    the inquiry font me a check liet of ten features often nen- 

tioned UM oharaoteristic of Aroed Servicee training.   The ten characteristics 

and the raapcnse regaräii« the «ctest p «hich each respondent had ohsenred 

each feature In his Aroed Serrlce experience are tabulated in the table 

helovt 

Characterietloe Obsessed in Amed Services Training Programs 

 ""                                  Bo Order of 
Characteristics Yes Bo Besponse frequency of 

Affirmatives 
Clarity and definiteness of alms 324 23 11 2 
EliQinating nonessential content 205 36 17 4 
Here frequent achievement testing 185 59 14 5 
Helpful supervision of instruction 1^2 94 22 10 
Mors in-service teacher training 143 99 16 9 
Here and better use of visual aids 238 10 10 1 
More * learning by per«oxDancsw 219 27 12 3 
Better classroom discipline 177 54 27 6 
Snail classes and individual work 147 95 15 8 
Short inteudve courses open to studente 

qualified and «anting them 160 76 23 7 

As «as pointed out by one of the respondents to the survey, these prin- 

ciples originated in civilian education and were adopted by the Armed Ser- 

vices to the «ctent indicated in the table.   They are simply good principles 

of training, 

aaa mm mmsam mam mom 
Ken had to be trained to fight under all conditions, everywhere in the 

I world.   Technological okanges and indentions came so rapidly that weapons 



which wero up to date «h« D«H used them in training oft« beeaiat ohaolote 

hy the time those men went into action   TeletcopM and radar tets often were 

out of date before they reached battle.   The P-40 was a good fLghter plans 

in 1940. hut it hy obsolete by J942, szoept fbr training.    Little of the 

finest equipoent of 1943 «as of noch combat worth in 1944.    Wartime train- 

ing naturally had to be geared to the rapidly changing tschnology.   Ken 

were brought up to a point of readiness throu^i formal methods of training 

and kept ready through continued operatioaal training either on the Job 

or off the Job, 

Training aims were nearly always concrete and limited, ad hoc rather 

then general.   The primary object was not to teach men all there was to 

know about anything.    It always was to teach them how to perform a set 

number of operations or duties as individual members of a disciplined team» 

The Air forces were trainii£, not pilots «ho knew all about the theory of 

flight-, but pilots «bo could fly planes in coubat.   The Corps of Siglneers 

trained, not civil ogineers, but engineers who were bridge builders or 

demolition experts.    It can be argued «1th considerable truth thttt this 

is not education, but tpecialised assembly-line technical training. 

Jobs were analysed and divided into component skills.    Bavigators sel- 

dom lerrned how to pilot planes.    In fact,  they did not even Isarn a great 

many things a navigator ought to know.    Biflemen did not receive advanced 

training in machine guns.    Tank drivers did not receive instruction in how 

to perform major repairs on their own tanks.   Sach man assigned for instruc- 

tion in an enlisted nan's occupational specialty was given the same uore or 

less standardised training in that specialty.   When he completed that train- 

ing he could perform according to specified standards a certain operation in 
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( a äeflslto way, and he could raplae« another iliallarly trained nan without 

great loaa to team or unit efficiency. 

Tloe did not peralt the derelopoent of the well-rotinded IndlTidual or 

eren of the all-round soldier. Speed, q>eelallzation, and atandardizatlon 

were the IsperatlTes« 

The Amed Bertieee would hare preferred to he acre leisurely and to giro 

all trainees a greater Tariety of trainli«.    The Services, however, acted 

on the premise that tine was of the essence.    It follows that nen had to he 

taoght not what it would he well for them to know, hat what they oust know 

in order to surviwe individually and help the team to win. 

lien learned the "how" of an occupational specialty, and training was 

primarily designed to increase tactical proficiency.   The query most often 

met in training camps of World Var II was, "Bow does it workt"   And to this 

question there usually was added another, "Can you do it under comhat condl- 

tionsT"   Training was satisfactory «hen the answer was "Can do." 

umm ?T mm 
In the eerly part of the war there was a tendency to make the instruc- 

tion too theoretical ana to include too little visual demonstratlon and 

opportunity for actual nanipulatlon.    It was not uncommon to find large 

classes, in poorly arranged classrooms with poor acoustics and poor lighting, 

attempting to listen to a lecturer far down in front 1*0 scribbled on a small 

blackboard.    These conditions were largely due to the pressure of time and 

to shortage of facilities and instructional equipment for the rapidly in- 

creasing nonhers of trainees. 

The Commanding General of the JJJt Technical Training Command inspected 

many training installations early in 1942, and was convinced that radical 

change was needed.    His headquarters Issued a directive which ordered all 
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chairs renoTed fron elamoo&s.   Blaekboardf likewise were to %• taken out. 

Instxcietlon «as to he accoopllshed entirely by the so-called "practical" 

method,    ClassrooQs were to be eqolpped with a snail f^bls for every six 

or eight atudents.   On these tables would be placed the particular nechanlsm 

to be studied daring the instruction of the day, and the students would stand- 

not alt—around the table, each htiTlsg an opportunity to handle and manipulate 

the nechanlsD.    Bach stall group would have an Instructor or au assistant in- 

structor.   At tines the burden of Instruction would be carried by a chief 

Instructor who stood in the center or at the front of the large room.   This 

method of bare realism naturally did not prove to be practical. 

One imedlate obstacle was the enormous difficulty of acquiring a suffi- 

cient supply of equipment to be need in the manner indice*ed.   Another drav> 

back was the fact that there were many technical courses to which this plan 

could not well be stqpplied.    Training in meteorology and weather observation 

rnd forecasting' can scarcely be conducted by the methods Indicated in the 

directive.    Subsequently supervisors and instructors fbr the most part inter- 

preted the directive with the latitude dictated by the needs of the particular 

subject and the local conditions.   Before the end of the war, most supervisors 

In technical training believed that the elinlnation of lectures and black- 

boards was not successful*   The Inoresslon was current that the use of 

strictly limited lectures of not more than ten or fifteen minutes in length 

is good practice, and that proper use of blackboards is a substantial aid to 

learning which should not be entirely dispsnesd with.   Thus, during the 

course of the war, the technical trainiig courses gradually swung bade to 

a moderate and diversified method of ins true tion^-a middle-of-the-road 

method which embodied the best features of both soctrsnes« 
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C I—», jma n» angaaaai 

( 

All typ«s of iMtmetion «tre ut«d la the irweti Serricas.   Thote approred 

Iqr fflam&alt on Initruetion werei    leeturee, confei'encoi, dctoomtrations, group 

perforaane«, ooaeh-aad-popll*   Ths JLsetor* «as preferred only «hen one in- 

structor presented a subject to a large group or «hen it «as desirable to 

orient students at the beginning of a course.   Although the lecture nigit he 

sstplojred frequently in training officers and occasionally non-conoissloned 

officers, it «as declared to hare United Talue for all other training.   In 

conference, the instructor could clear up points he did not understand.   A 

demonstration of nost basic subjects, practically all technical subjects, 

and tactical maneurers by expert school troops made a lasting impression 

tqpoa trainees.    Group performance, by the slovootion or step-by-step procedure, 

which might be used, regardless of class size or organisation, was declared 

to be "excellent for Instruction in rarious technical operations,i    It «as 

also considered a good method for introductory training in basic subjects, 

particularly when «ell-trained instructors «ere scarce.    The coach-and-papil 

method «as never to be utilized at the introductory stage.    Its greatest use- 

fulness «as considered "to be found in instructing large groups of individuals' 

that had passed through other methods of instruction. 

Instructors «ere also supposed to use the follotdng five definite mechan- 

isms of instruction;    (l) Preparation by the instructor.    "Careful planning 

is always the first step,9 and the "instructor must have mastered the sub- 

ject,"    (3) Presentation.    The instructor explains to the student "what he 

is to learn and why he is to learn it," and then gives brief explanations 

which excite interest, followed by graphic step-by-step illustrations to 

aid the student in remembering points brought out in the explanatory phase. 
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(3) Application.   Throvgi practice the ttodent acqulret farther knowledge and 

derelopt eklUt,    In other uordt. he learnt hy doing.    (4) Inuiaatlons.   Teste 

are ^iyen to review eeeentiale and to determine the etodent'e knowledge.    (5)    , 

Diecneeion and a critique.   At interrale after, at veil at before exosinationt, 

the inttructor tunt up and clarifiet. 

Theae nechauitne of inatruction were, of couree, not alueya correctly OBH 

ployed or always need.    Inttruotion in the Anaed Servicet varied fron «hat the 

GI characterised at "louty" to a lorel equal to that of the finest in America. 

Instractort occasionally cane to classes unprepared.   Ihelr ezplanatdont at 

times were long-winded and ohsenre.    Sometimes demonstrations were not given 

or, if they were, succeeded only in confuting the ttodent.   Application, though 

heavily emphasized in technical training, occasionally was forgotten.   Tests 

were not always of high quality and were not always followed hy critiques.   And 

discussions sometimes hecame weary monologues on the part of the instructor. 

Nevertheless, the quality of instruction in the Armed Services was at least 

equivalent to the average of that found in civilian schools and colleges. 

Occasionally it «as outstanding. 

As it was with methods,  so with training aids.    Every conceivable type 

of traiping aid was utilised.    Ulms, fUmstrips,  charts, mocfcup*, cutawsyt, 

sand tahles, and actual equipment are representative of the myriad varieties. 

Aids were created for every subject and for every teaching purpose.   Training 

aids—visual, auditory, and olfactory-—made realism possible and increased 

teaching effectiveness in all situations. 

Datn for the dependable measurement of the success of the training pro- 

grams do not exist.   This 1 s as might be expected.    Under the high pressures 

of necessity of getting jobs done,  there «as no opportunity to diagnose effi- 

ciency in terms of training, or to calculate the cost. 
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In glr&ag a aatioa for «r, tfat insed Strvlcftt wire faced «1th th« vital 

task of erMtlxg a sigaßtic traiaiag «tnactore for QIIUööS of a«a aad msoa. 

ft» tixscoft of this traiaii^ lay ia th« fact that the Senrlcee adopted tried 

aad prored dfllian educational teehalqttet (there na« little time for «operl- 

Qe&tatlon) and In the ftiet that the fighting nen aad sped all eta were the 

product of Aaerloaa edacatlon. 

In hrief • the Armed Services enphaalzed the following polntss 

1. B&ch eurrlealxm should he designed to aeet specific needs. 

2. 1 dear Identification of the ohjeetlwes fbr eadh course ana each 

lesson 1« esEentlal. 

3. Adequate testing techniques should he utilized to test the effec- 

tiveness of the results of instruction. 

4. The various techniques of curriculum hulldlx^ and revision should 

\      he studied and developed. 

5. Cooperative effort hetween the instructors and users of the pro- 

ducts of instruction in the production of lesson materials and teaching aids 

should prove heneflcial. 

6. Bo single method of classroom instruction «ill apply to all situa- 

tions; a combination of several methods may he used to advantage in a single 

lesson. 

7. There should he frequent application of the principles learned hy 

actual performance whenever possible, 

8. Whenever posoible, showaanship and humor should he used to vitalize 

the instruction. 

r 
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It is acnetiaiis nalTtlj- astaawd that gr»äa»Ui of fomal trUnlag art pre- 

pared to bagis prodnotlT« work In t&t area of their traioinfi.    Sofih as «amap- 

tion is certainly not «pported by tha hast inforta*' opinion in iaaostrlal or 

edooational circles, 

The CiTil leronautict Ateinistration reoognisa* Äe vali» of the Tastihala 

school in many of its personnel progra®3 hut has resorted to a sooaehat »ore 

elaborate set^ in dealing with electronic aaintenanße personnel.   The CJU 

liks the Air Force has been plagued by a deficiency of capable electroaios 

■aintenance aen.   Vhile they recruit trained personnel azelnaiTely. they re- 

cently considered the advisability of settiig up a pre-assignment training pro- 

graa for all new employees,    She regional representatives of the CAA Usdntenance 

etaff were asked for their conxaents on the need for such a prograa.   A poll 

showed that the regions unanimously agreed in the necessity of conducting a 

specific indoctrination course for newly appointed electronics aaintsoaaee 

technicians.   The conferees also were nnanioous in the opinion that neWLy ap- 

pointed technlciiins participating in each training could be made fully effec- 

tive within four months, whereas, approxioately one year is the average tine 

for the new technicians to becone fxTly effective with on-the-job training 

only.    This program is now in operation and reported to be functioning very 

well. 

The coordination of fonoal with practical training is coning to >e very 

widely recognised in industry at all Job levels.    This is even true at the 

college cngineeriag level.    In his 1947 centenary lecture on the "Xdncation 

and Practical Training of Mechanical S^ineers in the United States," 
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(~      PlTMidtat 3. B. Jtohettj of th« Caraogle lattltute of Tochnologr said in pertt 

fht folloidng quottioB MM antvorod by ton sBuufacturlng ^ompeniot, 

rtfrooontiag «veil isdaotriot at •tool, alailnltiD. antoootlTo, olentrioal, 

aoronautleal, aaehise, aad fabrlcatlom   Bov does the college graduate «ho 

COB*! to «ho eoqpoigr aoqairo tho praoUoal training aad eocperienco necessary 

to booooe a Boehanieal englneerf 

,fha repllat Indicate plane that, of course, differ from eadi other, 

but there are few coraaon eleoents.    In all, the collage graduate met serve 

an "Internihlp" to acquire the necessary practical training.    Most of them 

have definitely sch?daled prograones, and sose have highly dereloped plans 

inrolvlng class «crk paralleling the shop or drafting room experience.    Cer- 

tainly the trend In large industry is towards a planned programae. 

"Another aethod is the "co-operative" plan between college and industry 

(        In which the student spends alternate periods on the campus and In the plant. 

This p^an Is on the Increase.    In 1925 there were sixteen such plans; in 1941, 

thirty-three, 

"The plans of practical training in industry are outlined in the following 

statementsi—(only one example will be quoted) 

"Vestlx^house Electric Corporation. All young mechanical engineering 

graduates take the graduate student training course consisting of the fol- 

lowing!— 

(1) Orientation—one week« 

(2) Several six to eight week basic work assignaents in tfestix^house 

plants such as the aviation gas turbine, steam, stoker, and air-conditioning 

divisions«   There the engineer works in production, inspection, and test 

departments, seeing the steps involved in building and tasting equipment. 

( 
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(3) Kght '-0-hour week» of claee «rk In ftmdwaent*!« of VeitlxghonM 

•n^ineerii^ design and ^plication.    Conference leaders ibr each najor type 

of apparatus under consideration are specialists in tits design and application 

of that apparatus In their reepectlTe fields« 

(4) llaa segregated to «ngineerlng department work then attend the Ägin- 

eerlng Principles and Procedure Bdbool for two weeks.   She subjects ooTsrad 

Include the functions of an engineer In a airlsion, Vestlnghouse drawing 

system, manufacturing infomatlon. patents, Vestinghouse research depertaent, 

technical article writing, engineering report writing, engineering technical 

societies, and application engineering. 

(5) ▲ group of these men. selected by competitlTe examinations, attend 

the Vestinghouse Mechanical Design School for thirteen weeks.    Subjects in- 

clude applied mathematics, theory of elasticity and strength of materials, 

dynamics and vibrations, fluid meehanies, thermodynamics and heat transfer« 

they are then given several six to eight week periods in engineering departments 

leading to final placement. 

Further opportunity for advanced technical training is afforded through 

the Westinghouse Graduate Study Frogramme, offered In co-operption with several 

leading universities.    Thus, technical men at key Vestlnghouse locations may 

take evening engineering courses leading to Master's and Doctor's degrees«* 
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r* APHBTOtt 0 

rwiTi aima a aaagL 

Iltfwhtr« i& this rtport. the •tattntmfc has b«ta «ede that "all Air Force 

spedalttat rtqoirt Toeatloaal^ttehnloal training in large of saall anwunts." 

ffalt ttateoent 1« 1>ailfred to be true eren with regard to the simplest of 

jobs,    lomal training has been defended for Janitors, ditch diggers, aaehine 

operators,  etc.   To I lias träte this point let us consider m experience re- 

ported In fee pickling Indastry by J. 0. Becords in his article "In-Flant 

Training Up* Output and Safes üto Money,* published la TAOTQBf I.AB1G33ST ABT 

limSSAKl, 1949, Tol. 107, Ho. 12. pp. 98-99.    Becords points out that 

«hat plan personnel do^t know «111 hurt then.   He gives the following examples 

to prove hit point and also Indicates hov training can produce real savingsi 

i.  lamulM Satatf ga iaajttJLUte Mi 

A study of the cylinder pickling dspartmentU operations and produc- 

tion records revealed several unhealthy oondltions.   Bonus earnings vero sub- 

standard.    We «ere wasting valuable chemicals.    The volume of rework «as on 

the upswing.   There was little enthusiasm, and the various shifts did not 

cooperate« 

As soon as these deficiencies had been identified and their cure 

set up as the objective, a one-month training course was started.    Tour 1$ 

hour ueetings were held each week, on conpany time, for the 12 workers in the 

pickling department. 

Our process engineer and our chief time study engineer gave the 

course.    Their "textbook* was a pooket-slzed "Pickling Manual* especially 

prepared by the training section of the industrial relations department. 

The manual was inexpensively mimeographed. 
( 
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T) Following the aequtnce outlined in the manoal, instruction coreredi 

a. Inportance of the pickling operation in the sequence of cy- 

linder uanufacture. 

b. How cylinders are manufactured,  the inportance of thorough clean- 

ing before pickling, and the action of the oany chemicals used in pickling» 

c. The steps to be followed in pickling.    To make these clear, 

drawings were prepared,  showing functional layouts of pickling tanks.    Each tank 

was labeled with a clock symbol and thermometer to show length of time and 

critical temperatures. 

d. General instructions to operators—responsibilities to the Job, 

company rules,  safety standards,  and grievance procedure« 

e. The theory and practice of setting production standards through 

tine study, and the need for employee cooperation in the company's work simpli- 

fication program. 

Results,    Even before training was completed, noticeable progress had 

been made toward our original objectives.   Tine study records showed that bonus 

earnings for the three-month period preceding training averaged 10$.    For a 

three-month period Just after training,  earnings went to 16^, in spite of ex- 

perimentation ^.th chenical process changes which proved unsuccessful.   After 

this G::periuentftion stopped, bonus earnings went up again,  to 2<^. 

The increase in bonus earnings was accompanied by a gratifying rise in 

ouput per nan-hour.    In fact, for the nine-month period followii^ the course, 

bonus figures kept hitting new highs—proof that the results of the training 

were not temporary. 

But how about our other objectives—the henan relations side of the 

situation?    Here,  too, results were excellent.    Mi sunders tan dings about the 

rate setup and its fairness were cleared up.    Worker attitudes toward the Job 
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\   and each other ««re «astlj l^rored.    And oooperAtlon UoMoned between ahiftt« 

•    The ami bad acquired a new eeaee of Job pride through better underetandlng of 

their duties nd the jignificeaoe of their jobs to orerall conpany operations. 

3.    HslPiBg ley Men 6st the Kost Oat of » M>w Proceee 

When induction end dielectric heating «as first being applied in in- 

dustry to a variety of naaufacturing operations, we started a training course in 

its principles and practice.   There «ere 51 trainees—engineers. oethods men, 

and supenrisors.   Classes «ere held after regular «orking hours on the em- 

ployees1 om tine, 

Results«    The progran «as responsible for substantial production in- 

creases.    On one iten, originally hand-soldered at a rate of lees than one u 

niuute. practical knowledge of induction heating pushed production up to 20 a 

minute, an increase of 2C00&    In addition, the quality of the Job «as greatly 

*     improved by the newly «Iweloped method. 

This «as Just the beginning of a series of improvencnts in methods 

made possible by the induotlon heating know-how acquired during the training 

course.    The total cost to the conpany for conducting this course was less 

than $400. 

An equally successAil program was set up for the teaching of ad- 

vanced cam design to a mixed group of employees.    The following departments 

were represented—engineering,  time study, scheduling, methods, production, 

fcjid operational.    Supervisors also were included in the group. 

Itoployees attended on their own time, two hours a week.    Teaching wae 

done by a vocational school instructor. 

Results«    In terms solely of increased production, success was uni- 

fornly good,   for example, production of 1400 pieces on one Job required 70 
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hours, aad a total labor coat of $132 feafera tha «» datlgn court« ma offarad« 

Afterward«, the «an« prodnatioa r«quired only 32 hour«, at a total labor oo«t 

of $66« 

Once agaia, there were other loportant benefit« la addition to ix^ereaaed 

production and lov«r«d cost«.   fho«e i4io took the courso learned how to flpot in- 

efficient caa layout« and aab«tltute new layout« that did the job better,   fhe 

knowledge of feeds and ipeed« gained by production «cheduliag workers enabled 

them to predict oore accurately the backlog of job« coolqg through to the oaofr- 

facturing diticion«   Aad this, in torn, enabled the production departnent to 

schedule aaohine« and naijpower better«   Prerloue error« in eetimating aam- 

facturing time and coordinating jobs eohedaled were greatly reduced« 
I 

Knowledge imparted by the course in can deeign obviously carried far 
i 

beyond the initial increase in productivity.    It eren developed eeveral potential 

£t   earn designers Whose talents had prrfiously not bean recognised« 

There are in our files record« of many other training course«, covering 

a variety of subjects,  «uch a« metallurgy, «ffort ratii^, Aipplng and packing* 

heat treating and annealii«» chemistry, hydraulic«« and tine study procedure. 

In every case, the results have more than ju«tifi«d the time and effort. 

Katurally, we have not lo«t sight of the feet that ours is a mann- 
* 

facturing plant, and not a vocational school or a university.   But we have 

learned that in-plant tralnii^ pays off i*ten it has a specific purpose and %fcen 

it is properly organised for economical adnlcistration. 
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Za Mnrcb 1943, the U. 8. Office of Xtaoatlon epoiwored a HatlonmLde Coa- 

■oltiag Ooodttee of 35 neabore repreeeiatlag the istereeti of aaaagemeat. labor, 

aad edaoatloa, ineiadLar eaglaeerlng ooll^et. teofaaieal iaatltatet, and voca- 

tional edoeatlon to itodsr tht probleo of vocatioaal-teohnlcal tmining and to 

re|)ort their flattnge and reeoBMCidatlont.   fhe findiage of the Oonndttee are 

retorted in "ToeaUoaal^teebBioal Training for Znduetrial Occi^ations," pub- 

liihed by the U. 8, Office of Zduoation in 1944.    Since ooet of the training done 

by the inaed Senrioea ie voectional in objeotive and technical ia content, the 

conclnsione of this Oonaittee are herein iumnariied and adepted to the lir Force 

training prograiu 

Vocational-technical training may be characterised as follovei 

1.    It has as its objective the training of technicians for, or the up- 

grading of them in, occupations for which professional engineering school gradu- 

ation is not required« 

3*   The Jobs for wMoh persons are prepared through vocational-technical 

training prograns include specific technical functions concerned with testing 

and production, with planning and control, and with supervisory pursuits in- 

volved in operation and maintenance. 

3. The pre employment curricula, and supplsmeniinry ooursas are derived 

from and geared directly to the current needs of industry. 

4. Preeoploymsat prograns are orgnnl sed as terminal programs rather 

than those preparatory to more advanced study leading to a college degree* 

5. Tocational-technical programs are most effective when designed 

for persons who have found their bearings through previous or collateral 
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'     experience in Industry, and desire intensire preparation for their chosen work. 

6. Students in these programs tend to be nature in their attitudes« 

7. AdsdsBion and graduation requironents of vocational»technical institu- 

tlona are usually less formal than those of high schools and colleges, and stress 

capacity and experience more than academic credits. 

8. Vocational«-technical programs take the form of supplementary training 

for employed workers, with unit cotuses ifcich are frequently comhined into inte- 

grated curricula; the form of full-time preenployment or preproduction training; 

and part-tine cooperative training. 

9. A conslderahle proportion of vocational-technical training, vlth re- 

spect to numbers of students enrolled and student-hours of instruction, is found 

ia supplementary or extension courses for employed workers, as compared with ftill- 

time preemploymont trainii^, 

Lj 10,    Vocational-technical training aims for immediate productivity on com- 

pletion of the training program; and for the attainment of occupational goals 

sooner than is usually the case with graduates of ei^ineering colleges. 

11.    Methods of teaching are relatively direct with strong emphasis on 

doing as distinct from "book study.    Ordinarily, a high proportion of the work 

is done during the hours of instruction.    Individualized instruction material 

frecuently provides opportunity for considerable home study and independent pro- 

gress. 

13.    Teachers for vocational-technical classes are chosen primarily ön the 

basis of practical axporience,  technical knowledge of industry, knowledee of 

science pertinent to the field, personal qualities, and ability to teach through 

programs of orderly experience.    For many supplementary progrrms,  teachers are 

dravm directly from industry on a part-time bpsis, 
0 
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18.   TocatioMl-tMhaioftl tralalag hat great dlTartitj of pattern 

with ratpeet to tho typ« of Institution In «faleh it is offered, the range 

and charaoter of the oouree oontent, the length of the program, and ate le- 

sion regal reseat e. 

14, Sspplenentary programs Tary from a single unit course of a few 

days or weeks in length to integrated oorrlcula operating over several years 

on a part-time haeis.   Presctployment curricula are comoonly 1 to 3 years In 

length, 

15. Tooational-teehnioal training is found at present, on the ed- 

ucational ladder* f:?om grade 10 through grade 14. The more commonly found 

position is in the upper years of this grade range. 

Information gathered from Industrial representatives In 23 states in- 

dicates a growing need for technicians, and for training of preemployment 

and eapplsmentary types.   Bepresentatives of hoth organised labor and oanage- 

ment express Interest In increased provision for the trslsing of vocational- 

technical workers.    The data obtained from 117 industrial establlshnents 

indicate thatt 

1.   Gollege-trained men are used to perfona "lea« than college level" 

jobs in more than 40 percent of the plants, 

3. In more than two-thirds of these plants such Jobs could be 

filled by persons with vocational-technical training» 

3«   Technological developments in Industry are Increasing the need 

for technically trained personnel, in tiie opinion of nearly 60 percent of 

the industrial representatives interviewed. 

4, Increased need is Indicated in such fields as supervision, Inspec- 

{ '           tlon, technical saües, technical research asslstantn, technical production 

assistants, drafting occupations, and operation and maintenance. 
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5. Definite need is expressed for tooth mipplementery and pre- 

eajploymeot training. 

6. Nearly 60 percent of the persons intervieved feel that coopera- 

tive trainiig progrstxas, with half time in school and half tine on the Job, 

are practical and feasible, 

7. ilost industries are planing derelojanents in products and ser- 

vices -which will require increased nuribers of technicians as compared with 

pre-war years. 

The number of technicians required as compared with the number or 

college-trained engineers, fron data gathered in 16 states is reported as 

followst 

Eftdustyy 
Hatio of Technicians 

Automobile manufacturing 
Electric power production and distribution 
Electrical equipment manufacturing 
Hydroelectric development 
Industrial chemistry 
Iron and steel production 
Lunbering and wood processing 
Machine tool 'janufbeturing 
Metal mining 
Metal products manufacturing 
Petroleum and butadiene production 
Pulp and paper manufacturing 
Hail transportation 
Shipbuildir^ 
Telegraph and telephone communications service 
Textile manufacturing 

All industries 

4.2 
5.3 

10.0 
2.0 
2.2 
6.0 

20.0 
5.5 
5.2 
8.0 
5.3 

10.3 
9.1 

13.6 
9.7 

5.2 

In addition to the data recorded above for specific industries, e separate 

study of 99 industrial concerns in Hew Jersey revealed a ratio of 4.4 tech- 

nicians to each engineer. 

The d?ta obtained from the different industries indicate that the ratio 

of technicians to engineers required varies greatly from one type of industry 
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to saotfeer.   Slollar plitAtt Is Hi« tern» icdaetry, howerar, tfeoved little 

variation «fen thousfe located is afferent parts of Hie cotmtry. 

WWSMkäMSSMk EßS&SlSSBi Iff IffPWHT 
Oeoipptione «hidh require sore or leti tminia« of voeatlonal-teehnleal 

type may be claetified into the follo^ag oategorleat 

1.   ^xgineeriag aides and ecdesoe ai^es, suefa as drafting specialists 

and laboratory assistants, reqairin?, a year or tue zi preecployaent training. 

3. Technical specialists or listited technicians, sack as certain 

types of inspectors, «ho can he tralasd in relatively short preeo^loyi^nt 

courses. 

3. Technical production and oaiatenance supervisors, who oust have a 

background of industrial or trade experience, plus supplementary technical 

and supervisory training. 

4. Seni-technical nen,  such as technical saleanen or factory ac- 

countants, «ho need technical training in addition to that of some other 

type. 

Several hundred payroll occupations, considered to be of vocational- 

technical type, were reported is the surveys made of 22 representative in- 

dustries.    Several different payroll designations were found which apparently 

referred to similar jobs.    Some types of Jobs were found in several different 

industries; many were peculiar to one industry.    The Job groups which appeared 

most frequently in the surveys included the following! 

Analysts Liaison Men Specifications Writers 
Computers liaint«nance TechitCians Superintendents 
Designers Methods Men Si^ervisors 
Dispatchers Operators of Technical Technical Assistants 
Draftsmen Equipment Technical Clerks 
Engineering Aides Planners Technical Illustrators 
Estimators Process Specialists Technical Salesmen 
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Poreoaa Production Oontrol Men     Sedhnioal Writers 
Inspectors Special Xtjalpoent festers 
Laboratory Technicians     Technicians 

usaam m wsnasm 
Tocatioml-technical schools require considerable iahoratory eqaiposot 

for the teachlx^ of banc principles and technological processes.    Instru- 

nents of various types are needed for noet courses.    8bme curricula require 

reasonably heavy expenditures for such laboratory equipoent.    Careful selection 

in equipaent is desirable.   Provision nseds to be oade for keeping equipment 

up to date.   Tloxlbility in room sites through aovablo partitions is reeoa- 

mended to enable schools to aake space adjustoents required by corriculuo 

changes. 

mmm vt ivs msmidsmm mum 
Conclusions of the Coondttee have been lifted from their renort and 

paraphrased to apply to Air Torce training*    Tb&y are sumaarised as followsi 

1. The present situation in the Air Tores warrants a large ffctension 

of vocational-technical training programs. 

2. All Air Sbrce spealaltlcs require vocational-technical training in 

large or suall aoounts.   The greatest need for training includes four groipst 

Snginecring aides and science aids which normally require a year or two of 

pre employment training; limited technicians requirlrg relatively short train- 

ii^; production and maintenance superviros requiring technical axperiencei, 

plus sxqsplsoentary technical training; and persons in semi-technical Job« 

which require combinations of technical onl other train*qg. 

3. The oocupatiousl analyses developed In connection with the Air 

Torce Career Development Progran reveal vcrloue levels of technical seeds of 

workers, indicated by the range of technical content, pmount and quality of 

underlying science and mathematics needed for the job, and the length of 

training required to attain competency. 
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f" U. Civilian industrial surveys indicate an average need of 5.2 

technicians for each engineer, wirh a ranje of ratios flrom 2 to 1 to 20 to 

1. Similar ratios of officers to airmen should be developed for each 

Air Farce career Held. 

5* Although some excellent vocational-technical training is now 

being provided in civilian technical high schools, a trend appears to be 

toward the post high school years. This would support the belief that 

there is need for higher level training in the air Force. 

6. Evening and other part-time programs of supplementary type should 

constitute an important part of the training offered in the operational 

cenmands« 

7. It appears that no one type of training can successfully meet 

all of the reeds of all forms of vocational-technical education in all 

(     Air Force coomands« 

8. Correspondence instruction appears to have an important place 

in the field of vocational-technical training. 

9. In the development of vocational-technical training programs, 

there are certain underlying principles which should be taken into consider- 

ation. Among these ares 

a. Programs for given career fields sheuld be developed in 

accordance with the needs of the specific field for both pre-assi?;nment 

and supplementary training. 

b. In planning and e stabil sriing vocational-technical training 

programs, the cooperation of both the Air Training Coramand and operational 

Oommands should be secured. 

c. Programs should be developed through cooperative effort of 

\            all Air Force leadership concerned; undesirable duplicatJon of services 

between the Air Training Command and using commands should be avoided. 
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d« Training programs should be developed and maintained in 

those cocjaands which are in the best position tc render the «oat effective 

service, takin: into consideration th« present facilities and the civilian 

educational leadership of the area« 

10. As the user of the product of vocational-technical training, 

the operational coranands have an important role in this field. They should 

share the responsibility for providing the narrowly specialised training 

needed by Its woricers and applicable only to their mission. Operations 

should actively cooperate with vocational-technical trainine installations 

in helping them tc organise their programs on a sound basis, and to main- 

tain them in keeping with changing operating conditions, 

11. The use of advisory committees of vocational-technical educa- 

tors is essential to careful program planning. 

12. Preassi^nment vocational-technical training should be aimed at 

groups of closely-knit »ir Force specialties rather than at narrow 

specializations or at broad general fields« 

13. Since curriculum patterns differ greater in various civilian 

vocational-technical institutions in accordance with local needs and 

conditions, care must be exercised in "lifting"  curricula from such schools 

for use iti Air Force situations, 

lh*    Certain content is found which is common to ma^y different Air 

Force specialties of vocational-technical type; such as supervisory skills, 

basic technical mathematics, and basic applications of physical science. 

This might be taken into account in the planning of unit curricula in order 

to reduce costs» 

15. The preemployment curriculum for civilian vocational-tecnnical 

training includes well-planned proportions of vocational-technical 
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^    consent and essential content of general education character. Present 

•     Air Force practices indicate the desirability of fairly high proportions 

t\ of vocational-technical content* 

16. Young persons recruited fron vocationaj.-technical programs 

who are capable of doing advanced work should not be ur.iuly handicapped 

when seeking advancement. 

17. Selection prerequisites for itir Force technical schools should 

insure adequate preparation necessary for successful work, but should have 

as much flexibi Lity as is practicable. 

18. Educational leadership is greatly needed in the field of 

vocational-technical training. 

19. Teachers of vocational-technical subjects should be required 

to have adequate basic scientific and technical training, extensive 

(     experience, a reasonable amount of appropriate teacher training, and 

personality traits *hich meet the needs of teaching situations. 

20. Effective programs of vocational-technical training require 

facilities and equipment suited to technical training and in keeping with 

current operational practice, 

21. In the various war-training programs of the «rmed Services 

numerous new methods and techniques have been developed which improve 

the efficiency of teaching. It is recommended that Air Force technical 

schools make every effort to continue these methods and techniques, and 

utilize, with necessary adaptations, those which have proved their worth, 

22. There appears to be need for the continued development of 

instructional material particularly suited to technical training. 

^b^*' 
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8UBJICT: 
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msmm « as H«MBA 

l9  Tour conitaltant hat ttwUtd the CAKtSB-WlSX UAST^B PLAU (reritod 

Of/color 1950) as attaohed to MM 9/3*l* Ho hat dlteutsod this chert with 

Or. Slehaid H. ifllUaas of ORO, H« has hoan inch üqprossod V the clarity 

of the distinctions set up ty the chart and ty the persuasWaness of the 

relationship of the lateral topics, the military life, to the vertical 

topics, fields of research. 

2,  Realizing that he cones late Into contact «1th the Working Group on 

Kttissn Behavior, heeause of his rseent return from the far 3ast he vltthes 

to sibnlt a nev coluan, 8a, to the chart. He proposes that this column 

he called the PORSION MXUEÜ. 

3«  Ycur consultant believes that the column of topics covered hy the 

enclosed memorandum does not duplicate the material otherwise outlined 

in the CARZSWtflSS IUSTTR i'LAU. He has been impressed as a social 

scientist, aa a staff officer, and at «a Army officer on overaeaa duty, 

by the extraordinary changes which take place in American military be- 

havior in foreign milieux. Some of these scrutinies will necessarily 



h«T» to refer to particulv ■ili«uxv but In uaaj iattneoo th«? em — 

■o long M th«jr are considered at a scientific problsa — be evaluated 

in gbaeralisod terms* 

U.  Attached herewith is a draft chart incorporating the new group of 

subheads together with aetnorandua esplaining each cf the subheads in turn* 

%     Tour consultant will appreciate the opportunity of renewing this 

■aterial with part or all of the Working &roipf since he would not be 

justified in carrying through acre specific or technical stateaeats of 

the attached topics until the group of topics is accepted or rejected as 

a group» 

6,  Of the topics now listed your consultant would welcoae the opportunity 

of doing soae work on (8) L with reference to psycho logical warfare. 

(S) PAUL M. A. LliTSABOSR 

Paul K« A, Linebarger 
Consultant, CEO 
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CHAKB-SS IN TH? SUWHTIC AHD 
WOTIOHAL BQLS Of 1UTIOHA1ITT 

1,     MftBRGPOCeERIC AID 
PHTSICAL STAHÖäRDS 
AÄ) CAPACITIES 

suancTirs AKD OBJ^CTIVS 
S37ALÜATI01IS OF PHYSIQUE 
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S.      IDBITIPI CATION Affl) 
ACQUISITION 07 
SPECIFIC SKILLS 

T,      EDUCATION, INDOC- 
TRINATION AND 
COiTDITIOllINO 

LOCAL SKILLS AND 
CULTURAL ACOLIKITATION 

PLANIHD AND FORTUITOUS 
INTir.CULTURAL EDUCATION? 
ATTITUDE CHAIJ&IS TO FKIIIGN 
&R011PS 

* 
•A— 

0.  MOTIVATION * BAJIC 
DRIV1S, INC3NTI71S, 
REl/ARDS AND PUNTSBHESfTS 

K.  EMOTIONAL REACTIONS 
ADAPTATION AND 
MALADJUSTMENT 

LEARNING OF NEV/ FCÄEIGN MOTITBS; 
LOSS OF lEADITIONAL MOTIVATION 

: EMOTIONAL PPOCBSSES AMID 
I   UNFAMILIAR SOCIAL SANCTI01TS: 
I   UPGRADirG GROUP EMOTIONAL 
t        DETERIOPATION 
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MBNOSASDUH OH *SZ KmiGS MILI3Ü 

1, The for«iga «Uieu It a sajor «nTiroaawataL factor which will 

he eacountered hy the Aa&rleaa «oldier in alac^t any conflict of our tine« 

To a large degree the American eoldier carriee the American cultural en- 

vironment with him» An American araar operating in North Africa or in 

Korea it not eo ouch a new Vorth African or Korean phenomenon as it is a 

momentary transplantation of a part of the organic social system of the 

United States, temoorarily out of its proper ^eo^raphic place, functioning 

in cultural terms which are a modification of the culture known at home, 

2, To the degree that this is true — that American armies fighting 

overseas are mere transplantation of America .without contact with the 

foreign cultures amid or against which they operate — a column of topics 

en TH3 TQRZKHSt MILI3J is unnecessary. It will *e true .in any future 

conflict, as it vat in tftprld War II, that a certain proportion of American 

troops, hoth officers and men, never leave the United States even though 

they may spend years on foreign soil. Their social contacts, their 

physical subtutiice, their skills and weapons, will undergo no change 

because of their movement overseas. At an intermediate point a large 

proportion cf American soldiers wiil continue to operate in an essentially 

American environment, subject to pressures from ^wg. sets of new social 

stress: 

first, the pressure of military life as against the civilian life 
in which they were reared; 

Second, the pressure of foreign environment as against the Assrican 
environment with which they have been familiar* 
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The pretiure of the first group of social and psychological factors 

involved in military life is felt by all persons in military, naval, or 

Air service, without exception; the pressure of the foreign environaent 

is felt partially by nost ailitary personnel on overseas duty* The 

highest state of assimilation to a foreign environment la reached 

only by a very few Americans — men who penetrate so completely into 

the foreign environment that they function almost as though they were 

products of the local area and culture rather than Americans« Hotabls 

instances of such personalities are to be found in British experience 

in the eases of Lawrence of Arabia and Spencer Chapman of Malaya; in 

American experience some of the men of Admiral Miles1 Haval Group in 

China and some of the naturalised or second-generation Americans re-, 

turning to their ancestral habitats provide instances. 

3« Distribution of the impact of the foreign milieu will also 

differ as between the different bfanehes of service. Although it is * 

true that under peacetime conditions "Join the navy and see the world* 

is a truer statement than it would be if applied to the army, post» 

v/orld War II commitments have involved the movement of so much of American 

fighting strength overseas that all three services receive some pressure 

from foreign milieux. In general, access to the social, intellectual, 

and individually-emotional rerstlmulatlon of an individual's return to 

& whplly American environment, is "«re nearly feasible with the navy 

than it Is with the air force and more nearly feasible with the air force 

than vith the army. Though naval personnel engage in combat on sea and 



(*       «t eoastt «ad (la th« inttanc« of the «aric««) oft« very far inland, 

■»•t percent in th« ^aval tarvle« can r«turr. to a puraly Aoerlcan 

«nvironaeat whan they get back to their fhipa. Since U.S. aaral craft 

are only rarely involved in dutjF which izmlvea the peraaaent attache 

OMHBt of foreign pertonnel and are equally rarely anchored at a fixed 

foreign «pot, the foreign cultural preaaurea are alternating factora9 

whereas the American eocial and cultural pressure is pretty 

closely to a constant. In the instance of air force personnel, the 

aircraft itself, even in combat, is a «holly Aaericaa instruaent; the 

pilot does not have to deal with the enemies when he is fighting n 

lUtttfA beings« The social distance from hia to the target or from him- 

self to the enemy aircraft Is in rest cases almost as great as the 

distance between a human being and an insect. Daring World «far I there 

(   was some transmission of the perceived effect of foreign personality on 

Americans in terms of the Lafayette ^scadrille admiration of specific 

German aces, but v/orld War II saw the diminution of this almost to the 

vanishing point« For example. Captain Parsons at Hi oshima had no need 

for persnal contact with ths Japanese over whose lives and deaths he 

exercised so tremendous an effect. But in the instance of ground troops, 

the involvement with foreign human beings is still a substantial factor 

in his lifs as soldier and as a human being« Only rarely do Americans 

fight entirely without allies or without local contact. This means that 

the foreign social pressure on the ground soldier is apt to be pouring 

in on him either directly as an individual or through the responses of 

his group under conditions of leadership, or both, in two formst 

( 
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First, the American soldier finds hiaself said frieadlj, 

neutral, or unfriendly foreigners who are not his active 

eneaies, but fron vboa be expects a aeasore of social co- 

operation ranging on the one hand fron foil scale organised, 

nilitary assistance to the relationship of thief and Tictia 

(operating either way) on the other; 

Second« the noerican soldier is «ore or less constantly rade 

aware of the existence as hnaan beings of the actual foreign 

enemy whoa he is fighting« and aust behave in the light of his 

conceptions of this er.ens/ and, to a lesser degree, in the role 

of the enea/'s conception of hiau 

k»   Unless American military forces are considered entirely for 

their standby value as a "force in being* which mist be kept in existence 

without reference to its actual partici^atlonln operations on foreign 

soil« the impact of the foreign milisu on the human behavior of Americans 

at war will inavltably crop up« CA3I3R-V/IS3 MASTER PLAN touches on many of 

the physical factors and of the formed organized factors involved in the 

operations of Americans in foreign areas under such headings as L(l), 

L(3)# when referring to foreign areas, K(7), K(S), L(g), and 1(10): 

the chart as it is now organised« hcever, does- not present an organised 

synthesis of the impact of the foreign milieu considered as a factor in 

human environment rather than ov* in purely physical environment» 

5« Indeed, the contrast between changes in an environment which 

amount to the "merely physical" as against those which involve truly 



/*"   ■forol^a" Adaptions, explain a cr*at daal of the saceett of Conraaitt 

i     fore«« again«t the lasts in tforld tfar II and of local Coaaranist force« 

again«t the U. V« in Korea, the French in Indochina, the Britieh in 

K%lay». and the estahlished gOTemaetit in the Philippines* The 

Coamaiets a«slmilate their ailitazy effort a« far as they can to the 

eoltiiral aa veil as to the physical terrain over which they are fighting; 

only in the last month of Wbrld War II did the Bed Araqr in Europe pass 

oonpletely heyond terrain in vfaien it was culturally adaptable and 

into the air of a higher eivilisation in which the regular elements of 

the Russian military establishment appeared as boors, louts, or barbarians 

and even at this point the international Comounist aoveaent hastened to 

reinforce the gorenunental Soviet military effort by creating local 

Comemist armed forces from within the occupied societies. Thus,the 

(    Russians in the Ukraine fought a partisan war and slowly reconquered not 

only the front lines, but the rear areas through the use of partisans. 

In the Arctic the Russians were successful in fighting a truly Arctic war, 

so much so that the German forces advancing on the northern Finnish front 

were astonished at the "unmenschlich" characteristics of the Russians who 

lived through the Arctic winter and who brought Ih reindeer Vithout a 

modern service of supply in order to fight a better high latitude war with 

the coming of spring« As soon as the Red Arc^r advanced beyond the 

cultural frontiers of the Soviet tMlbh and became an object of roreignness 

and distaste to the öonquered pebble, the Pussian high command began a 

policy of withdrawing the tied troops from human contact vith ths persons 

in the foreign environment add Of replacing visible Red forces as far as 

possible with Visible katellitl forces. 



Contrattt between Soviet and Aaeriean beh&Tlor in this respect 

vere never aore sharply pointed up than in the ease of the Soviet 

fanaing squadrons which were in China in 1939*^3. and the Geraan units 

which preceded 'the Russians, as well as the Chennaolt AfC» which followed 

the Russians» The Russians went oat only in groups, stayed out of 

cities as auch as they could, aade few demands on the local econony, 

and neither affected the Chinese socially and psychologically very auch, 

nor were affected hy the$« In contrast the öeraan and Chennaolt groups 

moved readily through the cities, acquired Chinese girl friends, spent 

a great deal of money, made themselves conspicuous, and achieved —• 

as a byproduct to their ailitary effort — a psychological effect on 

th« Chinese in entire consonance with their military effort of resisting 

Japta, 

The Huasians minimised the reoiprocal effect of their forces on the 

foreign milieu and of the foreign milieu on their forces; the Americans 

and Centals« did not« This points up the important fact that a military 

force has a function in a foreign society even when it is not fighting, 

and the obvious possibility that this function can either assist its 

ultimate military purpose or can impair the achievement of the final 

strategic goal, 

6, If the conflicts in Korea, Indochina, and Malaya, are to be taken 

as at all represent? V.ve of the cast of Soviet strategic thinking, it is 

extremely likely that the Russians in years and decades to come ^ill make 

every possible effort to fi^ht their wars against the United States and 

the United Nations as local and naticnal wars of liberation against 



r Mforeign"«aeaie«. Swrjr effort will be aade to mlniBise the direct 

associetion ex actual ethalc ~ae«iaae with the foreign milieu until 

Koieov policy finds that the contact would b« socio -psychological 

welcoae, rather than the rtTerte« In this connection it is important 

to note that there wore Tory fov Russians in sight during the Coaaunist 

conquest of China, but that after MM Tse-tung's regime had .achieved 

goTommental maturity, Russians poured in in large numbers« 

7« If it is true that the Russians are going to fi»ht from behind 

the masks of Indochinese, Chinese, Koreans, Aserbaijani, Germans, or 

others, and if it is probable tint they will try to keep out of sight 

when^rer they can do so, the following psychological strategy can be 

eanected from them: 

FIRST, The Russians will conquer in the role of organised 

( military conquerors only where they have to do so, 

as in the probable instance of their overrunning Uestern 

Germany, and even in this case they will try to activate 

a part of the foreign human milieu to mask the aggressive 

character of their military operation; 

S3CÖKD, the Russians will try to avoid the mistake made by the 

Nazis of identifying themselves a? a permanently separate 

and permanently superordinate group to the persons whom 

they have conquered, and will try to frustrate American 

attempts to liberate foreign societies by military force 

by means of representing the Americans as "foreign in» 

vadsrs", as "defenders of liberation"; 

r 7 



THIRD, Hh«r«T«r possible the Kaesiene will stay coopletely 

out of the milltery picture and will present la line 

with the historic thesis of the Sixth Congress of the 

Third Internationale, the aggressive attack against the 

democracies as a purely localised aoventent of "liberation" 

against "foreign attackers"; 

FOURTH, the Russians will be ready to use avoalfoactioniaf of ioerican 

•nittott&p*  relationships in foreign milieux as a pre» 

text for the interjection of their om armed forces as a 

corrective factor -* that is, the Americans and their 

allies will be presented as intArrentionists, outsiders, 

and foreigners, as against the Russians who will "merely 

come to help" a genuinely local undertaking» 

8, In a way, the pattern of German military behavior baa left an 

unfortunate residuum in American popular and military thinking« By their 

arrogance, their self«consciousness, their entire willingness to be taken 

for Germans, and their pretenses of cultural or racial superiority, the 

Germans evoked an overt response in the areas they occupied. Americans 

arriving as the defeaters and suprersessors of the Germans, found them- 

selves welcome. The liberated areas felt genuinely liberated. This 

happened to accord very closely with one of the great American social 

myths —»• the belief that all Americans are inherently a likeable sort 

of folk who will inevitably get along well with the plain people of any 

country on earth. German arrogance and American might supplemented 

8 



f" MCh othtr» fblt has not toaa tru of war» In vhieh other nationalities 

11      hara ba«r ievolred. ^isrieaa «nltotod and officer paraonnel »ay not 

knov ho* to hahara in areas «here they are genuinely hated, by virtue 

of the CoaDunistshriric presented them as conquerors and trespassers« 

Xbej aay not know «hat to do vhen they find that American characteristics 

are not welcomed hat deapt»e<W;s»rt» Given enough time end girta an easy 

«nough process of conquest, this vasts effort involved in dansfinf ♦*• 

through excessive friction •»- American contact with the foreign milieu . 

ecs. always be corrected; even in scientific terms there are grounds for 

believing that Americans make themselves popular in any country on 

earth among m| of vhe population. 

9« Several factors militate against the assumption that the 

Americans will have easy wars of liberation to wage against a basically 

(     unpopular enemy* The ever-rising damaging capacity of our weapons 

themselvfts may mean that the technological effectiveness of our attacks 

will inevitably antagonise the peoples whom we liberate« In the case of 

the use of fissionable or radiological weapons this would be especially 

apt to be true« Unless proper attention is given to the problem of the 

intereultural aspects of the life of the American fighting man, there is 

the very real danger that his response to subversion, guerrilla attacker, 

..   either manifestation« of lateral rather thsa frontal hostility from the 

foreign society, will lead him to play into the Communist hands by under» 

taking ccüftterintimidation tactics so strong as to make Americans the 

victims of reprisal and atrocity, and so weak as not to parallelize the 

foreign society with terror: the Germans were not successful in their 
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Toiktttm «ad V«r«iraelf WftpMi «na 1« ttelr mm epoitnr: UM 

BossiaM hm •tio«a «b»t tbay MB io tgr throi4M first Kpreani and ihm 

Chines« CoMRmlstt «caiatt tu. 

10u there 1« a« erideao« that tba Aaarieaa adraaa« trou Foaaa 

northward «at d««l$ned to coaval«» Ior««B «oei«t]r with a ««a«« that a 

day of daatiay had arrived« Thoagh tha rafolar ROC anwd fere«« 

«aooated to a rery sahstaatial part «f tb^ tfoitod force, there vaa no 

plan on the allied «id« to aake th« Coraaa paepl« a« a whole h«li«v« 

that thair «haaea had cos« to fifht, «IX of thaa» irrafularly if not 

regularly, for «arrival a« a free aatiea« Th« iaericaa« did not eaat 

theaaelves la the role of revolatUaary a^akaaara, hat thought of 

theaselTes BOre slaply a« rapeller« of afgraasioa« Th« people of 

both «oath and north Korea greeted th« Aaarlcana in «any caaea with 

anthoaiaaa, hut the eathasiaaa did not reach to far as to achieve «a 

organic valdlag of ths Aaerican, aaval, «Ultary, and Mir services with 

tha forsign ollleu in which it was a wholasoaely syahiotic part — 

no leve en nasse occurred. Whan th« iaaricaa« withdraw th« withdrawal 

was to a very real extant aarely tha withdrawal of one foreign fofce 

and its replaeaaftnt by another. With the wiudo« of hindsight it Is 

possible to observe that if the Xoraan« had been atisulated into a vary 

high ^agree of patriotic anti-Coaaunlst activity, an Aaarican with* 

drawal could have left, avan in Vorth Sere«, very substantial volunteer 

bodies.of Korean patriots to harass the Chinese invaders. 
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11* Midi ef this probl«B Xi«t oattid« the life experience of the 

IndiTldaal Aaericaa la the ented eerri-eet; «ach of this oast he ec- 

oosplished hy vhite end hleck propacenda, tyr internetlon«! polieiee, 

and tgr «eeae vhlch hare nothing to do t^ith the perforaaace of organised 

allltary duty, whether in conhat or omt» But the role of the American 

soldier paatiof through foreign milieu can not he overestimated. The 

soldier himself, far more than radio hroadcasts or political speeches, 

is an actual walking example of the United States* The relationship 

of the soldier ta the foreign society can he a revolutionary factor or 

alternatively nothing Bore than a mild irritant« The margin "between 

successful adaptation to the fwreign milieu may in some strategic in» 

stances mark a very significant difference in the time or the quantity 

of forces required for military success, 

12, The following headings present elementary descriptions of the 

to des proposed for study in a column dealing with TH3 FOPBIGN JÖLISÜ, 

Sucn descriptions would necessarily be improved by the critical effect 

of group review and obviously cannot be taken as more than the product of 

one mind. It would be vain to attribute finality to any one of them and 

it mcy be that the proportions between them or the logical relationships 

of each of these to other items in the lateral columns of the CAPEuS-'.flSE 
i 

MASTER PLr*Ht will require further evaluation asd study. In whatever ..■••. 

mechanical fashion it may be arranged, the topic of foreign milieux will 

certainly show up in the lives of millions of American soldiers, sailors, 

and air men in the next few years« 

r 
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1. When the «elditr coaet Into contact vith foreign culture, 

hit attitude is aodified la the following retpectts 

a« Be chenges hie attitude toward the specific aatlooallties 

of his laaediate envlrooiieiit« 

b. He nay change his cooeeptlou of the «neay nationality« 

e. He modifies his conception of hlaself as an laerlean nan 

or hoy and feels hiaself to he abroad vith the subordinate 

Influence of the particular kind of "abroad" which he 

encounters« 

d. Be may be affected in his conception of the role of 

soldier* 

e« His attitudes toward ■inoritlee either of his 0%« group 

or of others may be modified« 

2» The American soldier going abroad finds that his previous 

semantic structure on the subject of nationality is apt to break down« 

The white Texan who goes overseas In the company of his American Vegro 

fellow soldier may find that the reaction of the foreigner tow«rd him» 

self and the Hegro as "Yankees" involves serious distortions or re* 

valuations of his conception of whites« Negroes qqd Yankees, all three« 

Where the nationality is an unfamiliar one, he will supply semantic and 

emotional stereotypes to fit his own personality structure« For factors 

in military psychology unknown to the present writer, there has been 

throughout history an almost universally observable phenomenon by «hicht 

12 



4 xtAvt oeabat eoadxtlonf, allies taad to dltllke each other »ore and 

aore, «bile respecting the enesft this is not applicable with any high 

decree of oniforaity, bat it occurs with enou^i frequency to warrant 

farther stady« 

3* Under extreme conditions the soldier's conception of himself 

as an Aaerioan and a soldier nay begin to break down» tfhereas Aaericans 

rejoined Aaerican and loyal ander prisoner of var eondivions in World 

War Zt a substantially greater nuaber turned traitor and behaved as 

"non-iaericaas" or "nonseldiers" in World War II« In the case of the 

Korean fighting, the CoBnonists had Aaerican officers and «en broad- 

casting anti~TJ#S, propaganda a very short tine after the opening of 

hostilities* 

( U« In so far as nationality is an unmanageable and largely un- 

conscious complex of factors in any given individual personality, it is, 

of course, almost ineradicable. But nationality is more than this« 

In terms of conscious behavior nationality is itself a diffuse, poorly 

focused, but emotionally powerful symbol which am be subjected to severe 

distortion by application in unfamiliar milieux. The American who at 

home never connects his Amerioanness with his recourse to prostitutes 

and who thus manages to be a good American (in his conscious mind) at 

some hours of some days, and a user of prostitutes on occasions wholly 

unconnected with his sense of "Americanism," may find that upon arrival 

in India, Italy, or Siam, that his fellow soldiers before him have popular- 

ized unericans as prostitute-seeking rowdies, and the prostitutes «ill be 

waiting for him precisely because he is an American« It will not take 

( 
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hin lone to l«am that the local poople oxpeet a gitreo kind of hohavlor 

from tha Äserleant» SoccatsiTe vavaa of troop«, oaa aftar tba othar, can 

ba aada to raapond to tha aoclal atiaoll aBgandarad by tha hahavior of 

tha fiirat wave and of its relationship to the local population« The 

contact of nationality is not attached to aotoaoMlas, liquor, peanut 

butter, ganbllng, or eexual oores at hj«e; o^orseaa, nationality takes 

on additional aeaning and additional forse, 

5« The perforoanee of the IndiTidual soldier »ill inevitably be 

qualified by hie kinds of relationships determined by modified national 

and ethnic attitudes» under overseas conditions these modifications do 

not have the predictability of static national and group attitudes vhieh 

exist in the home community or vithin the armed services so long as they 

are ander wholly American jurisdiction and in a real or simulated iaericaa 

environment» Transferees out of the United Statee environment and a 

violent, rapid process is set up, whereby the preconceptions of the 

foreigners concerning Americans are applied to the Americans who first 

arrive, modified in the light of the behavior of the first Americana 

arriving, and then confirmed by the concrete teat of intergroup behavior 

between the native and the ABB rleans in successive waves. 

6, In the last two World V%zs American troops were fortunate in 

that most of them as individuals were not tempted to die for the Kaiser 

Ullhelm II, for the Nordic superman Adoll Hitler, for the Japanese 

Sun Ooddess« In future conflicts vith Communists, the failure of the 

Communist to adopt their forces to a foreign milieu may make it poasible 

for Americans to fight back with little more emotional Ideological 

IU 
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retpoate than the tlnple national ethnic attitudes which noet of the« 

cany into »enriee and which serrice aodifiee little, if at all; this 

is the aost hopeful presentation. It is entirely possible that inter« 

national eoanmisa will use erery weapon at its disposal« including 

a siaolated Aaerieaaisa, a sioulated denocracy, and its own semi* 

reraluated nanipulatioas of Aaeriean national and ethnic syubolism to 

attack Äoaricanforces in the field« This was already evident in Korea 

where the Russians were abl« to present to the Koreans the arrogance of 

the Aaericnns as white aea and outsiders who called the Koreans "gooks" 

and on the other hand able to reflect the Americans hack to theaselves, 

through prisoner of war broadcasts, as siaple, bewildered people who 

were improperly fighting in somebody else's country» 

7« If the war starts favorably and proceeds through one success to 

another to victory, existing American semantic and emotional stereotypes of 

nationality may suffice«. But, however, the var threatens to become a see- 

saw affair with Americans being thrust from time to time into Situations 

of extreme difficulty or pain, it may be possible to anticipate in part 

the kinds of attack on our traditional attitude vrhich will be made both 

by the impact of the foreign milieu itself and by Soviet propaganda 

designed to attack, modify, and then exploit Americfin nationality and 

ethnic symbols* 
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B*    SÜBJ3CTIT8 AMD OaTBCnTS R1YAHIATIOHS OF /BlSim 

• 

1. Objectively the pfayalque of the eeldier it aodified \y the 

foreign hnneii milieu osly ineofer as foreign «anpower maj be plentiful 

enough to replace actual personal perforaance on the part of the Anericen 

soldier. If the native is available to carry his pack or rifle. If local 

helpers can lend a hand on a specific task, the sheerly physical denands 

upon the soldier will be oodified by the bunen environaent as well as by 

the geographical and cliaatic situation* 

2. Much more importantly, the soldier's estimate of his ova 

physique may be revalued subjectively« If the country is disease-ridden 

and dirty by American standards, the soldier may identify the health of 

the inhabitants with the natural forces surrounding him and may expect 

himself to be contaminated by the environment. If the native response 

to tropical or Arctic conditions is such that the American cannot 

imagine himself accomplishing a parallel performance, he may feel that 

the environnent places too great a demand on his sheer physical capacity« 

He may expect that only people like the native, not civilised persons 

like himself, could get along under such conditions, A very definite 

upgrading or downgrading of performance may be expected from time to time 

from euch subjective revaluation of physique« The physical environaent 

itseff will bring on a variety of physiological disorders, ranging all the 

way from sunstroke to frostbite, and the individual's response to these 

will be determined, both negatively and positively, by what he sees 

the people around him doiixg, 
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3* Agaln th« sabjectiTe response involved in revalaating 

physique .1« abown in esthetic teras affecting morale and self esteem. 

The American soldier surrounded by puny or diseased-looking people can 

react by feeling like a healthy giant himself or by dreading that he 

will become sickly in his turn« Purely esthetic valuations placed upon 

individual American soldiers can in instances of isolated personnel, 

modify the individual's performance« The American who is moderately 
* 

tall in the United State« la a giant in China, The American «ho is obese 

without being grotesquely fat at home may find that his plumpness is 

fantastic to the Siamese. The American ^egro say discover himself an 

object of esteem and curiosity precisely because he is chocolate- 

colored in countries which have never seen Negroes before, or depending 

on the local situation and the immediate stimuli, he nay be dreaded as 

an ogre. In aome cases he ma;/ find that the local esthetic valuation of 

appearance, health, and physical strength, will modify his expectations 

of performance. 

U. The most frequent American response to the physical and 

human challenge of a foreign environment is to outperform all the 

local people by the speed and efficiency demonstrated in work or combat. 

Americans get along veil when they can perform "efficiently.tt Where a 

given situation calls for Isolated Americans living a"ay from artificial 

projection of the American social environment (by means of large U.S. 

military forces).and of moving either as individuals or small groups in 

foreign territory under living conditions not much different from that of 

the local inhabitants, their estimate of their own physiques may be 

17 



»eriously and even dan^eroofciy lov* Chinese cooliee in North China 

who are veil acquainted vith the way the Chineee paths 50, the 

different device« us«! to separate fislds frca one another or to 

irrigate then, and sisilar topographic points, can aove sure* 

footedly in total darkness over aaay acre 0'iles of settled country 

than could Aoerleans. If the Anerican is confronted with the fact 

that the Chinese ap sears stunted to him, and the further fact that 

the Chinese has a food supply which is, in teras of American 

expectations, very such sub-strndard in both quality and quantity, 

the confidence of the Aaerican in his and his companions* physiques 

may he seriously impaired, 

%    This topic inevitably overlaps in part with I (8a), con» 

earning the learning of physiological adaptations from the huaan 

environment and J (8a), concerning the retention ox1 loss of pro- 

ficiency insofar as they nay apply to the physique» In many in* 

stances effective employment of U.S. combat forces in a thoroughly 

unfamiliar physical terrain may depend upon the learning of local 

survival techniques. The Air Force and Naval personnel stand a 

better chance of being able to operate from vessels or bases which 

'fill not causa them to revalue their physiques in the 15ght of the 

foreigners among whom they are living and against whom they are 

fighting; in the case of large troop units not much individual re* 

valuation of physique may impinge on those persons who operate 

y^thifi the American group. Inevitably, however, some Americans 
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amst dual outiide the Aaerican grhap*    The etrain to be anticipated in 

term of auscalar eaergy and in term of subjective coonaad of physical 

capacity can be anticipated for »uch of the terrain in which the 

united States oight face a Russian enenjr» Except for Europe and the 

coast of the Black Sea, aost of the approaches to Russia are across 

geofraphical confignrations which physically would impose unusual stress 

upon bodies which have been reared and trained for use within the united 

States —» the Arctic on the north, the Siberian forests and tundra, the 

unfaailiar irrigated lands and bare hills of China, the im-wnse mountain 

ranges of Tibet, Afghanistan, and Iran, -uid the deserts of Oobl, Karakorua, 

and the like — will be difficult enough. If American physiques can be 

rescaled to make the best of local skills and kept upgraded in terms of 

reasonable food demands, optimum performance can be sought. The psycho* 

logical challene to physique is apt to be strenuous in almost any sector 

of an American-Russian front* 
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C.  CCTVlJMTIOaALIZgD «EEACTIQHS" TO lOm&H SOCIAL 3BYIROITKian', 

I» One of the results of cross cultural noTsaeat it the Individual's 

modification of bis own estimate of capacities, aptitudes, and standards. 

The purely physical environment itself provides a fairly steady scale of 

measurement »gainst which to compare the oerformance of this American and 

of that American in the handling of weapons, in the demonstration of 

initiative, in the showing of intelligence, and the like. Stereotyped 

reactions to a foreign social environment will in some oases modify the 

standards so that officeis will find it necessary to lover standards of 

performance in some respects or may demand higher standards in others« 

2. The term "reactions1' Is put in quotation marks because reference 

is made, not to the unstudied and wholly ingenious response of the in« 

dividual American to foreign environment, but reference to what he expects 

of himself while living abroad. Certain kinds of insubordination may be 

entirely feasible in the United States and impractical abroad, uhereas 

other kinds will appear abroad, although the same men or the same unit 

had not shown them at home. Insofar as this is derived not from a real 

change of the group, but from a change in the conventionalized mimicry 

of a standard reaction to a foreign environment, psychological eaoacities 

and standards themselves may show up a« being directly modifiable by the 

foreign milieu. 
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D. SM8QRY MODnff^IP|ig tf EaggB Tf? Bit OR IMASINARY SFYIPOHM^T 

!• Cbangef of location and of the human onrlronaent can often 

place pretty severe demand« upon the sensory equipment of an individual« 

In this instance it is necessary to distinguish more sharply than usual 

between geographic changes in themselves, and movement from one social 

environment to another. 

2, The direct challenge to sensory and perceptual capacities pre- 

sented by a foreign human environment is most apt to show up if foreign 

enemy troops demonstrate themselves the superiors of Americans in eye* 

sight, hearing, or distinction of heat and cold« The Chinese often sur- 

pass the Japanese in their capacity to get around the countryside at 

night and to see things when the Japanese simply do not believe that 

normal human eyesight would permit combat operations* 

3» Modification of standards and expectation, in sensory and per- 

ceptual performance, which may be required by geographic changes, could 

either be treated as a portion of this topic or could be referred to 

D (6). 
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3!. LOCAL SKILLS AKD COLTIRAL ACCLlMITATKai 

I« Daring 'orld War II the Aaerican armed forces operated to a 

great extent on the assumption that Aaerican skills were for the nost 

part superior to foreign skxxls of any kind« Personnel were trained 

in given skills and vere then transferred to foreign areas in which they 

went on perforaing their duties in a thoroughly Aaerican fashioa. Only 

in such peculiar situations as surriral requirements for domed air am 

or prisoners of war were the skills specifically subordinated to the 

local foreign environvent. This may not be true in subsequent wars» 

2, transfer ability of skill from one form into another may be a 

major factor in conserving manpower and economic waste* An ability to 

cannibalise foreign equipment has characterised the Communist attack on the 

U«S* and other Ü#N. forces in Korea« VJhile the Americans start out with 

a higher level of skill in almost every technological direction, they 

often lack elementary local skills which if properly eaqploited would 

make it possible to reduce the numbers of persons assigned to a given 

military mission« Guerrilla warfare, for example, is a major Communist 

technique, and one of the few American responses to this will inevitably 

be reaction in kind. The skills involved in guerrilla movement, fighting, 

and survival, are radically different from those needed for life in large, 

well-organised American units. It is significant that the late Brigadier 

General 3vans Carlson, who hit upon the idea of training special raiders, 

was compelled to borrow not only many of the Chinese Comquniet skills, 

but even some of the Chinese Communist slogans and groufi psychological 

techniques in order to deal with his men, 
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3* Apparent Amrican tkills which do not exist may prove to be more 

of a liability than an aaset. The number of Aaericant who are actually 

capable of leading the life of a Daniel Boone at the present time is y.^c 

probably Infinitesimal but the American tradition of hardiness, individual 

initiative as exemplified in a frontiersman, may mislead Americans badly 

when it comes to the military problem of acattered bodies of American 

troops fighting equally scattered and mobile bodies of foreign troops 

under haiardous climatic and military conditions« The "mountain men" 

of the Rocky Mountains have been extinct for almost a century. The 

belief that ve have frontiersmen whoso universal eurvival-and-killing 

skill was noteworthy in their age, may deceive us badly if Americans come 

up against genuine nomads or nomadised Bussians who are not only capable 

of living without telecommunications, civilized diet, medical service, and 

the like, but enjoy doing so* The correlation between this topic, 1  (8a) 

and 2(1) is obvious. The two most critical missions in terms of American 

skilled requirements for the foreign physical and human milieu will 

probably prove to be the following: 

first, the recognition of adaptability to a foreigr human 

milieu as a skilled factor in itself; 

Second, the need for conserving our persons possessing high 

wilderness survival capacity either for use as direct 

combat troops or for employsent as cadres in training 

larger numbers of Americans to live under rough and dis- 

organized conditions. 
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U« In the procurement of officer personnel the elatticisation 

of the officer's own recognition of skills seems to he called for» 

The officers of Stillwell's headquarters flew canned vegetables into 

China by plane charging the weight against critically needed huap tonnage, 

early in 19U3 until someone happened to notice that the Ammrican forces 

in Yunnan and Ssechuan were living in two of the richest vegetable 

producing areas in the world. Officer capacity to adapt local skills 

either in terms of combat, living, or procurement, may mark a critical 

difference in the over-all needs and the weight on our logistic lines 

in the future. A demonstration of poor skill is afforded by the Soviet 

experimental stations in the Arctic: at great pains the Russians have 

succeeded in raising fat healthy pigs further north than pigs have ever 

been raised before« This is a very meritorio is accomplishment unless 

one remembers that seal meat is indigenous to the area and that the raising 

of seals for food purposes might involve far less investment of supplies 

and manpower« In such a case the Russians are moving a temperate skill 

to the Arctic instead of learning the Arctic skill themselves. Pig 

raising could probably be done anywhere given sufficient initiative, but 

seal raising would place fewer demands upon personnel in terms of physical 

requirements and larger demands in terms of psychological limitations and 

cultural inhibitions. If Americans and Russians, both of them, begin to 

starve in some remote pocket of a possible world var, the ones to win 

will be the ones most nearly capable of procuring some kind of food in 

the way that the local people have procured it. All the way from using 

water buffalo or human coolies as draft animals, to learning how to make 

houses out of frozen earth, the skilled pattern of troops '-411 be modified 

very sharply by the imposition across the entirely military unit of a 

foreign physical and a foreign huoun environment» 
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I. PU1CI3) AID FORTUITOUS lüTStCULTUBAL 33>UCA?IOH; 

ifTITOX CiAHÖJS TO TQiSIOK OSOUPS 

I« Da« of th« aott peculiar American educational enterprises 

la l/orld War XI was the AS1P program for the training of Americans in 

Chinese language skill« Americans learned the Chinese language at such 

wildly iaprohable locations as Tale and Ann Arbor. At great cost, Chinese 

instructors and special textbooks were provided to train a few extremely 

intelligent and well prepared Americans in the Chinese language« This was 

done at a time when there was tremendous need in thfe China theater for 

Americans «ho could use Chinese« These Americansc most of them, arrived 

in China quite late in the war only to find in many instances that the 

Chinese they had learned in the States did not apply to the particular part 

of the country to which they were assigned to deal« This is an example 

of intercultural education of a very expensive and rather unrewarding kind« 

2« The ASTP Chinese language training program, quaintly held in the 

United States, was matched by an almost total absence of training in- 

doctrination facilities for dealing with Chinese persons offered by the 

China>6ttraa~Indla theater in the first two years of its existence« 

Uhile Americans in America were being trained expensively in the Chinese 

language, the Americans who were already in China and surrounded by millions 

of Chinese-speaking Chinese were given neither time, texts, nor opportunity 

to liam the language« There was not even a language handbook available 

in the first two ysars of the China theater« This program matches that of 

the ASTP« A lack of military coordination required that an artificial 

human environment, China, be created on American campuses so that Americans 
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could learn how to deal with Chinete in soall nnohere and at great ex- 

pense, while at the same tiae the real huaan environment, China, was on» 

exploited as an educational factor« 

3« The foreign Ri^ieu is itself a profound educational force. 

Merely being abroad removes the individual from his familiar distractions, 

quickens his curiosity, sharpens his perceptions« Facilities for studying 

foreign cultures are Inevitably better in the area of the culture itself 

than they are when locked up at some far avsy location« Planned later- 

cultural education was conducted by the armed forces in V/orld War II for 

selected cadres of officers needed for intelligence and liaison; it was 

also conducted for the general run of armed services personnel by the 

intramilitary information facilities. There was a great contrast between 

these two efforts. The former was highly academic and developed some 

language and area-teaching programs which have left a lasting imprint on 

American education as a whole -r- a happy instance where a military skill 

has raised civilian skills permanently. The latter was elementary to the 

point of naivete. Very significantly little effort was applied to using 

the actual impact of the reftl foreign environment as an educational force« 

U« Planned intercultural education was therewith radically supplanted 

by fortuitous intercultural education. Since the armed services did not 

educate the G.I«'s, sailors, an" air men, the men did it for themselves« 

Wild misinformation, superstition and crude mieconcetttions concerning 

foreign life, cheap labels, and cheaper prejudices, fantastic stories 

about foreign customs and events, hostile and incooperative attitudes 

toward foreign people in their own countries, very often appeared as a 

result of American enlisted and officer personnel telling on« another about 
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the foreign areas without Access eren to such elementary facto as vould 

have been available In that children's classic, Th£ Bock QL Knowledge. 

When organised facilities failed to supply basic infomsation to the 

large roabers of Aaericans overseas, the Anericans filled thi» gap with 

oisinforaation and opportunity for intsrcultural education, vhish could 

bare been a highly ameliorating effect on postwar U.S. foreign policy -«> 

in ten» of a sophisticated, patriotic, discriminating bloc of veterans as 

voters and citisens —- was pretty generally lost. Attitude changes which 

could have been extremely beneficial to both Americans and to some of our 

prospective allies for future conflicts were lost. 

5* fortuitous intercultural education can spread misinformation, 

ignorance, and prejudice, very rapidly and very effectively« In critical 

situations this can give enemy propaganda very real advantages, quite apart 

from the loss to the armed services and to thj nations of the effort made 

the United States in transporting the millions of citizens overseas. 

&, Overseas movement is, whether it is so planned cr not, an 

educational force. The American government which expends millions of 

dollars in aid to education through grants of money from the Federal 

authorities to the States, was not prepared in 19U1-19U5 to seize the 

opportunity of continuing the education so expensively begun at home. 

Federal money assisted thousands of French language teachers in American 

high schools, most of whom bad never saen France and many of whom had 

never talked to a live Preach man, to teach poor French to American youth» 

At th. same time, American adults moved to Franr^ in very large numbers 

without having their waste time taken u;; in the learning «f correct French 
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or la the training of selected groups of them to teach the English language 

to the French« 

7. Part of the procetting of aa individual through the CAEZKR-WISB 

KAST3B FLAK will necessarily hare to enriUon his being used as a two-way 

pipeline for intercultural iaforaation« The indiridaal, whether he likes 

it or not, will teach foreigners ahout the united States. If he does 

nothing aore than to teach the Hindus a few obscenities or teach the 

population of Kweilin an unprintable Jest about an Aaerican officer, the 

coming and going of the Americans will havt left very little imprint in 

terms of our strategic asset of pro-American sentiment and pro-American 

appetites and interest in foreign populations* If some of the military 

personnel who are capable by temperament or by background of adding the 

avocation of teacher or lecturer to their vocation of soldiering can serve 

as a cadre of disseminating correct information about the United States to 

foreign populations, they could carry a tremendous psychological warfare 

load for the armed services at no additional cost in manpower or dollars, 

8* Comparably, the utllitatioa of even the most transient contacts 

with foreign areas for the purpose of reinforcing the education of men, who at 

the least will remain soldiers for awhile, and who at the best will return 

home to be citizens again, would do a great deal to make Amerlcin eoltu-'e 

more interesting, MOre rich, and more flexible* There is no possibility of 

nothing at all happening: either the information spreads through proper 

channels and veil  selected personalities, or the misinformation spreads 

through the channels of gossip and through the cost sensational, grotesque, 

or obscene members of each individual group* 
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9« A trip «broad even under coabat conditions it worth considerably 

«ore than aost college courses as an educational force* T'v Anerican 

soldiers express postwar appreciation of what they were able to learn about 

the world outside. This has not always been true in history. In many 

cases the aoTeaent of troops has serred as a sajor cultural force. For 

exastple, the ooveaent of Chinese labor battalions to Trance in World War I 

has been one of the ootiTatiag factors in the Chinese nass literacy movement 

and in the arousing of the North China countryside« 

10» Research into the e^o^p^eajl exploitation of the foreign milieu 

aa an intercultural educational force in itself eould do a great deal to 

reinforce the future effectiveness of American armed forces in the field, 

to reduce friction with flliet, to make the task of occupation easier, and 

to add to the postwar educational assets of the United States. 
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1« TraaiplantÄtioa to a ntw teaan envlronBent itself involrei a 

chao^tt la toa» of the MOtlvatloa patterns of «y iadiTidnal« BM two 

step process rsferred to sbov« la «b^eh thk citison beeoMs a soldier «id 

then the soldier bsceaee a soldier abroad, Involves a doable re-referral 

of the IndiTidoal's appraisal of hit own desires« The motivation cannot 

he carried around the world unchanged* Fortunately for the conduct of 

aodern warfare, icost persons have a desire for travel and have a with for 

variety« Travel itself offssts the aosotony of «ilitary living« The 

change of locale does sooethiag to reward the individual for deprivation of 

bis accustomed familiar and sexual associations at home. 

2« Communist modification of the motivation of anti-Communist troops 

has been one of their standard techniques ever since 1917« 2y now the 

Russians have successfully subverted troops of almost every known nationality, 

sometimes directly by Russian conducted propaganda and sometimes by means of 

Communist propaganda operated by persons of the same nationality. The 

French sailors of French naval units at Odessa were badly contaminated by 

the Bolshevik revolution; so too «rere the very different human beings «ho 

made up the imperial German army on the eastern front« Hasis, Americans, 

Japanese, Chlness ~ every nationality has contributld Its share of traitors 

to the Russians. In getting such traitors. Communist propaganda has played 

on fairly universal human motivations of resentment, envy, disquiet, and a 

desire to change tradition« In t^ras of appeals, the Communists often use 

the verbal appeals of democracy, bumanitarianisn, and peace« * 
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3« If iBerieaa« «re goiac to change their aotiTatioa patter&t 

tvlee over la eaterln^ the emed force« end la go la« abroad, and If the 

Coaaoaiate dealre to change thoae Dötiratioa patterns a third tine ty 

aaklac these aea traitors, it seeas possible that research could throw 

light oa how to obtain a prophjrlaacia of personality agaiatt Coamunist 

tuhrersion under foreign conditions, and how to sake sure that either 

existing not ivations or their reasonable equivalence continue* 

4« In a few instances foreign aotivations will begin to apply in 

iaericaa personalities even when these personalities did not show the 

aotivations before. Officers are in aaay respects aore subject to this, 

it would seem, than are enlisted personnel« Perceptive officers serving 

with allies often take . on sose of the characteristics of the ruling 

class of the allies; the snob value of a subtly foreign Banner was 

daaonstrated by the Amerieans in Delhi, who wore imitation British bush 

jackets and carried swagger sticks« In other cultures the motivation 

pattern is so completely dissimilar that it evokes no response in the 

Americans, Few Americans wish  to Imitate the Japanese in the technique 

of suicide attacks by Banaal charges or Kamikaze planes, and still fewer 

Americans in the occupation period have demonstrated a propensity for 

the refined avocation of flower arranging or vaterfall viewing; 

motivations and motivation patterns concerning property or deference 

may be worthy of research« The office of the President of the Philippines 

this year issued a release to the effect that even if the Filipino 

officials were thieves, they «ere not as good thieves as the American , 

grafters who taught them; the reference vas insulting, although broad. 
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and referred to the peetvar oropertf liquidation teendele in vhich 

United States tenrice personnel were so regrettably InvolTed« Aaeriotn 

troops aoving into an area with aotiTation patterns which in-volTe a 

loosening of Aaerlean standards «ay in atny instances he affected tgr 

these« Often the only effective defense response Is that of oTervall 

hostility to the foreigner. The Aaerican officers and men in Trance 

who swindled everything In sight and sold It on the black sarket were 

prohahly men who would aot hare done the sane thing In the united States« 

It is certain that American generals and officers would not have spent 

their time In shady banking transactions at hone on quite so wholesale 

a scale as they did In China during 19Uh« 3he foreign milieu has a 

definite Impact on notiTation: only rarely Is this impact a desirable 

one in terns of individual performance of Individual usefulness« 

5« Research along these lines will have to be discriminated Into 

tvc separate but related topics: first, the scrutiny of particular 

motivation patterns which may be affected V the iomersal of individuals 

or units of the American services Into a foreign human environment; 

second, enemy manipulation of this motlv tion pattern, whether real 

or framed, has a means of conducting propaganda to us or about us to 

other audiences, all the way to the point of Inciting actual mutiny or 

treason« The demoralisation and pro«Bolshevik utterances of many of 

General Graves' troops who returned from Siberia after our expedition 

of 1919-19^0 indicates that the Russisns, crude as they were In the art 

of revolution thirty years ago» had already learned how to contaminate 

American troops« 
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B. SHOTIOH/1 PR0C5SS3S AKID OWAKILIAR SOCIAL SAHCTIOTS: 

X« SBotlon«! tt»MIlty d penAs, it aagr be assuaed, upon the 

tamdiate iBtrapereonnal relatioaehipt of on Individual rather than 

upon broad casoal relationships which the individual bears to any 

aodera national society cc&sidersd as a whole. Put in another way, 

this sioply «oans that the ordinary «an of our tioe remains stable and 

happy acre in terns of the people that he sees every day than in terns 

of the over-all welfare or ill-beiaf of the Billions who surround him« 

tvery now and then under conditions of panic or revolution the small unite 

of reciprocal personality relationship and reassurance come crashing in- 

ward, and a much 7 arger mass of personalities takes over in terms of 

abnormal or crowd behavior» The impact of the foreign milieu on the 

individual soldier is apt to be contrary to what popular opinion "ould 

expect — it is more likely to affect his officers than himself, more 

likely to affect him through his grcup than directly, and more apt to 

show up in terms of a change of stability or happiness in his group 

than in terms of his direct relationships with the actual living 

personalities in the unfamiliar culture around him* Cultural intellectual 

contact can be very high without penetrating the tight web of small- 

group emotional relationships which maintain group morale, k well run 

ship can call at a hundred different ports and still be well run if the 

leadership conditions and the personalities of most of the men are in 

good balance» 
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2» Indeed» in term» of the eaotional stability and psychiatric 

appraisal of nasses of Anerican nilitary personnel, the foreign en- 

yironvent plays a relatirely minor role. Here as in 8a aboTe, the 

challenge is asost apt to he fron the real or presumed emotional pattern 

of the en easy personality than frontho eaotionally transient lopact , 

of neutral or allied personalities who flow past the soldier without 

engaging hin in deep eaotional conaitaents» If the eneny is inconpre- 

hensible and gives the ispression of greater eaotional toughness, as 

well as that of greater nhysical toaghaess» to the American soldier, 

the reaction can be adverse. In Vörld War II this occurred notably in 

those instances in which Americans confronted Japanese whoa the Americans 

believed to be incomprehensible fanatics or else virtual lunatics: the 

emotional wear and tear on the Americans may have been higher vith such 

an assumption than it would have been had the Americans had a more matter 

of fact appraisal of Japanese Personalities. On the Hazi-versus- 

Bolshevik eastern front of World 'tar II, the Hitlerite totalitarians 

vere In some instances almost coward by what seemed to them to be the 

greater emotional toughness of the Stalinist totalitarians. The Germans 

felt themselves to be Kul^urmex^chffl pinned against ü^term^nf^ften. 

3. It is possible to sot uo the assumption that the emotional 

reactions w^thin individual soldier personalities to the foreigr. human 

environment are apt to be secondary rtactions to the group esprit or 

demoralisation resulting from his group to group contact — unit to 

foreign society — in the foreign physical and human milieu« 
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In directly iadiTldual teras attention siffat IM paid to the eaataxic 

effect of a foreign fauaan envlronaent as a palliative for mild neurotic 

conditions; by anataxic it aeaat tfae iaposition of those few elements 

fro« the foreign environaent which cannot be subsumed within the soldier's 

personality under emotionally-charged stereotypes to which he can refer 

most of his everyday life. The wfrolly ffrfffllMfT nloost always has a 

curative effect in personality disorders; it was not for nothing that 

the men of the "iddle Ages and the Renaissance threw snakes on lunatics, 

While the impingement of foreign culture will only rarely be a msjor 

factor in individual psychiatric problems, it '-«aid appear worth while 

to see whether short range detachment from military conditions into 

foreign civilian society could be accompanied by reasonable enough 

sanctions «ad reassurances to have curative effects on personalities 

who might otherwise be lost for further overseas service« It mi^ht 

well be that a genuine difference would be found between one foreign 

society and the next* 
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i. mma OF urn msmmsiiu wEbsissi 

1. This topic it a onrpafiloa to D(8a) concerning the acquisition 

of local skills and of cultural aecliaatising of Aaericans. Very often 

Americans at great expense or with tremendous waste of nan hours and 

effort» obtain a physiological adaptation to a foreign physical environ- 

ment which they could obtain much more cheaply and auch «ore comftrtahly 

by a direct imitation of the foreign human environment« Americans who 

tried to keep cool in China by drinking iced beer had to get the beer 

flown across the edge of Tibet, had to distribute the beer, had to 

procure the ice, had to make sure the ice was sanitary, since cholera 

could travel even on the water on the outside of a beer can, and then 

obtained less relief from heat than they would have if they had been 

psychologically able to assimilate the Chinese habit of drinking 

scalding hot tea« that amiable Left Winger, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, 

has spent a lifetime in pointing out that physiological adaptations to 

a stange environment — in his case the Arctic — is better learned 

by minicry of the human environment vhich is already adapted to the 

physical one than by attempts to simulate a familiar environment and 

to adapt the entire physical apparatus of one part of the world to 

another« 

2« This topic would add little to the materials already covered 

in 1 (7), 1(8), I(9)t and 1(10), but it would appear obvious that 

"learning how to copy" is itself a skill and that the skill of copying 

would be more generally exportable than the skill of learning how to 

deal with the different areas,area by area and season for season, for the 

span of half the world« 
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j.  mamog g LOSS OP PRonciacTt   »isag* AS A FOP^iGm 

1. In actual coaHit operations the proficiency of the foreign 

enemr is a matter of interest to all military personnel« A qualified 

enemy general like Bommel can become a sort of reverse hero even to the 

troops whom he is attacking« Particular enemy units can be credited 

with sustalnedXy dangerous hr'gh performance. Since the foreign mlllou 

comprises the place of residence of the troops overseas, the location 

of their combat and the foreign person« all around them, It Is entirely 

possible that unit proficiency become a major factor In estimate of the 

«•meoor and In the presentation of our o<<rn forces« The Soviet use of 

distinctions between entire units is in this respect worth attention. 

The contrast between guard divisions and ordinary Bed army troops Is a 

very marked one. Uhlle individual proficiency records are not apt to 

become affected by the presence of a fine human environment around the 

military individual unit, devices for unit recoxnltlon can have a marked 

effect on maintaining the morale of our own forces and on Impressing 

the enemy. 

Z»    A minor program of research Into the interaction of proficiency 

recognition on the one hand and the retention or loss of proficiency in 

different foreign areas on the other, might reveal some significant 

contrasts« The selection of one unit for honor above others was met 

of course in 'iorld iar II with the Presidential %it Citation and various 

other devices, but it never became a major part of the presentation of 

United States forces to the enemy. 
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3« Th« ena«jr mt a foreigner ie apt to have different etaadarde 

of proficiency fron those applied by ouraelres. In M(ga} below, 

dealing with the problem of engineering foreign personnel out of one 

national allegiance to another, it is entirely possible that on accent, 

placed upon the dj^ff^rynce between Aoerican proficiency and eneaqr 

proficiency, would permit us to select new leaders from enemy enlisted 

personnel by giving them a recognition under our standards -'hich "tey 

could never have achieved within the limitations of the enemy culture 

of political system« 
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i.  IE OBcmp gp^ fflViKI' "^tf1" t^Nias o? LOCAL aBODP TALIHS 
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( 

I* Morement Into a foreign area aocentoatet the group organiz- 

ation which had been started hy astioilation to military serrice at 

hone« The individual hat a faniliar environment in his group and not 

much beyond the group. His buddies and officers acquire a heightened 

importance as the ship pulls away from shore. Under foreign conditions 

the group carries the weight carried by a variety of group affiliations 

\v  cl.*Llw;* life» Outside the army, the American adult can move from 

his business associates to his cirQle of friends, to his lodge, to 

his church, to his political group, and so on around the circle. In 

military service, and even more so on a ship, the one group is all 

he sees. The pressure of the foreign human environment on the group 

is apt to be a special factor only when the individual escapes his 

constant group co4tacts in rear areas or under occupation conditions 

long enough to have out of group contacts, 'fith this there enters a 

new period of group strain in which the individual detached from his 

home groups end attached to his military group, finds it isossible to 

assert a limited kind of individuality In terms of his n„-w foreign 

contacts. Most of the problems arising in this connection are already 

well taken care of 'oy traditional military thinking and doctrine. 

2. In terms jf research into nev impacts, it would apoear that 

some of our military forces could and should be tau ht to recognize 

foreign groups a little more readily so thfet xoreign personalities In a 

foreign area would not appear as en inchoatb succession of undifferen- 

tlated individuals. An understanding of the group mechanics of the 
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foreign society would be of obrious help in waging guerrilla warfare, 

in controlling occupied areas, in getting along with cabordioate or 

equal allies, and *— should the occasion present itself — in subrertlng 

the eneogr* Foreign group values often appear ineonprehensible when a 

fairly elementary explanation of the« would aalce then not only under* 

stsndable but exportable in Aaerican terms» 

3» It nay also be suggested that as part of a deception presraa 

to keep Aaerican order of b»ttJ.3 fK-rae&sd fro» ene&y intelligence, 

investigatioa night be aade of the possibility of creating a system of 

group nomenclature which would on the on« hand sustain morale and promote 

better group allegiance, and on the other overload eneay intelligence 

with a succession and variety uf names which it could not penetrate« 

For example, if instead of numerical designations, certain types of 

units would be named after t.he enlisted man in the unit who had done the 

most thoroughly outstanding Job the previous half year, or if the heroic 

deed of the unit were honored by having their aames attached to the 

unit for a limited period of time, the result both as to morale and 

security might be desirable. It» effect on our own chain of command 

could, of course, be adverse. 
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X. LAVGCAai I5i>S KP. 3830 AHB ALLIES: 

I* The topical heading presenting the general sabtiert. of 

intercaltora3/education in the foreign ailien» of Sa above, 

iaplicitly covers the «tthjeet of langnage at well« A knowledge of 

allied and eneagr language ii in a limited degree raluable for alraoat 

everyone; aost of the coasaentt applying to general intercultural 

education apply afortiori to language* 

Z»   Besearch needs to he done on the langacge habits of our silitary 

personnel in terns of their using a deliberate downgrading of coamuni- 

cability and clarity of expression as a means of emotional protection 

She use of slang carried to excessive length; the constant overload of 

r~ obscene terms, and the invention of derogatory slang for almost every~ 

thing pertaining to military service, to the allies, to the enemy, and 

to the war in general, may give the soldier a very real emotional 

relief. Regrettably it has byproducts on the surrounding husuu* -u* 

vironment — accentuated tensions and misunderstandings between 

Americans and the people for or amoni; vhom they must fight. „ If 

language habits were in any way subject to indirect inspiration, it 

might be possible to salvage some of the waste effort which goes into 

relatively poor and non-communicating language, as well as to head off 

some of the more irritating antagonisms engendered by the sheer 

damage done to langaage in our recent military speech habits« 

Apparently every armjr in the history of the world has developed its 

own slang to a greater or less degree; this slang has an emotionally 

Ul 
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dlschsrging effect, aad it ennot be expected or even desired that 

th4> role of slenc and of Xaagaege ianovetioas be iToided altogether, 

Resisarch aifht «how it to be poteiblo however that the slang could 

be modified by the indirect or covert inciteaent of fashions in 

speech which without being pious or tepid could have thh effect of 

deflecting soae of the worst channels back into genuine coaaunication* 

Picturesqusaess is desirable« Poor eoanv^ication and prejudice are not« 

Is there any remedy for the situation? 

3* Finally, there is a vsry important point indeed that the 

present demeanor of troops themselves is a major form of commnnicaticn 

far more important than most leaflets, radio broadcasts, or posters, 

the role of the soldier as he ip seen by the people whom he pass»« 

is a real contributing element in war. In heavily settled areas such 

as V/estern Europe or much of Hast Asia, the soldier plays an indirect 

psychological warfare role which it is difficult to overestimate. Mao 

Tte-tung made the behavior of his 8th Route Army trocps a byword for 

faimese, decency, and consideration for the common people throughout 

China« His propaganda would not have carried very far if he bad not 

let the soldiers know that they were themselves the chief carriers 6f 

Communist heroism and the chief demonstrators of a better and new world 

to the rest of the population. ?he soldiers appreciated their role 

and were taught to take pleasure from correct behavior and from the 

obvious superiority of their everyday actions to those of the 

Kuomintang armies« 
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I« for«lga ptrtonn«! can b« latefratad lato ü. S. combat forces' 

ta one of two «aytt 

2UXt( the in&ividaalt oan b« taken la and trained to Tie 

loit&tioa Anerlcaae toffleleatly veil to reepond to Aaericaa 

eoaaaade, to Aaericaa habiti» mA to use Aaerleea weapons la 

coaJuacHoa vith actual Aaericaa troops: 

?fWllVtef foreign unite can be bronaht In vlih their ova 

equlpaeat and be engineered Into fighting side by side with 

Aaericaa»* 

"la the second ease If the foreign units are allies, the basic problea 

V>      for career aanageaent la one affecting the foreign government con- 

cerned and its military training program. On the other hand, if it 

is planned, as it perhaps should be, that Americans should be ready 

to accept foreign soldiers vith their foreign uniforms and their ex« 

eaemy weapons, as a part of our military system, it will obviously 

be very necessary to do reaseareh on the subject of "Captive AralesN 

and their rol^s in recent warfare, 

2, Through the use of Integrated foreign personnel the United 

States can meet its manpower problem. If American manpower capacity 

is measured entirely by the home-grown product, there Is no chance 

that this country vrill overtake Communist Russia and Coamunlst China* 

If the assumption is made that American forces should be essentially 

( 

the eoros 4'elite of a U.K. army which would be prepared to accept 
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drfeetioAS en nasse fron Red amy or other minor forces, both the 

ptqrsicsl and human preparations must he aado for these forces to be 

welcomed to oar side and to be accommodated. Joseph Stalin has trained 

a large enou-ih army to conquer Hussia «^r perhaps the only anqr in the 

world large enough to conquer Russia effectively. In the long run 

it might be wiser for us to learn how to give Russians a chance to 

fight for their own liberation than it would be to plan to slug them 

oat man for man when their manpower assets are larger than ours to 

start with, 

3. The buddy system adopted in Korea during the northward push 

in the fall of 1930 showed that non-Sig'' ^sh speaking Koreans could 

be assimilated to non-Korean speaking American units in fairly large 
/ 

numbers» The Has is had already shown this on the eastern front when 

they used local inhabitants as actual troop replacements for many 

German units* The human engineering involved in preparing American 

individuals and units to accept foreign personalities and equipment, 

or to exchange or replace Aaerlcan equipment with foreign units whieb 

may still operate wholly or partially vith their original supplies, is 

not an easy task« Both psychologically and in terms of materiel, it 

seems reasonable to expect that economy in war would call for the use 

of every serviceable enemy weapon an»! of every serviceable enemy nan 

which could be turned around against the hostile force* 
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DESCRIPTION OF CONVICTED FELONS AS A MANFOWIR RESOURCE IN A NATIONAL 

EMERGENCY 

A« TOOpmON 

The nation's manpower Is its major national resource« Defense 

production requirements, as well as military needs, make the utilisation 

of all available manpower at its maximum skills a matter of national 

necessity« An inventory of our total manpower potential can not fail 

to direct attention to the role which in the past rehabilitated felons 

have performed in our national civilian economy, and the services which 

they have contributed in time of crisis« 

Upward of 95 per cent of our penal population is ultimately released 

and integrated to the free community« Most of these offenders are 

separated fr 11 their home communities for relatively short periods of 

time, and on their return to society are quickly swallowed up by the 

normal flow of conventional social life« Nearly two thirds of all con- 

victed offenders successfully rehabilitate themselves after an initial 

conviction, and do not again appear as serious criminal offenders« The 

record of those released conditionally, that is, on parole, is even more 

favorable when the comparison is made on the basis of a subsequent com- 

mitment for a new offense while on parole« Only 12 per cent of parolees 

in nilncis are re-committed for the oommission of new crimes« This 

figure approximates the national experience« 

Crimlnologic&l research and follow-up studies of incarcerated offenders 

have made it abundantly clear that a criminal record has not necessarily 

destroyed the social effectiveness and predominantly conventiaaal 

aspirations of large numbers of men 1*0 have been convicted of crime« 



r 
During World fcr II our lialtod esqporionco with the utilisation of 

comricted offondert in th« anwd forces appears to have been of a salutary 

nature* Prellainaxy findings have indicated that nen with crinlnal re- 

cords who «ere afforded an opportunity to identify themselves with the 

cause and aspiration of the entire nation were even acre successful in 

their readjustnent to a law-abiding civilian life than were their fellows 

who carried into the free comunity the crippling stigna of their penal 

servitude* 

A cosparison of the pcrole records of mm released in Illinois in 

1943-1944 to the areed forces with the parole records of those under 

supervision in the civilian coneunity reveals a violation rate for the 

civilian parolees nearly four and one half tines as great as that for 

the arny parolees« Of a total of 1,307 convicted felons who were inducted 

into the Array, either directly fro« the Illinois Penitentiary System, or 

while on parole, 68 or 5*2 per cent violated to such an extent as to 

occasion their return to the penitentiary« Of 2,070 men who were simul- 

taneously paroled to civilian life, 468 or 22*6 per cent were returned 

to the penitentiary during the first year on parole either for the 

commission of new crimes or the serious violation of the terms of their 

supervision« 

During World War II, 2,942 parolees from the Illinois State Penitentiary 

were Inducted into the Armed Forces« Many of these men achieved distinction 

1« 
Comparison of Illinois Parolee«» in the Armed Service 
with Illinois Parolees to Civilian Life: 1943-1944. 

All Parolees 
Army Parolees 
Civilian Parolees 

Total Cases 
3,377 
1,307 
2,070 

XiaMara 

68 
468 

YitoXaUgn Rate 
15.8 % 

5.20 
22«61 
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in rank, oitatlona or ««ards, «hlle others failed to adjust satisfactorily 

to the conditions of life In the axved sendee« The present project 

represents a systeaatic effort to evaluate the criteria and ffffntflnllMT 

procedures for selecting parolees for arned service, the outcoae as to 

adjustaent of parolees in the service, and subsequently in the free 

comrunity« The situations encountered by parolees in the arsed forces 

contrast sharply with the conditions of life ordinarily experienced by 

those paroled to civil life* The disciplined ataosphere of the iny9 the 

fact of a secure maintenance situation, the existence of ooaaon interests 

and identification frit* coamon goals, the sharing of activities in dose 

relationship with non-delinquentt, and the an&ßyaity as regards the back- 

ground of previous offenders, created a special set of circuastances which 

contrast with those of offenders released directly to their hoae eoaaunities« 

Little has been previously known about the tens and conditions of parole 

under military discipline, under which seas succeed end soae fail, or 

about the variable elements aaong the psrolees themselves as to personality 

makeup and social type as they have been affected by the conditions which 

prevail in military service« 

This study of parolees inducted into the service provides both civil 

and military authorities with detailed and verified facts on the basis 

of which past policies of selection and treatment can be evaluated and 

future policies established« The present report consists of a statistical 

analysis of the numbers and characteristics of the felon population of the 

United States with a view to assessing its dimensions and potential value 

as a manpower resource« 

repaw*!''"'■•'"■ 



B,    DATA A» SOmCES (F Pf ORMttlOM COMCffiHIIIG CONVICTED FEI^HS AS A 

mmutma 
A cheek of ell eveileble stetletiee end sources of inforaatlon con- 

cerning the number of felons in stete end federel institutions reveels 

thet et no single place is there to be found e coapiletion of statistics 

which ere adequate to the problsa of assessing the size end characteristics 

of the present prison population es it any relate to the nenpower question. 

It therefore becoaas necessery to coabine evailable statistics fron 

several different sources in order to arrive at a reliable estinate of the 

number end characteristics of felons in penal Institutions at the present 

tine» The statistical sources on which these estimates are based as follows: 

1. 

a« U, S9 Depertment of Commerce, Bureeu of the Census, Prisoners in 

State and Faderel Prisons and Reformatories. U.S. Government Printing 

Office, Washington, D.O. (Annual, 1926 through 1946)• 

b. Ü, S» Depertment of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, Prisoners in 

State and Federal Prisons and Reformatories. Mo. 1, Washington, D.O., 

May 25, 1950. (mimeographed) 

Until 1946 the Annual Census of Prison and Reformatory Population 

was published by the Bureau of the Census« At that time its publi- 

cation was taken over by the Bureau of Prisons, and data for 1947 and 

1948 have been compiled by that agency. Information on specific 

points has been made available by that agency for the purposes of this 

study. These statistics are the most recent available. However, 

they do not Include institutions exclusively for Juvenile offenders. 

It should be noted that these excluded institutions for Juvenile 

offenders contain a large number of prisoners representing a sizeable 

s,,,ia,a«i*»wM,*»Äi!M«i"*»»
iM,ra™" 
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■anpover pool« These statistics are utilized with a view to 

deterainlng current trends in the deralopaent of the penal 

population, and its probable diaensions in the iaaediate future« 

2« Ü» S, Departaent of Coanerce, Bureau of the Census, 16th Census of 

the United States, 1940, Special Report on Institutional Population. 

0« S« Govemnent Printing Office, Ihshington, O.C., 1943« 

This source provides the aost coaplete single body of statistics 

evallable as to the United States prison population« it the present 

time, however, the data of the 1950 census as it pertains to the 

institutional population of the United States renains untabulatec« 

Information secured through the offices of the Population abd 

Housing Division of the Bureau of the Census indicates that this 

information will not be available until late in 1952 or early in 

1953« The tabulated findings of the 1940 census represent the last 

published and hence, most recent available statistics on prison 

popiilation in the United States« It has boen possible to establish 

the trends since 1940 by e??Tloying certain annual data from 1940 to 

1950« This has enhanced the usefulness of the 1940 census data, 

and makes possible its utilization in estimating the incidence of 

various characteristics in the present prison population, 

3. Office of the General Secretary, American Prison Association, State 

wrt flaUgml Samaiaafl fiwrtWtatf aL^s Mtod aaaiM rt 
America. Canada. England and Scotland. 1947*1950, New York, New York 

This annual publication of the American Prison Association 

furnishes statistics on the number of Inmates in state and federal 

correctional lastitutlons during the preceding year« The reported 

statisties art obtained by olreukting questionnaires to state and 



( 

federal correctional authorities» and are frequently stated in 

round nuabera «hlch estlaate ^he average institutional population 

during the year* Consequently9 these statistics are not sufficiently 

accurate or eooplete to provide bases for a reliable estioate of the 

total U« S» prison population« However, they are of considerable 

value in describing prison population trends during the post-war years 

for selected states in the nine regional census districts of the 

countxy« 

U*  Other Sources of Information« 

In addition to examining the aforementioned published material 

on prison population, inquiries were directed to several persons 

engaged in compiling statistics on Imprisoned offenders« These 

Included contacts with the Bureau of the Census, the Federal Bureau 

of Prisons, a representative of the American Prison Association, 

and correctional authorities in California, New York, and New 

Jersey« i"he information from these sources supplemented published 

materials« 

1« These sources Included the following experts on penology and criminal 

statistics: Howard G, Brusnman, Chief, Population and Housing Division, 

Bureau of the Census; Sanford Betes, Commissioner, Department of Institu- 

tions and Agencies, State of New Jersey; Walter A, Gordon, Chairman, Adult 

Authority, State of California; Richard A« UcGee, Director of Corrections, 

State of California; Frederick A« Koran, Chtirman, New York Board of Parole; 

Austin H« McCormlck, Executive Director, the Osborne Association and member 

of Board of Directors of the American Prison Association; Henry Coe Lanpher, 

Chief, Research and Statistics Division, Federal Bureau of Prisons; and 

Henry D« Sheldon, Institutional Statistics, Bureau of the Census« 

6 
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C, WMm OF FELQIIS IN ALL FHDERAL AND STATE fBISOHS AND REFCR?^TORIES 

|     Notwithstanding the absence of specific enumerations, statistical sources 

described above permit a reliable estimate of the prison population today. The 

basis for this estimate of the nunber of felons in federal and state prisons 

and reformatories is taken from the Special Report on Institutional Population 

of the 1940 census. This tabulation gives a total of 217,919 persons over 14 

years of age who «ere confined in all Federal or State prisons or reformatories, 

including convict caisps, penal farms, training schools and other institutions for 

juvenile delinquents, and all ottar penal establishroents under Federal or 

State control. 

Some indication of the trend in prison population since 1940 can be secured 

from the annual report on Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and Reform- 

atories, prepared by the Bureau of the Census. This report indicates that 

between 1940 - 1944 there was a continuous decrease in prison population. In 
[ 
1  1945 this trend was reversed, and in 1946 the prison population showed a sharp 

upward trend. Similar statistics for 1947 and 1948 as reported by the Bureau 

of Prisons show a continuation of this trend, with appreciable increases in 

prison population during these post-war years« These annual prison population 

statistics are shovm in Table 1, page Bf   The census report of 1946 offers the 

fol1 wing explanation for the trend to and inclusive of that year: 

"The decreases between 1940 - 1944 reflect the fact that during 
these years millions of males in the age group which contributed 
most heavily to the prison population were inducted into the Armed 
Forces. With the large .^cale return of military personnel to 
civilian life in the letter part of 1945 and in 1946, the population 
exposed to the risks of imprisonment in State and Federal prisons 
increased, with a.consequent increase in the prison population 
and admissions." 

ü Bureau of the Census. Prisoners in State and Feactral Prisons and Peform- 

i     atories; 1946. U.S. Government Printing Office, Vfeshington, D.C, pp. 4-5. 
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Table 1 

PRISOMERS PRESENT AT EMD OF YEAR IN FEDER/g. 

AKD STATE PRISONS AND REFORMATORIES t 1940^1943 

X« U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Prisoners in State and 

Federal Prisons and Reformatories. 1946, ü. S. Government Printing Office, 

Washington, D.C.^ 1948, p. 5. 

2, ü. S. Department of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, Prisoners in State and 

Federal Prisons and Reformatories. No, 1, Washington, D.C, May 25, 1950, 

p. 3 (mimeographed) 

- 8- 
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Year Number 
 1 ~"  
1940 175,572 

1 
19a 166,939 

1942 152,967 
1 

1943 138,710 
1 

1944 134,326 
1 

1945 134,802 
1 

1946 141,404 
2 

1947 152,564 | 
2 

1948 157,470 



This explanation is further documented by statistics for the states of 

Illinois and California, which show thai the proportion of veterans in the 

prison population increased steadily in post-war years. This trend has been 

interpreted to mean that, during the period of World War II, the armed services 

utilized the energies of these young men in a constructive fashion. This 

salutary effect was not sustained on the return of the men to civilian life« 

It should further be observed that while in the services these men were, for 

the most part, not subject to imprisonasnt by tho civil authorities for the 

commission of crimes, except after waiver by the military authorities. On 

tho return to civilian life, this was no longer the case. 

The continuation of this upward trend of the total prison population of 

the United States during the post-war years is confirmed by the reports on 

the average annual population of state and national correctional institutions, 

compiled and published by the American Prison Associationf In order to 

secure a reliable indication of the post-war trend, the average annual 

population of adult male felons in penal Institutions under state control was 

obtained for 18 states covering the years from 1946 through 1949. From each 
1 

of the nine regional divisions of the United States, two states were selected 

which had the highest number of persons in correctional institutions in 1940, 

The trends in prison population for these 18 states, representing various 

regions of the United States, served to provide a reliable indication of 

the general trend for the country as a whole. In all 18 states, there occurred 

a sizeable growth in prison population from 1946 through 1949« The statistics 

of annual prison population for the 18 states are shown in Table 2, page 10, 

I 1, The nine regional divisions of the United States employed by tte U,S,Eureau 
! ... 

| of the Census are as follows: New England, Middle Atlantic, E, N, Central, 

W. N, Central, South Atlantic, £. S, Central, W, S, Central, Mountain, Pacific. 
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TABIZ 2 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF MALE PRISONERS IN PENAL INSTITUTIONS 

State Years 

1946 1947 1948 1949 1^0 

Massachusetts 4,000 

• 

4,063 4,373 4,484 

Connecticut 927 932 924 949 — 

New York 18,452 19,860 21,072 21,652 — 

Pennsylvania 6,300 6,740 7,018 7,309 ~ 

Illinois 7,673 8,026 8,655 8,700 8,764 

Ohio 7,705 8,391 7,899 8,305 — 

Missouri 2, eiß 2,954 3,168 3,130 — 

Minnesota 1,516 1,530 1,720 1,783 — 

Virginia 4,181 4,276 4,281 4,751 — 

Maryland 2,809 3,387 3,454 3,728 -* 

Kentucky 2,322 2,383 2,900 3,065 — 

Tennessee 2,293 2,448 2,716 2,834 — . 

Texas 3,850 4,991 5,652 5,851 - 

Oklahoma 2,395 2,255 2,423 — 

Colorado 1,267 1,346 1,430 1,338 — 

Utah 399 509 483 542 — 

California 7,395 8,629 9,624 10,595 11,497 

Washington 1,965 2,018 1,982 2,025 — 

Source: Office of the General Secretary, American Prison Association, State 

and National Correctional Institutiona of the Uhited States of America, 

Canada. England and Scotland. 1947 - 1950, New York, New York, 

- 10 
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The figures on institutional population na of June 30, 1950, are also 

provided for Illinois and California. In both instances, the upward trends 

were continued« 

These various statistics make possible a reasonable estioate as to the 

size of the current prison population« Trend figures indicate that the prison 

population in 1950 is equivalent to that of the 1940 population« Hence, the 

total U. S« prison population in 1950 is placed at a round figure of 218,000, 

of which 202,000 are raales and 16,000 are females« It should be noted that 

these figures include juvenile offenders over 14 years cf age who were coo- 
1 

fined in correctional institutions under state or federal control« 

1« The 1940 decennial census of all prisons and refonnatories under state 

or federal control, inclusive of juvenile institutions, reports a total 

male population of 202,098 prisoners over 14 years of age« However, the annual 

census of prisoners in state and federal prisons and reformatories for 1940 

does not include institutions exclusively for juvenile offenders, and reports 

a total male population of 165,274 prisoners, A comparison of these figures 

indicates that upward of 35,000 juvenile offenders in the age group 14-21 

are confined in institutions exclusively for juvenile offenders. 

- 11 - 
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r 
D, TYPES OF OFFENSE CF INMATE POPUUTIOW 

k complete description of the total instate population of the correctional 

institutions of the united States in terns of the types of offense for which 

conmitaents were made fay the courts is unavailable* The 1940 census of the 

institutional population did not include type of offense as one of the items 

on which information was reported« Furthermore, the annual census of prisoners 

in state and federal prisons and reformatories does not furnish this informa- 

tion for the total resident population. However, it does report statistics 

on types of offense for the total nunber of offenders received each year 

from the courts. In addition, the Uniform Crime Reports issued seni-annually 

by the Federal Bureau of Investigation provide statistics on the types of 

offense for which persons were found guilty as charged by the courts. 

It should be noted that the statistics on offense given in the Uniform 

Crime Reports are not directly comparable with the figures furnished in the 

annual census of prisoners, since many persons found guilty by the courts 

may be given probation, supervision, or suspended sentence, rather than 

committed to .a penal institution. Tho statistics of the Uüiform Crime Reports 

are not useful in an analysis of the manpower resource represented in penal 

institutions and on parole, since they include these aforementioned alternative 

dispositions. Consequently,- the statistics of the Uniform Crime Reports on 

types of offense for the yoars 1946-1949 were used solely for the purpose of 

indicating the relative stability of the proportion convicted for each t^rpe 

of offense over the years, as shown in Table 3, page 13. The figures on types of 
1 

offense from the annual census of prisoners for the years 1942-1947 were also 

used for this purpose, and are shown in Table 4, page 14, Both of these series 

-  1, 1947 is the most recent year for which these statistics on offense 

categories have been compiled, 

-12 - 



i                          Table 3 

PEKCENTAGE OF PERSONS FOUND GUILTY OF 
1                                     i 

OFFEWSK CHARGE: m6 -1%9 

1      (FFENSE YEARS 

1946 W. 1948 1142 
i 

j Murder .08 .08 .08 •08 

| Manslaughter .04 .03 .03 .03 

Rape .34 .15 .14 •15 

| Robbery .50 .58 «46 .62 

• Aggravated Assault .78 .71 .77 .81 

Burglary 1.56 1.34 1.40 1.88 

j larceny 3.94 3.79 4.16 4.20 

; Auto Theft .95 .73 .68 .68 

1 Other Assaults 3.81 3.48 3.42 3.35 

Forgery and Counterfeiting .24 .29 .35 .33 

Embezzlement and Fraud .47 .47 .51 .62 

Handling Stolen Property .21 .14 .14 .14 

Carrying or Possessing Weapons 1.05 .100 .94 .88 

Sex Offenses 3.01 2,90 2,25 2.48 

Offenses Against Family, Children 1.55 1.67 1.44 1.30 

Violating Narcotic Drug Laws .14 .19 .19 .28 

Violating Liquor Laws 1.59 1.52 1.37 1.85 

Drunkenness, Disorderly Conduct, 
1    Vagrancy 74.51 76.12 77.57 76.19 

l Gambling 5.41 4.79 4.09 4.11 

1 1, Based on statistics in Uniform Crime Reports , Federal Bureau of Investi- 

gation, ü. S. Department of Justice, Semi-annual Bulletins: 1947, 1948, 

1949, 1950. 
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TABI£ 4 

FERCEHTIGE DISTRIBUTION OF FELONY PHI30KERS RECEIVED FROl' COURT 

IN FEDEim AND STdTB IHSTITÜTI0MS> BY OFFENSE; 1942 - 1%7. 

OFFENSE WL 19431 im. w1. l?^1 mt 
Murder 3.4 3.6 3.2 3.2 3.5 3.4 

Manslaughter 2.8 3.0 2.6 2.6 3.1 2.5 

Robbery 8.1 8.4 7.4 8.2 9.2 10.5 

Aggravated Assault 5.9 5.8 5.4 5.9 6.3 5.7 

Burglary 15.6 15.8 15.6 16.8 18.0 19.4 

Larcangr 17.2 16.3 17.0 17.4 17.2 16.2 

Auto Theft 6.7 5.9 6.7 7.3 9.2 9.4 

£ni>ezzleffient and Fraud 3.3 2.9 2.9 2.8 2.7 3.0 

Handling of Stolen Property 1.2 1.0 1.1 1.0 .9 1.0 

Forgery 6.2 5.6 5.8 6.1 7.1 8.7 

Rape 3.6 4.2 3.9 4.3 4.1 3.9 

vomnercialized Vice 1.0 1.0 .7 .7 .4 .4 

Other Sex Offenses 2,6 3.6 3.0 2SJ 2.5 2.4 

Violating Drug Laws 2.9 3.0 3.1 2.6 2.5 2.5 

Carrying and Possessing Weapons ,4 .4 .4 .5 .7 .8 

Nonsupport or Neglect 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.4 

Violating Liquor Laws 3.5 4.5 4.9 4.8 3.4 2.5 

Violating Traffic Laws .3 .3 .2 .2 .3 .2 

Violating National Defense Laws 4.4 8.4 9.4 5.5 2.1 1.1 

Other Offenses 4.7 4.9 5.4 5.8 5.2 V?, 

1* U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Prisoners in State and 

Federal Prisons and Reformatories. 1946. United States Government Printing Office, 

Washington 1948, p. 44. 

2*   The figures for 1947 were obtained from the Bureau of Prisons, U. S. Department 

of Justice (unpublished data). 
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disclosed a notable stability in relative frequency ot the ▼arious types of 

offenses« Furthemcre, the annual fig area of the Unifom Crime Reports 

indicate that this stability continned throughout the later post-TOr years. 

In view of this stability in the proportional frequency of various types 
I 

of offenses, it becoaes possible to utilise the figures from the census of 

prisoners for 1947 to represent the composition of the resident male population 
i 

of correctional institutions under State or Federal control by offense categories» 
■ 

The actual nunber of persons in each offense category was calculated by 
I 

multiplying the total estimated male population of correctional institutions 

by the percentage characterizing each clfense. The nunber and percentages by 

offense categories are presented in Table 5, page 16. 

It should be noted that the estimated total of the resident male population, 

202,000,  includes many juvenile offender? who are not represented in the 

admission figures contained in the annual census of prisoners from which the 

percentage figures are obtained. Since Juvenile offenders generally commit 

less serious crimes, their omission from these percentages effects an over- 

estimate of the proportion of the more serious offenses. Since the more 

serious offenders romin longer in the institutions, the percentage figures 

for admission of prisoners underestimates the proportion of serious offenders 

in the institutional population. 

The net effect is that these two tendencies offset each other, and hence 

the percentages shown in Table 5 represent a reliable estimate. 

It should bo noted tliat offenders convicted for those crimes which 

resulted in the categorical unacceptability of men to the armed forces during 

World War II constitute a relatively small proportion of all incarcerated offend- 

ers. 

I 

j 1» Army regulations during World War II excluded from induction persons convicted 

j of murder, negligent manslaughter, sex offenses, and violation of narcotic laws. 
i 
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TABLE 5 

ESTIMATED NUMBER AM) PQICENTAGE DISmiBUTlON 

OF PRISONERS CURRENTLY INCARCERATED IN FEDERAL 

US) ST4TE CORRBCTIOMAL INSTITUTIONS, BY OFFENSE 

OFFENSE 

Murder 

Manslaughter 

Robbery 

Aggravated Assault 

Burglary 

Larceny 

Auto Theft 

EUbezzleibsnt 

Stolen Property 

Forgery 

Rape 

Coranercialized Vice 

Other Sex Offenses 

Violating Drug Laws 

Carrying and Possessing Weapons 

Nonsupport or Neglect 

Violating Liquor Laws 

Violating Traffic Laws 

Violating National Defense Laws 

Other Offenses 

TOTAL 

NlflBER 

202,000 

PERCENT" 

6,868 3.4 

5,050 2.5 

21,210 10.5 

11,5U 5.7 

39,390 19.5 

32,724 16.2 

18,988 9.4 

6,060 3.0 

2,020 1.0 

17,574 8.7 

7,878 3.9 

808 .4 

U,8L8 2.4 

5,050 2.5 

1,616 .8 

2,828 1.4 

5,050 2.5 

40^ .2 

2,??2 1.1 

?.ö?a 4.9 

100,0 

1,Percentage figures are for the year 1947 from report of U. S. Depart- 

ment of Justice, Bureau of Prisons, Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons 

and Refonnatoriea. Nuniber 1, Washington, D.O., May 25, 1950.(miiaBographed) 
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Table 5, page 16, reveals that persons convicted for these offenses represent 

I  no more than 15 per cent of the total nunber of offenders in state and 

federal correctional institutions« 

If these offenders were categorically omitted from the felon manpower 

potential, it would leave the great bulk of the inmate population, fully 85 

per cent, available as a pool from which qualified candidates could be screened. 

However, it should be emphasized that the categorical exclusion of persons 

convicted of a sex offense may necessarily reduce the availability of many 

likely candidates within oven the aforementioned 15 per cent of offenders, 

since approximately one-half of these are sex offenders« 

The overwhelming majority of sex offenders are not compulsive by nature, 

and cannot, in regard to thie crime, be distinguished from most of the 
i 

population. Current studies of American sex behavior have demonstrated that, 

"absolute law enforcement /of the sex lawi^ would perforce 
| touch about 95 per cent of "the total male population« In 
'        contrast to the universality of illegal sexual behavior 

actually only a meager number of persona falls into the law 
enforcement net to zvff.sv inordinate punishment for the 
conduct of the many, 3h one category alone, recent statis- 
tical studies bring to light that six million homosexual 
acts take place each year for every 20 convictions« In 
the area of extra-marital copulation, the frequency to 
conviction ratio is nearly 30 to 40 million to 300.^ 

Follow-up studies of released offenders have further buttressed these 

findings« The violation of all Illinois paroled offenders in the years 1940 - 

2 
1944 was three timss that of the sex offenders.  It is reasonable to conclude 

1. Committee on Forensic Psychiatry of the Group for the Advancement of 

Psychiatry, Psychiatrically Deviated Sex Offenders. Report No« 9, Topeka, 

Kansas, May 1949, p.2 

2« Illinois Division of Correction, Research Studies on Paroled Offenders« 
i 

[ (Unpublished) 
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that the great majority of such offenders are either indistinguishable from 

the so-oalled law-abiding population, or once convicted, refrain firoc further 

Tlrlation of the law« Appropriate screening techniques can distinguish 

between the 5 to 10 p^r cent of convicted sex felons who are coopulaive 

offenders, and the remaining upward of 90 per cent who are not behavioral 

problems of such a nature as is implied because of their conviction« 

■v»y-A -; -:' ■■L"--* 
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E# AGE DISlRIBUTICIi OF PRISONERS IK STATE AKD FISERAL wQRRSCTIOKAL DiSTnUTIOWS 

The 1940 census provides a breskdmrn by various age groups for persons 1U 
i. 

years old and over In state and federal correctional institutions. Pending 

similar tabulations from the 1950 census, these data are the only source of 

information on the age of all imprisoned offenders« Since the trends in the 

cooftosition of the prism population are again approaching the 1940 level, 

the figures provided by this census may be regarded as a reliable estimate 

of the age distribution of prisoners today« Table 6, page 20, shows the 

nuufcer and percentage distribution of males in state and federal prisons and 

reformatories by ten age groups« 

It is significant to note that the 114,731 offenders in the age group /Tom 

18 - 34 constitute 56«7 per cent of the total male population in prisons and 

refomtitories« 

Those figures represent the age distribution of prisoners at a given 

| point in time« However, they will necessarily underestimate the potential 

manpower resource for the defense services, since the rate of admissions and 

release of offenders, that is, the turnover, of the younger age groups is 

much higher than it la for the older men« The statistics in the Annual 

Census of Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and Reformatories disclose 

that 62,8 per cent of the total male prisoners received from court in 1940 were 

within the age group 18 - 34« However, as previously noted, during that 

year of all the men incarcerated in prisons and reformatories at the time of 

the 1940 decennial census, 56,7 per cent wore within the age group 18 - 34» 

The 6,1 per cent difference between these figures reflects the higher rate 

I 
| of turnover in the younger age group. 

1 1« In view of the fact that the raedian age of male prisoners received from court 
i 

I remained very stable from 1937 through 1940, this difference of 6.1 per cent can 

not be attributed 1. a change in the proportion of men received from the younger 
i 
I age groups, 
\ - 19 - 
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TABLE 6 

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MALE 

AGE WdE PERCENT 

1U years 2,733 1.4 

15-17 years 15,106 7,5 

18-19 years 11,995 5,9 

20 years 6,936 3.4 

21-24 years 29,482 14.6 

25*34 years 66,318 32.8 

35-44 years 40,231 19.9 

45-54 years 18,855 9.3 

55-64 years 7,678 3.8 

65 years and over m 2,764 , M 
TOTAL 202,098 100.00 

Sourcei U. S, Department of CommDrce, Bureau of the Census, 16th 

Census of the united States 1940, Special Report on Institutional 

Population, United States Government Printing Office, Washington 

1943, p. 10« 
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It is evident that over a period of tine the proportion of convicted 

felons in the younger age groups is appreciably greater than the proportion 

of the younger convicted felons «ho are actually ixcprisoned at any given 

tine. It follows that as of any particular date, the manpower resource 

represented in young convicted felons is even greater than can be 

revealed by an enumeration of the prison population« 

I - 21 - 



r P. PHYSICAL COWDIYIDN g PRISONBte PI STATE ^ND FEIgRAL OORRECTIDNAL 

IMSTITUTIONS 

The studies of the physical health of convicted offenders do not 

establish a direct relationship between crime end physical condition. In 

fact, nunerous studies have established that the physical health of con- 

victed offenders does not differ appreciably from that of comparable groups 
. 1 

of the general population«  A special survey conducted by Selective Service 

in 1941 of 19,923 registrants aged 21 - 36 disclosed that 20 per cent of 

the registrants were not qualified for military service by reason of poor 
2 

physical condition« 

1« Professor Edwin H« Sutherland has generalised the concensus amongst 

students of crime when, in summarizing the studies which have sought to 

d        establish the relationship between physical defects, health condition, and 

criminality, he noted: "While there is no reason to minimize the importance 

of good health, it is apparent that the connection between crime and physical 

ailments is not close or necessary, ifany criminals are quite healthy and 

free from ailments, and many non-criminals are extremely defective from 

the physical point of view," (E, H, Sutherland, Principles of Criminology. 

3rd ed., Lippincott & Co., Chicago, 1939. p. 94) 

2« Director of Selective Service, Selective Service in Peacetijre. Government 

Printing Office, Washington, 1942. pp. 211-212, 

( 
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Correctional authorities have frequently noted that due to uniform 

availability of nedical services, regulated diet and routine living conditions 
I 

in correctional institutions, the physical health of prisoners is equal or 
I 

superior to that of comparable groups in the general population« Thus, the 

percentage of prisoners likely to be disqualified from defense service by 
i 

i 
reason of poor physical condition is less than the 20 per cent figure 

i 

established in the Selective Service study cited above« 
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r 
G. KDÜCATIOÜAI. XTtkmEST OP PRISONERS IN ^TATE AND FEDSRAL CORRECTIOIK>L 

INSTITUTIDN3 

The educational disabilities of the felon population are not of such 

proportions as to prejudice their utilization as a manpower resource for 

defense purposes. The 1940 decennial census provides data on the educational 

achiovenent of persons 25 years of age and over in correctional institutions 

and in the total population« A comparieon of the educational achievements 

of male prisonurs and the total population is shonn in Table 7, page 25. 

It may be noted that 73«3 per cent of the «ale prisoners shown in Table 7 

completed 5 years or more of school work. 19*2 per cent completed 1 to 4 

years, while 7,5 per cent either did not complete the first grade, or had 

no schooling at all. The median grade of school completed is 7*4« 

In general, the educational level of the total male population of the 

nation shown in Table 7 is somewhat higher than for male prisoners,  85,2 

per cent of the total male population coiapleted 5 years or more of school 

work, 10.9 per cent completed 1-4years, while 3,9 ptr cent either did 

not complete the first grade, or had no schooling at all. The median grade 

of school completed was 8,3. 

It should oe noted that there has been a general upward trend in the 

educational level of the population of the united States in recent yöars. 

As a consequence of this trend, the educational achievement of persons in 

the age group 18-24 will be higher at any given time than that of the 

persons 25 years old or over. It follows that persons aged 18 yaaxs  and 

-24- 



EDUCATION FOR IKOE PRISONERS IN PRISONS AND REFORMATORIES IN 

1940 AND TOTAL HALE POPULATION IN IW FOR PERSONS 25 TtEARS 

YEARS OF SCHOOL 
COMPLfiTED 

GENEHAL. 
POP. x 

1,471,290 

P^ICBNT 

3*9 

PRISON 4 
REFCRU2 

10,130 

PERCENT 

No School Years 
conpleted 7.5 

Grade School 

1~U 4,079,100 10.9 26,080 19.2 

5-6 4,399,910 11.7 22,5a 16.6 

7-8 13,239,300 35.3 40,690 29.9 

High School 
« 

1-3 5,332,803 14.2 20,606 15.2 

k 4,507,244 12.0 7,595 5.6 

College 
• 

1-3 1,823,981 4.9 2,968 2.2 

4 or more 2,021,228 5.4 1,291 .9 

Not Reported 588.151 1.6 3.965 2.9 

TOTAL PSRSONS 25 
YEARS OR OVER 37,463,087 100.0 135,846 100.0 

Median School 
Grade Completed 8.3 7.4 

1. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Current Population 

Reports. Series P-20, No. 6, 

2. U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 16th Census of the 

United States 1940, Special Report on Institutional Population, p. 13. 
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over in 1950 can be expected to have had more education than a similar age 
1 

group in 1940. 

In the light of these considerations it is apparent that the data in 

Table 7 underestiraates the current educational level of the prison and 

reformatory male population, particularly with reference to persons of 

military age. The lesser educational attainment of the felon population is 

not of such proportions as to «arrant its disqualification on educational 

grounds« 

!• The upward trend is revealed by the fact that the median years of school 

completed for persons 25 years and over in the total population was 8.4 in 

1940, and 9.0 in 1947, (Source: Ü,S, Bureau of the Census, Statistical 

Abstract of the United States; 1948. Sixty-ninth edition. Washington, D. c, 

1948. 122 pp.) 

The fact that a greater proportion of males 5-24 years of age in the 

total population are attending school and staying longer is indicated by 

the following comparison of the school attend-once of males 5-24 years in 

1940 and 1947. 

School Attendance of Males 5 to 24 Years Old; 1940 and 1947 

Total 

Age 

5 tc 24 years 

5 years 
6 years 
7 to 9 years 

10 to 13 years 
14 to 17 years 
18 to 19 yoars 
20 to 24 years 

Percent of Total Male 
Pc-pulation Attending School 

1940 1947 

58.6 60.9 

17.5 4.0 
68,2 66.9 
94.1 95.8 
95.3 97.7 
78.9 80.8 
30.8 30.8 
8.2 17.6 

Source; Ibid 
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H, PSYCHOLOGIOIL AHD BPTIOIiAL DETECTS OF THE FELOK POPUUnOM 

A number of leading crimlnologists have studied the relationship between 

crime and psychological defects« The results of this research provide a basis 

for a general estimation of the prevalence of psychological or emotional 

defects among felons« In evaluating the available evidence on this problem, 

the data on the various types of psychological and «notional defects are 

presented under the following headings: mental deficiency, psychoneurosis, 

psychosis, and psychopathy* 

1« Mental Deficiency 

There have been a number of studies of the prevalence of mental deficiency 

among criminal offenders« Though mental deficiency was at one time regarded 

as being highly related to criminal behavior, the more extensive and controlled 

studies of recent years have established that mental deficiency is no more 

prevalent among convicted offenders than it is in the general population. 

Bronberg and Thompson studied 9,95*5 offenders who were convicted or pleaded 
1 

guilty in the Court of General Sessions, New York City.  The studies were 

conducted in the Psychiatric Clinic attached to the Court and covered the 

years 1932 - 1945» O^ly offenders scoring below "a mental age of 10 years, 

6 months, and an intelligence quotient of 66 at the 16 year level" were 

regarded as being mentally deficient. Of the total cases examined. 240 or 2.4 

per cent were classified as mental defectives. This percentage becomes more 

significant when a comparison is made with the prevalence of mental deficiency 

in the general population. 

I! W. öronberg and C, B. Thompson, "The Relation of Psychoses, Mental Defects, 

and Personality lypes to Types of Crime," Journal of Criminal Law and Criminology. 

1937, Vol. XXVIII, pp. 70-89. 
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Broobcrg and Thonpson conpared the distribution of intelligence in an 

I    unselected sample of 4,396 cases from their total group with the results 

publishod by Yerbes and his associates on the intelligence scores of 

194,004 white men drafted in World War I« This cooparison in terms of the 
i 

fMrcentage distribution of clinic prisoners and drafted nter. is as follcws: 

Clinic Prisoners  Drafted Men 

Tory Superior & Superior 2.5 % 12.1 % 

High Average 8.7 15.2 

Average 42.9 25.0 

Low Average 17.1 23.8 

Dull Normal and Borderline 26.3 17.0 

Uental Defectives 2.2 7.1 

^t may be noted that the drafted men had a significantly higher proportion 

of persons in the lower and higher categories, while the clinic prisoners 

tended to score predominantly in the middle ranges. 

The results obtained by Bronberg and Thompson were corroborated in a 

later study by Schilder of all convicted felons examined in the psychiatric 
2 

clinic of the Court of General Sessions, New York City, 1937. 

The lay belief that the criminal is feebleminded reflects the lag between 

the advance of our scientific knowledge tnd Its popular dissemination. The 

nuniber of criminals who have been diagnosed as feebleminded has steadily 

decreased as our psychometric techniques and tests have been refined. In 

1931 a major study was node of all available mental tests of criminals. 

An analysis of 350 reports, including tests of 175,000 criminals and delinquents, 

established that the proportion of delinquents diagnosed as feebleminded 

1. Bromberg and Thompson, op, cit., p. 73 
2. P. Schilder, "The Care of Criminals and Prevention of Crime," Journal of 

Crimiml Psychopathology, 1940-41, Vol. U, p. 152, 
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decreased froD an average of over 50 per cent in the period 1910 - 1914 to 20 

per cent in the period 1925 - 1928, The decrease was due nainly to a change 

in testing techniques and scoring methods. It was finally concluded that 

the distribution of intelligence scores for the delinquent population is in fact 
1 

similar to that of the general population«  Subsequent studies have confirmed 

Sutherland^ findings to the extent that feeblemindedness is presently regarded 

as having a lesser association with th« fact of the criminal person than such 
2 

impersonal factors as age and sex« 

A current coraaent on the prevalence of mental deficiency among prisoners 

as conpared with the general population is presented by Richard UcGee, Director 
3 

of the California Department of Corrections. He states: 

'•The average intelligence of the men in prison is just about 
the same as the average man in the street. There are fewer 
people of superior intelligence, and there are fewer-people 
of low grade, feeblemindedness, idiots and imbeciles, as they 
are usually institutionalized elsewhere before they can commit 
a murdo-r, or they are either too smart, they donH get caught, 
or they do^t coosnit criaes. The average is about the same 
as it is for you and me.n 

2,  Psychoneurosis 

Most of the studies of psychoneurosis as it effects crime have been directed 

by psychiatrists toward detailed case analyses of the relation between the 

psychoneurotic condition and criminal behavior. The most reliable statistics 

on the incidence of psychoneurosis among convicted offenders are contained 

IT Edwin H. Sutherland, "Uental Deficiency and CrimB," Ch. XV, in Kimball 

Young (Editor) Social Attitudes, 1931, PP. 357-375. 

2« L« D. Zeleny, "Feetlömindedness and Criminal Conduct," American Journal of 

Sociology, 38:564-578, January 1933. 

Clara *', Chassell, The Relation Between Morality and Intellect. Teachers 

College, Contributions to Education, No. 607, ^ew York, 1935. 

I 
3. R. McGee, "An Analysis of California's Prison Population," Proceedings 

'   California State Sheriffst Association. 1948, p. 69. 
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in the aforementioned Bronberg-Thompson and Schilder studies. 

Out of 7,100 cases which Brooberg and Thompson examined from 1932-1935 to 

determine the incidence of psychoneurosis, 490 or 6.9 per cent, were classix^ied 

as psychoneurotic, Schilder's examination of 2,698 cases during 1937, 

resulted in 11U or /»,2 per cent of the cases being classified as psychoneurotic. 

Other less reliable studies on the prevalence of psychoneurosis among 

prisoners report as few as 2 per cent. 

3. Psychosis 

Psychotic symptoms have been dearly identified and defined by psychia- 

trists as the result of m&ny years of observation of patients in mental 

hospitals« As a consequence, the statistics concerning the incidence of 

psychosis among convicted offenders appear to have greater reliability than 

other categories of mental disturbance. 

As the result of examining 9,958 convicted offenders in the psychiatric 

clinic of the Court of General Sessions, New York City, between 1932 - 1935, 

Bronberg and Thompson report that 153 cases, or 1.5 per cent of the total 

nunber of offenders were classified as psychotic, 

Schilder's examination of 2,698 cases at the same clinic in 1937 resulted 

in the classification of 1,6 per cent as psychotic. 

Some variability in the incidence of psychosis is notec bv Sutherland in 

different states, but in general the figures confirm the results obtained in 

New York. Sutherland points out that "psychiatric examinations of criminals 

on admission to state prisons generally show not more than 5 per cent to be 
1 

psychotic, and in many institutions, less than 1 per cent," 

1. Edwin H. Sutherland, Principles of Criminology, 3rd ed., J.D. Lippincott 

& Co., Chicago, 1939, p. 107 
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4. Psychopathy 

I      In contrast to tho rather clearly dcrined vnd  recognisable symptoms of 

the severe meirtal disorders such as psychosis and psychoneurosis, there is 

little general agreement among psychiatrists or nsychologists as to the 

criteria for classifying persons as psychopathic personalities. As a result 

of the vagueness with which this concept is defined, the statistics on the 

incidence of psychopathic personality among convicted offenders show great 

variation from one state to another. The National Conmittee for Uental 

Hygiene surmarized surveys made prior to 1931 on the incidence of mental 

abnormality in correctional institution-? in different parts of the country. 

This survey found that the diagnosis of psychopathic personality varied fron 

5.5 per cent to 35.3 per cent. An average figure of 16.7 per cent was found 
1 

for the 9 states on which data were available.  Sutherland reports differences 

as great as 78.3 per contage points between the percent of convicted offenders 

*  classified as psychopathic personality types in different states. He con- 

cludes that such variations are "clearly due to the difference in the precon- 
o 

ception of the psychiatrists rather than to a difference in the criminals" 

On occasion the application of the concept of psychopathic personality has 

been made so broadly as to become absurd, including all persons who commit a 

criminal act, 

A rauch more conservative and objective application of the concept of 

psychopathic personality is found in the studies conducted at the Psychiatric 

1 

Tl   Morris Ploscowe, Some Causative Factors in Criminality. No, 13, Vol. 1 of the 

Reports of the National Comm, on Law Observance & Enforcement, GPO, 1931, p, 51 

2, In New York and Massachusetts, only 10 per  cent were diagnosed as psychopathic 

personality types, whereas in Illinois 88,3 per cent were so classified, 

Sutherland, op, cit,, p, 110 
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Clinic of the Court >f General Sessions, New York City. Out of the group 

r of 9,958 convicted offenders examined between 1932-35 by Br^fifcerg and 

Thompson, 687 cases, or 6.9 per cent, were classified as psychopathic 

personalities« 

Schilder»s classification of 2,698 convicted offenders in 1937 resulted 

in a diagnosis of psychopathic personality in 197 cases, or 7.3 per cent. 

To the extent that the concept psychopathic personality refers to a 

cluster of personality traits, the presence or absence of which can be reliably 

established, the figure of approximately 7 per cent among convicted offenders 

he^ become generally accepted. 

Sumoary and Conclusion 

The figures cited in the preceding sections on the incidence of 

psychological and emotional defects among convicted offenders indicate clearly 

that the popular conception of offenders as mentally disturbed persons is in 

error. For example, sex offenders are generally regarded as mentally 

abnormal. Yet the May 1949 report of the Committee on Forensic Psychiatry 

of the Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry points out "that only a small 

proportion of males convicted of sex offenses have been involved in behavior 

which is materially different than that of most males in the population. 

This small group, which numbers in the neighborhood of 5 to 10 per cent, is 

that which engages our attention as psychiatrists. Among then will be found 
1 

the feebleminded, psychopathic and psychotic individuals,"  The conclusion 

reached by the Committee on Forensic Psychiatry parallels closely the results 
« 

cited in the previous sections concerning other types of convicted offenders. 

Summarizing the results of BroniDorg and Thompson's study of convicted 

offenders in New York between 1932 - 1935, approximately 18 per cent of the 

*    ll Committee on Forensic Psychiatry of the Group for the Advancement of 

Psychiatry, op. cit., p, 1 
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offenders were found to evidence sorse nental deviation while "normal or 
1 

average individuals conprised the remaining 82 per cent of the prisoners." 

Schilder's study of convicted offenders in New York in 1937 confirms the 

results obtained by Brodberg and Thompson« He concludes that; 

"Roughly 20 per cent of the offenders were psychically 
abnormal according to ordinary standards. It is obvious 
that the majority of Criminals are normal from a psychiatric 
point of view if one does not consider the repeated crime 
itself as a sign of mental imbalance."2 

For the purposes of the prettnt report, it may be assumed that at most no 

more than 20 per cent of the felon population are characterized b/ psychological 

or emotional defects which may render their suitability for defense service 

problematic, and in any event would require special screening. 

This percentage is especially significant when compared with the incidence 

of psychological or emotional defect in the general population. The statistics 

provided by National Selective Service Headquarters as to the reasons for 

rejection of registrants examined during the course of World War II, indicate 

that roughly 16 per  cent were rejected because of psychological or emotional 
3 

defect.  The rate o^ rejection for mental aefect fluctuated markedly during 

the war, indicating that the armed services were able to relax or tighten the 

standards for induction in accordance with their1 manpower needs. This 

suggests that appropriate screening techniques may make possible the utilization 

of a number of the men within even the 20 per cent category of psychologically 

or emotionally defective persons. 

Moreover, it should bo emphasized that the Selective Service rejection 

rate is based on men in the military age groups 18 - 37, whereas the corresponding 

Tl    Bromberg and Thompson, op, cit,, p, 152 

2, Schilder, op. cit,, p. 152 

3» The calculation of an average rejection rate for reason of mental defect was 
\   based on the following reports of the Director of Selective Service: Selective 

Service as the Tide of War Turns. U, S. Government Printing Office, 19A5, and 
Selective Service and Victory. U, S. Government Printing Office, 1948. 
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^ rate for the felon population also includes raen in oluer age groups where the 

incidence of mental defect is ordinarily higher. Thus it would appear that 

the frequency of psychological or emotional defect in the felon population 

compares favorably with that of the general population. 

( 
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I, CRIMINALITY OF CONVICTED FELOMS A3 REVEALED DY PREVIOUS INCARCERATION 

I     The absence or presence of a prior criminal record has long been regarded 

by correctional authorities as a factor of predictive significance in judging 

the probable character of an offender's post-institutional behavioi*. 

The annual census of Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and Reforma- 

tories provided statistics for the years 1940, 1945 and 1946 on the prior 

comoitasent record of prisoners released during 1940, 1945 and 1946. The total 

nunber of male offenders released in each of those years and the percentage 

distribution by prison commitment record is shown in Table 8, page 36, 

It is apparent from Table 8 that the proportion of released offenders 

with a prior prison record increased from 1940 to 1945, but decreased again 

in 1946. The 1940-1945 trend may be explained by the fact that during the 

war years service in the Armed Forces removed many persons with no previous 

prison record from harmful association and exposure to delinquent influences 

which in normal times may have led to acts of crime, and possible commitment 

of such persons as first offenders. This reduced the actual number of first 

offenders and correspondingly this change was reflected in an increase percentage- 

wise of those with previous prison records. The decrease in the proportion 

of released offenders in 1946, with a prior prison record reflects a return to 

the 1940 peacetime rates; that is, an increase in the proportion of first 

offenders released, 

A projection of the 1945-1946 trend would indicate that the the present 

time approximately 70 per cent of the offenders released from correctional 

institutions have no prior prison record. 

No comparable nationwide figures are available on the prior commitment 

record of the prison population as such, California is the only state which 

has compDed and ;aade public such statistics for its prison population. 
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TAPiE a 

PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAUS OFFENDERS RELEASED FROM 

FEDERAL AND STATE PRISONS AND REFORMATORIES, BY NU1ÜBER 

 OF PRIOR COMMITMENTS. 19i*0. 1945. 19/A  

TOTAL NUMBER 

PERCENTAGE: 

No Prior ComEitments 

1 Prior Prison Conmitoont 

2 Prior Prison Conmitraents 

3 or more Prior Prison Conmitmsnts 

1 
1?A0 

2 
1945 

3 
mi 

61,431 42,326 44,106 

100.0 100.0 100.0 

69.9 65.7 68.1 

18.0 19.3 13.6 

7.0 ^.1 7.4 

5.1 6.9 5.9 

1. U. S. Department of Coramerce, Bureau of the Census, Prisoners in 

Federal Prisons and Reformatories, 1940« United States Government 

Printing Office, Wasnington 1943, p. 64. 

2. , Prisoners in Federal Prisons 

and Refomatories. 1945. United States Government Printing Office, 

Washington 1947, p. 93. 

3. . Prisoners in Federal Prisons 

and Reformatories, 1946, United States Government Printing Office, 

Washington 1948, p. 94. 
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Table 9, page 38, shows the prior comndtinent record for the California 

male prison population at the end of each fiscal year from 1%5 to 1950. It 

will be noted that there is a tendency for the percentage of prisoners with 

no prior conndtoents to decrease from 1945 to 1950. Conversely, there is a 

slight tendency for the percentages of those with prior ccinmitiaent records 

to increase between 1945 and 1950, Th« explanation for this effect lies in 

the fact that during these years prisoners with no prior comndtnent constitute 

a greater proportion of releases than they do of adrdssions. Under normal 

conditions, the nunber of adadssions and releases of such offenders would 

tend to balance each other» In any event, this group of first offenders 

constitutes disproportionately the largest single manpower resource in the 

prison population. 

A comparison of the prior coHmitment records of male offenders admitted to 

California prisons from 1947 - 1950 with the prior records of those released 

during this period, underlines the sizeable dimensions of the manpower resource 

represented in first offenders. 

Table 10 shows the total nunber and percentage distribution of male 

admissions to California prisons by prior commitment record for each fiscal 

year 1947 - 1950. Table 11 provides sinilar information for male prisoners 

released from the California prisons for the same time period. 

A comparison of table 10, page 39 and table 11, page 40 discloses that 

the proportions of offenders released from prison each year fron 1947 to 1950 

who had no prior commitment record was consistently higher than the corrosp ndii^ 

proportion of offenders admitted during these years. Conversely, offenders 

with a record of prior prison commitment constituted a greater proportion of 

the admissions than of the releases. 
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T48LE 9 

PRIOR COiaaTMEßTS OF RESIDENT VklB ^xllSm POPUUTION, 

CALIFORNIA. FOR FISCAL YE^BS ENDBIG TUNE 30. 

PRIOR CCftiHITHEKTS                   1945       ffi^       1947       1948 1949       1930 

TOTAL NUMBER                               5,643     6,405     7,284     8,216 9,160     9,883 

PERCENTAGE                                     100,0     lOO.O     100.0     100.0 100.0     100.0 

No Prior Prison Cororlt- 
ments                                   52.3       52.6       52.0       51.2 49.3       49.3 

1 Prior Prison CocmtraBnt  25,4  25,1  25.0  25.4 25.5  26.2 

2 Prior Prison Comitnents  12,5  12,4  12,5  12.8 13.5  13.5 

3 or raore Prior Prison 
Coanitiaents         9.8   9.9  10.5  10.6 11.2  11.0 

Source: State of California, Departnent of Correction, Characteristics of 

Resident Male Population of California State Prisons. 1945-1950 (ninecgraphed). 
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TmE 10 

PRIOR COMUnKENT RECORD OF MALE ADMISSIONS TO CALIFORNIA 

PRISONS FOR FISCAL 1EARS ENDING JUNE 30. 1947 - 1950. 

PRIOR COiagTMENTS 

TOTAL NUMBER 

PERCENTAGE 

No Prior Prison Conraitnents 

1 Prior Prison ComoitmBnt 

2 Prior Prison Conndtnents 

3 or more Prior Prison Comnitmsnts 

1, State of California, Depirtiaent of Corrections, Biennial Report 1947-19/»8, 

p. 110. 

2.^ , Biennial Report 1949-1950, p. 39- 

1 
19tf 

1 2 
IM 

2 
im 

2,524 2,076 2,690 2,993 

100.0 100,0 100,0 100.0 

63.5 63.4 61.8 64.0 

20.5 20,2 22.7 19.9 

Ö.0 9.5 9.0 8.9 

8,0 6,9 6.5 7.2 
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TABI£ 11 

PRIOR COMMITlffiNT RECOffl) OF KALE RELEASES FUOt! CALIFORNIA 

PRISONS. FOR FISCAL HARS ENDING JUNE 30. 1947>1950) 

112              2 
PRIOR COiaaTUSNT 1947        1948        1949        1950 

TOTAL NUlSai 1,645       1,944       1,754       2,270 

PERCENTAGE 100,0       100.0       100.0       100.0 

Mo Prior Prison Comoitjnents 74.3        72.1        74.7        70.8 

1 Prior Prison Coamitraent 16,0        16.2        20.5         14.9 

2 Prior Prison Coouitinents 5.0          6.6          3.8          7.6 

3 or more Prior Prison Comnitraent! 3               3.9          5.1          1.0          6.7 

1«   Based on:   State of California, Department of Corrections, Biennial Report 

1947-1948, p. 110:    and f Character- 

{        istics of Resident Male population of California State Prisons, 1945-1950 

(Miineographed). 

2, Based on:                                    . Biennial 

Report 1949-1950. p. 39, and ,   

Characteristics of Resident ^lale Population of California State Prisons (Mimeo- 

graphed). 

( 



It is thus apparent that the decrease noted in Table 9 in the percentage 

of offenders with no prior conoitnents reflects the effects of a more 

tolerant release policy toward first offenders, rather than a general 

increase in the amount of recidivina among those admitted. 

The above comparison of the prior conndtment records of offenders 

admitted, released, or still in prison clearly demonstrates that there is a mach 

more rapid turnover of first offenders than of those with prior prison commit- 

ments. This fact is of considerable importance in assessing the possible 

contribution of the felon population to the manpower pool of the armed forces. 

Over a period of time the proportion of offenders who nay be regarded as 

less acceptable for defense service by reason of prior prison commitment will 

be considerably smaller than the actual proportion of this group in the 

prison population at any one time. 

In considering the prior conmitment record of convicted offenders in 

relation to their suitability to defense service, it is iraportant to note 

that the negative effect of such a record is not necessarily a foregone 

conclusion. Parole authorities have learned that the predictive value of a 

criminal record varies in accordance with the kind and quality of the parole 

situation to which the offender is released. Service in the armed forces 

may piovide a situation for some recidivistic offenders which will make possible 

a more satisfactory adjustment than may be found fcr them in civilian life. 

In such cases, the fact of a prior commitment will not necessarily be an 

indication that failure will occur. 
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r J. COWVICTED FELOMS NOT CQNFIHED TO INSTITUTIONS 

Di determining the extent of the defense oanpoww resource represented by 

the felon population of the united States, it is important to consider also 

those men in the military age groups who are not confined in correctional 

institutions» This group consists of those granted probation or suspended 

sentence following felony convictions, those released conditionally from 

correctional institutions, and those released unconditionally, that is, by 

expiration of sentence. 

The exact nunber of convicted felons granted probation or suspended 

sentence by the courts each year is not known. The Annual Judicial Statistics 

published by the Bureau of the Census until 1946, indicate that nearly a third 

of convicted felons (31.3 per cent) are granted probation or suspended sentence 

each year by the courts, A slightly larger proportion of convicted felons, 

(37»8 per cent) are committed to prisons or reformatories. The remainder 
1 

(30,9 per cent) receive local jail, workhouse or other sentences. 

Estimates are given in Table 13, page 43, of the number of convicted male 

offenaers within each of the alternative dispositions carried out by the 

courts in 19<>0« The number receiving probation or suspended ;entence is 

estimated at about 58,000 men. While statistics are not available un the 

composition of the felon population granted probation, the legal restrictions 

defining eligibility for probation indicate that this group is composed pri- 

marily of first offenders and does not include persons convicted of crimes 

regarded as heinous. 

1. U, S. Bureau of the Census, Judicial Criminal Statistics: 1944, Washington, 

D, C. 1946, p, 1 
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TABLE 12 

ESTIMATED NIWBER AND PERCENTAGE DISTHIBUTION OF CONVICTED MALE 

FELONS SENTENCED BY THE COURTS IN 1950. BY TYPE OF DISPOSITION. 

2 1 
DISPOSITIOW NUMBER.        PERCENT 

Prison or Reformatory        70,000 37»8 

Probation or Suspended \ \ 
Sentence 57,963) 31.3 S 

) 115,185      )  62,2 
Local Jail, ?/orkhouse, \ \ 

or other Sentence 57,222) 30,9) 

1, The percentage figures are taken from the Judicial Criminal Statistics: 

19A4, U. S, Bureau of Census, Washington, D, Ce, p, 7« Though these figures are 

based on returns from only 2U  states for 1944, they are the most recent and com- 

plete figures of this kind available, 

2, Estimates of the number of convicted male felons in each category of dis- 

position are based on the 70,000 male felons sentenced to prisons or reformatories 

in 1950, This figure is a reliable extrapolation of annual admission figures 

from 1940 to 1948 given in the Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and 

reformatories, U, S. Bureau of the Census, Government Printing Office, Washing- 

ton, D. C, (1940-1946), and Prisoners in State and Federal Prisons and Reforma- 

tories. U. S. Bureau of Prisons, (Mimeographed), 1947-1948. 
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r The statistics providing the basis for an estimate of the number of felons 

conditionally released from correctional institutions are derived from the 

annual census of prisoners in state and federal prisons and reformatories. 

This census furnishes statistics up to 1948 on the nunber of imprisoned 

offenders who were released conditionally. Extrapolation of these figures 

indicates that in the neighborhood of 40,000 male prisoners were conditionally- 

released in 1950, 

Parole is the major form of conditional release. It involves an examination 

and selection by a paroling authority of each case granted parole. As a result 

of this screening, this group contains a high proportion of the total releases 

likely to achieve a good adjustment as law abiding citizens. 

The annual census of prisoners also furnishes information on the number of 

prisoners unconditionally released each year from prisons and reformatories, 

A corresponding extrapolation of the trend for this group of releases indicates 

that approximately 30,J00 men were released in 1950, This group is composed 

primarily of prisoners released at the expiration of their sentence, and includes 

those who were pardoned or received a commutation of sentence. 

No attempt has ever been made to secure statistics on the number of ex- 

felons in the general population. However, for the purposes of this report an 

effort was i.ade to secure an estimate of the number of men in the general pop- 

ulation, aged 18 - 35 in 1951, who had served a sentence in a state or federal 

prison or reformatory, A basis for this estinate was obtained by listing the 

total number of men released each year between 1931 - 1950 from prisons and 

reformatories. Since figures were also available on the age composition of 

released offenders, it is possible to calculate fV,fi "•mh^y n?  mor> rc.i«>nco^ 

each year who are in the age group 18 - 35 at the present time. In order to 

eliminate the effect of recidivism, an estimte was made of the number of persons 

in this group who had no previous prison or reformatory commitment at the 

- 44 - 
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time oi1 their release. By eliminating from this figure the number of men in 

the age group 18 - 35 who had previous prison or reformatory commitments, and 

are now serving a sentence, a final estimate of 255,000 men was obtained. 

This estimate thus represents the number of men aged 18 - 35 in the general 

population who have had one or more prior commitments in a state or federal 

prison or reformatory, exclusive of correctional institutions for juveniles 

only. 
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A, BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF CURRENT HEGUUTIONS 

Ihtrodviction 

The critical manpower shortage during World War II brought 

about limited utilization of convicted offenders by the armed forces 

of the United States, At the outbreak of World V&r II men with crim- 

inal records were completely excluded. Regulations were gradually 

revised and relaxed as the war progressed, permitting the utilization 

*€ some convicted felons in the armed sendees. In the later months 

of World War II, the induction of felons had been considerably extended, 

and emphasis was placed on increasing the efficiency of the methods of 

selection. 

Today we are again faced with a situation which necessitates 

the maximum utilization of our manpower resources. The events of World 

War II provided valuable experience on the basis of which it becomes 

possible to evaluate the effectiveness of various types of regulations. 

This section of the report will trace the laws and regulations pertain- 

ing to the acceptability of convicted offenders by the armed forces of 

the United States, with a view to affording a basis for assessing the 

effects of existing regulations in bringing about the optimum conditions 

for total manpower utilization. 

- 1 - 
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Up to the tine of the Selective Training and Service Act of 19A0 felons 

were excluded from adlitary service in accordance with Section 1118 of the 

Revised Statutes of the ü. S. Code which had been in force since 1877. This 

section provided that no person who had been convicted of a felony "shall be 
1 

enlisted or mustered into military service." 

This law was reflected in the Selective Training and Service Act of 

1940 which authorized the President to prescribe the rules and regulations for 

the deferment from training and service of men who are considered physically, 
2 

mentally and morally deficient or defective. 

On the basis of this authority the President promulgated the executive 
3 

order which placed in Class IV-F "habitual criminals or persons convicted of 

treason, or any crjjne which under the laws of the jurisdiction in which they 

are convicted, is a felony and which the local board determines renders the 

registrant morally unfit for service." 

The above regulation seemingly left some discretion to the Selective 

Service boards in determining the suitability of a registrant. However, such 

interpretations were of little consequence since, on the basis of the provision 

in the Selective Service Act that "No man shall be inducted for training and 

service under this act unless and until he is acceptable to the land and naval 
5 

forces", the military authorities refused to accept any registrants with a 

felony record. The "Mobilization Regulation" of the Arrcy in November stated; 

1. 10 United states Cod. Annotated 622, Section 1118 
2. Enforcement of the Selective Service Law. Special Monograph, No, 14, 

Selective Service System, 1950, p. 68 
3. Executive Oyder No, 8560, October 4, 1940 
4. Selective Service Regulations, Vol. 3, Classification and Selection, 

Section XXIV, paragraph 362, 
5. The Selective Training and Service Act of 1940. Public No. 733, 76th Congress, 

Chapter 720, 3rd Session, S, 4164, SeC, 16(a) 
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nNo registrant will be inducted into the military service who 
has been,.,, convicted of any crixae which under the law of the 

J*- jurisdiction of the commission is treason, felony, or infamous 
* crime,"^ 

This regulation, which precluded the acceptance for induction of any 

%      person who had been convicted of a felonious crime, established an absolut? 

barrier against the utilization of all men convicted of felonies, among whoa 

there were many quite capable of becoming good soldiers. The severe and lindt- 

ing effects of this arbitrary regulation were noted by the military authorities, 

and in February 1941, the Judge Advocate General advised tha Assistant Chief 

of Staff G-l, that: 

"(1) Section 1U8 of the Revised Statutes was not applicable to 
persons selöcted for induction under the Selective Training and 
Service Act of 1940, and that the War Department was promulgating 
a regulation which would purnsit the induction upon selection by 
the System of persons v/ho had been convicted of felonies, 

"(S) When such regulations were promulgated, enabling legislation 
should be enacted to permit the regular Amy to enlist persons who 

■r~ had been convicted of felonies, since Section 1118 of the Revised 
Statutes prohibited their enlistment." 

As a result of these considerations, in April 1941 Army regulations 

were changed to distinguish between "heinous" crimes and felony convictions for 
2 

other crimes.  The new regulation provided that no registrant was to be 
3 

.inducted into military service who had been convicted of a "heinous" crime. 

It also excluded from induction any person v/ho had been convicted of 

any offense punishable by death or confinement for a term exceeding one y-ar if 

the person had been convicted more than once for the same offense or of any 

other offense so punishable. This regulation further excluded from induction any 

person who was at the time of induction on parrle, on probation, or under 

suspended sentence. 

( 

1, Mobilization Regulation 1-7, 1 October 1940, Change 2, 13 November 1940 
2, Mobilization Regulation 1-7, 1 October 19i,0, Change 8, 8 April 1941 
3, The following crimes were listed as heinous crimes: treason, murder, rape, 

kidnapping, arson, pandering, sodomy, any crime involving sex perversion, 
any illegal dealing in narcotics or other habit forming drugs. 
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This Äas a noat  significant change in knsff regulations. For the first 

time, some mdn with felony convictions ««re given tho opportunity to Join the 

armed forces. However, this opportunity was still lijsited to first offenders 

who had eoonitted other than "heinous" crincs, and who were no longer under 

supervision of civilian authorities. In the light of weil-astablished Isrsm- 

ledge of the characteristics of the felon population, this regulation excluded 

a large nunter of persons capable of making successful adjustments to life in 

the armed forces, and whose services could have proved significant in the 

furtherance of the war effort. 

In Ju]y 1941 the enabling legislation recoraraended by the Judge 

Advocate General was enacted when Congress passed Public Law 189. This law 

amended Section 1118 of the revised statutes and stated that: 

■'.».. with relation to ••., persons convicted of felonies the 
Secretary of War acy, by regulations or otherwise, authorize 
exceptions in special meritorious cases." 

Thus the legal obstacle which prevented full utilization of the felon population 

was removed. From that time on the use of felons by the armed forces has been 

a matter of policy decision and regulation by the departments concerned. 

In September 1941 the Army regulations were further changed to permit 

the induction of certain men VOID were under the control of civil authorities. 

The new regulation provided the following: 

"However, if the selectee presents at the tiroo of Ids induction a 
a certified copy of a civil order relinquishing control by civil 
authority, hs may bo inducted if he is otherwise qualified. The 
civil order . if erred to above .may terminate the civil custody 
(parole, probation or suspended sentence) at the time of induction 
or may suspend it for the period of military service, either with 
or without credit for such perifNd,"''- 

1. Mobilization Regulation 1-7, 1 October 1940, Change 16, 24 Septeiaber 1941 
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r This «Mnt that the restrictions against the use of men still under 

civilian supervision were lifted and oen on parole, probation or suspended 

sentence could be considered for induction into the armed forces. 

* However, the procedure for the induction was difficult and cunfcersoaie. 

This problem was recognised, and during the fall of 1942 representatives of the 
« 

Vor Department, Selective Service, and the Federal Bureau of Prisons of the 

Dm S« Department of Justice, held a series of conferences on this subject. These 

conferences resulted in further changes in War Department regulations in 
1 

November 1942. 

The new regulations of Novonber 1942 still completely excluded regis- 

trants umerRoing confinement as a result of one conviction for the afore- 
2 

mentioned "heinous" crimes.  In the case of registrants, however, who had been 

convicted of such cdmes, but who had been discharged, paroled, conditionally 

f      released, or placed on probation or suspended sentence for at least six months, 

induction was made possible for those considered especially meritorious. These 

cases had to be approved in each instance by the coramandins general of a service 

command or department prior to the registrants being forwarded to a recruiting 

or induction station. As a basis for deciding these cases, the commanding 

general was instructed to take into consideration the time the individual had 

lived in a civilian community subsequent to his release from confinement, and 
3 

whether his behavior during this period was above reproach. 

In the case of individuals who were serving sentences in excess of one 

year for other than "heinous" criines, induction into the ariry was made possible 

1. Director of Selective Service, Selective Service and Victory. U. 3. Government 
Printing Office, 1948, 202 — 

2. Army Regulation 615-500, 1 September 1942, Change 1, 2 November 3942, 7(b)(2) 

#     (a) 
(  3. Ibid, 7(b)(2)(b) 
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iniifcdiately upon conditional release, if the individual cases were specifically 

approved by the connandlng general cf a service cooxnnnd or departaent. This 

approval was to be based on evidence presented by the Selective Service System 

and the appropriate paroling authorities. The controlling language was as 

follows: 

,,.., that the individual is regarded as fit for life in a 
civilian cominunityj that regardless of acceptability to tlw Arcy he is 
to be placed on parole, conditional release, or discharged contin- 
gent only upon development of an adequate means of livelihood; that 
having oeen so released he will not bo again confined other than for 
violation of the parole, etc., or commission of another offense.H^ 

This regulation also gave the Selective Service System the authority to 

forward for induction, without requesting waivers, those individuals who h^d 

been sentenced and convicted fa* a period in excess of one year for other than 

"heinous" crimes, provided that the individual had been in a civilian community 

on parole, conditional release, probation, or suspended sentence, for at least 

thirty days in the case of first offenders, or ninety days in the case of other 

than first offenders. The only other requirenuints «ere that the conduct of 

the individual during the period in the civilian coranunity had been above re- 

proach, that the individual had not displayed any criminal tendencies, and that 

the civilian auhority supervising the individual would suspend or terminate 

such supervision for tho period of Arrcy service. If the Selective Service System 

desired to forward an individual prior to the required period they were permitted 

to request waivers from the commanding general of a service command or department. 

This regulation provided further that: a) regardless of offense 

committed, registrants who had been in frequent difficulties with law enforcement 

1. Ibid 7(b)(3)(a) 
2. ira 7(b)(3)(b) 
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authorities. Mho had displayed cricinal tendencies or traits, or «ho were 

otherwise A questionable reputation or coral character, were unacceptable 
1 2 

for induction; b) in all instances civilian supervision had to be waived. 

^ Thus these regulations enabled local boards of the Selective Service 

System to redassify and arrange for the induction of many thousands of men who 

fcid previously been classified in IV~F as morally unfit for service because 

they had at one time been convicted of a felonious crime. 
3 

In Noveufcer 1943 new Amy regulations provided that the authority to 

approve for induction or the authority to grant waivers to registrants who had 

been convicted of felonies other than "heinous" crimes, could be "delegated by 

the commanding general of a service command or department to such state or terri- 

torial directors of Selective Service as he may select, when after consultation 

with appropriate State and Federal officials, he feels that procedures have been 

i       placed in effect that protect fully the interests of the armed forces aid that 
4 

such action will simplify administration." 

Beneficial results on the induction of men with felony convictions had 

been obtained from the various accumulated changes. However, the procedures 

continued to exhibit a nunfcer of serious imperfections and limitations. Efforts 

were made by Selective Service and the Federal Bureau of Prisons during the spring 

and summer of 19kk to overcome the strictures which still remained as to felons 
5 

under actual confinement and the serious handicaps of the waiver procedure.*,. 

1. Ibidt 7(b)(4) 
2. TH57 7(b)(6) 
3. Amy Regul tions 615-500, 1 Soptomber 1942, Change 8, 15 November 1943 
4. Ibid, 7(b)(3)(c) 
5. Director of Selective Ser/ice, 0£. cit,. p. 202 
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This objective WTIS partially -vccoraplishfcd when in August 1944 a new 

regulation pertaining to the induction of persom» with criainal records was 
1 

issued by the Amy,  This new regulation excluded categorically from induction 

only one group of offenders, naraely, those undergoing confinement as the result 
2 

of a conviction of one of the enunerated •'heinous* crimes.  Certain groups of 

offenders could be inducted only in especially meritorious cases, and in such 

cases approval by the commanding general of a service command or department was 

required. These groups, two in number IncJ-Uded the following types of persons: 

1. A person convicted of a "heinous" crime who was at the time of 

induction under suspended sentence, probation, parole, conditional 

release, or who had been discharged from custody. (A condition of 

approval was that tht; person had lived in a civilian community for at 

least six months subsequent to his release from confinement and that 
3 

during such period his conduct had been above reproach.) 

2, A person who was found to bo in frequent difficulty with lav/ enforce- 

ment authorities, or to have displayed criminal tendencies or traits of 

character which might render him an unfit or undesirable associate of 

enlisted men, or to have a record which indicated a long history of 

anti-social behavior, or to be otherwise of questionable reputation 

or moral character, (Requests for special approval of cases of these 

types could be forwarded by the Select!/o Service System if they con- 

sidered the case to be especially meritorious.) 

1. Arny Regulations 615-500, 10 August 1944, 13 (b) 
2. Ibid, 13 (b)(3)(a) 
3. Ibid, 13 (b)(4)(a) 
4. Ibid, 13 (b)(4)(b) 
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This regulation also aide  provision for the induction of men undergoing 

ccnfineoent in excess of one year :is a result of having been convicted of a criirc 

other than "heinous," if the followin ' conditions were net: 

1. The local board or special panel board responsible for forwarding the 

person would furnish a written statement that in its opinion the person 

would conduct himself in such a manner as not to be a detrliient to the 
1 

armed forces, and would recojanend that the person be accepted for induction. 

2« The  authority which was crjpowored to grant the person parole, pardon, 

r conditional release stated th-.t: 

"(a) The registrant has been granted a parole, pardon, or conditional 
release effective on or before the date of his contemplated induction 
into the armed forces« 

w(b) If the registrant is rejected for sorvico in the armed forces, 
he is suitable for, and will be released to a civilian corxiunity. 

"(c) It recommends that the registrant be accepted for induction 
into the armed forces, 

"(d) In its opinion, the registrant vdll conduct himself in such a 
manner as not to be a detriment to the armed fores, 

"(e) If the registrant is accepted, custody of civil authority has 
been terminated effective upon his entering the armed forces, or has 
been suspended during the period of his military service,1^ 

This regulation further provided that any person undergoing confinement 

for a crime other than "heinous," who was within sixty days of being eligible for 

parole, pardun, or conditional relt-ase, could be forwarded for a pre-induction 

physical examination if the local b^ard or special panel board responsible for 

forwarding him did the following: 

"(a) Complies with 1 above, 

"(b) Forwards his institutional i-nd Selective Service recorls, 

1. Aid, 13 (b)(3)(b)(l) 
2. TEidt 13 (b)(3)(b)(3) 
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I 

! 

"(c) Forwards rdth his  records e certificate that it »as investi- 
gated his case and is of the opinion that he warrants consideration 
for parole to a civilian ccowunity if he is not found to be accept- 
able by the arncd forces, and 

"(d) States that the board has been advised by the authority which 
is empowered to grant the registrant parole, pardon, or conditional 
release, that the deteralnation by the arned forces of the registrant's 
physical and mental acceptability will not entur into its determina- 
tion either to release or not to rele^so the registrant on parole, . 
pardon, or conditional release, when he beconcs eligible therefor," 

With relerencc to persons on parole, conditional release, probation or 

suspended sentence, the regulation provided that such persons were acceptable 

I 
|  for induction into the arned forces providing the proper authority either 

terrain :ted the civil custody effective upon his being inducted into th« armed 
S 2 
j forces, or suspended civil cuytody during his period of military service», 

This regulation also included the general rule that all persons with 

typos of criminal records not specifically raentioned above were to be consid- 
3 

- ered morally acceptable for service in the armed forces, 
i 

These regulations marked the extent of the Arngr's relaxation of its 
i 

i rules and procedures in the induction of felons during YJbrld War II. Their effect 

was of salutary significance in that they clarified certain misleading considera- 
i 

tions by oliminating the merely technical distinctions as between first and 

second offünaers. Furthermore, they eliminated purely formal eligibility cri- 

teria such as length of sentence, and the variable and cunbersome judgments 

exercised in securing individual waivers. These regulations made possible the 

; prompt induction of many felpna. However, the criteria prescribed for scroeninc 

the felon population were still cude. They reflected and were based on a priori 
i — *——— 

1. Ibid. 13 (b)(3)(b)(2) 
2. Ibid, 13 (b)(4)(c) 
3. Ibid. 13 (b)(1) 
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r 
assunptlone as to what types of felcns could make satisfactory- adjustments to 

military life. Furthermoref they were lacking in concretoness, and hence per- 

mitted subjective considerations to enter into the induction of felcns. As a 

consequence, it is probable that many felons who offered gecxi prospects for 

successful adjustment to ailitary life were rejected, while others with less 

favorable prospects were inducted. 

These regulations remained in effect until 194Ö. However, with the ond 

of hostilities the actual induction of men with criminal records diminished 

sharply. In December 1946 the Selective Service System had discontinued its 
1 

Special Panel Boards. 

In June of 1948 Con<gre8S passed the Selective Service Act of 1948. 

This act retained the provisions of the 1940 act that: 

"No person shall be inducted for training and service under this 
title unless and until he is accept&ble to the armed forces for 
such training and service, and his physical and mental fitness 

.. for such training and service has been satisfactorily determined 
I under standards prescribed by the Secretary of Defense or the 

Secretary of the Treasury." 

It also retained the provision that: 

"The President is also authorized, under such rules and 
regulations as he may prescribe, to provide for the deferment 
from training and service under this title in the Armed Forces 
of the United States • ... (2) of any or all categories of those 
persons found to be physically, mentally, or- morally deficient 
or defective,"3 

In addition it contains a new section relating to individuals with criminal 

records which states: 

"No person shall be relieved from training and service under this 
title by reason of conviction of a criminal offense, except where 
the offense of which he has been convicted may be punished by 
death, or by imprisonment for a term exceeding one year."^ 

!• Colonel Victor KLober, A.O.D., Selective Service In Illinois 1940*47. 
State of lUirtois, p. 194 '~* 

2. The Selective Service Act of 1948 as Amended. Section 4(a) 
3. Ibidi. Section 6(h) 

(   4. Ibid« Section 6(m) 
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Thus under the new law the regulations of the services renr.in the con- 

trolling factor in  respect to the induction ol felons, since as indicated above, 

every person inducted has to be acceptable to the armed forces« 
1 

Any regulations issued in 194& returned to a policy of almost conn 

plete exclusion of felons from induction, fhe regulations provided that a pferson 

who had been convicted of an offense punishable by death or inprisonment for a 

term exceeding one year "is morally unacceptable for service in the armed forces 
2 

unless such disqualification is waived by the respective department.w 

Persons who had been convicted for offenses punishable by less than one 

year imprisonment, could be approved for induction by the commanding general of 
3 

the arngr within which the inJuction static n was located» 

These regulations further provided that a person »having frequent diffi- 

culties with law enforcement agencies, criminal tendencies, a history of enti- 

social behavior, alcoholism, drug addiction, sexual misconduct, questionable 

moral character, or traits of character which render him unfit to associ^.te with 

other men, is unacceptable. However, the commanding general of each any, ifter 

complete investigation through local law enforcement agencies, may waive the 
4 

disqualification for induction •,, 

Furthermore, men who had criminal c.iarges filed against them but *fho, 

as an alternative for further prosecution, indictment, trial or incarceration 

were granted by a court P release from the charge ort the condition that they 
5 

would apply and were accepted for induction, were classified as unacceptable. 

1. Army Regulritions 615-500, 10 August 1944, Change 3, 30 December 1948, 13(b) 
(3)(a) 

2. Add. 13 (b)(3)(a) 
3. m 13 (b)(3) b)(2j 
4. in, 13 b) 3) b)(l) 
5» Hd, 13 (b)(3)(c) 
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Hen cxi parole9 probation, or on conditional rolerse ftron any term of confinemeiit 
1 

were also classified as unacceptable, r 
These essentially restrictive regulations renained in force until 

2 
Movenfcer 1950, when the regulations governing present induction, -nd which had 

3 
been in practical effect since 27 April 1950, were announced as controlling. 

— •*. 
However, it should be noted that the spirit and effect of the current regulationr 

do not depart from the regulations which they superseded. 

The current regulatione are quoted verbatim, and read as follows? 

"Par. 10 (d^T Moral Standards — Ihfomation concerning court convictions 
of a registrant and whether he is in custody of the law will be indicated 
on DD Form 47, under item lAa and b. More specific information concerning 
such an entry, especially with respect to personal background, the circum- 
stances of the incident or incidents, and final disposition of charges 
must be obtained from the registrant at the induction station during the 
pre-lnduetion preliminary interview, 

(1) A registrant who has been convicted by a civil court, or who has 
a record of adjudication by a Juvenile court adverse to him for any 
offense punishable by death or imprisonrasnt for a term exceeding one 
year, is morally unacceptable for service in the armed forces unless 

f"        such disqualification is waived by the respective Department« 

(2)(a) A registrant having frequent difficulties with law enforcement 
agencies, criminal tendencies, a history of anti-social behavior, 
alcoholism, drug addition, sexvuil misconduct, questionable moral 
character, or traits of chsxacter which render him unfit to asso- 
ciate with other raen is unacceptable. However, the commanding 
general of each army, after complete investigation through local 
law enforcement agencies, may waive this disqualiiication for 
induction. The report of investigition and the authority for 
induction will be attached to the original DD Form 47. 

(b) A registrant who hes boon convicted by a civil court, or who 
has a record of adjudication by a Juvenile court, adverse to hin, 
for an offense not punishable by death or iraprisonment for a term 
exceeding one year, may be approved for induction by the convnnnding 
general of the arny within which the induction station is located, 

1, Ibid, 13 .(b)(3)(d) 
2, Department of the Arny, Circular 62, Washington, D.O., 1 No\rember 1950 
3, Special Regulations 615-180-1, 27 April 1950, 10(d) 

< 
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if in the opinion of the conaaending general such approval is 
warranty Induction «d1! not be denied solely on the basis of 
conviction or adjudication for such offenses, and a record of 
minor traffic violations is not disqualifying. In determining 
acceptability, the cociaanding general will consider the criteria 
set forth in (a) above« 

(3) Men who have criinii*al charges filed and pending against them 
alleging a violation of a State, Federal, or Territorial-statute, 
but as an alternative to further prosecution, indictnent, trial or 
incarceration for such violition are granted by a court a release 
from the charge on the condition that they apply and ore accepted 
for induction into the armtid forces, are unacceptable, 

(4) ifen an parole or probation from any civil court, or on con- 
ditional release from ai^y tern of confinement are unacceptablo," 

It is clear that the current regulations reflect ar, ,.  policy of 

almost complete exclusion of persons who have ever been convicted of a felony. 

The trend toward relaxation of restrictive policies brought about luring Korld . 

War U, and which permitted a large number of felons to join the armed forces 

has been abruptly reversed. 

The practice within the Selective Service System conforms with Defense 

Department policieSj since in accordance witn Section 4(a) of the Selective 

Service Law of 1948 quoted ?bovö, the Armed Forces regulations determine the 

policy of Selective Service in regard to the acceptability of registrants. These 

Selective Service regulations provide th^.t: 

"In Class IV-F shall be placed any registrant (a) who is found to 
be physically or mentally unfit for any service in the amsd forces; 
(b) who under the procedures and Standards prescribed by the Secretary 
of Defense is found to be morally unacceptablo for any service in 
the armed forces; (c) who has been convicted of a criminal offense 
which may be punished by death or by imprisonment for a term exceeding 
one year, and who is not eligible for classification into a class 
available for service,wl 

1, Selective Service Regulations 1622.21 
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B.   MPHC 3 AW raOGEDÖRES EMPLOTED IN THE INDUCTION OF FELDWS 

t 

f- 
k* hu teen pointed out, prior to 1941 felona were categorically ex-   ( 

eluded fron sdlitary service. During World War U the pressing need tar the     * 

% full utilization of available manpower directed attention toward the sizeable    t 

felon population as a manpower resource« Accordingly, the aforementioned legis- 

lation was passed enabling the Armed Service to induct felons in accordance with 

such n?les and regulations as they deemed fit and as their needs required. Ulis 

change in induction policy created wholly new problems regarding the selection of 

fäloti«* frcr ^JlWy service. It proved necessary to develop now procedures 

capable of selecting cvti as many qualified men from among the felons as possible. 

At the same time, the civilian and military authorities experienced difficulty in 

reaching general agreement on specific criteria for ensuring the selection of the 

most promising candidates. Initially these criteria were exceedingly strict and 

f*" excluded large groups pf men in accordance with quite arbitrary conceptions as 

to the acceptability of various classes of offenders. Gradually the increasing 

pressure of manpower needs and the absence of any apparent difficulty on the part 

of inducted felons in adjusting to military life led to the gradual removal of a 

nunber of the initial restriction^ on the types of felons acceptable for induction. 

The experience gained with these men also led to changes in the regulations which 

enabled the selection and induction process to develop more rapidly and efficiently. 

The present need for a full manpower utilization in the furtherance of 

the defense effort requires a re-examination and analysis of the methods and cri- 

teria developed in World War II for the selection and induction of felons. This 

is particularly true since under the current regulations governing the induction 

of felons the Armed Forces have reverted to restrictive measures which take little 

account of the World War n experience. The analysis of this experience provides 

C 
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the basis for the examinat ion of current policy and the development of appropriate 

nodifieations. Furtheriaorey this analysis provides information necessary to the 

possible implementation of new policies, methods, and criteria of selection which 

can ensure a fuller and more effective use of the felon population as a manpower 

resource« 

The following material describes the methods used for th< selection and 

induction of felons from the onset of World War I1 to the present time. It also 

deals with various shortcomings of these methods as they operated to prevent- the 

optimum utilization of the felon population and to handicap tb* selection of those 

felons who were the most promising candidates and who wure ao*t li-^Jj tg »-.Ire h 

successful adjustment in the armed forcas. Finally, this section presents certain 

specific recommendations end proposals concerning methods and criteria of selec- 

tion which are likely to bring about the best possible selection and utilization 

of felons in the Armed Forces* 

In developing methods and criteria for the selection and induction of 

felons during World War II, distinctions were consistently drawn in the regulations, 

between those who had been discharged from confinement or civil supervision, those 

who were being actively supervised on some form of conditional release, and those 

who were still undergoing confinement. In the light of these distinctions the 

development of selection practices wül be treated separately for each of these 

three groups. 

Selection and Induction of Felons Discharged from Confinement or Civil Supervision, 

The criteria employed by Selective Service and the Armed Forces to deter- 

mine the acceptability of discharged felons for induction were altered as the 

pressure of manpower needs increased. Initially the controlling criteria were 

stated in terms of the type of offense and the extent of the criminal record, 

,Only first offenders and those convicted of other than "heinous" crimes were 

admitted. Gradually these restrictions were relaxed to permit the induction of 
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other tten first offenders and eerUiu pbrsons «to bed been eomrieted of "heinous"     $ 
f 

I  ^ crla»s» Tb detendne those diseharged felons «bo qualified under these more 
ft1 % l 

liberal provislona, two additional orlteria «ere specifically set forth in the 

regulations. As noted in the previous section, these criteria provided that the    * 

" discharged offender previously convicted of a "hoinous" erirae shall have lived six  ^ 

oonths in the civilian coonunity and that his behavior shall have been above re- 

proach* In applying these criteria considerable discretion «aa allowed the local 

selective service boards and the Induction station authorities, A general clause 

provided that, regardless of the offense cosnitted, a. registrant «ho had been in 

frequent difficulty with law enforceoent authorities, or had displayed criminal 

tendencies or traits of character which aight render hin an unfit or undesirable 

asaociate of enlisted men, or had a record which indicated a long history of anti- 

social behavior, at who was otherwise of questionable reputation or raoral character, 

could be found unacceptable, 

\ the first indication received by the local aelectivo service board that 

a registrant had a felony record ».as provided by a section of the Selective 

Service Questionnaire (D.S.S, Form 40) which each registrant was required to com- 

plete prior to his initial classification. In this section, entitled "Court 

Record," each registrant was asked whether or not he had been convicted of treason 

or a felony» Every registrant convicted of such an offense was then required to 

fill in statements pertaining to the nature of the offense, the approximate date 

of conviction, and the name and location of the court. Usually misdemeanor con- 

victions were also noted in this section by the registrants or were attached in 

the form of an appended stateiaant ».long with additional felony convictions. 

In the event that the questionmiro revealed the sxistem.^ of a past 

3riminal record, an attempt was generally made to secure additional Information 

r 
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on the character of the offene« and thd crioinal history. In sone cases the dark 

of the loe^l board carried on the investigation by directing letters of inquiry to 
) 
the appropriate authorities. In other cases the local board requested the State 

Headquarters of Selective Service to carry out the necessary investigation « The 

- extent to which such an investigation «as carried out for all registrants adnitting 

a criminal record can not be established at this time, but the policy of Selective 

Service called for an investigation of this kind as a routine practice. Jto&ve the 

replies to the questionnaire disclosed no crindnal record, investigations were con- 

ducted only in those cases in which the board had reason to believe that the past 

record was being concealed. 

The information contained in the questionnaire ard such additional infon> 

atlon as was secured ti r«- ugh investigation provided the evidence on the basis of 

which the local boards determined classification and applied the criteria of selec- 

tion for persons with criminal records. Where a given registrant failed to meet 

~)the criteria of acceptability as provided by the existing regulations, he was place! 

in Class IV-F (Moral). As the regulations were relaxed under the pressure of man- 

power needs, procedures were established by which the local board could direct the 

attention of the commanding general of the service command to "especially meri- 

torious cases" which would not meet a strict application of the criteria specified 

in the regulations. In requesting a waiver in such cases, the board was required 

to forward e statement based on the personal knowledge of the board members or on 

information which they had received that in its opinion the registrant's case was 

especially meritorious and that th* board recommended that induction be approved. 

After the local selective service boax-d had determined that a registrant 

with a previous criminal record was acceptable within the limit.» imposed by the 

existing criteria of selection, the registrant was forwarded to the induction 

I station. All information in the possession of the local board bearing on his 
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■oral qualifieation for aorvlce «as iormrtod along with his other records. The 

final decision as to the aeoeptanoe or rejection of the registrant was then made 

fcgr the Anj authorities at the induction station in accordance with their inter- 

pretation of the existing Anagr regulations, lb the event that the registrant «as 

rejected at the induction station, the reason for rejection was noted on his 

Certificate of Fitness (D.S.S. Form 218), a copy of which was routinely returned 

to the local board« If the reason for rejection pertained to the moral accepta- 

bility of the registrant and no further action could be taken by the local board 

to obtain an appropriate waiver, the registrant was classified in Cl^ss IV-F. 

The current procedures governing the selection and induction of persons 

with previous criminal records, who had been discharged by civil authorities, differ 

somewhat from the above practices which were controlling during the wartime period, 

Itader current Arny regulations it is possible for all persons with a previous 

criminal record who are no longer under the supervision of civilian authorities to 

be considered for a moral waiver. The request for a waiver Is made to the appro- 

priate authorities at the time of the pre-induction physical examination at the 

induction station» Waivers for persons with previous felony convictions are 

requested by the induction station authorities fron the respective Departments of 

the Armed Services» Waivers for persons having a history of only misdemeanor corv- 

viotions are requested from the commanding general of the Army within which the 

induction station is located. Such requests for waivers must be accompanied by a 

report of an investigation carried out by the induction station authorities con- 

cerning the nature of the crime, the previous criminal record, and personal back- 

ground of the registrant. Induction is postponed until the request for a woiver 

is approved or rejected. In the event the request is rejected, the local board 

is informed and d^sifies the registrant in Class IV-P (Moral). The effect of 
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this procedure has been to remove the burden of investigation and decision as to 

raoral fitness of persons with crindnal -xsords from the local selective sorvice 

board, and to transfer this responsibility to the ndlitary authorities. 

A sample cheek of 1*1 of the 81 local boards in the Chicago area disclosed 

that most of the boards conform to the above procedure of forwarding persons with 

previous criminal records for pre-induction examination except those «ho are under 

the active supervision of civilian authorities. However, several of the boards 

interpreted the regulations in such a way as to classify many discharged felons 

in Class IV-F without forwarding them to the induction station. This indicates 

the need for further clarification of the existing regulations ta to the proper 

procedure to be followed by the local boards» 

An investigation was also made at the Chicago Induction Station to re- 

veal the effect of these procedures on the xtual induction of felons at the present 

time. Statistics compiled by the Induction Station for this purpose disclose that 

r  sixty-five waivers for felons were requested from the Department of the Arny in the 

seven month period from Septenber 1950 to April 1951. Of this nuntoer, fifty-two 

requests for waivers (8050 w31*6 denied, and thirteen requests for waivers (20£) 

were granted. All of the thirteen men accepted were first offenders, and twenty- 

five of the fifty-two men rejected were nlso first offenders. No clear-cut 

evidence could be produced on which the distinction between the first offenders 

accepted and those denied was based. The information contained in the request 

for a waiver relates primarily to the nature of the offense, the subsequent dispo- 

sition and previous criminal record. Limited information is also reported on the 

employment record subsequent to the offender's release from confinement. Since 

tha results indicate no clear pattern of selection in terms of this information, 

it is apparent that the decision to approve or deny a request for a moral waiver 

TA is determined largely by subjective and informal considerations such as the 
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personal attitudes «nd convictions of the reviewing officer* These results suggest 

the need for more detailed information in each case, and the establishment of 

^s uniform criteria of selection which can be objectively related to successful 

* adjustaant in the armed forces, in order that even and accurate selections nay be 

„ made. Informed and relevant deciaions require the gathering of detailed inform- 

ation on the merits of the individual case* However, such information is subject 

to variable interpretations unless it is evaluated in the light of a well-defined 

set of standards« These standards, in turn, must be fixed en the basis of a 

careful examination of past experience« It is the purpose of the present research 

to produce standards of this kind through a case-by-cise follow-up and analysis 

of the experience and ndjustment of Illinois felons in the armed forces during 

World War II. 

While a cheek of the actions in regard to moral waivers for felons 

disclose little disposition on the part of the authorities to accept felons at 

I*'the present tins, this was not found to be the case for misdenteanants« The sta- 

tistics on waivers for persons with misdemeanor convictions submitted for approval 

by the Chicago induction station to the Fifth Army Headquarters revealed that 

35Ö waivers were requested from September 1950 to April 1951« Of this nuniber, 

336 requests (9150 were approved, and thirty-two requests (95(0 we^ denied. These 

results indicate that under current regulations a record of only misdemeanor 

convictions is not a serious bar to induction. 

Selection and Induction of Rieleased Felons Under the Supervision of Civil Au jritiea 

The criteria governing the selection for induction of felons whe had 

been released from confinement, i.e., parolees and other conditional releisees, 

still under the active supervision of civil authorities, and those under active 

court supervision (probationers), were the same throughout the war as those 

C 
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describöd above for discharged felonst However, two different procedures «ere 

applied in providing for the induction of felons in this category« 

Before a qualified felon under some form of conditional release from 

confinement could be inducted into the service, it was necessary for the local 

selective service board to request fro» the proper civil authority the issuance 

of an order terminating or suspending supervision over the registrant. If the 

civil authority refused to issue such an order, the registrant was classified 

in Class I7-F (Moral). This provision continued to apply to felons in this 

category from Septenfcer 19W., when they first became eligible for induction through* 

out the period of World War II. 

The second distinction as to, procedure for accepting felons on conditional 

release related to an extension of the system of waivers« During the period from 

November 1942 to August 1944, waivers were required for conditionally released 

felons, convicted of other than "heinous" crimes. This provision was controlling 

I if they were forwarded for induction within 30 days after release from confinement 

in the case of first offenders, or ninety days in the case of other than first 

offenders. This waiver could be requested at the discretion of the Selective 

Service System from the connandlng general of a service coranand or department, 

providing the registrant's behavior in the civilian community had been above 

reproach. Aft r the termination of the thirty or ninety day period, whichever 

applied in a given case4 such a waiver was not required. Ih August of 1944 a 

change in the Army regulations eliminated the necessity for a waiver of this type. 

Under the current regulations persons on parole or probation from any 

civil court, or on conditional release from any term of confinement are categoric- 

ally excluded from induction into the armed service. Follo^jiig their discharge 

from the active supervision of civil authorities, they fall into the category of 

discharged felons and are classified and selected in accordance with the provisions 

| \ described in the first part of this section. 
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Seleetlop and Induotion of Felone ühdercolqg ConfInansnt 

Hie relaxation of Amy regulations in Septeofeer 1941 which raade 

possible the induction of first offenders on parole or conditional release who 

had bean eomrioted of other than "heinousw crimes, created a nuoiber of conplica- 

tions for the state and federal paroling authorities. The statutory provisions 

of nearly all of the states having e system of parole require that a pre-parole 

investigation by the parole supervision authorities establish the existence of a 

satisfactory hone. Job, and sponsor before an offender can be released on parole 

from Institutional confinement. The fact that many of the men eligible for parole 

were also subject to induction under the existing Amy regulations made it in- 

creasingly difficult to secure adequate Job placements for this group. Prospective 

employers became reluctant to employ these men since they might be inducted into 

the armed service shortly after their release from confinement. This created 

1^ a paradoxical situation in which the difficulty of obtaining temporary parole 

placements actually delayed the release of those men who were regarded as among the 

better risks within the penitentiary population. In addition, a considerable 

amomt of effort on the part of civil parole authorities was beinr; n- dlessly 

expended in making investigations and arrangements for parole placements which 

in many instances could only be expected to last a brief time until the parolee 

had been accepted for induction. 

It was thus apparent that some provision was necessary to establish the 

military acceptability of offenders prior to their release on parole. This led 

to the establishment of institutional selective service boards, and of procedures 

for tne induction of acceptable felons immediately upon their release from 

confinement. 

The first institutional selective service board was established on an 

{ experimental basis at the Federal Penitentiary in Lewisburg, Pennsylvania in 
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Septeober 1942« This board waa organized as a special panel of the local board 

having Jurisdiction over the area in which the penitentiary «as located* The 

special panel board was composed of three nenfcers, the associate warden of the 

penitentiary, a meidber of the local selective service board, and a prominent 

citizen of the conaunlty. The panel proceeded to classify those prisoners who 

were eligible for release in the near future and to nake reeoanandations for the 

induction of those regarded as most aoceptable for military service. The 

imnedlate induction of these men was made possible by a change in the Army regu- 

lations on Hovenfeer 2,  19A2. These new regulations provided that registrants 

undergoing confinement for a period over one year could be approved for induction 

by obtaining a waiver from the commanding general of a service coanand or depart- 

ment prior to the registrant's being forwarded to the induction station. Persons 

undergoing confinement for conviction of a »heinous" crime were specifically 

excluded from consideration« 

The experimental special panel board at Lewisburg Penitentiary was re« 

garded as successful, and served as a demonstration of the desirability of organic-• 

ing similar boards at other state and federal institutions. In the light of this 

experience, the Selective Service System in February 1943 authorised the estab- 

lishment of special panel boards in all penal or correctional institutions for men 

of draft age» State Directors were asked to submit U  National Headquarters 

specific proposals for the establishment 'f>f these boards» With the cooperation 

of correctional authorities, 106 Special Panel Boards were organised In state 

Institutions and 20 in Federal Institutions* 
1 

Detailed instructions for the organization and functions fvf the Special 

Panels drew heavily on the experience obtained with the Special Panel Beard at 

1» Selective Service Regulations, Second Bditlon, Part 662, Amendment No« 126, 
N Special Local Boards in Penal or Correctional Institutions,n effective 

]   February 8, 1943« See also, State Director Advice (No. 167}* 
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lemiaknrg BmiftMblaiy^ these instruetioo« reeoamided that one of the board 

■asfcera be an nffieial of the oorreetlooal inetitiitlon, preferably one of the 

aaaoeiate «ardena« If poaaible, one aeaber of the panel «as to be dram from 

the local aalaetive «ervice board having jurisdiction in the area within which 

the institution «aa located« The qualifications for panel laeabers further speci- 

fied that the third aaafcer was to be a person of exenplary character from tht- 

local cooninity« Ths reconnandations and appointments of panel nesters were to 

be processed in the same manner as provided in the Selective Service Regulations 

for ambers of local selective service boards» Clerical help, office space, 

and furniture were to be provided by the correctional Institut ion, and the neces- 

sary forms, stationery, and office supplies by the Selective Service System, 

The Special Panel Boards were charged with the duty of gathering 

complete selective service files on each inmate to provide a proper basis of 

classification» This involved the registration of those inmates not previously 

registered, or the transfer of files from local boards in the community if regis- 

tration had already been completed prior to commitment. The basic Selective 

Service Questionnaire and occupational questionnaire also were to be completed 

under the supervision of the Special Panel Boards in all cases where they were not 

already part of the file. The completed files were to be maintained separate from 

other institutional records. 

On the basis of these cocpleted files, the Special Panel Boards were 

required to classify in Class IV-F all inmates ineligible for induction under the 

following criteria! 

1. Under 18 years or over 30 years of age, 

2. Mentally or physically unfit, 

3. Ineligible for release from confinement within three months 
of the date of classification. 
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4* Against «boa Talid detainers have been filed, 

5« Convicted of "heinous" crines, 

6* With extensive eriftinal records, 

7* Unwilling to volunteer for sendee in the anaed forces. 

All other cases not specifically excluded by the above criteria «ere to bo 

classified in Class 1-A. In coonon with other selective service boards, the 

panel had the authority to reopen and reconsider the classification of a case 

at any tine« 

For all cases classified 1-A, the staff of the special panel board had 

the responsibility of developing, organizing, and supervising procedures up to 

the point of actual induction. These procedures included the folloidng specific 

steps: 

1« Referral of the case to the chief medical officer for physical 
examination; 

2.. Referral of the case to the paroling authorities with an 
acconpanying case suamery; 

3« Request of the necessary waivers from the Armed forces; 

4« Request for a certificate from the civil authorities suspending 
active supervision in the event of induction« 

Following favorable action by the above-mentioned authorities, the cases 

were turned over to the losal selective service board to which the special panel 

was attached in order to effect the delivery of the registrants to the induction 

station. In the event of unfavorable action at any point in these procedures, 

the case was reopened and classified in Class K-F. Whenever a registrant was 

released from confinement in the institution or transferred to another institution, 

his complete selective service file, except for the Cover Sheet (Form 53) and a 

copy of his Registration Card (Form 1), was to be forwarded to the local board 

having jurisdiction in the area of his civil residence. 
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Considerable dlffieulty was oneountered by a nuober of states in the 

initial iapUnertatian of the organisation and functions of Special Panel Boards« 

the report of the New York Joint Legislative CoonLttee to Stuty the Use of New 

lofk State Prisoners in Ihr Service, subadtted to the state legislature in 

AprTl, 1944» cites the experience of a nuafcer of states with the operation of 

Special ftnel Boards as follows: 

"Maxyland decided to establish one traveling special panel for 
the penal institutions of the entire state. They are working 
it successfully. 

"lb reply to a nation-wide questionnaire: Tennessee reported 
special panels not needed and not set up; Iowa reported the plan 
tad been tried to no avail; Delaware, no success with the plan; 
Minnesota reports plan in operatic«! but prefers other method as 
this way keeps inmates in prition waiting clearance; Michigan and 
several others with special panels report that it does not result 
in any additional or quicker inductions; Virginia. New Jers'yy. 
Maine, and many, many other states report spocial panels set up 
but no progress in inductions as of date of reporting; Ohio and 
several others replied that there were too many restrictions to 
make plan effective, so were sending men through their home or 
local boards; Oregon reports that more men were inducted through 
various local boards than through special panels. Several states 
report higher rejections through special panel procedure than 
through local boards; several states report that men are actually 
inprisoned longer under special panel procedure; many report hopes 
that direct induction will be expedited as special panel procedures 
are simplified and clarified and coordinated, "^ 

fhe chief difficulty encountered by the states in the early operation 

of the Special Panel Boards centered around the requirements of the waiver system, 

lb became quickly apparent that the administrative procedures involved in 

requesting and obtaining approval of waivers caused considerable delay in the 

induction of eligible registrants, A further problem was created in those cases 

in which the request for a waiver was denied. Rejection by the arced forces 

1, State of New York, "Final Report and Recommendations of the Joint Legislative 
Committee to Study the Use of New York State Prisoners in War Service," New 
York Legislative Documents. 19A4, Vol. DC, No, 61, Williams Press, Inc., 

Albany, New York, 1945, Pt 52, 
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required the fctsulation of an aliematlTe parole plan, and thus had the effect 

of subjecting these casea to a longer period of confinement than would have been 

true had they not rolunteered for induction. 

Ihia problem «as aggravated by the apparent reluctance of the military 

authorities to approve the induction of men undergoing confinement as compared to 

those discharged or conditionally released froo confinement. The lack of coordina- 

tion between military and civil authorities in some states appeared to be due to 

different interpretations of the existing regulations and different conceptions 

as to the propriety of inducting criminal offenders, and the likelihood that they 

oould successfully adjust to military life« 

In an effort to eliminate some of these obstacles to the effective opera- 

tion of the Special Panel System, changes in tie regulations in 19A4 abolished 
1 

the necessity of waivers for men undergoing confinement in all but a few eases« 

The new regulations also provided for-the pre-induction physical examination of 

those qualified felons eligible for parole, pardon, or conditional release within 

a period of sixty days» The effect of these new provisions was not only to 

eliminate the cuobersone waiver system for the vast majority of qualified felons 

in confinement, but also to permit a determination of acceptability to the armed 

forces prior to the granting of parole or conditional release« These regulations 

thus eliminated the delays formerly encountered,in forwarding acceptable candidates 

for induction, or the necessity for continued confinement of those men rejected 

for military service pending preparation of an alternative parole situation« 

The procedures to be followed in implementing these new regulations, 

organizing the records of the Special Panel Boards, and effectively discharging the 

functions of the panel boards were carefully outlined in a detailed letter (9-293-1) 

1« For a detailed description of those cases in which waivers were still required, 
see page Ö« 
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from General Hershey, National JDirector of Selective Service, to all Special 

Panel Boards in Augast 19A4« The letter urged a substantial increase in the 

induction of innates of correctional institutions in the light of the success- 

ful adjustment achieved by felons in the armed forces and their valuable con- 

tribution to the military effort. The detailed procedures described in this 

letter marked the high point in the gradual developnent of the Special Panel 

Board system during World War U for the induction of felons. With the termina- 

tion of thewar in Europe some nine months later, and the subsequent victory in 

the Pacific, the pressure of the manpower requirements of the armed forces 

gradually decreased, with a parallel decline in the induction of felons undergoing 

confinement« All Special Panel Boards in correctional institutions «ere de- 

activated on Deceober 2, 1946. 

Under current regulations persons undergoing confinement in correctional 

r*  institutions are categorically excluded from consideration for induction into 

the armed forces. The wealth of experience acquired in the utilization of felons 

directly from correctional institutions during World Yfer II proviies substantial 

data for the development of objective screening devices which can ensure a uni- 

formly high quality among the fölons selected for service. If more effective use 

is to be made of our total manpower resources in the present emergency, it is 

imperative that we salvage the significant nuiaber of men now excluded under exist- 

ing military regulations. However, their effective employement will depend to a 

large extent upon the degree of skill exercised in separating the favorable 

candidates from the less favorable. This can be accomplished by the development 

of standardized screening procedures which will reflect the experience and 

information developed during World War II, as well as the accumulated technical 

knowledge from the field of scientific parole prediction and selection, 

C 
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Evaluation o| the Polidea and Procedtnres Developed During World HMT II For 

The Selection and Induction of Felons 

The entire program ton  the selection and induction of felons during 

World Tfer II represented a sigrificant innovation in the recruitment of military 

personnel. It made available a hitherto untapped reservoir of men physically 

and mentally qualified for honorable military service. In the absence of a body . 

of previous experience with the selection and induction of felons, it proved 

necessary to develop tiem criteria and new procedures of selection by simple pro- 

cesses of trial and error. The initial policies were highly restrictive due to 

the expressed fear of military authorities that felons would not adjust success- 

fully to military life and would exert a demoralizing influence on other men. 

However, as experience with the induction of felons accumulated, these fears were 

replaced by a feeling of confidence in the ability of felons to adjust success- 

fully. In the light of this experience, the military authorities became more 

readily disposed to accept the majority of felons on the same basis as non-felons, 

and to respond to the pressure of manpower needs with a gradual relaxation of the 

induction policies as they affected felons. 

In the present study, data are being gathered which can indicate the 

extc ^ to which felons were able to adjust successfully to military life. Statis- 

tical tabulations are still in progress for the 3,000 parolees who were inducted 

into the armed forces from Illinois during World War II. The partial results 

which are available at this time, however, demonstrate clearly that the vast 

majority of these men did well in the service and justified the confidence implied 

by the steady liberalization of induction policies. 

The parole violation rate of 1,307 men paroled to the armed forces from 

the Illinois Penitentiary System during 1943 and 1944 has been compared in the 
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present study to the violRtl-)n r?.tc of 2,070 parolees to civil life 

C^during these two years. Only sixty eight or 5*2%  of the mil5.tary 

parolees became delinquent prior to discharge fr^m parole, wMle 

468t or 22,6^, of the civilian prj^lces violated their parole 

* within a comparable period of time. This difference in violation 

rates may be attributed in part of the effect of the differential 

selection in operation during Worlü War II, These favorable results 

appeared despite the lack ->f adequato procedures and uniform and 

objective standards of selection. It may als^ be accounted for 

in part by the opportunity provided military parolees to re rganize 

their goals and patterns, of behavior in a now and favorable envir- 

onment, unhampered by the stigma if being continually identified 

as an ex-felon. 

The statistics of parole violnti n cov^r only the Initial 

V period of military service for the Illinois parolees. Arrange- 

ments have been c ^mplcted with the Records Administration Center 

in St, Louis, Missouri to obtain data on the actual adjustment 

of the military parolees through an examination of their service 

records. Though this information from the service rec rds is not 

yet available, a chock is in progress of the subsequent criminal 

records -»f the Illinois parolees to the armed forces thr nigh the 

fingerprint files of the Illlhois Bureau of Criidnal Identifica- 

tion and Investigation. The recrds of this Bureau correspond to 

the files of the Federal Bureau -f Investigation in Washington, D.C, 

for all persons previously committed to the Illinois State Peni- 

tentiary System. At the present time this check has been cora- 

y*. pieted for a random sample of 785 cases from the northern part of 

Illinois. This group represents the sample selected for follow-up 

interviews and consequently wrm  »!»©».prtdrlty in the fingerprint 
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record clearance. 

The results sh?w that 49 (6.2^)of the 785 men Trere arrested 

during the period of their mllitsry service. Of this number, twenty- 

ono were convicted by court martial, eleven wore convicted of fel- 

onies by civil courts, one was convicted by a civil court for a 

misdemeanor, and sixteen were arrested withmt subsequent convic- 

tion. Thus of the total number of 785 men, only thirty-three, 

or 4,2^, were convicted of offenses warranting a fingerprint record 

and subsequent committment. 

Somewhat comparable figures h?.ve been obtained by the New 

York State Division of Far-»le.  It was discovered that 184, or 5.1^ 

>f the 3,565 New York parolees in the armed forces on OP  prior to 

February 1, 1946 wefe convicted of an offense by either a military 

* or civil court during the period )f their service. These statistics 

i 

include a number of convictions for min>r military offenses which 

are not represented in the Illln ds figures based upon fingerprint 

records. At the same time the UQV Y-rk results do not reflect 

the convictions which may h^ve occurred during the continued mili- 

tary service of nien discharsed from parole. The net effect of 

correcting for these two differences would result in a conviction 

rate closely approximating the 4.2^ found in the present study. 

These results from Illinois and New York data demonstrate 

that 95^ of the men pproled ti the Armed Service in World War II 

did not constitute a serious problem t? either military or civil 

authorities during the period of their military service. 

An accurate evaluation of the performance of felons in 

military service involves a comparison of the adjustment of felons 

. '.    ■. • '        • - 

!• David Dressier, parolees in th« Amed P-orcefl, Now York State 
Division of ParoJö , 'AltanyJ TO? TypRf f7 14, 
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and non-felons In the light 3f s^mo common criteria. Data of this 

kind have not yet been secured for the felons in the present study 

or for a comparftble sample of non-felons. However, some indication 

of relative performance is provided by the study of New York ^aroleet 

in the armed service. Statistics woro obtained on the pr^porti^n 

of various types of discharge from the service received by New York 

parolees up to February 1, 1946 as compared with similar proportions 

for all discharges granted by the Army fr:m ^rvember 1, 1S40 to Dec- 

ember 31, 1945, These statistics disclosed that 930, or 91.5^ of 

the 1,016 parolees for wlnm information on type of discharge wax 

available, received hon^rablo discharges fr^m scrvlco; seventy- 

five, or 7.4^, received w Dthcr tlip.n honorable11 discharges; and eleven, 

or 1.1^, received dishonorable discharges. Corresponding figures 

from the Adjutant General»s Office of the U.S. War Department 

revealed that ->f 5,787,403 enlisted men discharged fr-»ra the Army, 

96.6^ were honorably discharged, 1,0^ received "other than honor- 

able" dlschai'ges, and 0.4^ were dishonorable discharged.  Caution 

should be exercised in interpreting these statistics since they 

are somewhat biased against the performance ?f the parolees. It is 

reasonable to assume that the sample of parolees released pri^r 

to February 1, 1946 waa heavily weighted with men whose maladjust- 

ment in the service warranted an "other than honorable" r dish^- 

orablo discharge. The maladjusteient of the poorer risks becomes 

quickly evident and leads to an earlier separation fr^m service 

than is true of those who adjust successfully. As a consequence 

a much higher proportion of homrable discharges may be eoected 

among those par -lees released after February 1, 1946. Though the 

1. Ibid, p.9 """'"' 
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•helnDUs* crimes ape fDund in parole experience to be counter- 

balanced by conventional orientations which premise good adjustment. 

For example, the prognosis for the future adjustment of a person who 

committed murder In a unique situation under the pressure of severe 

provocation is far superior to that of the person who committed 

murder in the pursuit -sf a professional career of crime. By prop- 

erly wftlghting and scoring a complex of  factors for a large number 

of cases in relation to subsequent parole adjustment, considerable 

success has been achieve;! in identifying tiie better risks in the 

various legal categories. Though person convicted of "heinous11 

crimes do not represent a sizeable proportion of the felon pop- 

ulation, the practice of exclusi m In terms of the legal categories 

of offense serves to reject many men who are capable of successful 

t ^performance in the military forces. This defect in the operation 
r 
of select! m procedures during World War II and at the present 

time has not  been successfully remedied by the waiver system, and 

suggests the need for review of cases on the basis of knowledge 

provided by an objective screening device such as that now being 

employed f^r dlvil paroles. 

A second major criterion which has consistently been 

employed in solectiqgfelons for military service concerns the 

extent of the criminal record of the offender. This factor has 

long been given considerable weight by correctional authorities 

as an indication of the charncter of the offender^ pp.st experiences 

and associaiions which serve to shape the offender^ conception of 

himself and the social world of which he is a part. Though the 

existence of an extensive criminal record suggests the presence of 

a dominant criminal orientation and developed patterns of criminal 



behavior, careful Interpretation is required to determine the 

oDnditions under which the record was aaqulred, the implications it 

* provides of the personal and social development of the offender, 

and the possibilities implied for the re-rientation of his behavior. 

In some instances a limited criminal record may result from the 

successful evasion of arrest rather then the absence of a developed 

criminal orientation, while an offonrler with a more extensive 

record may have given positive indications of change which would 
■ 

give greater promise of a successful adjustment in the armed forces. 

This indicates the necessity for relating the criminal record of 

an offender to various other factors In his personality, background 

and present situation which are ass^ci?.ted with adjustment to 

military life. An adequate objective screening device would serve 

f\to  reduce the errors involved in accepting offenders who are unable      | 

to adjust to the service and rejecting those who would adjust 

successfully. 

A third major criterion of selection employed for certain 

classes of offenders Involved a consideration of the felon's 

behavior during a specified period of time in the civilian community 

after his release from confinoraont. Studies of parole adjustment 

in Illinois disclose the fact that parole violations are most 

likely to occur during the early pp.rt of the parole period. However, 

through the use of objective screening devices it has proved possible 

to predict the ^cciirrence of these violations with a high degree 

of accuracy. Though the criterion of time s&rved in the civilian 

community functions as an automatic screening device and serves 

(       o screen out a portion of th^se unlikely tb adjust in the service, 

it has the effect of delayins the induction of a large number of 
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qualified felons. When the mp.npowar needs of the armed forces are 

not pressing, this delay In Induction Is not a serious problem, 
) ■ ■ . 

} 13hen the pressure Is gre&t, however, adherence to this criterion 

of selection reduces the supply of men from the felon population who 

• may bo made Immediately available f-5r service. The use of objec- 

tive screening devices to select the better risks f :>r parole demon- 

strates the feasibility of employing similar techniques t) screen 

out those unsuitable for milit.iry service prior to their release 

fr^m confinement. Such a device w-suld eliminate the necessity for 

req' iring a period of service in the civilian community and would, 

at the same time, ensure a uniformly high quality annng the man 

selected for induction. Where time has actually been served in 

the civilian community, the screening device could be designed 

to give proper weight t) this fact.r in relation to the other rele- 

I vant Itsras to be scared. 

A fourth major criterion of selection which was employed 

during the e^rly years of World War II, anc". which Is presently in 

effect, prohibited tho induct! m of offenders under the active 

supervision of civil authorities. The successful experience with 

the use of parolees in military service during Vlhrld War II clearly 

demonstrates the unsoundness of this provision. It is also very 

important to recognize that thit policy of exclusion runs directly 

counter to the logic and practice of parole selection. The use 

of a criterion which excludes offenders on parole fr^m induction 

and permits the acceptance of thnse released fr^ra onfinement at the 

expiratl-m of their sentence, implies that parolees are less qaal- 

ifled for military service than those persons cllscharged directly 

-from confinement. Such an implication overlooks the fact that par- 

olees are selected in terms of their ability to adjust on parole, 
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accept conventional values, and pofit trya supepTis'-jry asslstpjice, 

^PollDi?-up studies conducted in Illinois disclose the fact thet 

{    offenders discharged from confinonont at the expiration of their sentf 

ence were convicted 3f new offenses twice as often as were men 

• released on parole. Thus, the current policy of excluding men 

under the active supervision of civil authorities has the effect 

of delaying the induction if  the ffenders best qualified in the 

light of  experience ani1 in the judgment -^f the parole authorities 

to  accept the responsibilities of law-abiding citizens. Since 

parole supervision in many states extends )ver a period of several 

years, many parolees pass the current age limit for induction before 

they become morally acceptable fir  military service. For  these men - 

a delay in induction amounts to exclusiDn. 

It is apparent fr^-m the foregoing discussion that these 

^~ four major criteria taken singly or in simple combination do not 

provide a sufficient basis for excluding a felon from military ser- 

vice, or for declaring him acceptable. Frogressivo parole selection 

procedures reflect the necessity for making Selection in terms of 

the pattern which emerges in considering the relevant factors 

in different cases. Extensive statistical studies -^f the relation 

between various factors and parole outcome have made it possible 

to determine those factors in the background an^ prison experience 

of felons which are most highly predictive ^f parole success. By 

properly scoring an-j weighting these factors, objective screen- 

ing instruments have been devised which have proved of considerable 

aid to the parole authorities in selecting the better risks f->r 

. parole. Through a similar determination of the factors signifjcant- 

iy related to the adjustment of parolees in the arraed forces during 
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lorld War II, the present study will devol-p an objective screen- 

ing device which will permit the selection ^f those felons moat 

likely t- adjust successfully t military life. 

During World V/ar II the «irmed forces experimented with 

viri^us methods and procedures in implementing the established 

criteria f-r the selecti n and induction ^f felons. A critical 

cv?lu^ti^n of the effectiveness ?f the various methods used is 

essential t-> the further irapr^vement of selection procedures. 

The experience in V<-rld Tiar II dermnstrr.ted clearly the 

noed for specifying in detail the procedures ti  be followed in 

inrjlementing any given set of criteria. One of the most serious 

obstacles to the effective utilizati n of felons for military ser- 

vice lay in the lack of uniform unc"ex-standing and interpretation 

f the existing regulations by correctional authorities, selective 

service officials, and induct! n station officers. The New York 

J?int Legislative CDinmlttee tT Stu^y the Use ^f New Y^rk State 

Fris-ners in Jar Service conducted a survey f the problems 

oncounterad in the induetin of fel-ns in a nianber of other states 

as well rs New York. The Committee findings disclosed a marked lack 

of CD->rdinati n in the select! :n an:' induct! n procedures for felons 

between the various officials Involved. Information received fr^m 

Connecticut revealed that nMisunderstandlng by Selective Service 

Barrels and inthicti m officers has retarded the movement of ex-prls- 

.ners into the service in Connecticut as in ofcher states. Too 

many were classified as IV-P. Too few were told how t>  obtain 

waivers by which Induction coul'1 be obtained,111 Many correctional 

officinl.3 «rnd special panel board members felt that induction 

!• New York State, o£. cit., p. 41 
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I 
I station pagrdiiatrlcts often rejected felons for military service through a 

I dlspositiois to accept a criminal record as evidence of oental unsuitabllitj. 

fi  It 'sns discovered that frequent conferences between qpecial panel borad nssiters 

and induction station pegrchiatrists had a noticeable effect in correcting this 

i tendency and ill proecting a greater cannon understanding of the objectives of 
i 

the program for the induction of felons,   the fact toat it proved possible to 
I   ■ 

induct over 3«000 parolees in Illinois during World War II can be attributed 

to the dos? cooperation that existed between the officials of the armed forces, 

selective service and the correctional system. Frequent conferences nnde it 

possible to work out the details of the selection and induction program for 

felons 'shich were not dearly stated in the national directives until the later 

stages of the war, Though cooperative effort is essential to the effective 

functioning of such a program at any time, the detailed specification of 

selection cathods and procedures would remove the necessity for relying solely 

on the cooperative interest of individual officials, promote greater uniformity 

in the operation of the program in all of the states, and lead to uniform inter* 

pretation and common understanding of the criteria and objectives of the." 

selection program for felons. 

^he experience in ^orld li«ar II with the use of waivers clearly revealed 

the inherent limitations of this system and the manner in which it inpeded 

the induction of felons. The many obviously cuabersome and impractical aspects 

of this system led to its gradual elimination in the later stages of the* war. 

The chief function of the waiver sjstem was to permit the armed forces author- 

ities to make a final determination of the acceptability of felons. Initially 

this was regirded as necessaiy due to the lack of previous experience with 

the selection and induction of felons and the fear of the military authorities 

r 

Cl. Selective Service "System, Enforcement of t|ie Selective Servico Law. Snecial 
Monograph No, 14, Govommont Printirv Office, Vtashington, D.C., I960, p. 73. 
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that the service would bo usod os » "dumping groimd11 by 

the courts and corroctlonftl authorities. However, It so?n become 

apparent thrt the waiver system WP.S not only unnecessary, but was 

nnre of an obstacle than an aid» The wealth of experience with the 

successful adjustment of felons. In the prmed forces by 1944 led to 

the elimination of the waiver system except fcr those convicted ^f 

"/leinous" crimes. Selective Service officials and correctional 

authorities succeeded In demonstrating their Interest In making 

conscientiously go-»d selections of felons for military service» 

Furthermore the military authorities came to recognize that a back- 

ground of experience In the correctional field was essential In order 

to assess a felons^ potentialities for successful adjustment. In 

many Instances the military officers charged with the responsibility 

of approving waivers did not have this background. As a consequence, 

their decisions frequently reflected personal bl.-.s and preconceptions 

and were often unrelrte-l to the actual ability of felons to adjust 

to military life. 

The rdversion to  the ure "f waivers under present regulations 

completely ignores the experience gained In W:rld Wajj II. The use 

)f waivers has been reinst!tuted despite the dennnstrited ineffect- 

iveness of this system in W^rld War II, and represents a renewed 

reliance on the personal procrnceptions of the reviewing officers. 

All of the defects discussoc" in connection with the operation of 

tho waiver system dirlng 'World War II apply equally well at the 

present time. 

When the restrictions ajalnst the induction of offenders under 

the active supervision of civil authorities were first removed, the 

.trmy's insistence -^n the termination of such saijervision prior to 

.induction brought the ^»rmy policies into sharp conflict with the 
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• legal refoireaeiita ot a number of civilian correctional authorities* 

Jhe statutory provisions of many state? do not permit a parolee 

'to be discharged except after specified periods -»f time. On the 

m other hand» the military authorities refused to accept the restric- 

tions imposed by the continuation of civil supervision over a 

member of the armed forces. This Impasse was finally rotfblaredby a 

procedure «hereby the armed forces officials accepted a certificate 

frob the paroling authorities indicating that active supervision of 

the c&se had been suspended for the duration of military service. 

The procedure proved to bo a ghtisfactory solution to the problem, 

and It was maintained throughout the remainder of World War II. 

The task of screening tht population of correctional Institu- 

tions In order to select eligible and qualified candidates for Induc- 

|—tl-)n into the military service led to the development of Special 

Panel Boards. By the end of 1944 the objectives, functions, and 

methods of operation of Special Panel Boards had become fairly well 

defined. This system of selection within the correctional institu- 

tions, as described in the preceding section of this report, consti- 

tuted in the later stages of its dovolopraent a generally satisfactory 

and effective framework inside of which the problem of the screening 

of acceptable felons undergoing confinement coul' go forward. How- 

ever, one of the major defects of this program was the failure to 

develop an adequate method for forwarding men for prelnductlon exam- 

ination prl~>r to the grantinr; of rnrole. The procedure recommended 

by the National Headquarters of Selective Service in August 1944 

required the forwarding of ncceptable felons to the induction at«tion 

f^r the preindictlon physical examination within 60 days prior to 

the dato of parole eligibility. This recommended procedure conflicts 
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vlth Cbe statutory prMrlsiSat of »anj tt^te» pdrtstnliig t^ tbo 

trol and treAtaent 3f offondert eowdttad to the state pen!tcntl^r 

Jsystoa. In Illinois# for example, the statutes forbid such tea» 

* parapy removal of an Imrte fpam prison except ty ourt Drder« 

To obtain a court jrder fir every case forwarded for prelnduotlon 

cxasilnation w^ul'l be administratively cumbersome and subject to 

possible judicial complications« 

An altornativo procedure «as dovolopeü In Illinois involving : 

the use of a special Army Mobile Unit« This mobile vnÜ consisted 

of a to»ia of psychiatrists, medical doctors, and a morals officer« 

This unit visited each of the state institutions and made a deter* 

mination as to the physical, mental and moral acceptability of ttuse 

inmates whom the Special Panel Board anr! Institution officials had 

listed aa eligible for induction and for release from confinement 

K within a perird of the next 90 days. The Warden of each institution 

arranged for X-Rays and scrological tests prior to the visit of the 

mobile unit. Following examination, 'Bach man found physically 

qualified by the Mobile Unit was furnished a certificate containing 

a full statement of the examination for the use of the medical 

examining staff at the armed forces induction station, which was 

the final authority on acceptace or reject!on«*^ The close eoordin» 

ation of the joint efforts of the Illinois Selective Service Head* 

quarters, the local Special Panel Boards, the Wardens of the 

correctional institutions, the Division of Correction ( the paroling 

authority in Illinois), and the Mobile Unit proved effective« 

1. Col, Victor Kleber, A.O.D«, Selective Service in Illinois 1940- 
)    1947, Stete of Illinois, 1949, p.'l§S. " — 
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C. RKOMCMCBD P<H.ICIE8 :iHD FROCEDURES FOR THE SELECTION 

SgO  IMDgCTIOH OP FEItOMS 

In the light of tho forogoing analysis jf the exporlonce with 

the selection and Induction of felons In 7/->rld V/PT II and the pre- 

liminary findings from the present research study, the f^ll-)wlng 

modifications of policy rjid procedure appear to be In order: 

1. It Is recimmedded that the present regulation pertaining 

to the selection and Induction of felons be modified In such a way 

as to permit a determination of the m )ral acceptability of each case 

on Its meiflts» This can be effected through the application of 

objective screening criteria and techniques in tho course of ire- 

induction examination. An objective screening instrument con and 

should bo devised on ehe basis of the experience of civilian paroling 

authorities with the conditional release of convicted offenders, arid 

intensive study of tho factors related to the actual adjustment 

(in service) ^f inducted felons during Vf~rlc1 War II. Thi- instrument 

can and should be constructed so as to produce numerical scores 

which would indicate the probr.bility ^»f the successful adjustment of 

felons to military life. The scores could bo employed in objectively 

ranking the felons forwarded for pre-induction examination by score 

groups according to their chances f-»r adjusting successfully in the 

armed forces. With this system the military authorities could 

establish an appnprintc rainimura sc?re ^f acceptability i n Pcc-irdanco 

with the variations in the nianr-owßr needs of the crmed service. 

When manpower needs are light, the minimum acceptable score c >uld 

be raised to ensure the induction of only those felons who are among 

-the very best qualified for military service by reason of their 
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extreaely high probablllty of adjustment. Conversely» when the 

manpower needs became more öfrltieal, the minimum acceptable score 

could be lowered. This procedure would enable the military auth- 

orltloa to establish v«u»l>uß classes of acceptability by which 

they may obtain the best qualified men from the felon population, 

in accordance with the manpower needs ^f the time. 

Any system for the selection of qualifiod candidates for 

induction is, -f oursc, subject to tw) types ^f errors. One type 

of error is represented by the acceptance 7f a person whj will not 

adjust successfully t"> military life, while the other involves the 

rejection ^f a person wh> could have adjusted. The use of an 

.bjoctive screening device, based on scares and empirically deter- 

mined probabilities if  violation for the various score gr-mps, will 

minimize these tv?  types -yf  errors to a much greater extent than 

is possible under the selection procedures in use at the present 

time, or these which prevailed during W^rld War II, 

However, it has become accepted practice in various types of 

screening procedure t-) provide for the individual review f doubtful 

cases in greater detail. The cases requiring individual review 

may be selected thnugh the use of specific critical signs or 

single factors which have been f^und in themselves to be highly 

related to success or failure in the prediced type ^f adjustment. 

In the study now in progress, two types of critical signs are being 

isolated; th^se strmgly indicative in themselves of successful 

adjustment, and those highly related to failure.  In actual use as 

part of the screening procedures, one or more favorable signs of 

this type in the case of a person »coring less than the minimum 

acceptable score on the screening Instrument would result in 
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individual review of the case* Similarly the presence ot one  or 

f »ore unfavorable signs In the cnse of ft person soring abive the 

mlninuB acceptable sore w^uld also Indicate the need for Individual 

'i 
review.4- 

« 

2a It is reoommendec; that current regulations be revised to 

permit the selection and induction of felons who are under the active 

supervision of civil authorities In their home communities* As 

indicated previously» the experience with this group in World War II 

clearly domonstrates that these men are, for the most part, capable 

of adjusting successfully in the armed forces. Persons placed on 

probation or parole represent a group of selected cases who cure 

deemed qualified and desirous of the opportunity to participate In ^ 

free oomnunlty life* This group will necessarily contain many of the 

best qualified men for military wervlce. However, their accepta- 

f ^ bilit/ for military service should bo determined In the same manner 

as discharged felons* This Involves the eppllcp.tion of the object- 

ive screening techniques discussed above to this group* 

3* It Is recommended that the current regulations be revised 

to permit a consideration of those undergoing direct confinement 

for induction Into the armed forces. As has already been set forth, 

the experience in World W-u? II demonstrated the desirability and 

necessity of establishing this acceptability of offenders prior 

to their release for Induction. Such a program would require the 

re-establlshment of Special Panel Boards to administer the classifi- 

cation of Inmates in correctional institutions and to complete the 

n Tne Army is currently employing a similar technique in its efforts 
|***.o Identify neurotic and psychotic tendencies among all registratots 
l*^jn the occasion of the pre-lnductl-n examination. An objective 

test known as the Neuropsychir.trlc Screening Adjunct (WD AGO PRT 204) 
determines the acceptability of all registrants In terms of a minimum 
acceptable score and certain critical signs. (Special Regulations, 
NA* 615-180-1, 27 April 1950, Paragraph lie.) 
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\  arrangemonta for preinduetion oxamlnctlon. The effective organ- 

isation and functioning of Special Panel Boards as they became 

lefined in the later stages of World War II provide a tested model 

which should be followed in re-institutlng this S7stem» Their major 

shortcoming enn be corrected by the development wd systematic use 

of the rforementloned screening instrumenl. 

4. In order to include the pre-induction examination in the 

determination af the acceptability of felons undergoing confinementv 

it is recoimnended tl-mt i pcrmnnent mobile unf.t of induction station 

examiners bo organized for each of the 48 stites or appropriate 

groups of states. This unit should visit the correctional institu- 

tions at periodic intervals and provl-Je a final determination of 

the physical, mental, and moral acceptability of those eligible 

felons undergoing confinement. The permanent establishment of com- 

pleto units of this kind will permit their membership to acquire 

the necessary background of experience In denllng with convicted 

offenders; lend to a closer coordination of the activities of the 

mobile unit, the Special Panel Boards and the correctional author- 

ities; and result In a truly Ui-lforra selection of those felons best 

qualified for service In the armed forces. These units should also 

be charged with, the duty of reviewing the cases of all felons 

appearing for pre*lnc!üctif)n exmnlnatlon, whose cases' exhibit the 

presence of critical signs. 

5. With the wstntlishfiant of the program outlined in the above 

recommendations, the use of waiver« would no longer be necessary. 

Hence, If and^when It Is established, it Is recommended that the 

waiver system provided for under the current regulations be023min- 

atod. The objectives .#f the waiver system would be fully realized 

under the above program by the reviewing and approval act! on of the 

mobile unit. -46- 



, -      In the ll^it of  the foregoing analysis of the experience 

devel pad in W^rld War II and the preliminary results obtained from 

r^the present research study, it is the judgment of the writers that 

"•  these recommendations muld result in greater uniformity and a 

higher quality of men selected for induction into the military ser- 

vice from among the felon population, than has been true in the 

past. In order to determine the detailed procodures for the rmst 

effective operation of the selection system, to devise a sound 

screening instrument, and establish descriminating critical signs. 

It is essential that the Intensive follow-up study of the World 

War II experience, which his already been initlp.ted in Illinois, be 

actively pursued. Such a study will also contribute a valuablö 

body of data on the actual problems encountered by felons in adjust- 

(^      ing to military service. Prom this material it will be possible to 

devise not only affective methods of selection, but ways and means 

of minimizing certain problems and difficulties which may rrise 

as an aspect of tho adjustment of men to tho service« 

c 
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f 
WL «U OP RELKÜGM IM HUKN BEHAVIOR 

Lieut« Earle fangta Lyons, Jr., ChC. USH 

ABSTRACT 

The fmction of any Institution is the guidance of the individual into 

nodes of behavior that assist in the aaiatenanee of group life. This pro- 

cess of socialization is necessary to the successful operation of any mili- 

tary institution. It «ill develop only so far as moral and spiritual values 

becone the conduct norm of the individuals 1*0 mate tqp that organization. 

Religion is the source from which moral and spiritual values derive 

their support. The importance of religion becomes more evident «hen one 

considers the moral decisions of unprecedent variety and complexity «hich 

confront the United States in the present struggle. 

The purpose of the following paper is to stress the necessity for a 

character guidance program based upon the religious ideals and principles 

of the Hebrew-Christioa heritage. Character develops only after the indi- 

vidual is committed to a higher loyalty than himself. Human nature cannot 

achieve its highest potential without religion. 

The techniques and skills of both religion and social science must be 

concentrated on those values which give direction, order and meaning to 

life in order to strengthen the character of the members of the Armed Forces. 

The fact that religious teachings are directly related to probloms of human 

behavior is common knowledge and it is generally conceded that religion 

makes its greatest contribution to moral and spiritual values when it makes 

a difference in the behavior of the individual or group. 

This paper includes a brief discussion of the effects of religious 
if 

I     ideals and practices on the men of the Armed Forces who come from every 

social1 cultural and religious background found in America, 

r<;mfl.'***i-mmmmM& 
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Suggestlons and recommendations regarding a character guidance prograa 

are presented for c<xuideration.   The need for Airther researdi and eapirical 

inreatigfttion In tba field of religion and hunan behavlcar is presented for 

ocnsideration« 
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RELIGIOH AMD HULÜ BEH/.VIOR 

The Executive Order of the President, establishing the Presidential 

Comnittee on Religion and Vslftre in the Armed Forces, states that it is 

the 

"policy of the Goraroaant to encourage and promote the 
religious, aoral, and recreational «elfarc and charac- 
ter guidance of persons in the Aimed Forces."I 

The necessity for such a policy becomes apparent «hen one considers 

the nature of tho struggle in which we are now engaged. This is an ideo- 

logical conflict. It is the conflict between a philosophy which repudiates 

the moral law, the dignity of man and the democratic way of life and the 

philosophy of our democratic culture. The two approaches are in many ways 

diametrically opposed. 

We are confronted with the need for adequate programs of action and 

woll-formed principles of character guidance. The recogiition of this 

need has turned many thoughtful people to a re-examination of religious 

traditions. It is one more indication that the era of a sensate culture « 

is drawing to a close.   This renewed interest in religion is not merely 

in terms of technical philosophy} rather it springs from a deep-seated 

need for a workable orientation toward life. 

Religion raaches to the core of our problem.    It profoundly influ- 

ences our morals, our values, and our ideals v    It affects every aspect of 

human life.    It prcfcundly influences the individual's habits, thought 

processes, and his overt and covert behavior patterns.    It modifies 

y-   --_- _-_- Chaplaincy„ _— __-« 
A report to the President by the Presidential Coraiittee on religion 
and welfare in the /aned Forces; Oct. 1950, P. 1» 

jj    ii MI 
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( attitudes of pecpLe toward one another; it stimulates a higher level of 

eitisenship; and it creates a better quality of huoan society. Religion 

is not isolated, having its am justifications apart from its effect on the 

rest of life« 

, Religion is the source of all cur higher motives, values, and ideals. 

The roll of the religious man can never bo that of the spectator who 

sits on the periphera of the colosseum watching the struggle which is taking 

place in the arena and itiose basic function is oerely to observe «hat is 

taking place. Hhethor he chooses to be or not, he is engaged in the struggle. 

He is neither the umpire nor the reporter whose function is merely to see 

that the rules are observed or to describe and record «hat takes place. 

The struggle is a religious one. The destiny of our nation will be deter- 

mined eventually by the seriousness or indifference with «hieh it faces 

and applies the basic constitution of its religious heritage. When the 

nation was bom, God was recognized as the Saviour of the human race. 

Religious principles were woven into the flpaneworicof the ne« democracy. 

The Constitution and Bill of Rights clearly recognize the existence of 

religious ideals and provide for the most absolute religious freedom—not 

freedom from religion but freedom of religion. 

The task «hich confronts us is basically a spiritual one wi*^ far- 

reaching, practical implications, It is more than an idealistic struggle. 

A world in which many of the elementary human rights are denied has thrust 

upon the American Military a unique responsibility. Its role is a dual 

one; to employ force, if necessary, to protect human rights end more posi- 

tively to establish an order of Justice in the world. This is not to equate 

/      the present struggle with a holy war nor a "Christian cause" but moral and 

spiritual issues are at stake. There is no escape from the grim reality of 

— mmäutumtm 
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dlM^«e4bU polte« wmmmtf «hleh wgr b« aMetiaiy %9 inwoxm tht 

tMtloa of thooo «oral «nd tolritiud TOIOOO; nor eon v« ororlook UM 

fact that the eoro of oar iatoniotloBOl difforono« 1» a «oral itono— 

a profooad and inorltabl« oonfliot of ataadarda of faaaaa hoharibr. 

*9M daf aaco of f roadoa la tha aodarn world haa baooa» 
la part a p-rohlaa la allllary atrongth aad «trataer; 1A 
part a nroMLaat la dlploaatlo f orealg&t «ad incanaltgr; 
la part a prohlaa la aeofmde and laftoatrlal orsaalaa- 
tloa. Bat It la alao, a« la tha laat analyalo It rtvagra 
haa %aaa( a aoral aad aplritoal drralonaaat.* 3 

Oar eirllliation la baaad oa tha haliof that thara la a Ood, that 

there ia a aoral order in the aalTtrae aad that naa ia raeponalhle for 

hie IndlTidnal and aoolal oondnet. Mm vat hanre aona aort of faith 

Iqr which to lire; eoae emae to which ha aagr relate hiaaelf aad hgr 

which hie life aagr have aignificaaee. 

She Narxiata lahelled religion »the opiate of the people". It ia 

clear that they recogniiad the «dherenee to religlooa faith aa dangar- 

ooa to their coaae. fhe importaaoe of religioa ia the preaent atroggLe 

ia acre folly appreciated «hen one conaidera the craaa aatariaHaa of 

the Soviet Doctrine, kaoog the Baaoiana, aorala are relative and the 

individual ia onioportant axoept aa he aagr aerve aa the functionary of 

the atate. 

The function of religion in the preaent titanic atroggla la not 

merely to aerve the military hat It la the fonetion of both to die« 

cover and aerve the deeper rnrpoaea of hnoan exiatenoe. lo aociety 

can aorvive without a moral order. Aa aoolal atructurea become more 

complex, in a modem military organisation, the need for common moral 

prinoiplea beoomea more acute. Ho impoaed aystem of regulationa or 

2. "Moral and Spiritual TaltteaN "     " 
Bdooatlonal Pollolea Committee, P. 13* 
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eotttrol, ao aattor how hltfi Itt «IM, eaa ^rodne« a «oral ordiir If p«r- 

wonal inttcritjr, hOMctgr* «a* Mlf-diMiplin« «r« laekln«. 9M roots 

cf thoto aro to U found in rolicloM faith, in intolligoat and farrant 

Icralty to tho aoral nd tpiritoal ianlloatlont of rolifioas faith it 

oaaontiai to tho atunriTal of oar enltitro and oar nation. 

sia a Ma thinteth in hit haart to it ha" it no «are, piout plati- 

tadt. At indiTidoalU eondnot in tooiotgr it oltlaataly tho ratalt of 

hit htliaf t and attitodat. Statt attitadet and haliaf t are of oruelal 

i^portanea to oar oiTilitation. 

THE OOBTUBDTIOir 07 SOCIAL 80IHO 

In raoant jraart, the tooial teiantlttt hart made ramarkablt con- 

trihotlont to tho body of knowlodft in the field of huaao beharior, Tho 

body of faett and knowledga about ourtelTtt and the world in «hioh wt 

.        lire it tteadiljr growing and It eontianally being reritod. 9ie aatara- 

tion T>rocett induced bar the teientifio net hot. greatly altert our riev 

of the world at coapared to pre-aolentifie tinea. It hat fettered in- 

diridnal and social progreta. It has raited the ttandard of llring in 

our huaan society. 

The fomolation of a character guidance prograa involTes lubjectire 

doeisions as well as objoctirs ones. The concept of guidance iUTOlres 

an a priori conception of a desired goal. Certain baaic quettions out- 

sids the reala of pure icienee luuaediatsly cone to aind. What frane of 

reference shall ws use in determining the scale of valuee which will 

serre 69 a standard of judgment and bsharior in the decioiona which oust 

be nadet What it the aim of the character guidance program? Which 

character traits do we wish to develop; which onei are desirable and which 

|       should be suppressed? The answers to such questions are to be found 
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throogi rtllgiowi ta^criMM. fleimM «ouMt 4*«erlte or mmmrm flrtM 

nor It it «ithiA th« proriao« of m teltntiot to dotondao tht aonO. oodo. 

fbo eritoria for dotondnia« «hat ia food or ahat it bad oaaaot bo §»- 

pirioally dato»ia«d. It ia a aaktor of boliaf «d faith. Cboo thaaa 

yorpofoa and aiaa hasro bom datondaod, tho toitatitt laqr datoribo tho 

■ott tffootiTo ataat of attaiaiac thta. fho toioatifio aotbod oatart 

tho pro«rMi tho aoatat it it atkad, ■Boa oaa tbaao partioolar eharaatar 

traita bo davalopodT Wiat prosraa «ill toad to oaoooraga tho «idaat ao* 

ooptaaoo of and ooaforaitar to tho Bobrov Ghrittiaa othioal oodtt" 

Both tho toioatitt aad tho atn of roligioa hat« aa iqporttnt faaetioa 

to porfom in oharaetor gnidaneo. laoh it dopoadaat xqpon tho othor ia aa 

area of ooaaoa iatorott. tho toehaiqpMt aad tkillt of both rOligioa tnd 

toioaoo art aoodod to davolop aa ado«aato oharaetor goidaaeo progw» 

Tho two f ioUi of loaraia« aro bgr no ataat aatoaily ozolatiTo« 

Short it a nood for the utilitation of tooio-payehologietl rotoareh 

j   ttchniqoet to oralnato the tfftetiTtattt of rtligioat tadoetrination pro- 
■ 

great in the irned Ibroot. She atatorentntt of ohangtt ia iadiTidnal 

ortrt btharior may be one oriterla by whieh the offeetiTonott of tht re- 

ligioat program it eraluattd. to «hat extent doet a religiout orieatatioa 

the function of religion it to inprore hoaaa relation«. If religion 

it to tffootirtly perform thit mi ••ion, ve need more aad more adoqaate re- 

port« end ease •tudie^ bawd on aetual «xperienoe. farther exporienoo, 

adeqaately •todled aad analysed, can dlaelOM things vhich ve do not no« 

know about the effect of religion on bnaaa beharior. the nood for con- 

trolled experimental methods «hich could be recorded for atatUtioal pwr- 

pooe« 1« quite oYident« 



HU&IQI us TBi amoma 

S«r«ral «nrrtgrs ladloat« «let approzloately fifty p«r- 

em% of th« mm «bo «ntir fbt InMd fate— of the IMted 

StatM haro nanror ^MB Beaibtrt of a etanroh«3 

ftitl^ had little or no tralslnc In religion, these sen 

eonetltete an Inaedlate prohlea.   A progra* designed to bed id 

and strengtiien eharaoter anoag these aen must begin with ▼ery 

basic end eleaentery concepts.    Obe nost not Imply that be- 

cause these asn hare had no previous religious experience! 

they are «ithcut character or ethical values.   The absence of 

one does not precrude the absence of the other» 

Addis« to the complexity of the problem Is the fact that 

the fifty percent of the personnel with church relationships, 

represent erery concelTable religious background.    The moral 

and ethical standards of a rural, southern Baptist are consid- 

erably different from those of an urban, Boman Catholic or a 

member of the Jevdsh faith.    The problem becomes ono of defin- 

ing a common denominator of fcith.    Certain fondamontal beliefs 

of the Hebrew-Christian tradition provide some basis of agree- 

ment from uhleh to begin.    Common to thosu two traditions is 

the belief in a Personal Supernatural Being with whom the in- 

dividual may have a personal relationship.    Sooond, there is 

the oosmon belief in the dignity of man and the worth of the 

Individual human life, expressed through the brotherhood of 

3.    These surveys may not be entirel/ reliable but they appear 
to be supported by the statistics published annually by denomi- 
nation boards of the churches in the tfoitod States and Indicate 
that this is a general cross-section of the American population. 
The figures for the 1960 Census regarding church affiliation of 
the gsneral population also sonport this estimatj. 
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wmn eoneept,    Alrd, there !• the ottentlal belief that eoeh 

Indivi^iia. ie reepo&ilhle for hie conduct.    Vourth. there ie 

a eechatologicftl eenee of deetinar.   Äeec haelo conecptc find 

their axpreceion throufh eeXf-eaerifieo. couraco» rig^teoue- 

aeet, loyalty, and a spirit of eharing and doing good. 

Coaing fro« eroxy racial, eultural« and social hackgroaiiA« 

the Anericen serriceaen imedlately presents a great diellenge 

to the Bilitary v&<n hie induction.   Vithin the space of a fev 

short weeks, he oast heoone orientod into oilitary life.   Amgr 

from the noraal restraints of hone, cborch, and comnity» 

the recruit finde himself in an entirely nev onTironnent. 

Ee is faced wiih the realisation that his ovn conscience Bust 

he his guide.   Traits of character, «hich had heretolbro boon 

imposed npon him by his family, his intimate friends, his 

ocamonlty, or by his church may seem to lose some of their 

significance.    His behavior is entirely volitional.   Here the 

maturation process inmediately comes into play*    The external 

motivating forces, which might normally hold his oondnct within 

the bounds of that accepted by society, have been removed and 

new motivating forces most be developed.   This involves moro 

than mere adjustment to the nev environment. 

In a modem militnry organisation, «here personal con- 

tacts are replaced by a moro impersonal relationship, the 

individual is too easily lost in the complexity of adminis- 

tration and organisation. 

A character guidance program, designed to indoctrinate 

moral pad spiritual concepts must have a definite religious 

P-«***«?«^:.^,.-.*^..,,:...,        •..„.■t,      .      ..       .■:...■  *        ,.*„_..,;.      V^.*^,*^..- ■ ■.-"<■■ -—wmmmmm 11 gjWffiswiwgeiaitaHlgp*' '*'' ■MHWBW 
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orlentattoiu   Ali Mliflo^t orlontetioii need not bo labeled 

at eaeh.   fhe lateeteo aut bo aet <m ttie level of his own 

eacperioBeo «1th oonoepte irideh he MA imderotaad end «hloh 

are firoe of theologioal tondaolofjr to that his religious 

eonseioosaees aajr be asekened aad stiaolated.   tr-a Initial 

ai^eal saoqg soeh aon nay be on tbo eeotional levd aoro 

then the Inielleotual or acadoale lonrels«   Rollgious traia- 

ivg aad eharaoter galdaaeo fllas aeko a posltlro ooatrlba- 

tlon toaard fostering end developing aoral and othlcal 

ideals.   Andio-Tlsual aids have alroedy proron tholr value 

la the recruit training prograa. 

There inaedlately arises a need for the ostabilshnont 

of a Hide between the desirable character traits developed 

in civilian life prior to his Indoctrination with those 

traits which aay be cultivated in Ms rllltary orientation. 

As a aeans of contlnalne and farther developing those traits, 

tho ailltax? has long Insisted upon the inportanoe of main- 

taining a strong bond of correspondence between the service- 

man and his home.   What has not plweys been so dear is the 

need for the development of the spiritual bonds through both 

private devotion and corporate worship.   Particularly among 

Catholics, Spiscopallans, and members of other liturgical 

churches there is an awareness of the continuity of religious 

expression.   A service of worship which 's familiar to thorn 

and similar to the one «hich they have used in their churches 

at homo, immediately gives them a feeling of Nbelonging,,• 



fho pragrert. oollMit, tho hyms, litoz&r. and aast aro fasi- 

liar patterna of norahip.   fht scnrletBaa'a prorloaa rollcioui 

oxporlencw •addenly feoooMW aeanlBctel i& Wt proaont 

■itustloa.   Tho Ood liioa ha «orohlpod In his hone dnroh ia 

proaent in hit new cnvlrowont.   Tha attiieal and moral code 

tan^it in hit hone efaordi ia tho taae «oral and ethical coda 

hy which he «ay guide hinaeif in the aerriee.   Here he neota 
i 
| non t^ioae hackgro«nd ia similar to hit and «ho hold a aimilar 
I 

set of beliefa; each ocgr ttroagthen and encourage the other» 

It ia a coMBon acceptance of dependence on Ood.   A feeling of 
i 

rapport has been ostabliahed in the mind of the recruit.    Be 

aa an individual, ia not standing alone; others share his 

faith and beliefs that God is their constant guide and compan- 

ion,   fhese men Aare a common faith.   Shogr are united in a 

groat cause-—a cause that is greater than theaaolves.   Relig- 

ious experience in the service is an immediate unifying force. 

Hen tend to associate with other men of eonnen faith for «or* 

ship and contemplation. 

imong servieemen in general,' there exists a common knowl- 

edge about the concepts of religion«   There is evidence, too, 

that many of them have an instinctive belief in Ood—-the kind 

of belief which leads mom in service to pray in times of dax^er 

or which brings large cumbers of them to church on special oc- 

caiions.   Zn many eases, those inarticulate beliefs are little 
i 

|        more than vague generalities about a Scqpreme Power which con- 
i 
i 

trols all things and works for tho good of mankind.   Vhen it 
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ooBM to •pwlfle aad partioolar Onlitlaii ttaehinc», Vbm 1« 

MloiMal icBOvaaoo« 

ia laterMtiQf eorollarj to tht ^MIUOB of the rolo of 

relifioB In eharaetor cai4baee ie the ^oeetioa   of the effect 

of allitary eerrloe on rellgloue attltatet and pnetleee. 

Stodiee oondnetod dqrfa* *•** •» " Indicate that there 

le a definite relationehiy >et«eea etreet and reliance on 

prayer.   Acre is »one evidence that coribat aen considered 

prajrer as a Tory important scarce of support.     Officers and en- 

listed sen froa both theatres of the asr. regardless of their 

edaoational lenrel, agreed Hiat prayer «as helpftil to thea.   fo 

what extent it helped thea or what degree of coofort it afford- 

ed» no one can accurately detoraino bat there «as general agree- 

nent aaong coribat aen that prayer «as isrportant.    Length of tine 

in ooabat appeari to hare had no appreciable effect on this at- 

titude. 

In the sane surrey, an attenpt «ae oade to deteraino to 

«bat extent senrioo in the iray had effected faith in Qod,   Those 

«ho had the most coobat experience. Aid that their faith in Ood 

hod boon increased.   By «ay of contrast, the oonbat and non-ooeibat 

aen did not differ in the proportions «ho thought that their ex- 

periences had decreased thoir faith.   Another study6 ixnresltaged 

4,    Stouffor and other.  "Studies in Social Psychology in World tor 
II". Vol. 2. pp. 172-188. 

6#    Telford. C, V.. "Study of Bollglous Attitudes", Journal of Social 
Psychology 1950, Tel. 31, pp. 217-230. 
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the religioat atUtaAet of Tsterans a« compared vlth nos-Tster&M. 

fhe aaople la this ease JM too nail to giro the eto^r aooh sei- 

entlfie Talidlty hut it me noted that there «ae a tondoner for 

the Toteran to he leee fevorahle toeard the ehnrds then the non- 

Totoran« 

Anaoroas qaestione eeno to nlndl loBediately.   Aeewli« thle 

■nail aaasle la Indicative of the attitude of the iaerlean TBteren 

of Vor Id Vta? IX. «hat hron^ht about this reaotlonf   Bid the clnroh 

fail hin or did the olllterj organisation change hie Bind or «ae 

there sono third factor over which neither had any controlT   le 

the roter&n antagonistic toward the chnreh or is he aerely ia- 

petlent hocause the chorch'e prograa has heen inadequate?   Sere 

is an area for IntoaeiTe study and inrestigation.   Vhat specific 

effect hae oilitary service had on the veteran^ attitude tosard 

his hooe, his country, his church, and the other social institn- 

tionst   Once that has heen deaonstrated, the next stop is to con- 

duct an investigation to deteralne i*at specific factor or group 

of factors hrought about the chaise, if any is noted«   As has hem 

noted hy others, there is a possibility ttiat the «ar experience 

has had a levelling effect on the attitude of veterans toward the 

church Just as it has had a levellii« effect on other attitudes, 

makii« those initially favorable to the church less so but nahix« 

those originally very antagonistic to the church ooro favorable« 

The Recruit Training Centers are the logical placen to begin 

the character education process.    Here tho raw recruit is tested. 
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latvrvlMod, proeetwd. elMtifiaA, and orloDted for Bilitanr 

tenriM.   Jjr tho tlno he bat eti^lettd his training, the 

■ilitary orcanimtioa baa aaatted an iapreasiva array of data 

about hia.   Hie phjaioal «lalifieatioM« hie Dental aptitude, 

hie previoue sehooUng and tsperitaoe^ all of these are care- 

fkilljr rooorded hut «te kaov Tory little about «hat kind of a 

pereoa be is«   Ve bafe ao neant of aeasurlng the aeen lo/ol of 

hie aoral and spiritual •tandarde, no eay of knowing what he 

thihke about, lAat he belleTee aad ho« strongly doreloped is 

hie eharaoter.   All of these questions are largely unanewered. 

One aeane of oTerooning our defloieney would be through the 

tuie of pereobal character ratix^ sheets by which the recruit 

aokee a self-evalmtioa which would beeooe part of his poroanent 

record«    Such character evaluation riieets nay «enre as a aeane 

of aiiproach for the chaplains and others interettod in the eharao- 

ter guidance program at the Rcsruit Training Center«.   Thoso «ho 

exhibit tendsneies toward a social behavior pattern would be made 

the subject of sore IntenslTe studjr and training.   By becoalng a 

part of his peraanent record the score sheet would serve as a con- 

tinual check against his later behavior patterns.    Prior to his 

release froo active duty or his discharge, the sane test night be 

given again to detemino if there was any noticeable change in his 

personal ovluatlcn of his own character.    The value of attltudlnal 
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•tadlM inch at those oondnetod Iqr the liperlBontal Section of 

the Beeoarefa Braooh in Hit Ihr Otpartatat't Inforaation and M- 

uoational DtTltlon hat alrta^jr hcen dtDonttrated*6 

TB1CLA88 mWVmM 

Ibllowii^ tbt liropean patttrn. It hat alicgre been the trar 

dltion of the ioerlean military orfBaintion to rtsard itt otfi- 

oert at "gentlasen*.   More than aaythii^ elte. the thing that 

dittinsuithet the ■gentlaten11 fton the rank and file is the code 

of ethiot to «hiofa he adhsrtt.   Beeaote of hit edneation, hit 

breeding, and hit haolgroiind. he it eoqpecttd to maintain a stand- 

ard of oondnct that will serve at an exanple to the men wbo are 

tubordinate to hin in the ooanand echelon.   Amy and ftnry Begttla- 

tions and the Leadership Guides oloarly emphasise the Importanoe 

of maintaining high moral xrinciples, yet many officers over look 

their importance in actual practice.    In a desire to he a "good 

Joe", they disassociate thoasolTes «1th the high moral code 

Idealized in the regulations.    Hhat they often forget is the im- 

portance of "setting an eqcample".   As leaders of men. they hare a 

moral responsibility to those men.   They should demonstrate a code 

of beharlor that will win respect and effer a pattern of behar- 

ior for the younger men who serve under them and «ho are likely to 

be nore impressionable.   Officers are charged with the moral train- 

ing of their men as well as with their physical and mental welfare« 

8.    See "Studies in Social Psychology in Vorld War II" by Stouffer 
and other. Vol. 3. 
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fb« ebaagXng ■tvnetar« of oar social pattern hat had an 

appredablo effect on tte allltanr claee ■Iructore«   It ie no 

longer true that nllltarj officers cone fro« the highest in- 

OOM classes in «hi oh "breeding11 and "proper hehaTior" wore 

once the kejwrds.   The ailitary officer of todajr is Just as 

likely to COM for a aiddle class or lover class Vacfcgronnd. 

the priaary basil of qualification is native intelligeneo or 

deaonstrated intellectual attainaent.   Greater ctress should 

hs placed on the uoral requireoedts for an officer as a basic 

of selection.   lot only should the officer candidate bo Intel- 

ligent but he oust also be a nan of ooral integrity and charac- 

ter.   Intelligence and character are not sjmonyiiouo.   If offi- 

cers are to sst a moral and spiritual exaople to their men, 

they oust theaselToe denonsträte a superior code of ethics in 

their public and personal life.   Moral and spiritual values will 

be woTen into the conduct of military personnel only so far as 

they beoone the ^conduct norm' of the military leaders. 

Much of the criticism levelled at the officer class dxring 

end after Vor Id tor II, «as in the area of morals and ethics. 

Officers were crltldsed not because they were professionally or 

intellectually incompetent but because of moral laxity.    The 

remedy Is not necessarily in the area of reducix« the differences 

between officers and enlisted men in a levelling process.    It may 

--„M.-. mMßaimmmmiMttmlSimtHtBStS 
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«•11 IM that the diffarcoeet bttween the two classes need to 

%• ree%staaslisd.   Of floors are offiooro Ibooauao they are BOA 

of intesrlty and th^r dsBonstrato a hl^i standard of norals 

la addition to *olng phgrsleally, asotalljr, and professionally 

eosfpetent. 

The oottTfttlas factors influenelng a aan to join the ser- 

vice daring peaoetine nay he oonsidsrahly diffsrent fron those 

i&iok notivete hin to join In tine of national eoergeney.   Mo- 

tiTes in themselTes are a seleotlTe factor.   There is a quali- 

tatire dlffereace as veil as a qnantltatlTe älfferenoe h etveen 

a peaoetioe allitary eetabllsfament and a «artine organisation» 

so far as the personnel Btroetare is concerned.   The traits of 

character «bich ars nost in evidence and «hieh most he stressed 

in tine of sar, nay not he those wMoh Kill motivate the sen 

idio choose to serve in peace.    Sturlng sar, idealisa, courage, 

teaDworfc, and self-sacrifice are the traits which oast he fos- 

tered and developed«   The pressure of events nay sqoeese other 

ethical and noral values to the hadtground.    Consciously or nn- 

consdously» ethical and moral sensitivities are so» tiiat distor- 

ted. 

In tins of war, the «motions take over.   Men in coribat sones 

are eigaged in a struggle for survival.   The psychological and emo- 

tional stress accompanyii^ comhat eoq^erience reduces life to very 

l 
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•ImwAaxj t«nis.    It baoon«« a eat« of eaofa aaa flehting to 

k«ep all**.    Ibod. tloap. and th« titme ntedt of life are the 

only thingi of inwdtate «meenu 

On the hone ftront, a earnival like spirit prevalla.   Men 

la unlfbrn and clvlllaBfl aaak am eao^pe from a vorld of hitter 

roalltgr«   %rooted frost the reatralal^ laflueaees of hono, 

ehardk. acd eoonoaltgr the IndlTldoal hecoaes aa aaoayacma 

traaslaat*   Za euch a aoMle popolatloa, frleadahlps are like- 

ly to be made quickly aad have a tendeacy to reoala more casual. 

▲■ the ladlvldnel finds himself la a aev envlroameBt «here he Is 

totally UBknoWf there Is a tendaaoy for him to «zaggerate his 

former posltloa.   Bank derks relating their oeeopatlons become 

bankers.   People In moderate financial drcumstances attempt to 

give the Impression of being wealthjr.   The end result Is that 

there Is a noticeable decline In trathftxlness and personal hon- 

esty,   The mores of sexual activity become more lax and a tendency 

toward seacual promiscuity is apparent.   Expedient conduct is likely 

to replace proper conduct.    One chooses the most expedient thing 

to do under the circumstances.   Whether It is "right" or 'wrong* 

would appear to be of secondary importance because it seemingly 

makes no difference,    lib one knows the difference——no one cares, 

for they are all straqgera. 

There is another side to the picture, howerer.     In spite of 

many adTerse influence!, the fundamental virtues are also noted. 

^«Ä««^*äp-;Di.%,L".r »f'iMWfSfc; i 
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8elf«sacrifice. endnzBoec, Patriotin and coaradeihlp are qoite 

erident. SorldMia an& othero7 have noted that there it a notiee- 

ablt: decline in the eoicide rate dorii« a war.    Several reaion- 

ahle eacplanatiom for this phenoaeoa ooae to Bind,   there ia a 

ptjehologieal basie for tiie pheaoaeaa.   Many eenaitive people 

%Au>ae livaa mm to lack porpeae find a uaefol outlet fbr their 

abilitiee.   The petty interesta and diffiealtlea of the IndiTidual 

tend to he forgotten in a desire to aid the nation.   There is 

also an econosde reason.   The spurt in prodnction and ooaey isr 

comes, resolting ttom an Increased dsmaad for gooda and services 

pemlts a higher standard of living. 

The anstere pressure of «ar also fosters the development of 

other character traits which are deoanded by the crisis.   A par- 

tial list of the positive traits which is Intended to be angsaa» - 

tive rather than exhaustive follows: 

Courage 
Self-control 

Loyalty 
Deporxdability 
Cooperation 
Inlatlve 
Honesty 

Love of Work (or interest in Job) 
Anbltion 
Hoatness 

These traits arc deeply rooted in the Hebrew-Christian 

Faith.   Religious ethics insists that these are the elementary 

7.    Bobinson, Victor, "Morals In Vartinev; Publishers foundation, 1943. 
This study reported a decline in the suicide rate in Great Britain 
and the Tfedted States during the War.    Tho rate dropped sharply in 
Oroat Britain beginning In 1939 and in the Dhlted States after 1941« 
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rlrtvwt depandid of «rorjr peraoa and offers an Idealistic reason 

for their adoption.   These traits are dsnanded of every good nan 

hy Ood.    Bwgr are dasonstrated in the hnaan life of Jesus and are 

taught hy the prophets,   fhe saered «ritiDgs repeatedly teach that 

individual nan is a noral oreatve mA as such is responsible for 

his personal conduct in the affairs of the world.   It is the «ill 

of Ood that he conduct himself in accordance with the principles 

of virtue.   To do so, is to please Ood.   Hot to observe them is to 

sin or to displease Ood.   k sense of "oaghtness11 motivates the 

religious person in the choice of his character traits.    The re- 

ligious conscience is the basis for morality. 

■s w ,-'.„ ■*($*& -,.=^.*. ^-Ä,-*-:***. v «^JS*" ■ 
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TBB EOU 01 THE CHU>LUI 

The prioary fuaetion of the mllltaxy chaplain Is to 

dlteoTer and deserlhe lAct Is right; to Interpret the id 11 

of God, and to he the oonseienoe of the servleenan. 

Xdke his dTlllan eonnterpart, ho natt rocralt, train. 

Instruct( and Inspire men to accept the eternal truths pre- 

sented by Ood to nadcind and to direct their application 

vdthln the firejciework of oodom society.    The chaplain's 

chief role Is a religious one and herein lies his greatest 

contribution.    The other functions socetloes performed hy 

chaplains may be done as «ell or hotter by other officers. 

He is neither a social worker, a psychiatrist, nor a «elfore 

officer but may effectlTely «ork with those «ho are trained 

in these fields in areas in which they nay be mutually con- 

cerned.    The chaplain's contribution here will be in bring- 

ing the resources and techniques of religious experience as 

they may bear upon the topic«    His relationship to the command 

echelon is that of an adviser.    There are ethical, moral, and 

religious aspects to many military questions about which he 

«ill bo ultimately concerned.    The degree of effectiveness 

with which the chaplain performs his primary function will 

vary considerably with the ability, personality, character, 

j        and faith of the individual chaplain. 

I 
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Tho chaplain's r>rlaa27 Interest lies In the fields of 

religion, morals, and character guidance.   Is an adriser in 

these areas and as a channel of coaounication, he is a use- 

ful adjunct to the military cossaand* 

"Research hranch represcntatiTss in going 
tron post to post in the Ctaited States and 
overseas net with instances in which a chap- 
lain with a particularly effectire person- 
ality played an apparently significant role 
as a channel of conBunication*,8 

TBI CH&FUIH AID 
TSK FIBrOBtiAVCI OF BSiICtZCOS BITZS ABD CZBBiOBIS 

Chaplains are required to minister to nen of all faiths 

hut at the sane tine, they never cease to represent the par- 

ticular church or denonination fron which they cone.    They 

perforn the rites and cerenonies of that particular church 

«bile serving the oon of other faiths as well.   The rites of 

the church are sometimes adninlstored to large groups through 

a corporate worship service or to indlviduals through a more 

personal act of devotion such as those frequently desired by 

men facing combat. 

8.    Stouffer and others,  "Studies in Soc. Psychology, World 
War II.* Tel. I. page 400. 

flHp-if:-   TR- 
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aProt««taat Che^lalat läo went with the 
first ooBtlagents of Air force personnel 
oTerseas lioedletely found sen ooalng 
to that to ask for cownni on prior to a 
mission—"-men Ao in some eases had nertr 
attended eoanmion ssnlco baok in the 
Utaited States,   fh^ nay not atagrs hare 
knoim «bgr and thsgr rarely knew the different 
dootrlces assoeiated with coannios hat they 
felt it was soaething wery speeial and that 
they needed it wfasn they cot into a very 
special situation*.9 

fhero Is alwys the possibility that the desire for 

such religious solace is the result of superstitious mis- 

conceptions of the rites of the efanrch as heii« magic. 

Through the performance of a religious act, the serriceaan 

may feel that he will he protected fon all danger.    Having 

participated in an act of worship, the serricoaan at least 

leaTes with a feeling of confidence and assurance eren 

though he may not he Axlly awaro of all the implications 

of his act of worship. 

Eegardless of the man's initial motive or his previous 

religious experience a point of contact has heen estahlished« 

Beginning with the sorviceoan's Immediate interest and con- 

cern, the chaplain may interpret the rites in terms of a 

meaningful experience involving the total personality,    "Ori- 

els religion" offers an opportunity for the chaplain to 

dolve dooply Into the personality of the serviceman to discover 

9.   Hlltner, Seward, "Pastoral Ooonselli«" Ahington Cokeshury 
P. 224; 1949. 
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the liaslt upon «falefa nev and ttroi^cr character traits any l»e 

deroloped.    Bio crisis need not be indneod only "bj anticipa- 

ted ooKbat experieneo«   Ken 1A0 hare been eoapletely devoid 

of a religious consciousness often torn to religion for 

strength or peace of oind tfcen suddenly confronted by a 

personal crisis.   "Vhen the devil is sie);the deril a saint 

would be," 

Participation in a religious cercDoxy or rite offers in- 

uediate release tron tension bat the effect is likely to bo 

short lived.    The follow tip prograa nost be done through the 

co-unscliag process through which the nan's personality nay 

be ch&ngcd so that fear gives «ay to confidence, cowardice 

is replaced by courage, and unbelief becooes a fhith which 

nothing on earth can shake.    The man's attention is diverted 

froia his own self interest to a cause outsido himself. 

THE CHiPIAIH AS A COOHSBLOR 

Scarcely has the chaplain donned the uniform before his 

attoatlon is immediately focured upon the counseling process. 

He become» at once the father oonfesscr and the adviser is 

every conceivable type of personal problem:    family and marital 

trouble, housing, financial vorry, disciplinary problems——all 

arc brought to the sympathetic ear of the chaplain.    "So issue 

IiWaSCw!»:«*'*® «••«•«^««■■■^^ -*' -**-"*"***' **mmm 



it too delicate to diteutt, no protloa too complicated 

for hit undoratandli^.    Ecreia lies poriupe Iho greatest 

oontrlbatiOB that the chaplain eea Mkt to hie aca and to 

hie ooBcend.   Kaay of tho probloas WBJ appeer trivial and 

easily solTod.   ühcn the intervieweo deeiree only a ayiqaa^ 

thotic lletonor. utoally one or two iaterriewe «ill eoffico 

so that the nan Is able to see his prohl« ooro clearly and 

lAat action ho east take to orercoBe it. 

Others bear the deep eear of the ssilt cobles and 

they cone seekii^ release fron tho tensions of a coilty 

conscience.    The feeling of guilt is the feeling of In&de- 

qfoacy that cones from knowing the? one is not tho person he 

should he or «Bn;s to he.    Those IndlTiduals are auare of 

their «roqg-doing without the di&plain's adnonition.   The 

chaplain Bust not he shocked hy iliat ho hears and sees and 

oust glTo no evidence of moral retulsion.   This is perh^s 

the most difficult part of the chaplain's Indoctrination in- 

to tho service.    Cooing from the cloistered life of the theo- 

logical seminary and the proper atmosphere of a church pariah 

where peoplo are llkoly to he on their best behavior when the 

clergymen is nearby, ho may be somovbat rodely awakened «hen 

'10 sees a more soasy side of the everyday world as it is ax- 

prossod by aon in tho barracks.    In the service, the chaplain 

Man» 
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it aor« likely to to« hit nen in a toaevfaat different per- 

spuetire than the ordinary civilian cloroasn.   Bit approach 

to thoa it, perhapt, «ore rtalittio.   He antt ooahine a gctnr 

ine ooarmttion fbr people and loro for thoa per te with a 

keen tonte of retpontihilitj fbr the «oral and spiritual ttronc^ 

thanine of the to giTon to hit patteml eare« 

It it iaportant that th« duplain thow hit nnderstandlng 

of the inn«: conflict« which oonftront the tcrriecaan.    fhroa^h 

a tyapathotic appreciation of hit prohleat, the chaplain nay 

help tho nan in «nifom to tolve hit own problon and that, 

ttrongthon tho nan't confidence in hintolf and derolop hit own 

innor retonrcet» 

in adequate counseling program snxtt ho focused upon the 

interviewee and his icnediate problen in an effort to direct 

his attention to the moral and ethical issues involved« The 

oounseleo is not told the answer to his problon but is helped 

to find the answer for hinself. 

Individual counsoling is an integral part of the character 

guidance progras.   When the counseling process has a religious 

orientation, tho serviceman nay bo aotivatod toward a higher level 

of personal conduct. 

The oounseleo presents a groat ch&llengo to the chaplain's 

ingenuity.    Sotsctimos, he will have to probe deeply to discover 

mmi^^mimteM^tKKmmmBmmtmmmmmim 
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thc roel probles for the nan hlasolf «ay not bo oonplotoly aamxo 

of his difficulty.   Oneo tho Intorricweo It roalndod of tho for* 

elTooess of Ood, he will feel A tense of releatc ttom a burdened 

oontelw *.e.   An emtlonal and tplritoal eathartli taket place 

and the Intorvienoo it freed of hit tensions and inner-conflicts. 

The eounaelec uust leave tho interriev with the awareness that ho 

is not fighting his problon alono.    Be soy not see the ianediato 

eolution but it is ioportant tiiat he realise that there arc sjrsK 

pathetic friends uho are interested in hin and that the help of 

his EcaTonly Ihther is araiUble to hin. 

inother group «hich tho dmplaln will face in tho counseling 

process arc those sfao oay be classified as psjrchutics or those «ho 

nay be on tho borderline of sooe p^rchosis.    It is not within the 

province of the chaplain to diagnose or proscribe euros for mental 

illness but he should be conversant enough with tho principles of 

psychology end psjrchiatry to readily Identify these psychoses and 

refer them imaediatoly to t'lose «ho arc more fully trained in tho 

toehniquo of psychiatry.    Tho chaplain's Interest in such oases 

does not stop where the psychiatrist takes over but the chaplain 

nay perform a useful function in the psychiatric process because 

many such oases have deep spiritual roots.    Sinoo many of tho 

problems are religious in nature tho solution frequently may be 

found through the media of a acre mature religious experience. 

;il of these men the physically ill, the alcoholic, the 

emotionally immature, the psyehoneurotio are directed to tho 
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( office of the seethe tie chaplain.   All of theao illneasos 

are within the field of interest of the chaplain heeaise of 

tho coral and ^iritnal iaplioationa of auch sieknoases. 

Jong oaintaina that if ell hia patients, «ho had paaaod hc- 

Tond   the torhulonco of youth end pof "eaaed what the great 

rcligiona hare tried to giro its followers, thegr would not 

fall side.10 

The chaplains interest in tho senrieenan begins with 

his concern for the ootiTes and gnlding porposos of the man 

in unifora.   Those aotlTos and ^uzpoaoa are deeply rooted in 

the aorricooan'a conception of his fenction and destiay. 

Sorrieencn frequently exhibit tendencies toward oootioaal 

disturbances not only because of iosodiate frustrations but 

also because they are ultimately troubled about their noaning 

and destiny«    It is not enough to know that a man feels frus- 

trated or irritable but wo mist know «hat caused it what 

lies back of his particular ftustration or irritability.    Sel- 

dom is this accomplished in one interview.    Frequently, the 

sorricoman must be given an opportunity on several occasions 

to unburden himself end release his tension before tho chaplain 

begins to function as an adviser«    Zrery area of the nan's per- 

sonality must be explored and the man given complete freedom to 

express his conflicts and his problems,    Tho chaplain will interrupt 

10«    See Jung, Carl 0., ^Modern Mar In Search of a Soul"; 
Harcourt, 19S6, 

"Bl*****w": I»», g&mmmiammm mmmm 
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only to probe toao area deeper i&ieh would appear to hin to bo 

«Ignifioant.    Occa»ioaally, a qae^tion by the chaplain «111 as- 

«tiro the intcrrienoe that hit story i« beii^ hoard attontiToly 

or may direct the Interview toward the basic problea. 

In order to carry en an effective counseling prograv» the 

chaplain will find it essential to keep written case histories 

in vhich are recorded not only the iatenriewce*s obsorrancos 

about hinself but the chaplain1 s reaarits as well.    Such records 

will enable the chaplain to refresh himself on his previous con- 

tacts *ith the scrvlcoBan prior to each interview and will help 

him to maintain some continuity in the counseling process fbr 

each case.    It will bo a further means for the chaplain to check 

his technique and continually improve it.   A third value of writ- 

ten case histories is that a large sajple or collection may serve 

as a basis of an over-all study of the problems peculiar to the 

Armed Forces, 

There are tvo particular dangers in the counseling process» 

First, that the chaplain refrain fron mere advice giving; second, 

that ho not reduce himself to the more tool of the Soclo-Iülltary 

Organisation bj which ho becomes an Instrument for forcing the 

non-conformist into a pattern of conformity or the relaforcor of 

the lowest coruaon denominator of the military culture. 

Army and Havy Regulations both indicate that Junior and Senior 

Officers shall be concerned with the individual problems of men 
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of thofcr comead and that thoy oako thoatolTos arallablo to 

hear thoao problomt.   Juniors are Inttiuctod to discuss their 

personal prohleot with thtlr lanedlate superiors.   The chief 

ntlno of such a process Is that It sorres as a coons of enabling 

the Sanier to hoeone better acquainted «1th tho capabilities, 

the tsnpera&ent, and the peculiarities of tho Junior.   Ken who 

are uneccustoaod to hdng counselors frequently feel flattered 

hgr tfca intimate confidence rsrcalod hy thdr Juniors and Inne- 

dlately feel It Incunbent upon the« to offer advice or suggest 

a roaedy.    TEofortunatoly.  such advice, however well intended, 

dous not always appreciate the depth and scope of tho nan's 

Individual personality and at tines does violence to a charac- 

ter hulldiig TjrograB.    The aim of any counseling program is to 

teach self-reliance not merely to "build up a clientele of advico- 

sedkers.    Tho success of any counseling program must bo measured 

in terns of its character building effectiveness. 

Tho chaplain's contribution to tho character guidance pro- 

grern evolves from his religious orientation.   There are deep theo- 

logical as well as theoretical difforoncee between tho chaplain's 

apnroach to the counseling process as compared to the secular coun- 

selor.    His conviction about human nature and its destiny ultimate- 

ly condition his approach.    His aim is to bring tho serviceman 

into an awareness of tho presence of God in his life and to help 

him mold hie conduct in conformity with tho moral code related to 



that holiof. 

Thoro can bo r.o coercion to ftroo tfao nan to aeeopt an 

lotpotod pattern of conduct.   Clialeal and oxporiaontal sto- 

dlct, cYcn anong chlldron. have raegottod that thoro are 

d&finito Halts to hunan oallcaMUtgr.11     <ho indlTldoal 

hunan personality mst ho ro^poetod«    fho IndlTidaal can ho 

ddllftilly lod to too the noral or othleal Itsoo at the root 

of his prohloD and thon lod to ehooso a course of oondoet In 

kocplsg «1th tho hl^iost Idoals ho is capehlo of aeccptlng 

as tho pettornt»r his oondoet. 

11,    Sco Oossoll, Arnold and other, * Infant Child In tho 
Oalturo of Today*11   Harpor, 1943. 
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smuisr 

RoliglOB is of vital iaportaneo in tho prosont struggle 

for two basic reasons,    first, tho insidious n&turo of tho 

SoTiot Ooetrino decaads a door and proeiso definition of 

our aoral and spiritual Taluos.   To bo «nti<eojaaanist is 

not enough,   fhcro is nocd f&r a positive course of action, 

grounded in religious faith,   fhc basic roquireDont for citi- 

sonAin in a denocracy is cbaracter. 

Second, religion is of vital iurportanee beceuse it alone 

provides the basis for the moral code.    Boligioa describes 

and notivates "ri^xt" conduct. 

The power of religious osporience to aold character oey 

bo briefly suncarlscd as follovs: 

Z.       fioligion describes a Power greater than nan by «hich 
man1 s destiny is guided.    It insists that man live in 
conformity to tho reality of that Power. 

II. Religion notivates puxposofol action.    It is an aggres- 
sive mode of life by which the individual becomes 
master of hia onvironaont nnd not its passive victim 
and provides him with a workable orientation toward 
life. 

III. Religion is creative.    It is not a substitute for 
thought but an incentive to it. 

17.     Religion respects tho sacrodness of the human person- 
ality.    It toacuu« tho infinite worth of the person- 
ality rnd the inherent good of tho individual made in 
tho image of 0od# 
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T. RdigloB 111)oratot inner tension end confliets. 
It QOAblos can to build confidence——confidence 
in a Higher Power, confidence in hit folloteaa, 
and confidence in hie inner resources. 

71.       Boligion is a unifying force.    It hinds nen to- 
gether in a comon bond of brotherhood and equali- 
ty, and blends indivitaal aios in a corporr.to de- 
sire for the coomon good. 

Til«     Religion provides the batlf for self-discipline« 
It inspires nan to goTora his conduct in accord- 
anco with the lav of Ood and insi sts that each 
indiTidnal is responsible fbr his ovn eondoot» 

Till.   Beligion offers a ftraao of reference to «hich the 
\ ooral order is related.    It is the foundation of 

lav, order, and moral standards as the guide to 
ooral conduct and provides a specific definition 
of right and vrong, 

ZZ.       Beligion is the soul of culture.    It insists that 
institutions aro tho scrrants of nen rather than 
their nastors and that these institutions cure 
associations of free men liio aro united in coanon 
consent. 

Z,        Religion is grounded in reality.    It is oonoomed 
not only %4th ideal and   otornal values but vith 
orcrydey practices and attitudes« 

PBDCHDORl 

To describe tho role of religion in human bohavior 
vdth refer once to tho Armed forces, the investigator is 
confronted vith the following procedure: 

I. fo dofino tho problom; 
A.    !fhat is tho religious heritage of sorvico 

pcreonnolT 
1.   Tho statistical analysis of religious 

affiliation. 
3«   A careful analysis and classification 

of basic tenants of the Jado-Christian 
IWth. 
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3.    How «oil oqoippod aro rocrulti morally and 
spiritually to aoeopt thoir rosponsibilltj 
as mcobors of the Armed forecsf 

C.   Vbat aro tho nakod ooral and spiritual noods 
of sorrlec pcrsoncolT 

9.   Vhat aro tho ^raasie sitoational contexts 
out of ybieh tho noeossity fbr a eheractgr 
guldnaco program arisosT 

I.   Vhat kind of elloato can tho allltaiy sorrleo 
eroatc vhieh will most offoctiToly onhanoo 
and fostor tho adoptloa of «oral and spiritual 
valuosf 

II. To cstahlish tho doclrod alas of a guidance nrogran; 
A. To dotomino «hieh hoharlor patterns aro to ho 

fostered and «hlcfa pattorsn to ho discouraged 
in order to proparo end odacAto youth for "bob&r- 
ior in a oilitary society, 

B. To locate wceücnosses In hohavior pattomo and to 
reduce asocial hoharior to a Blniaram, 

C. To help the recruit hoi Id those character traits 
in which there is we&kaoss or deficiency. 

2).    To enable the rocrult to nakc good decisions and 
eboi cos in changing drcuostancos* 

III. To develop a prograo designed to achieve tho desired 
alas; 
A. Through the lecture method. 
B. Through the use of self-evaluation score sheets. 
C«    Through the use of audio visual aids« 
I).    Through the counseling process. 
Z.    Through the situational approach. 
f.   Through tho use of private and cerporato worship. 

IT. To evaluate and improve the techniques used; 
A. Vhat specific effect does a moral or spiritual 

orientation have upon individual character, 
group morals,  etc.T 

B. Vhat experiments and further obsorvailons aro 
necessary to measure the effectiveness of tho 
program? 

0.   Bow can man he elevated to a sense of Jnncr- 
misslon which will make nllltary service an 
ethical or lifo-glving experienceI 

( 
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CSJlOf IOBS iSS CElf ICIflMS 

Some otijoetlont and erltielnit toward a program of 
eharaetcr goldaaee bated on rellgiout prlndplet la 
aatieipatad« 

1« Kaay IndiTidaals hafo aft «Toraioa to rollgloua 
Indoctrination. They objaet not beoauao thoy aro 
atholatle but alaply boeanaa thoy ooapartaentallse 
rollgloua axperlonee aa thoqgih It vore tmrclatod tn 
«roryday Uf o* Only aa thoy ludoratand thrt tho 
roliglona person la a "raal" poraon, will thoy ap- 
preciate religious oxperlonea aa tho basis of 
civlllBation and moralitgr* 

2. Another objection arlaos froa tho n&toro of 
religious experience which aakos an onplrleal 
oraluatlon of its effect cztronoly difficult« 
The fact that it may be difficult to noaanro does 
not preclude the thought that religious aqporionoo 
has no appreciable effect on human behavior. (Boat 
and tho absence of heat are obaermble phenomena 
quite independent of the cxiatenco of a thermometer 
to accurately measure the degrees heat)« The absence 
of accurate end complete^ roliafele noasurlng deri- 
ces does not inralidato a program of moral guidance 
based on roUgious principles. The absence of suit- 
able obJoetiTo criteria and the difficulty of demis- 
ing tests to measure tho moan level of moral and 
spiritual standards of conduct is a technical handi- 
cap which must and can be oTorcome* 

3« A third difficulty relates to the tiao olemont* 
Bulldix« character and inculcating moral ideals la 
at best a slow process. Results are not laaodiato» 
Methods and procedures as in any research project 
must be tried and proTen. Character guidance in- 
▼OITOS more thrji sotting up a program and then per- 
mitting faith, hopo and charity to cerry on. 

♦, The fourth objection is related to tho two prey- 
lous ones and arises from the realisation that charac- 
ter cannot bo tvansmlttod as a bit of learned Informa- 
tion. Xaowlcdgo is not necessarily rirtuc. To know 
the difference "aotwoon right and wrong is not suffi- 
cient. The problem of motivating individuals in a 
free society to choose the "right", tho highest or tho 
best is always difficult. 
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5«    Thoro is a barrier of hittorical preju- 
dice which hat fostered the idea that any 
Bdlitazy oreeaitatioa it iosoral or oraoral 
in both its purpoto and practioo.    Such a 
aitoonoeption can he ororeooo,   k modem 
adlitcxy organisation, reprotcn* ing a cross- 
section of the population is neither aore 
moral or less moral than the rank and file 
of the civilian population.   Boworor, if 
the prevailing atmospho*© of the barracks 
places a premium on self-indulgence pnd 
modes at solf-disolpllns, if mllltazy opin- 
ion beooiaos tolerant of eril and pampers 
human ve«knes8( if bad bsharior wins oppro- 
yr\ oößMise people get away with it, if 
tiierg is nothing to inspire men to live 
according to the highest ethical code knom 
to man-—»-thon the military organisation 
sinks into inevitable decay and tho Indivi- 
dual personality declines with it.    Howovor, 
the lamo military organisation tdxich Is cap- 
able of inspiring idealism, patriotism and 
courage is capable of fostering other vir- 
tuos as well« 

6.    There is a common misconception about 
the freedom of religion guaranteed in our 
Oonstitution and Bill of Bights which lends 
to the belief that any religious tcachii^s 
in our schools, military services, and othor 
institutions is a violation of the Constitu- 
ticn; nothing is farther from the truth. 
The framers of the Constitution were not ir- 
religious nor did thoy intend to prevent the 
teaching and practice of religion«    They de- 
sired only to prevent division and controversy 
over small denominational Issues in disrupting 
the unity of tho Country.    Beligion then, as 
always, has been a vital issue in tho life of 
our nation.    Tho broad basic issues of tho 
Hebrew-Christian faith arc the basis of demo- 
cratic morality and freedom to teach them and 
live them is guaranteed by the Oonstitution. 
The teaching of religious principles in the 
military service is in keeping with tho 
highest traditions of our donooratic faith. 
Since wc force people to learn to read and 
write, is It less important that thoy bo 
taught ethical and moral principler.l 

t^umsmm» ^  , iiiM.MjinHiiiimnimilnrlBliniiilimnmmr w>m Mi||i|g||i||li|||||Mia,l||i|||rti| re^aMW^M"^««^ ***'    -.«<«»■«■». «aaWgtoBaMgggjBI agaWWMIttAJfeM«^ gx 
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Definitions 

APfMJXVL B 

1«    Character 

2*    Moral and Spiritual 
TaluoB 

3.    Iloral Conduct 

4«    Morale 

5. Porsonallty 

6. Boligion 

The evaluation placed on the actions 
of an indiYldual In term« of the 
highest cultural TPIUOS. 

Those values which «faon applied Sa 
bonan hehavior, exalt and refine 
life and bring it into accord with 
the standards of conduct that are 
approved in our BebrowOhrl stian 
tredi tlon. 

Is that hehavior which is governed 
by a sense of right and Justice* 

Condition as affected by or dependent 
upon such ©oral or mental factors as 
zest,  spirit, hops» confidoncej a 
mental state nfclch results in courage 
and onduraii^Q in *ho presence of 
danger, f-tAgue,  uisoouragamont, etc. 

The sum total of the acquired be- 
haviors of a human being« 

By religion, wo refer to the Hebrew 
Christian tradition.    Other religious 
faiths, however high their ideals, 
have no significance for our democratic 
faith. 
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Boibmrt I. MoCoxmiok 
T/sgt. mut 
Sept. of FroT»i*tif« Nodiolo» 
Bohool of ArlAtlon Ntdloine 

I tow prerlouiiljr been MslgooA to IndApendoat duty at an iaolatod 

outpost In the arctic, and. I aa of tha opinion that too oany Mn ava 

being aent to ootpoat atatiooa without proper training. lot enpngli atten- 

tion ia being paid to the phyai:ri and amital fitneaa of nan being aent 

to theae atationa. It ia neoeaatr.r that erery nan going to isolated duty 

in all aerrioea ahould be carefully aoreeaed for physical and amtal 

disability. Die reason for thia being that outpost duty ia rugged at 

ita beat and the atation ia only aa strong as its «aakast oan. 

The nost inportant probl» for the independent duty oan ia the 'taak 

of laproriaing tn the face of an sMarganoy. Vlthout thia talent, or 

acquired akiU it ia very difficult to fulfill the niaalon aaaigned. It 

should be noted.that anyone with nomal intellia»nee can learn the baaic 

prirjoiplee of nadioine; but thoae prinoiplea are uaeleaa vithout the in- 

genuity to apply them axidor situations that are far froa usual. With 

this thougÜ in feond the following euggaations are put forth for study: 

Included in the course of instruction $p outpost duty should be a 

paotag» aurrival course. lot for auirival alone, but to teach service 

aan aelf-reliance. The amount of nan in the serrice that have had to 

lire under adverae conditiona is suzprlalngly nail. Oonaequently, at 

oitpoat inatailations the burden of making a aoooth running operation 

falls on a rery «nail group. Vtoreaa, if the nan were screened preTiously 

««KtaiC" i 
1 - 

a l«l(i^**ll^*^^*p*^e■■*"*ff"■**'■?,, 
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to *Ml0mnfc M to tbtijr Allltj to tsl» ear» of th&BMlTM, ^» vMk mat 

eooM W «ctnottd ana tmlaod adaqoataly or not be oooaldarad for loda- 

^aadaot iaty • 

(1) Son» of tfae tna*tiooa that abould be aakad of the asn going to 

laolatad atatlona tiiooXa be aa follows: 

a« la he able to aae a sap and ooopMaf 

b. Xs be able to andmf 

0. la be able to baUd a flret 

d. Xa be capable of talcing care of alck: and wounded outside 

a well-equipped boapltalt 

a. la be able to hunt, fish and handle water-borne enall 

craftt 

f • Does he possess the knowledge of handling snow shoes 

and sklst 

g. Does he know how to laproTlse overland trips aud trans« 

portatlon for sick snd woundedt 

h. Has to had experience In handling domestlcai&ed beasts of 

burdent 

1. Bas he been taught to think fast and handle men under 

stress. 

The reasons for all these goestlons Is that a nan an outpost duty 

as a oedlc Is the potential leader of the base. The rest look to him 

for guidance. If the men know that the medic can hold up no matter what 

the ersrgenoy, It 1» a aarrelotts morels factor. 

With a well developed preventive midiolne program and a strong 

. 2 - 



eanltarj Inepectlon rout Ina, tlw clinical work load la laaaanai con- 

aidarably. IT «a can InatlU thaaa thoughts In all of oar Indapandant 

duty paraonnal, oar tougheet Jol> la dona. The baaic problem la to taach 

them the prlnclplaa of pravantlTa madlclae and bov to uae them. Soob 

Uipia» aa aanltation, laolatlon technique, monthly check of peraoonal, 

prophylaxlo medication, outward clinical algna of malaria, mnapi, maaalea, 

etc. follow-19 on all caaea of comunlcable dlaaaae, the agonta that 

cause Tarloua kinds of infection and where to look for the reaarfoir of 

these agenta. Therefore, It would be adrantageoua, in my opinion, that 

an extenaive course In preventlTa medicine be glwn to all students en- 

rolled ta tite Tarloua Independent duty courses of the TKnited Statea 

Armed Senrlcea. 

The moat dangeroua courae tau^it in my eatlmatlon la surgery. This 

Is Just too ccoplleated and fraught with danger for the average atodent 

to comprehend. One phase of aurgary ahouli be taught, however, and thia 

Is minor surgery. It ehould be stressed that thia haa Ita llmita and the 

student should stay strictly within thaea aet llmita. One haa to be very 

cautious in teaching thia subject, Tha instructors that teach surgery 

should be thoroughly briefed on thia ao aa not to get too deep into the 

study. A little knowledge, and not being aware of possible cor#llcatlooe, 

can be disastrous. 

During my tour of Independent duty in Greenland, I found that 

fractures caused a great lose of mei hours. In aerrloe aohoola, xtot; • 

enough oqphasis is put on orthopedics, I think tho student should 

bo inprcssod tdth tho idc: that prevention is noro effective thon euro» 

Therefore, the subject of orthopedics should be dealt with in its deepest 

- 5 



»mm»   In oHnr msae&i9 ghm tt® fftntaai the eoopLe^ pieture» 1B ätooM 

^ i eoiBRVQr to tea^i MB tlier pl^nsiology of a fracture« Be shoiiM leam the 

pmfsLhle oon^lottLoiie^ as «eU as X^smodJ^ eadi fracture has to be treated 

tadMiiQaUjr« Ho two ftmtwpm hexo the sat-te prognosis. Tim more cooplete 

Ids laacnäed^9 the mate tmmy and »an hoars he ceo save the goveranent» 

Urn iqportanee of laboratory vork should be oaphasised strong^* 7his 

course s^mld be as ooopleta as possible, because it is much easier to make a 

diagnosis ty laboratory methods, than by clinical methods • It is a known fact 

that all diseases show their effects on the circulatory system, feces, urine, 

spufesa and Idle spinal fluid* (Of course, the later test should be made by a 

doctor.) I know this because ay own knowledge of laboratory processes was 

lacking at the time of ay assiganent and it hindered my work considerably» 

the study of clinical medicine should be kept at its most basic level* 

It is a very intricate and confusing subject. The tendency of even doctors 

to make a wrong diagnosis on sight is great« So this fact alone should show 

teaching clinical medicine to non-professional men wiU stand an even greater 

percent of error« External signs should be taught, such as rash, swellings, 

and so forth, but the deepor aspects should be foregone in lieu of a more 

ccoplete basic course« 

An absolutely necussary subject taught to independent duty men is X-ray. 

It is already known hm important the X-ray is to the diagnostitian. On 

independent duty the technician h£s to be his own diagnostitian« mtb the 

X-oray, this is very difficult« I had no training in X-ray end as a result I 

had to learn the subject by trial and error» Limited knowledge of X-ray can 

be very dangerous to the patient as well as the technician so this course 

should be as complete as possible* 

( 
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GROUP DTKAJOCS OF HIUTARY UNTK 

David G. MBAdelbMB 
0R0 Cofuultant 

1«    Ghromp Dynaalc«. 

This study deals with the ways In which the aeahers of a nllitaxy 

unit work together and how veil they cooperate to acconpllsh the purposes 

set hy the military comsand« The probleo is to describe hot? the aen get 

themselves organized within and in addition to the formal modes of 

organization prescribed by military regulations* to indicate why they 

so organize themselves, and to show how they respond collectively to 

conditions of stress» A related problem, which will be discussed in a 

subsequent paper, has to do with the effects on military performance of 

some of the major variations in the social composition and in the cultural 

environment of the unit« 

It will be noted that these problems are often discussed as matters 

of motivation and morale. These terms have not been widely used in this 

analysis because such wide discrepancies exist in the usages of "motivation'1 

and "morale" that it is best to use then sparingly, 

2. Military Unit. 

The military unit under discussion is one in which most of the men 

have some personal acquaintance with each other and in '»hlch the men 

generally work and live together« It corresponds to what is sometimes 

called the "face to face" group or the primary group. In terms of the 

military tables of organization it is the company, battery, or squadron« 

The unit which is of particular interest in this discussion and which is 

taken as the standard example is the infantry rifle company. 
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r a. 
7here it not Bach sciaxtlfic «Tidenc« which Itears directly on the 

ways in vhich the sen of a unit get ttheatelvea organised within the 

formal 'Military organization, hut there ie a considerable aaount of 

indirect evidence» The principal factors which affect this self« 

orgaulzation are the foraal regulations, the effectiveness of leadership, 

and the patterns of internal, informal organisation« The men who partici- 

pate together in the informal organisation make up the primary group* 

The importance of any one factor depends on the type of situation 

in which the unit operates. In this survey, group dynamics (the ways in 

which the men react as a group to various conditions) are first described 

mainly as they occur in training and garrison situations; they are then 

.     analysed in situations where the men are under stress, especially combat 

stress» 

The formal organisation directs the activity and limits the range 

of behavior of the men so long as they operate as a military unit» But 

the men of the unit do not Invariably or automatically operate according 

to the regulations and requirements of the formal organization. This is 

clear1y l^-irrtraced in reviswing the effectiveness of unit leadership» 

There is no doubt that good leadership is usually necessary for 

good unit performance. And the qualities which a good officer-leader 

should have are a matter of general agreement. But there is a consider- 

able difference between these ideal patterns and the actual behavior of 

many unit officers. This gap between the ideal, both of the published 

manuals and of the enlisted man's opinion, and the reality is frequently 

I    the result of a lack of identification between an officer and his men. 



Some aspects of officer training Bake it difficult for the officer 

to establish this relationship» Vfithoat establishing identification, 

an officer cannot readily he an effective leader^ without effeetire 

officer-leaders a unit does not usually operate effectively« Identifi- 

cation between an officer and his sen enhances his leadership largely 

because the officer can then have the support of the Informal organisation 

and of the primary group standards of the men. 

The importance of this organisation and there standards Is attested 

by many authorities, most vividly by an able student of Infantry ^iJtlcs 

who observes that American infantrymen In combat will usually fight only 

in the presence of men whom they knov — in the presence of others of 

their primary group« 

The primary group is so important because it is the only face-to- 

face groin to which the soldier can belong and he has an even stronger 

need to belong to such a group as a soldier than he did as a civilian« 

it is the only available group because of the cutting off of his previous 

social affiliations, because of the isrlatlon from other groupings, 

because of the uniqueness of his expedience within the unit, and be- 

cause o: the high degree of mutual dependence and responsibility in the 

primary group. Membership in a primary group helps the soldier by re- 

ducing his anxiety, by giving himafeeling that he counts as a person, 

and, in general, by enabling him to withstand the strains of aray life 

which he might not otherwise be able to tolerate. 



I 
The -priaasy gnvp enforces certain standard« in order to accoapllsfa 

this, and the soldier is the recipient of the group's benefits as veil 

as one of the givers of group benefits to others, he is subject to the 

group's oandates as well as being one of the administrators of its 

Informal code« This code includes the concept of masculinity, the 

insistence oa grown  solidarity, and the conferral of status other than 

that bestowed by external authority« These patterns are enforced by 

Terbal taunts, by the withholding of privileges, and by ostracism« 

Hcwcomers are usually very eager to join a primary group and are 

quickly taken into one« The loyalty to the primary group is expressed 

as loyalty to the outfit« 

In combat, all the factors which make the primary group so important 

are intensified, and it becomes of crucial importance« The forces which 

^     actuate the soldier for long periods vhile he is in combat are significantly 

those which rise out of his primary group affiliation. 
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The scientific data available on this itftject are eztreraely oeager* 

This cones about not from any lack of interest in the subject, for it 

is a topic which has been considered for • long as there has been 

interest in the reasons for military success or failure« Thus the 

classic Battle Stiyiies of Colonel Ardant du Pic<jf to cite just one 

among a great many such writings, deals eloquently with some of the 

central problems formulated here« But du Plc^s observations. In- 

sightful though they are, were not systematically gathered nor care» 

fully checked« Els conclusions may be interpreted in many different 

<-f»ys and cannot veil be applied rigorously to a range of military 

situations differing from that of France in the Igfio's when du Picq • 

wrote« In short, such writings offer impressions rather than data, 

and belong to the field of literature rather than to that of science. 

Part of the reason for the paucity of good evidence on this crucial 

military topic is that the concepts and techniques for the scientific 

investigation of the problem have been developed relatively recently 

and have yet to be well perfected. There has been little opportunity 

to demonstrate the utility of the scientific investigation of group 

dynamics to military authorities« Hence much of the evidence used in 

this paper was gathered incidentally» as an ancillary outcome of re- 

search directed toward other problems« This is especially true of the 

first study discussed in the following list of principal sources used« 
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Ttm four TolnBet of this iarportant work «re the result of the 

aetlTitias of the Research Branch, I&foivation and Mucation Division, 

United States Jaw during four years of World War 11* They represent a 

Mgh water mark anong recent social science achieveaents, of significance 

both for the adlitary and for science« The first two volumes. The 

American Soldier; M.lttftifftf WM ADML W$ *** 2fe& Alft?rica^ ^Idiffyg 

Conhat ^ its Afteraath (referred to as Stanffer 19U9t I an* II) a3*6 

especially useful for our present purposes« An explanation of why this 

work is not even «ore useful is tast given in the words of the authors« 

"The problem of measuring the cooperative effort of a unit 
was never solved satisfactorily, and it must be set down as 
one of the subjects vhlch should call for the best efforts 
of sociologists and psychologists in years ahead« 

"Instead of solving the problem of measurement of group morale, 
the Research Branch, in large part, by-passed it. Faced with 
the necessity of giving the Army command, quickly and reliably, 
information which would be useful in policy making, the 
Research Branch concentrated primarily not on evaluation of 
the cooperative seal of groups toward Army goals, but rather 
on study of personal adjustment« As compared with the con- 
cept of morale, it was easier to find nonverbal behavior 
whose relationships with the verbal behavior could be 
studied« 

"Sven though the concept of personal adjustment is  an individual 
end not a group concept, it is nevertheless useful for group 
comparisons«'' (Stauffer 19U9» I 85) 

Hot only was the matter of group dynamics difficult to observe 

and to measure, but the Research Branch did not find it easy to obtain 

the facilities necessary for the proper experimental study of key con- 

cepts in the field of group behavior« Thus the authors say, 

■ «-^^.«w^es/er s. ?^"aF -■--. 



BBv«a nor« reloctaat were the «atinritiet to perait 
«spariacntal Audles to test typotheiet about leaäertbip« 
The •oeial-ptychologlcal end tociologieel literature on 
this eubjeet It filled with preeept» end iterootTpe« 
which enhody a great deal of coanon «ivite experleaee, 
hut any tabetaatial adveace in the way of proving that 
if you vary Z you will also vary ? depwde on experi* 
mentation under controller condltione* lot until the 
war neared the end was authority obtained to begin 
eaqperinental »tudie» of the effects of leadership (at 
the noncoa lerel) on troop attitaies» for a few weeks 
a study preliminary to experiaentatioa was carried out at 
an Army post in New Sigland, but the and of the war and 
curtailment of research activities brought this effort to 
an abrupt end, 

"There are few practical probleas facing social science 
more urgent than that of studying leadership ezperi« 
mentally and developing some tested hypotheses to replace 
the copybook maxims that nov fill most manuals on leader*» 
ship, whether written for the Army« for industry, or for 
organisations like the Y M C A*,    (Stauffer 19U9» I 3^3)» 

Despite these limitations, this work of Stauffer and his associates is 

the best single source of scientific data for our study« 

2« £&£ Am?nsftn ÜaUUÜ, fit Sflfitfllflg» Vol. 511 &<>• 3. March 19U6* 

This issue of the Journal was entirely devoted to studies cf the 

social psychology of military life* All of the authors of the twenty- 

one papers in this issue had had direc« experience with human behavior 

under conditions of military service, «st of them as officers or as 

enlisted ^en in the service. All were professionally trained in one of 

the social or medical sciences. These studies, and similar studies which 

have appeared in other issues of this and of comparable Journals, have 

the great advantage of having been done by trained analysts who knew the 

data by reason of first hand experience They have the disadvantage of 

having been written as incidental outcomes of other duties, and so were 

done without the benefit of coordinated guidance, unified theoretical 

outlook, or cross-validation« 
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( 3« Mm tt>Aw Straas. tqr Boy R. Grinker and John Pf Spiegel, 19U5. 

The aathore of this work are two psychiatrists whose nilitary 

duties daring World War II gave the« wide experience with the prohlens 

of group dynaales and also allowed for systenatlc observation« Another 

work by the same authors, liar Heoroses. and similar psychiatrically- 

orlented studies provide loportant evidence on the patterns of unit 

behavior« But since such observations were aade In the course of 

clinical work, these studies emphasise Individual and abnormal cases 

of maladjustment rather than the normal processes of group adjustment« 

The evidence presented is mainly that collected in the clinics and in 

the hospitals, and only incidentally has to do with usual and typical 

behavior in garrison and on the field of battle« 

U» Men Against Fire, by S, L. A. Marshall, 19U7. 

' Written by a military historian« this book offers the conclusions 

derived by an astute analyst from intensive and first hand studies of 

leadership and unit performance in some of the major operations of 

World War II« Colonel Marshall's duties as a member of the Historical 

Division, War Department Special Staff, gave him the opportunity to 

make systematic observations; his knowledge of military history enabled 

him to view his findings in broad perspective« His book is an important 

document for students of military life not only for its intrinsic merit 

but also because of the comparative rarity of sacb empirical studies 

on the subject of leadership and related aspects of group dynamios» 
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Colonel Marshall putt it veil in the openinc note to hie book, 

"One of the deterrents to the adoption of new concepts 
is that coapany officers and non-coms rarely vrite of 
their cofebat experiences» Ihren when they do so they are 
unlikely to search into the reason and nature of them, 
usually because the experiences are narrow and per-sonal* 
Also, they have no way of gauging what tfclagtf are typical 
and characteristic« 

•la consequence, most of our textbooks and commentaries 
on leaderohip and the mastery of the moral problem in 
battle are written by senior officers who are either 
wholly lacking in combat experience or have been for 
long periods so far removed from the reality of small 
arms action that they have come to forget what were 
once their -ost vital convictions and impressions»* 
(Marshall 19U7, 9-10). 

These comments apply not only to the memoirs of the High Command, 

but also to such books as Company Coipyndey by Charles S, MacDonald, 

a former captain of an infantry company in the Second Division, 

MacDonald's account, like some of the better novels about World War II, 

gives a vivid picture of his experiences, but there is no way of knowing 

from such books to what degree valid generalisations may be fcrmulated 

from them« And Colonel Marshall's own work is on?y the product of 

one man's investigation of a vast and complex subject« Useful as are 

many of Colonel Marshall's observations for the purposes of this study, 

his presentation still does not provide evidence carefully collected 

under controlled conditions and validated according to standard pro» 

cedures by teams of analysts operating together in terms of a program 

based on clearly defined theoretical concepts, 

5« Psychology for ^he Armed Services. 19U5. 

This book was ed'.ted by Professor "Sdvin G, Boring and was prepared 

by a committee of the National Research Council vdth the collaboration 

of a number of scholars. This work and others like it do offer useful 

concepts for the study of group dyfiamics. They provide some of the 

9 



tasic tools for resoareb on the probloiui h$f coBtidered» But »nch 

writings, for the sott part, only iadleate how ctrtaia concepts of 

social psychology and other social sciences might b« applied to the 

suhjeet of the group dyaaaiss of a ailitary uait« They do not 

actually M«  the coaceptnal tools oa a collection Of fxpirical evidence« 

Hence they indicate the promise rather than the perfonuance of social 

science research in a ailitary context« 

In addition to these principal sources, «one two hundred and 

fifty hooks and articles were examined for pertinent data and a con- 

siderable proportion of them have heen utilised in this survey« 

10 



W»    Awwral.Ofcl and Svmmry it Retearcii Data and Principle«, 

i*    &»nwal Coygidorations. 

a«    U&SIlMsm£ .ft» CftBffrW^ JB.^BAI?« 

Cert&ia factors which can affact the efficieacy of a nilitarjr 

uait are not discussed in this paper sibce It is assumed that they 

are constant as between one typical unit mid another« Thus the relative 

age, marital condition, and education of the members of a unit have some 

hearing on the manner in which the group will perform its military tasks« 

The Research Branch found that favorable responses about willingness 

for military service were expressed more by younger men, more "by un- 

married than by married sen in corresponding age and educational groups» 

and more by high school graduates than by others in each age group by 

marital conditions« (Stauffer 19h9» I 1211-125), The inference is 

that, insofar as these responses can be taken as a clue to military 

performance, a unit composed entirely of younger unmarried men who are 

high school graduates will give a better account of itself than a group 

of older married men who are not high school graduates« But since the 

men of one infantry rifle company show about the same distribution of 

age, marital conditions, and education as the men in another company, 

these are not significant variables in the analysis of group dynamics« 

Similarly, such matters as the methods of classification and 

training of Army personnel, the degree of physical and psychiatric 

fitness of the Army population, and the general cultural background 

of Americans will Utl'have effect on the level of military performance. 

11 
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but eaa be treated as "given" eondltloat for our present analysis« 

Those aajor variables which are relevant to the present competition of 

the ailltary services, such as Hsfro crovqpiac*, vill be discussed in 

another paper» 

b.  gsuyjg Im&mssLStJU&lsaiiM las&rsi 
The ixv^rlance of any of the factors described here oust be Judged 

in relation to the context of the situation in vhich it occurs« As the 

aen of a unit undergo different experiences, the relative importance of 

specific forces which influence their behavior changes«   In his dis- 

cussion of cosbat aotivations aroag ground troops, Mr, Smith notes, 

"As a man changes from civilian to front-line soldier, the factors 

conditioning his behavior change and so do thfe motives to vhich he refers 

to account for his actions « • . . A career army, a guerrilla anoy, or an 

army fighting in its own homeland may be expected to fight for a quite 

different cluster of 'reasons' than the American combat man in the recent 

war«* (Stauffer 19U9. II 105) 

In another chapter of the same vork, on the orientation of soldiers 

toward the war, it is noted that ideology and convictions about cause 

seem to be of relatively minor importance in the military performance of 

American soldiers« But the author of the chapter, S, A. Star, is careful 

to point out that "It would be dangerous to conclude this chapter, howt- 

ever by leaving the inference that Convictions about one's cause are of 

negligiblo significance . . • . given other historical contexts, it is 

possible, indeed probable, that convictions about a war would play a still 

greater role than among Americans in World War II«" (Stauffer 19U9t I U8U). 

12 



A slnilar note is struck by Dr. Haas Speier of the Rand Corporatloa 

in a discussion of the sociology of Dllitary organisation« Speier notes 

that an appreciation of the iieportance of N« • • participation in snail 

groups for the cohesion of the social fabric, coabined vith our experience 

of victory in a war to which large aasses contributed without much concern 

for natters of conviction about the war, should not lead us to assume 

that the strength and nature of conviction will not aatter in a future 

crisis»'' (Merton and Lasarsfeld 1950, 120). 

These coonents stress tlie relativity of particular factors of primary 

group behavior to the wider historical and. deoographic contexts. The 

saae principal of relativity applies in the context of specifically 

military experience. There will be occasion to hote belov that the im- 

portance of the physical amenities available to a unit generally Is of 

subsidiary importance to other factors. This has been well stated by 

two medical observers, 

"It is amazing what degrees of physical discomfort can be 
withstood cheerfully, jokingly or philosophically, if the 
men feel that everything possible is being done for them. 
Mud, rain, days in wet and cold clothing or intolerable 
heat, poor food, even lack of water, can be tolerated witn- 
out too much difficulty. But, if it becomes known or sus- 
pected that the poor living conditions are due to someone's 
stupidity, inefficiency or lack of interest, the men develop 
intense resentment. Their vhole attitude may change, 
tolerance for the situation is lost, and morale disintegrates," 
(Grinker and Spiegel 19U5i US). 

This is not to say, of course, that the men of a unit can withstand 

indefinite deprivation in the matter of food, water, or temperature. 

But it does indicate that the impact of a certain degree of deprivation 

on the behavior of a group depends on how the aen perceive the reasons 

for the deprivation and their attitudes toward those who do not suffer 

deprivation» 

13 



fhls concept of rel&tlye dgpri^at^on w^-d foimd by the Research 

Branch authors of Ifeg Ai^rlSfin Soldlfr to be a useful one in unifying a 

rather disparate collection of data. The central Idea of this concept 

is siaply that the loportaace of deprivations experienced by a group 

depends on its standards of comparison. The concept and the data from 

which it was derived are further exaniaed by Merton and litt In an analysis 

of the aontrlbutlons of the materials 14 The iaerican Soldier, to the theory 

of "reference group behavior«11 This theory poses the following central 

questions under vhlch conditions are associates within one'sown groups 

taken as a frarae of reference for self-evaluation and attitude-formation, 

and under which conditions do out-groups or non-aembershlp groups provide 

the significant ftiae of reference? (Stauffer, 19U9, I 125, 06O; Merton 

and Lasarsfeld 1950, U9). 

The principle of relativity emphasised In the present study Is 

broader than ^oth that of relative deprivation and that of the "reference 

group»" It Includes them and also takes in more, applying equally to such 

matters as leadership. For example, the most effective pattern of leader- 

ship for a company commander differs according to the situation in which 

his company is operating. Colonel Marshall puts it in this way« 

"All I have said here should make clear that action requires 
an abrupt change in attitude on the part of the commander. 
Prior to combat the touchstone of his success is the interior 
workir.g of the company; it requires the maximum of his attention. 
He enlarges his ability to command by advancing his knowledge 
of the character and potential of his men and by encouraging 
his lieutenants to do likewise, i/hen he fights, he does an 
about-face. He must depend on his lieutenanta to direct in 
detail the action of the men , . , His own view and action 
must be directed primarily toward the horizons of operation.!! 
(Marshall 19U7, 190)« 
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An adequate treataeat of the grooo dynanlca of Bllitary imits, 

therefore, should (a) state tie principal isolatable factors vhlch are 

involTed in the usual c»ntezts of group behaTior, (h) specify the typical 

situations and the typical succession of situations which the mit *»» 

periences, and (c) fonsulate the special constellation and rank order 

of factors «*hich tend to be most influential in particular situations* 

The present state of research data on the topic loss not allow 

such systematic and full treataent. But this design of analysis Is followed 

here by considering first the principal factors in prlsary group beharler 

under the headings "Formal Organisation," "Leadership," and "Internal 

(Inforoal) Organization«" Then the major situ&tional shift, fron pre- 

conbat to combat, is treated under the heading "Response to Stress 

Situations*" The rank order in Importance of factors Is not extenslTely 

discussed for lack of evidence« 

2. factors in Group Behavior 

a* Formal Organisation 

Whatever analysis is made of the behavior of a military unit, whether 

In the Army, Havy, or Air Force, It mult always be remembered that It Is 

a military grouping.   It is designed for a specific set of purposes 

and Its basic organization is developed in order to further these purposes« 

The culture and social structure of the Army impose limits on the possible 

range of behavior of the group under all conditions so long as the men 

operate as a unit« 
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ftm  tpeeific eultnre pattexmi of Aragr life are aore coiipuleiTe for 

■ott mm than tkjee vhich tfaey enacted m civllimis, allow for a aaaller 

raage of deriation« And the aoldlerU interpersonal relationsv both in 

his work and off-work groups, are mm itrl«Uy circvaacribed than social 

relations usually are in ciTilian life« for our pres«nt purposes we 

need only point out how Arny regulations control both the working and 

the non-rnorking hours of the individuals in this group» The minutiae of 

the daily Job are prescribed in detailed technical orders, oanuals and 

directives, which are issued by higher headquarters, and reach the 

individuals in the group through the hierarchical channels of military 

authority« As one writer in the ^IMÜUüB Journal $£ Socigloapr has noted 

(vol« 311 19^t 365-366), these regulations may range over such subjects 

as specification for the size of the head of the arrow drawn on a map» 

hours of work, proper dress for work of various kinds, size of working 

shifts, natur > of supervision, pänctuation ia work reports, courtesies 

to be shown to visiting officers, and standards of cleanliness« 

Perhaps in greatest contrast to normal civilian social controls are 

the formal regulations governing behavior off-duty. Thus the same writer 

notes that the army establishes formal control over such matters as hours 

of sleep, hours of eating, the selection of social acquaintances (viz, 

directives forbidding off-duty, social relations between officers and 

enlisted personnel), hours during which the trains may be used, fre- 

quency of shaving, and the selection of seats in Army theatres. This 

writer believes that one of the cifizen-soldier's most difficult ad- 

justments in 'Jorld War II was the fact that his off-duty hours and 
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so-called fr«« tint' vfcre not subject to his cn control« In all9 the 

Axay way of life is fait hy the mm  in an Ai^gr unit to he sore rigid 

and constricted than the civilian way of life* This is not to say that 

all soldiers always resent the restrielioqs of Aragr life. ?o many 

indeed, its very circusscriptions provide satisfaction and security* 

But it is to say that the sen of a «alt understand tfafct heing a soldier 

involves a different outlook and attitude fro« that of civilians* 

All any units share a certain background of experience because of 

the uniform structure of arny society anl its typical procedures, rules, 

and sanctions* The recruit is exposed to this experience inaediately 

upon entering the arqyt In basic training the fabric of aray life, the 

concrete social situations in which the soldier participates, are first 

revealed to him.    Here all the members of an ansy unit have learn«! to 

adapt to the principal features of army culture. 

These patterns of any culture are inculcated early in the military 

career of all soldiers and set fundamental limitations on the possibilities 

for the group behavior of an army unit. However, the members of the unit 

may get themselves organized in addition to the organizational requirements 

of army regulations, whatever goals and standards they may set for them- 

selves other than the standards and aims of the arny command, they still 

must operate within the hierarchical social structure and the numbered 

cultural patterns of the army. In his discussion of primary groups in the 

American Army S, A. Shils comments on the fundamental fact that a large 

corporate body like an army is more than an assembly of primary groups 

ac,cidentallx«SOordinated viithncne another by, primary groups relatiod-' 

ships. The Army is an organisation in which formally constituted 
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agtaclo« eawrclt« anthorlty over persons with wlM>a they have no piaary 

group relations whatsoever« (Merton and Lasarsfeld 1950, 19)« 

fhese any patteras and stmeture have developed over a long span of 

tlaet have heen tested in aany historical croclhles, and are not the focus 

of oar analysis in this stuäy. It aay he noled in passing that there exists 

not a single ohjecMve description of how the formal requirements of 

regolaticni, manuals, directives, and policies are actually transmitted 

and carried out in the day-to-day operations of a unit. Suffice it to say 

here that they are transmitted and carried out with enough fidelity to in- 

sure a uniform*ty of basic behavior patterns throughout the military ranks« 

The significance of these formally standardised patterns of army 

culture is highlighted in a chapter on the general characteristics of ground 

combat by R? M« Vfilliaas Jr. and 14. B. Smith in Ifeg, AiierjLcan Soldier« 

These writers point out that a company composed entirely of individual 

replacements, none of whom were acquaintel prior to the day the unit 

entered combat, could quickly become a fairly effective fighting organlz** 

ation. This would b3 possible because the cultural framework of action 

was known to the men* On the other hand, a group in which the only basis 

of organization was that of affective ties and coomon social values among 

individuals, none of whom were Invested with definite formal roles carrying 

explicit functions, could hardly avoid initial chaos upon meeting the eneuy. 

Eventually,if the group continued to operate as a unit, leaders vould arise 

and a determinate social structure would take form, but this would be a 

costly procedure« 
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It 1« apparent then, that personal aotives and relationship« are 

not essentlel determining factors for group organization in combat« 

They do not furnish sufficient conditions, and only in a statistical 

sense are they necessary conditions: officers and men must be motivated 

to make the organization work, hut not all of them have to he similarly 

motivated, &?r must they all agree on details of social philosophy or 

be bound by tics of personal friendship in order for a functioning 

organization to exist« "To put it uiother way, the best single pre- 

dictor of combat behavior is the simple fact of Institutionalized role: 

Knowing that a man is a soldier rather than a civilian« The soldier role 

Is a vehicle for getting a man Into the position In which he has to fight 

or take the Institutionally sanctioned co ,s?^uence?•«,, (3tcaffer 19}'9» II 101), 

True and important as this '«, it is also true and Important that 

the threat of "the consequences" does not always have the same effect on 

all groups under any conditions, nor does a soldier always fulfill the 

ideal patterns of the role« If It were so, then the army unit '-»ould 

operate entirely and Inevitably according to the published rules« 

Ho human group automatically fulfills all the prescribed formal regulations 

of Its culture and there is considerable divergence in actuality between 

the requirements of the orders, manuals, and directives, and the real 

behavior of any military unit« As we shall see later, the members of 

an any unit engaged In combat are simultaneously guided, supported, 

and coerced by the formal framework of organization, but the principal 

guidance, support, and coercion In times of combat stress come more from 
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the priaaiy, Inforsal relationships developed aaoag themselves by the 

max of the «ait than from the corporate formal patterns of the Army 

social structture. The disparity between «oroal requirements and actual 

behavior is well exemplified in the matter of leadership« 

The high importance of competent leadership for an effective military 

unit is wdLl knowo* In non-combat situations the leaders of the unit, 

both officers and noncoms, have the re^pcnsibllity of enforcing the formal 

patterns of army culture, of seeing to it that the members of the unit 

operate and cooperate in military fashion« In combat, the men of the 

unit expect authoritative direction and unwavering determination from their 

officers» If these qualities are not forthcoming from their officers, 

they either seek them elsewhere or suffer disorganization« (Stauffer, 19U9> 

II 117). 

T But it must be noted that the testimony of the officers themselves 

about their importance to the unit is not usually a reliable guage« The 

Besearcb Branch found that officers usually overestimate the favorable 

attitude of their men« Studies of overseas infantry veterans showed 

that if officers felt in rather low spirits they tended to think that en- 

listed men did also, while if the officers were in hi;h spirits, they 

tended to think enlisted men were also, even if this were not so« 

Officers commonly overestimated the propitious attinude of their men, for 

the reason that the officers' own attitudes generally vrere more favorable 

than were those of the men« 
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iaother factor which affected the officers' estimate of their own 

position was the difficulty of conaunication between officers and enlisted 

men, even within the company unit« Officers could be and were easily 

misled by the rituals of deference exacted from all enlisted men. In the 

course of time the officers frequently came to mistake these coopulsoxy 

outward sy» ols of deference for volaatary respect ace., failed to perceive 

underlying hostilities and resentments« "Officers were practically en» 

trapped into assuming that they were symbols of respected authority«' 

(Stauffer 19U9« I 393. 396) 

Importance $£ Sffective lead^re^ln- levertheless, there is little 

dispute concerning the crucial role of formal leadership in promoting 

the effectiveness of a unit« Thus a chaplain writes, "Ho discussion of 

morale could claim completeness without dealing vith the officers, for 

the morale of the enlisted man usually reflects the morale of his officers«N 

(O'Gara 19U5i U9)» And an anthropologist, experiencsd both as an enlisted 

man and as an officer, observes, nfroops almost without exception reflect 

the qualities of leadership of their commanding officers« A capable leader 

will usually hav a high performance and high morale unit« If the going 

gets tough, he will figure ways and means of keeping his ben's minds 

occupied. His men know he is doing his very best for them, la units vrith 

poor leaders morale is low, and the men doubt the necessity of the job at 

hand. It is in such units that one finds race prejudice at its highest*" 

(Hall 19U7, UOU). 
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Ä sociologist, in analyzing the porformance of a Fegro division, 

describes the devastating effect which their poor officers had on the 

ssorale of the^Jaca, and bow the relations of the officers to the sen further 

depressed the low efficiency of this division» "It was not only the poor 

training and incapable officers that led to low aorale in the division, 

There were also nuaerous *incidents' which proved to the sen that their 

officers had little regard for them." (Kose 19U7, 28) 

Two arny psychiatrists tell of the great significance of high morale 

and of the spirit of self-sacrifice among the men of a unit, and say 

"The principal factor governing the maintenance of this type of spirit is 

the quality of the leadership. The necessity for good leadership is, of 

course, obvious, if considered only irost the standpoint of the leaders 

technical ability. Certainly as important as his technical ability Is 

his personality, upon which, in the final analysis, depends his capacity 

to Influence morale," (ßrlnker and Spiegel 19*45,M>)t 

In similar vein, a military analyst writes, "The fundamental cause 

of the breakdown of morale and discipline within the Army usually comes 

of this, that a commander or his subordinates transgresses tytreatlng 

men as if they were children or serfs Instead of showing respect for their 

adulthood," (Marshall I9U7, 115), 

grollMw? Hflcessary |ar affective Leadership. These quotations 

giva some clue concerning the qualities which a company officer should 

have If he Is to fulfill his formal role, a role which la of such strategic 

Importance to the performance of a unit. From the empirical evidence 

collected by the Research Branch it Is clear that the officer's personal 
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concern for his mm  is considered Isy the eten to fee Tery important for 

effective leadership« A typical ooseent by an enlisted aan, a coabat 

veteran, concerning the best behavior for officers was this, '1*1) be 

as close to the mm as possible» Let the« know that you are there enduring 

the same things«" (Stauffer 19US. I 3S5-3S6)» 

The officer may be regarded as a figure of autnority, by his sen, 

the Research Branch analysts have noted, and reacted to in terms of 

behavior patterns built up in their past experience from their relations 

with the father and subsequent authoritative persons« In this role» the 

officer may be a source of guidance and strength« Secondly, and probably 

more isnortant, the officer's behavior say be taken as a aodel by the 

enlisted men, who identify with him and try to >e like him« This identifi- 

cation is cost likely to occur when the officer has thsir respect and 

admiration. In any case, when the soldier modeled his behavior on the 

officer's, the role the officer chose for himself became important for 

its effect on the enlisted men. If the officer shared the dangers and 

hardships of the men successfully, they would then be raore likely to do 

their part, whereas the officer who held back from taking personal risks 

invited similar behavior from his men. Both officers and enlisted men 

made it explicit that in conbat, effective leadership had to be from in 

front. (Stauffer 19U9, II 123~12U), 

In describing the characteristics of the best officer they had known 

in conbat, veterac enlisted infantrymen mentioned the officer's helpful- 

ness towar* his men, and his display of personal interest in them and in 

their problems more than any other single characteristic. Fearlessness 

and leadership by personal exaanle were mentioned next in order« 

(stauffer 19U9, II 13U). 
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Aa etneatial eleaent in the qualities which are noted as being 

desirable la an officer is the process of identification between the 

leader and those whoa he leads« The individaalU capacity to form 

identification with other people and to feel loyal to them is one of the 

decisive factors in good motivation for (and good performance in) combat, 

according to OrInker and Spiegel* These authors define the process of 

identification in this way. 

"Ijy identification is meant the feeling of belonging to, 
being a part of, or beine; the same as another person or 
group of people # • • • Two factors of the utmost importance 
are fused in the process of identification. One is that the 
person or group with whom the identification takes place is 
loved or needed to some extent« The other is that this 
perscn or group is in a position of authority and in this 
capacity makes demands upon the individual • • • • At times 
such demands may be resented, but, because of the love and 
the need to be loved, they are ordinarily accepted by the 
individual and included within his personality as his superego» 
As he comes to feel himself a part of the group, such demands 
are later not felt to be external« They do not seem to be 
foreign to him or hateful - they seem to exist within himself« 
Thus a feeling of obligation, a social feeling, is born which, 
if the identification is strong, is powerful and can overrule 
all of his selfish, personal interests« The pressure to conform 
to the demands of the group is almost a compulsion, of which 
the individual is largely unaware and probably could not exr 
plain even to himself«" (Gfinker and Spiegel 19U5* 39-UO) 

The importance of identification in the performance of a unit can be 

put in this way« For good companies, there must be good officers« Good 

officers are generally those who take the initiative in setting up identifi- 

cation between themselves and the men of the group« The process of 

identification Involves giving the men the belief that the officer shares 

in their fate and in their hopes; cares for their welfare and is willing 

to deprive himself la order to do so; and is not exempted from the hard- 

ships and dangers which they face« 
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fhm th» Betearch Branch fomaSL that aaoag trcopa who have not yet 

entered coabatv the proportion vho nay  that they «wuld like to serve tmder 

a given coopany comai^ler in coahat varies directly %dth the proportion 

who think that ha "take« a lot of interest in what his sen are thinking»* 

Companies with high sorale were characterised hy far higher frequency 

than occurred in other companies of the helief that the officers were 

11 interested" in their men, "understood" them, were "helpful", would "hack 

them up" — who in other words induced identification and had other 

qualities of primary group leaders* (Staoffer 19^9t Ii 33U}* 

The ways in which an officer can set up identification may he 

illustrated by two examples from, as it happens, Havy situations« One 

is by a sociologist who was himself the commander of a small warship» 

He writes "A commanding officer had to do everything possible to see 

that the men were getting whit they rated, and, what is much more important, 

show that he was doing it, even if it meant carrying on guerrilla warfare 

with the rest of the Hayy* It was unfortunate that sometimes a sharp 

remark from his own superior officer helped the skipoer prove to his men 

that he was fighting for them."  Similarly a medical officer who had 

served on a destroyer aboard which the morale of the men was particularly 

high notes "On very special occasions a can of cold beer was issued to 

all hands at one meal during the day. The can of beer, though it hit 

the spot, in itself did not amount to much, but the realization that the 

Skipper was 'putting his neck out' very far to give his men a little 

extra pleasure did mean a great deal tt> them." (Honans 19U^, 297; 

Bassan 19U7, UO). 



fba eapftcitles which «aable an officer to «stablisb a bond of 

idaatlfication botvaen hiaseif and bis men are not neeeaaarlly those 

whicb can be sotted ty one of the ^.h ml aptitude tests. This is 

illustrated by & series of tests developed at the Marine Corp* 

PreHDffieer Candidate Scbc^l at Caop LaJetme. The »en of ft platoon 

rated each other on various qualities« The research workers found that, 

of all the various means of predicting successful leadership which were 

tested, the group opinion of a man as a potenti«! officer yielded about 

the best single estimate of a candidate's potentialities. The authors 

note that "An interesting point in these 'buddy ratins* is the fact that 

they are not related to intelligence as useasured by the GCT (Army) or 

to mechanical aptitude as measured by the MAT (Arqy). (Williams and 

Lsaritt 19U7, 97)." 

This is not to say that mechanical and intellectual aptitudes have 

no relation to the effectiveness of the officer; all observers agree 

that an efficient officer must be able to perform the technical aspects of 

his Job vttXl,    But it is to say that among a number of men vho do have 

the necessary aptitudes, those who will make the more effective leaders 

cannot be detected by the OCX or MAT tests. 

The qualities of character which do make for effective leadership 

are described in generally similar terms by various observers who have 

been able to study good and bad leaders in the real context of military 

action. A few examples of such formulations, by psychiatrists who were 

able to study this matter at first hand, may be given here. 
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Tha leader moat he not only techaically sound, writes Grlnker 

and Spiegel, bu* strong in character and decisive« There nust be no 

question of his courage, since the aea becoae so stronglj identified %rith 

him and from this identification absorb strength« The identification nakes 

all his personal attributes infectious« But the ability to nkke the 

men surpass themselves, to stimulate them to rise above their usual level 

of efficiency and courage, oust be wisely used« The good leader is 

demanding of his men, and gets more out of them not only because he 

comaunicates his own strength, but because he asks for and insists upon 

superior performance« Naturally, he is sore likely to get such a 

performance in combat if he makes the same demands on himself, thus 

perpetuating the idantification« The leader who demands a sacrifice 

from his men which he is not willing to make for himself is not likely 

to get a good result« Nothing is «orse for morale, these observers 

testify, than a leader who leads from the rear, where it is safe« 

This completely destroys the persoial basis upon vhich American soldiers, 

at any rate, are motivated, and stimulates a resentment which is apt to 

color the whole future military career of the man and his unit« 

At the same time, the leader must have good judgment conoezning 

the limit of tolerance the men have for combat donditions« He must 

demand results in order to get them, but, if he demands boo much and 

drives the men past their tolerance, their spirit may break« He must also 

avoid the opposite fault of not demanding enough« A leader may become 

toe strongly identified vith his men, be incessantly worried about them 

and hesitate to ask them to go through the repeated hards'lps and sacrifices, 
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Th« s«asoB«d leador kaovt horn to avoid the tvla erils of lack of 

eontidaration and OTarcoattdaratlon« .. Thin mtaAlm aalntainiag a 

▼ary dalleata ^alaaea, atpacially If rawraaa ar« mat with» Tat it 

fca« affaia ted again taaa danonttratad to «hat iacradlbla laastb of 

aacriflea and affort the nea villingly go for a leader «ho h&a their 

co&fida&ea and affection« C^rin^r and Spiegel 19U3t U^-UT)* 

Koch the aase coneloaione are drawn fey another paychiatriat who 

notes that a aitoation of poor group cohesion arises if a conaander is 

arMtrt»!/, unfair, or incoßeistent in his handling of iadivldaal prohleos« 

If throu^ii indifference, he fails to iaproTe the condition of Ms men 

whan posslhle; or if he overemphasises thb iaportance of his own cosforts 

and privileges« This writer also mentions the dangers cf overidentifi- 

cation, noting that a comnander may go too far in the other direction, 

identifying himself so closely with the interests of the men, and he» 

coming so involved in personal relationship, that he is unable to lead 

them into danger, cannot give the group support when its numbers are 

cut down, and is unable to control hit own anxiety and guilt« (Coleman 19U6, 

223)« 

In summarizing the qualities desirable for a squadron leader in the 

Royal Air Force, Air Vice-Marshall Sir Charles P, Syacnds and Wing Conmander 

D« J, Williams, both mbdical officers of great experience, present much 

the same picture« The efficient squadron leader, they note, must lava 

had operational experience and should quickly fehow himself to be an 

efficient operational pilot. He ou^ht occasionally to go on difficult 

raids, and should also go out when losses are heavy or morale lov? 
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In operatioas be thould always set aa eza^les ■!• thotild fly Just 

eiuiagh to %• oae of tho ladt and to «hay© thair haaards.* Hie intareata 

Bust ba cantered on his squadron, ha oust hafe plenty of Initiative and 

drive. He it expected to have a peraonal knowledge of all the erewa and 

to mix freely and to he friendly with theau These author« note that it 

is important that the leader should he acceaaihle to the orewa and listen 

to then when required to do so. Bat he mast not appear too ayopathetic 

and kind and in all matters connected with flying must he fair and exert 

discipline, not giving an inch where duty is concerned. (Air ministry, 

191+7. 53). 

Gap hetweefi Leadership Ideal and Reality«  How it will he noted 

that all these empirically derived formulation« for effective leaderahip 

are not really different from the ideal patterns for officer behavior 

as these are formally prescribed in various manuals and guides for officers. 

Indeed, even the function of carrying on guerrilla warfare in behalf of 

his men with the authorities i« sanctioned by a time-honored although 

unwritten tradition for company officers and noneoms called "dog-robbing"» 

But there is a considerable difference between the actual behavior of 

officers and the ideal patterns of either the manuals or the empirical 

observers» 

This fact is thus stated by the analysts of the Research Branch, 

"While it can be argued with some justice that army doctrine and especially 

army tradition and practice are ambivalent and at points self-contradictory 

on the matter of officer-enlisted man relations and leadership practices, 

it seems clear that pictures of the ideal officer which can be constructed 

on the one hand from enlisted man's comments and on the other from official 

army publications are closely similar. Yet the volume and persistency of 

volunteered complaint« on this subject provide impressive evidence of the 
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vid« gap b«tv«<id th« ideal and the pe^fo^Bance•,, (Staaffer 19U9» I 38s)» 

This fap was due in part at least, to the kind of leadership training 

given officers in World War II* The officer candidate was told to be 

considerate of the sen whoa he would consandf to look after their interests 

and to identify with thea insofar as it was possible to do so, but he 

was also taught to hold himself apart froa thea and tc consider himself 

as distinct from thea* Both lessons seeaed necessaxy, but they were not 

easily reconcilable, and the end result was that the company officer tended 

to operate more often on the basis of self-distinction from his men, rather 

than on the basis of identification with them, save where circumstances 

dictated otherwise* 

Enlisted aen frequently reacted to this as did the soldier in the 

Persian Gulf Command who wrote on a questionnaire, "Officers have not 

the training to handle men in the correct way. Here is what they should 

remember: Ken are huaan beings and not beasts and I expect to be treated 

like a man*" And some observers agree with the sociologist vhc wrote 

nIn sum, officer-enlisted man relations must be counted as a negative 

element in the balance sheet of morale in the American Army« American 

soldiers feel that they are trying to do their Job in spite of their 

officers.« (Stauffer 19U9t I 388: Hose I9U5, Ul6), 

During Vforld War II these relations were particularly bad in relatively 

inactive overseas theatres, such as the- Persian Gulf Command, Identification 

between officersaand men was at a minimum there and surveys revealed the 

smallest proportion of favorable attitudes toward officers in these theatres* 
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And the general expret «Ion of unfavorable attitudes towards officers 

meant more than Just the eustomary friplng by soldiers« It was an index 

of those unit» hich were relatively inefficient in the perforaance of 

their oilitary tajiks« 

In these zones there was a great gap between officers and men in 

opportunities for the enjoyment of scarce privileges: the greater this 

differential grew the more critical were the enlisted Den of the officers« 

Conversely, where the circnutstances of the situation made for more equality 

of access to privileges, generally because alt were equally deprived of 

them, there the attitude of enlisted men toward their officers was better« 

This may be the reason for the unexpected results of a study of 

four Army posts In the united States« Two of the worst and tvo of the 

best posts from the standpoint of general living conditions were selected 

by the Research Branch for study. It was found that there was remarkably 

little difference among the four in the morale of the men, in attitudes 

toward their Jobs and toward their officers« The director of this study 

wrote, "All in all, I would say that the men at Camp D (one of the two 

worst posts) had better morale than they had any reason to have, purely 

because of excellent leadership«" It may be that the excellent leader- 

ship at Ceasp D was a good result of the bad living conditions, which were 

bad both for officers and men and so were conducive to equality of 

deprivation an I mutual identification betveen officers ancl enlisted men, 

(Stauffer, 19U9, I l^k,  181, 3514-355) 

The identification between the group and its formal leader, so 

necessary for effective unit performance, was most readily and frequently 
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•ttabliahed wder conditions of combat. There the situation itself enforces 

the kind of equality which encourages the establishment of patterns of 

identificatioa among American soldiers* We shall examine this process 

more closely in a later section if this survey, hut it is pertinent to 

cite here some comments of the Research Branch analysts, "The fact that 

combat soldiers had more favorable attitudes than others toward their 

officers could be attributed in part to the opportunity to discharge 

their aggression directly against the enemy* But this would be much too 

simple a viiw of the matter* Among combat troops, whether air or ground, 

officers and enlisted men shared the common experiences of deprivation, 

danger, and death* Social differentiations and special privileges 

vere at a minimum*" Similar observations are made in another section 

of the Hesearch Branch report* The analysts note thnt the combat situation 

itself fostered a closer solidarity between officers and enlisted men 

than was usual in the rest of the army* The makeshift character of front- 

line living arrangements meant that the contrast between provisions for 

officers and enlisted men Has at a minimum* Formaliti-s were largely 

abandoned in combat* Also, combat exigencies undoubtedly led a larger 

proportion of officers to try to exercise leadership rather than mere 

command, which night do veil enough in less critical rear assignments* 

(Stauffer 19U9, I 367-368. H 119)* 

Leadership Difficulties of Unit Officers«  But the leveling of 

privilege and the sharing of hardships between officers and enlisted men 

do not automatically transform mere commanders into real leaders* Such 

leveling does foster the establishment of identification, but does not 
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guarantee that it will come about. And WOT«  is involved in effective 

leadership than good rapport with the men, important though that is» 

The leader must be motivated to assuae the extra reepoasibilitiee and 

special dangers which leadership entails. The rewards of special 

privilege, extra pa/, and pride in official position are the traditional 

means of enhancing the ootivaticn of men to be leaders» These are un- 

doubtedly necessary in some degree if leaders as well as officers are to 

be trained and properly motivated. However, the evidence indicates that 

the training methods used to inculcate a sense of distinction and pride 

in official position have tended to .hamper the effectiveness cut leaders 

of those who became officers. 

A useful, though overdrawn, account of the psychological meaning of 

officer training is provided by one of the -iessarch Branch analysts who had 

gone through an Officer Candidate School. He says that the candidate is 

subjected to a nearly catastrophic experience, which breaks down to a 

large extent his previous personality organisation. His former values 

are no longer valid and in order to find a basis for self-respect, he must 

adopt new standards or escape from the field. Escape is ruled out because 

of his high motivation to become an officer. "The catastrophic experience 

provides a kind of purgatory, a definite demarcation from the candidate's 

enlisted incarnation that puts a barrier between a new officer and his 

enlisted memories. It has some of the characteristics of a conversion 

experience, or the ordeal of a medieval knight." 

The attack on the candidate's previous personality structure is 

coupled with a vigorous buildup of his class consciousness as an officer. 
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* This is »%t«spt«d V ezfaort&tioQ sad by presrctsiTe occasions for 

idontlficatioa and practice with th« officer role« Exhortation is n't 

very effective sad se^ss to be why the principle of "noblesse oblige8 

which Is strongly rooted in official aray doctrine, has taken so little 

effect in practice» Progressive identification with the officer role is 

aost adequately fostered in schools which hav« graded classes In various 

stages of training* Upper-class sea have high status; they can assume 

part of the officer role toward lower-class men. The personal degradation 

of the lower-class nan becomes tolerable to the candidate when he sees 

it as a necessary condition for the existence of a status position he 

hiaself will some day occupy« The personal Indignity of the lower-class 

oan» and later of enlisted men as a whole. Is thus established for him 

as one of the status rewards of the position toward which he is climbing« 

Another mechanism used to form th* "officer personality" is the 

passing-en of aggrsteioa« In the course of the ordeal which he undergoes 

the candidate builds up a fund of repressed aggression« 5y the time he 

is an upper-class man, and especially when he has become an officer, he 

can take advantage of his higher Status to express some of this pent-up 

aggression« To feel himself a man a^ain and to reduce his insecurity, 

he seeks aigressively to assert his superiority over someone else« Hence 

he is more likely to assume an autocratic role in accordance with 

traditional army structure« The new officer, somewhat irsecure in his 

role and perhaps a little guilty at his favored status over his previous 

colle^jues, reactively asserts his status, and finds in the OCS a justifi- 

cation for his new prerogative« In all, this ordeal, with its emphasis on 
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the distlnctiTe&esB and desirability of being an officer, vith its 

attendant anxiety, contribute to aakiac it difficult for the officer, 

when be oust be a leader as well as an officer, to put hisself in the 

enlisted men's role in dealing vith their probleas« (Stauffer ISUS» I 

389-391). 

The net effect is that cossnunication between the officers and the aen 

of a coapany is hampered because of this aspect of the officers' training» 

It say be that the advantages derived froa this kind of training are worth 

the disadvantages which are encouraged by it «— that consideration is not 

within the scope of this paper, What is within the range of this survey 

is the well established fact that unit officers found it difficult to know 

what their men were thinking and sauy, especially in combat, needed to 

know» Without such knowledge, an officer does not find it easy to get 

maximum military effectiveness from his unit. The upward channels of 

communication which are formally established, such as those provided by 

chaplains and by the Inspector-öeneral's Department, do not serve the 

required purpose» 

This difficulty of communication is a problem which pervades all the 

armed services. It has been well formulated by 5, %  Homans vho grappled 

with the problem while the commanding officer of a Navy ship» Dr. Homans 

says that the skipper must take care of the crew in those matters which 

they consider Important and not simply in those which he, or the Navy, 

considers important» "How can he tell what these matters are? How can 

he tell what pressures are building up that may threaten the balance of 
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the orgaaizatioaT To put the aatter nore sioply, t  think that an honest 

coaoanding officer vould he devastated hy m  effort to answer the question} 

•llhat do I kao*f ahout tue crewT* Without the score, he nay play veil ry 

ear, hat he cannot he sore he is doing a good joh in boiliing aorale«" 

Dr. Hoaans goes on to note that it was generally recognised in the Navy 

that a oan who took his troubles to the Chaplain took thea, in effect, 

outside the organization* If a oan was irritated by something in his 

Haval experience, it was a coouson Joke to offer him the ChaplainU address, 

with the understanding that he would have a good chance to blow off steaa 

hut that no other change in the circuastances would ever« by any possible 

coincidence, be made* 

This observer notes that it is not enough for the Captain to announce 

that his door is always cpen because the prestige that surrounds hia will 

proven« most sailors froa crossing the threshold* "It is essential that 

it every level of the organization men should be trained to listen with 

interest and attention, and without interrupting, to everything their sub- 

ordinates are trying to say, trained also to fit vhat they hear into some 

relevant picture which they in turn can coamunicata, I do not know whether 

anything of this sort can be built up, I do feel that something of the 

sort is required if the commanding officer is not simply to pl'äy by ear 

in the matter of morale,9 (Stauffer 19U9, I 397t U00; Homans 19U6, 29S-299), 

Leadership Position of Ifonyomniss^onod Officers« According to 

regulation and tradition both, the noncommissioned officers of a unit are 

supposed to have access to the ear of the unit comnrjider and to serve as 
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his aeans of contact "1th the Ben as "ell as his channel of coaraunicatloa 

with theau In actuality however, line noncoms acre often function to 

allay or divert friction between the officers and men, than to proaote 

genuine understanding between thesu 

The basic cleavage between officers and enlisted men, »rite the 

Hesearch Branch analysts, is further illoaiaated by an ezarainatior of 

attitudes of and toward nonconnissioned officers whose function it is to 

bridge the gap between officers and aen. The noncoa acts as a representative 

of the enlisted men in presenting their point of viev to the officers. 

Honcoas exercise a great deal of direct authority over their men both as 

agents of the officer class and in their own right* They share with their 

officers a ^ood deal of responsibility for the execution of official army 

policies iJiA. for the success of their organization« 

These factors would tend to identify the nor^oaaissioned officer with 

his coaaissioned officer, "But he was still an enlisted man and was 

subject to most of the inequalities of enlisted status. Moreover he 

lived and worked anong his men and as a member of the enlisted class was 

subject to all the continuous informal pressures of other enlisted men - 

pressures which often were directed against the officer class and official 

army FOlicies." For the most part the noncommissioned officer reacted 

to these informal pressures and to his cortinued membership in the en- 

listed class by adopting enlisted class attitudes. 

Soae specific evidence for this type of alignment by noncoms is given 

in a study made by the Resenrch Branch in which the officers and men of 
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two coabat englnaer re^lmmtt were giTta a series of specific questions 

deaLing with the Mtaal behavior of the aoncoa on the Job. The answers 

clearly showed that officers had a different fraae of reference in viewing 

the noncoas than did the privates« And in aost cases the noncom himself 

appears to identify with the enlisted class position. In this study 

there were twenty-one patterns of behavior foraralated about which there 

was disagreeoent between the officers and the privates* In sixteen of 

them, the noncoas tbnded to align themselves with the privates, and in 

five of the® with the officers. Thus privates and noncoas were aore 

likely than officers to approve aoncoa behavior vhich involved intiaate 

social relations with the men, lenient interpretation of rules, sympathetic 

indulgent policies in the supervision tff ther. aea, and lack of emphasis 

on formal status differences bet"een themselves and their aen» 

The noncoa is very susceptible, the Besearch Branch observers conclude, 

to informal group pressure while the officer is fairly well removed froa 

social pressure on the part of the enlisted man under hia. The noncom 

finds himself in a conflict situation involving official responsibility 

to his officer on the one hand and unofficial allegiance to the other 

enlisted men on the oth^r hand. It is probably easier for the noncom to 

give way to the internal social pressure of the enlisted group and to 

avoid conflict '-dth his officers by diplomacy and outward obedience than 

to accept the official point of viev and be in continuous conflict with 

his social group« That most noncoms did follow the demands of their in- 

formal group rather than carry out the official army requirements when there 

was a conflict between the two, is clearly indicated in several studies 
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maae by the Research Branch. This subordination of formal rules to In- 

fomal pressures by the primary sroup is a factor of great importance 

in understanding the beh&vlor of an arigr unit and "e shall consider it 

at greater length belowi (Stauffer, 19h9t ! ^Ol-UlO)« 

It should be noted that these obserT%tio is a-raly to line noncoas in 

a functioning unit and not to drill instrvctors or cadreoen in charge of 

recruits» In the latter case, there is little need for identification 

between the veteran noneons and the new recruits, nor can the recruits 

exert pressure on the noncoms readily* The importnnee of such noncorca 

is described by one writer out of his own experience* "In the marine 

corps, during boot camp, the DI (drill instructor) is also the recruit's 

sole contact with discipline, toughness, and sower," Their stock remarks, 

such as "I aa not telling you tö steal, but no marine ever goes without", 

made by a man who is "the embodiment of the military oligarchy to a re- 

cruit startled into terror and devotion, are taken seriously indeed." 

('fhite 191^, U29) 

But in a regular company, the noncoms occupied no such lofty and 

unassailable positions, although the top-ranking ones especially have 

considerable power over the other enlisted men* The noncom's role ei 

intermediary between two opposing social groups is frequently net an 

easy one, and there is a study which offers some evidence of the heavier 

mental strain by noncoms« An Army psychiatrist, in analysing a series 

of mentl cases among enlisted men, concludes that in his sasnle the 

proportion of service-connected psychiatric disability was greater for 
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sergeant« than for other eollsted MIU He suggests that situational 

factors, those coimeeted with heing a noncom, rather than historical 

ones, those having to do with personal background of the patients, were 

more inportant causes of psychiatric disability in sergeants than in 

other enlisted men. (Trank 191*6, 103}» 

Good evidence is lacking which would, indicate whether noncoms are 

more iaportant or less important than officers in bringing about unit 

effectiveness, or which would indicate under what conditions one set or 

leaders is of greater importance than the other. But some of the Research 

Branch &ata suggests that the officers are generally more important« 

3, A. Shils has commented on this tentative suggestion by the Besearch 

Branch writers that the soldiers' readiness to fight seems to be more 

dependent on their confidence in their imraediate officers than on 

their noncommissioned officers« Shils says that if this is so, it 

would be in accord vrith a working hypothesis which states that in the 

personal relations of subordinates vith two levels of authority, 

affection and trust "ill go to the higher level while the more proximate 

level which is the iomedifcte agent of depriv tion (emerging from decisions 

at remote reaches of the or^anizition) will receive somewhat more 

negative affect, (Stauffer 19U9i II 130^ Merton and Lazersfeld 1950, 

3U). 

It is very clear however, that the attitudes of the mm  of a unit 

toward their noncoms are highly correlated with their attitudes tovard 

the company officers. Companies which performed well in en'' out of combat 

had more favorable opinions of both their officers and noncoms than did 
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units which performed poorly.   Amply defflonstrated by the Research 

Branch analyses is the fact that the enlisted /sen's attitudes toward 

their unit leadership tended toward consistency, and that positive 

attitudes toward ooncoias, like positive attitudes toward officers, were 

part of the empirical picture of good combat motivation.    (Stauffer 1949# 

II 128-130). 

Diagnostic Value of Attitudes Toward Officers.   This observation is 

a highly significant one.    The men's attitudes toward their officers — 

whatever the cause of the attitudes — is a key diagnostic feature. 

Good attitudes mean good unit performance; poor attitudes presage poor 

unit performance.    In their chapter on corabat motivations, Williams and 

Smith point out that these attitudes were undoubtedly shaped by a number 

of factors in addition to the objective characteristics of the officers 

themselves.    Sou» of these additional factors were doubtless in turn 

casually related to the men's willingness for combat.   Matters of 

personality probably entered into the picture.   The data merely establish 

that "good" attitudes tov/ards officers were part of a favorable motiv- 

ational complex. 

And it is likely that the men's attitudes toward their officers had 

a real importance in determining vThether men fought aggressively and 

stayed in the fight,    M,Jhen unfavorable attitudes toward the unit officers 

developed — whether or not the leadership practices of the officers con- 

cerned were the main cause oi this deterioration — the formal, authori- 

tative system of controls and the pattern of informal sanctions and values 
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roottd In the men's attitudes v»ould no longer merge in the person of the 

unit Commander. One source of the ties of inlividual to grouo voiild be 

impaired and the soldier would be less likely to take extra risks or 

withstand extra stresses for the sake of his admired leader or in re« 

sponte to his support," (Stauffer, 19U9, II 12? - 12S)« 

Just as our discussion of the formal organization of the unit led to 

a consideration of the informal group, so does the survey of leadership 

take us back to this nuclear consideration* The leadership relation be- 

tween officer and enlisted man is highly important in the determination 

of combat behavior« It is probably only little less important in the de- 

termination of unit behavior outside of combat situations« The officer 

is the representative of impersonal,coercive, Institutional authority and 

yet Is also a soldier, a person who can be fitted into the Informal group 

structure» 

Because of his powerful institutional role, the officer cannot be 

Ignored In the Informal pattern of attitudes vhich grow up in a unit» 

These attitudes invariably polarize around him in one way or another» 

"The officer who commanded the personal respect end loyalty of his men co i 

could mobilize the full support of a willing followership; he therefore 

had at his disposal the resources of both the formal coercive system and 

the system of Informal ^roup controls. If, however, the officer had 

alienated his men and had to rely primarily on coercion, the informal 

sanctions of the group mi^ht cease to bear primarily on the combat mission," 

(Stauffer, 19U9 XI 113)  In other words, an officer vho is part of and 

works vdth the Informal grouping of his men can and usually does lead them 
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'   in effective performance. An officer who does not have the support of 

the informal group, hats to struggle "ith hie own men as well as vlth 

the natural and human obttacles in the way of successful conmletion of 

the unit ohjectives. 

To summarize this survey of leaderships the Importance of «:ood 

leadership for good unit performance Is a matter of general agreement. 

There is agreement also on the qualities vhich a good officer^lesder 

should manifest. But there is a considerahle difference hetween ideal 

patterns for officer "behavior and the actual hehavlor of laany officers. 

This gap between the rules and reality is frequently the result of a lack 

of identification betvreen an officer and his men. Some aspects of officer 

training Impede the officer from estfiblishtng such identification easily, 

Without establishing this social relation which is labeled Identification, 

an officer cannot readily be an effective leader; \fithout effective officer- 

leaders a unit does not usually operate effectively. 

Identification between an officer and his men enhances the effective- 

ness of his leadership because it mobilizes the support of the informal 

organization of the unit as "ell as of the formal aut'iority of the Army 

toward the accomplishment of the tasks performed by the unit. It is 

apparent that central to an understanding of the ^rouo dynamics of an 

army unit is a consideration of the informal organization of the unit, 

a consideration to "'ich we now turn« 
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The internal organization of the unit is that sethod of working 

together which it developed b/ the men theatelves and which is not 

prescribed in fonaal regulations* The men of every functioning unit 

have certain standards of behavior, ways of accomplishing these standards, 

and laeans of enforcing cosforoity to then which arise out of personal 

interaction within the unit* These standards are in addition to — 

and sometioes in contravention of —> those set by the Anay command* 

A case example observed by a sociologist at an air force base will 

illustrate the operation of internal orgar.iiation in a non-comb&t situation* 

A staff sergeant had been noncocmissioned officer in charge of a technical 

ground unit and had been the respected leader of the men  in the unit for 

several months* Then a master sergeant was transferred into the unit 

and replaced the staff sergeant as noncomniissloned officer in charge* 

The master sergeant proceeded to exercise his privileges and perform his 

duties according to the letter of the formal regulations but he failed 

to observe the local standards of the group or to consult with the group. 

The men of the unit rejected him as a leader and continued to look for 

leadership to the staff sergeant, even on technical problems which were 

officially v/ithin the jurisdiction of the master sergeant* A good deal 

of tension developed between the master sergeant and the men and the 

working efficiency of the unit declined markedly* This is tyntcal; 

when the informal group does not accept the formally appointed leader 

and resents his attempts at leadershit), the quality of work performance 

deteriorates* The conflict became so acute that the commanding officer 
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had ths »aster sergeant transferred to another base and reinstated the 

staff sergeant as nonconunlssioned officer ir. charge« 

In this case the coamanding officer came to understand the iaportance 

for military efficiency of having the official leader accepted by the 

informal group« When, several months later, another master sergeant was 

transferred into the unit, the commanding officer permitted the staff 

sergeant to continue as nonconstissloned officer in charge for several weeks 

while the master sergeant became acquainted with the local situation and 

a member of the informal group« The subsequent appointment of the master 

sergeant as noncommissioned officer in charge was accepted by the group« 

One of the mcst highly valued standsads of this informal group was 

the protection and preservation of each individual's ri^ht tc "off-days" 

away from the technical work of the unit« When a shortage of trained 

personnel made it necessary to work «ore hours, a ner-r official work 

schedule vaa posted under which the additional work hours were gained by 

making work days out of customary "off-days«" This was in accordance^/1th 

official policy, and the new schedule was followed for several weeks, 

despite grumbling and, a=;ain» a noticeable decline in the quality of the 

vork« Then one man drew up a new schedule '-«hich retained the customary 

days off and obtained the needed extra hotlrs of work by assigning each 

man an occasional double shift as overtime« 

At a meeting of the unit called for another purpose, the men complained 

to the commanding officer that the new schedule was unfair in abolishing 

customary privileges. One man said that if the men of the group were 

again given the "old" privileges, "they" would see that the vork was done« 
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The comaaadiBg officer, preauaiably understanding that the level of work 

perforaance wo'jld rise If the requests of the infornal group vere aet, 

accepted the nev schedule as a replacement for the official schedule. 

In a similar case the official schedule actually remained posted for 

the behefit of visiting inspectors, but the real working schedule was 

drawn up by the men and was kept available at the barracks in one man's 

foot locker. These instances, minor in themselves, exemplify processes 

of behavior w;.lch have great significance in the behavior of military 

units* (American Journal of Sociology 19U6, 3^7*3^9)• 

Those who participate in such internal or informal organizations make 

up the informal group, which is also celled the primary group or the 

face-to-face group« An informal group does not often include a larger 

military unit than a company, and there nay De several informal groups 

vithin a company. But in general, the men of a company knovr each other 

well enough to operate together in terms of some inforaal organisation. 

Some of the standards of a particular informal group will be shared very 

widely throu~h a division and even throughout the armed services, but 

the actual setting and enforcement of these behavior patterns is done 

by i-  g"oup of men vho work together, live together, know each other, and 

have come to m ke similar adjustments to the formal rcquirenents of 

Aray life, 

'ftiile a sot of men must have some experience "ith each other in order 

to develop intern-il org^ iaation, no great span of time is necessnr-- for 

this development. In the exiitsple just cited, the observer noted that 

vitality of the informal groups was evidenced by the fact that they 
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maintained their continuity despite a rapii turnover In nenberthit). 

Indiviiual aesbers were transferred in and out of the group at freq'isnt 

intervals without breaking up the group or radically changing its customs« 

In one technical unit which was observed for two years, alacet.the whole 

meabershir» of the anit turned over about once wrery two wonthM,    Approxi- 

aately one hundred different individuals belonged to the group during 

this tiase, although tho saxinua size at any one time was twenty« 

Status relationships and group standards underwent soae changes daring 

the two year period, but there was never a sharp break« Only on the 

few occasions when a large nuaber of oen were sent out from tLe unit at 

one time was there a period of temporary confusion in the social 

organization, but the organization was quickly reestablished. (Ibljfc. 3^7)« 

Similar observations wore made by the Research Branch analysts on 

a larger scale. They noted that informal controls based on close personal 

ties aiid idcntifications developed among Infan^f troops in spite of 

frequent turnover in the memberihip of informal groups because of the 

replacement system» "That such ties aid develop to the extent observed 

indicates the strong pressure toward their formation; on the other hand, 

the fact tiat such a replacement systen could work, with whatever defects, 

indicates the force of purely Institutional controls." (Stauffer IShS,  II 

10UK 

In assessing the relttive Importance of theit informal controls as 

against the institutional controls, v?e must note here also — as does 

3, A, Shils ir: his chapter on the primary group in the American Ars^y— 

that the goals for the unit's endeavors and the beoad patterns of its 
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fu&ctio&iag are set aad controlled hy the Mrw a* an institution, bat the 

manner In whi^h these patterns are carried out and the success with which 

the goals are att&lned hinges in very considerahle degree on the Internal 

organisation of the unit* (Merton and Lasarsfeld 1350, 22) 

a^rldence qf the Importance of the Primtry Group. The great, some- 

times crucial, importance of the primary group for military effectiveness 

may he seen from various points of view. To the psychiatrist, a typical 

sign of the militarily «useless neurotic or psychotic soldier Is the fact 

that he is not part of a primary group« "The one outstr-nilng trait of 

all patients admitted to the psychiatric «ard was their inability to 

become part of, and find strangth in, the group," writes one Navy 

psychiatrist. And In another paper It Is dald that one of the sost 

important factors in the rehabilitation of the patient with emotional 

disturbances induced by coobat or operational duty is" # , • promotion 

of his reintegratlon 'ith the group so that ne may regain the iraportant 

controls over untoward emotional reactions vhich Identlficr-tion '..'ith the 

group affords," (Cohen 19U7, 9U: Cohen and Delano 19U5, 296), 

The attitude of a naval officer toward the primary gfoups or "segnents" 

of his crew is given by the sociologist who had been in command of a ship» 

"The skipper could not, even If he wished, break do^n the segments into 

which his ere" is divided, and their corporate strength, enlisted in the 

common effort, will serve him well, Uhat he must do is t^ke care that no 

one segment sets Itself apart from the rest and a/plnst them," Aad when 

the soldier or sailor leaves the service, his experience with the comrade- 

ship of the primary group is generally remembered as one of the most valued 

aspects of his military career, 
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BIa fact it is the only feature of the «ilitary for vhich Aoericans sees 

to have any nostalgia," (Houans 19L6f 296; Schneider 19U^, 297), 

Fro« the point of viev of the analyst of infantry tactics, the 

primary §iOup is the basic fl*htlnf unit and the destruction of the 

prlnary group nay aean destruction of sllltary strength« This Is clearly 

shown in Colonel Marshall's study of battle stragglers In the Ardennes 

operation of -'orld .'ar II* It was found that individual stragglers had 

little combat value when put into a strange organization. Most of them 

were unwilling to Join any intact unit which was still facing the enea^y. 

Some, after being given food and little rest, did go back to a place in 

the line. But the moment their ne" unit ceine tnder enemy pressure, 

these individuals quit their ground and r^n to the rear, or sought 

cover somewhere behind the combat line» 

Separated from their primary groups, these individuals had no military 

value or vrere even Impediments to tactical success, "On the other hand, 

that was not true of gun crews, squad groups, or platoons, which had been 

routed from their original ground and separated from their parent unit, 

but had managed in some way to hold to ,ether during the f-dl-back. 

Upon bei/ig inducted Into a strange company, they tended to fight as vigorous- 

ly as any element in the comnand which they had newly Joined, and would 

frequently set an example of initiative and courageous action beyond what 

had been asked of them," Colonel liarshall goes on to note that the In» 

dividual stmggler was of such little value that It was hardly vorth while 

attempting to get him back into that battle. But three or four men who 

hailed from the some small unit and knew one another, would st nd and fight 

if "relcomed into c new command» 
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Ihm  difference is that these mm vere still fithtlrt^ alongside old 

frieeds, and though they were now joined to a different outfit, they 

were under the same compulsion to keep face and «hare In the coHuaon 

defense« Bat the Indlridual stragglers were "slnply responding to the 

first law of nature which began to apply irresistibly the mosent they 

were separated fros the company of sen whom they knew and who knew theE." 

(Marshall 19U7, 190-152). 

This was even true of paratroop operations. Since paratroops nust 

always consider the possibility of a bad scramble during the drop, 

paratroop training seeks to prepare the men for It» And It Is far nore 

Important In alrborae operations than In regular Infantry operations 

to have men who can pick \r> and go ahead confidently in any fellowship« 

But despite this trai ting and foreknovledge, the battle morale, villlng- 

ness, and efficiency of paratroops are in the ratio of thel knowledge of 

the aen on whom they are depending for close support. 

In a study of some 70 tactical episodes of the airborne phase of 

Operation Keptune (llormandy), Colonel Marshall found only a minor fraction 

in vhich success had beer» achieved despite the disruotion of primary 

groups during the drop« If an officer or a noncom collected a group 

of men he had never seen before and tried to lead them into b-ttle, the 

results were almost uniformly unsuccessful, "The men invariably stalled; 

the fact that they did not know the others present was to them a sufficient 

excuse v/hy no action 8ho<ild be attempted • . • They would assemble readily 

enough under a stringer and they would usually march under him, but they 

wo Id not fi^ht for him. There were very few exceptions to this rule • . • 
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It derives froa the taae aental block noted in the stregslert of the 

Ardenna* — the Inherent unwillingness of the soldier to risk danger on 

behalf of men with whom he has no social Identity* 'foen a soldier Is 

tmknotm to the men who are around him he has relatively little reason 

to fear losing the one thing that he is likely to value more highly 

than life — his reput tion as a aan among Sther men. *    (Marshall 19^71 

152-153). 

The importance of the primary group is further indicated, and in more 

general terms. In a chapter of 2feft American ifrldler written by Suchman, 

Stauffer, and DeVlnney, These writer« comnent that few social institutions 

have such an elaborate body of formal rules an?, regulations to anticipate 

all the minutiae of life as does the Arqy9 with punishment specified for 

infraction* let these rules and regulations can be ineffective unless 

there is n« • « the development of a social climate in which one's 

t^e^lows as well as one's superiors serve as checks on a tendency to 

infraction and, ultimately, the intemallrution of the controls (is) 

such that an individual's "conscience" inhibits infraction even when there Is 

to likelihood of detection by either superiors or fellows." V/here the 

formal controls, as represented by the military superior or the military 

police, are not supported by the informal social pressures of one's fellows, 

or by intemalization which operates even in the absence of one's fellows, 

there is almost certain to be widespread violation of the rules. 

(Stauffer 19U9, I UlO-Ull). 

But more may be involved in the character of primary group relations 

than even the important matter of obedience to rules and regulations. 

The Heseprch Branch writers conclude their chapter on orientation toward 
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the war with th« conieait that the genaral picture ci^«B la their first 

Toluae of aen preocctq>ied with aialaiziag their discoaforts, acquiring 

higher rank or pay9 eecurlBg safe joht which would offer training useful 

in clTilian life, displaying expressions against the aray in many 

dlffersnt'ways, and in getting out of the aray as fast as possible, does 

not suggest a particularly inspired work perforsiance in the Aaerican Ars^» 
« 

"But Asericans fought, and fought brilliantly and tenaciously vtsa they 

bad to . . .• (Stauffer 1.9U9, I U«5). 

The data available to the Bese rch Branch analysts gave no direct 

answer to the question of why it was that Aserican troops fought as well 

as they did in spite of their negative attitudes« But some of their 

studies give the hint, as do observalions by other analysts, (as in the 

quotation from Colonel Marshall cited above and in coomento by Dr« H. Speler 

noted In the later discussion of typical attitudes) that one of the ' 

significant factors in sotivating the American soldier both before and 

during combat was his relationship '»ith his fellows In the primary group. 

Reasons for the Inmortance pf ^he Primary Group« If all this is 

so, we must then ask why the informal group is so imoortant« '/hat does 

it do for the soldier and what does it do to him? The main outlines 

of what it does for him are clear even from the impressionistic evidence 

which is ell that is now available. It ^ives the solc'ier a group to 

which he can belong; it is the only grouo in which he can have a 

satisfactory sense of belonging. And men have a strong need for that 

sense of belonging. 
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Theyhave that aead sla^ly because they -xe trained to have It fro» 

earliest infancy» Most Individuals grov up as sexber« of a family group, 

are taught what they may expect froa the other menbers of the group, and 

even though they may reject their o%m faolly in later life, they can never 

totally reject — nor do they normally want to — the comfort, security, 

and satisfaction of belonsii^ to a cooperating, face-to-face group of 

people*  /itbln that group, the individual knows what is generally ex» 

pected of hia and what to expect from the other members; The interpersonal 

relations are st uctured, they follow known patterns, Kow the Amcr pro- 

vides the soldier vith a ready-made group and "ith a vast package of 

structured relations. But the aray provision is both too auch and too 

little for the soldier. 

It is too much because Anay culture Instructs the soldier not only 

to have certain relationships within his own platoon and coapany, but 

also to interact with a vast concourse of groupings, reaching froa 

batalllon through division to the aisty reaches of corps and army« 

He must not only salute his own captain but any commissioned officer 

who appears on his horizon; he is supposed to have pri4o, not only in 

his division, but also in the united States Aray, In seme degree he 

typically does have some feeling of belonging to such aacrocosaic entitles, 

but the meaningful pride and loyalty, those sentiments which si^iificantly 

affect the behavior, cannot usually be distilled beyoid the group of men 

whom he knows personally« 

What the Army provides in the "ay of social relations is too 

little because the myriad regulations pertaining to the disassembly of a 
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rifle or tc hit rol« as aantmition carrier, still do not provide hia with 

the support he must have *f he is to adjust to such deeply felt and 

coasonlj felt threats as those presented fey his en ambiv'dent sense of 

aasculiaitj, or hy the shstr uncoafortahle anonynity of feeling thnt he 

is nothing but a serial nun'ber to tksse vho control his destiny. 

Hot only does the soldier have the need, as do all men, to partiicipate 

in the life of a primary group, but the soldier*s need for such participation 

is heightened by the special strain of arBy life. Active duty, ev-^n under 

garrison conditions and sometimes especially under garrison conditions 

(as in the Persian Gulf Command), often involves stresses and threats to 

the individual which are greater than those coffln.onl.7 met by civilians. 

To meet, "dthstand, and overcome such threats a soldier needs a strength 

that is ::ore th^n his own, a strength "hich he can derive from an informal 

group whose members together face the same stresses and threats, 

Aad the only primary group available to him must be found within his 

military unit. Because it is the only possible antver to this dominant 

need, the typical soldier urgently seeks membership in an informal group, 

quickly n>ake8 this social alliarce, and staunchly adheres to the patterns 

of group conduct. 

It is the only ^roun '-'hich can fulfil the soldier's need for .^roup 

participation and identification jecause of four general conditions of 

military service. First, the individual's pre-Army social Participation 

is weakened and his non-military social status is abrogated, 'fhat has -rone 

before in the life history of the recruit is minimized; his adjustment tf- 
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) axw society 1« of aazinnaa inportaace» Whatever thieved or acquired 

status positions he say have held as a civilian are of little use for hi» 

role as a soldier. Commenting on this effect upon the recruit, one analyst 

notes that "The essential fact about induction, reception-center, and 

basic-training experience is the knlfing-off of past experience. Fothtng 

in one*» past seems relevant unless, possibly, a capacity for adaptation 

and the ability to assume a new role« • • •  The complete severance of 

accustomed social relations finds compensation in part in the acquiring of 

1buddies'•" Another sociological analyst writing of his observations in 

the Air Force points out that "The adjustment of Individuals to the 

squadron results in a social system in which status, leadership, clique 

participation, and value system are based upon criteria different from 

those found in civilian communities« Socioeconomic status, commonly a 

major determinant in the informal organization of civilian communities, 

has no effect on status within a fighter squadron«,, (Brots and V/ilson 

19U6, 37U; Stone 19U6, 3gSV 

To be sure, this knifing-off of previous social participation is not 

felt as drastically by a Chief Warrant Officer handling invoices at an 

ordinance depot as it is by a recruit in basic training or in boot campt 

but a basic condition of all military rank and service is this general 

minimizing of non-Army participation and achievement» This is so because 

of the wide scope of military sei vice in the life of the individual, 

encocpassin; as it docs so many phases and aspects of his life« 
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Secondly» the sea of a unit are ieelated fron other social groupings« 

They have no alternative hut to sake their social alliances within the 

unit, Fot only are their previous social participations of little account, 

tut present possibilities and future prospects for primary group affiliatior 

are largely restricted to their fellows in the unit« Frequently enough, 

this isolation is sheer geogr phic isolation. Military installations are 

usually far enough distant fron civilian centers to make impossihle 

Interaction cf a primary group kind between soltier and civilian« And 

within the military installation, the soldier must spend so much of his 

time in the company area or the sailor in his section of the ship, that 

again he does not have much opportunity to form and maintain primary group 

ties with men outside his unit« This condition is veil stated in the 

analysis of a fi~hter squadron« "It must he remembered that a squadron 

represents the total social, economic, political, and education world for 

the individual member« Most, if not all, of his time is spent within the 

phys'cal limits of the squadron 'area'« The squadron status system 

pervades everything he does, as there is no way to get away from it. 

All activities are carried on within the limits of one small organisation, 

in contrast to civilian life in which any single individual any belong to 

many different organizations« Because of this all-enveloping nature of 

the group, the adjustment of the indiviiual is not a partial one to only 

one aspect of the ay's activities. Bather, adjustment must be made to 

a 'total social situation'." (Stone I9U6, 391) 

The Isolation is not only one of s^ce and circumstance, it is also 

an isolation In time. For many soldiers only the here and nov is important? 

I 
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plöfls or preparations for the future are not very siyilfleant. One's 

present atsociations are all-important while deferred satisfactions of 

future participation In civilian prlaary groupings are not enough to 

st re off the need for present group identification« One writer has 

noted that in the ArsQr, tiae had only a present phase. Thus socey 

had only its ismediate goods rnd services value. It vras used or loaned 

or gaufihled vith considerable abandcn. The  future could and would take 

care of itself, (Brots and Wilson 19U6, 375), Similarly futwu 

associates and association«, probable and attractive though they aay 

be, cannot substitute for present comrades, 

?hs social Insulation of the military unit is pointed up in the 

analysis of an Air Force technical ground unit. In that case, the informal 

group Included almost every member of the formal unit, "Personal con- 

tacts were so frequent that aen learned to knov each other as "ell in 

a few days as they mi^ht In a few years as civilians. There were 

practiciiily no competing or overlapolng groups; ell significant social 

circles were coincident with the small group," (American Journal of 

Sociology 19U6, 3^7)» In such military units there are no other groups 

to distract the Individual's attention from his Informal group In the 

unit nor to dilute his loyalty to it. 

Thirdly, the soldier's life Is so different from that of a civilian 

that the soldier finds little support and security In civilian primary 

groups and tends to debar himself fron participation In them, T'iis is 

not to say that the soldier does not identify with his family or is 

Indifferent to rejoining his fitmlly. The various satisfactions afforded 
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within the family are felt to be inconparably greater than those of the 

inforaal group vithin the unit» B-it tA.« conditions of military service 

generally preclude normal family life and the primary group of the unit 

must substitute in part for it. Indeed, it is more than coincidence 

that several writers refer to the company •»  the family unit of the 

aroy» ft>r the soldier has a good deal of the same identification with 

tiie members of his primary group as he has with the member« of his family. 

?he point her. 1% that the common experiences and the common stresses 

ei luilitazy service are so pervasive in a life of a soldier and so unique 

to a soldier's life, that he finds little interest in civilian primary 

groups or little incentive to join them even if there is some opportunity 

to do so». The very intensity of interpersonal contacts vrithin the unit 

fosters firm primary group relations* All members of the primary group 

live together in the same section of the barracks, eat to-ether, use the 

same latrine, talce physical training and drill together, work together, 

to to the movies to tether, and share almost every other aspect of Army 

life« This closeness may become irksome, and under conditions of stress — 

as we shall note below — may even be a disrupting factor in the u? ity 

of the group» but under most military conditions the constancy and 

intensity of these relations meke for ^roup cohesion. 

Finally, in this listing of the reasons why the primary groups '-fithin 

the unit is the only one available to the soldier, there is the fact 

that he is immediately dependent on and responsible for the other men 

in the unit, and is usually neither directly dependent on nor responsible 
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for anyone outside the unit. Primary groups exist for personal inter- 

action and because of it, Again, the conditions of military life not 

only limit a man's personal contacts Outside the unit, but they also 

make the relations within the unit of great importance to the individual* 

Much of the soldier's work must be done as tbam work» The success of his 

own efforts, whether as one of a mortar team or as one of a loading detail, 

depend in large part on the efforts of his team mates« 

Perhaps even more important than ciepencwccä C« C ft.^tor copfolldatinf 

the individual to the group, is the responsibility the soldier has for 

the welfare of his commades. They are dependent on hin. Just as be is 

dependent on them« If he does not deliver the aortar rougds regularly, 

the whole team may fail, if he misreads the wind velocity, the whole forecast 

can be wrong,  £he personal security that comes from this sense of re- 

sponsibility has never been ttarrooghl/ defined but it is indicated in 

a sociologist's account of the experiences which await a new naval officer 

first setting out to sea. "The isolation of a ship at sea and the 

consequently heightened desire for acceptance by the social group has never 

been described (to him}* A new man has never been awakened to stand a 

lonely night watch where the lives of ^O-odd men may depend on his 

alertness«11 (Berkman 19^t 3^)» In sunif another reason vhy the face-to- 

face group within the unit is the oily one available to the soldier is 

because within it go on the most intensive perscn al relations which he 

experiences as a soldier. 

This recounting of what the primary group does jfcr tha soldier also 

tells something of what it does t& him» It enhances his security, reduces 
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hit fear, kolp» ootirat« him to do his Job both in garrison and in eoabat* 

A ptycitiatrist has put it in this %rayt "The coa^aay is the family unit of 

the afa^i and it is the coopany which daias the soIdier^s iauaediate 

loyalties and provides the stage for the enactaent of his personal draaa* 

The soldierU * belonging1 to his cöapaay protects hin in the sense of 

security, increases his span of tolerance for anxiety, and permits the 

disciplined and directed flow of aggression*r (Coleftan 19U6, 223) 

fhe informal grouping with.a his company can have thid effect on the 

soldier, partly becaosa within it he can have personal identity} he can 

"enact a personal drama" rather than he manipulated merely as an töi&ymous 

serial number and only as the carrier of an M5S» Being known and treated 

as a person rather than as a number is a comforting thing for isofct Imerican 

men, who tend to feel thwarted and powerless if all their social relations 

are of a contractual, specific kind» Uithin the primary group the soldier 

finds overall emotional support and not merely aid tendered as fulfillment 

of a formal or reciprocal obligation^ 

That participation in a primary group reduces fear — both in training 

and in combat — is attested by several of the large-scale studies conducted 

by the Research Branch« This evidence has been appraised by 3« A, Shiis 

who writes that Nf#c one of the important functions ox the primary group, 

a« £&£ -American Soldier amply testifies, is the reduction of fear, V/e 

have already cited the soldier's own conception of the importance of his 

feeling of responsibility to Ms comrades in execution of what becomes in 

a welltled unit, a primary group goal as well as an auf oritative command«». 
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Primary group relations help the iadividaal solaler to bear 

threateaed Injariec and wToa death "by ircreasing his nelt-evteta and hi« 

conception of his own rotcncy.'' (Shile in Merton and Lasarefeld 1930* 

26-27) 

One Research branch survey which reflects the imporcence of his 

primary group to the soldier vas aade when the fighting of 1.forld 'far II 

was orer and when th« troops overseas were at a relatively lew point of 

personal motivation for military tasks and probably operated at a relatively 

low level of efficiency« When many of th« usual pressures and motivations 

of military life had thus lost some of their efficacy among the troops, 

it vas clear from this survey that the efficacy of the primary group 

was not impaired» The troops wer« asked several questions to find out 

hew important the opinion of the others in his outfit is to the soldier« 

Hine tenths of the enlisted men agreed that most soldiers care a great 

deal about uhat the rest of the cien in their outfit think of them« Both 

ofi-tsj** end enlisted men agreed that the enlisted man is usually more 

co .uerned with what other enlisted men think of him than 'dth what his 

officers think of him. This implies, as the analysts point out, that 

in any situation in which there is a conflict between the officers and 

the group, the soldier's identification tends to be vrith the group, not 

with the officers» And it also follows that if the group as a whole 

supports an order, the soldier ulll be in an untenable position in not 

obeying» If the group as a whole does 10t support an order, he will be 

in a v;eak position if he is conepicuous in obedience. (Staarfer 19U9i 
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One of the Research Branch analysts, •>. B. Smith, has suamarlzed 

the functions of the informal group for combat motivation; his formulation 

appMss to noncomhat situations as veil« He writ« of the informal 

group (the italics are his) that "••• it ££& JQ! enforced group standards 

of behavior and It supoorted SE& 9SMMU& 12& JBäUJÜiafll i» stresses 

he would otherwise not have been able to withstand. These are related 

fmctionst the group enforced its standards principally by offering or 

withholding recognition, respect, and approval, which were among the 

supports it had to offer, while the subjective reward of following an 

internalised group code enhanced an individual's resources for dealing 

with the situaUon*" (Stauffer l^lif, IB 130-131). 

We have already considered the support given "by the primary group, 

it is well here to take note of the first-mentioned function, that of 

setting and enforcing group standards« As a participant in a primary 

group, the soldier is more than a passive recipient of personal satisfactions, 

he also helps meet the social needs of the other participants; he both 

fulfils the patterns of behavior set by the group and helps enforce 

conformity to them« Another facet then, of vhat membership in a primary 

group does to the soldier, is that it directs his behavior to certain 

typical patterns which are nrt ^iven by the military command, and induces 

him to enforce these patterns on any of his fellow soldiers '?ho may 

violate them. 

^ehavior Patterjas and Attitudes of the Primary Grpuo» The attitudes 

and patterns sanctioned by such informal groups have not been systematically 

described or validated, but the literature affords some notion (f their 
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nature«  One of thee« attitude! most general In »cope and most per* 

▼asively held aaoag troops concerns nascullnity« The ideals of manliness 
* 

Involved are those conaon to American culture« but they aoqutv? special 

significance und^r conditions of military service« Be a man: t. Is pre- 

cept and attitude in  impressed on the soldier in manifold ways,, -ad most 

effectively \>r nis fellows of the primary group» 

Concept'? of masculinity, as St» 3, Smith notea*in the chapter of 

fhq Afaerican Soldier Just cited, vary among different American groups, 

tvit  there is a core that is common to most; courage, eüdurance, and 

toughness, lack of sqvieamlshness when confronted with shocking or 

distasteful stimuli, avoidance of display ot weakness In general, 

reticence about emotional or idealistic natters, and sexual competency« 

The conditions under which these notions of manliness are applied 

have changed as between World V/ar I and World War 11? In the lat r war 

there was much less community pressure on the young men to get into the 

Army« The general attitude vas that everyone should do what "as asslgjud 

as well as he could, but it was xi^t,  considered essential that the 

individual "stick his neck out«"  It seems that the test of social 

manhood began much farther from the actual fighting in I/orid War I than 

in World War II» Earlier a man was more severely censured for falling 

to enter the armed services; later, the test was more nearly whether he 

adequately filled his role ones placed in the combat situation» Smith 

goes on to note that the fear of failure in the role of being a soldier 

could brin^ not only fear of social censure on this point as such, but 

also more central and strongly establiihed fears related to sex-typlngf 
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If ft aaa failed to measure op at a soldier in courage and endurance he 

risked the charge of not being a man» And this is a dangerous threat 

to the contemporary American male personality. The general permissive 

attitude toward expression of fear mitigated the fear of failure in 

manliness, but did not at all obviate it» A man could show and admit 

fear without necessarily beidg labelled as a "weak sister," but only so 

long as it was clear that he had done his utmost« (Stauffer 19h9» II 

131-X32) 

The importance of living up to the standards of masculinity is also 

described in another chapter of the Research Branch writings in ^hich the 

psychological state of the recruit is described» "The individual recruit 

is powerless» He finds solace in the company of his fellows, who are new 

and bewildered like himself, but who now, vith all escapes blocked by 

fear of formal punishment, further each other's adjustment to the in- 

evitable by supplying sanctions of their own to those who 'can't take it9» 

The fear of being thought less than a man by one's buddies can be as 

powerful a control factor as the fear of the guard house«tt And when the 

control factor involving masculinity operates to reinforce the purposes 

of the command, N««» the army has begun to succeed in building a soldier « 

a process which continues until as much as possible is internalised and 

automatized in the form of 'consciencel»n <Stauffer l$k99  X M12)» 

Much of GI culture and particularly 01 language had exactly the 

function of asserting masculinity, 3, A. Shils comments, in a social 

organisation which required it and which aroused two deep ard independent 

sources of anxiety, homosexuality and death. The male character of the 
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Army accentuated the yooag soldier's need to prove hi» masculinity. 

The formation of primary groups strengthened this tendency since each 

member feared both the subjective and social consequences of regression 

to the menacing period of latency* In this vA?t Shlls concludes, primary 

groups In the Army, by placing a high reaction-formative evaluation on 

bravery and aggressiveness — the ahief values of masculinity — serve 

the goals of the organisation, (Shlls in Msrtoa and tasarsfeld 1950» 3^) 

Many specific patterns are involved In the generic notion of 

masculinity. Thus there is typically a strong stigma against those soldiers 

who seem to accept authority too readily. One social scientist notes that 

such a soldier, one who is not verbally resistive tj  the demands of 

authority, is considered disloyal to his friends and is thought to be 

sacrificing his individuality and self-dignity. There are a number of 

veil-known derogatory terms, widely used in the Aroy, which are applied 

to such a person. (Frederick Hkln 19U6, U21), 

Related to this notion of being at least verbnlly resistive to 

authority, Is the '»ater of griping, A psychologist vho has written on 

this subject says that in the Army griping is not a successful technique 

for eliminating the sources of deprivation» The soldier learns very 

quickly that by and large there is no real gain to be achieved by It, 

Wcreover, the fact that griping is done playfully rather than seriously 

indicates that it is not Intended to change objective conditions. 

On the other hand, griping is Indulged in so frequently and so 

persistently that It seems highly likely,says this analyst, that it affords 

some psychological satisfaction. It may be that by griping the man avoids 
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th« loss of self-respect "by feeling that he is not taking his present 

life situation without protest. "The illusion that he is doing some- 

thing ahout the deprivational state of affairs Is based on the ex- 

pectation huilt up during many years of his past life that verbal 

complaints are an effective weapon for (iJBproving his situation." 

(Janis 19U5, l?^). 

Avong the component items of the concept of masculinity as they have 

heen listed by M. B, Smith is the matter of reticence about emotional 

or Idealistic matters» In practice this meant that any expression of 

patriotic or self-sacrificing motires by one of the primary group was 

immediately quashed by the other members. Smith observes that this 

taboo against any talk of a flag-waving variety was one of the very 

strongest parts of the informal group code. This was universal among 

American combat troops and widespread throughout the Army in World War II» 

The soldiers believed that any talk that did not subordinate idealistic 

values and patriotism to the harsher realities of the combat situation 

was hypocritical, and a person who expressed such ideas a hypocrite» 

Although the taboo ag inst idealistic or flag-waving talk or heroics 

was strongest against the outsider,it applied also within the combat 

group« "One may conjecture that tender-minded expressions of idealism 

seem incompatible with the role of the proud and tough combat man who 

drew his pride from what he had been through, and that the latter ad- 

justment was of more crucial importance to most men » » » . The nature of 

the situation ab well as the code of masculine tough-mindedness may thus 

have combined to reduce the expressions of idealistic motivation to a 

|fc.   minlmtM," (Stauffer, 19U9, II I5^15l) 
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m Kot only did the notion of masculinity preclude talk about the 

I   general issues relating to the war, but there was actually very little 
I 
I   interest in these issues among troops* One sociologist has discussed 

I   this indifference in relation to the strength of primary group membershir»* 
j 
I   In a paper on the sociology of military organisation, H» Speier notes, as 

f    we have had occasion to note before in this surrey, that the composite 

picture which may be derived from jQifl American Soldier leaves no doubt 

I    that the soldier had neither any strong beliefs about national war aims 

net :\ highly developed sense of personal commitment to the war effort» 

I    "It is indeed exceedingly difficult to understand, on the basis of the 

j    research here reviewed, why the American armed forces fought as well as 
i 

I    they did. The answer to this puzzling question is probably only in part 
j 
!    supplied by the rich egldence contained in Th^ American Soldier pointing 

|    to the extraordinary importance of the primary group relations in sustain- 

ing the morale« It would be erroneous, I believe, to treat at» separate 

and independent the factor of generalized convictions and that of 

primary group relations in assessing the causes of high morale • • • • 

The reliance o& primary groups for security and comfort may also have 

been subject to a great many variations; for example, the Individual 

may have become more dependent upon identifications vrith his group 

|    members or with group leaders, as broader convictions and beliefs have 

i    faded,•' (Speier in Merton and Lazarsfeld, 1950, ll6-llg), 

,       What went on in the larger world beyond the sphere of primary group 
1 

relations did not usually greatly concern the troops in forld War II« 

The higher commanders and their policies were of comparatively little 

importance to the rifleman, certainly as compared with the influence his 
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ImadlAta I«ai«r» had on his behavior* "t&ilest the larger coranaad vac 

personalised b^ a highly popular individual coaima&der, on the one hand, 

or unless things were going very badly., on the other, »en did not give 

■uch concern to what went on above." And even the discomfort of the 

physical environment seemed to be a factor of small iagartance. There 

were only slight differences in attitudes between men stationed in 

relatively comfortable tovironments and those in a relatively uncomfortable 

environment, such as Hew Guinea«" (Stauffer, 19U9 I 3hl-3UU, II 1U3)* 

All these general considerations are made specific and given local 

reference within a particular primary group* A ease example of the 

specific patterns and attitudes hsld by an informal group is ^iven in 

the account of the technical ground unit at an Air Force base which has 

been referred to previously» (American Jounral of Sociology 19U6« 3^7) 

The author lists five such attitudes; to the quotation of each "e add 

some comments« 

*1* Any noncommissioned officer who turns an enlisted man in for 

punishment for any hut the gravest offense is an informer and an un«* 

desirable member of the group*"  The primary group must present a 

united front toward the external world of authority and no action by a 

sember of the primary group which is interpreted as a breach of group 

solidarity can be tolerated* 

"2* A man's pass privileges are sacred. Other enlisted nen should 

do everything possible to protect and increase th^s,H All the memhers of 

the group must protect and defend the rights of any one member* In garrison 

situations, pass privilegee are of high importance hetause they afford a 

|    temporary release from the uncomfortable restraints of garrison life* 



n3m    Social distinctions betweon «nllsted mm ty rank are midatlr&Ue« 

and men vho claia these distinctions are legitimate targets for atoose," 

If 1 thin the prlsiary group,, all are equals whatever rank say he conferred 

V external authority* The enactaent of this pattern often entailed a 

kind of permpl conflict that Is widespread both in the Aray and in the 

whole society; The soldier has tkh belief, as does a civilian, that no 

great distinction In privilege and prerogative should fomally be Bade 

arnor^ his colleagues, At the same tiae, he typically has the belief 

that it is good for his personally to cllab the ladder of foraal status 

and so separate himself free hi» colleagues» 

The Research Branch studies reveal the common ambivalence on this 

score« "Just as there were simultaneous and contrasting strains to 

criticize the status system in the Army and to rise within it, so also 

there were contrasting altitudes in the Arny toward promotion« On the 

one hand there was cynicism about promotions as symbolic of real achieve» 

ment, and on the other hand there was recognition that civilians on the 

outside -— one's family or friends, in particular -«- might view the 

sltuatici otherwise,* There was strong condemnation by the troops of 

brown-nosing, currying favor, boot-licking, and playing politics. And 

yet these means of obtaining promotions were widely practiced. It may 

be that the most severe strains on the affectional ties among the men of 

a primary group came about when some members of the group were suspected 

by the others of bucking for promotion, (Stauffer 19U6, I 250, 261^-271), 

The equality generally enforced by the primary group among its 

members was only in regard to formal Army rank. It meant that one member cf 

a group should not claim or get higher prerogatives merely because he woro 
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an extra «tripe. Bat the group itself created end acknowledged status 

differentiation aaong itt aesbers« la detcritrlng stati» positions in 

•oabat fighter squalroa, one ohsenrer writer*- that the status systea 

both on the grouad and in the air is largely deteralned hy the amount of 

tiae which has beea spent in the squadron and consequently how auch 

coahat flying has heen done« And status deteraines the privileges and 

f wors distrihuted within the group« The use of Jeeps, choice of aircraft, 

and of going to rest caaps were soae of the aatters regulated hy the in- 

formal group« "Ho Army regulations state that flight leaders, element 

leaders, and wing men shall each obey the nan one step above thea and 

command the oan one step below* Only the squadron Commander has truly 

formalised authority« Yet the status system functions to maintain control 

over the members to a h?gh degree«" (Stone 19U6» 3^9-390) 

"U* It is not desirable to set too high a standard of work per- 

formance» (At another time, exactly the opposite attitude was fcsld.)n 

This attitude may be discussed in conjunction with the final one listed« 

"5* ^eo who work together should co-operate in whatever manner 

necessary to get the Job done in the manner easiest~for the whole group«" 

Both these patterns have to do with the decisive influence of the primary 

group on the performance of military tasks, underlying both is the 

principle held by the men of the group that they must stand together, 

achieve together, and together share the same goals. Thus if most of 

the group disapprove of their military assignmepts then the Vhole group 

will restrict its efforts« , 
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Aed tha oollatlmi ateotsasy for sndt restrlctii» oeludieM 

the r«vardiB£ fe«Ilng of cooperation asoa^ th» mm of Urn grtyp. 

AM Stouffer and Dtriimey write, the practice of "gold brlclcing" waa 

a foro of cooper at Ire action all through the war. This was developed 

Into a fine art by aoae Individualt and ealiated aen often participated 

in this practice as a *.TOixpv protecting each other loyally with no 

little skill and shrewdness* It was saalfestation of high norale fro» 

the standpoint of the participate* goals, of low morale free the stand» 

point of the Arqjr cosuaand/ 

In another passage of The Aagrican Soldler it is noted that the 

recruit had to .tearn to curb his desire i-i  do a Job exceptionally well, 

lest he incur the disapproval of his fellows. One of the Besearch Branch 

writers notfcd froa his personal experience as a recruit that "sanctions 

against aahition or manifestations of superiority come fron fellow 

privates« • • • An esprit de egrpjLdevelops in the group, directed not 

so much in favor of group achievement — although there is pride in group 

achievement which is a hangover from civilian attitudes •>» but against 

the common enemy, vis,, the noncoms or the officers, as the case may be«" 

(Stouffer l9U9t I SUi U1U) 

Out when the men of the primary unit accept and approve ^he assignment 

given by the Army command, then the quality of the work performance rises 

to maximum heights. This is eswuplified in many situations, among them 

In the technical unit where the five patterns listed above v/ere observed. 

During One period of several ironths the membershi) of the unit was stable 

and an unusual escrit de corps developed. Under the leadership of the 
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Boaeoaniuioaed officer la charge the group took coatiderable pride ia 

proper perforaaaoe of daties, Mea who shoved skill and initiative oa 

the Joh were thea held ia esteea V the iaforaal groiq>« Tfeder these 

coaditions the efficieacjr of the ualt wa<i very high« 

typical patteras aad attitudesftnUaaad eaforced by the inforoal group* 

How are they eaforced! The priaary group has ao foraal authority, its 

coerciTe powers are aowhere described or prescribed. For all of that, 

its eaforceoteat saactloas are as poverfu!* soaetimes evea more so, as 

those backed by the whole panoply of iastitutioaal mi^ht. The techniques 

of eaforceseat are siople aad familiar ones: ▼erbal tauats, the with* 

holding of privileges, and ostracisa. Because of the intimacy and 

iaaediaey of the primary group, the first two techniques are generally 

highly effective; because of the isolation of the group as described 

above, ostrselsm is dire punishment since the individual has IHtle or 

no opportunity to Join other groups« 

1° I&S. Afaerican Soldier there appear excerpts from the diary of an 

enlisted man which illustrate the process of the enforceaent of the 

primary group taboo on overt friendliness with authority* "Yesterday, 

I went up to Lt. C during class to ask himquestio.^* Everyone chorused 

and made loud kissing, sucking noises at him as he walked down the aisle, 

which made I<t« C laugh, but K seemed not to have heard. This making of 

sucking noises is quite the custom now, and is directed at K, and S 

especially , ; • These two people were disliked, and few were friendly 

( 
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toward theo, though they were friendly toward each other« This lo- 

friendlineve did not so  to eztreae-OBtracism, hat occasions arose where 

people avoided thair company.8 (Stoaffer l9U9f I 66^7), R, Kc Merton 

cites this sample  to point out that in it one sees the mschanisms of 

the in-group operating to curb positive orientation to the official 

mores. And it demonstrates the process throu h vhich this orientation 

develops among those who take these mores as their major frame of reference, 

considering their ties to the In-group as of only secondary importance« 

(Merton and Lazarsfeld 1930, 9U) Some individuals do tend to reject 

the attitudes of the informal group, but the number of those who e*ji with- 

stand the pressures of this group is very small indeed« 

in excellent illustration of how the informal group enforces the 

standards it sets is given in the previously cited description of an 

Air Fcrce technical ground unit« The author writes that the Informal 

group had many ways to express and make effective its dissatisfaction 

with official regulations or arrangements, and the most effective of 

these vas the control by the group :f  the noncommissioned officer in 

charge« Since he was one of the inlormal group, he was subject to all 

its pressures« If he failed to act in accordance with the interests of 

the group he would be subject to the usual name-cailing! "Brownnoser," 

"eager beaver," "chicken," "G,3«B« 

Generally even mild social ostracism would bring an offending leader 

in line. This was so because failure to be included in the activities 

and discussions of the group meant isolation and loneliness, because the 

offending leader had no other social group to which to turn» The whole 

basis of his social life and status was in this one informal group, 
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It wo havt ••«& alioYe, tl» pir«ttixret «xerted %y the infonud 

group also operate to negate or readjust the rights conferred by formal 

rank, if the fomal rank held fcy an iadividaal does not coincide with 

his place in the status system set hy the group itself« In the instance 

cited here this is exesplified hy the lack of real power in the hands 

of subordinate noncoimlssioned officers* Officially,: each shift of 

workers in the unit was under the aanageaent of a subordinate non- 

coamissioned officer, who was responsible to the noncommissioned officer 

in charge* Actually however, these ICOs exercised very little authority. 

They were on terms of closest intimacy with the man on their shifts, and 

this intimacy usually precluded any real observance of the official re- 

lations of superior-inferior. The analyst notes that leadership on the 

job was worked out informally and was almost as often in the hands of a 

dominating private as of a noncommissioned officer. The informal group 

pressures which influence the noncommissioned officer in charge were even 

more powerful in controlling the subordinate MCOe because even their 

official work relations were entirely within the informal group« 

Finally, this case example illustrates another of the techniques of 

enforcement used by the informal group, that of withholding from an 

offending member the means of enjrying certain privileges, "For example, 

Charley G, often took advantage of the privilege of taking an extended pass 

by exchanging duty shifts -fith another man," But on several occasions 

Charley returned late from his pass and this disrupted the work routines. 

This forced another man to work for him and shortened the pass of the next 

man on leave. By common conssnt this matter was not brought to the attention 
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of the cowaadiBg officer» lattead, the »e»bert of the sroop ptmithed 

Charley by refuslBg to chaage shlfti %dth hia again« This vat eon* 

sidered a severe pimithaefit and just retribution« (Aaerican Journal 

of Sociolofflr 19U6, 369), 

Aasimilatlon into the Primary Qroocp«  It i« clear that a typical 

newcomer into a unit very quickly learns about the informal group 

standards and their enforcement, soon adjusts to the situation, and 

readily participates in the primary group« The process of assimilation 

is generally rapid and smooth because the newcomer is eager to form 

primary group alliances and the men of the group are willing to 

accept him if he conformt to their standards« 

The manner in which this process goer on in a combat fi^bter squadron 

has been discurised by R, C. Stone« He says that the most ianortaat of 

all the social devices for teaching the new members the values of the 

group is the "bull session," la the long and protracted discussions and 

arguments of the pilots one finds expressed all their prejudices and 

attitudes. In these sessions the new member must learn the elaborate 

terminology of flying and combat. Uithout this vocabulary the new 

pilot does not become a bonafide member of the group« He learns that 

the values of the group are formed around combat experience and leader- 

ship qualities, that all noncombat officers are locked down on, especially 

ground officers, who are called "paddle-feet* or "ground-hounds"« And 

civilians are, of course, the lowest of the low« 
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fhm satttr of «quality within th» group, iwitioiisd a%ov«f It 

iaotdeatftd* *As difforaacof b«ivttB eollogo graduates and nan with no 

aort than high achool education aro unlaroortant in carrying out tha 

ifüadron mistions and at tha who!« toeiaty it intagrnted around tha 

aquadron function, one %/ould not expect a college education to ha 

ioportant in the aeheae of tquadroa Taluae« fhe fact is that college 

sen get along hatter if they do net talk too such about their education» 

Any attempt hy a pilot to show that he it superior to hit tquadron» 

aatet because of advantages enjoyed in civilisn life is strongly 

resented«N fcStone 13k&»  593) A new pilot pronptly learned that he must 

exclude references to his undergraduate days at Princeton from his con- 

▼ersation as well as that he should include the proper ,»roup terms for 

ground officers. 

For large-tcale studies of the assimilation of newcomers and re- 

placements into primary groups we may again turn to the Research Branch 

data« fhese have been reviewed and assessed by 3, A« Shils and we may 

here paraphrase his findings, (Shils in «erton acd Lazartfeld 1950, 

29-31; Stouffer 19^9. II 21^-282) 

In 19UU the Research Branch conducted extensive surveys to compare 

the attitudes of combat veterans with those of replacements in veteran 

divisions, and with those of troops not yet experienced in combat« 

Questionnaires were filled out by veterans in twa infantry divisions, 

by the replacements which had arrived in those divisions, and by in- 

fantrymen in three inexperienced divisions« Cl^a." differences in 

attitude among these three classifications were revealed by the 
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qaestioxmalres« OB the natter of williagaeBB to enter combat the re- 

placensnti in the veteran divisions approxinated the attitudes of the 

veterans. The totally inexperienced mm. vere nost villing for ooabat, 

the veterans least willing, and the replaeeaents were »ore than halfway 

toward the veterans« On the matter of self-confidence as eoobat leaders, 

replacements had less confidence in their own ability than either the 

veterans who had swat, or the green men who were less self-confident 

than the veterans» In respect to their attitudes toward their non- 

commissioned officers, the replacements were most favorable, the veterans 

second, and the green men had the least favorable attitudes toward their 

noncoas. And the replacements were proudest of their company* They 

were even prouder of their unit than were the veterans, and both were 

markedly ahead of the green men in this matter» 

These results indicate that infantry replacements apparently feel 

inferior in respect to the est tblished primary »roup into which they 

arts not yet acce-oted and which has considerable prestige for them» 

Prestige accrues to the men of the established groups because they are 

combat veterans and because they participate in established primary 

groups and so share intimacies and knowledge« This apparent feeling of 

inferiority held by the replacements influenced then  to value themselves 

less than did green men in inexperienced divisions and to value their 

superiors more than these green men did» This high evaluation of the 

primary group composed of veterans into which they as replacements had 

not yet been fully assimilated, g-ve them pride in their membership in 
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th» ooapanjr in which the veteran priaary group vaa «•taUished* Henea 

tbay sought to "prora" thaaaelvas by taking over the veteran'• attitude 

in such matters as conviction about the war and willingness for combat» 

On these two issues their attitudes ranked between the other two groups« 

These data also show that the sewcomers tended to overestimate the 

degree of solidarity which prevailed in the established group« In units 

in which the v'ctorans felt relatively little pride, the newcomers were 

prouder of their Company than «bra the veterans, presumably because they had 

not yet been allowed to share in the primary gieiip life and so were not 

familiar with the attitudes of the veterans. Heplaceraents were ~?*. 

usually resentful of their feeling of inferiority to the veterans; they 

accepted it and were grateful for the help given them by the veterans; 

In one investigation 82 percent of the replacements thought that the 

veterans bad given them as much help "as they could", (Stouffer 19U9i 

II 27S-279) 

The general picture afforded by these studies indicates that the 

replacement was typically eager to enter a primary group» and willing to 

follow the patterns and attitudes of the group members« If anything, the 

replacement tended to overestimate the solidarity of the group« The men 

of the established group, on the other hand, were not reluctant to take 

In newcomers, unless possibly when replacements threatened to flood the 

established tu It« 

Shils presents "a very tentative hypothesis11 that the larger the 

proportion of newcomers, the greater the resistance of the established 

primary group to their assimilation« In units with larger proportions 

of replacements, both veterans and newcomers were apt to say that teamwork 
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I  is their units was poorer than it was reported to be by both newcoaere 

an.1 veterans in units in which the proportion of replacements was smaller» 

(Stouffer 19U9, II 258-239: Merton and Lazarsfeld 1950, 31)« Once 

1   assimilated into the group, the newcomer wtJ as thoroughly loyal and 

devoted to it as were those who had participated in it for longer periods« 

Relation of Primary Group to Other SrouoinfS. This loyalty iff usually 

extended beyond the company and include; the regiment and the division 

within which the primary group exists« This is so partly because the 

actual primary group has no label and usually no clear cut boundaries« 

For example, the soldier may actually have the closest bonds with four 

cf hie fellows in the platoon, quite close ties with all but two of vhe 

other members of his platoon, and feel identified with most of his crmpany» 

But at any given moment Ms priory group interaction may include more or 

fewer men» The shifting membership and changing degree of close inter- 

action do not impair the operation et the group or its importance for the 

individual, but it does make it difficult for *>he individual to make 

clear reference to the object of his loyalty. 

The formal group, whether regiment or division, is an enduring and 

clearly defined entity. Hence the solidarity felt to the informal group 

is most frequently expressed as the loyalty to the formal entity pni  such 

expression is part of the informal ^roup code, M, B, Smith puts it in 

this way, "Loyalty w one's buddies was another stringent group code« 

It is allied to the code of masculinity, but independent in the sense that 

J 
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•oa*»« who let his buddies dot« through irrespeaaibllity, not through 

cowardic«, sight not have his social nsahood called into question» 

loyaltjr to oaeU bodies was founded on the fact of vital nutual 

dependence and supported by a cluster of sentiaents grouped under the 

tens lpride In outfit1 •••• While the sen's closest personal ties were 

within their cospanieä, major tactical goals were the achieveneat of 

larger units, end the companies in a regiaent or division on the whole 

shared the same experierce*.*1 (Stauffer, 19U9» II 155-13^ 13S-139^ 

The expression of priaary groc^p solidarity as loyalty to outfit and 

pride in it is further encouraged by specific educational devices in 

training. These devices stress the difference between the sooial 

affiliation of the soldier and other sectors of his own society (hardly 

ever with another society or with ensay groups}* The soldier is constantly 

reminded that he is not a civilian and should not act like one« The 

infantryman in training told "You're an infantryman} act like one« 

Don't be sloppin like them air^eurps guys," The marine in boot camp hears 

"Tou1™ not in the Army» you're in the marine corpi" expressed constantly 

in a hundred different ways. (American Journal of Sociology 19U6t 377; 

'fhite 19U6, k?S).   And so it goes. 

The effect of reiterating the difference and distance between .the 

individual 's branch of service and other branches does do something to 

enhance internal cohesion and so encourages military efficiency, but there 

are some disadvantages to this procedure also« An  analysis of this matter 

is not within the scope of this paper except for the observation that the 
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efficacy of such negatlr« devicas 4L«p«adi oa the positive tatltf&ctioße 

which the mm derive fro» their experience within the priaary grewpm 

These positive satisfactions vhieh build and maintain loyalty to 

outfit are especially derived fro« the Joint achievement of a difficult 

goal hy the outfit. This occurs and CAB he brought about under garrison 

conditions but it is most commonly end polipumtly experienced in combat« 

Indeed all the relations within the priaary group and the effects of 

participation in it are intensified under stress conditians, and we can 

now ,0 on to a consideration of the role of the primary group under combat 

and other stress conditions» 

d.  auBftaei ^p Saatti ^ttftUfiM 

The preceding section on the internal organisation of the aray unit 

has mainly been concerned with the processes of self-*organisation within 

the unit in training and garrison situations« What happens to this self» 

organizatioa in combat is a subject of this section of the survey* 

'•hen a grotn of men experience a stress situation together, whether 

She reason for the stress is drought, or a drastic drop in sales, or a 

common enemy, they tend to consolidate their efforts and cooperate more 

intensively than they did before the common danger appeared« This process 

Is well-known, but the concept which formulates the process remains an 

impressionistic even though valid one which must be further refined and 

checked if it is to have an important scientific utility. As 1« A. Shils 

saye, "It is of course ancient wiftdom that groups are integrated more 

clostly when they are faced with an external threat«  The data and 
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IP*    liiterpr«tatlo& in Jfes Aaerlcaa Soldiar have girm ris« to no fu&dacentally 

nw lupotheeis o& this probleas and tht& do not easily help us to refine 

and Bake aore rigorous the old« Bat they do bring out certain nuances 

and point the way toward new research»11 (^erton and Lasarsfeld 19^0, 37) 

Thase nuances and research leads irtilch are offered in the Research Branch 

data and in other sources do frane the «rohlan and tell us soaething of 

the content within the fraae« 

group Rewards and Punishments«  fhu* there is an illuminating dio» 

eussion of group rewards and punishments in Th^e American Soldier fhieh 

demonstrates that the time-honored Any custom of punishing an entire 

group for the offense of one of its members frequently does not h&vj  the 

effect desired by the military command, and perhaps aore often then not, 

I     has the opposite effect. These findings are pertinent to our present 

analysis because they Indicate that a strers situation experienced to* 

gather by a group does not necessarily m<Jce for better discipline or 

greater military efficiency« Two examples of group punishment are given 

in a note by T. H. Hall relating his cwn Army experience. On the train 

carrying his group to camp the commanding officer threatened that if 

someone broke a window the entire group would be punished«  At the camp 

the company commander said that the whole ccapany would be denied passes 

for ten days unless the one who had broken a toilet bowl confessed. 

(T. H« Hall 19U6t 36U) 
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l/hea 2,88}. off icon were asked la a Beeeareh Brwach qoettloac^re 

vhether group ptanlshaeat was a good idea, 5$» replied that It was never a 

good idea, Vihile such group sanctloas are «xplicitly Intended to utilise 

the inforaal controls of the group to enforce SOM foraal order, they 

actually have that effect only in certain Idftds of situations. It was 

found that group punlshaeat tended t* fell %m situations such as the one 

in which there was punlshaent of a group for aa SfldividuaX who went AWCIi, 

or when there was pualnfarest of a group for a harracks theft, or punlshaent 

of a whole detachaent hecause one sutunit failed to pass inspection« 

More effective was the punishsent, iföt of a wtole detachaent, hut of one 

saall group of men "because quarters or e^uipnent for vhich they were re- 

sponsible aa a whole failed to pass inspection. If this latter practice 

ymi'B  a regular thing it tended to Induce the aen to react indignantly 

toward those individuals who failed to do their share In a group task. 

Group rewards tended to he more effective than group punxshBentsy hut 

group regards were used ouch less often. 

The Hesearch Branch analysts noted that group punlshaent was most 

likely to he effective when at least four conditions were mett that the 

punishment for the offense was regular and consistent, that the mm were 

ahle to distinguish clearly betveen acts which were likely to elicit the 

punishment and acts vhich were not likely to elicit it, that the men knew 

that the punishment would affect the entire group, and that the men were ahle 

to identify potential offenders in a group situation so as to apply group 

pressure. These are not the only conditions listed, but they are the 

most important ones. (Stauffer ISUS,  I U23-U29) 
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If lad thftte conditions are mi&mtly «et in a combat situation« 

fhort th« group puaishottat coats at tho hands of the ene^r«  The mmt 

roalisa that pmishaaiit for a gross Tiolatlon of ailitary procedure 

results in regular, consistent and probable punishaent, they know that 

the entire group rather than Just the offenders will suffer, and they a. J 

able to identify potential offenders in a group situation and apply group 

pressure on thea« Bowover, in the actual stress of battle, positive 

activations are at least as ioportsBt as the fear of primary group 

pressures» To understand what happens to oen under stress in a unit, we 

aunt consider the nature of coabat stress« 

fhe Hature of Combat Stress«  For the soldier in combat, stress is 

the normal situation« In other üoman circumstances, every effort is made 

to avoid stress or to minimise it« In battle, the stress is continuous 

and not easily controlled« "Bather, the intent is to increase the stress 

continually in the furious pursuit of victory« It is man made, it is 

intended that way, and therefore it cannot be escaped, avoided or con- 

trolled, but only endured.I, The psychiatrist authors of this comment go 

on to say that the various factors involved in the physical stress of combat 

cannot be regarded as independent entities since they mutually reinforce 

each ether« Writing of combat air crews particularly, they say that long 

flights would not be so wearying had there been adequate sleep the night 

before« Tolerance for monotonous fo^d vro Id not be so low if the men were 

not so fatigued. On the other hand, sleep vould be less elusive after a 
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full and satisfying seal* The effects of the pfagrtieaL tlrest wr« 

cusolative and gather a BOä.&tuuB that can only \m  Interrupted %y rmorak 

fron combat actlTity« Bat the oott terioaa relaforeemnt of the effects 

of physical stress Is supplied by the emotional stress of coahat« This 

emotional stress Is a ooaplex netvork of unnsual strains inherent in the 

combat slt'tatlon« The stress Is derived from different soorees, vhieh 

again mntually reinforce each other« (Orlaker aadvS^legele lSk%  2S, 

32-33). 

The principal sources of stress In combat have been listed tgr 

R, H, 'illiaas, Jr« and K. B» Smith In a chapter of SbsL American Soldier« 

They give twelve stub sources and dircuss each of them« For our present 

purposes ve need only point out how the primary group helps In some measure 

to alleviate the emotional stress and make somewhat more endurable the 

pnysical pain which derive from each« 

Three of these factors have mostly to do with physical hardships —• 

threats to life and limb and health; physical discomforts of varying kinds; 

and deprivation of sexual and concomitant social satisfactions, vrhile 

these are not necessarily mitigated or avoided in sheer physical terms by 

the soldier if he is one of a closely knit primary group. It is clear that 

they may be borne with less damage to the individual and for a longer period 

If the soldier knows that he is not alone in suffering the threats and 

the hardships. 

The next two factors listed have to do «-»ith the emotional needs of 

the soldier — isolation from accustomed sources of affectional assurance} 

the loss of comrades, together with the sight and sound of wounded and 
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Ayiaf am« As ve hav« not«d b«fer«t th« Individual
1« isolation froa 

othtr sources of emotional sqpport, stakes the assurance and security 

which he can derive froa his priaary group relations all the store 

precious to him,   And it Is the continued presence of scrae of his 

huddles which generally stakes the loss of others supportable. 

Bestrlctlon of personal raoveaents is another source of stress, whether 

it is froa the restrictions of allltary law or froa the iamohllity froa 

being pinned down under eneoy fire* A ^ood deal of the stress involved 

in these restrictive situations arises froa the drastic lialtation of 

the social horison« And here again the one saving element froa the 

terrifying feeling of total isolation Is the presence of known comrades« 

Two other factors Involve the IndividualU structuring of the 

situation — the continual uncertainty of corabat and the sharp conflicts 

of values it entails. The Individual soldier In combat Is rarely sure of 

what has Just happened, what Is going on at the oooent or what Is likely 

to occur next. "This kind of unceasing confusion — the lack of firm 

constants to which behavior could be oriented — exposed the Individual 

to Insidious anxieties. All people need some stability In their eirrfren*» 

ments; It has been repeatedly shovn that personality Integration and ttw 

development of regularised patterns of behavior are strongly conditioned 

upon the existence of stable referents for activity. One of the prime 

functions of any sort of roclal organization Is to provide the individual 

with a dependable set of expectations." (Stauffer 19U9» XI 83). In the 

confusion and uncertainty of battle, many of the previously used referents 

for action become Irrelevant, even the formcl structure of the Army may seem 

only a shaky source of assurance. The one rock of certitude which remains 
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l/    is the prescaac« of one's friends, who will not let the IndlTidaal dona 

' any oore than he will let the® down« 

The conflicts of value in coahat'are »any and varied. The Research 

Branch authors ? ist four main types, those which involve a choice between 

the requirements of duty and the individual's impulses toward safety* 

between military duty and obligations to family at home; between gr^up 

loyalty and the formal requirements of the military situation which, for 

example, nay sometimes net permit helping »• fallen comrade? between the 

previously accepted moral codes, as against killing, and combat imperatives« 

Here again, in the situation where former precepts and preceptors are lack* 

ing, the value choices made as part of the informal group code are most 

powerful, for  the precepts of this code are daily exemplified to the 

soldier and the preceptors of these values are with him in the immediate 

situation« 

The next source of stress which is listed entails being treated as a 

means rather than as an end in oneself —• the seemingly arbitrary and im- 

personal demands of authority, the sense of not counting as an ittdividual« 

lor  Americans this is probably a more dire source of stress than it is for 

soldiers from most oth^r societies. Agd, as we have noted above, it is 

precisely because of the individual soldier's membership in the primary 

group where he is known as a person and treated as an individual that he 

can avoid the otherwise destructive sense of feeling that he is nothing 

but a number« 

But the tight relation within the primary group and the relative 

isolation of the group in themselves generate stress« "Another source 
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of ttrtM ease froa th« fefy tiling ^tieh g«f« a eoabat soldier his 

■troa^at airport; his social croup« Fron tha baglnnlns of thalr 

Army a^parlraea, soldiarstefaa that th^r haTa no privacy, and they 

loan not to Bind this too noch« I*r«rthalasst this socree of closa 

ln«froiÄp living had its disadvantagasfia tha incassa&t demands and patty 

irritations It entailed« When in combat everybody was tense anyvayv as 

a resolt of aoltiple stresses, the saall frictions of Intercourse with 

one's fellows soaetlmes caae to take on an exaggerated importance»' 

(Staoffer 19US, II S?)  And aa the external pressure hecane more int«aset 

when the aemhers of the group felt themselves to he close to the limits 

of their endurance, this factor prohahly ro 9 in importance as a destructive 

influence« 

The tvc sources of stress which are noted are the long periods of 

enforced horedoa« mingled with anxiety, between actions and the lack of 

terminal Individual goals« As with the physical factors listed first, 

memhershir» in a primary group does not a^ert these types of strain, what 

it does do is enable the individual to bear this kind of strain with less 

damage and for longer periods 

It must not be assumed from these comments that membership in a 

primary group is a sovereign remedy for battle stress. It is not and 

cannot be« What does appear from the evidence is that a soldier who has 

close fri*nds in a primary group is much more capable of withstanding the 

stresa of battle than is one who does not have such relationships« Under 

conditions of combat, moreover, when it is crucial that the members of 

the unit perform effectively as a group, many of the usual techniques 
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of control (such as Individual or sroup rwardo and punishnaat«) 

are not as «ffoctif« as th^r can to in non-conbat titaation«« In 

those conditions of extreao stress, the internal organisation of the 

group and the inforsal standards of the group assoae even greater 

importance than they do otherwise« 

^yg»sed yato? gf Prtoary grffffP m&fi CffP^at friAtUgfiu ^^y 

are more inpertaat; heeause the factors *Aich mal" the priaary group 

important in the general snilitary situation are intensified in combat» 

More than ever, it is the only available group for the individual; in 

greater degree the soldier needs a group; the social isolation, the 

cutting-off of the past, the interdependence and interresponsibility —> 

all are heightened in battle*  Colonel Marshall expresses this 

suocirctly when he writes "In battle, you may draw a small circle 

around a soldier, including within it only those persons and objects 

which he sees or which he delleres will influence his immediate fortune» 

These primarily will determine whether he rallies or fail8y advances 

or falls back." (Marshall 19U7, 15h) 

If any of these intensified forces is more important than another, 

it is the enhanced interdependence and interresponsibility in the 

battle situation» The Research Branch writers emphasise the fact 

that the combat situation is one of mutual dependence» A man's life 

depends literally and immediately upon the action of others; he in 

turn is responsible in his actions for the safety of others« 
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r V« hon iMtod aboire that rMponslMlity for others nay b« «▼«& a more 

potwt factor for adlitary effectlvtaets than dependence on others« 

Both depeadenee end respoaeibilltjr are vital and are more dote and more 

eruclal in combat than in the average ran of husaa affaire. Mutual 

dependence if more than a matter of mere aurvival« "leolated as he was 

from contact with the rest of the world, the combat man was thrown back 

on his outfit to' meet the various affectional needs for reapone*, 

recognition, approval, and in general for appreciation as a significant 

person rather than a means •— needs which he would normally satisfy In 

his relations with his family and with friends of his own choosing« 

Most aspects of combat as a stress situation served only to make these 

needs the more urgent«N (Stauffer 19U9» II 95-99) 

She soldier coming into the line has defined for him a world that 

feels itself to be and is, in fact, removed physically and psychologically 

from all that lies behind it. The rifleman's world shrinks to the 

tressndous immediacies of staying alive and destroying the enemy« 

Soldiers at the front strongly feel their mutual dependence, their 

common loneliness, their separate destiny apart from all who are not 

at the front« 

Again we must note, as do the Research Branch analysts, that it is 

important to avoid any one-sided interpretation of the social forces 

that keep men in combat« The various factors in th» situation work in 

interaction« Thus exposure to external threat becomes a unifying force 

only when escape from the situation is ruled out as It is by formal Army 

rules and sanctions and by the informal codes enforced by the group« 
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"Affective ties binding the group together were iaportttat in keeping 

men in coabat because, among other reasons, the group through its 

formal organization vas inextricably com-nitted to the fights anything 

that tied the individual to the group therefore kept his in combat • • • 

Considering any single aspect of the social situation of combat 

separately, the fact that it has been abstracted from a most complicated 

context must be remembered«R (Staaffer 19U9» II 100) 

.gradient of Comba^ 3fficiency. One of the variables in this 

complicated context is the duration of exposure to combat. The ability 

of the individual separately and of the primary grouo collectively to 

maintain military effectiveness varies according to the length of combat 

experience* This gradient of efficiency is especially recognisable in 

the Air Force« Chginker and Spiegel note that when men join their group 

in the combat theatre, vheir eagerness for battle rapidly becomes 

tempered by the realities of the battle situation* And after a few 

combat missions, they become inor^aaingly realistic« "At that point a 

great strain is placed en their individual motivation« As they begin 

to realise what they have let themselves in for, it is only natural that 

they should soarv; their souls as to why they ever allowed it to happen 

to them o • • If the weakening of personal motivation were not counter* 

balanced by aome other force, the desire to fight would rapidly diminish« 

The additional force necessary to ke«p the men's determination to continue 

in combat at a high level stems from the effects of the combat group. 
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f* and is rocognised as group aoral«. It is therefore »ore than the sisple 

soo of the individual notivat ions found in the sea ferfore they case 

into coahat« It is the result of the interpersonal relationships 

described in the previous chapter, and, specifically, of the intense 

loyalties stipulated by the close Identification with the group. 

The men are now fighting for each other and develop guilty feelings 

if they let each other down."  (drinker and Spiegel 19U5, Uh-U5). 

Identification with the priraary group and loyalty to it carries the 

airman through the first phases of his combat experience, but the 

greatest strain on this identification and loyalty comes in the later 

phases of his tour of combat duty. 

This has baen well described in  a study of combat crews in the 

Royal Air Force, The author of this study '-»rites that innediately 

after the beginning of a tour of duty there is a perceptible rise in 

morale. This is due to the feeling of accornplishment now that, the long 

months of training are left tehind and to the novelty, «scitement, and 

interest of this final stage of experience and adventure. 3ut by 

about the fifth sortie this surge in morale has begun to ^ive place 

to the recognition of the formidable reality of the tour. This tends 

to continue, in some casea almost subconsciously, until by the twelfth 

or fifteenth sortie the nan has reached the stage in which the full 

realization of the danger and unpleasantness of the job have been 

forced vrjon him, while there stretches in front of him an ominously 

large succession of repeated sorties before he can achieve the honorable 
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completion of his tour» Indeed, waile seeming aore desirable than ever 

before, this &ov appears so remote as to he ea uaprofitahle and alsost 

iopractical goal on '«hich to pin his hopes* At this point his cha&eea 

of surriTal are honad to occv^r his aind to greater or less extent, and 

at that point the adman is passing through the critical phase of his 

operational tour. It is at this point that the individual needs all 

possible emotional support froa every available source if he is to be 

able to carry through to the end of his operational tour of flying ooabat 

duty. (Stafford-Clark 19U5, 19-20), 

A siailar curve of efficiency has been postulated for infantrymen« 

From the evidence of questionnaires in which veterans rated the effective- 

ness of their fellows in combat, the Sesearch Branch analysts found a 

definite peak in combat efficiency after which the relative likelihood 

of being rated "best" declines, The proportion of best riflemen reaches 

its peak among men who have been in combat four to five months, after 

which it begins to drop» The proportion of best noncoms reaches its 

highest point somewhat later, after six or eight months of combat, after 

which It also falls off« In both groups, mm who have had more than 

eight months of combat time are apparently less likely than men with 

less time in combat to be rated as the best men in their outfits« 

11 The main conclusion warranted by the data is simply that combat 

efficiency appears to reach a peak after prolonged combat experience, 

after which it falls off," (Stauffer 19U9, li 2gU-289) 
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■tMtala tb» toldltr tbroegli all hi« eo&bat «3q»«ri«ae«t as veil a« in 

thot« pbaaet %*«i he ie peychologieally met tulnerable, have already 

he«» conaidered In this surrey, lot to he negleeted among these is 

the hasio Süstltational auti^rity« Its clear sad definite structure 

prescrihes a coarse of action which can be followed when alternative 

courses are dosed or seea undesirahle. Although Its coercire powers 

«re not a priaary consideration asxmg the sen in combat, yet the 

personal and social consequence« of undergoing punishment (in the sense 

of hriogiag shame upon one's family) are of considerahle imoortance« 

The drill and training which the greup has undergone is essential to 

effective performance. 

Another sustaining force is the use of prayer« This was especially 

?       Important to those who had experienced greater stress or who f«»it 

greater stress. Those who feared more, prayed more. (Stauffer X3h$9 

l\ 172-188). Other patterns which were adopted hy troops in combat 

as aids in carrying them through the stress periods were various 

magical practices, attitudes of fatalism and hedonist, and what the 

Research Branch analysts call "the strategic abandonment of hope". 

(Stauffer 19U9 Ü 18S-191). 

One of the most fundamental of these sustaining forces, as ^fe have 

had to note in e^ery section of this survey, is the power and security 

which the individual gets from his primary group. This he derives 

in several ways. On a very practical level, the Research Branch 

analysts write, the soldier can count on being looked out for by his 
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btiddios if ha Is in a tough situation« If h« is *ouiid«d, he can count 

on both r.is huddiee and the medics to take care of hia« Ifnlle the 

iaportant security of belonging to a powerful and trusted group is 

most draaatically seen in the soldier*s reciprocal ties to t:l«& buddies 

in his iamediate unit, on a different level it extends to his feeling 

of beiag on a powerful, winning teas. "And at the level of the 

soldier's immediate combat unit, he was bound to his company for reasons 

of self-interest in addition to loyalty aad pride. The men in his unit 

were his buddies, whom he had fought beside and learned to trust and 

depend on, so he felt safer with them.'' (Stauffer 19U9t H 1U2-1U3) 

This primary group affiliation was not only a sustaining force, 

but was a most important impelling force« It not only helped keep the 

men in the combat situation bui it also enabled thea to press the 

attack and so expose themselves to further dangers« This is dramatically 

reflected in the statements of many combat crew members in the Air Force 

that they suffer more when they are on the ground and their crew is 

flying without them on a combat mission than they do when they are 

flying, (Grinker and Spiegel 19U5, 36), A medical officer of the 

Royal Air Force writes in similar vein, "Everyone looked forward to the 

completion of his tour, but so stron» was the crew spirit in bomber 

command that it was not an uncommon occurrence for a man to volunteer 

to do as many "^ ten extra trips so that he and his crow could finish 

together, if for any reason he had joined thera with more to his credit 

than they had done." (Stafford-Clark 19U5, 15)« 
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Such feelingt aad behavior «re a highly specific reaction to 

leavia one's lanediate social gi-oup, rather than an expression of a 

tense of not having done oneU share* Thus In the latter case of a pilot 

who had completed his tour of combot nissicns, he had done his share hoth 

aecording to official standards and according to the informal code, 

FurthenEore, combat troops are often glad eno\igh to permit some other 

outfit to h?.Te the prlrllege of making an attack» "The morality lying 

behind the guilt reactions of men who were removed from combat was much 

more concretely tied to the closely knit gtoup in which the soldier fought« 

The formulation tended to be:  'I'm letting my buddies dovn — some of 

them are dead, and the others are still in there taking it, '-»hlle I to 

safe« True, I've done my part, but I have no right to be out of it so 

long as they are still involved."11  (Stauffer 19h9, II, 137) 

Many other motivating factors may come into play In any specific 

combat situation» For example, in a winter campaign men sometimes are 

moved to attack for the simple purpose of taking a to'-n which promises 

shelter and warmth« A passage in |he,Amfri can Soldiwr points out that 

it wat no small matter to win a height which deprived the enemy of an 

artillery observation post, or permitted observation of enemy movements« 

Indeed anything which gave even temporary and relative safety or comfort, 

covrd become a major motivating condition« Tactical victories, those 

which got something for the unit, rather than the fichievement of major 

strategic objectives are important as impelling forces (Stauffer 19U9, 

11 171) 
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No»« of these possible motivating forces is indefinitely good la 

combat. Prolonged exposure to combat inevitably mrkes for an attrition 

of combat notivation. But the motivating force vhich seems to have 

been strongest and to have had the longest duration under <"tnditions 

of stress in 'orld v/ar II was the one relating to primary group 

allegiance '-mich we have already «nphasired« Two brief quotations on this 

point will serve to summrize the matter. In the passage of |ftf American 

^oldier Just cited, we find this statement, *7o the incentives of 

securing material gain must be added, in some situations, certain more 

exclusively social factors, A good case in point is the situation of 

attacking to relieve a unit which had been cut off by enemy forces or 

attacking to recover wounded men. The relief of the garrison at 

Badtogne during the Battle of the Bulge in December l%h  is an example 

from the European war. uncounted smaller actions of the same pattern 

took place during World -Jar II, and the historical record of past wars 

is studded with examples. The special motivational feature of such 

situations for the relieving force 5 s the reinforcement '-'hich was 

thereby provided to the individual's sense of obligation to, and social 

solidarity ^ith, his comrades." (Stauffer 191J9, 11 171-172)^ 

The feeling of responsibility for one's fellows, especially those 

of the primary group, is a dominating motivating force In combat» 

This Is further evidenced by the extraordinary bravery manifested by 

medical aid men both in Vforld War II and In the recent Korean campaigns« 

Although the medics are generally underprivileged In such matters as 

formal rank, manner of selection for the task of medic, and thoroughness 
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of training, «h«y typically display dtgrats of fearlettaess and coobat 

initiativ« act surpaaawi by coobat parsoaaal who are »ore advantaged in 

these aatters. 

The reason for tnis would sei« to lie in the special attraction 

and favorable challenge which responsibility for others seems to have 

on the Aaerlcan soldier« This is exesplified by Colonel Marshall's 

observation that riflemen who fail in combat mey frequently be trans- 

formed iato efficient combat soldiers simply by giving them »ore 

responsibility« Colonel Marshall notes that this eounds like a 

paradox, to expect greater response to come from increased responsibility« 

"But it works« I h&T« seen many cases «here men who have funked it 

badly with a rifle respond heroically when given a flame-thrower or 

B&Rt Self-pride and the ego are the touchstone of most of these 

remarkable conversions«" (Marshall 19U7. 7^)« 

Another passage from tils book indicates the wider importance of 

this factor. Colonel Marshall writes that Field Marshall Sir 

Archibald V/avell once asked this questions nI*o man wants to die; what 

induces him to risk his life bravely?"  The answer which cones out of 

Colonel llarshall's considerable experience and close observation is 

thiss  "The only answer which occurs to me as supportable in all that 

I have seen of üan on the battlefield is that he vill be persuaded 

largely ty the same things vrhich induce him to face life bravely — 

friendship, loyalty to responsibility, ind taiowled^e that he is a 

repository of the faith and confidence of others," (Ibid«, l6o-l6l) 
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loth interresponsibllity a&d lnterdep«nde&ce vlthia the pxio&rr 

group are ootivating forces of the first aagnltode for the Aaericaa 

soldier In coDbat* The political situation of his society and the 

ideology of bis culture bring the individual into the formal Anay 

structure* The formal structure prepares hin for combat and brings 

him there« But the forces which actuate him for long periods while 

he is actually in combat, are basically those vhich have to do with his 

loyalty to and his friendship with his buddies; In other M>rdsf with 

his primary group affiliations» 
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SYHTHmC TMINÜIG IEVICES 

^* Statement of Problaa 

The purpoBe of this paper is to discuss synthotic training devices 

from the point of view of: 

(1) PsyohQloglcal and military principles regarding their design, 

development, and use. 

(2) Reviewing and appraising these presently known principles. 

(5) Comparing these principles with current service policies and 

practices and reconmsönding action of both an administrative and re- 

search nature so that the greatest value ein bo obtained from 

synthetic training devices. 
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2.  Smamarj 

Syntbotic training is now required as a.  supplement to and a 

substitute for conventional methods of military training. The learning of 

knowledge and skill bv synthetic means is a military necessity for both 

operational and maintenance types of service Jobs. 

The general acceptance of this view has led to the expenditure 

of large sums of money for synthetic trainers and simulators. It seems to 

have been assumed in cany instances that satisfactory training would 

follow automatically if one engineered a fairly coqplete physical replica 

of an operational piece of equipment. It has been learned in recent years, 

however, that consideration of many factors, in addition to the material 

engineering aspects, is requirud before one can be assured that the syn- 

thetic device will come with the training ''built-in". Accessory considera- 

tions and activities include: high-level military weapons and operations 

planning; enumeration of military requirements and training noeds in 

terms of human skills and training program implications; contribution of 

Job analysts, training personnel, psychologists and educationists to the 

engineering design and development; tryout and evaluation of pilot and 

production models to determine whether and how much tho device reelly 

trains; survey and report on general valae and usefulness of devices so 

that they may be better integrated into existing training programs. 

H  synthetic traimnv device will bo effoctive if it has validity, 

efficiency, and practicality. Tho device is valid if practice on it 

produces an increase in the skill required to operate the real equipment; 

validity depends, in part, on the psyclaological and physical similarity 



of the trainer to the operational device. A device le efficient if ita 

use saves training time, money,  and effortj in order to be efficient a 

device should give the  trainee a mcasuro of tfct» adequacy of Ma practice 

perfonnanco, there should be a reliable scoring eystem, the training trials 

should be adjustable in difficulty, the learner should get aoinent-to-iaoaent 

information regarding bis performance, and where possible a trainer should 

give practice to a group rather than to a single individual. A synthetic 

device must also be practical, that is, acceptable to its prospective 

users and compatible with on-going training progroms; practicality le 

enhanced if original and operational economy le high, if only minimi 

rninten -nee and supporting peraonusl and SÄterial support are required. 

If it is readily adsptebloto changing training demands, and if its demands 

on such items as apace, portability, size, utc. ore not oxceäsive. 

In the zest for the develcpment and use of synthetic training devices 

certain general psychological and educational prlncipiss should be 

recognized, as follows: 

(1) A synthetic trainer will not fully replace good 

instruction. 

(2) The device must be coordinated with an over-all training 

schedule and program. 

(5) Practice on the device must be supervised in accordance 

with sound pedagogical procü^ures. 

(h)    Each trainer should have a manual showing how the greatest 

amount of training can be gotten out of its use. 

(5) Trainees will not learn unless they have motivation to 

do so. 



RecoBraended action in the field cf synthetic training derLces is as 

follovs: 

(X) Adainl strati-ro - each Service Department should 

establish a single agency to coordinate and administer 

the many functions, activities, and personnel required 

to produce synthetic trainers with the greatest training 

value. 

(2) Research - both basic and applied research is needed 

to Increase our knowledge of the fundamental factors 

that determine whether practice in one situation is 

of any use in another situation. 
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5-      Kevlev of Beaearch Data and Principloe Belating to Synthetic 

Training DsvlceB 

AB military woapone, equipment, tactics and operations become 

more con?)lex, the problem of providing trained personnel becomes more 

critical. Modern military personnel operations are coming less and less 

to require a strong back and more and more an educated mind. Along with 

the development of society at large, human military operators are pro- 

viding less of the power which is used to perform their work (e.g., as 

with hand-held weapons and tools) and are serving more In a guiding or 

directing capacity of energy which Is provided by machines (e.g., piloting 

an aircraft or conning a submarine).  In some military operations the 

man and the machine are an Integral linkage required to perform a parti- 

cular Job; this situation generates the need for operator trainers and 

treiaing. In other instances, the human individuals have been replaced 

by computers and pushbuttons; this establishes a training requirement for 

maintenance trainers and training. Thus, whether we leave the man in or 

out of military operations, we have a training need of some type in which 

men must acquire knowledge and skill of a sort ordinarily acquired by only 

a small percentage of the population (33)* 

The present paper is concerned with one segment of this over- 

all military training problem, namely, the enumeration of certain 

principles and generalizations pertaining to the development and use of 

^synthetic training device.: ffio ttf,i 0f 5Uoh devices' repreaent«. only one method. 

for *ttaining thu 

"Hunbers in parentheses refer to referencep listed at the end of this 
section« 



requisite knovledge and akllls required by present-day military personnel. 

A syntbetlc trainer, in other vords, should be considered to be a type of 

training aid to be used as an adjunct in the process of instruction in 

the ordinary academic sense. Because of the cost, complexity, and 

potentiality of synthetic training, however, it is felt that separate 

treatment of this type of training is warranted. 

In order to be worthwhile, a synthetic trainer must meet the 

following three criteria of effectiveness: validity, efficiency, and 

practicality (15, 25, 3U, U?). By validity we mean that practice on the 

device must truly be a substitute for practice on the real Job; in other 

words there must be positive transfer of training (31, kl).    By efficiency 

is meant that the improvement in skill must occur with a minimun or 

reasonable amount of time, effort and expense. Fractioality refers to the 

admlnlstrative aspects of trainer utilization and means that the device 

should fit the over-all training program without excessive demands on 

supporting material and personnel. The remainder of this section of the 

present paper will be devoted to an elaboration of those factors which 

contribute to the fulfillment of these three fundamental criteria of 

synthetic trainer effoctivenoss. 

Validity 

The validity of a synthetic trainer depends on military, psycho- 

logical and engineering conaid©rations. As military personnel develop 

to 
new weapons and systems the question as/tLa training lapllcations of 

these new developments must bo icept in mind continuously; very early in 

these developments someone must decide whether there ie a training need 
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and, if so, eatabllah a military training requirement. Psychological 

coneiderationa enter at this point in estiiaating the fanctiona, aMlla and 

Imovledgea for which training must be given. Finally, engineering aenricea 

are required in deciding on the feaalbility and coat of various proposed 

deaigne for meeting the training need. Only by early and joint coordi- 

nation of 'these varioua types of professional talent can one be assured 

that trainers of the proper type will bo available as new equipments are 

produced. During World War II many trainers did not become available 

until their operational prototype was obeoleacent. 

Having decided that a aynthetic trainer la needed, it becomes 

neceaaary to specify an engineering design that will produce the optimum 

transfer of training. Unfortunately, there are very few generalizations 

available to assist us in this planning stage. Although many hundreds of 

synthetic trainers have been developed, comparatively few studies have 

been devoted to finding out how much transfer occurred and why (l, 3» 5, 

7, 3, 25, 30. 51, ^2, 1*3, W. i*5, ^6, hi). 

Because of the difficultiea in studying tranefer effecta in an operational 

aituation, any general rulea for predicting transfer will probably firat 

come from laboratory research. At the present time, the reaulta of 

laboratory inveatigationa are in conflict (17, 55) anä much more research 

ia needed before definitive conclusions will be available. Illuetratire 

of contemporary theoretical atatementa regarding tranafer of training are 

the following: 

1. The more similar the atlmulua and roaponae elemente 

ol" Taalc A are to thoao of Taak B, the greater will be 
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r the transfer to Task B from practice on Task 4 (2, 17). 

2. Greater aoounte of transfer may occur if the training 

task is more difficult than the final task (20). 

3. Preliminary training which requires an operator to 

differentiate the stimuli of a motor task by learning 

their names (or pictorial representations) ¥lli produce 

positive transfer to the motor task (19). 

k.   The greatest transfer from a synthetic device will 

occur if the device reproduces the most difficult 

discriminations of the real task. (2, 18). 

5. If Task A and Task B are Identical, the amount of 

positive transfer decreases with greater degrees of 

alteration of the similarities of eleoents within the 

task. If the stimulus-response relations between Task A 

and Task B are reversed, the amount of negative transfer 

decreases with greater degrees of alteration of the 

similarities of elements within the task (17)• 

The reader will agree that the amount of transfer (Bic.') which these 

generalizations have to a given practical situation in which the design 

of a particular trainer must be specified is limited. 

It is generally agreed that the more closely the training situation 

resembles the real task, the greater will bo the validity of training. 

Thus "realism" has become a guiding principle in synthetic trainer 

development. A point sometimes forgotten, however, ie that realism may 

be psychological as well as phyöical. Transfer will probably be greatest 
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when thero is psychological raaliaia, that is, where the sensor!-aotor 

and mental skills are tho BODö for the trainer and the operational task. 

Mere static physical resemblance (face validity) of a  training device 

will not insure high positive transfer value (25, 51, U5, kh),   On the 

other hand, face validity is valuable for giving the trainee the attitude 

that his practice efforts will have real value; thus we can recoansend 

face validity as an aid to trainee activation. An illustrative device with 

both psychological and physical realism (and high positive transfer) is 

the Tufts Director M? Tracking Trainer (5, 2k). 

In recent years there seems to be a tendency for the Armed Services 

to "bet" that physical realism will guarantee satisfactory training 

returns. Although this is a good bet, the principle is expensive and 

has led to the expenditure of many millions of dollars. Whether real 

and significant anounts of training have been produced by practice on 

some of these devices is unknown. In caaeo where tho trainer is 

particularly expensive and the Job especially inportant it would appear 

desirable to conduct psychological utilization ond/or evaluation studies 

tjk, kj).   A "utilization study" is here defined as a tryout of a trainer 

in a simulated learning situation; the purpose of such a study is to 

observe the type of learning curve produced, the extent of skill attained, 

the optimum spacing and length of practice periods, reliability of the 

scoring device, and such other information as could be used in writing 

an instructor's manual, Exaniples of such studies "my be found in 

Beferencee 11, 12, 22, 28, 29. An "evaluation study," in addition to 

determining those factors which comti from a utilization study, seeks to 



actually assasur© the validity (transfer value) which the £yith©tic practice 

has for the real situation. Conplote studies of this type are usually 

expensive, tloe-consuniing and difficult, yet they nust he conducted in 

a representative instances in order to determine whether the synthetic 

training progran is worthwhile. As in the case of auch other personnel 

research, one of the major difficulties in the conduct of such studies 

is the establishment of a suitable criterion of operator proficiency 

(52, 39)»    SOD© success has been achieved recently in developing a rating 

procedure for the evaluation of training devices; in using this technique, 

instructors are required to make objective Judgments about the many 

factors which affect the training value of the device. (Ik). 

Efficiency 

By training effiolency we mean that the learning 

which is accomplished by the trainee should occur within 

a sped; "led and limited period of time and at a reasonable 

cost. Some of the most frequently cited advantages of 

synthetic training are that the practice can be done more 

cheaply, safely, independently of the weather, at any time, 

and with any amount of repetition. Obviously these 

represent great advantages over attempts to practice with 

real equipment under field or fleet conditions. The wide 

commercial and military use of instrument flight trainers 

is perhaps the best illustration of these typen of ad- 

vantages which synthetic training offers. 

There ore certain rules which should bo followed, 

however, before these advantages can be fully exploited. 
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Aoong these rules are the following: 

1. Trainees should receive knowledge of results 

during all stages of practice (3, 6, 9,  27, 28, 

56, 57, 58), Preferably this knowledae ß!»uld be 

an objective score of his degree of skill on each 

trial; better yet, he should receive a score on each 

component {o.g., ailmuth error and elevation error) 

of his over-all task (11, 12, 1*0). If no objective 

rating can be given, a subjective qualitative 

score is better than none at all (37, 30). 

2. Synthetic training devices should have reliable 

scoring systems. "Reliability'' ofoans that the 

student will obtais the sane score on two successive 

trials if the trial and hia behavior are similar on 

these successive occasions. Mechanical and electronic 

variability, aging, backlash, warm-up, etc., are often 

responsibile for unreliable scoring. When the 

scoring is unreliable the student loses the value 

of knowledge-of-results practice because he cannot 

tell whether or not to change or correct his 

behavior (23, 26, 29). 

5. Where possible, the difficulty of the training 

task should bo adjustable to the level of skill of 

the trainee. Just as in learning many athletic skills, 

practice is nost challenging and fruitful if the 
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Opponent (training tesic) is aore akillful than the learner. 

By providing graded difficulty of the learning task in 

the trainer it is poeeible to avoid the situation of a 

student obtaining a oaxlaua score in a few trials; on 

the other hand, the highly skillful operator can still 

be challenged by the fact that hie perforaance is not 

yet 100 percent corröct. The entire purpose of this 

rule is to aake sure that practice results in an increase 

in proficiency regardless of the learner's proficiency 

level. In many instances it it dlfflculc to arrange 

a full scale of graded difficulty in one trainer, and 

thus several trainers (o.g., prinarj , intemedlate, 

advanced) my be required to acconpllsh the coinplete 

training Job. 

U. The trainee should have auccoss reinforcement (9). 

This rule merely Deans that the student should have 

knowledge of results from moment to moment while he 

is prac'icing. Numerous studies have demonstrated that 

the effectiveness of knowledge-of-resuits training de- 

pends on how quickly the knowledge follows the behavior 

(5> 25, 36). In providing for instantaneous success 

reinforcement it is icqportant to arrange the equipment 

so that the student does not merely Vide" the scoring 

device when ho should bo practicing the basic skills 

of the learning task (2?). 

12 
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5. Train indlrldualB In groups rather than singly if 

their rat© of learning can he oade the eaae under the 

group conditions. During World War 11, aircraft rec- 

ognition and BOB» types of air navigation training were 

accomplished in this manner (10, 21). A coiaaon and re- 

cormendod present practice is to feed operational equip- 

nente with synthetic Inputs to provide very realistic 

training to groups of personnel. This has been done 

successfully with both radar and Loran sots. Crew 

training can also bo accomplished in a siailar manner. 

Thus the crew of the Booing 377 airplane can receive 

synthetic but realistic practice in the Boeing 577 

Electronic Flight Sinulntor (13, 15). 

Practicality 

Experience in the use of synthetic training devices 

has shown that certain practical consldoratiors must be 

met, in addition to the validity and efficiency factors 

already mentioned, before we can be assured that training 

will be successful. The items about to be laentioned 

briefly are of obvious importance, and yet have occasionally 

been overlooked, to the detriment of training. 

Original economy is important, particularly when 

relatively large numbers of trainers ore required. During 

World War II, eons tra-aer designs called for strategic 

materiala and specialized personnel, with consequent delays 
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In th»lr de'rsiopfflÄfit «K^I ufi3.    Ecotsaasg of operation and 

^ a&intanftiicgj la teyas öf cosis eisd eupsrvieory persom»! 

tijg©, a*© factor» which saiart I*» coneiuer&i in a eaoothlj 

niszüßg iralnlisg program.   A feature of a good trainer 

tha^ 2@ aoiaotliaea forgotters i» sdapt&jbilJlt^., .trainers 

slsould be reedilj scwTertible to met cbangiLg require- 

aentö OF ccMltlons of traicin^; wiieA posssiblo, the 

orlglcsal design »fcould allow for adjuetaent« based on 

ehifta \ti the ^oai of traisln^»    Qa^t* trailers are mitori- 

ous for their ep&ce c^ßsus^tion; tha oet of apace, 

portability7 size «lib raupest to doorway8? «eight 

storage ar^jl so forth all should be weigiiec against the 

potential training value tc- be received. 

Before concliuiing this dlsoueeion on the contribution of synttetic 

trainers to the training problem, a fev rösaarke are in order pertaining 

to the place of such devices In an f'^rall t;minine syetem.   We should 

be particularly oleer in regard to «hat aynthetic devices can and can- 

sot do,    Fven though a trainer IB voted satiefactor;' In all the desirable 

characteristics that have been dlscusoea abovw, it raay be unsuccessful 

singly because It iß not used properly (during World War II, some were 

never uncrated.*).    Unsupervieod or poorly planned use of a trainer may 

actually be worse than no practice at all. 

In using a synthetic trainer the following general principles 

should be recognUod: 

^'    d synthetic trainer will not replace good instruction. 
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ETen though E gcxsd traiiwr Baj raise instruction froa a poor 

to a nedlocre level, a dynaaic inBtructor, with zest for and 

knovlMge of Me subject satter, can often produce the training 

results expected of the best training devices. Ideally, both 

the excellent instruction and the synthetic trainer should be 

aTOllable; then proper attention will be given to such factors 

as the order of drills, frequency and duration of practice 

periods, types and use of performance scores, motivation of 

trainees, etc. Incidentally, a synthetic trainer will pro- 

bably los* much of its value if the instructor does not have 

faith In its usefulness. 

2. The trainer should be coordinated vlth the over-all 

training program. Trainers are usually used as part of a 

general program of education In a particular area of skill or 

knowledge ac^uisitlon. The student should have a full under- 

standing of this 'Ireining objective and he must see the meaning 

of the .tob slmulatod by the trainer in relation to the whole Job. 

Meat trainers are most useful in the early stages of training, 

although many are designed for advanced or refresher training. 

Occasionally, It is posoiblo to use a number of trainers in pro- 

gression, each adding to the skill achlevod on the previous one. 

The coordination roviuirel hero requires administrative foresight 

and skill. 

5* Pract100 must be carefully supervised. This should be done 

so that the principles of learning may take effect. Difficulty 
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of practice flübouU be controlled, usually with operations pro- 

ceeding from the simpler to the more complex phases of the task, 

with thv later stages representing what the trainee must do in 

the real situation. Special effort should he made to vary the 

content of each drill period; thus the trainee will loam all 

phases of his Job, instead of singly learning how to perform 

with a selected number of synthetic "programs.'' When possible, 

the practice should be distributed over many periods instead 

of having it concentrated In a few sessions; learning is 

usually more efficient under conditions of distributed practice. 

It is usually desirable to have a trained Instructor present 

when the trainee is practicing with the trainer; the instructor 

can serve as tutor and coach, telHng the learner about his 

mistakes aa they occur and suggesting methods for improvement. 

As a general rule, a synthetic trainer should not bo used to 

fill time or as an amusement device. 

k,    Tba tralneos ehould be motivated to learn. Whether a 

student acquires a skill or not depends, in the last analysis, 

on whether he wants to. The principles Just suggested are 

important, in part, because their application will increase 

a trainee's motivation to learn. If a synthetic trainer has 

both face validity and poaitivo transfer value, an objective 

and reliable scoring syatem, graded difficulty, and success 

relnforcemf-nt, it will havo a  "built-in" motivational appeal 

to laost students. All th-ase- reaturee should be played upon 
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to increas© motlTation. Postlr^ of the student's learning 

curves and records of progress vill help, as will soIf-or group- 

competition. But motlvatioii depends alej on the student's «oder« 

standing, interest, and attitude toward his whole training 

situation. These factors are affected by the quality of the 

Instruction and the recognition of the trainee's place in the 

training program. 

5. Each trainer should have a training utilization menual. 

This aanual, In addition to the conventional operational and 

maintenance cnmual, should bo availahlo at the time when the 

trainer is first produced to assist the instructor and other 

users of the trainer in obtaining the greatest educational 

valuo froai it. This utilizqt-Jon aeanaal would suggest how the 

priuclpiüö llcted above can be put into effect. After the 

device has been in use for a period of time it would oven be 

worthwhile to conduct a survey among instructors and other 

users so as to develop a revia^d Instructor's fflanaal which 

will reflect actual use experience. 
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k.   Appraisal and SuBPary of Reeearch Date and Principles 

a. Altaough om  can find nua^rous citatioae of tho bellof tlvit 

the groateat transfer of training will occur if tho tr-iining situation 

closolj "reeeuiblos" the test situation, it is not nov possible to specify 

in advance how a trainer should bo designed to fully incorporate this 

genoralUation. The meaning of "identical oiesents", "stimalua and 

response similarity^, and other theoretical concepts regarding learning 

transfer is not yot reducible to rules that translate directly into 

engineering design specificaticns of trainers. Some progress is being 

made by current research investigctlona in the area of transfer of 

training of motor ski Us. 

b. Complete physical simulation by synthetic means is an expensive 

proposition, particularly if trainers must be made in quantity. More 

information is needed regarding tho extent to which less expensivö 

Hpsycholoßlcal', realism can substitute for physical realism. Simula- 

tion of the emotional aspects of many Jobs is soldom attompt&d and 

i^ay also be worthwhile subject for research. 

c. The extent to which synthetic trainers have satisfactory 

validity, reliability, applicability, etc. is seldom determined by 

experimental investigation. Both "utilization" and "ov'iluation,, 

studies are needed to determine tho worth of particular types of 

trainers. The preliminary attompta to upprnlse synthetic trainers 

by means of objective rating techniques shov promise, and should be 

pursued further. The conduct of such studios should yield information 

and principles which have use in regard to trainer redesign, modifi- 

cation, and use. 

- 18 
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d. Researcii on synthotic trainers nquiros the availability of 

auitable criteria of Operator offlcioncy. Thua research on criteria is 

an isportant related topic. 

e. It is coBBaonly agreed that synthetic training devlcös should: 

provide knowledge of results; have objective or subjective 

scoring systems; ^llow variation in task difficulty; give 

(optionally) puccess reinforcement: train more than one person 

at a time if possible. 

f. Certain practical (as distinguished from the psychological 

and engineering) aspects of synthotic trainer doalgn should be given 

consideration in each case of development, aö followa: 

original and operational economy of funds, material and 

personnel; adaptability to cban£3a in training demands; 

space consumption, portability, sixaplicity and ruggedness 

of design, etc. 

g. In using e synthetic training device it should be remonibered 

that: 

it will not replace good instruction; the practice periods 

should bear a logical relation to the entire training pro- 

gram; practice must be supervisod; instructional manuals 

reflecting actual use experience should bo developed and 

available; a trainee won't learn unless he wants to. 

5* Appl-cafrle Serv' ce Policies and Practicoa 

The design, development and use of synthetic training devtcoe and 

systems are functions which aro widely practiced by tht- Scvy and Air 
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Force. The kxmg la rapldl/ adopting policlos vhlch will lend to an 

extended use of synthetics and sloalstors on Its part. Duo to the 

nature of aodern wirfare, the growth of these training iretbods Is 

desirable and necessary. As has been previously indicated, Love^er, 

there Is more to the la^leaantation of such policies than the avail- 

ability and expenditure of funds for engineering design and production 

of synthetic training devices. Training la primarily a psychological 

phenooenon and cannot be requisitioned, used, or storod like hordwaro. 

The production of a synthetic device that will really train its users 

is dependent on the contribution of many specialiste from fields out- 

side of engineering and production. In the past, these accessory skills 

and talents have not always been available or utilized in the process of 

design, development and production. 

If synthetic devices are here to stay, it would appear to be 

necessary to make tho proper administrative changes so that fully 

adequate professional skills are brought to bear on all phaaus in the 

development and use of such devices. Inasmuch as certain basic data 

on transfer of training is also neodüd, another policy would be tho 

expansion of present rosearch efforts in this field. 

6. Recomroonded Action 

a. Service policy and prectico 

Service policy and practice with regard to snythetlc training de- 

vices assumo that a device with face validity automatically has  transfer 

of training "bullt-lr/'. Fortunately, this -mry often  is true. This 

need not necessarily follow, howover, and in order to provido greater 



assurance that such will always ba the case, the "flow-chart*' for de- 

vice production and use should consistently provide for the following 

types of consideration: 

(1) Determination and specification of service needs and 

requirements with respect to training. This requires the 

effort of top-level military and civilian personnel who are 

sensitive to the training iaqpllcations of planned and anti- 

cipated new developments in weapons and operations. Delibera- 

tions of this type will establish the military necossity of 

various training needs in the diverts military fields. 

(2) Translation of the military requirements into psycho- 

logical needs which are implicit in the requirements. This 

activity requires detailed Job analysis, the proposed inte- 

gration of this training problem into over-all training pro- 

grams, a statement of the particular functions of each 

planned nw dovico (including in as much detail as possible 

the skills and knowledge which the device should teach), a 

comparision with other devices and procedures either planned 

or already in usu, and an estimation of how the proposed 

trainer will molifj or fit into the training program for 

which it was designed. 

(5) Preparation of dusign specifications in terms of military 

requirements, psychological components of the Job, and engineer- 

ing feasibility. Here matvers of economy must be weighed 

against military necessity. Every effort should bo mode to 
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incorporate thoee factors oentlonod In the eumaary of reeoarch 

data which contribute to training validity, efficiency and 

practicality. 

{h)    Development of a pilot oodel under direction of onginoors 

with consultation and assistance by psychological, militari 

and training personnel. 

(5) Tryout of pilot model. This step involves an engineering 

©valuation to determine whether the device meets the contract 

specifications and is free of "bugs". If the  device "worke" 

it should then be subjected to psychological utilization and 

evaluation studies (see definitions of those terms in Section 

5). Training personnel should also have an opportunity at 

this stage tD make suggestions before the speciflcatione of 

production aodels are frozen. 

(6) Production of opernticnal models and preparation of 

manuaie. In addition to the usual maintenance and operation 

manual, an instructor's manual should also be prepared; this 

"UBü" manual should incorporate all information previously 

gathered and give specific instructions on how to got the 

greatest amount of training out of the device. In somo in- 

atsness it is reconmended that leBBon plane bo prepared to 

accompany the inptractional manual, 

(7) Follow-up on UEofulnesa and aanner of use of each 

synthetic trainer. The results of such surveys can be used 

in making other installations, revising the "aseH manual 
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and keeping track of devic© oboolcsconce. 

(8) Tlw accoi^lisha&nt of any appreciablo number of thb etope 

listed under 1-7 above will require adainietrativo consolidation, 

üither at the level of the Sorrice Departoent or Deportment of 

Defense level- Training cuts across all service operations and 

specialties and the use of synthetic trainers is not confined 

to, nor Is it the prerogative or, any single Corps, Bureau or 

CoEnand. It would appear necessary, therefore, that soue 

central and single organization bo given rosponsibility and 

authority to coordinate and administer the many phases of the 

policy and practice progroia outlined above. 

>>. Additional research 

With respect to synthetic trainers, additional research is 

nüaded on the following general topics. 

(3.) Basic arid applied studies of transfer of training to 

determine both the minimal and optimal characteristics of 

situations in which practice on one task affects performance 

on a subsequent teak, 

(2) Investigations to determine the need for synthetic 

trainers and devices. A by-product of such research would 

be genoralitatlons pertaining to the effectiveness of 

alternative methods of training and the possibility of sub- 

stituting psychological and/or symbolic practice for rela- 

tivoly complete physical replication. 

(5) The utilUation and evaluation of devices to determine 
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their real training valm  (validity) ao distinct froo engineering 

and aalntonance tyjjes of evaluation. Attorapte to short-cut the 

traditional validation study by aeons of rating scale techniouoe 

should be encouraged. 

(U) Criteria of operator proficiency. 

(5) The Interaction between the trainer, the trainee, the 

Instructor, and the training situation. Variations in eny 

one of these factors xaay have a fundamental Influence on 

whether any training occurs or not. The extent to which it 

is possible and desirable to make a synthetic device "slt'ia- 

tion-proof" night well be investigated. 

(6) Very few trainers ever slaulate the omotional and aotl- 

vational aspects of the operational situation. Research in 

these oroaa might yield vory fruitful returns. 

(7) Applied resüorch Is needed on the extent to which one 

synthetic device can acconqpllsh different training functions. 

It la of both nilltary and economic Iniportance to imow, for 

example, whether a single flight trainer can teach basic and 

advanced flying skUls and also give practice for such other 

important training problems as refresher training, training 

for oaergoncies, and transition training. Analagous problems 

exist for other types of equipment. 

7. Contributors 

Portions of the above sections have come from (or been euggestod 

by): 
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F 
A. IttTIOH/ÜL OURACTEE 

M« Mead 

I, The üatlonal Character Approach 

The national character approach la baaed upon the aasuaption that 

individuals 1*0 live - either fro» birth, or for any great length of tiae 

in later life - within the aaae nation, exposed to and acting in tens of 

nationally patterned institutions, such as the sase educational systea, tax 

structure, system of adlitary senrieo, using the aaae language, the saae 

currency, the saoe systeas of coaeunicatlon, transportation, exchange, etc*, 

will show certain regularities in the organization of tk ir characters which 

can be identified, described and used as a basi* for predicting their 

probable behavior» 

The national character approach Is one variant of the studies which 

have been made in the field of personality and culture, based on anthropo- 

logical studies of small hoaogeneous societies, clinical studies of the 

character structure of adult patients and clinical studies of the behavior 

of children, and studies of learning« On the bases of these three areas of 

research, a group of hypotheses have been developed concerning the way in 

which huaan beings - sharing a coanon biological nature, growing and living, 

or living during aaturity, within a culture, which has itself been patterned 

by the nature of human functioning - wUl show identifiable regularities in 

their behavior* Such studies, however, have been aade on saall, relatively 

homogeneous groups, or upon patients or subjects drawn from certain sectors 

only of our great heterogeneous population. Differences have been identified 

in the character structure of members of different social classes and of 

different regions of the country« A nation such as the United States com- 

prises not only class, regional and occupational differences, but also 

"E. AiM??--^*  ^ 
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caste-like differences betiw^i ibices, and cultural differences a»ong 

grants «ho still retain part of the cultures of their homelands. 

The order of regularity «hich may be stated about an Anerican which «ill 

apply to a liddle class «hits Philadelphia lawyer, a Se« Mexico sheep rancher 

of Spanish taerican descent, a southern Negro sharecropper from Georgia, the 

son of a Chinese laundryaan in He« York's Chinatown, a Texas white school 

teacher and a coast of Maine fisherman, is obviously of a very special sort, 

and is quite different from the sort of regularity which might be expected 

to be found among members of an isolated tribe in the South Seas or an 

isolated mountain coomunity in Switzerland or Tennessee» However, it mzst 

be recognized that in certain contexts all of these individuals will be 

expected to fit into a common framework - as for example when they vote, pay 

their taxes, attend the public schools, listen to the radio, and serve in 

the Army, respond, in fact, to demands which are made upon them and oppor- 

tunities which are given to them as American citizens« The language which 

they speak in these nationally defined contexts will be English, and, however 

varying the syntax, vocabulary, and degree of correctness with which it is 

spoken, it will nevertheless be describable in terms of the recognized 

structure of English grammar« Bad English is still more like En0iJsh than 

it is like some other historically related language, such as German or 

Frenchs The conceptions of beh«vior to which tbair behavior will he adapted 

will be American conceptions - of the school child, the tax payer, the 

draftee, the member of a football team or the spectator at a baseball game« 

The expectations which they meet in those persons who mediate these situa- 

tions - the teacher, the tax collector, the draft board, the football coach, 

will again be American erpectations which will serve to mould and modulate 

their behavior: Those children whose families have taughtthem extreme 

|   obsequiousness to adults will become less obsequious in a setting In which 

teacher or coach or non-commissioned officer expects a more face to face 

■^^mmim^mm^'-- 



attitude; those individuals who hove been reared in local settings requiring 

extreme touchiiiess and a jealous concern for honorf will find this behavior 

inappropriate» The results of such experiences will be that large crowds 

of Americans which are genuinely heterogeneous in character and not unduly 

weighted hy one regional or class or ethnic group will show regularities of 

beim IT*. Equally, groups of Americans, who can be defined in terms of 

membership in some sub-classification of the culture,,either because they 

hove a conmon European derivation, a conraon class identification, or a 

comnon regional background, will also show identifiable regularities in be- 

havior« 

That is, while it is fairly easy to discriminate the behavior of a 

group of trade unionists in Birmingham, Alabama, from the behavior of a 

group of trade unionists in Bangor, Maine, it would not be equally possible 

to dljcrlminate the behavior of two trade union groups whose membership was 

drawn from the South as well from the North| however, if the individual 

members wore studied in detail, characteristics which could be attributed to 

having grown up or lived in Alabama and in Maine would still be present« 

Similarly, a middle class American group - whether from the south or the 

east or the far west - wHl be found to hnve certain characteristics which 

differentiate it from other classes whether from the south, the east, or the 

west, although these characteristic differences will be expressed in re- 

gional terms which themselves will differ from one region to another» 

These "national" characteristics will not only be most identifiable in 

mixed groups acting within contexts which have a notion-wide distribution - 

buying in a drug store,, filling out an income tax form, applying for a job, 

reporting to a draft board, watching a boll game - but will also be most 

conspicuous when they ore contrasted with the behavior of comparable groups 

fron another nation state, such as the United Kingdom or France» Thus, any 
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Amerimt tourist abroad beeoaes easier to Identify as an Aaerican then ha 

would ba in the United Stetes, and groups of tourlsts9 students, soldiers, 

a shlpU crenr, a visiting team, exhibit, in the contrast situation, behavior 

which Is readily Identifiable« 

As this type of nationally regular behavior fccurs oost conspicuously 

in those situations which can be referred to Federal regulation - such as the 

conduct of the Armed Services, or to nationwide cultural usage - such as 

speaking English, and accepting a religious framework which regards the world 

•is divided among Catholics, Protestants and Jews} the dollar monogamous 

miriage, wage labor, eocpulsowy education, etc, - it becom&s most useful to 

take into account national character, in preference to those regularities 

which may be referred to class, region or ethnic or religious background, when 

we are dealing with such contexts« 

The regulations and practices of the Armed Services are national in 

character, and, with the exception of the way in which the participation of 

Negro Americans, or Japanese Americans, was handled in the last war, they 

present common expectations to oil enlisted and drafted men« In all contexts, 

therefore, when we are concerned with groups of asa, and women, in the services 

"national charocter" is relevant« in the relations between officers and men, 

between units, morale considerations during training and combat, behavior on 

larger and smaller craft, behavior in regard to furlough, discharge, etc, 

Sub-categorios of culturally pattorened character become relevant under 

the following conditions! 

1, Whenever IpHdlvidualy as dinstinct from groupT behavior is to be 

(fealt with; 

At the recruiting station where it is important for the examining officer 

to take into account the differential types of literacy t« be found in a boy 

from the rural southern mountains and from the New York Bowery, and where it 
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is necessary for the psychiatrist to know soMthlng about the dlfferlhf 

attitudes towards violence and sex in different parts of the country and 

In different ethnic groups; In ^ watters of dl^jfaHBg where the urgency 

of a stioulua to go AWOL, or to beeoas involved In a bar-rooa riot, sust 

be related to the class, region, and ethnic background of the Individual 

service nan; Iffi fffhffW0» ?f ^Wttlf T7T grt?H IrTgtf yf \nUiUft - *<** 

officer training, Comnando training, etc.; la ttB 4lMagBifl WUUsatimab 

gf IndlTiLftialg ahsateg igMUgjad gjyritwwtreUg tnato« » for a fear of 
being stabbed In the back or shot fay the brother of a girl one has seducedy 

aay be paranoia in an Individual of one background, and noraal cultural 

expectation in an individual fron a different backgroucd« 

In all of these situations It Is of the utaoet importance that the 

individual who is to be examined, diagnosed, recruited, disciplined, selected 

for special training, or treated for combat fatigue, etc«, should not simply 

be categorized as an nAmerican% but that all of these other factors should 

be taken into account. 

It may be said categorically that the more reOTlaritiea in American 

national character are taken into account in any plans Involving groups - 

such as the modification of naval and military traditional officer-men 

relationships (which have a long pre-Amerlcan hlst.ry in European tradition), 

or the handling of promotion or demobilization, the smoother the functioning 
i 

of the Armed Services may be expected to be; and the less such regularities 

are invoked where anv given jnffl^^fll is concerned, the smoother the 

functioning of the Armed Services may be expected to be, 

Aa^rieana as a «hole will share the same beliefs as to when emergency 

leave should be given * whether for the death of a close relative, to get 

married, at the birth of a child, etc. But Americans from the Southern 

Mountains, Americans of Syrian background, Puerto Mean Americans, etc», will 
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mh* hi&üy different inäividual and pereoaal definitions of whether these 

general Aaerioan regulat^cas are relevant, binding» permissive or restrictive, 

in their particular oases« 

2, m planning amr etnieture in which diversification within the 

aattanaüg ggS m atltta i» vmMv 
For exaBple9 if there are to be special dispensations for holidays, it 

la possible either to aake a standard definition of holidays as national 

Aaeriroi holidays - such as Thanksgiving, Christaas and Easter - or to pro- 

vide certain dispensations for religious holidays which will take account 

of the different holidays of Ronen Catholics and Protestants on the one hand, 

and Jews and Greek Orthodox Catholics on the other» (The widening of the 

traditional Anerioan religious groups to include Nohannedans and Buddhists 

cones under acts which need to be taken into consideration in the Armed 

Services priaarily because of their repercussions among minority groups in 

the j?4aüiaa BMatoUfiB <>? ^ international relations.) So, for instance, 

during World War II, point rationing of meats made it possible to take the 

great -regional and ethnic differences In meat preferences Into account, with- 

out making specific provision for kosher killed meat, or Southern rural pre- 

ferences« Point rationing was at the same time congruent with the "American" 

preference for the exercise of individual choice, and proved In actual practice 

to be congruent with American distribution habits which were such tnat it is 

questionable whether the ration could ever have been net If it had been set 

up on a commodity basis as In Britain, 

Analysis of situations of this sort suggest that the systematic provision 

for cultural differences - ethnic, regional, class, and religious - results 

in the development of national patterns which are themselves "American", 

because of the extent to which AmaTlcan culture represents institutionalized 

adjustment to the great diversity of ethnic stocks which have been and are 
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now contributing to the Aoerican population« An exanple of such an ad« 

Jutitment is the cafeteria, where different combinations of foods can be 

aade, and condioents are handled separately rather than incorporated in the 

fooa# Another example is the wide range of choices of objects within a 

narrow style range, in such matters as clothing, äo that differences among 

individuals, which can be attributed to their backgrounds, can still be 

expressed while a high degree of uniformity from coast to coast is obtained. 

The "American" demand that everyone should be treated the same way, and 

that there should be no exceptions and no favoritism, combined with the actual 

circumstances of extreme diversity within the American population was solved 

by the use of voluntary and local draft boards, a solution which was American 

in style, but which also made it possible for the local draft boards to deal 

efficiently with local groups of different national backgrounds, and with 

local regional differences» 

3. In building UP special services, such as Conmando unitsr intall^ence 

units« etc«« in which specific qualities are desired at a higher degree of 

concentration than can be expected to be found in any group drawn at ranfoff 

from the general population: 

There are several ways in which sub-cultural relevance of this sort can 

be taken into account» A special branch of the service may be inspected for 

its historical composition (of Texans, of lumbermen, of Minnesotans of Scandi- 

navian extraction, of steam riveters or miners, etc,). Where there has been 

marked differential enlistment or Inservice selection of this sort, this may 

be subjected to analysis to find what factors in the regional, occupational 

or ethnic backgrounds of the group which have historically predominated, were 

involved. Or, natioi^al gyard units which had shown markedly different combat 

characteristics might be subjected to similar analysis. Depending upon .. 

the results of such an analysis, a working directive could be developed which 
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might list the special regional or ethnic or occupational experience element 

desirable for pusposes of special recruitment and reassignment and selection, 

or some element of behavior which had been found characteristic of this 

historically selected group * such as "experience with horses" or bilingualism 

could be included la selecting from the general population. 

This latter procedure - that is, of making a  final selection from the 

general population - is safer because special units with narrow regional or 

ethnic definition are sufficiently discrepant with the general style of the 

American services tc arouse difficulties, in internal morale and in the atti- 

tudes towards those units of members of other units« Any type of selective 

segregation, except that based upon a type of merit which is believed to have 

been open to all, will be resented within the general American pattern« So 

the recruiting of intelligence units from those with bilingual ability will 

not have the same bad effects on morale as selecting Jews in large numbers 

i' for such services would have« 

4« In public relations with civilianst 

The individual serviceman of Czech background may adapt himself so well 

to the general American pattern that no special allowance need ever be made 

for him, even at his induction, or for the circumstance that his parents were 

Czech born and not Americans of several generations standing; nevertheless 

his parents will in all probability form part of a Czech-American community, 

who will display very marked behavior patterns which are Czech-American and 

not general American, There will be rosponses to a selective servico act, 

methods of recruitment, ways in which the honors and medals are given, handling 

of the news of death, etc., which will be special to Czech-Americans and which 

should be taken into account in terms of public relations - when, for example, 

r a Czech-American service man is to be specially honored, especially if the 

honor involves posthumous presentation to his family group. 
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5. In InterruytioBiil pubUe rftlationa with allies I 

Consideration needs to be given to the petition of specific ethnic 

groups in this country as typified by their treatment in the armed services, 

in terms of segregation, assignsent to specially arduous duty (Japanese 

divisions in Italy ir World War II), exclusion from specially desirable 

branches of the service (rumors about different degrees of anti-Semitism in 

different services, for example), differential position of special religious 

groups (rumors about the predominance of Catholics in special branches of 

foreign service owing to emphasis given to training for foreign service in 

Catholic Institutions), differential treatment of conscientious objectors 

drawn from religious groups with membership in different countries (ea£« 

Jehovahs Witnesses), treatment of American citizens who come from an ethnic 

group whose homeland is now in an enemy or potentially enemy camp (e«g» 

differential position of Italians in World fprs 1 and II; and of Chinese in 

World War II and during the present National Emergencyj of Czechs and Poles 

in all three situations, etc,)« 

In all of tfcns« oontexts the primary consideration is one of political 

and psychological warfare« Moves made within the Ayned Services, in conformity 

with general American patterns - such as keeping intact a national guard unit 

which was almost entirely composed of some ethnic minority group that was in 

one of the critically relevant international situations - may well be at 

variance with the demands of the wider situation« 

6» In nyrale within the services, due to the general American treatment 

of class as a negative and exclusive concept and of equating less assimilated 

and identiflably foreign groups as lower class. 

In the American class structure one's own position is endangered if the 

signs of class membership, type of job, place of residence, etc«, are shared 

with others who are thought of as lower class. In such circumstances, the 
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effective.' öCä of those «ho think of thcaselves as losing status by the 

0m association nay be lowered, while the ef ectiveness of those «ho feel they 

have oode corresponding gains, my be raised» The initial effects therefore 

of officers froo a group who are accorded lower status aay be a lowering in 

morale. However, there is a conpensatory eleaent in American culture - the 

othic of equaliterienisQ - which nakes all such changes initially feared, 

especially when not yet consumated, but rather quickly accepted once they 

have been consunaated without any overt incidents, 

II» Theoretic^ status of the "national character" approach 

Essential to the "national character" approach is the concept of culture, 

namely that the traditional learned behavior of a group is systematic, and 

that the systematic aspect can be referred to the biological nature of the 

human beings who, in human societies, transmit, borrow, change, and innovate 

I     in terms of an historical tradition. Those disciplines or approaches which 

do not integrate their treatment of society or history with the nature of its 

biological carriers, find it difficult to follow the national character 

approach. 

Within th^ theoretical structure which allows for this common biologig^ 

nature of human beings, there arc cortBin other assumptions which are essential 

(1) All known forms of cultural behavior can be learned by non-defective 

members of any race, and differences between different cultures and between 

different societies at different periods are not to be attributed to the race 

of their membors. 

(2) Human growth follows certain regular patterns within which individuals 

differ only within defined ranges, so that understanding of growth gained from 

the study of development, maturation and involution in one culture can be used 

\  .   as part of our theoretical equipment in interpreting behavior in other cultures. 
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(3) Each group of htoan beings shows vide individual differences, aany 

of which oust be attributed to heredity, but there is no evidence that this 

range of individual differences differs significantly as between societies, 

except to the extent that it is effected by sheer population size (e. g« the 

chances of either very high or very low hereditary endowaent will differ 

significantly as between groups in which g equals 500 and JJ equals 5000«) 

(A) Huaan behavior is patterned and explanations are to be found in COB- 

parisons between patterns and not between single iteas. 

(5) Cultural behavior is learned and unlearned, and experinental studies 

of learning which have hem found applicable to huaan learning aay be used in 

interprating cultural behavior« 

(6) Huaan personality is persistent throughout the life history oa an 

individual so that previous experience will condition - in some fashion - later 

experience» 

(7) In the course of growing up within a society certain experiences are 

excluded froa consciousness - and are not accessible by the saae aeons of 

exploration as others^ and the theoretical framework of psychoanalysis as 

applied to the symbolic productions of individuals, may, with suitable modi- 

fications, be applied to an interpretation of the symbolic productions of 

whole cultures, e#g,, folklore, literature, films, ceremonials, etc» 

"^ Some Criticisms of the National Character Approach 

Theoretical discussion and criticism of the approach may take off from a 

refusal to accept any one of these bodies of theory; the disallowance of any 

one is in effect a disallowance of the method, although historians and 

sociologists who make no systematic allowance for man's biological make-up, 

except in gross or inexplicit ways, may often cone to very similar conclusions 

about the emphases of a culture or a period - because they are using essentially 
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the mam Mterials« 

^nilffllM fff *H •«"«■^ takei the foUowlag for^. in ftäditioa %9 the 

Tiimekitm nt th* Bdtol UflMBlitoM Qf «"Itural anthropology, studiefl of 

(1) The »tatMtmt that the culture and personality approach derives 

cultural Institutioaa fron childhood experience« (Thia ia a point of view 

«hidi la principelly associated with Kardiner^ work« Soae anthropologists 

have given heavy weight to an understanding of the early developsental years 
w 

as a due to the cultural eaphasea, tout the national character approach does 

not regard the early years of childhood is the source of the cultural foras, 

toot rather as an essential and revealing aspect of the whole process of 

(2) The atateaant that there is no experiaental evidence that single 

eleaenta in the pattern of learning which students of national character have 

used in their delineations produce the specified effects, for exanple that 
j 

swaddling (QLansky and Kenneth Little*), weaning, and harsh eliolnative 

training invariably have certain effects in adult life. There are students 

in this field who are attempting to shew such systematic one-to-one relation- 

ships (ihiting*). However, the national character approach as used tr. this 

Bemorandua is based upon an interpretation of learning as a patterned exper- 

ience in which each item must be evaluated as part of a whole« For exasple, 

the proponents of this one-to-one effect would insist that the practice of 

swaddling Ruasian infants could not be made part of the theoretical apparatus 

for the interpretation of Great Russian character unless it could be shown 

that swaddling always, everywhere, produced comparable effects« But the 

approach of this memorandum is based simply upon the analysis of swaddling 

as one particular way in which Russian infants learn to be Russians, assuming 

/    that they could learn in other ways and that swaddling, administered in other 

*See bibliography 
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contexts would tmve different effects. 

(3) The statement that the national character approach h a reduction 

device by which the historical complexities of groat and diverse cultures 

ore given a false sinplification» To the extent that the enphasis of national 

character studies is upon the delineation of a limited set of dynamics, this 

is true, Just ss the description of an individual in psychiatric terms does 

not sake allowance for the rich content of his life, or of a language in terms 

of its grammar gives no hint of the richness or poverty of the vocabulary« It 

is this aspect of tile approach which makes necessary the following; caution: 

the prediction value of a national character statement increases with the 

number of members of a culture involved and the length of time over which some 

event takes place« While the special capacities of any given individual, or 

the special nature of some event - such as a riot or a purge or a rebellion - 

should fall within the regularities of the national character, it should not 

be expected that they can be derived from them« 

(4) That this approach is appropriate in the understanding of homogeneous 

and relatively slowly changing communities but is inadequate to any understanding 

of complex modem rapidly changing comounities« While it has been possible to 

demonstrate that there are class, caste, regional and occupational differences, 

and differencco among members of different generations, within these larger 

cultures, no convincing demonstration of a deviance which can not be system- 

atically related to the regularities of the wider culture^ of which the sub- 

culture is a part, has yet been made« 

The principal methodological criticism with which proponents of the 
i 
I national character approach themselves identify, is thr.t  the only means which 
5 

hive been available to date for validating their findings have been historical 

predictions, such as the predictions which were made about the Japanese people 

if the Emperor was preserved, which necessarily can not be experimentally 
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teste«! by rerorslog the eoodltioiis« In tJhe ^©laration of this oenoranduiB, 

J[* the findings in the four VOIUMS of fitud|fpt in Soeisl Psychology in World 

US Itk» «hich twsre es^lrical studies pursued without any national character 

«tiiaiptloiMi, hsve be«« used as a cross check on those prooositions «hich 

are presented here about the Aaerican character« Only such propositions 

as are not called in question by any espirical aaterial known to the authors 

have been included« 

The study of national character and findings concerning the national 

character of ABerlcans9 Englishaen, FrenehoeDi Chinese or Great Russians, 

oust be recognized as an applied science, pursued because human societies 

are at present orgc iz^d as nations, and therefore the regularities within 

the characters of all their otohers are relevant to the conduct of all 

nationwide and international enterprises« 

\ 
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b. nsüaa Missal Qaas^gs aaazjaea 
ft« Metraux 

!• Introduction: Th« krw? Situation 

This section will present in brief outline aspects of Aaerican character 

structure that are especially relevant to probleas of adjustaent in the Araed 

Services, particularly the Ar^y, in order to provide a fmsework for disims'- 

sion of the oaterial on other ethnic groups« Wherever possible, illustrations 

«ill be taken fron recently published and unpublished sources on Anerican 

tervicenen. 

Discussions of the problems of servicemen and the statements of the 

servicemen themselves continually refer to differences between civilian and 

Army life - especially to those irstitutional arrangements that require con- 

trasting types of adjustment» Explicitly and implicitly, sych discussionr 

emphasize the contrast between those who at any given tins are inside or 

outside either group. Explicit contrast is indicated in the content of 

behavior analyzed by those who have made formal studies of servicemen« The 

contrasts are implicit in servicemen's conaaents about wshot talk1* and soldier 

vocabulary - which it is assumed may be partly incomprehensible, partly too 

tough for the civilian to take. Acid comment on the susceptibilities of 

civilians is the then» of at least one soldier song: 

Civilian ears are tender 
Aid soldier songs are crude 
And if some woman heard you sing 
She'd think the Army rude. 
So button up your lips, my lads, 
And trudge along unheard; 
A soldier's just a bloody brute, 
He's not a goddam bird.(2) 

^See pp. 210-13 for selected bibliographies on American Character Structure 
and on American Servicemen used for purposes^of this study. 

2Edgar A, Palmef (editor), G. I- Songsr New York, Sheridan House, 19U.« p.66. 
This collection makes constant reference to verses or words deleted from songa 
for reasons of civilian censorship. Likewise in the introduction to The 
Best From Yank there is reference to the incomprehensibility of soldier talk 
and soldier thought to the civilian, 
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Prederick Elkia, in his ertiele on "The Soldier's Iangllage^,,, ooaments 

on the differenee betvesn the popular idea of soldier language and "the real 

thing"9 and suggests that the special language of the soldier (like that of 

other aasculine groups in teerican Society) tends to support group solidarity, 

setting the aen apart and exaggerating this separation from a world that in- 

cludes «ooen and the standards of behavior taught by women. 

In Tte leSCtefla SaiaiSI» contrasting institutions in the Army are 

suanarized as follows« The Army differs from civilian life in 

1« Its authoritarian organization, demanding rigid obedience» 

2« Its highly stratified social system, in which hierarchies of 
deference were formally and minutely established by official 
regulation, subject to penalties for infraction, on and off 
duty. 

3« Its emphasis on traditional ways of doing things and its 
discouragement of initiative, (4) 

and furthermore 

,,»within white civilian American society, there is no yawning social 
chasm as that separating enlisted aen and officers in the Army, 

...The nearest analog/ in civilian life would be that of the social 
relations of whites and Negroes, especially in the South...witness 
the often used phrase "caste system" to describe the Army, (4.) 

And Henry Elkin writes: 

...As soldiers, they entered a peculiar social organization which 
required them to alter radically the images they had of themselves 
and the values by which they lived and which imposed restraints, and 
offered occasions for the release of impulses and feeling, very dif- 
ferent from any they had previously known, (5) 

One reaction was a tremendous emphasis on values associated with the ideal 

Frederick Elkin. "The Soldier's Language", American Journal of Sociology. 
51-5, March 19^6 (4U-422), p. 4U. 
U) Studies in Social Psychology in World War II. U volumes. Princeton 
University Press, 1949-1950. Vol, I, The American Soldier, pp. 55,  56. In 
footnotes in this study, we shall Kreaftor refer to the volumes by the 
title of the particular volume, 
(5) Henry Elkin American Journal of Sociology, 51-5, March 1946 
(408-41:), p. 408, 
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of virility, e. g. toughness, defensiv© Irritability, aggressiveness, self- 

assertion, lopudencc, drinking, profanity, the use of "dirty" words that 

■     reflected the absence of "Mom and teacher" * 

We're the lusty sons of the Seventy-JUnth, 
We lov« to drink and we love to fight, 
We love our anas around a skirt 
And pity the guy «ho does us dirt« 

j We're rough and n%^ed, plenty of guts. 
We'll drive those Nazi bastards nuts. 
We're a bunch of oossin1 heels. 
We take ret poison with our oeals. 

I We like our gin sad plenty of gash. 
To hell with Sargie's corned beef ba8ha## 

We'll win this war in two minutes flat. 
To hell with you if you think that's crap, 
'Cause we know what's right ana we've got the sdght.i« 

Included in this eophasis upon virility there was considerable anxiety 

about and rejection (often explicitly expressed) of over-passivity, on the 

one handf and sycophantism, on the other - any inability to take it and lack 

of solidarity with the group both being phrased in passive homosexual terms» 

In The Ameriean Soldier, the point is made that a men could admit and show 

fear (a point which is stressed continually in the accounts appearing in 

Yank) without being branded as a "weak sister", hut only "so long as it was 

clear that he had done his utmostn9 A soldier is quoted as asking! "ihatsa 

matter, bud - got lace on your drawers?" And a veteran of North Africa con- 

trasts the failure with the real soldier; 

...but he never was a soldier - did typewriting, ran 
errands for officers» He was a suck-ess for a colonel, 
not a real soldier, A real soldier is a guy - he'll 
drink ami swear - but he relies on himselfj a guy that 
con take care of himself,(3) 

A diary is quoted in which the writer describes how climbers were sometimes 

ibid. pp, ao-^ai. 
7 
GI Songs, Op, cit. pp. 156-157 
(8) The American Soldier, Volume II, p. 132 
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puKIitly tr«itMf «• §• "Everyone chorused end aide loud kissing, sucking 

noises at hia as he «alked doan the aisle, which asde Lt, C laugh, but K 

setaed not to have heard«"^ And aptin, in regard to promotions, the farewdl 

editorial of lank is quoteds 

••• and let's put an end to the ridiculous sight of 
eapable young officers prancing around their CO like 
so aany newly rich woaen around a reigning dowager.•• (10) 

At the saae tias, a whole vocabulary developed during the war that re- 

fleeted the attitude that the soldier was soneone acted upon (e. g« selectee, 

draftee, returnee, etc.) 

and El Mn ooanents that 

Aaeriean men ••« lid not think of theoselves as ttaughboys", 
"TooDies", "Püiltus,,, or even as "soldiers" - teras which 
iaply individual human qualities and positive values - 
but as "GtIt8", i, e« Govemaent Issue, each with a "dog 
tag" around his neck« The individual soldier thus saw 
hiaself as an itea of nass production along with G, I« 
clothing, rations, and other materiel"« (12) 

I     So, in a song listing various G« I« objects: 

Tie us neatly In red ribbons 
Wrap us well ir. Christmas tissue 
'Cause we're Uncle Sammy's pride and joyl 
Strictly-Government IssueJ (13) 

Yet «G« I«" wts said "with a sense of pride" and indicated a feeling of 

solidarity among those to whom it applied«^ Accounts of combat all over the 

world, wherever the services took the men and wherever reporters followed them, 

are full of the names of individual men — each with Ms name, hie rank, his 

nickname, some Incident about him and the hometown from which he came« Wherever 

he was, the indivldaul kept his identity intact - with his double relationship 

to his unit and to his home implicitly ackrowledged. The diversity of the men 

, ^Effi A^rlff§P ?9144<?F» Volume I, p. 266, 
(10 Ibid« p. 275 
11 George Herzog, upublished lectures, 1947. 
(l2)Henry Elkin, op« cit« p« 4.08 

f   (l3)Qt U  SffflKPi op« cit, p« 40 
U Frederick Elkin, op, cit« pp, 418-420, 
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who collectively were "G.I," was apparent to th© Boat casual reader#^ 

As reported in the iag4flg SoW<T the ondle«a and continually growing 

voluae of griping aoong soldiers, enlisted sen tad officers alike, centered 

on the slowness of proootions, on the aanner in which proaotions were (and 

were thought to be) given - (this in spite of the fact that between July 1940 

and June 1945, 857,767 aen were cosmissioned as officers  and fey VE Day 

"nearly three and a half aillion enlisted men - half the enlisted strength - 

had acquired non-eooaissioned officers1 chevrons) ; on the relatively 

privileged position of officers vis-a-vij enlisted men, of white servioeaen 

vis-a-vis Negroes; on the relatively deprived position of a whole series of 

groups, etc« The authors of The American Soldier developed a theory of 

17 "relative deprivation" —suoming up the outspoken tendency of men, in what- 

ever position, to feel that they were worse off than others {^# g« the serried 

man who had made "greater sacrifices" in induction than either the single man 

in the Services or the married man who was not Inducted) or that others were 

better off than they. The enlisted man - officer contrast was typically 

stated by the enlisted man: 

/"officers are entitled to7 respect and privileges, but not jeeps, gas, 
whiskey, women,.. 

£ officers? can do no wrong,#- 

whereas the Negro - white contrast is typically stated by the Negros 

Why arenft Negro soldiers given the same chance of advancement,.. 

Why can't NeOToes have fine things like the white boys,,, 

giving a reverse-coin view of the deprivation picture (i, e, why should others 

have more vs. why shouldn't we have the same.) 

But the two are linked in state lents that 

15 The Best From Yank the Army Weekly, Selected by the Editors of Yank, 
New York, E, P, Button and Co., 1945. Passim, 

16 Tfr* ^itigftft SStläto» ©P. cit,. Volume I, pp. 232, 243. 
17 Ibid, pp. 125, 172, 215, 250 and 256, 257, et passim. 
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JoffioQrjff treat eidiated sen like slaves 

the unlisted nan Is Just a man to clean up hie dirt and take what's left over 

(and fro« a Kegro soldier) Why are ws in It - re donH have any rights,(18) 

It Is aignlfleant that «hen officers «ere asked whether enlisted aen*s 

proaotlons went to the nen who were aost deserving, Si%  (sample of Infantry 

divisions training In the United States In 19^) thought that they did. (In 

these saae divisions only 36$ of the enlisted mn thought that enl^ted men's 

proaotlons went to the most deserving.) But when officers were asked about 

officers* promotions only 5lS thought they went to the most deserving» 

•••The evidence accumulated shows that when officers were appraising 
their own promotion situation, they were very nearly as likely to be 
critical as were enlisted men viewing their own chances..,(19) 

And In the same manner9 white soldiers tended to think that Negro soldiers 

were satisfied with their situation in the Army (which is in sharp contrast 

to both the white poldlers1 opinion of th*ir 033 situation and the Negro 

soldiers' opinion about their ggg situation). Thus, It would appear that 

the usual emphasis is upon own relative deprivation, within a group less 

privileged than oMself. 

Thus in making comparative ratings, there was a tendency to see oneself 

wgyse off than someone else - to be relatively deprived. But the whole 

comparative position was succinctly stated by a Navy veteran when he said: 

When we were in back of the combat zone we used to think we were 
better off than the men up in front of us and W9rse off than the 
men behind us, (20) 

And in a poem, a sergeant in Australia uses the double comparative to 

state a dramatic reversal: 

18 Both groups of quotations from The American Soldier, op. cit. Volume I, 
PP, 213, 505, 

( .    19 Ibid, pp. 280-281 
20 The Best From Yank, op. cit., p. ÜA 
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f ktaWe
tre a aotley, rugged, crumbly lot, 

I No subjects for a Sunday suppleaent; 
But sosshow, I dönst think a aan of US» 
Deep down within his heart, would trade his place 
With fortune's darlings in the Stevens lounge« 
Wefre "in" the thing, you see - notquite as mich 
But something like - our buddies at Bataan, 
Corregldor, the Solomons, and lake; 
And because we walk in shabbiness •> unkempt, 
üngroomed - and live with pests, and breathe 
red dust 

And thirst and bake in searing heat, and drown 
In tropic rains - like them - we^ fiercely 

proud. •• (21) 

Thus the full position is a cpmoarativy one, but one that includes relatfcre 

privilege as well as relative deprivation * at least as a porsibllity. For 

instance, a veteran, both of whose legs had been ampvtated (and who is married 

to a nurse who had lost her arms), is quoted as sayingt 

Don't sympathize with as« At least I've got ay SQB« Tou 
should see those guys in the hospital - lying there without 
an7 Iffgg at flrw (20) 

The tendency to dichotomize groups, to polarize attitudes - in this ease 

to form contrasting "we-they" groups, to set up identical contrasts between 

"us" and "them", is a characteristic trait of Americans, no less in the Atmy 

than in politics, in labor situations (the AFL vs« the CIO, business vs. 

labor, etc«), in relation to Government (Congress vs« the President, Govern- 

ment vs« the public, etc«), in sports, and so on - pitting against each other 

groups , different hierarchical levels as consistently as groups of near equals« 

The Infantry, the Infantry, 
With dirt behind their ears. 
They can whip their weight in wildcats 
And drink their weight in beers« 
Thfi fiaate üb« ArtU^gry» 
Tb§ lam Sag&sm» 
ItoY, ggulda't uöLtta Mantonr 
la a tonfrfld, thWMd YMM! 

And the editors' comment to this song is: "By switching the names of the 

 1        ii 

20 unpublished interview 
21 The Best From Yank, op, cit«, p« 84. 



services around a bit, thig noble dlttar senrea alaost anv brands*22 

I**       Thoi«h dlagruntloBent characterised every group, griping »as in certain 

respects aost veheoent aaong those iho, in term of perfonaance, were the 

a»8t satisfaotoxy soldiers, 1. e. 

•••the better educated teided to becoae the most successful in 
the Any, as aeasured fey proaotions, end were least likely to 
be found aaong deviants such as kHQVa or psychoneuro^ics, but, 
thou^ high in personal esprit and personal oomitoent, they 
were - at a verbal level - low in satisfaction with their job 
and status and in approval of the Aroy« (23) 

The relevance of childhood and young adult experience to adjustoent to 

Aray life is stressed throughout foraal discussions of the serviceman* Thus, 

suoaarizing a study of reported childhood experiences, it is said: 

•••stable home background, a healthy childhood, good work habits 
in school, and association with other boys and girls, including 
participation in sports, were assets. (2^) 

And again, the factors of narriage and fatherhood were found to be signifi- 

, -    cant factors in morale: 

•..The Berried men were low, relative to the unmarried, on 
personal esprit and personal conmitment,••. 

^The relative differences in response between married and un- 
married mm tended to remain the same overseas and at home.,/ 
Fathers, with other variables constant, tended to be somewhat less 
favorable on personal commitment than other married men. At the 
end tf  the war, however, fathers had somewhat more favorable atti- 
tudes towards the Army than either married men without children or 
single men, (25) 

The relevance of educt. Üonal achievement - especially the differences 

between those men who had only grade school education and those who had com- 

pleted high school or more - is continually emphasized in analyses of adjust- 

ment to Army life, (But, according to one survey, education was $3%  considered 

to be one of the deciding factors in promotion by the men themselves - irre- 
,26 

spective of the educational level of the individual respondent.)  There can be 

22 fij I, §2Bgä, op. cit. p, 129 
23 The America1 Soldierf op, cit. Volume I, p. 102 and passim, 
(24) Ibid, pp, 133-lU. 
(25) Ibid. p. 108-110. 
(26) Ibid. p. 270 
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little doubt that in the Aaerican km of McrU far II, those who were «ost 

able to confom to eonteaqporary educational standards of preparation for 

civilian life, by and large, were also those who were aost successful in 

(though on occasion most critical of) the Awy, The north of Sergeant York, 

like the ayth of the happy-go-lucky Negro, was shattered when the aan hiaself 

was appraised. The ayths live on, however, in the ainds of the oen - in 

their songs about theaselves and their beliefs about others« 

In another context, it was found "that the nen whose attitudes were K>st 

conformist were the ones aost likely to be proaoted subsequently...the sane 

consistency appears...for high school graduates and college sen and in two 
27 

of the tore© sanples for other men."  But the desire to gain status - to 

28 
becooe officers - mB directly related to the educational level achieved. 

Including the picture of the contrast between Army life and civilian 

life Itself, the characterizations of the Aaerioan soldier briefly aentioned 

here, and the rays in which the Artoy handled its probloas (e. g« the steadily 

increasing number of men who were proaoted in the course of World War II, 

the constant sampling of the men to learn their own opinion, etc.) are to be 

referred back to more general Aaerican attitudes - expectations about behavior 

that reflect American character structure. 

Because - in spite of regional, class and ethnic differences - expecta- 

tions about the family and the experiences of children are those aost coraaonly 

shared by Americans, and also because the preseutation of the material in this 

form will highlight likenesses and differences between the expectations of 

Americans and other ethnic groups, the data on American character structure 

will be stated largely in terms of child rearing in the family, followed by 

sone more general statements of themes relevant to American character 

structure. 

27 Ibid, p. 263. 
28 Ibid, Table 5, p. 240. 
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The following propositions represent a series of expectations about 

the families in which Asterieans grow up. Individually, there are large and 

saaU faailiesy families I^K» live doubled up with relatives and others with 

borken hooes, progressive parents and conservative ones, strict and leniant 

Bothers, fathers who are tough and others who are good guys, children who 

get along with each other the way kids ought to and some who are always 

fighting. The characteristics that matter (e, g, the composition of the 

family, who is present or absent) and the descriptive terms that cluster around 

them (e. g« large-snail, progressiv^^conservative, strict-lenient) ere ways of 

describing what the expectations are and the extent to which a particular 

family conforms to the expectations, 

and %W& gggtoe sttüdisau smssikL pk^w^i as SL&JLasd-a stol* 9f ^gi 
the latter may be slightly the elder. 

These are th« relatives v:.o appear in soldiers' songs, e, g, 

Ify      Up SkS&SLt S^Q works in 'i laundry, 
Ify father, be fiddles for gin. 
Up mother, she takes in washing — 
Ify God, how the money rolls inj (2) 

and 

,,,A visit with Ife, with sister and £a, 
A soldier boy^ dream of heaven,,, (z) 

and Perhaps you have a mother. 
likewise a sister too, 

And maybe you have a sweetheert 
to weep and. mourn for you,,, (2) 

iFor a bibliogrophy of published materiols on American charscter structure, 
see pp, 210-213, Except where an author is directly quoted, the detailed 
points in this section are not footnoted. There ore, however, footnote 
references to unpublished reports, some prepared for the purpose of this 
memorandum, and to related raaterials, 

(2) Q. L §2agg> PP. 161, 33, 133. 
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\       2, The faaily live» by Itaelf » in an urban apartaent. a guburten or rurq 

f  house of it» oro » apart froa parents-in-Iay and other relatlvei -in*, W- 

{ Relatives are «eleoae vlsitori tn one another1 a hoaee, Imt 
J hemes do not provide living apace for long-tit» guests (the 
] guest-rooa aay serve a double purpose 9 or the guest-bed aay 
| be a convertible couch in the faadly living roos) or for 

such outsiders as servants, 

3. UM taailxJa smsM ta tes SSSBS&SSüLL tojeaa^gafc yW ^a »to 

r^r^MS fff ^h<? gftUdrgg ¥WB,^C WlBi« ^h« faeUy group is not expected to 

receive assistance froa partnts~ln-law or other relatives nor is it expected 

to make financial contributions to the living of kin« 

Conmon exceptions to this situation are el^ariy widows who say 
live with and help or be helped by a child and widows and 
divorcees with young children who aay move in with some other 
relative, (3) 

The stress upon having separate living arrangenents and upon economic inde- 

pendence have important repercussions upon attitudes towards military service 

among both men and women. In a recent qualitative study of attitudes towards 

"drafting everyone" and another of attitudes towards setting up "different 

criteria for drafting different groupsn, men and women interviewed stated 

that special consideration should be given to fathers (family men, fathers with 

large families, men supporting large families) as against single men; those 

who thought that, women should be drafted now or "in an emergency" said that 

moth^g should be erempted because "their children need them" or that on^y 

single wczm should be drafted or allowed to volunteer.  The relationship 

between marriage and fatherhood and personal morale and personal commitment 

among servicemen in World War II has already been referred to (see above p, 35 ), 

(3) Margaret Mead. Male and Female. New York, William Mrrro* and Co,, 1949, 
p, 326, For an extended statement of the implications of this style of 

i     family living, see Chapter XVI, "Each Family in a Home of Its Own". 
* Unpublished study based on approximately 500 interviews and written 

statements ^collected between mid-December and mid-February 1951, analyzed 
1     by Rhode Metraux, 
j 28 
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4. Bcrtfr nar^it are regard«! aa necessary to the tipbrlnging of the children. 

bat while mrrlage is entered into "for life" it is also (except MEM! certain 

religioua group«) regarded M tffllllnaMfl fa ,>1t'h<>r "tytn^- As divorce aay 

JUnrolve the re-aarrlage of one or both parents, children of divorced parents 

aay have "two hones" rather than a "broken hose"« 

Probleos related to the faaily - to the fidelity of husband or 
wife or sweetheart, to illness and death in the family, to the 
care of the children - were a aajor source of concern to service- 
aen and civilians alike during World War II« They have been 
widely reported in a great variety of sources« 

Deta in TTlft AlttlfiM Soldier froffi serviceoen's reports of their ggjl childhood 

experience indicate that "of the high school graduates 1&% came from hones 

broken by death or separation before the respondent wac 16 years old; among 

the non-high school graduates, 25^« The data here suggest that "broken hones" 

was not a factor in adjustment to the army, for there was a negligible dif- 

ference in the percent of those fron broken homes between those men regarded 

as Best Adjusted {21%)  and the Psychoneurotics (27%) and the AWOL's (24£) • 

5 
The American Soldierr op cit. Volune I, Chart VI, p« 133, 134. 

Theodore Iddz ("Psychiatric Casualties fron Guadalcanal? A Study of Reactions 
to Extrene Stress" in PsvehJatrv. Hi 3, August 1946, pp« 193-213) in his 
discussion of the breakdown of Marines who had had excellent adjustment to 
combat conditions until they were subjected to extreme and very prolonged 
deprivation and stress, found that two-thirds of the initial cases eventually 
said that they came "from homes that were disrupted by separation of parents, 
narred by the death of a parent, or by severe alcoholism or insanity of a 
parent," 

This is a more inclusive list than that in The American Soldier material, 
and refers not to a larger population but to statements made only "by those 
who were casualties - and casualties in a specific situation. The data there- 
fore are not necessarily as contradictory as it would at first appear« A 
nurber of different studies have demonstrated how historically disparate 
factors, united in the same person, result in a variety of syndromes, see for 
instance 

Hilde Bruch and Grace Touraine. "Obesity in Childhood, V« The Family Frame of 
Reference." Psychosomatic Medicine, Vol. 11:2, April 1940 (141-206). 
Sheldon Glueck and Eleanor T, Glueck. Criminal Careers in Retrospect. 
New York, Commonwealth Fund, 1943. 
David Levy. Maternal Qverprotection. New York, Columbia university Press, 1943. 
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!    WB a aJa? J gf a^ceplfftl?^ Vdwi^gri aba U ^t 41gfflPl^rlap g^ ^ ?fWrCT 

j  of who and ufaat 1» right and wrong, good and bad for the chUdren. It is tlw 

mother ifao decides upon the dutlaa. acoorda prlvllegee and a^teo wt reiardi 

and puniahaents. Thus It lo the »other «ho chiefly cares for the infant, 

I   teaches the s»ül child regularity, self-control and will power, initiative 

and self-assurance as it learns to eat properly, is toilet trained, learns to 

walk end fend for itself in a rooa full of objects and a plavgrorad full of 

other children; it is the «other who Bakes deaeads upon the children - that 

they progress in the right direction, that they respond, that they succeed 

in meeting the demands upon then Bade by the school, the neighborhood and their 

age sates; it is she who punishes by withdrawal of affection and rewards by 

giving affection, by her satisfaction and praise, by the privileges she accords. 

)     U rrtfltlffl ^> hip mg wWto« thei t9^r4g ft^ertfr^ mlwew ^ asm&iasM 

fraternally allying himself with thea against the mother on the side of aale- 

n^ss (which beeoaes defined as escape from women and woatn set standards into 

sloppiness, relaxation to lower class standards, enjoyment of stag parties 

and so on, as well as appreciation of toughness and touchy aggressiveness, 

etc.). In relation to his daughters the father rather enjoys being affection- 

ately pushed around (being made a sucker in a good cause, giving in to the 

daughter against the mother); he hopes his daughter will work at being attractive 

and will display qualities of "leadership11 and "initiative" - but not too ouch. 

This means that good behavior and the desirable states that go with 
it (good health, efficiency, respectability, etc,I and the rewards 
that come with success - affection and regard and privilege - are 

j regularly linked with women-taught standards of propriety and well 
I being for both men and women. 

i For the boy it means that standards of behavior are set without 
specific content (so the mother teaches him when to fight, but not 
how to fighti that sports are good, but not how to play games). 
The specific content learned from the frther may be at variance 
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with tile standards set by the aotber« It aeens that there is 
aabivalence between "good" behavior that is related to "othical1' 
behavior and "responsibility'', on the one hand, and "good" be» 

^ havior that is related to «sleness and a sort of conspiracy 
\ against «oaen, on the other. So he imist find nays of striking 

an acceptable balance between virile behavior and the behavior 
on whiGh success is based in his own and others« estinetion. 

For the girl it aeans that there is congruence between f»ainine 
and "good" behavior; froa her nother she learns that it is she 
who sets the style and fron her fsther she learns that it is 
she who sets the pace and the Imitations upon his indulgence, (6) 

It is evident that, for the tov. the Armv is expressive of »ale standards 

backed by the father. The principal expectations of the father, expressed 

in such phrases as "Be tough and do tough things" or «Show the« you can take 

it" or "Stand up to hia and fight" or "Don't be a sissy" or "Roll up your 

sleeves and show thea" are the qualities that, aaong others, sake a good 

fighting oan and are expressly adarUed by other soldiers« Goldbrlcking 

(when it does not adversely affect the welfare of the group) is acceptable; 

"slopplness" is a virtue applied to one's oan group (but a vice applied to 
I others)* There is rueful syapathy for the aan who tries and cannot quite 

aake the grade (Sad Sack), but contempt fcr the one who won't try or who lets 

his pals down (the nan with "no guts", the one who is "yellow") and for the 

sycophant (the "apple polisher", the "boetlicker", the "brown nose", the oan 

who "sucks up" to superiors or subordinates). From their songs, it appears 

that the men in branches of the services that are regarded as lesa masculine 

turn the accusation into a chip-on-the-shoulder - daring anyone else to say 

what they themselves have said: 

Here we go into the file case yonder. 
Diving deep into the drawer 
Here it is, buried away down under 
That snafued stuff ^e've been searching for. 
Off we go into the CO,'s office 
Where we get one heluva roar. 
We live in miles of paper files 
But nothing will stop the Army Chair Corps, (7) 

| '   (^) For a discussion of the theme of the good-bad girl in American culture, cf, 
'    Nathan leites and Martha Wolfenstein: ^ykg, A Psygfr9l9Kl9Pl ßMY> Glencoe, 

Illinois, The Free Press, 1950. 
(7) fitli Sfiflggi op, cit. pp. 137, 118, 
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or 
ibftt «ould the Anj do wlthooi the Sogiaeera? 
Can «ayose tell m «hat they would do? (7) 

The defeMive chellenge - as «ell as the «ry hiaor - la clearly related to 

the sore obviooa statMMSites 

Olif «e
1!^ the boys from Co# A, 

ffefre not 00 «eiy iwatf 
We aeldoa «ash our hands. 
We never «ash our feet; 
We,re nuts about the «ooen 
We1^ cnsy about the boose« 
0hf «e^e the boys froa Co« A, 
No«( «ho the hell are youse? (8) 

Current attitudes towards draftü« «oaen, aoemg sen and «aen, reflect expecta- 

tions of good behavior ("It Isn't necessary to draft «oaen, they «HI volun- 

teer") as «ell as the deaand that «onen should not be classed with sen aa 

"fighters" but should keep to their o«n sex role — or at aost should replace 

sen in industry or in thetay Chair Corps"• The dangers of «oaen infiltrating 
9 

the aale world of the Amy is rationalised as protection of «oaan«  The 

obvious iaplication of references to «oaen iq the services is that the aen are 

driven to an even acre drastic assertion of aasculinity, and the noiHfighting 

jobs carried on by aen becoae even more suspect, e« g« 

The lACS and WAVES are winning the war 
So what the hell are we fighting for? (10) 

and 

Take down your service flag, aother, 
Your son is in A#S,T,P,, 
Heleasing a WAC for duty 
On battle fronts over the sea, (10) 

And a writer, describing Infantryaen's pride in themselves, refers to a group 

who were given a chance to go into the Aray service forces and refused to do 

so because "they were not interested in 'replacing WAC's for active duty'". 

They looked upon noncoabat men as "sale WAC's" and "chairborne troops", (11) 

(8) Ibid, p. 157. 
° unpublished report on attitudes toward drafting everyone, op, cit, 
(10) Q.I» Songs, op, cit, "Madeaoisolle froa Araentiers", pp, 72-77, and p, 89« 
(11) Anmjyaoua, "The Making of an Infantryaan", Aaepican Journal of Sociology. 

51:5, March 19^6 (376-379), p. 376. 
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7.   T>u. g^flgflidfl to toM Qf »fa1*5*1 ^r«nt8 train their children ao4 judge 

mil dflMrffl1! WMii aBfl to tem OL m& t&St P*mw aye urre4 t? 

■l^dgg ^hfito m mmn m ftä nW** ^ hsas* *** approved model for 

the child is ite om peer grott). As the child of iamigrant partnts turned 

to teachers and age Bates to learn how a child lite itself ought to act - 

telling the ©other «hat these explanations «ere; as the modem mother turns 

to tiie experts to tell her how to care for and «hat to expect from children 

bom at the mm tlae as her child, compares other children to her own, and 

her child to these others, it becomes more difficult to Judge siblings in 

terms of each other (especially if they are far apart in age). The child's 

success in comparison to others dose to his age (his peer group) is a 

validation both of the mother^ efforts and of the child1 s. Hence, mother's 

love is given or withdrawn, privileges are extended or withheld in terms cf 

the «ay a child continually measures up to these age mates. Failure to meet 

the standards not only brings down mother's disapproval, but also creates 

anxiety lest one be rejected from the very group against whom one should be 

judged, on whose approval one depends for a sense of well-being, and for 

whom one is also legitimately a critic and admirer. One sees here one source 

of the contempt for the roan who will not measure uo and the empathy for the 

man who cannot onite fankfi the grade. At the same time, the child who out- 

strips the group entirely is put in the awkward position (and its parents 

are put in the awkward position) of possible being given (and of giving) 

rewards for deserting the group of legitimate judgment, (This i8f in soldiey 

The IntroJected parental image involves a constant sensitivity to the 

reactions of those like oneself - which Riesman has insightfully called the 

12 
"radar conscience" of the "other-directed personality",  and which Fromm, 

12 
David Riesman, The Lonely Crowd, New Haven, Yale University Press, 1950, 



j  looking at Americaiu from the vantage point of European paychoanalysis, has 
I 
I  teraed "the marketing orientation* in which, he writes, "the concept of self 
I I 

f  shifted from "I aa what I possess1 to »I ao as you desire ae"1. About this 

I  personality, he writes: ",.. ho is interested in hiaself, iaoensely interested 

I  in his success on the aarket, but 'he1 is th© aanager, the employer, the seller 

1 13 
j  — and the coamodity*,  What the child learns, under the guidance of the 

!  sother, is to find itself and to set its pace and style by a series of approxi- 
I 
3 

i  nations made by itself as a member of a group tuned to its meabers reactions. 

The Congressman "with his ear to the ground", the committee 
"feeling its way", the report of the opinion survey, the 
advertisement telling "you« what people like you are wearing, 
eating, making themselves attractive with, each in their way 
reflect this internalized sensitivity. 

Just as the mother is expected to keep up with the times, 
adjusting her techniques to the newest findings of the ex- 
perts, so also the business executive, the Ajjny, etc, should 
be prepared to scrap one style of management for a more 
effective one» 

In a discussion of Marine Corps contributions to the war 
and particularly the importance of amphibious operations, 
the following statement is quoted: "% military education 
and experience in the first World War has all been based on 
roads, rivers and railroads". General Marshall confessed in 
1943, "During the last two years, however, I have been ac- 
quiring an education based on oceans,,." (H) 

Similarly, two reversals in the style of training are referred to in 
the following quotation: 

"The Army has shucked the quaint idea, highly publicized in 
i950? of using the polite and gtatle approach in making new 
soldiers. It is back to the service's traditional chewing 
out technique. The soldier-makers* language is almost three 
dimensional and generously salted,,. Recalls - officers and 
non-coms of World War II - soy it is a vital ingredient in 
soldier processing. Certainly it gets resultso,." And the 
writer finishes the article with the statement: "They will 
be better üoldiers, in the opinion of the men who trained 
them, than the peacetime Arny that was rushed into Korea,,, 
You will be proud of them", (15) 

13 ' 
Erich Fromm, Man for Himself. New York, Rinehart and Co,, 1947, pp, 136, 77, 

(14) Quoted in a review by George McMillan of Jeter A, Isely and Philip A, 
Crowl: THE US MARINES AND AMPHIBIOUS WAR, Now York Times Book Reviews, 
February 18, 1951 

(15) Meyer Berger, "The Making of an American Soldier," New York Times Magaziae, 
FebruaryB, 1951, pp, 7, 34-38. 
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B0   WUh Ha wclMisit upon achieveacnt - in which gucceas is rewarded tar 

aUtt^La iffll ^tolbsj i? ^m^r ^ft ^Ui la g2aflkB£Lz p^h?d to ^ 
liaita of It» c^Mdtlet* and with the «»pbarls UPOB own age group as the 

standard aakere. aa the puce letters, for oneself (as one hope« to become 

I MM gfMCT flffito ttfö U9WB 9Pft8ilf )i ttK BSaaafiS^ f9ffMP of Btt9nU9B 

IB »BflB But MMlU» 

In these teras9 near age siblings and age nates among friends are both 

the rivals to be outdistanced and the group from which one should not move* 

This Mans that fighting must be fair and it is better when now one and 

now the other "«ins11 - so that each one has some successes to his account« 

It means that no victory should put one mimber of the group at a decided ad- 

vantage - but also that opponents should be evenly matched ("pick on someone 

your own sizo" is both a comnent to the big boy who fights the small one and 

a conment by the big one who is attacked by the small one). In these termsf 

it means that in the rivalry of elder and younger siblings, there is a con- 

stant matching up of unlikenesses9 comparisons of differences that measure 

success and determine reward» 

So, for instance, in working out a point system of discharge from the 
Arny in World War II, a whole series of different situations were made 
coiBBensrTQble with one another - and servicemen argued about such 
things as how many campaigns argued about such things as how many cam- 
paigns ought to be equal to a child, or, on the other hand, whether or 
not hnvipg been in a combat area ought to be equal to having been in 
actual battle, etc« 

It is significant that the point system of dischnrge was very favorably 
received on the whole (at the beginning 69% of the men sampled thought 
it ires "very good" or "fairly good", and only 9% thought it was "no 
good at all"), and the criticisms that gradually occumulated had to do 
with the way it was carried out (not in terms of "fairness" but in 
terms of doing a Kgood job^). It is also significant that own status 
had considerable effect upon the weight given any one factor (fathers 
giving preference to fatherhood, those in the servicoa a longer period 
emphasizing longevity, etc.). The fact that the point system was 
based upon the expressed preferences of the servicemen themselves (and 
was supported against the demands of various lobbies and some groups 
within the Armed Forces) is Itself illustrative of the weight of the 
"peer group" in making decisions acceptable. (16) 

(16^ The American Soldie^ OP. cit. Volume Ir Chapter XIr pp. rawa. "^ ~ 
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KBABIIW « hftianeft within thu pear group put« hftflTY eichaaJB jpon "doing 

one's share" - nelthar more nor lee«. Doing more than one's «tao« (and so 

exposing others to the accusation that perhaps they are not acting up to 

rapacity| oaybe ought to be doing more) ran be accepted and excused in the 

man who defines himself as a sucker - «»I was a sucker, I asked for it" or 

"I'm always a goat for work,,," He is excused in terras of being something 

j  of a fool (as sucker is also used for the man who "buys the Brooklyn Bridge8) 

but he deserves what he gets, if it can be defined as a punishmont« Doing 

more than one's ahare is inexcusable if the intention if to curry favor or 

special favors or to expose the others in the group (so the man who stood 

\       out in a group in the Array by parading his knowledge in front of officers, 

as much as the one who wat especially obsequious, was accused of "brown- 

nosing" and "ass sucking", etc.); the punishment in this situation comes 

from within the group itself. Doing one's share also means not letting the 

group down - having pride in the group to a sufficient extent and being 

sufficiently related to the group that "getting a job done" by the group 

carried one through in spite of personal disinclination. 

So, for instance, it was found that generally speaking men 
were able to resist the physical and nervous strain of heavy 
bomber duty (signs of which increased with the numberof flights) 
up to the completion of the number of required flights, but 
there was no feeling that there ought to be willingness to 
serve after that on the same sort of duty, (17) 

Similarly, there was a very rapid alteration of feeling ex- 
pressed by men in the European Theater of Operations between 
April 1945 and August 1945» So, in April, 16% of the men 
sampled stated that they had not yet done their share, and 
6256 stated that they had done their sharo but were willing to 
do more. In August, 8156 of the men stated that they had done 
their share and ought to be discharged and only 16% that they 

. had done their share but were willing to do more. In April the 
; majority of men felt they had done their share - bat were 
I willing to acknowledge that the job was not finishedj in August 
I they felt the job itself was done, (18) 

\      17 Ibid, pp, 362-387 
I      18 Ibid, p, $61. 
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Th« anxiety lest one exploit others in the group {by doing more or less 

than one's o« share) or that one aay be exploited hy others (#10 set the 

pace too high by doing more than their share or who do not aake an adequate 

contribution) keeps the neobers of the group eternally watchful that no one 

will "get away with sooething11. In the sane way this anxiety about being 

exploited keeps groups watchful of one another» This is a negative sanction 

for keeping the oeobers of a group "in line" and different groups going at a 

like pace« 

But as the peer group is the priraioal validating group of the successes 

of all who belong within itP there is also a premiua upon sociability and the 

giutual recognition of achievement. This means that the "lone wolf", the 

"rugged individualist" or the "solitary dreamer" - those who will not or can- 

not join in - not only may be left without recognition for their own 

achievements, whatever they are, but that the absence of these individuals - 

their unwülingness to share, to judge and to be Judged - detracts from the 

achievements of others« 

In analyzing reported childhood experiences of servicemen, it was 
found that "going around in a bunch" was a diagnostic sign of good 
adjustment to the Amy and that going around mostly "by yourself" 

"   a diagnostic sign of poor adjustment, (Going around with "one or 
two" others was not indicative though the largest percentage of 
the men in the cross section, 52$, fell into this group.) So in 
the Best Adjusted Group 4.351 went around in a bunch and only 6% by 
themselves1 in the  Psychoneurotic group 18% end in the AWOLs 25% 
went around in a bunch; but 31$ and 3A% respectively went around 
by themselves, (19) 

Furthermore it was found upon investigation that Psychoneurotics 
reported less interest in "body contact" sports - football, base- 
ball, etc, - than the Best Adjusted group, slightly (but not 
significantly) more interest in the non-body contact sports only - 
tennis, etc., and a singularly higher proportion of them were little 
interested in or were disinterested in sports. (The majority of 
the men in the Best Adjusted group played both body and non-body 
contact sports), (20) 

(19) The American Soldier> op, cit. Volume I, Chart VI, p. 133 
(20) Ibid, p, U3 
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Again, aaong the a&m groups9 in r^ard to "dating", the 
■ajority of the Beet Adjusted group (62$) reported that they 
went out with glrla about as mich as other boy« did {26% 
thought they dated leas often, and 12% more often than other 
boya). Leas than half the Paychoneurotic group and the AHOLe 
(42? in each case) thought they dated about the aase aa other 
boys, but whereas a high proportion of the Payehoneurotic 
group (41$) reported that they dated ieaa often, the AWOLa 
reported going out »ore often (30$), So one gets a spread, 
with the Best Adjusted group keeping in pece and the poorly 
adjusted groups falling out of pace with their age aated in 
their dating behavior, (21) It la perhaps noteworthy in this 
connection that a relatively large proportion of the Psycho- 
neurotic group were narrled before entering the Amy» (21) 

In these reports and others, one sees a reflection of the adjusted individual 

as one who has at least one or two friends but who is also likely to go 

around in s crowd, who can stand physical contact with others like hinself, 

who sets his standards of cross sex relations moreor less by the group (with 

perhaps some feeling that he isn't quite as successful as the others in his 

relations to girls or ceres less about the©)« He can compete with individuals 

and play as a member of a teem, 

9.  cfeaässib itea tiföY tore gaaslskd Stete tsasal sdasfl&LflBj arg anssted ta 

l^v$ hom? ifg>|cfi ajgfr (fflfls %9 aa jagrngte s&sfffc ag, ntUg fcnrg) anfl/gr 

marry. This leaving home is phrased neither as rebellion against the home nor 

aa a triumphant end of tutelage, but as the autonatically accepted next step: 

the ability to take the next step has been achieved, but once achieved the 

promotion is automatic (as the child who has completed grade school automati- 

cally goes on to high school and then perhaps to college - each a step away 

from "guided" towards "elected" activities). In these terms, each success, 

each successfully completed stage - eagerly looked forward to before it is 

achieved, afterwards becomes a stepping stone, not a resting place. 

The feeling that each step follows smoothly upon the other and the 

importance of completing each unit as one goes along is reflected in current 

comnent on the draft - namely that boys should be permitted to complete a unit 

(21) Ibid, Chart VI, p. 133, Chart II, p, 1U, 
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(the school year, hl^ school, college, their professional training, as the 

\ case aay be) before starting soaething ols^ - with special consideration to 

those «ho are alsost finished« 

The conon Aroy gripes about always "being told what to do*, about the 

absence of opportunities for Initiative, should be seen partly in the light 

of the expectation that tho individual will rise from one step to the next 

as he is able to take initiative - whereas initiative at any level is 

necessarily of a specially limited sort in the Anay# Tho weight of constantly 

being told what to do (and of not having anything else to do but tell) is 

satirised in a song, where the point is oade: 

The captain told the lieutenant 
To polish up the floor; 
The lieutenant told the sergeant. 
And, gee, but he got sorel 
The sergeant told the corporal 
Who got mad as he could be« 
I've just talked to the corporal, 

I So I guess It's up to otel (22) 

10, Barents of adult children are expected to self-sufficient as well as 

econoBieallv independent of then and to follow their own pursuits, lith the 

tie UP between independence and achievement ond relating oneself to ono's own 

peers so strong, the loss of any one of these symbols of maturity may mean the 

loss of maturity in one's own and others' eyes. This means that at all ages, 

from early childhood to old age, it is necessary to assert one's ability to 

stand on one's own feet, to adjust oneself to the changing circumstances of 

one's progress from one stage to the next, to see familiarity in a context or 

situation rather than in specific content« This also means that responsibility 

revolves around those who are not yet mature for whom one is responsible and 

the peer group to whom one is responsible, but responsibility is not turned 

upward towards those who are older, who are ahead of one in the line - for to 

assume responsibility for them is to denegate their independence and maturity, 

(22) &uLuS2Sßfi, «P. cit. p« 22 
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Sof for Instancei the Aiaerican attitude towards the "old" 
European countries includes a mixture of adairation for 
aehieveaents (with a concooRitant need to say they have not 
achieved so much, have fallen behind), anxiety lest with 
their greater experience they try to put soaething over on 
us| and a feeling that they ought to be able to look out for 
themselves« In contrast, the "younger" countries - who may 
be backward (not yet mature) - are easier to help though 
this ought to lead to self-help (so we bring thousands of 
students, technicians and business aen, etc« to learn how 
to do American things for themselves), and we are troubled 
by the uneasy feeling that, on the one hand, we may be acting 
to them in authoritarian ways or may be teaching them 
dependency, (23) 

This is one of the attitudes that makes the officers fair game for the enlisted 

man and non-commissioned officer. For in discussions of officer - enlisted 

man problems, officers are not only accused of having and making unwarranted 

use of extra "privileges1', or of acting in an authoritarian way to their 

subordinates, but also of being "irresponsible" - ("He is in a better position 

to look out for Number One" one writer comments),^ With the absence of 

feelings of responsibility towards those in higher echelons (so that every 

man must have an individual and personal commitment to the job that has to 

get done) sniping at those above is a safe activity and the most likely 

accusations are that the officers are dominating (treating an adult as if he 

were a dependent, or treating him like a thing - non-human) or are irrespon- 

sible (are concerned only with their own adult independence)« Songs like 

"I'll tell you where they were" illustrate the theme of Irresponsibility that 

increases with rank: 

.»«If you want to know where the privates were, 
I'll tell you where they were: 
Up to their necks in mudj,««- 

If you want to know where the corporals were 
I!ll toll you whore they were: 
Cutting up that old barbed wirei,,» 

I (23) Unpublished report on American attitudes towards older end younger 
!    chantries, prepared by Rhoda Metraux, 194.9, 

{  Arnold Rose» "The Social Structure of the Army." American Journal of 
Sociology. 51:5, March 1946. (361.-3U). p. 362.   ^ ^  ~ 
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,,,If yon "nant to know »here the sergeants were, 
Ifll tell yoü ^ier© they were« 
Drinking up the privates* rta..# I 

• ••If you want to know where tiie captains were \ 
Vll tell yon irtiere they were: 
Dom in the dMp dngonii.^« 1 

•••If you want to know where the majors were 
I'll tell you where they weros | 
Playing with the aadeAoleelles^« \ 

\ 
•••If you want to know where the colonelB were * 
I'll tell you where they were: | 
Way behind the linos«..(25) 1 

Froa the enlisted oan's point of view the effective officer is the one who 

is tough with himself and tough in teaching his men to look out for them- 

selves, e, g. 

Finding the right officer was not so easy.,* 
In brute strength Thompson was as rough a. 
customer as the men he was to lead...Today 
there isn't a man among the scouts who wouldn't 
crawl on his stomach to hell with a sack of 
hand grenades if Captain Thompson or Lt, 

| Earl C, Acuff suggested it, (26) 

who can take it with the best of his men and better, e, g. 

Uncle Joe (Stilwell) can usually be found i 
#here the fighting is thickest^, \ 

who identifies with the men, e. g* 

What goes for General Stilwell goes for his meru 
They wear clothes beat adapted for jungle fighting, 
without fear of being eaten out by some very GI 
superior» 

whoso objectives are the same as his men's: 

Uncle Joe's one ambition is to win the war and 
get the holl home as quickly as possible» He 
has no personal post-war political or business 
aspirations« When peace comes, he plans to 
retire from the Amy and settle down with his 
^«oy t  (27) 

(25) G, I. Songs, p, 232-23^. 
(26) Tb^25.';.^rr:5. Jark. An account of "The Alaska ScoutsM, p, 190, 
(27) QiKjt5f.:.ons Vocv.i: General Stilwell from Ed Cunningham! "Stilwell: 

the GIs' Favorite." The Beet Froa Yank. 
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and who then can «alntain his privileged position in which the enlisted 

aan can identify with hint 

I wont a life 
Just like the life 

' That Colonel Griffith leads. 
| He has a jeep, 
! All wo have is feet, 
j And, l-oy, do we use then»28 

In fact, for the Aneriean, a solution to the problea of superordimtion 

subordination is to turn the situation into one rather of the relationship 

between elder and younger menbers of fraternal groups - in which the elder 

is a step ahead, has more experience and nay have had different experience 

froäi the younger which he can teach him, in which the younger is eager to 

lasrn in order to find his own wav. but in which both maintain their inde- 

pendence and remain related to their own peer group, ami in so doing are 

able to identify with each otter» 

ii,  "ttofltö" U sifeaiiaBa^z Ctefto^i "tfru?* Hs *% üsätejsaaim 9f (a) 

ttftplqc? yherg m Km up M (*?) ,&s vtew F**??? Q^ OT UY?» - jrt^ jfebs 

expectation that these will be different places^ As a variant, "hoBe* may 

be the last place one lived, before one has settled down in a new place« 

One is expected to have nostalgic memories of the whomen one has left behind 

one ("back home" - for better or worse is s place where things are done 

differently from here and now), but it is having a hoas. - not a particular 

and single home Immovably defined - that matters» "Why don't you go beck 

where you came from|B is the retort to the individual who extolls a past 

over a present home» 

So, traditionally, home has been both the settled town 
in the East from which the family started out and the 
homestead which they built at the frontier. For the 
immigrant, home tos been in another country and is in 
this one. (So, fbr instance, a Puerto Rican informant, 
who was asked to help locate other Puerto Ricans to be 
interviewed - among some 20 Puerto Rican bom persons 

w~  
fit It S^fig» P. 195. 



ia a T00»f answered i ^There are no Puerto E leans &§£§, 
there are Puerto Rlcans at hoaeB. that is. In Puerto 
Rico.) (29) 

«Hc®e town frieKd»*or "the people beck hoBe" are those 
with ihom GOß grew up or who live where one once lived 
a longer time - they are not necessarily current friands. 
Depending upon the context of the situation, "people from 
hone" may refer to those fron a town, fro® a state, fron 
a region, or - for Americans abroad - anyone from the 
United Stetes. Reversing the direction, American soldiers 
on occupation duty in Germany and elsewhere visited the 
homes from which their grandparents and parents had set 
out for the United States - for the most part assuring 
themselves that thqy had done a good thing too. 

For a person on the move, nostalgia may be for the last 
place he has spent any length of time - as when it was 
reported in the press that American troops on occupation 
duty in Japan were homesick for the united States, but 
when they got to Korea were nostalgic for life in Japan, 
of which they then sometimes spoke as whomeB# The rapid 
alteration of Jünerican soldier attitudes when they came 
into contact with German civilians after V£ Day has been 
reoarked upon in many sources» One study compering 
servicemen^ attitudes in April and August 1945 indicated 
an increasingly sympathetic attitude towards Germans and 
their individual and personal problems - coupled with 

I continued support of a tough policy towards G^pnany. (30) 

(29) unpublished interviews on drafting everyone, opi cit^ 

(30) Ifeg Ar-yfcap gofrd^, op. cit-. Volume II, pp. $61-573. 
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I 
III. Aaerican Character Structure: ifa.lor Theaes1 

1« Relationship« to Tiae 

For Aaericans the aaJor tl»» orientation la to the future i th» 

Golden Age li ahaad and can be a<Mev^ "if you work hard* or "if yott get 

a lucky break". Phrased as an optlniat^c coMltaent to change (progreaa). 

I 
l In these terns "llvlng Jg the pest* j^Ä "lining ifi the future* are 

escapes froa present reality pendtted the old and the young (providing It 
■   is not a total preoccupation) but dlsaHoned in the active adult except as 

a leisure tiae activity (pleasures^ but not serious prograas can be "(Hit 
of this world*)• Cosaon contrast figures are the conservative (or *die 
hard") and the idealist (soaetiaes "starry ayes*) between whoa the realifftf 
the expexiaenter9 the progressive wall» a wary path hoping to succeed, 
fearing to fail« 

a. Ba p^gt ig AiP9rtyrt ?g A rtwn 9t Bng^g^ .nlflW *9 tflpff» 
not goals« (And precedents also can be broken.) 

i# So the Puritan ethic of work and reward is explicitly invoked 
I as an approved aeans of achieving goals that continually change« 
a 

11« So the Frontier represents a situation within which the exercise 
of Individual initiative was essential and was rewarded* 

The living quality of the frontier image in entirely new ciroua» 
stances is illustrated in a recent statement that foundations must 
"act boldly an! creatively at the frontiers of knowledge, especially 
at those strategic segments of the frontier where free action is 
most urgently needed* before the Government ean be Interested in 
contributing funds to a particular program* 

Or again, Aaarlc&ns discussed heatedly during World War II and during 
the Berlin air lift * both occasions when determination and great 
affort were needed to reach the desired goals - where in Europe 
American boundaries should be located« 

ill« The American Revolution Is regarded as a rejection of authority 
by the people as a whole, repeated Individually hy the children of 
immigrants as they rejected their fathers "both as a model and as a 
source of authority*« (2) 

i 
For a bibliography of published materials on Amarican character structure, 
see pp. IBT-lOO, 
2Göoffrey Gorer« The American People. New york, W, W, Norton & Company, 1948, 
p, 27, "The individual rejection of the European father as a model and a moral 
authority, which every second-generation American had to perform, was given 
significiance and emphasis by its similarity to the rejection of England by 
which AaBrlca became an indefeadent nation,* 
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iT. Al I ^tnl^iP1^ ef SbB forgoing. th# aodal of »ale adult- 

dliWlllfrallT1' *&• luocess^l fatiMBr i*« has brok«ti aini|r frcai 
puffaotal autibority, iacludaa in hit Uaching the expectation 
that hit aon will «l«o break anay frcm him - that hia goal« 
wlU be dlfftrant, that ha wlU go furtdjer. Models who« 
father and so» aay adalre together oay be aen who have "broken 
raoords1'. who have adventured to the ends of the earth, etc, (3) 
(It is signifieant that "MOBISB" - not tb> struggle with the 
father - is the recurrent anxiety,) Margaret Mead has indicated 
that Aaarieans aref typically, "third generation» -that is, the 
ehildraa of those who have successfully revolted aginst parental 
values and standards« (4) 

b. In the abaence of the grandparents fro» the fsaily, with the 

acceptance of ^iscontimiity. and with the ewahasis upon Individual 

i« Edueati«! is a "preparation" related to goals projected into 

unknown situations in the future, not a asans of fitting the young into 

establiahed patterns« 

So, for instance, college wanen writing retroepectively about their 
own educations said enthusiastically that college "opened deors" 
or showed the® "wider horisons" and "new vistas", etc« (5) 

Clyde Kluckhohn, writing about Aaerlcan character, ha« suggested 
that "education has supplanted the frontier as a favorite scans of 
social nobility". (6) 

Education as preparation my leave a break between factual knowledge 

and its iaplications« That is, one can learn the "facts" for whatever 

use they nay be in the future, disregarding their iomediate implications, 

or one may pick up "the drift" without attending to "the details"« 

This is particularly well illustrated in studies of the Anerioan 
soldier« So, fbr instance, reporting on the effect of an orienta- 
tion fUa (The BatUe for Britain), it was found to be highly 
effective in teaching facts but had "very few effects on opinion 

(3) Brik N, Erikson. ^IMwy* Wfl ?99l^y> New York, W, W. Norton, 1950. 
(4) Margaret Mead« And Keep Tour Powder Dry« New York, William Morrow, 

1943« Chapter III, "We Are All Third Generation", 
(5) Patricia W« Cautley« AA0W Menbers Look at College Education« A Preliminary 

Report, 1949. 
(6) Clyde Kluckhohn, Mirror For ffan. New York, McGraw Hill Book Company, 1949, 

i - Pt 24w« 
f      (?) Sfrriteff tu aaateJi tesbalfig to Wgrld ffar 11» op« cit« volume in 
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lt«B8 of a «ore general nature11 and (so far «a could be judged) 
none whataoever on the soldiers* aotivatlon to serve. (7) 

f       Or again, in a study of aen who had read the M-ay talks paaphUt 
/        "Two Down and One to Go" twice as aany of the men who had read 
'        it as of the »en who had not had a clear idea of the redeploy- 
!        nent plan, but reading had no aeasurable effect in the proportion 

of those who said they had already done their share - though one 
of the purposes of the pamphlet was to alter aotivation. (8) 

j        ii# Hierarchical structures, requiring for their aaintenance an 

}     unbroken chain of coaaand and also ability to take over positions in 
I 
f     which activity is fixed by tradition and regulation, are not congenial 

i     to Americans at the same time that recognition for the need for organi- 
i 
I 
I zation nay be ever-present• 
f 

!       So we continual^/ prepare organizational charts (which we assume 
|        are difficult to understand) and work out ways of getting around 

them, until they are altered; we regulate procedure and complain 
1       about the red tape that keeps things from getting done; we worry 
I       about two way coBBunication lines (issue directives and gather 

suggestions) and ignore what comes through channels ("the people 
back in Washington juat don't know what is going on out here" or 

i        "the guys out there forget the big problem"). 

Insistence that the Amy is fostering the "medieval tradition of 
rigid separation of castes", as one writer put it, is a complaint 
not only against unequal privilege but also against the fixity of 
a system which ie out of date (msdieval) in the eyes of critics» (9) 

The relative popularity of the Air Force as against the Ground 
Forces is certainly related to its comparative newness« It Is 
significant that to numerous samples. Air Corps morale was higher 
than that of the Ground Forces, and Air Corps men had more favorable 
attitudes than others towards status and job, but were very critical 
in their attitudes towards the Army and (though their proportion of 
ratings was high) were especially critical of promotions, (10) 

C Congruent with a commitment to the future, is the anxiety that occurs 

when the future appears to be blocked and/or when effort appears to be vain« 

i« Americans differentiate between a blow struck as a challenge and 

a defeat - to the one they rise fighting, but a defeat may indicate that 

one is on the wrong track« (In this there is an essential difference to 

the British who fight best in a tight spot«) 

j   (8) MJBSllCTP S^d^y, op« cit« Volume II, p. 582. 
5   (9) Arnold Roce, op« eit, p« 361 
|   (10) The American Soldier, op« cit. Volume I, p« 103 et passim, 
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U. i hidden eoroUMT *« t5» «UtMant "You oBi»t g«t a good 

MB down« it that one« fc^t dorn, ho»« out - »o thor« is alwi «so 

quotUon aftor a dafoati oan ha nka a coaabaokt 

iiU   Oöa nay of haadliag defeat i« fcy treating It aa a part of the 

learning proeeaa of trial and error (learning the hard way}* It then 

beoowa neceaaary to prove that one la "not a 8i8«y"v that one oan 

"take it and dlah it out*. 

So, for exaaple, near defeat la treated aa an Inatause of high 
■orale during a learning proeeaa in the following quotation: 

"•••ihen all alee failed» eben the Navy left Hirinea on Guadal- 
eanaly when aaly a fee Ibrlnea .^t «shore at Tarawa» thoae oaa 
held, atood their ground, fought with their baoka to the aea jgc 

i¥9 The difficulty of oonatantly needing to pcah ahead nay give 

a apeeially noatalgie value to "the good old daya11 «hen "dilldren 

didntt have the advantagea they do now" but had a good tiaa and sueceas 

«aa aore aaaured, "Yo^f had it eaaier" la a atateaent that la reversible 

between father and eon} it la alao one of the bitter eonplainta between 

alblinga. It la a atater "t of reolproeal fraternal rivalry in which 

tine nakaa ih» difference« 

d« Aa Aaariwms tend to include the future in their thinking about the 

oreaent. emAatia la upon aovement rather than upon atructure » upon gradienta 

rather than upon fixed points or levela« Anxietiea tend to foeuy ypon blocks 

to «avaMat^ upon ceaaation of aovement (i.e. blocks to distribution) and 

HOT fo? ppMWUty 9^ *i 4??^^ nVwr ^^ ** uPwftr4 mttnt (Mi y^- 
site OTB to teiiJU  

The Aaeriean vocabulary is full of iaagery of motion and of contexts 

within which motion occurs: 
so *e w ptoffw aad dg MMI> «« Kfttp w Htä tea ^p^g» ** SSLMI 

(11) From a review by George McMillan of ^ y, ga }SuÜm Ifrf IttB^tttoM 
Werf ye. op, oit, 
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fltmah-d. ii« awly aloiy with thm sti**m. «e ifiCjOSfflg ^ ISfigULLSBi 
and tiM pr<&aa on.   Higfangl witk and «itHout cmrt, JMilding« ip ^» 
Mljjg, tha vgyjne jfiMJfcU; Ufigt •tc» ftre eonon vlsuu iaagei,   Sätt^BkL 
aovMmt and fenatruetioB Urn — fro» pull-toys and imlkere and hamer sott 
to olaborato aodols — ar« graded to th« «tpabUltles of thier users. 

Simply by standing still a parson finis hissalf i&JUQlfc or disoovers that 
he has bean by-nasse^ or MLMlfiä» or a »an can be ttatoi mabilM to 
a top ranking position eher« he is not expected to be aeti*e«   He aay lyrel 
S££. 

Ukewsie, the gradient aay be up or doen.   An individual aay be a ]&allM 
m&f or a XWMJMi be aay have mfoUl gatej he aay sn&autit <*« l^ 
of nie career»   On the other hand, be aay be HtprlBf ^ ^W find hiaself 
on the J2SB8E&äfi* 

Our iasgee of restraint and closure are likely to have a negative tonet 
il&UsiBt äonUfl» smsLte* »n müaäum, Wggrt daiai things that 
are dfljiftfl MB or pent UP deaand release»   ffe like qnen ^oora. and the g^g 
smumSS&$ vleeppinta and usuOSMt «ad the gjg'g SQmt 

Writing about the relationship of aanageaent and labor in the OWted States f 
Tpmenbaua reaarkst "The disputes at any noaent are over a teaporarv d^lin« 
e^tion of a goving line,"   In this he suas up one aapect of the gradient, (12) 

2, BakUfflMtei ist Thtogg 

The Aaeri^an view of the aaterial irorld is one in which aan is doainant 

and in #iich ha is liaited bv the aaterial environaent only to the extent 

that he has not yet aastered it. The aechanised world is tangible evidence 

of aan's deteraination and initiative - qualities for wfaio^the child was 

rewarded in gaining control over hie own body, and each new Invention or 

use of aaterials validates his aastery» The Aaerican preoccupation with 

aaterials la with their use - with pfroduction and conauaption (in our tew» 

wooneervationw is yelated to iaprovlng production and is not valued for its 

2m aalaL 

a« Typically, Aaerican anxieties center not around probleas of raw 

aaterials (Nnew" aaterials - rather than substitutes - can be invented), nor 

around production ("the difficult we do at once, the iapostible aay take a 

little longer**), but upon the blocks that can'occur between production and 

conauaption. This means that the insufficient production of wanted goods aay 

(12) Frank Tannenbaua, A Philosophy of Labor, New York, Alfred A, Knopf, 
1951, p, 161 
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f 
te r^arded as mmekom «saving been engineered «lUfully, and actual 

shortage«! whether of raw Miterials or goods, aay be aet with panicky 

disbelief« 

So the organisation of the Aaerican distribution systea is unique in the 
world froa sales1 eaa^aigns to credit buaring, fToa the mil order houses to 
the drug store, etc; Sc bootleggers, black aarketeers and under-the-counter 
sellers flourish when there are shortages, and Aaerieans prefer to destroy 
food to adalttlng there is a glut on the aarket; 

Early in fforl'f War II, ruaors of shortages cleared shelves to hoarders (soae 
of whoa later tried to return their cverstocks of goods) and the govemaent 
itself was accused of boarding "to aake people aware of the war", etc.; 
the deaand for rationing, so that each one would get an equal share", was 
regarded publicly prlaarlly as a solution to a distribution problea. (13) 

In a poea In Yank« a disgruntled sergeant stated his view; 

•••Oh, post-war planners, asn of science 
Though I applaud your each appliance, 
Perait this note of loud defiance• 
Tour genius I will gladly bow to 
even curtsy and kowtow to - 
but not untU you've figured how to 
send a feaale 
via V-Mail« (U) 

b. With this view of the world it is essential to Aaerloans to have 

and to know that they have the best equtpaent (or at least "better" equip- 

Bent) and to know how to use it well - the techniques for using it and for 

keeping It in working order« We tend to believe that our own aachines and 

techniques are superior to anyone else's. 

It is significant that, on the one hand, Aaerlcan soldiers in World War II 
did rate their equipaent very highly (15) and that a very systematic effort 
seeas to have been aade to play down overtlv the sheer power of aateriel« 
So, for instance, in a sketch glorifying a gun the following phrases occur: 

The Gun, Just a typical Field Artillery piece, is completely 
unherolo and absolutely necessary» So is the crew, 

,,,But the Gun fired eve-y time they «ranted it to fire, and 
that was practically all the tin»« And it fired rapidly? 
hundreds of the German prisoners here in Sicily keep asking 
to see those "automatic" howitzers the Americans have. 

(13) Unpublished reports prepared for the Committee on Food Habits, National 
Research Council, 19/*2« 

(U) Thj? Bagt Fr9SJflsfc, op. cit„ p. 97 
(15) Thg^sg&miaiäM:, op; dt., n, p. 146. 
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• ••Thft Qm If fltill «oridog tod «HI oontimift to watk mtil 
It it put out of sctioa or retirod aftor th« mr in trmt of 
ca mmotf or is a public squar«« (16) 

In eurrvat aeoounts of the «ar in Korea, there has bt*m aountine stress 
upon the equalisation of eneagr troops and Aaeriean equipment, with dally 
estiaates of the enonous ene^r casualties (a stress that characterised 
»any accounts of fighting in the Pacific too)« This pitting of aachines 
against sen («hen they are the eneagr) is related to the «hole Aaarioan 
tendeney to de-huoanise the ene^y - in a sense to regard the mm «^.thoofl 
a aaohine as soMho« less than a aan« 

e« The body and the personality are also, basically9 regsrded alterna- 

tively as raw »terials to be developed and (especially the body) as 

aachines that anist be kept in order* 

So food is foel for the body and ve speak eucheoistioally of body products. 
Good looks and attractiveness (if not beauty) can be acquired and therefore 
are expected of everyone (so that Aasrioans are eabarrassed fay dovoright 
ugliness and shocked by disfigursaeat)« He inquire «hether a aan is JQ&I 
or poor qaterial. and praise or blaae hia to the extent «e feel he has 
aade the uc®\ 7t "llfltlf as «ell as of his opportunities. Training turns 
the ra« recruit into the flnlgtW Bi&LSl»   ***,  believing that a aan can 
in all essentials transfora hlaself in his lifetlae, «e ask the foreigner 
to begin his foraal Aaerieanisation by a stateaent of intentiwi. 

The vie« of the body as a aachine ^iat can be kept in «orkiag order is 
congruent with the importance given to health and to quasi-autooatie aeans 
of aaintaining health (e.g. eating food that is "good for you", "keeping 
regular", eti.)» It is significant that a saall nuBl>er of soaatie syaptoas, 
together «itlt expressed anxiety about own health, «ere highly indicative of 
future paychoneurotics in the Arayt(17) 

d« Aaerieone aoke inten^aagialdo uae ef vocabulery priaardly delated 

to persons and aachines« So, for instance, «e build calculators end electric 

eves and electric brains. Speaking of a »an, «e nay say that he is a aaooth 

22SZS&K, that he gets all steaaed upr that he ihtf^g p\\9 U& gMC» **, on 

the contrary, as he grows older he say slo« do«n and under soas clrcuastances 

timk or collapse under strain. Tfag lSSS&itäa& gt ggCMtoltoj MltotoUflB 

aad attos fe^ftitet aasatto tsüJüsü to tbaJaBBataant^of mtagiAOa ^«ri.lt. & 

instead applied te..persons. reflects anxiatv last D^P^ ^ ^Tpted lika thimre. 

(16) Walter Beinstein, "The Gun", Thft Bttll ffft» Mi» PP. 32-33. 
(17) See below pp« 74-79 for developaent of the points related to the body. 
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(So the EuropMQ vooabularf of dcadzanc« aid auboiaaion - «faidi applies 
basieolly to ralationa betiwaa persons - is a dlatartion »hen it la used in 
an Aaeriean context «here daflBg£l2B «PPÜ«» ^i^t and legitiaately to con- 
trol over objects and is misapplied «ben people are doainated« That is, 
for instance, Geroan anthoritarlanis» is essentially an exaggeration of an 
accepted rel8tionahipf between two persons, o?erea^m8izing and thereby 
diatortii^ the relationship both of thm auperordinate mA the subordinate 
partner^ 

3* BfliUftftf^Pt, tg. Bgtegag 

In keening with the reciprocal attentiveneas of the peer group to one 

another, toerican inter^personal snd intar-group relations are oriented to» 

warda wysstr^« rogether with the explicit preference for relatlona with 

persons who are at leaat potentially equals (whether like or symaetrically 

opposite to oneself), there is a core laplicit difficulty in handling the 

lack of equality fand therefore In handling comfortably any kind of eoaple- 

aentarr relations between persons and groups)« The team - whose leader is 

an intensified version of the nenbers - is the highest group ideal we have« 

The umpire is both the trustee of the rules agreed upon by the aeabers of 

sywtrically rivalrous teams and a gafe target« 

a. ABericaaa tend to regard all expressions of "authority" (dominating 

or power seeking behavior directed towards persons) as bad - aew^l as 

expressions of bootlicking or of passive acceptance. All extonsioa of 

"authority" is inadmiasable and enjoyment of the exercise of "authority" 

whether one!£ own or someone else's, is wrong. With the by-passing» of ths 

father as a figure of authority and with the open career line (the unimportance 

of following in father's footsteps as an idea), on the one hand, and with the 

linking of domination to the matorial world, on the other, "authoritative" 

behavior beoomes insongruent. (Here it is significant that American parents 

are the audience of their children and umpires between themj alao, father 

and aon may be allies against mother and against woman set standards. These 

are two possible ways of shifting the emphasis in the complementary parent- 

child relationship.) 
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good govcnwamt mmxm having ai litU« govenawat M nftirtlft™ i^M 

tegdng doBft to th> eountrr (rtfleetlng tlM roacticms that ar« currwat 

but willing to go ahoad in aceaptabl« directions), «gang raadinaaa to 

ajt as an uwolra batwaao factions. AM a corollary, this Maans that 

gororawnt «ist be soMdtted • but not over-oooBitted to any speulfie 

course of action« (The expected add-ten swings of voting oan be 

related, aaong other things, to reactions to ovar-condtasnt,) 

In contrast to expanding "bigN business, which - while it nay be 
suspected of the oisuse of power - is also regarded pridefuUy, 
expanding governaent in general is associated with "bureaucracy" and 
"rad tape", with "confusion" and "duplication" and all the «altitude 
of faults of inefficiency that not only keep it fron exercising as 
mush power as it might if it were good (in the sense of effective) 
govemaeot, (It is significant that good governaent is associated 
rather with those aspects of it concerned with setting standards of 
health, etc.) 

In its capacity as umpire, govemasnt is sooetiaeq a rules oosaittee, 
setting the limits within which the competitors 3an play (e«g# in the 
administration of such things as the Pure Food and Drug Act whose 
provisions may be fought in detail by any of the players but which 

are also regarded as affording everyone valuable protection); govern- 
ment is also a negotiator whose role is dramatized in terms of the 
rivalry of the disputants, their almost equal strength, etc« As 
umpire, government Is continually accused of partiality; it is goaded 
into making threat« (demands for strong action), and is denounced for 
making threats, but sympathy tends to swing over to the goveromsht when 
the violence or recalcitrance of one or both of the disputants forces 
the government into B position where it has to carry out the threats. 

With the lack of emphanis upon authority, the American ^fyiUJll^nftliT 
is regarded rather as someone who keeps the machinery running smoothly 
(sometimes the details of this aspect of good oanagement are referred ■••. '** 
to as "good housekeeping"), with the making and carrying out of policy, ^. r 
which involves both initiative and awareness of the nteamn all along  -S   / 
the line, as well as some degree of personml commitment, both ty those   ^ 
who make the policy and those who carry It out in ietail. (So it is 
significant, for instance, that those soldiers who were good performers 
- in teraa of promotions, etc« - combined great criticalaes« y^-th a 
high degree of oonmitm^nt to goals«) 

11« So In the Apny there is great admiration for the officer who 

is tough, etc« (in various wnyg very efficient at his Job in Army term^ 

and a man will be permitted very great latitude, providing he can coach 

te 
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and lead a vletorloua teas (ao smog wmny soldiars la tha thwtre - 

aa ftgalnat ttwHimm » G«iaTal Fatton aaa r^prdad with marmm 

a&airatifHi)« Tha hi^iar tti« rank of tho officar tha aora he is liltaly 

to be adairad for baing aULa to taka it and dish it out and for being 

aide to flhara the eonditiona of tha ordiwary aoldier,8 life« lithin 

tha lijdtad ailitary aituation it is overbearing behaTlor on tha part 

of ^qualified officwa (oft«i dmraetarlsed aa the "ahavetails" and 

"the officers »he haven1t bean in eoabat" and ao on) that ia resented, 

behavior that ia charscteriied as "throning rank around" or "throwing 

«eight around" without reference to the Job at hand« Here the accu- 

sation centers on the aubatitution of goala - valuing position for its 

own sakay showing strength by pushing people around instead of by 

getting things done, etc« (18) 

That substitution of distance (lack of intiaacy) for the virtues of 

toughness and the ability to share cuts no ice with Aaeriean soldiers, 

is illustrated by the following excerpts from a series of letters printed 

in Yank; 

A company eoaaanuer, a lieutenant in the Regular Array, wrote in part: 

•••Those leaders, whoa enlisted men would always have followed through 
thick and thin, all confoxa to pretty much of a pattern - friendly, 
able, fair to all, kind, decent of mind and speech. But there's some- 
thing else - a little secret of theirs. This is the secret: they 
never become intimate with their men. An enlisted man's respect and 
admiration for officers would soon have vanished had the officers be- 
come familiar enough to call them "Joe",^ 

and raised a storm of protests 

(IS) So in teaching the historical precedent of correct reaction to being 
pushed around - the revolt of the American colonies against Ehgland - 
American school children are made aware not ofily of the fact that the 
colcmists were being unjustifiably pushed around, but plfo of the fact 
that the tyrannical George III was a weak outsider who tried to make up 
in coercive behavior what he lacked in leadership ability, Edmund Burke's 

t denunciation of George III and his ministers is part of the picture for 
*      American children. 
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%##le hsve officers over here that I, and I*« sure sost of ^y 
buddies, wovld gladly go to hell for« Ifve lain ia the saiae fox- 
hole with a brigadier general and two  lieutenant colonels» They 
were Just as scared as I «as, sod  they weren't bitching because 
there were EM in the saae hole« These officers ate out of a mess 
kit and sweated out the saae chow line I did. We respected thes 
because thev were men as well as officers,.. 

.,-The oflicers who havenH been in coabat are uBually the ones 
who throw their T&rk arctud. whUe the officers 1*0 have been 
through hell with their aen are content to sweat out the line 
with the boys« I know a mjor who was loved and respected by 
every nan in his unit; it certainly wasn't because he pulled his 
rank,,« 

••«I'm sure the men on the Cassino and Anzio fronts would lose 
their respect and admiration for their officers if they had not 
called them "Joe", For the good officers are the ones who go 
partying with the a>Dn...lShen your officers call vou "Joe^ vou 
know that even though you ar^ a private that word "Joe" aeaqs a 
buddy... 

,,,He stated that if the officers would go on parties with the 
enlisted men and also live with them, the enlisted men would 
soon lose respect for the officers« I would like to afk this 
lieutenant if he has lost his respect for his father? He lived 
with hie and sat beside him in the shows..,(19) 

As this exchange vividly illustrates, respect for officers (like respect 

for father) does notinclide recognition of him as a dominating person, 

but, as EriJcson so aptly pits it, admiration for him as soraeone who  is 

20 
"Quite a man"«  It is in terms of masculinity that father and son, 

officer and enlisted man, are potential friends and/or "equals"« 

(19) The Best From Yank, p. 216 (italics mine). 
20 
Erik H. Erikson (Childhood and Society. New York, Norton, 1950, p, 
273) writes in part about the father and son relationshipr",,,the 
father is potentially quite a man, but he shows it more away from 
home, in business, on camping trips, and in his club. As the son 
becomes aware of this, x  new, almost astonished respect is added 
to his affection« There are real friendships between fathers and 
sons,.,Fathers and sons are unconsciously working on the develop- 
ment of a fraternnl pattern which will forestall the reactionary 
return of more patriarchal oedipus patterns without, on the other 
hand, leading to a general impoverishment of the father-son 
relationship,n 

Substituting "Amy" for other places outside the home, the ideal 
relationship between officers and enlisted men - as it is reflected 
both in statements about officers who are liked and those who are 
disliked - has much in coramon with this wfrnternalw Image of father 
and son« 54 
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fe' 15ie Anericao "egalitarian1* attitude is not so mich a positive 

attltuAe, as an inaMIity to hajudle a lack of potential equality in 

relationships. (Utoless I can treat others &8 gy potential equals, IJbe 

relationship is likely to be regarded as  an exyloitive or a Hk-tnipulative 

one - In which there ia Hne  danger that I aoy be treated aa a tool or a 

thingf or in which I nay be accused of treating ethera BO.) TtlB  ie 

another way of stating the difficult we have In handling coapleiaentary 

relationships. 

i. The  reoentoent of officers' privileges by enlisted men 

and by non-comoissioned officers Bay be seen most clearly within 

this context: In the view of those less privileged, the Arssy 

(the standard setter) by fostering the "caste system" is giving 

its assent to exploitive, manipulative and irresponaible attitudes 

and behavior in those who are more privileged; in other words, in 

terms of giving privileges is rewarding those who "throw their 

weight around" and "pull rank" and therefore is encouraging them 

to enjoy doing so. Meanwhile th^ enlisted men, who do all the 

"real" work, feel that - instead of being rewarded - they are 

being treated like "slaves" or like "dirt". 

One defensive reaction to this situation on the part of officers 
has already been illustrated in the sioatement that an officer, in 
order to be a good leader on duty, must maintain social distance off 
duty - thus turning "privilege" into restrictive duty. The enlisted 
men's answer to this is to praise as good officers those who are 
able to share under all circumstances, placing the emphasis upon 
identlcalnees - the good officer is like his men only more so. 
(See above p. 521-&4) 

In this connection, it is suggestive that resentment against 
officers' privileges was somewhat lower in the more isolated posts 
than in the less isolated posts: kCffi  of the enlisted men in the 
former as against k&fi  in the latter thought that officers enjoyed 
"far too many privileges and breaks." (21) 

(21) The American Soldier, op. cit. II, p. 131. 



A second defensive reaction to disparity is for the advantaged 
person to disregard the advantage. So, for Instance, when staff 
and line officers (in both the European and the Pacific theatres) 
were asked whether one or the other had a better chance for 
probation, line officers stated that staff officers had a better 
chance, but staff officers slated that both had the same chance. (22) 

A third defensive reaction to disparity is for the disadvantaged 
person to include a stateaent of hie own real superiority in his 

I    attack - thus turning the picture upside down, at least in fantasy. 
|    So, for Instance, a teacher at a preflight pilot training school 
I    stated that teachers were not allowed to adminiBter their own 

program and that their activities "were minutely regulated by men 
who were generally unqualified and who frequently openly expressed 
their conteapt for teachers...'' Ihese administrators "constituted 
the elite in terms of privileges and proootions" and "college and 
university professors and deans and high school superintendents, 
principals, and teachers...were not allowed tc break into tibie elite 
administrative groups." (23) 

ii. Comparing the statements made by white enlisted wen about 

officers to statements made by Kegroes about white men in the Arm>, 

the terms of comparison usod by each are asynmetrical: 

Typically the stat'saent mode by the enlisted man is: 

"Just because he is..., why should he have...?'* 
or ^--J 

"Who the hell does he think he is...7" 
or 

"He is exceeding his rights when he..." 

Wnereas the typical statement made by the Kegro Soldier is: 

"Just because we are...why shouldn't we have...?" 
or 

"Who the hell does he think I am anyhow...T" 
or 

"Wc have no rights..." 

Taken together, these are paired and reversible statements, both of 

which place the onus for lack of possible equality upon the person 

opposite to oneself. 

(22) The Aroorican Soldier, op. cit. I, p. 279. 
(23) A. K. Lindesmith. ""Teachers in the Army Ail Forces." 

American Journal of Sociology, 51i5; March 19^6 
QfotPtO'jT,  pp. k0k~k05. 
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iii. By treatlfig parallel situations as if they vere vholly 

disparate, it is quite possible for one individual to blaae botii 

ttose who "push other people around" (as when a captain objects to 

naming around for a major) and those who "won't do you a favor 

even if it's no trouble" (as when the same captain objects when 

a lieutenant refuses to run around for him)« Logically, this works 

all three entirely out of the system. 

iv. Americans characteristically identify and sympathize with 

those who 'Wt pushed around" (the underdog^ the have-nots, the man 

with a handicap, Caspar Milquetoast and Sad Sack) - providing, 

especially if we are to help him, he doesn't take it lying down. 

We reject identification with those who do the pushing (the bully), 

repressing in ourselves a strong desire to push. 

The point about the bully for Americans is that he is strong and 

therefore is behaving incongruently - "he takes advantage of the 

smaller ones; he doesn't get away with bullyins if he isn't really 
m 

stronger. (In comic strip terms, this then is the situation into 

which ,,Superman,, steps to set the balance right again.) American 

sympathy goes out to the "kid who needs a break" and our admiration 

is for the "little guy who made the grade." Especially we identify 

with the little guy who pushes bade when he is shoved - because 

then we can push -.l^rvg with him. He tend, to have sympathy too for 

the helplees little guy (Caspar Milquetoast), but contempt for the 

sniveler. 

It is significant that the "Superman" characters in comic strips are 
usually like everyone else in their daily appearance and that they 
do their most daring dneds to help the little fighters at the moment 
when the odds have turned hopelessly against them. They are not 
heroes in the sense of doing deeds for the sake of their own 
vainglory - but for the sake of others who are deserving (so the 
Lone Ranger vanishes from the scene as soon as the wrongs have been 
righted). 
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nevertheless, a soldier allows the Aresy to put even Supensan In 
his place: jrSupensaa has just shown the interviewer at the 
induction center what he can do in the way of waxvelsJJ 

The interviewer took a drag on his cigarette and looked 
unhappy. "Listen, wise guy," he said. "We don't like rookies 
coming in here and telling us how to run things. Me have 
plenty of good fighting sen, our equipment is of the best, hut 
we don't have enough clerks. So that's what you're gonna he." 
"Have a heart," pleaded Superman. "Make me an M?, anything, 
hut gime action." "Uext," yelled the interviewer. lhat was 
a long time ago. The other day I got a letter froo Kent. 
He's working at CaEp Dix with a chaplain. He runs a Edraeo- 
graph machine, tunis out a daily sheet about the post chapels 
and he's sweating out pfc. Damn nice guy. (2^) 

v. With our preference for situations involving near equals, 

ARiericans tend to dichotomize the most varied types of relationships, 

starting from the position of the self ("from where I sit" or "as I 

see It") in symmetrical terms, so that there is a continuous develop- 

ment of related We - They groups. 

This  is congruent with the position of one's peers in relation to 

oneself in that our tendency is to treat the "other" group — any 

other group — as if it ought to fit into the peer group pattern. 

The dichotomy of enlisted men • officers is hut one illustration 

of the We - They groups. The number of possibilities is almost 

endless, e.g. center - outpost, capitol ships - dungaree navy, 

Airsy - Navy, Regular Army - National Guard, volunteers - draftees, etc. 

This means that, starting from the self, there is a tendency to 

regard all others - whether a child, a woman, a superordinate or 

subordinate branch or bureau or echelon - as a possible equal and 

to expect our opposite number to behave to us as if this were the 

case 'ü.so. 

(2^) The Best From Yank, op. cit., p. 166. As a comment one might 
add that the writer has placed Superman in an excellent 
situation to cane to the assistance of the chaplain1 
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c. Thts strength of theoe peer group oriented relationships aaaon^ 

Jp   Aaerlcaaii la that differences can be handled positively vhe.. the 

indivlduala or the groups involved can be defined as at least potential 

equals» This aeans not only that variation is included vlthin the 

definition., but also that equality need not be immediately realisable. 

As a corollary to this: It is necessary to find cormor. neasures by which 

the differences characterizing the individuals or groups involved can be 

equated. (Where such common measures are lackingj the groups may be defined 

as different and unequal.) 

i. The model for this type of relationship is essentially that 

between siblings where brothers and sisters of different ages, with 

unlike characteristics, and perhaps with somewhat differently styled 

training, regard one another as near equals  It has been pointed out 

that the father-son relationship appears to be moving towards a 

l_        fraternally defined relationship (see above p.   ) and that this is 

the enlisted man's ideal of the officer - enlisted man relationship. 

It seems likely that, in the Amy, the relationship between enlisted 

man and non-commissioned officer has also moved far in this direction 

in recent years. At the beginning of World War 11, 

The sergeants had the lowest educational level in the 
division (studied). Only 27^ had finished high school 
as compared with k^fjo  anong corporals and 35^ among 
privates. A third of th3 sergeants had not been 
educated beyond grammar school...The total result was 
to place the top enlisted leadership in the hands of men 
who, on the average, had less education tiian the men they 
were trying to teach. Army wide tabulations.,,showed the 
situation portrayed in this division was quite general 
throughout the Army vith the exception of the Air Corps. (25) 

(25) The American Soldier, op. cit, I, p.-63 
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i So at this tine it vas t&e old>tiine "tough" and bullying sergeant 
j who trained the new inductees. But with the enormous increase in 
| the nunber of new non-coiaaiBsioned officers (as of Pearl Haybor 
I 20^ of Ihe enlisted Den were non-conanlssioned officers, and hy 
j VE Day nearly 50^) who rose froia the ranks, the situation was very 
j much altered. Asked what he thought about non-consaissioned 
1 officers, a reteran of World War II replied. 

They were ourselves just one step ahead of us. They got into 
the Anay a little sooner and had been promoted. 

f Here again one gets reflections of the fraternal situation. The 
| newly promoted non-coms had setter morale than those who had not 
I yet been promoted, they were more satisfied with job and status for 
| the time being; they were as critical of officers as ever. By 
j definition they were still "tougher" than the newer privates and also 
1 more experienced. 

ii. In the context of the Armed Services, the "buudy" relation- 

ship is the illustration par excellence of this relationship among 

near-equals. By the common definition of themselves as wG.I.n and 

by contrasting themselves as an entire group with officers, on the 

one hand, and civilians, on the other, it was possible for men with 

the jnost diverse backgrounds to identify with one another, to move 

relatively easily from one unit to another, and to make friends - 

to find buddies « with great rapidity. Common identification with 

an arm of the service and with a particular branch and, transitorily 

%t least, with a unit (e.g. with others as also in the Marine Corps, 

as belonging to submarines or to the infantry, etc., as being part 

of a particular dVrUion, as of a crew or combat team, etc.) 

further facilitated making and keeping buddies. The importance of 

having a common vocabulary - different from thai of other people - 

has already been referred to (see above p.    ). 

In general the Army's policy of handling the training of recruits, 

placement, transfers, replacements, etc.j  placed emphasis upon the 

development of aituational relationships among the men "ho were 
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thrown togethe •. (26) This is lllus-tarated in the endless 

entneration of individual nen of different background in accounts of 

service situations, (2?) living and fighting side by side. In euch 

situations it was important in making a total adjustment to he able 

to make friends quickly and easily and also to be able to detach 

oneself from those friends without too great feelings of deep loss 

(paralleling th© situations in civilion life of those serving 

together oc a conmittee, of working together on the Job, of 

belonging to the sane local of a union, of playing on the same team - 

and -ater oi. iy^ng from one Job or local or conmittee, etc. to 

another). 

In some types of units - for instance, in the National Guard - a 
somewhat different situation obtained in that many of the men hod a 
conmon background - came from one town or one locality in the 
country - and had served together for a longer period, thus 
intensifying the closeness of the relationships among those who 
regarded one another as buddies. Ihere is evidence that in such a 
set up, the experience of losing a buddy, whether by separation or 
death, could be far more traumatic than in units where men caat and 
went in the normal course of events. 

Eae effect of the loss of a really close friend is described in 
the case of a marine psychiatric casualty who had had the following 
history of closeness to his buddy: "...He had been sitting in the 
emplacement with his life-long 'Buddy' with whom he had gone to 
school, college and into the marines. His 'Buddy' had yelled, 
'Look out'. In the next moment he had seen his friend blown to 
bits. The episode had not been forgotten, but he had rvoided 
mention of the friend as being too painful for discussion. 
Subsequent discussion revealed that they had been inseparable 
since early childhood...Ihey had patterned their lives together 
for many years. Now all plans had disintegrated and the patient 
was facing the future alone for the first time..." (28) 

(26) "The methods used by the Army in assigning men to companies were 
in most cases essentially random." Exffcrimenta in Mass Communications, 
op. cit. p. 251. Cf. also The American Soldier, op. cit. II. Chapter V, 
pp. 2^2-290, on combat replacements, 

(27) Cf. The Best From Yaakt op. cit. passim. 

1    (28) Lidz, "Psychiatric Casualties from Guadalcanal", op. cit. p. 202. 
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Ä sergeact describee vhat has happened to his old outfit, 
a ufeonessee national Guard unit and a very homogeneous 
group vbo "started out together at Fort Jackson hack in 
the States and fought their way across Europe un 11 the 
faces were no longer familiar and you could count the old 
men on the fingers of one hand." THO buddies, raseibers of 
the original group are discussing what happened to the other 
men. The tone of their discussion is sunned up in this 
sentence: "ISie outfit had deteriorated slowly in the natural 
process of transfers ami discharges, like em eroded hillside 
gradually falling Q»ay.w And In the comaent of another of 
the buddies as he looks at a passing patrol: "Was -öiat 
some of us? I asked Parker. 'Doggone, * said Herman, 'I 
don't know. I don't know anybejy in the cenrpany anymore.1'' (29) 

On the other hand, the men's ability to identify with one air^r in the 

context of a particular situation is undoubtedly one of the stabilizing 

i'acturs in the maintenance of esprit and personal ccxaniiaaent in the 

group and therefore in the ability of the group to withstand the strain 

of boredom during periods of inactivity, aad of fatigue and fear and 

physical hardship in combat. Ihis is too well known to require 

illustration. 

iii. Within the peer group - whose members are in general regarded 
■■ m       in* in   i i ^^  i. * L     -■ ■ .      i i r ' I"" ■P* '—■■  

as near equals » a gap in the  continuum (for instance a disparity in 

size - toe boy who is unusually tall or short or fat or thin, or in 

ability as between most of the group and an outstanding one or two who 

may be the pace setters) can be handled not as a difference that destroys 

the equality, but as something that is special and is accepted simply 

as being outside the normal range (as in measuring success "luck" can 

be used to explain unusual success). As long as in certain respects 

the potential equality of the individuals or groups remains clear, 

peculiarities that characterize one or the other can be incorporated 

(29) Mack Morriss, "My Old Outfit" in gfre Best From Yank, 
op. cit. pp. 2k2-2k5.    Italics mine. —'—^--~ 
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Inte UM felol« aad wgr» In fact, I» treat ad «• an aeset to everyone. 

So, for inetaaee, the fact of XifiJE can be an aeeet to a whole group, 
where It oan be denonetrate4 that the officer in hie relatlcna to 
hie men it able to «ha c fully in at least the more important ef 
their ezperienoes, eome of their aspiration«, ete. (See above passim.) 

The valne of certain groups as pace setters and as foci for 
admiration, end the developasnt of esprit anong other vmits as well 
ae the individoal «errlce sac, was enhanced in World War II by the 
care with which, in sons instances at least, these groups were 
handled in description« a« hcrisg special characteristics while 
at the sane tins emphasising how like their members were to everyone 
elee (each groups as the Bangers in Surope, the Alaska Scouts, the 
Haiders in the Pacific, etc.) 

So, for instance, an account of the Alaska Scouts includes the following: 

Ton can't bring the war in the Aleutians into a bull session up here 
without someone mentioning the Alaska Scouts. But that's not hard 
to explain* they led the way..« The Scouts are not supermen and 
they're not a band of bloodthirsty thugs who eat raw meat. They're 
empecial^r adapted to their ysfoffent. sure. But that's because 
most of them are sour-dough trappers and miners and fishermen who 
know how to get around in Alaska and on the Aleutian chain. Severed 
of them are Iskimos, Indians and Aleuts. A few more of tnem are 
old-line dogfaces with years of service at the Territory's old 
Ghilkoot Barracks...(And the account ends with the statement) All 
the Scoutsresent the nickname "Gastner's Cutthroats", which someone 

/"        pinned on then more than a year ago. They insist they're .lust a 
bunch of peaceable fgnys...(30) 

Again, these aiaeelal groraa may be characterized not only as especially 

good, but also as especially bad. They have characteristics that fit 

them into positions at both ends of the eoEtimium. (Just as the 

brilliant student in a group is not a grind and can la excused for going 

through school with "straight A's" if hia record is marred by one 

resounding "7".) They are pictured not only ac leading the way in 

accomplishments but also as indifferent to such things as own rank, 

•r as particularly *£Ld and undisciplined in some circumstances, etc. 

For instance, in an account of a group of Merrill1 s Marauders, known 
to themselves as the Bead Snd Kids, details of the following sort are 
givent 

m ■ 11»*——■»*■ 
(30) George Meyers, "The Alaska Scouts" in yhe Best Fyom Yank, op. cit, 

^ ' pp. 190-193. Italics mine. 
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The Sftad End Kids vonna up la India for «raiaiair laitead of 
th» Vaitod Siatos. /One of thsa had ftatod that thty had 
▼oltmtomrod not 'beeauso wo wore itchinc to fight the Jap« 
again hat hocaaae they night he eent hone for training^ 
At "!iristaae tine they vent iXOL in droves, popping np in 
several Indian cities to spend wads of dough that < .sd heea 
useless dtirisg their months In the Pacific junglee. When 
they returned to asp, hroke hut happy, they were reduced to 
privates. Bat they didn't give a danu fhey hated the GI 
routine of garrison life - standing in foraations and in- 
spections« shooting on the ranges sad going on field prohlens. 
They hroke the nonotony V disappearing alone into the woode 
and shooting deer, then hringing hack the venison for a change 
of chow««, 

following this characterisation r>f then there is a description of a 
long and rearing aotlcb in which tiwy took an especially couragecoe 
part. (30a) 

One of the points that coses out in such accounts, as wall a« in 

other &>?es of articles and in Interviews, is that, at least 

la the Any cmtezt where virility ie especially stressed, the 

outstanding nan is In reality both gooji fflft frflfr (Here there 

appears to he a real sex contrast In that the Aaerican girl 

should only appear to he had, and met in reality he good«)(31) 

The ability to Include diversity within the self - as also 

within the groan - Is regarded aa a strength (in another 

context this is the "Jack of all trades'* position, where 

versatility has a positive value; or the American emphasle upon 

learning skills that can he applied In varied circumstances - 

the expert mechanic who "knows machines«") 

d. The typ? o%  ln^erpereqn^Lrslan?mt4P y^ch ^mer^^us f iqd %% 

most difficult to handle is that in which either or hoth individuale 

or groups Involved regard each other not only an different hut also as 

aaaaaal. In such situations "differences" cannot he handled either 

as part of a continuum or as being In a special relationship to the 

(30a) The ^gt fro^ Ypfifr ■ r^ clt. pp. 91^94 
(SI) Ha than Lei tea and 'iartha Volfeneteln, op. clt« 
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Mntl UM, mt «aa Hi» "iBegoalUjr* be 7at.uA«& &« A «peclal kind 

of differesee in an othervite oyoaetrieal relatlaa»S4p, In auch 

^^qpgt ?M>| ?tlrr r^t4^1"11?^ "^ it It difflenlt to raveree the 

agggaat "lagt. 

1. In these tents, one can tinderstand the Anerican feeling tbat 
^b* hnlly really it strong - so that it is not only the fact 
that the holly is different that has to ha taken into account - 
(e#g. that he tries to dominate people instead of things, that 
he picks on those smaller or weaker than If;»self Instead of 
finding an opponent in his own class), hnt also that there is 
r®Rl ineetiality hetween himself and those he tries to control 
3r to injnrs. 

Similarly, at the other end of the scale, the sniveler gets no 
sympathy for like reasons: he is not only weak (so that there 
is inequality) hut also he refoses to try to nosh hack when he 
is shoved (aid therefore) he is different from others.) It is 
this doahle definition of "different' that differentiates the 
man who shows fear openly hut goes on fighting (because he 
has good spirit, etc«) from the "yellow rat" who deserts his 
huddles in a tight spot. 

f ll» It is also the double characterisation of ine«jality and 
% 

(~ 

difference that makes it so difficult for Americans to deal 

with racial differences and ethnic differences and vith religious 

differences nheye t^.e persons involved as "opoosites" are also 

described as being "more than..." or "leas ^hanw what our 

expectations are about ourselves:fa other respects, k necessary 

corollary to thin is that we tend, when confronted with people 

having visible or audible differences from ourselves (e.g. of a 

different color, speaking a different language, or having 

another accent), almost automatically to look for and to impute 

differences of the order of "morefchwi" or "less than" ourselves 

in other respects. (33) 

o* American attltmi^ towards the enemy tend to develop *4ong two 

fundamentally relate^ though oppoaed llne?! (l) the enemy is regarded 

(32) See below. Section C, p.   and following, for a more extended 
discussion of this point. $5 



UM ft t^LV gfluai anH the tynaetrlcal oppotite of ouyelve» - haying 

differen^ea froa oartelvet but a near eqaal In rtrength. etc. and 

bavlmt alto oharacterletlcB In connon with ourtelTee. 

(2) the gasg i» dlatollged and It treated a« etaentlally nop-haaao. 

The first way of visualizing the eneay Is basically a special 

development of our way of haadllag our reletlorshlp to the "other 

teans" cr the 'other gang" or the "lousiness conpetltor11, etc.etc. 

The second vay of managing the eneay relationship Is a iBffiBAftl 

develoTsaeatt of our handling of the "unequal and different" position. 

In general, there Is a likelihood that we nay swing from from one 

to the other of these views and that we will incorporate some of 

the thinking and emotion appropriate 'to each into our total view of 

the enemy. 

In World War I, we tended to treat the Germans as if they belonged 
to the second categqy, that is were somehow non-human, as long as 
hostilities continued (e.g, picturing the Kaiser as "the beast of 
Berlin" t etc. - using images that eonvargod with similar Images 
congenial to French thinking) T In World War II - despite our 
knowledge of atrocities that had occurred in Germany under the 
Nazi regime - there was a greater teidency tc think of the Germans 
as rivals to ourselves and to regard the Japanese as the diabolised, 
non-human enery. So, In that Instance, the enemies themselves were 
dichotomized*. , 

In the present situation, it is our general tendency to treat Bussia 
as a near-equal rival (a position which again is probably reinforced 
not only by Bussian attitude« towards us, but also by various 
European attitudes towards both Buasia and ourselves), (35) 

4. Attitudes towards Succese» Howard an4 Punishment 

In the American view, normal success isftreward and should be 

earned, by Initiative, ability, and effort. This means that each .lob 

to be done must be difficult enough to be worth doin^t. «nd. in ordey 

that success may be, contimxally rewarding;, there must be a rioing 

(33)  Based eapezlally on work done by graduate students in Teachers 
Collage, Columbia University (Ed 206 An) in 1950 (unpublished docuaents). 
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gradient of dlffiaulty. At there !■. theoretically, no final 

p ■topping place, each anceeaa beoomee in turn the Wfe for tto 

next operation and the gradient of «ucceaees le more Ifportfint 

than alwolnte poeitlon. yvenrone deeervea a break nov and then, 

bnt |feg ^^f^^l need be given no credit for the snoeeeg he wine 

ttufQiyft Tnek. Look le the eafe explanation of any IncommengaraMe 

gncceaa - «qcoeea that takee a man oat of tht nonnal competitive range 

of hla T^^aya» Aa mcceaa ahoold be earned, puniahaent ehoold be 

deaerved. Aa failure tende to be regarded ae ita own punishment, 

thfl more fact of having not done wrong deaervea aome aeaettre of 

a. The attitude» towards achievement of officers, non- 

commlaaioned officers and enlisted men alike illustrate the 

importance to Americana of the idea of gradient and indicate how 

V prevloua experience and achievement and preeent level of aspiration 

are interrelated. 

I, The main differences among men in the level of their 

aspirations - in terms of promotions - was related to their 

educational level of achievements: 

•,,the proportion wanting to be officers was highest 
among college men and diminished steadily as one went 
down the educational ladder. The desire to become a 
non-com was high in all educational groups, but tended 
to be lowest at the top and at the bottom* Some 
college men, especially in the Aiv Corps, wanted to be 
officers but not non-coms, and many of the grade school 
men did not want to be either officers or non-coms, (34) 

II, Also the rölativ^ rate of advancement varied in terras of 

the educational level of achievement, so that, for example: 

.•»a grade school man who became a corporal after a year 
(of service would have had a more rapid rate of promotion 

■- *»   

(34) The American Soldier, op. clt, I, p. 245. (Note the image of the' 
ladder which is used in this passage,) 
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aa compared with most of his friends at the taae etaea- 
tional lerel than voold a college man «ho roee to the 
flame grade in a year« (35) 

This 1« in keeping with the various findings that th? better 

educated a^man was« the more likely he was to he critical of 

the AraQT (even though he was a good performer)• In keeping 

with this it was found that 

lor a given rank and longevity, the less educated the 
more favorahle a man tended to he in his opinion about 
promotions.(36) 

b. That success should be an earned rewari^ is illustrated in the 

officers1 and enlisted mens1 very consistent attitudes toirards 

PropoUPBffi fig wl\  M ^B ^hrtr mgUQRff ^0 MfflB^ fewrihh &A 

\n ifh&r aaa«£ftl ttet 4^^^ 0R ^¥ V9W  «T^eP o^^ i2 to 

related to achievemant = thatlength of sj«vice was only one 

factor iq fuch situationBf In fact, one of the major sources of 

griping on such subjects as promotion was that it was £0$ based on 

merit, 1. e. was not earned» 

So, for instance, it was found that belieffl that promotion was 
based upon either ability on foe f1ob or upon conscientious hard 
work dropped with ^ha educational level (that is, the most 
educated believed this least, the least educated the most)* That 
promot'n was given simply in terms of time in foe Army rose with 
the educational Igvel, 

Though education was GO closely correlated to the individual1a 
beliefs and achievements, eduffat^on as a factor in getting promoted 
was disregarded by all groups. (37) 

After the end of the way. ßOJ  of the officers and 80^ of the enlisted 

men aiereed with the statementt "Promotion is based on who you know. 

not what you know." (38) 

The relationship between promotions and feelings of satisfaction and 

dissatisfaction was a close one. So, for instance, it was found: 

(35) Ibid. p. 250. 
(36) Ibid. P. 250. 
(37) Ibid. p. 270. 
(38) Ibid, p. 264 
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• •idataM«lndieate a sharp deterioration ia attitudes      . 
dorliig the firtt year of Army life aaoag sea who did       ? 
aot rite ia that year to aon-eonDitsioned raak«..ABtOB« 
the ainoyity who were promoted ^Q aorHCOaniegioned etatm 
in their ^jret year, the picture is the reverse..« 
The only exceptions on individual questions were in       { 

' attitudes toward officers. Although those non-coranissioned  r 
officers who won their promotion etrly were in relatively 
«ood spirits and were, felatively very well satisfied 
with their status and Job, they were no less critical 
of officers than were the privates newer in the Army..,.(59) 

It was found, ftxrther, that the hotter attitudes of the 

promoted men came after promotion; they did not necessarily 

have better attitudes than their fellows beforehand. (40) 

In general it vofeld appear that seniority and longevity and 

ability to "confora" played very Important parts in doterolning 

promotions (with educational background as an added factor - i.e» 

67^ of the men in the Army who were officers were college graduates, 

but these man comprised only 40$ of all college graduates in the 

Army), The writers in The American Soldier point out that there 

were no performance tests by which enlisted men could be Judged for 

promotion and that the officers did not know the me? well enough to 

make Judionents about individuals. (41) Similarly, the rating system 

for officers failed as an accurate device, except thet w...since 

the overwhelming majority of officers were rated as superior or 

excellent even the rating of very satisfactory was likely to be 

a bar to promotion," 41 Since neither the enlisted men nor the 

officers could see that there was a clear reason why one man rather 

than another should have been selected for promoticu, it is not 

surprising that, among the enlisted men and officers there was a 

consistent drop in references to ability and a consistent increase 

(39) Ibid, p, 304 
(40) Ibid, p, 360 
(41) Ibid* pp. 259, 271 
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In the ruferoBcea to bootllelrlng, favorltita aai *\nckix&  in 

connection with promotione ae «ine vent on. 42 

In contrast to this, in the point systam of diacharge, where t^ie 

men had hecrn coaanlted ebont the eriteria and knew vl^it the 

criteria were, there was a great deal of griping about relative 

weighting of factors, but the typical conplaints that developed 

had to do with "the way the Army is carrying it ottt" or men said 

that "the Amy's way of deciding yfren a man with enough points 

for discharge can be released is not fair*" However, »criticism 

of favortism or partiality on the part of nnlt commanders is almost 

non existent." 43 

Also In contrast to iho promotions situation, was the effect 

upon morale of the Expert Infantryman1 s Badge - which had to be 

earned by passing a difficult test, 44 

c. Congruent with the American conception of success as a reward 

thfit has been earcQd. ^s the belief that the difficult job is the 

one that is worth doing and the demand that ^he goal towards which 

one is working be a worthwhile onet for AaEricans. the good fight 

in the good cause is the unbeatable combination ("...conquer we aus';/ 

JOT  our cause it is .luat..."). The "chip" on the American shoulder is 

strength and moral worth. 

1. So, while we may have a dubious admiration for the smart 
guy who gets himself an easy berth and have no condemnation for 
goldbrlcklng where effort doosn't matter, we tend to condemn 
the man who loafs on the Job where it does matter and de-value 
the "easy victory." The boast "I can do that with one hand tied 
behind my back" is a statement of capacity to meet difficulties, 
not a statement about victory; in the same way we place a 
handicap upon the man who is competing somewhat out of his 
class - we tie a hand behind his back, so to speak, to 
equalize the situation« Likewise the moral support which 
ought to be given the little guy who is fighting bock to some 
extent at least supplements his strength and bkill, patting 

"(42) Ibid. pp. 268, 273 
(43) Ibid., pp. 234, 235, 
(44) Ibid., pp. 310-311,    70 
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hi» into a aore •tpml potltitm with hit opponent. 

ii. So aloo, «hilo wo «atoh vitl* endlo3« faoeination th« 
f MMhitiOM of otronsth and ikiU of th« ttroag- tat-vrong 
^ raro, wo teach our children and in our fantaay productiona 

(crlae etoriea, deteotiTo atoriea, «Bneater filats, etc." we 
inalatently daaonatTate thrt "e?ine doesn't pay«" On the 
other hand (in keeping with our belief that people can rhenge 
with ciroaaetancea and with their ovn decision), we have some 

. tendency to think that the bad aan who switches his goals to 
acceptable ones is also a winner (bat not the man who tarns 
abon*. only to save his own neck)* 

iii. It ie soggestiTe that The Aaefican Soldier material 
on reported childhood experience brings oat the fact that a 
relatively larger proportion of the A'.fQL'e really "liked" 
fighting ae boy» (in contrast to tne Psychoneorotics more 
than 50£ of whom really "disliked3 fightiug, and to the 
Beet Adjusted grcnp, more than 50$ of who© eenld. take it or 
leave itt didnU like or dislike fighting). Like the Psycho- 
neurotics, the AVQL's tended to be lone wolves, but unlike them 
and oalike t^ Best Adjoeted they played hookey "very often". 
So apparently ihey combined (though no interview material is 
is given t3 confirm this) admiration for the capacity to exhibit 
strength beyond others with a lesser attachment to good social 
behavior (detached from peop^ and a lower orientation to 
accepted goals (poor school attendance)• (45) 

r 
ThÄ good-bad bovs already referred to (illustrated by the 

oehavior of the men in come of the special units of the 

services - see above pp.    ) appear to be those who are 

strong always and who are able to shift their goal orientation 

in keeping with the specific situation? that is they have ja 

situat^onal orien'iatj.on to goa^Ls» The two sets of characteristics 

are constantly linked in soldier songa about themselves (See 

above, passim.) 

Congruent with the American conception thpt mastery should 

be directed towards things not perfoasi and that the individual 

should resist all attempts to dominate him, we can ngo all out" 

eigher (l) when the focus of attention is on the game, not on the 

persons (as in spor«. where by further definition the competitors 

X 45 The American Soldier, op., cit. I, Chart VI. p. 133, pp. 134 ff. 
It is interesting that only the leas adjusted men (Psychoneurctics 
and AWOL's) adijiitfted getting lower than average grades in school, 
p. *"        TT 



oueiit to be voll Batched), or vtem (3) «e have been atteeked la oar . 

pereone or e«n go to the defento of toaeone «ho has heea »o attaoked 

- it it In thlt tltuatiOB that people ought to «et 'fighting aad.s 
I 

» 

In tiM conrte of a eporting o<»9petitlOB the partieipanti maj 
ehift orer to the eeoond poeitloa - and epeetatore eegerlgr 
wait for the point when the tew or the figbtore wan -jp and 
pot their heot tkille at the temee of their ronaed taepere; 
•one men are eharaeterised ae good fighters when they are       J 
nsing "oold calculation" Vat others only when they get angry 
("cold foxy" appears to hs sons ooobiaation of the two), 
hot there is a tendency to feel that an eprafeed fighter will 
lose control and fight wildly« And in sports, v* insist that 
whan the fight is over the participants go hade to the original 
position - they nost he able to sfcaka hands whether they have 
lost or won« 

Hence it is very iaportant for laericans to feel that they have 

been attacked before they are able to fight well in a war» (And 

at present the eaphenisn for "all oat war* is "energeney" or "if 

it is necessary* - reflecting the idea that a fight jj, one of thoss 

"Special" situations and not part of the eontinans,) 46 Hence oar 

daring soaeone to attack us (of which the negatire stateaent is 

"planned to getus into the war") includes .ot only a dare to try 

our strength, but also a dare to say we are not in the right« This 

carries with it the necessity of demonstrating to Americans that 

we are both prepared in terms of skills and materials, and also 

that we are right in our convictions« 

So we are continuously sensitive to those who, we feel, are under- 
mining our moral convictions, and link undermining morality with 
undermining itrength, e.g« the spy it a comsuniit, the oooounist is 
a spy« 

It is partly for such reasons alßo that it is so important for us 
to understand the ooaseientious objector as a person with especially 
strong moral convictions (which we share with him) and for hta to 
demonstrate continuously that he is willing to do some kind of work 
well without special reward for tlmself, 

46 Unpublished report on attitudes towards "drafting everyone", op. cit« 
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r. mtu Iron fht Iffwt te^^oa ^Q Ite ffcin? w» ^ooU ^th ^^ 

Hw ajteUag 4f MTrtrtl Qft ^ ^o wr« log ^N am y^> te th? 

aH&liMi - ■QTftl 4f WWf «Tf no toad » Pro^«» ^hat a»^ »MffttT^^on. 
Til« doe« not mean that the UBVM» are Irrelevant or that thoee who 

aw MM \to tXtiMUifi 4o no\ wrt rmmw* Itet fete «oe1» w* ft8 

ftft^g« Vftli rat^r tte» »0^ t^fuef are net a rotjeg^ foy di»- 

cmelon - thav are taken for granted, 

(Thle is not  Incongiuent with the position many Americans take 
against "patriotic epeechee" and fourth cf July oratory11 or 
with a coemon American objection that iesuee should not be 
framed in moral terms - i.e. the spate of criticism of Ounnar 
Myrdal for stating the Hegvo-white prohlen in these terms (A7). 
The point for them is not how to stat'S an issue, but how to 
solve problems in practical terms,) 

The focus of attention of the soldier is majorly on "getting 
the Job done" and in demonstrating that he has the toughness 
and know-how to dish it out. It is the civilian rather who 
is expected to keep up the moral side of things (without making 
speeches to the soldiar about it); it is in this light that one 
can understand in part soldiers1 ambivalent attitudes towards 
divilians and their criticisms of civilianst e.g. that they 
are profiteering, that they are blackmarketlag, that they are 
individually and personally immoral, that they are not uphold- 
ing their side of things. And yet even the modt savage 
criticism may include the hope that after all civilians are 
better than one expected. So, for instance, a song describing 
in detail the physical failings of Icnxr-I Charlie» ends with 
the wordss 

Now he's taking a body-tone 
So he can be a blood bank-doner. 
Poor Four-OP Charlie, (48) 

5« Attitudes towards the Boclyt Health. Sickness and Mutilption 

imericane regard the human body in much the same way as they 

47 ounnar Myrdal. ^n American Dilemma. Hew York and London, Harper, 
1944. A special position with regard to the problem of moral issues 
is taken by Trank Tannesbaum in his review of this book (in Political 
Science Quarterly. LIX, Ho. 3, September 1944, pp. 321-340) in which 
he completely accepts the moral problem but insists it is necessary to 
deal with it in terms of practical solutions to economic and other 
social problems. He differs from some others only in specifically 
stating both aspects - the moral and the practical - of the picture. 

48 0. I. Songs, op. cit., pp. 80-81. 
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do a good ■Mbinat    1» ngedt to Ire ta 

iüiallai fo %Mm aafl teOMtafcAtJifcg KiUfli ate gmM 

satefl, la m a» ttufe acato mat I? ^ mta tte Btaag 

fqel in tha proper «aotmts; it yuna ¥011 whan it it fcwt ta ^A 

»«Fffi1? mA tfPilfl, ^ HB«»«^^ ^» tfr» to UM for bidd^a-irgattfti 

it e&U m dona when ne^Ioctod »nd woart out wb» ^ed tQQ i»rt - 

teULLsaaüa teuaLsan l% im UM vfU at niw cai am ISM 

parti» accidontally lo«t oy wo» oat in w. onn Iw rtnliifiod now 

or ^ft ffftUrfartPr;; t  MaJba aaUni saAt toUft-AaasLte «wrti» 

^ Uateitog a» te ^QM si toft» 
The Anariean attift4a t«fMda hanlth ia > POaitiYO ana. 

provod = thooah ka^th ta generally taken for griwtafll ftHYthiM 

la regarded aa accidental and externally canted - though people 

who let thomwelvea get nan down are reeognited aa likely to yt 

tiok and therefore noat haild themtel^f ^ fffilT>- 

In theee tcnna. over-concern with health and particularly 

concern with owe "health problama'1 are li^na of ahnorwalltY. 

a.    The Yariona atudiea in ^he ^aerican Boldier indicate the 

zgiz glass ggiggUUoa«. tai ümlsauu totoum tsasshsateUk 

tart ffiaJheiatlasat» 
i* So, for last fine©, it waa found that the eubjeetiTely 
experienced incidence of paTohoaonatic ooaplainta (a« 
eridenoed in the Anxiety Symptom Index, the Paychoaomatie 
SynqotMa I^dex, and the Henropgychlatric Screening Adjunct 
in which men were aoked queationa about auch thing» aa 
aweaty handa, atomaoh diatarteaoeea( aiok headachaa, 
accelerated heart beat, ahortnesa of breath, ate.,) aa 
reported by the men w&a highly indicative of later poor 
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adjostaeot to Angr life. (49) 

11* In a itttöy of now roorult«, aaooc 73 vbo were later 
diafuooed aa pqrelioiikAirotiee, 33^ gare reaaona wlqr they 
aiioiaa not hare been indncted, and 'hnltfa* f** th* 1>gft~ 
^Tfri** "JliigC §SSM **? ***? ielt thegr ahoold hare 
*••& deterred« (la eratraat in a eaaple of 730 noxnal 
raenita, only lij( fare reaaona why they ahoold hare been 
deferred, and health waa not aa laportant reaeon.) It 
waa found in another etvdy of peyehoneorotioe ttet of 47% 
girizg reaaona for defensent, 37^ gai i health prohlena 
aa the reaaont vheraaa in a orc^)^a#ct; m of the whole, 
only 20fL gare reaaona for defensent - and only 9^ for 
reaaona of health. (50) 

111. Among childhood e^erleaeee reported on by A group 
of sen, it wae found that a report of rpor hfalt^ in ehlldr. 
hood wae eharacterletie of the ptychoneorotlc grcnp (in 
eontraet to the Beet Ad^ueted group and a oroee eectlon 50^ 
or more of whom reported that they had been "raxy healthy" 
aa ehlldren, 47^ of the p^chonenrotice reported that 
they had been Only ■fairly healthy« and 33^ that they had 
been "rather elckly«" (51) 

fnrthermore it wae found that ae far ae the home wae con- 
cerned, the "meet dleerlminatlng ltem...wai that dealing 
with nerrooe breakdown in the family, ^ That le, a report 
of lUnef y in the family wae a peyc honour otic indicator - 
where a report of a broken home wae not. (51) 

!▼• In reeoonee to the oneetiont Do yon have any parties 
nlar health problomt in the croee eectlon of the group 
36^ anewerod yee; but §^ o^ tfty MW* gafl ß^ 9i m 
Zm&m&üM Masa& aag Itei tim 4U» Here agam 
renoyted health eltuatlon of the individual was an indicator. 
(52) 

(49) 7he American Soldier.OP. eit. II, pp. 415-416, The authors make the 
following qualification of their findinget "...when we refer to the 
demographic oharaoteriatici of paychoneurotice in the Am^'..,W8 are 
not deecrlbing all the men whoee peraonalitiee peychlatrlata would 
diagnoae ae poor, but rather we are limited to thoee type» who found 
it lofiOaelble to go on functioning in the Army enrironment." 

(50) The American Solder, op. cit. I, pp, 133-134, Italics mine, 
(51) Ibid. pp. 133, 134-137. Italics mine, 
(52) Ibid, p, 128. Italic» mine. It was found additionally that report« 

of ill health rose with age and declined with education - core older 
men and fewer men with better education reported health yobleyis. 
which is what one would expect when the general indications were 
that older men tended to be less well adjusted in other respect», 
and less educated men also (though it is also true that both the 
older and the less educated men were mors satisfied with their 
statue and job than were the others who, better performers, were 
moro critical of the Army and, in their own estimation, healthy). 
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T.    TlHf Xtaiml ^aartean renfttlon to inittgy ja AA 

difociat- outtetf IffOB il - |Q IWOT tta i«ffn^ tf to^ffir 

«jtoMal to thy ■»!£ and to rwadUt» %h§ lni<rf4Jfeote 

So, ths Amrlcpa voxkBan «3&o hat Jmt Mt hit leg with a 
hasmer la Xlkaljr to aajr» eagrllyt    "Lool: what the äügfiä 
jiaatt Jail W** ^^ *0 oonneat to the doetort    "Look at 
that leg. It wonH »ore,» 
The faypoohondrlae1 • aisattoeati of the aaae points aret 
"Look what I did to mr lag.*   And "Look at ay leg» I 
fiM1 fri9Tft.lt»* 

▼i»   the eoldiera' cum eetimate of the hypoehoodriae ie 
eoimed vp in the peraon of foor-T Sharliet 

.••Men w^i't aia^ of hia wild dariagi 
dirla wm*% praiae hia martiaX hearia^t 
laatead they're all vhi^perisgl 
• • • 
He ia tick Mid aliraya ailiag 
And hia health ia alwaya failingt 
He1 a Tour T Charlie I 
He can never be a trooper, 
dot no aoper in hia duper. 
He1a Tour-f Charlie I 
• •• 
He ia etoat and alwaya wheezing 
And hia breath ia qoite wpleaaing, 
He' a f Qup-F Charlie I 
And hia blood ia thin aa water, 
Be can never be a father, 
Poor fows-f Charlie| ••• (6a) 

b« The general Aiaeriean attitude towarde body parti ia that they ought 

t be gared for and repaired M long a» it ie poeeible to do ao (the 
54 

high development of Amorleen dentietry ia en illuatration of thie). 

Thie %t ifi keyptafi w^th Xh$ ^o^ ^%%W9 tWr^ff US 
53 &. I. Songi. op, cit. pp. 80-81. The editors oooment that ths song 

"has many other emusing bat unfortwately. tuprintabli» verses.i 
64 In contrast, the Snglish position about the treatment of teeth 

formerly (not nowadays) was to poll oat teeth - espeolally in the 
treatment of the lower elasi patient« It is neeessary to aee the 
current British preoocrapatlon with "free dental plates" against thie 
baokgrcmad. The Aaerioan position is rather to reapir the teeth 
until they can no longer be repaired, with a more modem emphasis 
upon the prevention of dental deeay - whloh is in keeping with the 
general attitude toward iopfoving health rather than dealing with 
sickness, 
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ma illtrl fmlY® HiAt msm Ifrl Ta*M at * ^^^ ^^ ia not 

la llHtf Uuku Bag awfiurlly teaMaat. if«« 
1*4 rmthar l»f« finger« «tan to««, 
1*4 i»**»* hm% «y«« than « no««« 
And «« for w hair» 
I1« glaä it1« «till th«r»; 
I1!! %• «orry a« hall «hon It goos« (55) 

Tht ■ntoili fffr AaaAfiMi *• an aiUm tht Hffite part tadaat 

■1 1991 Mft ftt tfn^miy M P9>rtHff« (80 tb« period of extrem« 

dlffiooltjr for a nan i« «hil« h« i« lying down, before he get« a 

mm fan« gnft«d on, before he get« tke pro«tbetic device that 

eaaUM hi» to get into notion again - to use hi« artificial arm or 

lag, to drire hi« »peoial car, et«.f «hen all the sanction« of 
x56 

applying «kill help in re-adjustoent.) 

K »> I- Bong«, op, «lt., p. 93 
8* AltrtWM *** continually «hocked whor1 they go to countrie« where 

there are ami««« and lagl««» men in rl«« and feel that "something 
«hould he done" - and are th«) more horrified whan body deformation 
and crippling and loss of body parts are nsad exhibitionietically, a« 
thiy are In eom« otäer culture«« 

In franc«, for instance, it  i« goi common to «ee armless and legless 
pemon« on th« «treet« (though special provision is made in the 
Paris «ubsay for th« «eating of war wounded - the hi^heet category 
among thoee for whom other« are obliged to give up «eat« according' 
td -^1©« posted in each oar)* On the other hand, protesting veteran 
groups call out faondrede of men on wooden stumps, in little handcarts, 
ltd by miserable women or children* The expectation of individuals 
interviewed about this point was that most of these people ordinarily 
either stayed home or had perfectly good artificial limbs which they 
used on ordinary oceationi. Exhibiting their crippled state waa a 
punishment to the (k^rnorint that waf depriving them in some other 
way (e,g» too low pensions, etc.) 
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flfli BMM Ifenii tgt Ma MB^J^t jalkli iff „lit oü frojar 
mrt that 1«. la fact. inS9&&m&3*   «MM«, ftar <rf lot! of ^t 

aaUalj lit to ^MitoMMU-itt twftflliMiy mAltlli Iwr Ig 
saBMAiaB to tha far of lot« 0/ amr ottwr liat or fMtarft. 

wm% toJadag bteJadt lojaam* 
It la atteatial to dlffaraatlate hare fcatvaaa iUnaea aad daronle 
raBortimt of health prohlana paat aad praaaat and far&mm,   (¥a 
alto regard the hypoehoadriao at fKawoaa «ho it aot-haalthy, hut 
aot tide with the illaettet about which ha reportt») 

Oat of tha diagnottio difftraaaaa batwaea oxgaaie aad 
faaetioaal oardiäe eoadltioat appaart to ha uawilliagaatt oa 
tha part of the patient with aa orgaaie failing aad williagaett 
- la faot iatitteaea on the part of tha patient with a fmm~ 
tioaal ailB«it to tare hintelf - to take it eatgr, tt©^ 

^ imüsm frtUfrfrff tatttfti teaS& gag gaMltoaai: to MBfltoai 

»life afl^ja» iBJUMi M4 or Uaas&aL ttumotem ten U 

WWB ft tflfami tUMm ^ yfro*9 IfWf. 9f. .ttfttt (at tha «a of 

the wcad ittelf it dodged in tooh phratet at "patted «May41 or 

'patted orer* or "no longer with ut* or "gone to the gre&i btarond11, 

etc,)« Likewite the tiople fact of death it hidden away in the 

elaboration of the more ceremonial atpaett of the funeral, the 

burial place, etc» (It it uimtml in an American turban tatting for 

a person to be burled from hit own home; tha dead bodjr it turned 

over to experts; tiurpler terse äave been replaced by elaborate onat 

like "ereaiatorluia" or "mortician". The body It either destroyed m 

completely at possible or is preserved for all "eternity" In a 

coitin "guaranteed to last 100 yeartf") 
S7 The important thiug it 

toy the body, which could be altered In to many rttpectt during 

lifetime, in one form or another to remain intact after death» 

57 Quoted from an advertitement about cofflnt, 
78 
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of darth. atTfrthfitf ff fcha «"P«»*^ *äJnM%~ 

—it of nm it^tM i« to kM« gstoc tiroioM«4 laaAag - 

C ffMQlrilT afiUate MhiMtod MBalai tt itfl » aMtteM »aw- 

Jdliak So a ioläitr vrltest 

Iron pw to rlfl« 
It «at a long wqr, 
from Oreonrleh Tillage to He« Otdnea 
Tet It «at the lasHi« 

Mourn for tht dtad «ho ditd la Tain, 
Bat sot for hin« 

Hhen the potet geve out, 
tfhta it wasn't enough 
To ting of freedom. 
Be fought for «hat he «rote for 
He died for «hat he lived for. 

Adaptability end acceptance of the idea of contixmout change and 

{~      heterogeneity run like leit mot ire through diecustlone of contemporary 

American character etructure, American culture and social organisation. 

So varioue Buropeen writers and writer-i with a primarily Suropean 
orientation have ttreated "youthful" aspect» of American culture and 
character structure («here, for then, "maturity" la defined as a final 
adjustment to a stähle universe), or have reacted against American in- 
sistence upon "conformity" - seeing It as a permanent restriction rather 
than a series of adaptations to changing styles (where for them 
'individualism" has meant either a rebellious rejection of a model coa- 
ceived ae permanent, e.g. in German culture; or Infinite variety based 
on an accepted model, e.g. in French culture), etc. Similarly, the 
description of American character structure In terms of the a^arketing 
orientation (which fromm describes in part as "the lack of any specific 
quality which could not be subject to change" (59) - thus stating what 
it is in terms of what it is not) is basically a Suropean phrasing. 

Writers thinking explicitly in terms of at least two cultures or of 
culture change over time, have described this aspect of American charac- 
ter structure in terms of tentativeness versus roote&iess (Srlkeon) or 
as derived from a rejection of au^oritv (Oorer, who, it is Important to 
add was writing in this instance primarily for a British audience), or - 
describing it in terms of source of sanctions - as other directed 

58 "In Maaoriam' in The ^eft from Yank, on. cit.. n. 163, 
59 Brich fromm, op, cit, p, 77. 
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(RiegBan), or - döioriblng toclal «trocture ratbsr thas chameter 
■troctto-e - have «poken of tu. M hft^ing an waan »oelgty (Eluckhohii). 
lach of these, as well at other wltera not sentloned, have tried to 
define soae facets of what has also l>3en called fltnatlonalisn (Mead) • 

for «oericaas, adaptability to change and the acceptance of 
diversity are incorporated into the adult character structure, so that 
our probleas. as we see them, focus rather upon questions of controlling 
tlBing and sequence than upon the specific desirahility of change, upon 
ways of keeping uncoanitted resources ratherthan upon making one or 
another final conBittment, upon means of achieving limited objectives 
without "blueprinting" the future, etc. What we are working on, in 
fact, in American culture are ways of treating various kinds of dis- 
continuities in terms of contixmlty. Other cultures have dealt with 
these discontinuitiss in other ways, or have focussed on other dis- 
continuities altogether. (60) 

In this paper I have discussed qttnatlonalism in relationship to 

the home (e,g. the importance o. having a home, but the unimportance of 

attachment to a specific home throughout life), in relation to the 

family (e.g. the two generation family unit that is stable only during the 

time the children are being brought vtpt  the poselbllity of the child 

belonging to two families - having two honee; the open career line, 

etc.), in relation to learning (e.g. learning as a general rather then 

a specific preparation, with emphasle upon learning skills or "facts" 

rather than epecific appll^itione), in relation to time and movement 

(e.g. emphasizing *he future rather than the past, emphasising gradient 

rather t***n absolute position) in relation to persons (e.g. ths ability 

to see people as potential], as against actually like oneself, the 

ability to form attachments easily and to detach oneself from par- 

ticular individuals without suffering deep feelings of loss), in re- 

lation to sanctions (e.g. the peer group as model and Judge of own and 

other's behavior, as competitors for success and as validators of own 

success, etc.) 

The illustrative material on American servicemen has shown also 

various ways in which situationclism is Important in adjustment to 

60 Cf. Huth Benedict: "Continuities and Discontinuities In Cultural 
Conditioning." Beprlnted in Personality in Mature. So^ftyi flM Cul- 
ture, edited V Clyde Kluckhohn and Henry A. Murray. SewYork, Alfred 
A. Knopf, 1948, pp. 414-423. £ 
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Anr lift In p&rtieulAn the aUUly to torn sod to pick iq> nev TO- 

eatadariM tli&t mekm for »debate ooamonication aaong the mott diverte 

eroup«, to p«fforra adefoatfily In a aituatioa that It on the whole un- 

eoaceaial hy focuteiag oa detail! of relationahipt (good and had) wltb- 

ont Mp ooamittiWQt to particular peri one - attachaent to teapora^r 

boddlea, lik:, and diilike of particular officer« coupled with a dielifce 

of "offioere" ft» a geaeraliiatiOB, and by focueeing on detail« of ao~ 

tiTitiee rather than whole cotqreee of action» and by directing major 

critieiea toward« «ueh ia^erconalised gro^p« a« "the Anor" or "the 

cifiliaa«", etc* 

&• Shared «pace = the acceptance of the location one find« one«elf 

in «ad the people one find« there i« an important factor in 

liiMli^SilJS» Contiguity, egpecially if it i« patterned in any 

way, can be important ^.n the «election of the people one will »pend 

I* time with, whoae immediate in^ereet« one la likely to »hare. So, 

for instance, the people with whom one 1« travelling across country 

in a hue assume, for the time, primary importano© - and a man will 

go to considerahle trouble to help someone he ha« never seen before 

and never expects to see again (though they may exchange addresses 

and discuss the most intimate problems of family life), if he 

happens to be sitting by him in a bus or train. 

*•   gfrar^, m* of flfly fci^ - «0Wwt H^^n in wy fort of 

defined unit - is another important way of relating oneself to othar 

people. So one sometimes is told of a "gang" or a "crowd" of men 

who stuck together in an ^rmy unit for a long period - even though 

it may turn out that there was a very large turnover in the actual 

members over a period of a year or so. What persisted was a group- 

style of behavior that was communicated to ean new man as he came, 

so that there was a feeling of continuity even though the 
81 
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IndlTldnalt cant and vent» 

c. By and lag«, «orallty tendi to be ■ItowtlCTIflllY OrffatfA ty JHt 

gag in whiflh one find« onaaalf - to that a »an in two different 

■eta of cireumataneea oay belvtve in quite different vaye. fHae of tiie 

eonevtaat nnexpeoted exanplea of thie on a oaaa eeale vae the al~ 

tevatioa of 0. U  behavior «hen aoldlere «ere takear to Svitierland 

on leave, With minor eseoytiene, Sviee end Anevteaae inter?i«fed 

by ayeelf in 1947 deecribed the eerviceaen ae nnif onoly well be» 

haved, in aharp contwiet to deeeriptione of eerviconen in eom other 

placee. Another eacample vai the ability of American white and 

colored or American white and Japaneie (Vieei) aoldiers to get 

along together well in rather apeoial circumetenceo where it waa 

poaaible for them to share like experiences in small groups. The 

opposite situation was also Just as likely to ooeurt Wegro and 

white soldiers tound themselyes In closed grorq^s and violently 

opposed each other in the placee where they met, largely because 

this was the general expectation of how each one - and the other - 

would behave. Most Important were the loyalties and pride in one's 

own group that developed, particularly under combat conditions - 

which Included a willingness to stick it out with one-another, but 

had little relationship to the individuals willingness to do more 

61 
than his share beyond his commitment to his buddies. 

As a last illustration from lank, the following is taken from 
the account of an American soldier with the Fifth Amy in 
Italy who was captured and escaped and made his way to an 
Italian farmhouse looking for help: 

Then an old Italian with proud, graying mustache 
entered the door, "ßooda de momin1 P "Good morning P 
I shouted« I jumped up and grabbed him by the arm and 
started shaking hands as though I were an 81k meeting a 
fellow Elk <r» ^fiiiQ. "But where In hell did you learn 
to speak ZngllshT" "I work 17 years for ths New York 

61 The American Soldier, op, clt,» II, 136-141, 
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«abwar irstea," be Mid.   Ä&d fron that BQBe&t I mm a 
f im baliffrar in tlte lav Toric «obwajr.   We aat dowa aad 
talked a loag tiae.    I got rid of BQT &I clothes and got 
into a ragged eivilian shirt aad trousers.    I felt like 

a h09 aad going to vorte on the 

62 
Hewton H. ru3.hright, "The Mew York Subway Syetao on the Italian 
Iront" in The Best From Yank, cm. cit., pp. 11-12. Italics mine. 
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E. Metranx 

A major eonslddratioii in the handling of tha probleaa of ottmio 

euth-groi^ and aiaority gro^>» in general In the aervioee aa elaartier® 

1c Lmriem national eontaxta i» that thea« are two-wgr pro^laoa of 

ensratinication and inter-aetion» On the ä» hand, nan and woiien — 

aeahera of a purtieulmr ethnic aafe-groqp — eee thesaelTee both at 

Americana vho vant to be treated "like erorjrone elae« and as indiTldiiala 

or grotqpa vho have a aoaevhat epeeial orientation to being jAeriean» 

On the other hand, those reacting to thaa with ordinary expectatione 

of what people — i«e» Aaericana — behave like, are likely to accept 

or diaallow differences according to the degree of coooranication. 

When we focus upon those differences and attesapt to state what they 

are and to solve the; problems involved it is necessary to take the 

double position into accouat: what is done and the way it Is phrased 

must be acceptable to Americans and to /jaericans who come, as the case 

may be, of a Polish or Czech or Chinese brckgroond. In order to be 

able to do this, it is necessary to have explicit understanding of 

the main emphases of both American character structure and of the 

group in question, for this reason it is worthwhile to look not only 

at Jewish Americans or Puerto Mean Americans but more particularly 

at the culture of their background, to see bow specific behavior aid 

attitudes are integrated into a whole, in the national culture of 

origin. 

One of the points that individuals of different sub-ethnic 

groups have in common is their insistence that in eontexte in which 

they are involved as members of a larger group they should be treated 

the same as everyone else. In such situations the individual is 

w^*i»»*i !_i,ji«*if*ir.-s *. s. 
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liktXj %§ üsstelAto hixmält fw» ■MÄMWtliip la a «pwlaX groop, tajriagt 

JEhK •»• ao ime*m% torn m&My «IM.   (fliit wat tb« «tateaeiit of 

e Ptarlo üOM Aa«riecs.)   «hit 1« aa im&sm ***&****• ««de with the 

imoirltdg« ^mt "«ifftr»« froaP em alto aeaa "Ittt thafi« — &• It ha» 

la eartaiii Mtp^tt for loerleaa lagroat, Aatrlean Indiaait and. from 

tlBft to tiao, otlwr niaoritr gtms$» ia the popalatlon. 

for thOM «ho are Tieoall^ dietineoUhahle fron white iaaricane by 

reasoa of aeaherehip in aaother raoial groiqi this it eepecially 

iapoxtaat.   Bat the react ioat of all grov^t are hr a0 aoant the taae. 

AraoM EOM, ia the Hegro; u Moiale. hat docoaented the growth of 

eonseioos and directed "groiro identifieatlon" among Aneriean Segroes: 

"The legroee1 aim is fell achieremeat of democracjr aad itt coneoiaitants 

- liherty, eqaality aad frateraity - or, ia aegatire termt, the ellis- 

iaation of the terror and of discriaination aad segr^gatioa... One of 

jr. *       the legroee1 chief «sports ia this hattle is a feeling of strength r <!) 
and pride ia their group and its cause*" 

On the other hand, Puerto Bieaas who were asked ia Interviews 

whether they thought they should receive some sort of special con- 

sideration In the event of a total draft, consistently replied that 

there was "no Puerto Mean problem8' or that there were "no Puerto Hlcane11 

in the United States, but only In Puerto Rico. (In their case, the 

recent attempt on the President's life, obviously made them peculiarly 

sensitive on this point.) But it was Illuminating that in free Inter- 

viewing, Informanta spontaneously commented upon the differences In 

the oreatmeut of Hegroes In the United States and in Puerto Rico and 

directly or indirectly expressed fears that they might be treated 

discrlmlnatorlly If they were drafted In special units. At the seme 

f"       U) •' mold Roae. SMJfigro' »UOffiitL Sir.9!W? .IfoflHfWfro» «fl, ZWte&t. 
Minneapolis, The University of Minnesota Press, 1949, p. 144. 
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tlae, wUMo the conteact of Qqual treatment t there wae a recogalUon 

of special prohlea»» At when one Puerto Mean born infomant, haTing 

stated that there ehould he no special units hut that everyone should 

he scattered, went on to aey that perhaps it slight he well for young 

Puerto Mean hoys (at least in Puerto Mco) to he given their hasic 

training as a group so the* "they could get used to getting comands in 
(2) 

English and things like that." 

Again, Chinese Americans, who view their differences from other 

Americans in cultural terms, are today somewhat anxious about the 

possibility of "incidents" mad wonder whether they are likely to be 

treated in the same ways that Japanese Americans were in World '(far II, 

particularly in the early days of the war, as enemy aliens distinguish- 

able because of their color, (See below, The Chinese Soldier.) 

Members of European ethnic sub-groups, not having the problem of 

color to contend with, have also one less anxiety, or rather state the 

problems and their solutions in different terms. Ss, for instance, 

an interviewer who worked with Czech Americans, made the following 

statement about Czechs: 

In this country the Czechs, at least the first and often the second 
generation, have tried to keep their loyalties to both countries, 
to the old and the new. And eo far there has never been a con- 
flict between these two loyalties. We were told continually by 
parents that they would like to "give the best of both countries" 
to their children. The young generation seems to be resentful 
of being reminded that they are supposed to be Czech-Americans; 
they feel that they are one hundred percent Americans.»• 

/ And from one interviewt^/ One wonan told us that she and her 
husband, who ware both about 50 years old, were born in 
Czechoslovakia and had been in the United States over 30 years. 
They have two sons, both of whom served in the American army in 
World War II, The mother is very proud of her sons... She ex- 
plained... with tears in her eyes that she had resolved thoy would 
be good Czechs and good Americans, but that they were really 

(2) Prom an unpublished series of interviews on the attitudes of some 
Puerto Means in New York City towards the draft, prepared by J. B. 
Jackson, for the purposes of this report. 
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*mt* tltaa om taadrtd p@r eaut Äatileaa»...Th©y are good bofs 
s^Hyi th^r msMfUM Citeli imt «hagr grt tad If I taU tb«a 
tl»r «t CtMlw too."   Ser bu^^ä iat«nraptod her pfttloiUjr 
aaä tOd IMT, "look, liov of««a thouU I «^l&ifi to you tlwr ««ro 
botli yooBfi «bMi th«r Joiaod the äW, %ter» vero no Ca«eh feogre 
aroond, t&ajr eoeM not talk Gsteh«   ^sd axqrvay, thagr told oe 
th—iilva thigr edold not fare fesan promoted If ttagr had lasietad 
tbty art Csaelw   flia prooatioii vovOA liava gone aayta to 90a» 
Irtali.«.,. (3) 

fh® atat«Mftt of UDoonflietlBg l^ralty to both eooatrlaa raflecta 

the Osaeb toodancqr contoloafly to halanoa doable poetlbllitlea in 

ajmetrieal faahioo in their alods — like or oppoelte.    In the parente 

it took the fom of tiyiag to ^ive "the beet of both coantriee'' to their 

children, in the children to oppoee the two, etating their poeition 

in ^aerican f om.   fhie la eharaetariatic of Gsecha not only in 

political Probleme, bat generally, ao that even though the children are 

laerioenised, it ia a type of reaction one stay expect of them in other 

aitnationa« 

So, in many different phraeinge, these iuaericane belonging to 

ethnic, racial or religiona adnoritie», echo the Aaerlcan feeling that 

it ia possible to be coafortably different from others only when at 

leaet potential equality, when likeness is fully recognized« 

Hence, except in those cases where separate units ^re oaintained 

In the armed forces —• as in the Negro divisions, the special Japanese 

Amerlcen units in World tfar II, or National Guard divisions, which 

draw heavily on the population of a single area — considerations of 

the problems of ethnic sub-groups are relevant to the on-going functions 

of the services, generally speaking,  only in certain situations»    These 

have already been discueeed*    (See above, Section A, pp, 4-15.) 

In this report, we have provided data on American character 

strut ure, illustrating it with material by and about American men in 

(3) Prom a report on Czech attitudes towards military service, pre- 
pared by Edith Lauer for the purposes of this report. 



the aimed forces to indicate few «aeriesa attitudes ere reflected 

in this particular context, la addition, ve hare provided a soall 

astoont of taekground oaterial en three ethnic saVgroups (Chinese» 

Pales, and lästern Surqpean and other Jews — see helov, section S) 

and here ve hare, at.aln, foeassed on the ailitarr question« In tl» 

following pages I stell outline some areas where infoneation ahout the 

national character structure of ethnic suh-groups may he relsrant* The 

Intention here is to list the kinds of infonaation it would he 

valuable to have in order to he ahle to cope adequately with the 

variety of prohlems that may occur, .18 in this report it is not 

practical to describe the character structure of different grocqps in 

detail, as also it is not possible to consider specific problems, 

brief stateeents will be cade sisrply of the kinds of problems to which 

the Infon&atlon would be related mid illustrations will be given, as 

far as relevant material is available, from the several cultures 
(4) 

exaolned for this purpose.  These Illustrations have been selected 

In part to Indicate contrast points to ^aerican character structure, 

in pert to give a sense of the variation anong the several cultures 

considered« 

1. 

The following information about culturally relevant attitudes 

can be ascertained most readily by an analysis of the child rearing 

regularities of a particular group» the handling ,0^ thephll^, t^g 

relations between parents and children, and among siblings, etc. 

a. Relationship to the self and own body 

(4) The cultures from which the illustrations cure taken, are among 
those studied by Columbia University Research in Contemporary Cultures, 
or by members of the project in other contexts. 
(5) The principal outline points of this section of tho report were 
organized by M. Mead end illustrated by R. Metraux. 
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lof OMfeUOB about tbt Tmla*imaM$ to th» self and mm bodjr it 

rtX«fist to pi«^«M ecaie«ndsig typo« of naif on», hari^iiag in 

traiiilag and e^tiat, prtiblmn of uqpofora, ratctloa» to danger« of 

«itlatioii, qoalifieatioiw for ^rioos %ym*  of risfe-tafciog attiga- 

aeota (««£• airborae troops, ate«) 

i. fhs Polaa la their ehild raariafi fe? atreas iq»oa the child1 a 
at^oirlag «atoaoBsy aad hardeaing itself« Sadoraaoe of paia ia 
eoaseioaaly cultivated, especially ty ezhiMtioalaa to age mte.*« 
A reiterative Polish phraaa ot ohalleage iss "The eyas of the 
world are apoa yoo," fhess childhood e^perisaees have adalt 
parallela ia the exteat to which Polet aophaaise paia aad hn^}- 
ship, aad tlpa eaäax« th«t hravely, (ia coatr&at to the merie^jx 
ha^it of aiaiaisiag paia aa a way of ahowiag hr&very), 

ii« fh© Chiaest iafaat is haadl^d waroly and indnlgeatly, with 
eoaaidarahle hcdy coataet hetweaa mother aad child. Stress is laid 
190a protecting the child1 s hody frot iajaxys as aa iafaat it ia 
ancooreged to look hat is discouraged from t^lfftllBfi ohjecta. fhe 
young hoy »ay te puaiahed for lajaring Msself ia a &m@ — his 
respossihility is to the family for the -preaorvatloa of his hody 
(that ha too nay have soas aad coatinoe the family). Ia adalt 
life the doable respcasihility to protect oneself aad to folfill 
adeqnately one1 § role ia reflected ia the way ia which Chiaeae 

f~ soldiers will face danger willingly and coarageoasly and endare 
4 privatioa without coerplaiat when such action is required ia the 

folfillaent of datyf hat they will not court danger, nor dc thoy 
value hravexy for its ova sc-Jce. Chiadse aaziotiea ahoat aatilatioa 
are relate to the general caatiouaaeaa about the body and fear ' 
laat ita functiona he impaired. 

h. Belationahiaa to othera 

Tho cuatoot-iy handliEf; of pertonal relatlonahipa in tho family 

ard especially relevant to m&ttere of diaoipline, obedience, autonom, 

reaponaibllity, leaderahip and followeraMp, initiative, buckpaaeing, 

etc« 

i. The Poliah infant ia often left alone and aa aoon aa the child 
can walk, it la expected to learn to care for It» own needa with- 
out followup or auperviaion V parents or aiblinga. The children 
are taught not to interfere with one another and never to act 
beneath their own dignity ("never atrike the younger one back"), 
but the one who criea ia told» "Don1t you have hands to give it 

g.^ back to hlot" The play group ia taught to reaent interference fron 
f outaidera. 80 there ia a conaiatent streaa upon dlfferencea 
* within a sroup ., but unity in the face of an outside intruder. In 

Its activities, thr child ia eonatantly pushed to the limits of 
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•ntowBio» witlioiit tpaelfie faidsiie««   Lllcwrlt« «ftoll f^llsh 
altitoä»« MpbMis« %®tli tlw vortb «ad th« indifadiao> of tb» 
iMiwMmXm   *&*• prniw to tak« r«fpoiisi1»ili^r for ft 1A0I« 
tftftkt irtiwra thtgr eaa vovlc %M*pmoäma&lw of otters«   Tliagr «dalr« 
»ott tte lasflftr vte it outotaiidiac fb* Mi ai^Uteadod brsfinr 
•sd wfeo, «▼« «tea te ii 4«Mrt«d Igr hit ttHlomn, ttaads fim 
until — if «t all — tter rttarn to Ma«   So «lad, «tea Folot 
fore a mit aaong ttroral («at if ttegr ar« Aafiaftd &■ Polost 
thit it tteir prtftrrtA f om), tter «ot tett in titaationt «ten 
ttegr ean ditpltgr datli and eoartgt indtptadMitljr of tte otter nnitt 
— ttrttiiag tte dttd» ttegr tteattlvat hem ptärf oratd in tte 
eante«    (So, for inatanet, Polat art «teatüagly prood of tteir 
attaolt on Cattino in World Var II«)   for Folat it it tte r»- 
tp<mtil)lt or tte fercra aot itaalf rather ttea tte onte«« of it 
that eoonta« 

ii«    In oontratt to tha Polith infant, tte fraoeh infant ia «a- 
paetad to he posaiva hat it ia thought that it «oold tuffar if it 
«are laft aloaa or naglaoted«   dood paranta talk oontisnoiuajr to 
tteir infanta and aspaet tte ehUd to ratpoad«   Tte fraaefe fmsiljr 
in tte forar it a oloaad ayatea and the ralationthipt of tte 
feailsr aaahara to one another take tte for» of a aeriea of dyada 
— each pair ahariag a partial relatioaahlp not shared «ith tte 
othera.   fhe father ia ralatiTely dittant froa tte ehildren «id 
tte Mdn tq^hriagiag it in tte teada of tte aether, aa far aa die- 
eipliae and tte detaila of care «re eonoemad«   fte perenta to- 
gether take daoiaiona about the child* t future, with tte final 
word reating «ith the fatter«   Childiah pcafaraaoaa are not coa- 
aidered, though tha child my he argoad «ith, aa it it not yet 
equipped to aaka aanaihle choicea,   Until death or aenilitgr latar- 
T«i®f tte father eontinaea tte ri^it to aaka or to be conaoltad 
about the aajor declaiona regarding hie eon, ao that a man only 
achierea foil oaturity upon tbo death of tte fatter«   Howerer, 
the' fatter, ideally, ia regarded aa taocoring, protactiv© and ua- 
dee true tire in hi a relaticmahlp to his chUdraa«   Within tte 
foyer it ia aatomed that family aeabert «ill hare tte correct 
anotioaa to«arda c^ie another — thongh it ia recognised that 
indiTidoally thia aay not be ao.   The chief danger to tte foyer 
i t  introaion from «ithoat; aa long aa tte foyer reaaina a cloaed 
circle, ita manbera are aeeare «ithin it« 

trench adult relationahipa are characterised by veyy con- 
siderable coaqpartaentalisation«   Selationahipt formed outside the 
forer are not expected to intrude upon it, nor are such relation- 
ships expected to bo shared«   Frotectiye father figures, in «hose 
hands rests final decision, are exceedingly important in Trance aa 
leaders, but not as innoyators — «he are regarded primarily aa 
sons acting outside the forer (as the Iteft Bank in Paris is re- 
garded as being outside tte conyentions accepted in the reet of 
the city, but related to it)«   Stable Preach leaderahip tends to 
remain in the hands of the elderly, tte high ranking, those «ith 
long tenure (in contrast to tte constantly altering cabinet, the 
principal civil seryante in all departmenta tend to hold office 
for many years)«    It is significant, however, that tte French 
president is a man almost xühgai power, carrying tte jodlilÄi 
but not tte authority of tte state, 
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iU. la tli* Q**mm faalljr« %h* itthar  is the min aÄthorltjr, 
tl» aotter «etiag la a MBM at Ms ageat, tOBetlaot aHylag 
iMnOf with UM ä»iMs«i la lilt ateeae«, tOBStiaa« Hetrajriag 
thm to Ma. inu it ia aott aasktd ecmtiatt to tbt frmch 
aotlsar, ^ko a^ ttetat«i to toll tha fathtr of the chUdrtn't 
aitdMit, 1«t lÄio, ia faet. agftaatt tht eQafidaneet tht thartt 
with thtsu) Of tht Otrata fathsr, Btrtraa Schaffatr vrlteti 
"fht Otvaaa fa^tt? Uart to aaeh ttrttt t^oa rotpeot for his aar- 
thoritjr ttet ht aotaally atar «terifice other faailial Taliaet in 
vrtm to ttiataia it.,. f?he «etnaa father ... fight« to oaintaln 
hit tathoritar for itt ova ttka «ad in order to attort aad retain 
thit role, my fotae the ftaller to peeepl deeitioat «vhUh^al« 
later prored aawite. Et coaeeiret hiatelf at retpontihle for 
aaiataiaiag the tzadition of ahttvaet authority ..f fhe father 
it aattaUy toaevtet afraid of lowering his ttatat and authority 
^r helag «fajdliar" aith his children. ^ (6) The child is trained 
early aad strictly to self-control aad obedience and to accept the 
discipliaa that coeet froa vithoat. On the other hand, there is 
an aspeotatioa that the ohUd will revolt against parental author^ 
ity dnrlag adolteaoet, will toffer defeat of its anhitioas and 
thaa «ill settle dona, kaspiag its independence — if any — at 
an IntelleCtaal and tyahdie level. At the same time» while it 
wae growing ap, the child taw t ie mother — powerful in the 
father1 a abteaee or gentle and affectionate —- made subordinate 
ia his presence aad saw the authoritative father, in his turn, 
tohftit to authoritative persons acre important than himself, 
gmmbllng aad taking out his resentments on his own subordinates, 
JaelaAing his wife and children. (Here again there is a marked 
contrast to the french position, where the father1« role in the 
hoae aad the father1 s role outside the home are separated, fur- 
thermore in the home, the father tends to keep his position of 
prestige by maintaining a mild distance, especially from his sons; 
and, in terms of her relationship to him at wife, the mother sup- 
ports and upholds the father rather than using him as a bogey and 
subordinating herself to him.) 

So the traditional German hierarchy is conceived of as one 
involving endless reversals of authority and submission, end- 
lessly insecure and subject to the whims, the betrayals and the 
resentments of those above (who also In their turn submit) — 
who are at the same time the sources of strength and protection. 
This means that the subordinate person can always throw respons- 
ibility upon the superordinate one and feel that he has fulfilled 
his duty and responsibility by carrying out exactly what he is 
expected to do. It means that, in turn, the super-ordinante per- 
son can find a scapegoat oat side a particular relationship for 
what he obliges the subordinate to do. (Ambivalent feelings 
towards the scapegoat were illustrated tragically during the Nazi 
regime, where the Jews were treated simultaneously as very strong 
and dangerous e.g. "international Jewry" etc., and as lets than 
haman and therefore beneath contempt, etc. Those ambivalent 
Images are themselves reversible -*- sometimes appearing as figures 
of great strength and purity, etc.) 

(6) Bertram Schaffner, father Land. Hew York, 1946, pp. 15-16. 
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lv. fhe Chinet« aaa t®®t Maself at eonttitailijvs 9m mmher of on 
ofr-goiag faatljr lia». H® if» to use the OMIIAM phrM«( "on« bf»aä ia 
a ehala." lÄsatifleatioa of th® indlvidaal vltli tho fanlljr !• lya- 
bolis«! in BBUjr ^ellof s and praetlcof, lueh at tlw ^elisf ia roiac&s»- 
satlOB vlthla %hm imlly Xiao, Ife® «aritea of «•Uetiag vwmsl name; 
tha rltualt of aaeostor reaofatloa« Xa these eerenoaiee tfe® li^iac 
pareate are Teaerated along vith aaeettore long deaA« la traUtioaal 
China the authority of pareate ie lifelong and it hated on the faet of 
fathorhood, not on the indiTidnalU taperior ttJ^aigth, vitdoo, or 
control of economic ?atoareet« This the child »act dnnatised in the 
cer«&oniee of ea^rtor Tmeratioa idwn hit father kovtcwt to hit 
grandfather« la taking hit place hehind hit father and participating 
in thete oereeioniet, he eaperf.encet aa enhanceaent of hit telf-etteem 
through hit identification vith a ooatiaoing force.». To the extent 
that Chinete are able to feel theotelvet identified vith a pezoaaent 
organieation, they vill take pride in all the oatvard ^aholt of their 
participation — tmifoimt, intigaia of rank vhieh daeoattrate the 
indiTidnal11 place ia a hierarchy, tainting and other ritoalt* (See 

c Eelationthin to the vorld 

Here one vonld include data on expectations of reward and puniahnant, 

degree of responsihillty for own life in a wider setting — in the family« 

town, nation, political party, religious grot^, accepted ideologies and 

the relevance of sneh abstractions as freedom, desiocraey, and of such 

sanctions as patriotism, service to God, duty. 

1. for a society within the fracework of the Western cultural tra- 
dition, Sast Xuropean Jewish culture exhibits a Bdniraua of reciprocal 
behavior. Wealth, learning, and other tangible and intangible pot- 
sessions are fluid and are channelled so that in the main, they flow 
down from the strong or rich or learned or older to those who are 
weaker, or poorer, or ignorant, or younger, Therefore all giving is 
downward. This mechanisn is conceived of as a way of perpetuating 
the community and of maintaining the status quo — the society never 
being thrown out of balance through internal crises. All higgler 
status, with the exception of that which is sex-typed, is achieved and 
achievable, and even sex-typed statuses (father-husband, mother-wife) 
are achieved categories additional to the ascribed one of sex... 
It is shameful %o receive succor of any sort from those who are in- 
ferior to one in any status; it implies that one is in a position to be 
controlled, for the reciprocal of the downward-giving is deference. 
Children must defer to adults, young to old, ignorant to learned, 
women to men. To accept things means that one ie inferior to the 
donor, which may explain in part the contempt thy Jews have for those 
who take bribes, because by the acceptance, they become "sub-adult," 
It is not shameful to accept from one's equals — it is preferred; 
this may oast light on the fact that the old prefer to live in squalor 
where they can be "their own boaaas" rather than with children who can 
supply creature camforts, or to favor living in a home for the aged, 
rather than to be beholden to an individual* (7) 

(7) N.F. Joffe. Unpublished document, RCG J-128. 
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la tlM li^bt of thli on« ean hotter maAntaiid the itrlTing 

for intollootual acMffr^eat, for tooial aoMlity asoag young 
Moond ««ooratioa Jwrlia Aaerlea&t, thftir deairo to b« excellent ■— 
a« «eU M the eoaftuiio&e «hen each fitrlving It Interpreted hy peer 
grovgp oenbere eheerly a« coopetivite heharior, Sinil&rly one ean 
inderatand better the mixture of pride and eoharraseoest with which 
older relatiTea looked upon \\m ycnuj? eerriee »en and voiaen. In 
leraal» defereaee ha« oooe the foil round — now given Iqr the old for 
the yonag who there are the eupportera of and fight era for the coo- 
mmity which haa been identified with the itate» 

ii« In the Czech hcoaehold, the father ic the head hut the aother, at 
often aa ehe nay praiae the father oey alao tear down hit prettige. 
All relationahipa in the Cseeh hose tend towards aytuaetrieal reci- 
procity! if the mothere are good, the children ought to turn out well 
alao; if the mothert are had, it it likely that the children will turn 
oat badly« But it it recognised that thit it not alvayt toj people 
can change, a good woman can retcue a bad oan, etc. The expectation, 
however, le that good, retpontible behavior on the part of the mother 
will be followed by good behavior on the part of the child, and thit 
in taru by conditional praising of the child by the mother ("but I 
think ycu thould have done even better,,.") The pre tent t and 
pleaturet a child it given are regarded at the things that are pro- 

>  vi^e^bfr goed.parentl.iin the normal eourte of event; to give a ma- 
terial "reward* would be to give a bribe. Yet the praise which it the 
reward it never given unttintingly; there it always a partial with- 
drawal even in the giving« On the other hand, punishment consists in 
withdrawing whatever the child wants mott at the momentt thus, while 

f"        praise it related to the specific situation, punlthoent can deprive the 
child of anything it might have expected to receive from a good parent, 
A^ gliS 0f the praite it would have received for good behavior. By 
Implication, a link it ettablithed between deprivation and pralte- 
worthinett <— though it it never certain thit will be forthcoming end 
it it teldom fully given« 

That, the Csech goet through life with a double expectation that 
he nay be deprived and is unlikely to be rewarded (a very different 
position from the American Puritan one, for though in both cases re- 
ward mutt be earned, our expectation it that the reward« thould be 
tangible and given in the tame measure at they are deserved; the Czech 
takes "things" for granted but lives scoewhat In doubt whether he will 
be appreciated). If one does not make the positive statement to the 
Czech, he is likely to assume the negative one, 

ill. The world of the Chinese child is divided between home, which 
is safe and protecting and where he has obligations, and ^outside" 
which it indifferent and potentially hostile; and where he hat no 
obligationt, Chineee groups are formed on the basis of personal ties 
between the members. Allegiance is owed to family, friends, school-* 
mates, etc. Those who do not belong to recognized groups can claim 
no allegiance; they are outsiders or enemies. The Chinese image of the 
enesy is personal, i.e. the Japanese invader, the American imperialit«, 
the Communitt bandits (not fatcitm, or imperialltm, or Communism). In 
fighting them, the Chinese it fighting againtt Individualt — "like 

| "*        myself" — but committed to evil and hottile aimt« Except for a few 
*-        devout Buddhists, who believe that all life is sacred and who are 

vegetarlant by conviction, Chineee do not believe in the "tacrednett 
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of *mma life.* Idf« !• good, tat it is not «aered; thar* is no 
c»«5ioiif guild connootsd with küliag as mm&»   Oonteq^aoiitljr, the 
Chinese soldier does not hm to dee! with the pärohlen of eonfliet 
hetween his religions eonrietion and his duty as a eitisen* Belated 
to this is the fact that an eneegr who has renooneed his hostile eins 
can he weleacted as a friend« 

IT, For the French everytody is believed to be eoapletely safe in the 
circle of the hone, in the foyer» For the young child this is the 
only safe place. The dangers that lurk oulside are gradoally pushed 
back until, for most Fronehaan, they exist outside the national 
frontiers* This eipending area, between the foyer and the dangerous 
outside, can be considered a neutral area where one is safe if one is 
prudent, exercises control, and follows the rules established through 
educational disciplines« This neutral area is, on the one hand, nore 
or less directly under the control of the state, through its repre- 
sentatives; on the other hand, it is the are* where friendships, love 
relationships and other associations are fonted. In contrast to the 
foyer, in the neutral area the ties formed are largely voluntary and 
represent deliberate choice. 

The French regard the outsider in their midst with considerable 
ambivalence. Depending upon the context, he may be someone frou 
another family, another neighborhood, another village or town, another 
part of France, from outside metropolitan France, or from another 
nation. He is not the person who is unknown (iHneonnu); on the coo- 
trary he is someone who is known and identified, but who does not be- 
long. Doubts about the outsider center not so auch on Ms known 
characteristics, which may be liked or disliked, as on his possible 
reactions, which the French feel cannot be easily defined« It is dif- 
ficult for people to judge whether he behaves as he does because he 
does not know the rules, because he is in some way different, or be- 
cause he is hostile. 

Completely outside the neutral area is the enemy« nowadays the 
tern enemy (I'ennemi) may be applied to a person in France whoset 
political convictions are believed to be a threat to the state and to 
French civilisation in general — who the enemy is depends upon the 
political views of tho speaker. The eneny has all the qualities of 
the loupgarou, etc, that children hear about in their small childfc od. 

8, 

Cultural regularities of special relevance to Army lifei Information 

fitting into the following categories appeays to be relevant to service in 

the ariay (or other of tho emed g»fY^eB) and ihfflild hfl AVAilAbla tar t^^ 

ethnic sub-group. 

As the services are self-contained organisations, it would be im- 

portant to know how members of a particular ethnic sub-^TOup dealt with 

u 
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(1) Mlf-coetainci orgBalsatlonsi (3) »«If-sont&ined orgtmlKations eon- 

talnli« oeaten of. other national», other reli^lout group», only oecbere 

of one »ex, «to. 

!• Self-contained organisation« are a noxual Poliah foro of social 
organisation« The Polish peasant house was sorroonded by a fence. 
The faailjr units wer:, indcpendsnt- Vhnn the elderly father retired, he 
divided his land among his children and lired with one of than. The 
misery of the retired old man, unwanted by his children, is t cosaon 
thaoe in Polish literature. 

Poles, however atneh they were divided amongst themselves In the 
past, and in spite of the fact that their country was pclitically 
divided, pride themselves on their unity in the eyes of the world. 

When the Pole became a soldier, he broke all his civilian ties; 
he was with a regiment that belonged to a particular town and stayed 
with this regiment. The regiments had enormous esprit de corps, and 
men resented being transferred to other regiments. Men who had 
fought together felt a special bond of unity and continued as a named 
group • When a man's fighting days were over and he i3tumed to his 
home, he became a perpetual veteran. 

Poles have fought frequently in other armies, but prefer to fight 
as a unit under their own commanding officers. 

Women have not, in the past, fought or served as women in Polish 
armies: a few traditional figures of women who fought disguised as 

,~ men are known but it is then emphasised that they were virgins and that 
V their sex was discovered only when they died« The Polish Army is a 

wholly male army, 

ii. The Chinese family is a structure in which each individual has a 
special place. The family looks after the needs of the child without 
the Interposition of ether authorities. The family is practically 
autonomous and it enters into negotiations through intermediaries with 
other fardlies on behalf of its members. A large part of a person1 s 
life is determined by the family to which he belongs and by his 
position in it. 

When a Chinese emigrates to the United States, he affiliates 
hlmsdlf with a pseudo-family, family association, or locality associ- 
ation which takes over many of the functions of a family, exercising 
control and providing protection to the individual Ir. a strange en- 
vironment. 

The army can be seen by the Chinese soldier as another family 
association, which regulates his conduct, provides his livelihood, 
sends his remittances home, determines his relations to outsiders. In 
the American Army he can "become an American with needing to exert hin-' 
self, 

b. Self-administered law 

It would be important to know the attitudes of members of the ethnic 

|      sub-group towards self-administered law (that isv outside civil law), ln^ 

tihding ideas of internal and external authority, the corruptibility of 
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authority, ate. 

c. AttltoAaa towarda wholly nal» or«ni»»tiflna 

fha following kinda of infonation ara releraat to thia poiat; at- 

titudea towazda aiUinga of tha aaaa aax, typaa of aaaociatioa panoltted to 

thao (i.e. alaepin« ia the aaaa had, in the aaaa roon hunting and fiahing 

tripa, pfagraical contact, woric aaaoeiationa, etc.); friendahipa within the 

sale sex; atandard attitvdea towarda honoaeznality (whether the tena of 

ahnae which are moat frequently uaed are paaaive or actire, etc.); at- 

titudea towarda aehool frienda, room oatea, "old frienda": with how aoch 

eaae are friendahipa made or broken« 

i. In early childhood and usually through early adoleaeenoe the re- 
lationahipa between brothers in franco ia likely to be friendly and 
companionable, without overt rivalry. Brothera whose age difference 
is great, may have little to do with eixh other, or the relationship 
may be closer to that of father and son, though with less distance 
between them. As adults, brothers tend to be less close to one anothex; 
unless they have a family business, they keep their business affairs 
apart; they are unlikely to go to the brothel together and in general 
they keep their sexual lives rigidly apart, 

for the frenchman there are two major sorts tf masculine rela-  •( 
tionships; those vith whom he comes in contact in the ordinary course 
of his life — school companions, fellow students, fellow workers on 
tha job, men in the same profession, the men with whom he does his 
military duty and the soldiers with whom he has fought, etc.; and, 
secondly, his chosen friends — outside his family the most important 
relationships of his life. His friends will be chosen from among the 
others as well, sometimes, among men older or younger than he. His 
relations with the men he meets through circumstances are formal or 
casual ("conain" is a slang term for mich pals), as the case msy be; 
they may be long lasting; but they are not intimate, friendships 
between men are formed around common interests which the pair share in 
complete intimacy. As in other French dyadic relations, it is not 
necessary for the two men to share the whole of each other* s life; on 
the contrary, delicacy demands the keeping of privacy outside the 
specific area of connon interest. Such friendships are entered into 
slowly, can reach a high degree of intensity, and are generally very 
long lasting. Quarrels between two such friends can be bitter; a 
broken friendship of many years standing can lead to deep mourning 
unless the two uen have lost their common interest. 

It is assumed by the french that, at least among young boys, 
living apa-v from normal social life will foster homosexual relations. 
Such sexual partners are not sought among friends and usually do not 
become friends. 
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Iiif9Yaatio& <a attltnd«« tovazAs authority eea gsoerallf be obtained 

In eoanoetloa with other infongetiOB about eMld-reerlng einee the focal 

point ie the parent-child relatioaehip and the patterning of pareat-child- 

aibling eipectaticme of behaTior. Inelnded nnder thia vonid be auch 

qaem%iOM a® the foUovingi la parental authority aacribed (aisply because 

they are parenta) or does it hare to be maintained by de&onatrationa of 

worthineaa, nee of aanetiona, etc. What are the expectations of puniahadnt, 

reward, recognition or being taken for granted« la the concept of 

authority a narrow one, limited to a particular type of altnaticn? Are 

there objectiona to pereona in authority who oyeretep their rola; do 

they over atep down and in what waya? 

Several quite different types of fatbar-aon relationahip have been 
deacribed in foregoing illuatrationa: 

i. the authoritative Poliah father who is forced to atep down from 
hie poaition when hie children are adult, 

ii. the German father who rules his own house, but exhibits submission 
to persona of greater iaportance than hlmaelf t whore son is expected 
to rebel against hin in some form during adolescence, etc. 

ill. the Chinese father who is the next man in the long line of those 
who are venerated by all those below as sons; 

iv. the French father who holds his authority hy reason of his position 
as parent and maintains it by maintaining distance and acting pro- 
tectively to his aon; whose poaition is supported by the mother; 

v. the Czech father whose role is constantly built up and broken down 
hy the mother; 

in addition, parallel material would he needed on the relationship of 

mother and child, husband and wife, parents to children as siblings, i.e. 

are they treated alike, in age order, is the eldest child or eldest male 

or youngest child or youngest male favored, etc. This material would give 

one the configuration of relationships around authority. 
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Death It th0 only OM of the nftjor rites d« pasta^fi related to 

eerrice in the arased f oreee. In eonelderin^ attltudee to death one 

would want to knov whether It wae regarded fatalittieally, whether it was 

related to one1« ovn tetaarior at all; It would include infoxmtion about 

luck, way« of obtaining luck or good fortune, etc. Alao ideas about 

dying — dying nobly, as befits one* s sex, class, nationality, rank, etc« 

Attitudes towards suicide, towards fonts of self-outllation permitted, if 

any, penalssiTenese toward« actions by which one escape« danger. Aleo 

attitude« toward« deeertion of a unit, of one'« comrade. It would be im- 

portant to know about the types of bravery that were recogniiod — what 

|   i« and what is not bravo; and what are the attitudes towards recklessness 

or foOlhardinee«. What other kinds of behavior are associated with bravery, 

i.e. rape, pillage, bravado, hard drinking, quietness. What other emotions 

are associated with bravery, i.e, pride, love of country or comrades, shame, 

expiation for the death of others, ezhibiticnisa (before whcm), "making 

good," hatred of enemies or of evil, class or caste pride (e.g. fighting 

like a gentleman not expected of a peasant, etc.). 'r'hat are the expectation« 

about burial, about posthumous recognition or lack of it. 

f. Attitudes towards the enemy 

In asseesing attitudes towards tile enemy it would be important to know 

how the enemy is characterized, whether as a rival, a human like oneself, 

as notsr-human, as an impersonal force, etc. How 1« fighting regarded, i.e. 

when i« it right to get into a fight — when attacked, to defend persons, 

a place, or value« — what are the expectations of the opponent's behavior. 

When is clean fighting or dirty fighting, if any, permitted or obligatory 

or disallowed? How 1« a wounded enemy treated, and a captured enemy. 

What is the concept of treason and how is it handled! by the statement of 



a nmr loyalty, toy a change in Ideology, "by ditilluslon with the old, by 

the aesertion that the old loyalty vaa unreal, lay revelation of a new 

truth, hy eularglaig the group to vhoa one ove's allegiance (the famaen 

race), hy •hrioking it to a email revolutionary cell, etc. 

3. 

In addition to the haele infonaation about the national character 

•tractor© of the ethnic sub-group — as outlined above — it would be 

desirable to obtain data of the following sort on specific nroblens related 

to different stages of nilitary servicei both traditional attitudes and the 

known modifications of snch attitudes would be taken into consideration (as, 

for instance. In the case of lästern Xuropean Jews in Xurope, in the united 

States end In Israel — see ^elow. The Jewish Soldier.) Problems of the 

following sort would be taken into consideration: 

( a. The way in which the -possibility of armed service is handled; 

Will this be taken as a threat from the outside, or a possible demand 
for activity? How are draft versus voluntary enlistnent handled? ^re 
marriages accelerated or postponed, is property acquired or dissipeted, 
are children conceived, are Job decisions accelerated or postponed, 
money borrowed or lent, new clothes bought or old clothes worn? Or 
are all such question irrelevant? 

Who is involved in decisions about enlistment versus draft: parents, 
siblings, extended family members, clcc^ friends, wife» sweetheart, 
pastor, employer, political associates, gaxg, teachers^ 

Is military service seen as an interruption, an adventure, a piece 
cf terribly bad luc"«, "the end of everything", beicg more male, being 
less cale (especially for enlisted men who will be "under officers"), 
being "in things" or being "out of things" etc.? 

b. The moment of entry 

Is this handled with apprehension or greeted with relief; that is, 
how are final Irretrievable decisions accepted — with soee cathartic 
activity, with passivity, with panic, etc.? 

» c» Induction 
f 

The relevant information here would concern attitudes towards initia=- 
tion (hazing in school groups, treatment of the "rookie"), handling 
of initiates in ago grades, expeotation of teasing, of needless 
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cruelty, exposure, etc. In cddition it would fee ingportent to know 
the cultural devlcee for adaptation to new tituatione 1m general — 
by denial, Igr dleattoelatlon, %gr protective coloring, taking on the 
ways of !* new world, etc» 

d. attitudes towards training. 

This would include äata on bow learning occurs, what constitutes 
practice, exanple, learning Toy doing, status definition of self as a 
leerner or as a person able to lean to do a given thing. Who teaches? 
What is the order of learning — in parts or wholes, groundplan first 
or detail first? Types of visual, auditory or kinesthetic learning 
that are custoaary? Does the pupil identify with other learners or 
with the teacher? Use of euch devices as coopetion and rivalry, etc. 

e. Attitudes towftyds.Mffk. 

General attitudes towards status, age and responsibility. Attitudes 
towards promotions, and preferences for staying with age mates or for 
acting alone would be import&nt. Attitudes twards privileges and 
deprivations. 

f. Attitudes towards enbarkation» 

How final is a journey? Attitudes towards strenge terrain, savage or 
civilized. Is there fear of distance? How is homesickness defined 
and how is it alleviated? 

g. Action 

Here it would be important to h?vc information about attitudes towards 
comrades and towards the "eneay," as well as about abilities to 
mobilise for a goal, ability to tolerate waiting and frustration, re- 
sponses to defeat and victories, tension spans, etc. 

i. Attitudes towards sickness and towards anitilation 

One would Include here data on dependency, demands on others for 
attention, anxieties or other reactions to isclation, etc. How is good 
health phrased? What is recovery? In relation to mutilation it 
would be most important to have insight into the way in which the body, 
was conceived — what it thß body image? Attitudes towards potency, 
towards pain, towards awareness of others in like or contrasting 
situations would be relevant. 

j. Leave 

What are the accopted attitudes towards rest, contrast, how are 
civilians related to the serviceman? 

K, Attitudes towards being taken prisoner 

How strong or slight is the sense of identity with own unit, once a 
man is gaparated from it? Whet would bo tho grounds on which col- 
laboration will be acceptable, or refused? Attitudes towards the pos- 
sibility of physical and psychological torture? 
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Ho« voold tofrnmt be malatalaftd taring long laprieonment — by 
M» «nllcmiitM, Ijy aoniaal •ffieiont cooperation eoabinod vith day 
f\ drewtag (a tgrp» of iMhavior that eharaeterisod Osecht in concentra- 

Uoa eanpt), tar eontisnOM attaptt to etoap®, ty intolenco (Oemans 
in Yox&A War 1} t tQr apathy, ty hoary danandt upon kin at hooe (daroant 
in VorU Var II) • %y aara activity of any tort, by batting ©ad gao* 
bllng, tqr diaaanaloa} 

i* Allilato \?wrt» toatott 
Thia voold inrolYe infontation about tba capacity to ahlft rola and 
atatoa, and naya of ^^ijitg pact atatua in relation to preaent atatus, 
attitu&aa to past anä futnra* What ia the conception of what (if 
aaythisg) soelaty ovat th» aoldiar; «hat does it mean (if it is rale- 
rant) to hara haea "robhad of or to "hare given" the heat yeara of 
one'« Ufa to the .tnyt la diseharga a eooplete break, a new be> 
ginning, or doaa past experience carry over into a nev situation? 

While it «oold be desirable, in so far as possible, to be able to 

phrase the questions and the answers in terms of Amy life, it is clear 

that what is InrolTsd here as in 'diy other specific situation is the ehar- 

aeteristio outlook of the individual according to which he adjusts hitsself 

whenever he cooes into new situations and is thrown into contact with new 

people, whether these are the sorts tf sen (and wooen) with whom he has 

been familiar in the past or appear to him to be strange as well as 

strangers« 

for this reason it is the basic attitudes that one oust try to get 

at: it should be possible, with sufficient eonparative material to work 

out a brief list of questions that would be most relevant cross-culturally, 

and which could be used to obtain insight into the problens If the 

individuals and groups that must bo net. The presentation of the illus- 

trations about military service given in connection with the section on 

American character structure indicates how particular themes can be 

followed through a single context of experience. The following sketches 

suggest likeness and contrast in three other cultures. 
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The PolUh Soldlor 

VL  Zborovtkl 

Valttst which ere often aiaoclated with nllitary qualities — courage, 

hrorexy, endnrance, tenacity, etubhonmett, eelf-rellance, em%mapt for 

death — are value« which are Inherent In Polleh culture, and which are 

tranenltted to the Polish chlU »with hie oother'e nllk." In the Inter- 

viewe as In the literature there Is stress upon "hardening" the child for 

his future life as an adult; this Is often conceived as a struggle for 

Ideals againwt evil and opposing forces. In the process of hardening, the 

mother tries to develop in the child a contönpt for the "body" and an 

adoration for the "spirit." In oaterial collected in Poland, Dr. Benet 

describee children who refused to stop pleying a gaae to bind up a bleeding 
(1) 

cut.    In history and literature children are described who fought and 

died in various battles for Polish independence, for instance, the 

"Children of Lvov." In the relationship between parents and children 

there is a manifest contespt for sentioentality which cry spoil the child 

by softening his spirit. The departing Polish father does not kisi his 

boy, he shakes hands with him; they are two men who know their duties as 

fighters. When the fithar has gone, the son takes over the fighting duties 
(2) 

of defending his mother and sisters. 

When a Polish boy holds his finger over a lighted candle in front of 

his friends, in order to show his contenot for physical pain and to harden 

his spirit, this is a step toward the hard life of the Army where military 

training is regarded as a series of endurance tests. Sven military parades 

are endurance tests. An Informant says: 

(1) Dr. S la Bonet, unpublished fieldnotes. BCC documents on Poland. 

(2) See, for instance, the treatment of this theme in Border Street. 
a film made In Poland, 1950. 
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.-%       Tb» MUltaxy paradst which wer© höl<f oa national holidays were used 
at endurance tests. Ve had to stand and wait in the burning sun for 

C""* hours, Imt ws were expected to look frech and relaxed. 

When a hoy it told hjr his »other to fight for his rights even against 

a stronger hoy, when in school he meoortttt tbo faoems Ode to tbt> Youth 

hy MitskisTicsi 

Measure your forces according to the ^oals, not our goals according 
to your forces«•• 

hi acqolret the necessary readiness to fight as an adult "for your freedom 

and ours* on all the battlefields of the «orId« School textbooks, his- 

torical novels, national songs are all recitals of heroic deeds of knights, 

kings, underground leadere, officers and soldiers who fought and died 

bravely and with hon^r "while the whole world was looking at them" de- 

fending Christianity, civilization, freedom, or revelation — depending up- 

on the historical situation. 

i It 1« certainly not accidental that nilitary experts speak of the 

Polith soldier as "the best soldier in the world" (though I have never 

heard the Polish Arny described as the best), for the Polish Arcy is first 

of all an army of individual fighters — individual heroes, generals or 

soldierc, and it is always the naae and deed of the individual that is 

emphasized. (Contrary to the Rueaian concept of the army as en anonymous 

s&it«) 

In history and literature, we find exaltation of the individual hero 

who "with a handful of men" performed miracles. Historical instances 

when the tauk of defending the country was entrusted to masses are rare, 

and even then they are failures — the pospolite rushe^ie. i.e., the 

complete mobilization of the total population Ittvts en masse in situations 

of extreme emergency. The great Russian epic of war — Tolstoy's War and 

Peace — is the epic of the heroic Russian people; the Polish epic of war — 
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cienkiewicz's Flood — is the epic of the Pelish individual fighters, 

Podbipieta, ''olodvjowski, Kmicic, #10 represent the Polish people. 

Ihe Russian generals — Kutuzov or Suvorov — «ere strong because 

they had a nass of Russian people behind them. The Polish fteople 

«ere great because they had great generals — Poniatovski, Sulkowski, 

Donbrowski, Pilsudski. 

The Pole dees not worship war; «n the contrary, he loves peace. 

But war is inevitable because there is always sfsnebady, some evil 

force which threatens his freedom, his land, his independence, and 

therefnre a war must be fmight. Everybody threatens Poland and 

its people* Tartars, Musuloanj, Russians, Omminism (and no« probably 

American imperialism). And, therefore, the Pole must always stay 

"on the watch." 

The Polish soldier is crnvinced that the issue of the battle 

depends upon him individually. The fatherland depends on him, the 

"eyes of the world" are directed toward him. Therefore he has to 

"show" his bravery, his courage, his hereism. Strategy, military 

art, adequate weapons are, no doubt, Important elements in the 

battle, but the most important and decisive element is the "spirit" 

~ the will te fight. The Polish word for courage — walecznrsc ~ 

derives from the root "te fight" (walczyc). When one has the 

spirit, one can charge a motorized tank division on a horse and 

armed with a lance (actual event). And only spirit — r.ot military 

logic — can explain those occasions when a fighting unit has died 

to the last man, defending a single spot when the whole country 

has already been submerged by the enemy (e.g. the defense ef the 

plateau in Danzig in 1939): 
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Let the whole wtarld see that a Polish 
soldier knows how tt die with honor 
on his post. 

To die in a fight means that the soldier's name goes down 

in history as one who fought for freedom, independence, 

Christianity, or whatever the slogan was in a given war« The 

Polish soldi or does not die anonymously t as a number in the 

regiment. He will get an individual grave, his name will be 

on the roll call of those who "fell on the field of glory". An 

informant, a former soldier in World Aar II, said: 

When I was in the Polish Army it was the custom for 

the soldiers never to leave their dead or wounoed 

behind. The point is that the dead soldiers should 

get a proper funeral. As a matter of fact, it was 

considered so important that even in the rush 

evacuations, when time was extremely limited, proper 

care was taken ...^/pid you observe the Russians and 

Germans doing the same thing?/ No. The Germans 

took care of their wounded and carried them along, 

but when a soldier was killed he was left behind. 

The Russians were worse. ^Here the informant made 

a gesture of condemnation^/ They didn't bother. 

The idea was that there were so many of them. It 

is only recently that the Russians started to bury 

their soldiers more carefully, but even SP», they 

were buried at any spot, on the street or roadside, 

anywhere it happened to be convenient....The Foles... 

| dislike the idea of a common grave. During the 

Varsaw uprising, when a great number of people were 
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killed and it was inprssible to attend to each one 

separately, coirinnn burials took place. But this is 

exceptional...It was extremely important to give the 

dead soldiers a military burial and most of the time 

the Impossible was done. i^hy was it so important?/ 

It was specifically important t« give them a military 

burial, ^"military" means ceremonial/ because they 

earned it. Of course, it is more important to carry 

away the wounded, but a military burial is extremely 

important. I myself served for some time in the first 

regiment of Hussars which was very select and exclusive, 

and had very old traditions. This regiment celebrated 

every year a special anniversary with everyone present, 

at which the names of all the members who died at war 

were read aloud. The name was called out and those 

present ould follow in unison with the words: "Died on 

the field of glory." For some of the soldiers it 

wasn't actually so bad, because at least they v>ould be 

remembered at these special occasions, while in case 

of natural death thefr relatives would forget them 

after two years or so. Pm not sure, however, whether 

all the regiments had this tradition. (3) 

The best thing is to die and be buried in Folish soil, 

defending it from the invader. But one can defend Poland and 

Folish rights and values ibroad also. As a matter of fact, the 

Poles are pr>ud that: 
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f ttee bones of the Polish fighters are scattered all 
over the world — France, Spain, Santo Doadngo, 
Siberia, Monte Cassino. 

The Poles are pMud of participating in every war for freedom 

and justice, that everywhere thqr have fought for "Your freedom 

and ours", this was the slogan on the barricades in the Paris 

Coicwune (Doabrowski), in the American Civil War (Kosciuszko), in 

Italy, and on the fields of Normandy» This slogan was also used 

by the Polish brigade in the Spanish Civil fear in 1934-6. But 

everywhere the Poles have fought in separate Polish units under 

Polish generals and officers, and many co.!inanders-in-chief complained 

about the "spirit of independence,, of the Polish units. 

Though often complaining of the unfair treatment they get in 

the armies in which they have participated, Poles boast of always 

* being loyal to their allies. Poles like to tell how unfair the 

French, the Russians, the English, etc. are in dealing with them; 

they also like to stress the fact that they are always chosen for 

the most  dangerous missions, and that if it had not been for them, 

the war or the battle would have been lost. But whatever is the 

relationship with their allies, Poles state proudly that they 

never have betrayed them. Their main complaint, however, is that 

the Poles never get the just and fair condensation for their 

share in the war, though "the whole world knows that they had the 

biggest share in blood and sacrifice." 

It is only natural that the Pole who emphasizes so strongly 

the role of the individual in the Array is ouch concerned with the 

JT »       overall picture of the wart with the general strategy and with 

*        the conauct of the operations. The Pole makes a point of being 
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well-infonaed about all aspects of the war, he feels free to 

criticize the leadership, and to choose scapegoats for defeats 

and deceptions. 

Life in the arwy is a conplete breaking off fron "civil life*, 

and many.values mast be reconsidered.    The Pole joins the kray 

reluctantly — one should not forget that pre-war Poland was 

mainly an agricultural country, and for a peasant military 

service means a worker gone from the land.   But once in the Anay 

he becomes a soldien   a nember of a new society with new values* 

Even such a social phenomenon as prejudice may sometimes disappear« 

last-war ioaerican novels "The Naked and the Dead, The Young Lions) 

written by Jews emphasize the carry-over of the same racial 

discrimination as exists in civil life,    A Jewish informant who 

served for quite a long time in the Polish ^rmy stressed the fact 

that the most ardent anti-Semites lust their anti-Jewish feelings 

in relationship toward their Jewish comradea, "when facing death 

together".    Once in the ArBaßr they were all "comrades in arms". 

There is a definite distinction made between the "volunteer" 

and the one who is "üraftöd".    The first is a hero to begin with; 

the other is a passive inductee, who may or may not become a 

hero.    A volunteer who has once joined the Arny is a member of 

his military organization for life, even when the war is stopped, 

or the cause for which he fought has become obsolete,    A great 

part of the aale population of pre-war Poland was composed of 

monbers of different military organizations identified with a 

narae of a leader,    ihere were "Lqwborczycy" - the former soldiers 

of the brigade of General Dtwbor-ilusnickij there were "Kallerczycy'* 

former soldiers of General Hailer's brigade; "Pilsudczycy"t also 
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f eallfid "byli l&iiiomrzyn - former soldiers of the "legions" of 

Marshal Pilsudaki.    there «ere also organizations of former 

participants in various faoeus wars, battles or defenses of cities; 

"The Children of Lfov", "former participants of the war between 

the Poles and the Soviet in 1919-1921", etc.    Members of these 

various organizations felt a kind of kinship derived from the 

"brotherhood of weapons" (braterstwo brtni), who had together 

endured the "baptism of fire".   They felt they deserved the 

gratitude of the nation because they were instrumental in the 

regaining of its independence«    They actually had a great nany 

privileges  — siidlar to the privileges granted veterans in the 

United States, but much broader.    For instance they had the right 

to certain monopolized licences in commerce; even Jews, who were 

| normally excluded from whole areas of business such as tobacco, 

or liquor, could get a licence if they proved that they were 

former volunteers. 

A former soldier is proud of his military past, boasts about 

his deeds, and uses every opportunity to tell about his days in 

the Army under a given leader.    The association of military 

experience with individual names of officers or leaders is always 

present in those stories.    Titles and rewards acquired in the 

Army are displayed on solemn occasions.    Veterans• insignia are 

always displayed, and,  in many houses, military certificates are 

fraaed and hung on the walls, 

V^ar is a male business,    ^'he woman's role is to inspire the 

fighter, to pray for him, and to take care of tht wounded.    Those 

^ women who joined the Army as actual fighters did it by disguising 

their lemininity, and, as is often told in stories, their identity 
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as woraen «as discovered only after their death.    Participation of 

women in military life is regarded as disgraceful aid probably 

as iiiiaoral.    I quote from a "letter to the editor11 in a Polish 

newspaper of 1945i when a feminine military organization was 

proposed: 

I'm asking if our military authorities accept and 
agree to it?   ^to the draft of women ir to the kmg/ 
V.e have already a name for those milii^ry girls 
/the officers' mistresses/; isn't that horrible? 
Is that why our mothers did bring -p in blood their 
daughters during the occupation?...Is our Polish 
govemoent accepting these ideas of other nations? 
It is a shame aräd desolation... 

In a recent coramemoration of the Warsaw uprising on the Polish 

language broadcast in Uem York, the "handful of fighters" fought 

the unequal battle against the German tmay in the streets of 

Warsaw, under the leadership of General KfNajorowski, while the women 

were praying in the churches or playing Chopin's music to 

inspire the fighters»    (These pictures were actually reconstructod 

in the broadcast.) 

Not being an actual fighter, the ideal Polish woman is, 

however, extremely courageous, and is ready to share with the 

men (her husb-ind and brother) the hardships, sacrifices, and 

miseries of war.    As a matter of fact it seems thct the men (is 

described in literature) were uore subject to weakness than 

women; the woroan's role was to strengthen the man's morale.    The 

Polish woman fights not with weapons but with her heart and 

spirit.    Just as a man — and maybe more so — she knows how to 

die with h^nor lor her land, people, ana ideals. 

The abcve picture is necessarily an ideal one, presenting 

the ideal ima^a of the Polish soldier.    It is pertinent chiefly 

to pra-wir Poland, and does not take into consideration the 
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possible changes undergone by Poland in its position of a 

'       ,,8atellitett. It is also important to knew what is the place of 

this picture in the ioaerican scene under the influence of 

American values and experiences in American military life. I 

have not included in this discussion data on Polish Americans 

who have served in the American armed services. 
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THE riLISH SOLDIER 

Summary 

1. For Poltis the "hardening of the spirit" is a major aspect of 

learning, and for the Pole to have a "hard spirit" means 

contempt for the body and the will to rvercome all obstacles. 

For the Pole it is the act itself — the heroic fight — 

rather than the outco;ae that is central, 

2. For the Pole it)  is abovs all the individual — the individual 

leader, the individual fighter, the individual identified 

even in death — who is iiEport.?.nt, This means that individuals 

are willing to take responsibility and perform best those 

tasks- that are defined as dependent upon thanselves alone. 

3. The  Pole is challenged to action by his audience — when the 

"eyes of the world are uporvMo* he feels obliged to show 

his hard spirit; the world then owes him admiration and praise 

for his acts. 

Sources 

1. Recorded interviews and other documentary material of 

Columbia University Research in Contemporary Cultures. 

2. Sula Benet: N^t by Bread nlone. New York, Rny Company, 1951. 
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Ihe Jewrlsh Soldier 

R. Land','8 and N. F. Joffe 

1. 

It is not possible to discuss "Jewish" character structure on 

the assumption- tf a universal set of cultural values, as one might 

discuss German or French national character. The situation is 

comparable to the confusions and errors that would result if one 

were to speak of "Catholic" character structure. The data gathered 

in Columbia university Research in Contemporary Cultures show that 

values cherished by Jews vary strikingly as one moves west around 

the globe from Yemen and 3yria to Eastern Europe, then western 

Europe and Spain, the United States, and back to Israel. The main 

body of these data are fr^m Eastern Europe, with some from Central 

Europe and ncne that is more than suggestive from other areas. 

Since this report is focussed upon «merican military uses of 

human resources of Jewish ancestry, it should be kept in mind that 

the larger part of the '«nerican Jewish population is of Eastern 

European origin, although its prestige sector is of German origin, 

either directly or through cultural borrowing (e.g. Reform Judaism), 

On the other hand, the extreciäiaary achievement in Israel with young 

Jews of many cultural origins gives evidence of the plasticity of young 

Jews and, in turn, has affected the attitudes of young and older Jews 

over the world. 

2» The European Background 

In Europe, East European and some Central European Jews have 

traditionally regarded themselves as living "in exile" and upon 

sufferance, uiilitary service held no appeal for thca; it was 

regarded as punitive in Eastern Europe, and humiliating in 
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Geroaqf («here Jews rtrtualljr «ere excluded from officer ranks),    A 

rationale of peace «as substituted for the despised and deplored 

military draft. 

The historic attitude in the shtetl — the Jewish coonunity — 

in Eastern Europe «as one of horror.    Jews were permitted to plsy 

no part in public life, and they did not want to serve in the 

Czir's army.   Memories of the cantonist period of the mid-nineteenth 

century were green and vivid.    But young men were "taken" (this is 

the word almost invariably used for entrance into army life) and 

were forced to serve for a period of twenty-five years.    In this 

way they became dissociated from their Jewish ways and habits. 

Even when the period of service was considerably reduced, all kinds 

of ruses and stratagems were resorted to in order to circuinrent the 

conscriptions that so impoverished the Jewish communities.    Young 

children were married off; families without sons nadoptedH boys; 

names and dates of birth were falsified; maltilations — induced 

hernias, perforated eardrums, removal of finger joints, etc. —» 

«ere comoton occurrences.    Illegal emigration was another way of 

escape and is often cited in life histories as the reason for 

leaving the shtetl.    Because of the horror with which life in the 

army «as viewed, it was extremely difficult to raise the quotas of 

recruits, for the problem of recruiting had been turned over to the 

local Jewish coraraunities.    Bands qt khappers (literally "catchers") 

would pounce on the orphaned, the helpless, the idiots, and ths 

friendless in neighboring towns to furnish the necessary recruits. 

The lack of customary Jewish food is perhaps mentioned most 

often by informants when they speak of the miseries of array life 

in those times.    However, when parties of soldiers passed through 
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a tmm or «are billeted there, Jewish women would supply Jewish 

food to the Jewish soldiers.    One infommt, now a roan of 82 years, 

was in the Russian aray in the Ukraine circa 1890j whenever he could, 

he ate in the home of a Jewish family even though he personally had 

no feeling about observing customary dietary laws. 

Another informant explained why it was the Jews did not want 

to go into the aray, as follows: 

There rere a nunber of reasons.    I can tell you my own 
experiences in the Russo-Japanese war because I was drafted 
into the aray then,    «nd I think they hold lor most of the 
boys who were in the arny.    First of all, there was a 
tremendous amount of anti-Semitism in the army; if the word 
"Zhid" was^t thrown at you a hundred times a day, it wasn't 
said once.    They — the Coy im — made a great dead of fun of 
the Jewish soldiers; they used to laugh at them and call them 
names...    Then there was no chance to get ahead in the army. 
A Jew was never raised to a higher position there, even though 
many were good soldiers and deserved a rank.    For example, I 
was the only one in our whole battalion who could write (Russian). 
So I became the Shraiber (clerk) for the outfit.    But the 
official writer was a Rusrian who couldn't even make a cross, 
itnd that v,as because headquarters was not supposed to know 
that a Jew was given a better job than a Russian soldier,    «nd 
then there was another reason why the Jewish boys didn't want to 
go into the arny.    During the Russo-Japanese war there was no 
reason for the Jews to fight. 

Conditions wore not so wonderful for them in the country 
they they should not fight for Russia.    And Russia's political 
pnlicies did not interest thqm.    They got nothing for fighting 
a war for their "motherland."   They didn't get political 
rights, they didn't get any more economic privileges; and 
while they were away fighting, their families were bein^ 
slaughtered in   pogroms at home.    So, can      i give me one 
good reason why the Jews should fight for Russia?    I can't 
see any.... 

^/"Would you say that the Jews were afraid to fight?__/   No, 
certainly they were not.    They made good soldiers, but they 
had no reason to fight.    There was nothing to fight forl    (1) 

In Germany, where conditions were different, Jews were debarred 

from the officer tanks as a rule (and these ranks ♦arried great 

prestige); but there was no characteristic evasion of army service. 

(1) unpublished interview; RCC document, J-R 341 
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Notable exceptions to the generally anti-ailitaristic attitude 

were those where the objectives were Jewish. The Bibical defense 

of Palestine was part of Jewish tradition. In the underground 

resistance in all countries in World War II, Partisans foughi 

consciously for their freedom, as they have also both in the under- 

ground and open warfare for the independence of Israel. That is, 

the historical evidence is that, in the Old Yorld, military draft 

service was presented to Jews under the most onerous conditions. 

Jews threw themselves into military activity only when it was 

clearly in their interest as a group. (Similarly, Spanish and 

German (?) Jews fought gladly in the American Revolution and in 

the Civil War, where the "causes" for which they wer« fighting 

were clear.) 

East European Jews regarded two kinds of behavior as treason: 

(1) apostasy and (2) informing, Jewish informers in Czarist 

eastern Europe were ostracized by their Cfmmunities, but some 

informing was practiced even under the Nazi regime. Informing was 

regarded as worse than apestasy (from a secular point of view) for 

it endangered the very life of the Jewish onmunity. In the United 

States and Israel, the notion of treachery is oriented to the 

national state; it can be said thit in Israel the Jewish 

conmunity has become the state. 

3. The American Jewish Serviceman 

In the United States before World Var II it was often a 

matter »f surprise and discomfort, if not scorn, to lind Jews in 

the regular Arrcy or on the police f»rce of a city (though New Y>rk 

City has many Jews en the force), 

American Jewish families wept in Wtrld 'Wars I and II wnen 

their young men were drafted; the young men and their families 
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nut regardtd as doomed« T^ie nay have been more marked in -orld 

lar If i*en anti-Seoitlaii ma no battle Issue« In >K>rld i^ar I, 

Jewish (»id general Aaexlcan) pacifism was so strong that soldiers 

are reported to have shot into the air rather than at the (human) 

enemy» However, the nembers of the American Jewish Legion and the 

«Jewish War Veterans are very proud of their Americanism, In 

World tfer II» Bany Jewish men and women enlisted voluntarily, 

partly because they were clear about the fascist and anti-Semitic 

issues* At this time there were other changes in the direction of 

American secularization, i.e. heavy drinking vs. the traditional 

sobriety, and considerable sexual freedom for both sexes* In 

^orld "ar II there was also a return to religion, which was charac- 

teristic of the uhole American military. 

_ In tems of physical appearance, young Jews who have grown up 

in the orange juice and codliver oil tradition are no longer 

undersized, underweight or stoops, ouldered in the stereotype manner 

of fifty yeai's aj>, J-here is vary little affect attached to 

circumcision m branding a man as a Jew« Rather it has become^a 

class point in America and nost middle class men under the age of 

forty have been outinely circumcised in infancy« Physical prowess 

is valued among American Jews as it is among other Americans, iiven 

the facial configration has undergone an apparent change. Jews 

who are sensitive about "proroinent" noses are apt to be men with 

other psychoneurotic problems. 

In Viorld war ll, Jews were the only non-Christian religious 

group to be accorded formal recognition, i,e« chaplains were 

/" -     Protestant, Homan Catholic and Jewish« Special foods for Passover 

were made available insofar as this was possible« All American 
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soldiers ners furnished, a^ain as far as it TOS possible, with 

Thanksgiving and Christmas dinners, but Jewish soldiers got an 

"extra •" (Perhaps the most telling single instance of symbolic 

religious use of food that was reported to us was the seder that 

was held in Goerlng^s castle in the spring of 1945, in which Jewish 

and Gentile American Soldiers participated«) It is of interest 

to note that it v/as foroudi food that roligian ;;as ma.iorly recog» 

nized» Though in the United States Jewish soldiers were granted 

leave for the fall High Holy Bays or for Passover, they did not 

in combat areas observe the Sabbath or the Day of Atonement in 

such terms« (It would be of interest to know whether, when leaves 

were granted, there was any form of exchange between the Jewish 

holidays and the Christian ones«) Jewish veterans sometimes said 

that in the Army they ha- a "dispensation8 that permitted them to 

disregard customary dietary laws; asked how the dispensation had 

been granted, they replied that they did not know or that they 

supposed it was "like the Uatholics«" (Here one notes a religious 

practice spreading — at least as an assumption — from one to 

another group living under similar conditions«) 

American Jewish fauilies in world -ar II were somewhat confused 

about how to treat their young relatives in unifom| there was 

a mixture of pride and embarrassment« A soldier's service and 

distinction were claimed boastfully by his family and friendsj 

IfTACs and HAVES vrere difficult to get accustoned to (though not 

in Israel ~ see below)« Yet no true vainglory was expressed 

until Jews joined partisan groups or the Israeli army« However, 

attitudes varied« One business man known to the writer was 
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immmly proud of his colonel's eagles and later of his general's 

star; this Aaericau (Jewish) tycoon had left itussia for the United 

States at the agt* of ei^it. ids sons also vere in »orld '^ar II 

but no particular fuss ms made over then* Another general, a 

very distinguished lauyer of Gennan Jeidsh ancestry, ms also 

vtry proiuij tiiese men, like raany other Americans^ enjoy keeping 

their military titletin peacstizae« 

Jews were accused by the prejudice of finding "safe11 

positions in mrtlme; -orId -ar I and II records äha« them to 

have been as "brave" as other groups« «any American Jews do not 

seem to care about these records, although they nay stress 

partisan, Palestine Brigade and Israeli activity; seme Bevolutionary 

and Confederate families differ, as do the indivicinal top officers 

mentioned above» I met no stress on acts of bravado, such as 

Siegfried Sassoon describes in his ^orld War I British autobiography. 

Conversations mth ^ oung middle-class Aoerican-Jewish 

draftees of World V.ar II and the present reveal considerable 

distaste for Aimy life» One young man (22), waiting to be "taken" 

in a month, told me of a young friend of his already "taken" vdio 

had been sent from Uev York to a California camp, ana he empathized 

powerfully and seif-pityingly with the soldiers loneliness for 

iiis family, friends and girl in New York, and for the good food 

he had at home« My infonaant's elder brother, a young veteran (26) 

of World War II, had suffered greatly in the army from the shift 

of food habits, and azitioipated the same difficulties for his 

younger brother who would eat only meat three time a day instead 

of eggs, etc« These young men conducted a flourishing jewelry 

business with their ailing father, and hated to leave it« The 
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Äztay «as reg&rcjMd as an iaporsonal, noB-liyBBii elaMMatal fores, 

entirely opposed to the rarmtk and knom dharaöNör of the 

indulgent Tarailyi unifoit»,    txaml, other new experiences 

connected mth it aeant nothing: it «as an arbitrary foroef to be 

evaded if possible, and otherwise to be subraitted to.   The father, aged 

50, on the other hand toasted to me of his onn hair-raising and 

retrospectively amusing experiences as an interpreter in the 

Czarist Äissian amy, and was impatient of his sons» softness« 

liaiqr young American Jewish draftees think of the Arny as 

an irresistible mi^it and fate, others think of it as an institution 

like others within itiich they may find their «ay«    This latter 

attitude may reflect the Jewish experience of social mobility, 

Tihich has been extraordinary in the iiistory of Europe, both within 

the Jewish coianunity and in uhe jeneral national-cultural-political 

conmunity«   Uhus, professional r^n and those with special bents 

seek related placenenb in the military.   Promotion is not to be 

relied on (they realize) but is not unexpected when it cooes, and 

may be striven for» 

I have hoard AraericaA Jews speak of Army friendships as the 

British Sassoon did, i.e. as close affectionate relationships 

that might be wiped out aome terrible day "when you number comes 

uiy". The fatalistic aar^ct is coüsistent with other attitudes 

reported above«   It led Sassoon to defy the British Army even 

after winning several decoratidis for bravery» 

AU variations of physical contact have been reported} 

gregariousnoss is good* 

In civilian lifa,  Jevdsh men and women often have separate 
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or^yoinMoQS, the extraM being found asaor»g orthodox religious 

groups«   But ti»re is no insistence on i&oHy aal© ox^misations, 

especially in the secularized population.   For exaaple, the 

powerful Aoerican HISTiDraT (Labor Federation for Israel, 

«hidi is tlte private bacldjone of the Israeli governsient) includes 

«sobers of both sexes; one of its woman aeobers is also Israeli 

Minister of labor» 

Ibngr «Jews in World uar felt lonely, or experienced ati- 

Ssmitiai, and these segregated themselves socially with other 

Jens in the amy — a practice enforced upon Negroes, but opposite 

to the experiences of uany üexLcan-Araericans.   I never heard of 

a Jew who re^irded the Ansy or fighting either lightly or too 

earnestly; it was a duty to be gone through, and he might get by« 

In World TJar II the dear enemy was the Nazis, and Jews of various 

national origins felt that they were needed in that battle, Jid 

that the battle was theirs«   This resembles behavior in civilian 

life where endless Jewish organizations defend Jewish interests 

against outside threats, as well as all-Jewish fraternal and social 

organizations« 

The autobiographies at IIVO suggest that '^orld ^r experience 

sent many young American Jews (close to the East European 

backgroond) back to a traditional fold of religion and of Jewish 

separateness, out of desperate fear and loneliness«   This did not 

preclude associating with. Gentiles at the front but it seemed 

linked with some clarification of identity«   That is, the green 

soldiers were originally confused and unhappy about their American 

|* and/or Jewish identity, a.nd the terrors of war so set their 

perspective that they mne able to accept being Jews in the United 
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f t&tm»m   la other words, certain basic conflicts — «vso tragadias 

of ciTtltan Ufa — broke throu^i toidsr ^.litary pressares, and 

mm often resolved anew and «tLafaetorlly.   tor t^ise young 

«lews, possibly, the "enwy* to be vanqulahed aas not so auch the 

Qeznans car Jiapuiese, as the ABerLean sodal mcutai in ifcich they 

had been living heretofore»   (uexJcsawlniarieans revealed slallar 

oriantatiansf andlte more faytVLÜf attacked Jxpesmm *.en they 

dLsi^vared the possibility of so&dsrity with An^lo-AMsriotn 

soldiers«) 

Attitudes towards authority are generally said to be predicated 

on perfonaanc*.   As T« Bienanstok points oat in Ills arUcle on 

authority in the shtetl2, East Munopeans feel that authority can 

be disputed, for it operates by adriee and reason instead of by 

command, and must always be validated by perfonaance; there can be 

no regimentation, but there is egalitarianiaa and reoo&iition of 

individual difl'srences.   One individual tends to regard another as 

only an individual (in contrast to the Catholic separation of the 

individual from the office he holds), ana often uses this as an 

avenue to Intfntac^ that can be undermining (e.g. oalieious gossip, 

etc.).   %rding oft such intimacy by various devices of aloofness 

is found unforgivable by an aast European «lew, and is often attacked 

in devious ways.   European parents — or elders of European laally 

background — are treated with oonsicteration and/or esteem because 

of their generation-status, and no d«aonstrations of virtue are 

(2) Theodore Bienenstok, »Social I4fe an^ Authority in the Eastern 
Europewi Jewish ShteU COTaunitT«,   The Southwestern Journal 
of Anthropoloref.'  Tol. &, No.^V Autu« 1950, pp, 23&-Z54« 
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mqwlmd§ «bildrm art atelMriy acotpted but aro expected to 

jQstlfjf this b^ MBO *iw of regard as respecting parental 

opinlofis or lifeHmys« 

I nover beard of Jewish conflicts with HP1© (in contrast 

with Mexioa»4Kerioan8f who boasted of it)| this is ojnsistent 

«1th Urn stress on being law-abiding« The New lark City Jewish 

oofflsimity naintalns its own court of law for civil cases« and 

operates under the authority of the ^ew York State Arbitration 

law] its personnel is drawn froa the general coaatmity. Jewish 

trauitian enjoins the people to observe the law of the land, except 

for certain religious cooaandaents (dietary. Sabbath, montheiaii). 

Death is an occasion for displaying immnse sorrow,  and is 

regarded as an irreparable tragedy a final one, no satter how it 

happens* Success in life is supposed to be a result of categorical 

virtues, like hard work, honesty, charity, etc», as failure is the 

obverse on the part of the individual or of his forebears« But 

easy acceptance of death is not usually provided for emotionally, 

althou^i one noted East European Jewish figure ("assimilated") 

named in his will the man who was to say the eulogy at this funeral I 

Suicide Is not well regarded, and is not a traditional act, and 

there seems no pull towards it (but rather all kinds of "reaUstic1* 

rationalizations away from it)« However, there were individual 

Jewish suicides in Nad Qemany and in the United States depression 

of the 30*s« On the contrary, Jewish psychic viability has been 

noted by many, as well as a tremendous rise in morale räien danger 

confronts the community (as in the Warsaw ghetto fitting)« Yet 

relatives tolerate device i for avoiding danger« Thus, one American 

Jewish ia&n ms allowed to leave New York for California with his 
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I «if« and chiMrati to avoid penalties for mma owing his wife's 

I American and ilast Suropean «fewish relatives*   I tMidc sucii 
I 
I peradssivroesä c#® be generallsedy for the eMptaads is on survival» 
I 
I        %e Jewish imderground ms powerful in Europe in liorld ^lur II, 

even within the oonoentration canps Where «few» flowed astounxüngly 

high morals; various voluws deal with this subject* Jews stood up 

well under Hasi torture, feeling one with Jewry aU over the 

world (this point is always oade clear)* Faaous stuc^jr groups were 

developed in the concentration camps{ and escapes were always 

planned with the anonynous underground orguiisätion* I think it is 

a safe generalisation to make that where danger has threatened the 

Jewish ooonunity as a corammity in historical times, its morale 

has soared; the creation of Israel out of Ti'orld lar II debris is 

simply the latest instanoe« 

Treatment of a wounded enemy by the Israeli national forces 

(the first Jewish nationalist azmy in modern times) has be«® 

reported everywhere to conf om to the Geneva conventions* This 

does not necessarily cover •terrorist" underground activities* 

(There were Jews also among the Russian "Terrorists9 of Csarist 

times; ami we had liurder Inc. in Brooklyn, Hew York«) 

4* The Israeli Soldier 

The Israeli Army has shown endless instances of uhe most 

reckless bravery, vdiere hunan bodies were pitted against tanks and 

won; but this is a well indoctrinated aray of young crusaders who 

know exactly their objectives and their risks. Violence was 

fcrbidden them in their occupation of enemy territoryj on the 

contrary they were taught to build up the Ian;4, for comuunity use* 
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g* ©lit aagr, and all tiia /nmg Isroalis, art Indoetrimtod nith a 

timrm panda of eomitry Mid confid^ica in tkiseiaolvta« fhe bearing 

of tl» Inaali nUitary and Iff*» is tht sane as VmX of the 

elvülan popolatLany and Mm unlfora is the easoa). one of shorts 

and open shirti henot sllitary aM civilians do not feel sepamte 

irm eadi other« There is considerable boasting of and by young 

sdlitary heroesf and suüi adulation of feuth. Both men and ncaen 

oonpose the nilitary (drafted at IB), and near the saste unifon&8y 

except for the mraen's skirtsi but the wooer, are in separate 

divisions« 

In the Israeli Anay all risks are expected and taken by men 

and noiaei^ as in "orld <<ar II undergrounds* Except for individuals, 

this is not so regurc&ng Jewish participation in other amies« In 

f gsneial, pwctices of the Israeli Anqr reveal the positive lengths 

to liuch «fews will go under a given set of circunstances, i.e., 

belief in the redemption of their haaeland» Äis is so rsarked 

that Jews and Gentiles alike say that Israelis no longer lode like 

Jews 1 Certain European Jewish values seem to be minimized in Israel« 

Thus, Israeli youth are treasured above the agedf fitting and 

other non-intellectual activities are cultivated before the old-time 

book-leaming| the martial spirit (and sports) rivals or supersedes 

the pacifist« Israeli youth are hardened physically in the 

agricultural collectives (Kibbutzim) and in military training, in 

contrast to European and American Jewish children, who are cheris.ied 

also, but who are pampered physically, food and health being 

stressed; the ambitions instilled in them are for accomplishments 

^     in business and learning« Everywhere among Jews individualism 
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and rMouroefiiliitu an «tofts@#d in vaxious w^f   ^-th «qpli&sis 

upw kwanltariaiiifli, trmdm and ecpuUi^» and preiorfation of 

«fowldi i^antity» hontnr this ia dafined loeaUy*   Bant Euvopaan 

Jam uaad to publicise their ooUective and individotl sufferings 

in dMonstration of their hinan north; the opposite is strssaed 

in Israel among the youn^ and hardLness of all kinds is 

cultivated«   (Even a young pregnant bride fozidds hesself to cry 

itien she is brou^it news of bar soldlar-husbaixMs death«) 

In Eastern Europe, the possiMlitj of aimed senrioe was 

dreaded and evadadf in Genaaflgr it was dreaded but not efadadf and 

in the United States it seans to be ragarded as a not-happy 

inevitability (the sane response is also JLvm by Gentiles of 

English and Gexnan origins in Ikm ^ozic)»   la Israeli, on the 

contrary, young «fewr icoept sdlitary aervice as a noznal oonditicm 

of their ploneerii g life«   In Israeli there is a universal draft 

of young nan and wcnen«   At eighteen both must go through one year 

of military duty and subsequently do a yearly month1 s service in 

tne reserve (cf• Mew Xoric Herald Tribune special feature, 

•fenuary 16, 1951)«   These draftees thoroughly accept the necessity 

as part of building up their infant country»   Israeli military 
* 

service is in fact bound up with civilian life since it includes 

agricultural work as purt of the military training* In the 

United States, with our traditional bias against military life as 

a career, Jews like others have regarded military service as a 

liability and a break with preferred civilian objectives« In the 

United States military service is viewed as antithetical to peace; 

in Israel it is regarded as a condition for peace« In Europe and 

the United States, Jews have tended to make critical civilian 
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dteitioifti in «»»»oUoa with Military wnie», t*g« «mtraet marriago, 

atari ftaaily, conclude busJjoesSy ate« 

In the United States close relatives are often considered in 

oonnectioa with enllsfcaent and draft» and are relied upon for 

ooafort« Thie is not #o in Israel« In £iiropef ailitazy service 

«as a aale activity (either ^Uzioos for the non-Jews, or sbaaeful 

for the JWHI, in the eyes of all sectors of the coonimity)« The 

attitudss carried over to the United States« nith rauch BodLfloation* 

la Israel it is a great opportunity for both sexes« In Israel 

servLoe is regarded as an aldult pioneering responsibility of raen 

and eonen alike« (No data on lernen of Syria or Morocco or Egypt, 

but I think —> as do infoiaants — that Israel would continue to 

stand out as the great contrast») 

In Em ope and the United States the mothers despair and panic 

often confuse the son's sense of adulthood« In Israel, however, 

the young draftee is one with the whole adult conmity, who 

idolise him-her« In Europe and the United States, the Jewish family 

(even strangers in another community) will always comfort the young 

soldier, lost aw^y froa hone — in Israel, national glory is offered 

him instead« The American Jewish soldier who enjoys his role as a 

soldier — apart from the anti-Semitic justifications of World 

War II— is anomalous a; « Jew ( and at* an American, except for 

many Mexican^Americans, southerners, and seme westerners)« The 

Jnwish contribution to the Arneri.can1 s traditional dimst for 

professional soldiering is his reminder that military values are 

opposed to intellectual, huaanistio and spiritual values« Even 

the American Jew who has learned to enjoy athletics does not enjoy 
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aol&oilzife faith he in no my tquAtes with sports«   Also» ailltary 

rtgiasntsUcm Holstss tb« Jbw's ssass of bimlf as a soUT-diTtetiiig 

indlYlda&U 
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Apptadlxs Woaga in ttm Aimd. ServloBB 

For %\m first tim® in hietoiy, «Jevisb «OMZI mrm equally 

with mm in the Israeli forces« Evidently ttm adaptation nas 

ea^Tj net no objectians, altliough tbe personnel sere drawn frco 

aU over the globe» The sonen are # equal and independent — 

in theory^ and slowly but growingly in practice — in other 

spheres of Israeli life; thoy conpose ten per osnt of the Farlianent» 

%ere Asieriosns generally resist the idea of women serving on any 

but a voluntary and United basis, Israeli women accept the 

obligation of serving out their designated military period, for to 

then the motivation and the pressure are undstakable« 

American Jewish women Joined the united States military in 

World Har II gladly, but many refused to remain in the reserves, 

and do not wish to volunteer again unless all-out war is declared« 

Single and married wonen both volunteered; a married woman did so 

if her husband was in service and they had no children, Jewish 

tradition in Surope and the United States has always allowed women 

to work quite independently outside of the home (except among the 

upper bourgeoisie), especially vdien the family needed financial 

help« However, a woman was always expected to consult with others 

of the family, especially her father or husband (and adult son?) 

Jewish women have always been self-reliant in aU ways, and in 

general a^ considered to be more so than their men, but it is 

always under the over-all moral (!•«# talmudio-supported) supervision 

of male kin« At tlmesin Surope, as in the United States, they 

have assumed more material responsibility than their husbands; in 

the United States, however, they tend to assume Ihese 

responsibilities equally with brothers and husbands, as well as 
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Intellectual and professional opportunities* 

BibUcal figures of heroic nonen find no models in subsequent 

Jewish history until the creation of the Palestinian «fonish 

Brigade and then of the Israel Army (and of the national Sports 

organization that, under the British mandat*, functioned as an 

unacknowledged Home Guard against Arab attack)« It is instructive 

that his Army is coaposed of young Jewish men and woaen of 

Asiatic, European, African ami Aoerican proveniences; it ... ' lates 

the adaptability of young Jews to new and given radically altered 

ideologies, from which their parents often shrink« In this Amy, 

men and women are regarded alike as soldiers, except for oatemal 

responsibilities« Women are not regarded as liabilities or as 

temptations to the Israeli Army, though they often are to Jens of 

other national amues« 
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3We Jewdjli SoldUr 

1«    It 1« «xtrassly laportant for Jem to be able to Identify 

pereonallgr nith a cause for «hich they ire asked to fight« 

They fight well itien provided with ao'lvatlons specific to 

their sltmtian and interest as nell as iho general ones» 

2«    Jewish attitudes tonards military service and fighting have 

been dlrootly related to the conditions of their life and to 

the extent **» ^Hich they have been able to identify the cause 

f&% 1*)0i£ mm intexftsts* Jn Sasterp Europe, iteßve they were 

octnMdsed fron social participation, military service was 

dcsaded and evaded if possible j in^Qemaiqr, where they were 

not pemitted to rise to prestige positions in the services, 

military service was dreaded but accepted« In the United 

States, young Jews tend to accept military service on much 

the same terns with other Americans — though they are affected 
attitude«, 

by anti-Seedtdja/    In Israel, as in Partisan and 

underground fitting during üerL$i Har U, both men and women 

have enthusiastically accepted their roles as soldiers« 

3«    Potentially, both men ana women are willing to serve« Jewish 

women are accustomed to accepting responsibility; in the 

United States they tend to assume economic rosponsibillties 

as well as intellectual and professional opportunities equally 

with brothers and husbands« (Even segregated, sheltered, 

brow-beaten Yemenite girls have been trained to soldiering«) 
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Sourcea of Inforaatlon 

!•    Recorded Intendem and other docmentary oaterlal of 

Columbia University Masearch in Contenporary Cultures* 

2*    Publications prepared in Connection with Colunbia 

UniTersity Research in Contemporary Culturesi 

Bienenstok, Theodore, "Social I4fe and Authority 
in the Eastern European Jewish Shtetl Conaunity*, 
The Southeestem Journal of Anthropology, 
Vol. f>$ Ko, 3, Atttwa 1W9 wTWZSSCr 

JptCe,  Natalie F*t "The Dynsadcs of Benefice 
ÄLcng East European Jews* Social Forces, 
.c.l. 27, No. 3, fcarch 1949, ^2^WZ 

Zboromki, Mark, •The Place of Book Learning 
in Traditional Jewish Culture" Harvard 
Educational Review. Vol. 19, No. 2, Spring 1949, 
pp. 87*309*  """' 

Zborowski, Hark, "Children of the Covenant" 
Social Forces (In press) 

Zborowski, i-ark, and landes, Ruth and others« 
"fypotheses Concerning the Eaetexn European 
Jewish Family" Psychiatry; (In press) 

Zborowski, Mark and ^erzog, Elisabeth, and others. 
It lbs In Our TCwn, Mew fork. International 
üniversitiSö Press (In press) 

3.    In addition, the writers interviewed, for the purposes of 

this report, individuals fron Eastern Europe, Gezmany, 

Israel, and native Amerioans, including both men and wcoen, 

age range 27-75* Both writers also drew upon their previous 

knowledge gained from assoei&tion with Jewish individuals 

nho had expressed themselves on the points under consideration. 

Dr» Landes is associated with the Aoexican Jewish 

Coraaittee, and was able to draw on Ler studies made 

for them. 

4«   Publications on Israel« 
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IM BUZQROU1ID ..IF UK CHIMBSE SOLDIER1 

R« L« Bunsel 

!• SS po^tlon of the Ciilnege in the United State« kxmd Foroee 

Two things oBlce the poeition of the individusl Chines« 

soldier speeislt 1} Xhe Chinese ere identifiable, and 2} The 

Chinese are, at least potentially, representatives of "the 

enetay*« The identifiabilltgr of the Chinese is derived tvm a 

onrnfrl nation of a distinct racial type and identifiable names« 

At the tJae that this is written (Fefanaiy 1» 1951) there 

seeas to be very little indication that the Chinese are regarded 

by towioana generally as "the enSBy*« Americans intervieiied 

oonoerning the possiUXity of an all-out mr visualise it as 

being a «r against Bussiai in so far as the Chinese are seen 

as part of the nar it is "the Gfaineee Coonunists" -«• * clique 

iddch has seised poner fron the inept Nalionalists and idiich 

is now running the country as "dupes of Moscow*1» Chinese 

interviewed do not report, any evidence of hostility toward 

then] only one anti-Chinese iqpideot «u reported to the writer« 

This nas described as follows by the Chinese informant t 

The follcwing memorandun is based on research conducted by 
the Chinese group of Research in Contemporary Cultures in 
New York City, and applies to Chirase from the eastern half 
of the United States« It does not apply in all particulars 
to Chlneee from San Francisco conounity, though containing a larger 
maaher of complete families and a greater proportion of second 
and third generation members, nevertheless maintains its 
cultural identity, and its characteristically Chinese social 
and political institutions« 
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1 know 2i only one antl-Qiinese Incident in Nenr 
York« A friend if mine got into a subway behind 
another Cantonese — you know one Cantonese can always 
identify another« The train was crowded and ha nas 1 
pushed '>p against ar Anerlcan« The Ameritan was annoyed 
and tum«d around £ id said, "Stop pushing ffle9 you-— t 
you Nortf^ Ko.-cir '" Anyone 8hou?td have known that he 
wasn't a North Aegean, but a Chinese« 

The same infomant n ported that she had heard that a nisuber ' 

of ^anti-G inese incitents* had occurred on the v/est Coast« 

The present non-hostilä attitude toward Chinese aay ^tangg 

if fighting spreads to the Chinese mainland, or if raids on 

Chinese communities by iFmigrantion autboritiies are reported 

in the press in inflansaatory tm+trsf   In that case the high 

identlfiability of e^ren second and third generation Chinese 

may become a serious problen» 

Among the Chinese conmunity there are at least three 

lines of cleavages along lipjes of class, nativity, and 

political synpathies« The major class cleavage is between the 

student and professional groups, the so-called "uptoen" 

Chinese, and Uie Chinatourn Chinese* The uptown group come 

from upper-class families, predominantly 'urban, the parents 

belong oo the new business class of China with western contacts, 

and many of the young peoply have gone to American mission 

schools in China, They cone frcm the cities of North and 

Central China, and they speak ilandajln« Host of them are in 

this country of student visas, ^nd plan to return, althou^x 

some think that "it may be some Ufite" before they can return« 

The "Chinatown" Chinese do not all live in Chinatown, but 

they have their social affiliations there« They come from 
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loner olddle class and vpper peasantry} no x*eally poor 

Chinese fanllles can afford to send a child overseas« They 

COM Entirely from a limited area in South China, speak 

CantoaRfJe or related idalects« liany speak no English* They 

are here on pexnanent visas, and «any of them have derivative 

dtlsenahip. KovertheXase they are, as a group, less 

tiestemized in their nay of life and attitudes than the 

uptown group« 

Between the teo group@ there is considerable hostility« 

The i^rtoim Chinese look dotm on the Chinatown group, i*iich in 

turn resents the arrogance U the i^ptoen Ghineee« 

There is an even sharps r cleavage nithin the Chinatovm 

group between the Chinese bom and American bom. (This is 

not a point of conflict between generations«) The Chinese 

bom are predominantly oriented toward China, and plan to 

ret'om. Though technically citizens, their participation in 

American life is minimal« They engage in occupations uhere 

they do not compete with Americans or other ethnic groups« 

The American bom, on the other hand, having been through the 

American schools, speak English and have been deeply imbued 

with American ideas of democracy« Most of them are the children 

of merchants, hence, relatively well-to-'lo« They do not, 

however, follow tiieir fathers1 occupation, nor the occupations 

of the Chinese hoi a,  nor Indeed, do their parents want them — 

"they do not know how to talk to people«" The Chinese bom 

think that the Aoerlccn bom 'lave become contaminated b» 

American culture, they are "ampty bamboos % Ignorant, ill- 

mannered, frivolous, and unfillal« Their contemporaries among 

•• low mm 
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the uptown Chen©« a^e even more rejecting — they regard thorn 

as "children of laundryaen," 'iliey are not always welcomed b. 

Americans, either» I any of them find their problems more 

than they can solve« 

Chinese are not now ana never have been racial chauvinistsj 

their ethnocentrism is based on the belief in the superiority 

of their culture« Those T/ho have accepted American culture 

will expect to be treated "like anyone else"; they will regard 

any reference to their racial origin irrelevant and a reflection 

2 
of American racial chuvinism* 

Chinese do not feel ties of personal lo.valty to other 

Chinese merely because they are Chinese« Their ties are to 

their families, their villages, their schools, their teachers, 

their friends, those vdth whom they share common experiences«"' 

The problem confronting the American born Chinese is 

parallel to that confronting the ULsei in 1941« It is, 

basically, "Who am I?" and also, «Who will «they» think I am?" 

the Nisei, having decidsd in the basis of nativity, education, 

citiaenship, cultural affiliation, that they were Americans, 

The only difficulty encountered by RCC interviewers with Chinese 
infonnant? was due to misapprehension of our purpose« Certain 
Chinese believed that studies in »Chinese personality* implied 
that the investigators assumed that there were innate differences 
in the osychological makeup of Chinese — an assumption which was 
deeply resented« V*hen It TOS understood that our interest was in 
cultural, not biologicöl, differeucea, cooperation was readily 
given, since this is a subject in which Chinese are intsnsely 
interested, and about which they customarily like to speculate« 

It was found in the course of HCC investigations that it was easier 
for Amerioans than for Cbinesa to interfiew other Chinese« Chinese 
interviewers could work only with personal firl»nds, or with those 
with whom they had had contact in some previous professions! 
capacity — as social uorker, nurse, etc« They did not feel that 
being Chinese, working on a problem of Chinese culture, was 
sufficient basis oa vihloh to approach strangers« 

~ 13«~ 
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wero shookedy frequently into sullen apathy and renunciation 

of Amerioan d tiaenshdp, viien they learned that they iwre not 

so regarded by other Americans, nho classified then, on the 

basis of race alone, as Japanese*^ It «ill be one of the 

most important problems in relation to the Ghinesemtanericans 

to find out i4io they think they are, and whether their picture 

of themselves corresponds to the picture that other Americans 

have of them« At present we can ^ive no definitive answer to 

this important problem, but the indication is, based, to some 

extent, on nhat the Chinese and American bom say about each 

other, that their experienee may parallel that of the Nisei« 

T. ere should be further investigation of this problem as soon 

as possible, and continuing as the political scene changes« 

Political sentiment in Chinatown can be cempared to that 

of a Chinese village which has been successively occupied by 

contending armies in a struggle in which the inhabitants 

themselves havs no stake;. The Chinatown people are not 

indifferent to what is taking place in China; on the contrary, 

they are deeply concerned« All of them have close relatives 

there, many of them expect to return one dayj all of them have 

sentimental ties to Chinese culture« tost of then are 

uncommitted to any party or any leader (traditionally, Chinese 

despise politics and think most governments and government 

agents evil), but all hope that out of the present struggle a 

government will emerge that is strong enough to unite China 

4  Thomas, Dorothy Snaii», et» al. The Spoilage« University of 
California Press« Berkeley, i9^ 
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and bring peace, rebuild the shattered econcny of the country, 

and correct the uost glaring abuses of the recent past« 

Because of all these considerations, the ChinatoNn population 

has tended to support the govemnent in power. During World 

War n, Chinatown was strongly pro-Nationalist, prcnAmerioan 

and anti-Japanese» They enforced the anti»Japanese boycott, 

•contributed heavily as individuals and ttoough their associations 

to war funds and relief funds» After the war, the prestige of 

the Nationalist Govemnent steadily naned, although no open 

break occurred« They naintained f oraal relations with the 

Nationalist consulate, and sent a delegate to the Nationalist 

Legislative Yuan (Legislative Assembly) in 1947« "fcere ms 

considerable fear of reprisals against relatives in China, and 

uptown Chinese who visited Chinatown too frequently and sesned 

to be prying into peoples1 business were sespected of telng 

Kuomintang agents« (An accusation of this nature was made 

against a research worker associated with another research 

project«) i'hen the Peking government was established and 

the Nationalists fled fron the mainland, Chinatown's delegate 

transferred his allegiance to Peking, anticipating that, as 

is usual when strong leaders switch sides, he would be able 

to carry his followers with him« This maneuver failed, due 

undoubtedly in some measure to the worsening of Aoerican» 

Chi.iese relations, and to persistent rumors that the American 

authorities were going to round up all Chinese and put them 

in concentration camps, "Just like the JapaneseN« Recently 

(February 1951) placords have been appearing in windows of 

Chinese stores and advertisements have been inserted in 
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ChlMM newspapers announcing the allegiance of sane individual, 

business firm, or organisation, to the Nationalist government, 

anf repudiating Comnunianu (The appearance of these 

announcenents indicates that there is no fear of reprisals 

against relatives in Communist-heid areas«) 

The Chinese views himself at the center of a series of 

concentric cirdea, with the ties diminishing in intensity 

as the group becomes nore extended« The innennost circle 

is the self} next cones the inmedLate family of parents, 

siblings, spouses and children« Beyond that ax« relatives 

of various degrees, to whan the individual has responsibilities, 

and from tfum he has expectations^  There are still wider 

groups, with less dearcut obligations» Individual friendship, 

however, can cut across any line — familial, regional, even 

political« Even in the civil war of 19'48-9, generals on 

opposing sides treated one another with consideration 

because they were friends t 

General Cfeang Chih-chqng, top Nationalist leader in 
Northwest China, confimed« ♦ .reports that he had recently 
received a radio message fron Communist General Chou 
En-lai emphasising their past friendship and apologizing 
for tho Conmunist invasion of Kansu Province several 
months ago« •• »Asked why he thought General Chou would 
want to send him mch a message in the midst of civil     . 
war. General Chang smiled and said, "We have been friends. ^ 

In this ease General Chou was exploiting his former friendship 

with General Chang to further negotiations for a settlement 

5  New York Times. August 11, 1948« 
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oi the civil war throu^i a rapprochement of hostile gro'ipe» 

II« Cultjral Packground of Qiineee Becrulte 

Host of the Chinese eaterinf the TJaited States aimed 

services Kill come from encapsulated Chinawe communities in 

the metropolitan areas, especially those of the east and nest 

coasts« T ese communities have a number os special chanxtaristics 

nhich frill iiifluence the adjustment of individmls coming 

from thorn to the requirements of army life» Diese communities 

contain an unusually large proportion cf foreign-bom, many 

of them the Chinese-born children of returned emigrants. In 

1930, the last year of which these data are available, 23% 

of the total Chinese population ware native bom, JO% nere 

immigrants uho h^d been in the Waited States 15 years of moref 

and the remaining 5755 were immigrants with less than 15 years 

residence« In 1940 males outnumbered females by more than six 

to one« M0re than 7555 of the population consisted of adult 
« 

males, and two-thirds of these were between the ages of thirty 

and forty-nine« In 1940 there were 5»245 married Chinese males 

and 772 married Chinese feroales in Hsw York QLty« The difference 

represents Chinese males uhose wives are in Chinr« 

Since the Chinese have never emigrated in family units, 

but always as individuals, it follows that not only do Chinese 

communities in this country contain an unusually large 

proportion of foreign bom, but also that of the foreign born 

all have received their education, through adolescence, in 

^hina« Due to various historical causes the migration pattern 

of the Chinese has been ttoat of continuing transient labor 
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■ignition of adolt m*i»99   SLnoe tte first Chlneae entertd 

i^*-       this countiy in the nlddLe of the last osntury as contract 

laborsm« and continuing dovn Into ttas prsssnt, tbs typical 

pattern has base for young asn to «nlgrata in late 

adoXssosnos or early manhood, settle in sens overseas 

caanaslty itisxe they had relatives or friends fron their 

villagB, renain for twenty or thirty years sending money 

hone regularly to their faoilies, and return to China after 

they bad saved enough to buy sons property and retire* 

Hany of these men nere married oef ort they emigrated, others 

murkxA c- xsits hoi», bat they did not bring their rives 

or children; they eould, hoeover, provide money to bring 

to this country a young son or nephew #10 could be economically 

productive and nho might ultimately replace thorn in the 

business they developed here« Xho Chinese eocdusion laws 

intensified this pattern by legally restricting immigration 

to fsniliee which claimed United States dLtiaenship, and by 

making it almost impossible to bring in ncnen. Other legal 

restrictions tended to cut the Chinese off even more fron 

participation in American life and forced them into developing 

a communal life of their own« 

All of the Chinese immigrants in this country come from 

a a »JU. croup of counites in the province of Kwangtung in 

Sot4^ * China« In this area of China the family village 

is the prevailing unit of organization« An the inhabitants 

of a village have the same surname and are related throu^i 

the male line« In some of these vUlages almost the whole 

male population between the ague of twenty and sixty has 
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«■igzmted, and the vllla0e depends in wy large neaeure on 

regular rvoi ttanoee from their overeeas relatlvee* The hold 

of the Chinese fanily on its Msbers «as very strong 

throughout Ghinaf and espeolallj so in the sougbezn area 

Stem i*ich our indgrants cone« It is usual in China for 

individuals leaving their native village to set up fanllies 

in other places to naintain their ties *ith their native 

place, returning at the Mew Tear to pay their respects at 

the graves of their ancestors, eootribating to ths Maintenance 

of family graveyards and teaqples, end bodies are alaays sent 

bade for burial in the ancestral place« In the case of rich 

and powerful families these ties nay be preserved for as long 

as six hundred years« Cantonese living in North China 

preserve their native customs, food habits, and idalect for 

generations, and are identified as Centonese* It is therefore 

congruent with Chinese tradition that Chinese resident in 

America still regard themselves as belonging to their native 
9 

village« 

In the life of the individual Chinese, family connections 

are a^l-important« Filial piety, the firet rule of conduct 

for a Chinese, demanded that a man respect and obey his 

parents} but it also required that the parents educate their 

children, find wives for their sons, and provide for their 

grandchildren. Within the family structure each individual 

has his redognised place; each individual knows where he 

stands in relation to others; ht knows itio Is older than he 

and entitled to deference and -r&o is younger and hence entitled 

to protection and succor, luoreover, most decisions were made 
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f for MM by Mam faally, or nor© accuraUly by the family 

situation into irtiieh ha iota bonu Fwily coanacUona 

dstanlnad liiara ha ohould live, ufaare and at «hat ha 

abould aork — unlaaa his fanlly aaa althar vary poor or 

vary ridu Tha family syatoa has bean under intanaa 

attack in China for more than a ^anarationf but family 

dauanda oontinua to have great influence even on those rtio 

are engaged in the struggle to eliminate tha system* 

The picture of aodety sketched above does not change 

baaieally ahan a boy emigrates to the United States* Uooey 

for his passage is furnished by the family — his father, 

an uncle, or a group of family membere* Idka his schooling, 

it is their investment in him for ahlch his contributions 

( to the family inccme are in a sense a repayment. He goes to 

a designated place where he hae family connections; frequently 

he goes to a particular Job in a family enterprise* On arrival 

he joins an association coaposed of people with the sane 

suxnane or coming from the same district as himself* Dxe 

association takes over many functions oxercised by the family 

in China* The Associations maintain docrnntories where members 

can livtK xbe secretary helps him with legal advice, represents 

him in dealings with other Chinese and with Americans, helps 

nim is he gets into trpuble rdth Ajsorican authorities 

ahd regulates his conduct* The family and locality associations 

are represented in the Chinese Consolidated Benevolent 

Association which claims to represent all Chinese in the 

Eastern United States (except Boston #dch has its own 

('       association)* Because of the precarious position of many 
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Chinose in this country the assodatione are albe to exert 

ornslderable pressure on Individuals to aaintain their 

mflobership, to send remlttanoes hcae regularly, to contort 

theraselves in a manner that will not reflect unfavorably 

on the ccnrainity, and to abide b;- decisions of association 

leaders in all business and personal matters involving 

other Chinese« 

The life of the Chinese iamigrant is celibate and austere» 

He works long hours# lives frugally, sends money back to 

China,and saves for,hls own .'eturD* ?ho occupations in 

which Chinese engage in latgt» numbers — restaurants, laundries 

and small retail shopes — provide little opportunity for the 

developaent of social \tfe« For six days the Chinese works 

hard| on his day off he goes to the nearest Chinatown, visits 

bis association, picks up mail, buys Chinese groceries for 

the coming week, arranges to send money to his family« But 

most of his leisure time and his money are spent in ordering 

and consuning with his friends elaborate Chinese meals, and 

in gambling« liost Chinese do not have girl friends, either 

Chinese or non-Chinese, and do not patronize prostitutes to 

any great extent« However, they gamble a great deal* T^e 

Chinese attitude toward gambling is embodied in the belief 

that money earned by hard work will melt away, but that 

money won at gambling is a si£* on one's favor with heaven 

and will stay with one and increase« A corollary of this 

is the belief that the rich Chinese in this country made 

their first money at gambling and that their first big winning 

laid the foundations of their fortunes« 
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lo ni 191 the average Chlneee recruit entering the 

QtaLted States aiaed forces fron the eaetern part of the 

United States cones fron a pradooliumtly male coBminity, 

self-contained and hiexardiically organisad^ in which his 

position has been deterained by his nans and place of origin, 

ehers the authorised leaders stand to him in loco pare, tis« 

and «tare he receives the uaxinnv amount of security and where 

the daman made upon his is for ccnforaity and industry rather 

than for indepondence or initiative« Wny aspects of axmy 

life which are most Irkscne to American recruits fit well into 

accepted patterns of Chinese life» 

HI« Traditional Chinese Attitudes T&eerd the Soldier 

The Chinese like to think of themselves as peace-loving 

people, ttoose history has not been dominated by dreams of 

conquest of aggression against other people, 1*0 have kept 

peace mthin their borders for hundreds of years, and who 

have absorbed their conquerors» T^is is not strictly true 

in any particular, but it is a fantasy which the Chinese 

chexish about themselves, even while Jchey are fighting a 

civil war» Certainly the Chinese conception of government 

has always since pre-Confucian days been a civilian government 

maintaining itself in powe1- by serving the needs of the people, 

and thus preserving their confidence• (A famous Confucian 

text states that of the three tldu^s necessary to maintain 

a stable government — confidence of the people, adequate 

UT«khood of the people, and militaxy forces — the one most 

easily dispensed with is the military forces| of the two 
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reoalnlng economic pen r can be dispensed vdth, but no 

goveznuent can exist vdthout the confidence of the people«) 

Traditionally the Chinese have believed in the usefulness 

of nails as a means of defense; Chinese houses are srerounded 

by nails against intruders; villages and toims are nailed; 

. and the Great ..all surrounded China along its inland fronUer — 

China nas a continental poner, no danger nao expected from the 

sea. Trails in Ci ins, hoffever, had the double purpose of 

keeping intruders out and keeping insiders in« 

The saying most comaonly quoted by Chinese to describe 

the attitude of the Chinese civilian to the regular soldier 

1st "lou do not use good iron to make nails; you do not use 

good men to make soldiers«11 The Chinese regarded the amy 

as both brutal and brutalizing, any contact with it vras bad 

and to be avoided at all costs« 

Under the Empire the army offered no •career* for young 

Chinese; the higher posts viere all restricted to men of 

lianchu descent» Parents endeavored to keep their sons out 

of the army. Young peasants ITS re conscripted in raids on 

villages; parents, if they had any resources at all, bought 

exemptions for their sons, usually by paying someone else to 

serve In his steadc The ranks of the amy were fulled nith 

the orphaned, the disinherited, the fugitives and the 

destitute« After the Kuomintang consolidated its power in 

6  Parallel to this is tho theory and pmctise in child training» 
Children are believed to be fundamentally good and reasonable; 
they can be controlled without punishment by "reasoning with 
than"« Good parents, who are themselves v^ell-integrated 
people do not have to punish their children« 
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1927 these attitudes nero transferred to the regular Kuouintaog 

axvLesj they m^i not tdiolly absent even during the Japanese nar» 

The following quotations fron an Anerlcan nevrspaper 

corrospont in North China du: ..ig 1947-48 dealing with methods 

of recruiting ana treatment of soxdiers in the Kuomintang 

armies and the Home Defense udlitia which they organized 

in areas taken ovor from the Japanese describe attitudes of 

the Chinese to the aroyi 

The fear with which the people looked on the army, 
and the contempt in whi.', the axmy held the soldier can 
readily be seen by the way in which the peasant was 
conscripted for service* The Msis of all conscription 
was graft, bribery, and influence. Sons of the rich 
never entered the arayj sone of the poor could never 
escape« An impoverished rddow's only son was always 
drafted; the nunerous offspring of the landlord, never« 
Since draftees were the poorest men, they were often 
the most unhealthy, and it vas very common for one-half 
of a contingent of soldiers to die before they reached 
the front« 7 

Once on a trip behind the lines 1 came across a 
village in which there was not a single man below the 
age of forty« One day the riome Returning Corps had 
called out all the youths of this village to build defense 
works and they had ^one out on the road with hoes and 
shovels, & ^ 'istance from the village, they were 
suddenly surrouhu^d by armed soldiers, locked up and 
taken away in trucks to Anyang,.,As a result, many 
farmers across the hills from us were mutilating 
themselves, cutting off thoir fingers and getting their 
Tdves to put out one of their eyes. Not even then could 
they always avoid conscription, for the agents took the 
they always avoid conscription, for the agents took the 
lame, the halt, the blind and the tuvereular, as well 
as the poor«g 

7« Jack rieldent China Shakes the World, p« 338 

8« Ibid, p. 228« 
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There nere some kindly officüre tho exiled their 
troops "oy younger brothers" and I*JO adopted a fatherly 
attitude to the nen under then» But on the whole, the 
life of the ordinary soldier was but one cut above a 
pig and a cut below a mule« As a matter of fact, mules, 
on the whole, were better cared for than men*•••Soldiers, 
If wounded, had aoall chance of living. Time and again 
I have seen wounded soldiers thrown off trains because 
they did not have the price of a ticket, wounded neu 
thrown off half-empty trucks because an officer and his 
brutal sergeant wanted to transport opium — thrown off, 
mind you not in a. hospital, but on a mountain road, in 
the middle of nowhere« In the hospitals, I have seen 
sick and woundsd lying in filth, uneared for like so 
many prisoners in a concentcttion camp^ 

Regardless of whether or not the above quotations are a 

true and objective picture of ihe Kuomintang army, there is 

no doubt that they embody the opinion of Chinese civilians 

of itiat life in this aitny was like* 

Chinese entering the araed forces now will have passed 

their whole lives in an era of war and civil war* A youth 

of twenty was bom at the opening of Japanese aggression against 

China; a man of thirty was bom during the period of the 

warlords, when China was riven by the struggle of rival leaders 

for power* All would have experienced in some fashion a major 

was in i*iich their home villages were overrun by Japanese, 

changed hands several tines, and were finally taken over by 

the Cpnmunists* ^ome stayed in their homes during the occupation; 

otfcers fled to other parts of China, other joined guerilla 

bands« All have had direct contact with many different kings 

of fighting forces, among which . ight be named» 

9 Ibid, p*338 
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JkpanaM «zaias, and Chinese in the sendee of the 
Japanese 

Kuottptang regulars 
KucadLntang irregulars (during the tlae of the Kionintang 

split, MT in areas irtiere the Kuontnt ing had gone over 
to the Japanesr of Pled) 

Querillas and other irrsgulare 
Ifevolutionary armies (Old Hid Amy, 8th fioute Army, 

Mew Had Axny, Amy of liberation, and other 
Coamunist ortanisations) 

Militia and Home defense organisations, both friendly 
a  and unfriendly to the local population, but in the 

main representing the landlords against the peasants 
Private anales and guards of mrlords and local landlords 
«Bandits" 

The following quitation frocj a conteaporary Chinese 

novel shows the perplexity of a Chinese peasant in the face 

of unidentified soldlerst 

(The scene is lianchuria during the Japanese occupation, 
A peasant has been aroused at night be a group of Comsunist 
recruits on their way to join the "Liberation Amy"») 

He opened thn door and stepped back into the darkness 
of the roan until tirv had all entered« Then he 
carefully bolted it again. 
"You have wearied yourselves with good work, venerable 
sires»" The old man forced a smile through his beard, but 
hardly was thegree^inc out Then he began to tremble for 
fear he had said the wrong thing, t'hat were these men, 
anyway, govenuent troops or were they.».? ...Ah well, 
how was one to know bow to greet folks these days? In 
the pools of his mall eyes, hidden away froiu his visitors, 
were the signs of this forced welcome and oi the compulsion 
to do vhat they asked« But they knew he was trying to 
catalogue then and that his manner uould soon show what he 

had Judged them to be««.. 

"Vemerable sires, you have certainly wearied yourselves 
sufficiently I sit I Sit and rest your le^s a while," The 
old man spoke as if he load sotaething in his throat« He was 
still trying to identify his visitors« ^hat were they 
anyhow? Government troops? ' ell if they were he'd neve 
seen any so ordely; noise and bluster —- that was the 
nark of government troops« Brigands? He had seen 
plenty of them in his day« He was quite accustomed to 
brigands« But they were always young, sturdy fellows in 
the prime of life, with scne wild boys among them« You 
never saw old men in that kind of a crowd though««•«• 
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By now the old nan1« heart nae more at rest 
because he knew at least they «ere not govement 
men« • «Forgetting his aniuosity and forgetting too 
for the moment his half Jug of rice, he asked boldlys 

"You gentlemen are certainly not govewment 
soldiers« lo^re volunteers« aren't you? Volunteers 
fighting the Japanese« * 

"Vemerable one, m are not Tolunteers, but ne 
also fi^it the Japanese•,, 

"You are not volunteers?M The light in the aged 
one's eyes went out and he beeame agin only a grief- 
stricken old man» 

It «as early dam «hen the comrades finally toftk 
leave of their host and his little hut«««%e old man.... 
stood outside the cottage^ staling after the soldiers« 
and w.-ndering in benildejnuent vho on earth they could 
be, and to *hat forces they belong« Suddenly they 
had come and as quiclrly «ere gene, lost to vie« in the 
trees of the mountainside«^ 

Revolutionaiy Annies Chinese vie« the course of their 

history not as progress toward some goal (such as "The 

unification of iiankind,,, or "The Withering of the State") 

but as a series of cycles endlessly repeated« Dynasties 

come into po«er, vigorous, full of moral rectitude, devoted 

to the interests of the people. After three generations 

they begin to decayj their ..onl fibre is weakened b, luxury 

and self-indulgence. "The i-andato of Heaven" is vdthdra«n. 

^evf leaders arise among the people; anales of liberation sweep 

away the corrupt old government and establish a new dynasty« 

And so, presumably, the cycle begins a^ain. 

10  T»len Chun: Village in August, New York, Smith & Durrell, 
19A2« pp« 28 ff« 
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The four «orka of fiction which every literate 

Chinese has read and Tihich every illiterate peasant has 

heard countless times retold by village story-tellers, all 

imaortalise rebellion« The Dream of the Bed Chamber deals 

nith rebellion against tho demands of the family systan in 

a luxury-corrupted family} it ends tragically but the author's 

and reader's sympathies are with the rebels« The Journey to 

the "est ("Monkey") is an animal fantasy describing the 

rebellion of youth against age; youth is finally tamed, but 

again the sympathies of the author and reader are vrlth the 

rebel« The Three Kincdone is an epic o the overthrow of an 

old, bad govemnent by liberators from the people« All -^en 

are Brpthcre is a romance of heroic bandits living in a 

community of brotherly love supporting themselves by preying 

on yricked officials and other exploiters of the people« These 

books, forbidden reading in conservative, Confucian middle» 

class and upper-class families •— but surreptitiously read, 

nonetheless — have had an incalculable effect of the Chinese 

mind. %Lle boys are learning to conform to the demands of 

an exacting hierarchical society, their great heroes are 

all rebels against society« 

China has seen two revolutions in a little more than a 

generation. Tbn first, beginning in 1911 (after a nuaber 

of abortive efforts) with the overthrow of the iianchu dynasty, 

was completed with the unification of China under Chiang 

Kai-shek in 1927«  Aie second began with the split in the 

Kuomintang in 1927 and was complete, in its military aspect, 

with the establishment of the People's Govemnent in 
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October, 1949«   The military forces involved in the two 

movements were entirely different in ccmposition, recruitment 

and morale,   Althou^; the «un Yat Sen revolution TOS started 

by a efoup of intellectuals, mostly returned foreign students, 

and although aany students joined the military forces, the 

bulk of the fighting forces were toe private armies of local 

leaders and varlords who "viere woo over to the revolutionary 

cause and viho threir ti eir follotiers into the struggle.    The 

armies tvere made up of nercenarics and unwilling conscripts; 

it was one of Chiang's military policies to keep the army 

divorced from the people, to resist aiming the peasants for 

guerilla operations against the Japanese»    The Communist 

armies, on the other hand, starting from a snail band of 

determined revolutionaries, grew by attracting volunteers 

from the people among wLom they ^.oved.    One of the Cotammist 

army slogans is "The people are waterj the soldiers are fish0 — 

that is, they neve throu^i the water without disturbing it» 

The communist armies paid for supplies requisitioned from 

the peasants, helped them ^dth their work, sometimes going 

out into the fields, helped thorn 'n their personal struggles 

against landlords»    It vias the boast of the Ccmmunists that 

their armies were recruited entirely by voluntary enlistment» 

In 1950 it was said that the People's Government had no 

conscription»    Becruits were secured by persuasion and 

social pressure»^   Pressures were severe, but nevertheless 

11     Goodfriend, Arthur,    HUien the ''•nuuniats Came to Chuang". 
Readers1 Digest»   January 1951t PP* 77-84 
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there ia a difference between being snatched anay from one's 

family or joining up because one's comrades made life 

intolerable if one did not.    Recruits vrere given banquets 

by committees of their village before their departure« 

Arriving at headquarters each one was \relconed personally 

by the ccruanding officer, and turned over to a seasoned 

soldier who helped him c-t his equipment, initiated him into 

amy routine, and generally made him feel that he -raas among 

friends TäIO were concerned r-bout nelfare«    Heports coning 

to HCC informants fron t'.eir native villages as they Trere 

occupied, one by one, by the Uanmunists in 19Aß-9 all 

emjiiasized how well-beriaved the soldiers ..-ere \aien they 

entered a village, in contrr.st to other armies they had 

known,   rihey fitted the Chinese ideal of a revolutionary 

army, arising from the people out of their need, 

Quorillas   ^ost Chinese are familiar vdth such characteristics 

of guerilla warfare as raiding for supplies and equipment, 

sabotage, use of disguise, borrovred unifonns, infiltrating 

ememy positions, living wnen necessary on friendly torns 

tdth the enöny and conducting trade across enemy lines.    For 

most Chinese this is vAiat VIPV is,    Ihe line betv/een "soldier" 

and "civilian" becomoa blurred.    The American picture of war 

as open conflict between fully identifiable aimed forces is 

exceptional -- something they have heard of but not ex^rienced 

in their many y3ars of war and occupation, 

(A Chinese to whom the writer v;as explaining the 
| repugnance which many Americans feel to guerilla 

tactics, especially to using borrowed uniforms, 
laughed and said,  "Yof    I have heard that,    'hat 
do they think war is?   iiow else can you fight a 
war? ,,,Iiaybe in Europe it's different, but Asiatics 
all know these other ways,") - 153 - 
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Bandits äandLtiy has alnays e;:isted in China, growing to 

enomous proportions during periods of political and econiuic 

instability. Bandits were recruited among the poor peasants 

without land and with no aeans of livelihood, who took to 

the hills* Others came frora snong those who had qaarrelled 

with their f? Jilles, \dth landlords, or village authorities, 

and deserters fron the regular armies« There were also some 

criminal elements, Thoy were organized into bands, and in 

scne areas they maintained contact with other bands* Individual 

bandits naintained contact with their native villages; frequently 

their Tlves and children remained in the village, and they 

came and went freely, and szx that their relatives and friends 

were protected* Bandits preyed on landlords, business people, 

and officials. They «aylaid travellers, held up trains and 

broke into wealthy houses^ Ihey stole and pillaged, but their 

chief source of incone vas fron kidnapping and holding 

important individuals for ransom* -here bandits were strongly 

intrenched the threat of kidnapping was sufficient to 

intinidate the victim. 

Chinese popular literature has pictures of heroic bandits, 

the friends of the poor, who preyed upon bad officials and 

rich exploiters of tie people. The portraits arf remanticized, 

but even in nodem times the bandits vrere not the enemies of 

the poor* In most villages there was someone with "black 

power" — someone who "knew the bandits,,• He was the go- 

between who arranged for protection, and who notified friends 

when bandit raids mi^t be expected. The bodyguard of rich 

men (during the period of the warlords no wealthy man would 
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travel, or stay at hono.  for that natter« without a 

bodyguard) m« expected to l;nov vbo   in any area,  "knew 

the banditt11 and to be able to arrange with hia for safe 

contact for his eoployor.    (Bodyguards had their own 

nation-wide organisation, and through It could nake 

contacts with appropriate persons.) 

"Bandit* has becooo a tens of opprobriun in China. 

Chiang called the Comunist guerillas "bandits* (later 

■coBBunist bandits"), and the Ooasunists have now turned 

the tables and call Chiang "BandH Chiang", and the remnants 

of the Kuomintang Armies which have taken to the hills, 

"bandit gangs*. 

The Chinese has all these and other stereotypes of the 

military man in his culture.   An important rjorale question 

for the Chinese recruit is, therefore, with which of the 

various kinds of ami es does he identify tho army into which 

he Is being inducted, and what,  therefore, will his attitude 

toward It bo! 

17.    Childhood Btperlonoes Bearing on Anur Adaptation 

In the following section, Chinese method of handling 
certain aspects of child training will be considered 
in relation to participation In military life. 

Attitudes toward the hody     One of the themes most consistently 

emphasited in Chinese training is the value of the body. 

Philosophically the Chinese are monlsts,  recognising no 

dlchotony between "body* and "spirit".    Tho woll-belng of 
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the i&diTldual is a condition in which all his Amctlons are 

in eqnilihritw and enorgised. In proper relationahlp to each 

other and to the environaent.    Traditional Chinese medicine 

is haeed on a conception of the orsanisa toward which zaodern 

Western medicine is gropii£.    "Cultivation of the personality" 

which is the aim of all Chinese education does not neglect the 

tody; body discipline is one of the higher studies of Chinese 

scholars.    The aim of this training is to derelop such control 

of the body that one can direct what goes on in internal 

organs   and turn one* s energies where one will.    Over-indulgence 

(in food, drink,   sleep, and sex) and deprivation t£e equally 

undesirable« 

With this philosophical background the Chinese child is 

taught to value and care for his body as an Integral part of 

himself and as the vessel through which the life of the 

family passes.    To expose his body needlessly to sickness or 

danger is unfilial, an act of disrespect to his ancestors from 

whom he derived Ms body and a threat to the continuation 

of the family.    (This is felt especially strongly in relation 

to eldest sons of a family.)   As a snail child he is constantly 

warned against falling, against burning or bruising himself, 

against wandering out of the house into unknown and dangerous 

areas.    If he does fall and hurt hlnself he is scolded and 

even vfcipped, or if he is a very small child an older sibling 
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it «hipped Tor sot having prereoted the accident to his 

yois^er brother.    If an older child it Lurt in sport, he 

is scolded for his recklessness; if he is hurt in a fight 

he is punished for not haTlxg avoided getting into a fight, 

This produces in Chinese adolts a perrosive cautiousness, 

a reluctance to expose onsslf unnecessarily, shore all a 

coptosrpt for brarado,   a feeling that there is no noral value 

in enduring and overcoaing danger, per se. These attitudes 

are tenpered by others, such as identification with the group, 

conitaent to ends, etc,  Wiich will be considered in another 

place. 

Although Chinese have no prudishness about natural 

functions,  they are extremely reluctant to expose their 

bodies.    They find the free exposure of bodies in American 

schools and miops offensive; many of thorn avoid using washrooma 

at tine when other people are likely to be present;  thoy also 

avoid bodily contact with others.    In the case of men this is 

probably related to a latent feu» of homosexual aggression. 

Homosexuality is common and open in Chinese middle schools 

(the equivalent of United States high school); "pretty" boys 

feel that they must protect themselves against being attacked 

«hile they are asleep. 

In old China differences in rank were expressed by 

differences in detail of costume; the blue robe of the scholar, 

and the dark silk robe of the official were symbols of a whole 

«ay of life.    Schoolboys and schoolgirls wore clothes that 
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dlttiQKUlahed then from other children; after they pat on 

students' rohe« there were certain things that hecaoe 

tmbecomlng ("menial- work, carrying parcels, etc.)    It aay 

he assused    that putting on a idlltary unifora will have a 

similar effect, and that the Injunction not to "disgrace the 

uniform" will carxy real meanii^.    In asswing the uniform, 

they take on the role of soldier, and will act in accordance 

with their conception of that role. 

Chinese hellere that hodlly substance Is expended in 

activity (sex. «ork, moTement, etc.) and replenished hy food, 

rest, contemplation.   Itoder normal conditions the balance 

between output and Intake is maintained, and eocpressed in a 

number of cycles — e.g. food is taken into the body, gives 

up Its energy end becomes fecal matter which Is put back on 

the land to make more food.    Ihe energy that is derived from 

food is expended In work to grow more food.    One of the basic 

anxieties of the Chinese is that the ratio of Intake and 

output will be upset, that they will expend their body substance 

faster than it can be replenished« 

(The one point that emerged consistently from interviews 
with veterans and recruits was anxiety about food.    One 
veteran reported his army experience as follows:    "It «as 
horrible.   Ho food, no sleep.    Tou couldn't live that \ey.N 

Another, a colonel in the Chinese army attached to an 
American hospital in India,  said.  "The worst thing about 
it was the food.   Ho Chinese food, and tho American rations 
uade my stomach tarn over."   A young Chinese doctor enlisting 
in the Air Force was afraid that he would not get 
Chinese food at the base to which he was golzg — in 
spite of the faot that he was married to an American girl 
and did not eat Chinese food at home and never went to 
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*** 

(Mofttoim.   Be bad eon« fbr jtart to iaeriean schools 
and oollsgeo bsre and in China,   fhis psrallsls oaterial 
flrc« hospitals and other Institutions, sapporttag the 
inferenoe that in Unas of crisis Chinese «ill eat only 
Chinese food«) 

It is not o.ily the quantity hut the kind of food that is 

inportant in keepii« up body -vigor.    Certein foods are believed 

to have special therapeutic values — for fevers, for exhaustion. 

for loss of blood, for shock — and for these nediclnal foods 

there are no substitutes in the inssican diet. 

gBjBtei Mutilations, and Death     Chinese repudiate the Vestern 

estinate that theor are ■fatelistic".    In this, they are probably 

comparing themselves to other Oriental peoples oore fatalistic 

than themselves.   Tha saying that Chinese quote most frequently 

to refhte the idea that thoy are f&talistic is a saying of 

Menciust    "He nho knows fate does to '.> stand under a crumbling 

wall."    "Knoving fate" neans that one understands certain 

natural laws* that, for instance, a crumbling «all is bound to 

fall.    It means that one recognises that in war some people get 

killed and some do not, and that death may come at any time and 

in any place.   Trained from childhood to protect themselves, 

Chinese do not court danger, expose themselves needlessly, or 

attempt what appears to be impossible.    However,  they do not 

see most situations as clearcut choices between certain life 

and certain annihilation, but as situations in which anything 

oirii^ happen.    Chinese, being less dependent on immediate rewards 

/" (see below page 191 for discussion of this point), have less 
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anxletf about the oatooa« of aaqr particular sltuatloa — 

«xaBlsaatioaa, Jouneyt, ilcknaat, childbirth, etc., IncloOiag 

Ufa itself.   Chineee aewn to he**e leaa anxiety about death 

than Jtaericane* they believe in reincarnation, in their 

oontimity with their faaily line.    Death it lese final. 

(In Voth faoiet and Buddhiet religiona life ia a brief wojown 

of the BOUI in the "red duet", the vorld of lllualon and 

confusion; it makee little difference aether one leairee it 

sooner or later, since it is not one's real life.)   But it is 

less specific beliefs in inoortallty such as those embodied 

in religions than the conviction that individual life ie 

neaningless unless it is part of a larger Hfaole. that enablea 

the Chinese soldier to face danger «ith equanimity.   This kind 

of courage is valued, but bravery in itself has no value; the 

value of the brave deed is in what it accOBpllshes; if one can 

accomplish the same thing without danger, so much the better* 

(During the recent civil war, nationalist forces 
surrendered without a struggle when their leaders 
decided tha^ their situation was untenable although 
they had superior nuubers and equipment.    In the 
words of an American official in China at that tinei 
"The Comsnnists went through them like a hot kuife 
through butter."   On the other hand, small Comounist 
forces in Klengsi, outnumbered, out-equipped, and 
completely cut off from the outside, resisted heroically 
the five "annihilation campaigns" launched against them 
by Chiang Kal-ahek in the years between 1937 and 1936. 
The difference in the will to resist was due in part to 
the knowledge of the different treatment accorded 
prisoners by nationalist and Conuunlst leaders, but 
also to the degree of comaltment to positive, long- 
range objectives, and to personal loyalty to leaders.) 

I 
«WW(8B8iW>*^ 
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' There eeens to be eonelderrble anxiety, howler, about 

outilatlon.    This can be aseuaed from the general cautiousness 

about the body, the anxiety about bodily depletion,  the fear 

that one will not be able to produce a son« 

(There is little direct eridence on attitude to wounds 
and nutilation.    Hoverer. social workers in Chinatown 
report that young male Chinese suffer from depression 
and a deep feeling of rejection wUen they are returned 
to their families after being treated in sanatoria for 
tuberculosis.   They feel that they are worthless and 
that their families reject them.    The feeling of 
rejection eeeas, from meager eridence at hand, to be a 
pi ejection of their own atti tudes toward themselves. 
The oftly Chinese amputee of whom the writer has direct 
knowledge was the son of one of the rich Chinatown 
merchants.   He had lost both legs in action In the 
Pacific; he accepted no prosthetic devices, made no 
attempt to approach normal life.    He lived with his 
parents, and Chinatown people regarded his tragedy as 
the burden his father had to bear — for all his money 

( he couldn't be happy.) 

\ 

Chinese children are discouraged from reaching 

out. handling, manipulating objects in their environment. 

Wien they are able to walk they are discouraged from exploring 

or wandering.    These prohibitions are explained to them as 

necessary protection from the dangers of the environment. 

Me-mwfaile they are fed whenever they are hungry,  sleep when 

they are tired, eliminate whenever and wherever they choose, 

and are constantly carried, petted, and entertained by adults. 

It is expected of adults who have charge of children that they 

will anticipate the child's wants and satisfy his needs before 

he announces them by crying.    This handling fosters in the 

child a basic security in relation to the self and the immediate 
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enTtronnent ("hone" and "fatllT-) coupled with caution and 

reluctance to deal aggressively with the outside.   The 

roftralnt of aggression Is conUoned and reinforced as he 

grows older: he must obey parents and all older relatives 

without question, and without argoaent; he mast give up bis 

toys and sweets to younger slblligs, and he responslhle for 

them.   He Is punished if he gets into fights with his 

siblings or agemates.    ("A dog that fights never has b. whole 

skin.")   He is "too aggressive" if he goes after anything he 

wants directly.    Be is "without human feelings" If he refuses 

any request of a relative or -friend, if he neglects to 

protect the face of his associates, or if he putfies an advantage 

to the utmost,  leaving his opponent with no means of withdrawing 

gracefully.    Chinese culture abounds in Institutions which 

enable the individual to nove through life without the need of 

taking direct aggressive action on his own "behalf.    Els family 

make important decisions for him; his education, his johs, his 

marriage are arranged for him.    Later he will arrange these 

things for those younger than and inferior in status to himself. 

There are go-betweens to arrange business deals, marriages, 

legal matters, political appointments,  without the two principals 

having to meet face to face.    In America,  faced with the high 

demand tor self-assertion made by American life, many Chinese 

males break down completely or show very marked tension and 

InsecuriV» 
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On the other hand, no»t Vestemers «ho hare liTed in 

China, and Chinese thenaelTee. ooonent on the susceptibility 

of Chinese to outhreaks of anger of extreme Tiolance. 

"fantmns" and "hlind rages" are common among all classes and 

all ages.    In ordinary life Chinese go to great lei^ths to 

avoid a quarrel, because they feel that even a small quarrel 

might easily get out of hand and lead to extreues of violence« 

Also quarrels tend to spread, involving more and more people. 

Although there are many devices for avoJ ding quarrels, there 

is no «ey of stopping a quarrel once it starts; go-betweens 

«ho are so fcusy in the early stages of a quarrel now are afraid 

of becoming Involved in something serious; there is no formula 

for "crying uncle* and stopping a fight. 

As a result of this, Chinese fear the devartating effects 

of anger, but they also understand the value of emotional 

catharsis.    Anger generates fih'i ("gas", 1. e. energy) in the 

body; unless it finds an outlet the excess of ch'i can cause 

sickness or even death.    (Headaches and digestive disturbances 

are two of the ailmenta attributed to an excess of ch'i.)   The 

cultivated man can transform his ch'i into creative effort — 

calligraphy is the art most frequently mentioned as useful in 

diverting ch'|..    Less cultivated persons must express their 

anger in more direct and crude forms — by hitting someone, 

not necessarily the person WuO caused the anger.   To this 

necessity for expressing anger in one form or another may be 

attributed Chinese tolerance of scapegoat»     In such cases it 
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1« better to hit Moeone who cannot hit back (i. e. someone of 

lover status) for in that «ay a quarrel may he avoided« 

States. Authority and Related Concante     The Chinese man sees 

himself as constituting one member in an ongoing family line. 

Be is, to use the Chinese phrase, "one head 5n a 3haia.B 

Identification of the individual with the family is symbolised 

in many beliefs and practises, such as the belief in reincarnation 

within the family line, the system of selecting personal names, 

the rituals of ancestor veneration.    In these ceremonies the 

living parents are venerated along with ancestors long dead. 

In traditional China the authority of parents is lifelong and 

I is based on the fact of fatherhood, not en the individual's 

superior strength, widsom, or control of economic resources, 

This the child sees dramatised in the ceremonies of ancestor 

veneration when his father kowtows to his grandfather.    In 

taking his place behind his father and participating in these 

ceremonies he experiences an enhancement of his self-esteem 

through hi    .dentificatioa with a continuing foroe.    (This is 

sharply contrasted to American attitudes, which associate 

obedience with inferiority in power and hence make it degrading.) 

To the extent that Chinese are able to feel themselves identified 

I with a permanent organisation, they will take pride in all the 
1 
| outward symbols of their participation —' uniforms, insignia 
I 

of rank which demonstrate the Individual's place in a hierarchy, 
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•alu^xng, aud other ritual«. 

(Observer« of Chinese In the U.S.  forces comment on 
this pit de in uniform«, their care in keeping their 
uniform« in good order.    In thi« connection one 
informant eonaented,  concurred in hy others, that 
"being in a good outfit ia more important than «hat 
you do or where you go.a) 

Uherea« Chinese accept and fit confortably into 

hierarchical structure«, their concept of hierarchy involves 

the interaction of complementary role«.    In a family that i« 

functioning properly the young give deference and receive 

protection and support.    In a well-ordered state the subject 

gives loyalty and obedience to the ruler, and the ruler,  through 

his bureaucracy» looks after the welfare of the people.    Zquality 

has never been an ideal of Chinese society« the ideal is rather 

the harmonious fitting together of different and complementary 

roles. 

The Chinese child is ordinarily brought up in a family group 

that includes more than Just parents and children.    The size of 

family varies greatly in China, but in general the lower in the 

economic scale, the analler the family unit.    For the upper 

peasantry, artisan and small merchant classes, which provided 

the bulk of the recent inmlgratlon,  the three-generation family 

is most usual — the male head of the family with his wife, hi« 

male children and their wives, and grandchildren — or from the 

point of view of the child, grandparents, parents, uncles and 

aunts,  siblings and cousins.    There may be unmarried aunts — 

sisters of the child's father; his father may have brother« 
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jovoger than hinself, but belonging to a higher generation« 

This family unit liree in a «ailed coapoond; there ie a 

oomon kitchen, thero are no interior doom, and for the 

greater part of the year aoat household actiTities are carried 

on in the courtyard.   During the first years of his life the 

child spends all of his tine in this courtyard seeing no one 

but relatives.    He learns to lire in close physical proximity 

to a large group of people, all of whom are related to him. 

But he also learns at a very early age to distinguish among them, 

ioong the first word? a child is taught aro the correct terms to 

use to his many relatives.    Personal names are very little used 

in traditional Chinese families — it used to be forbidden to 

use the names of the parents or aqy words that form a part of 

these names; even siblings are referred to by numbert    eldest 

brother, third older sister,  sixth younger brother» etc.   Along 

with the correct term of address the child learns the correct 

behavior expected of hin toward each relative!   he must respect 

those older or higher in status than he, and protect and indulge 

those that eure youi^er.    At the sane tine he learns to distinguish 

the different personality traits of his relatives -—which are 

patient,  which quick-tempered, which ones are severe and which 

onee kind; he learns whose favorite child he is,  who can procure 

favors for him, and who will protect him «hen he has been naughty. 

The harmonious function!i^ of the family depends on everyone 

knowing these points of personal difference, and being tolerant 
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of th«a and ab It to Danipulata them.    VI thin the apparently 

rigid structure of the hierarchical family there is considerahle 

leevaj; after foroal requirnaents of respect and obedience have 

been net matters can be arranged in a Banner that affords some 

satisfaction to ereryone.    There is a Chinese proverb to the 

effect that the one thing that is worse than a corrupt official 

is a completely honest one. that is, an official «ho applies 

abstract rules blindly without regard for "haiBan feelings." 

It used to be customary for the person who won a lawsuit to 

provide a banquet for the loser ('The winner will feel happy 

because he has «on and be glad to give a banquet, and the 

loser will not feel so badly over having lost after he has 

had a good banquet.") 

face     When children are very email their mothers rub their 

fibers over their faces saying "Shane,  shame!" «hen they do 

anything that is not becoming to their age and status,  such 

as snatching a toy away from a younger child.    Through this end 

other mechanisms shame is localised in the face, the one part 

of the body «hich, in adults, is exposed to the outside world, 

and extreme sensitivity to shame is developed.   One can lose 

face through one's own wrongdoing, but one's face is "damaged" 

by the actions of others,    A father's face is damaged if his 

\ child is unfilial; a mother does not scold a child in front of 

/ ' a younger sibling "so as not to damage his face", a teacher 

loses face if his pupils correct him, an employee loses face 
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and matt retign If hi« request for a raise Is oot granted, or 

If he does not get en expected pronotion.   One cannot refuse 

any request of a friend, eren if it is impossible to coaply. 

("Ton say yes because he is your friend; then you send hin a 

note to say you foan^. out it is not pcsiihle.   That nay you do 

not damage the face.')   An feglish class for war brides In 

Chinatown broke up because the teacher singled out one pagll 

for praise; the others felt danage to their face and would not 

cone back.    If social intercourse is not to be coapletely 

paralyzed by non-cooperation, each person mat avoid daoagiqg 

the face of others,   Chinese \ho hare lived in the United States 

take it for granted that Aoericans are 'not polite* and that they 

do not understand or value "huaan feelings11; in many situations 

they find American directness and isincerityB refreshing.   But 

in situations involving other (Biinese.  such as the Axgllsh class 

referred to above, traditional Chinese attitudes ooneeming face 

and human feelings prevail.    Sirgling out Individuals for praise 

or blame or other public humiliation or implied huffliliation does 

not serve as an incentive to greater effort on the part of his 

colleagues. 

Eewarda and mnlshaen^     Punishment in a Chinese family is the 

result of a total situation rather than the inevitable consequence 

of a single act.   Therefore, from tbe American point of view, 

discipline appears to be inoonsistent. erratic, and unpredictable. 
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▲ 1)07 i« ponlthed beomte ht «as noaghty §g£ because his mother 

has a haadaohe. or !• angry irtth her sleter-in-law.    Children 

are frequently aada the toapeeoat for anger %Alah eannob he 

expretted againat the true object.    On the other hand naughlinees 

nay go tuopnnlehed on daya liien his mother feels veil and «hen 

peace reigns In the family.    What the child learns from this Is 

not that his mother is unfair or unpredictable, but that lack 

of harmony in the family is a bad thing, and that ereryoBj suffers 

from it.    Trained from early childhood to observe people and gauge 

situations, the child is constantly looking for the contexts of 

behavior.    Moreover, a child is not trained to expect that goodness 

or effort «ill autonatically be rewarded or even praised.    ('If a 

boy studies very hard and does well at school, his parents nay 

buy him new clothes to show that they are pleased.')   But usually 

the efforts of children are neither praised nor rewarded.   Just 

as he learns that certain situations over which he has very little 

control are in thaaselves punishing,  so he learns that certain 

other situations are rewarding — such as being a small child, 

or an old man with many descendants, or being an official« 

Chinese are not dependent on immediate small rewards as 

incentives to sustained effort; they are able to keep long range 

objectives in view and work towards them.    ("Americans save money 

to buy a car; when they have enough money to buy a car they begin 

saving for something else.    Chinese do not do that.    They would 

not buy a car and live on a poor street;  that would not be right. 

It is better to plan your whole life — go to school and college, 
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and become an official or a bi£ buslnets naa.    Then you «ill 

lire on a good street and hare the car too.")    Chinese in lev 

Tork eat a handful of rice a day for six days a week and boy 

a ten-course dinner on Sunday; they work sixteen hours a day 
; 

and sleep on packing cases in their shops, and then qpend $20,000 

(mch of which is given away) on a trip to China.   Where sustained 

effort is required, 10% tera objectires, especially those carrying 

aoral or social prestige, hare «ore force than the proaise of 

imaediate small rewards of a tangible nature« 

The lack of eophasls on regularity of aaall. immediate 

sequences in the disciplinary process is related to the so-called 

"fatalistic1 attitude of Chinese in the face of danger, as well 

as their observed ability to bear privation and disaster without 

panic or rebellion. 

Learning     When Chinese children are very young their hands are 

tied to discourage them from reaching after objects.    As thsy 

grow older they have no toys to manipulate.    Instead they have 

things to look at «hich are out of their reach.   When they go 

to school they learn to read by looking at a book while the teacher 

reads and then learning by rote to repeat the text.    They learn 

calligraphy by copying models.   The emphases are on rote learning 

and perfect performance.    Other techniques are learned the same 

way — by watching someone do it.   There is no reliance on verbal 

explanations or on experimenting with materials.    Children are 

encouraged to watch people closely, to study their faces and 
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geituret and watch their reactlont.   Adult Chinese depend rery 

largely on their egret for aoqulrli^ knowledge.    Long before 

ooaio hooks beeaM a nass aedlus In the Vest, little booklets 

telling In pictures the stories of fsaous novels and romances 

circulated aaong the Illiterate of China.    During the last war 

the flln strips put out \j CVI were sore In denand in China than 

In any other part of thrj *z*tlL.   It can be predicted that Wien 

electrification is general In China television will be enormously 

popular.    Training programs designed for Chinese should tah«- 

account of their great reliance on visual aids and demonstrations 

of techniques and their very limited response bo verbal 

explanations.    (Conversely It Is very difficult for Chinese to 

give verbal explanations of «hat they do.) 

(One Chinese veteran was assigned to an all-Chinese unit 
In Southwest China as an Instructor In trucking operations 
because, he said, he was the only one 1A0 knew Mandarin« 
On further questioning It developed that he "picked up" 
Mandarin Wille he «as In the arny.) 

The heavy reliance of Chinese on rote learning and on visual 

Imagery Is related to a general tendency of Chinese thinking — 

namely to experience phenomena as unanalyzed wholes.    Chinese 

writing consisting of a distinct character for each word is an . 

example of this type of thinking applied to the problem of written 

conmunication.    In social relations, roles are clearly defined and 

the behavior appropriate to each role is implied In the name by 

which the role is called.    ("When the father is really father and 

( the son son, when the ruler   is really ruler and the minister minister 
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hexmw Hill premll within the «täte* — Confocius. AaalSSii)* 

An inforoant «as deeply offended when a proepective eaployer 

prestnted her with a typewritten liat of her dutiee; the employer 

should hare aseoued that the would understand her dutiee without 

further instruction.    Belated to conception of roles as indiTisible 

| «holes, is the Chinese anxiety about isvolTenent.    It is well known 

that Chinese will let strangers die in the streets without doing 

j anything to help, because to offer any kind of assistance ixwolTes 

i one In a lifelong relationship ftroo which it is iapossible to 

withdraw — one cannot help a person one tine and send his on his 

way and consider the matter closed; on the contrary one has taken 

on a new role with all its related responsibilities.    (Of. discussion 

I above concerning the possibility of postponing rewards.) 

Long practise in dealing with unanalysed wholes has made the 

Chinese extremely successful in grasping complex situations 

quickly.    Western doctors who hare lived in China are almost 

without exception impressed by the diagnostic and therapeutic 

succesc of Chinese doctors, although they disparage their meölcal 

theories; American engineers report that Chinese peasants can 

repair complicated machines and get them runnix£ although they 

i have never seen them before and seem to have no Imowledge of 

mechanics» 
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1.    To the Chines« IndlTidual life if neeaiogful to the ex- 

tent that he can identify hloeelf with soae permanent 

entity larger than hiotelf.    In old China this entity 

«a* the family; si nee the revolution the nation is 

gradually displadog the faaily as the larger entity. 

Vlthin this larger entity indiridaal well-being depends 

on th:> harmonious relationship of individuals fulfilling 

GODplementary roles. 

2«   Although aggression is systematically restrained and 

disparaged in all areas of life aggressive acts are 

acceptable «hen seen as necessary to preserve the 

existence or harmony of the group with täich one is 

identified.    Impelling a had government, repelling an 

invader, defending 'the family11 from aggression ere 

acceptable reasons for fighting* 

3. Chinese value courage, loyalty, unflinching devotion 

to coral rurpose, ability to subordinate individual to 

group interest.    They disoarage recklessness, bravado, 

exhibitionism. 

4, The Chinese see the enemy as a person or an extension 

of a person coomitted to evil purposes; it is not necessary 

to dehumanise an enemy in order to fight him. 
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A Selected Bibliography 

on 

American Hational Character Structvire 

1. 
A Hote on the Method and Presentation of Material 

The hypotheses presented in tlvs renort have been drawn from 

the total body of work that has been done on American National Char- 

acter Structure. Except where we have quoted from particular authors, 

references have not been given for e»ch snecific point made. The 

authors consulted, however, are included in this bibliography. 

For trurposes of presentation, a limited number of illustrations 

congruent with the hycothesee have been selected from a small number 

of publications about Araericrn •ervicemen, principally Studie^ in 

Social Psychology in World War II, (r.I. Songs, and üSie Best from Yank 

the Army Weekly. As part of the preparatory work on the report, 

Geoffrey Gorer made a detailed cross check on those propositions which 

are presented here about American national character vith the findings 

of Studies in Social Psychology in Wor^d »far IIT which were empirical 

studies pursued without any national character assunptions (unpublished 

report). The illustrations were intentionally limited to this small 

body of material in order to show the internal consistencies within a 

particular kind of subject matter. 
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GENERAL MOnVATIQ» AMD DICEKTIVES FOR BASIC fHAIHING 

Codba&t for Orientation laoturet 

Baokgrouad Literatur« 

I«    Baokground of the Present World Cosfliot 1 

Goopolitios and the Heartland Concept 2 
i                            Psyohologiual Insight into the strategy of 
I                                     World Revolution i 
f                            The CoBBsuziist Ideology Tersu« realities 6 
I                                   "Peoples* Demooraoy" 7 

The Proletariat as supreme 9 
Land reform and eolleotlTitation 11 
Stakhanorism* production quotas, and 

slave labor 12 

II.   The Hature of the Present World Gonfliot 17 

The Kremlin* s propaganda objeotires 17 
The Coionunists' Reasoning 18 
The CaoBministst idea of "Peace" 20 
Meaning to people in free countries of the 

prospect of World Rerolution^ spread 20 
|                            The hard facts of World Revolution to date 22 

Why is the Coenunist state isolated? 23 

Instructor's Manua1 of Questions and Answers 

Counter-revolution in Russia—prospects IH-1 
Higher education in Russia 114-1 
Newspapers and magasines in Russia IM-2 
Russia arms for defense only IM-3 
Chinese Coranunists as agrarian reformers IM-4 
Capitalist nations fcment wars IM-4 
Communist persecution mostly propaganda XM~7 

Book» B*»-1 

Articles Bh-ZZ 
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r 

Fart One 

omEmnoK LECTURES 



GSK2RAL UOnVATIOK AHD IKCEKTIVES FOH BASIC TRAliilMG 

Proposed Ccnfcont for 

0RI3NIATICIi LBCTDHES» 

I»   B&ck^round of the ^»regent irorld eonflict 

Gengral nature of conflict«    Conflict exist« at all tines between 

nations that have conflicting interests«   Today it exists primarily 

not between nations but between groups of nations» one haviz^ an 

aggrosslre intesfc to dominate all the others*   The aggressive designs 

of the «©««ailed CoBsmjaiet group has produced a state of tension which 

say last for year« or until the aggression collapses or an overt event 

precipitates arsoed conflict• 

usually a state of tension arises when one power or group of powers 

engage in extensive arming in excess of defensive needs« followed by 

exertion of military« political or economic control over a neighboring 

state«   The United States does not threaten Mexico or Canada though it 

has the power to do so, but the Soviet Union has not only threatened 

but has extended control over Roumania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czechoslo- 

vakia, Poland and other neighboring nations,  so that these are no longer 

considered independent,  sovereign states« 

It is now clear that the Soviet leaders are not Just interested in 

defense of thsir land«    They have aggressive designs that are world» 

wide.    They have clearly demonstrated their program of biting off more 

and more of Europe and Asia, under the guise of people's democracy, with 

«As submitted by Norman C» Meier, Ifedversity of Iowa, author of Military 
Psychology,   (Harper,  1943)« 



r no liait to tfaair aabitioas* The attest to anaez tb»  south half of 

Korea was sloply a last stag«, planned in Moscow, with weapons made in 

the Soviet onion and probably with Red leadership in the field» 

Confliot today is henoe different from national expansion« trade 

riTalries, and other oauses of conflict and Bometimss war« It embraces 

the use of new means for overcoming whole populations on a scale never 

attempted before* Psychology, or the use of mass ideas designed to 

deceive and disarm, and tae use of connuuication channels (radio, oral 

persuasion, movies, stage plays) as instruaents of propaganda have been 

and are being used on a grand scale. It is necessary that these new 

weapons be better understood, so that their effect may be countered, if 

the Soviet challenge is to be met« 

Geopolitics and the Heartland Concept» Why do the Soviet leaders 

think they can succeed in extending their domination over the world? 

One answer is that they have reason to think they are »s a power impreg- 

nable, that no one is powerful enough to deter them* In this belief 

they are supported by the ideas of a group of geopoliticians, or persons 

who study geography and political power* The geopoliticians say that 

the nation which controls the dominant land mass can survive any kind 

of onslaught* If hard pressed on any outlying region they need only 

retire to a better position, and to keep this up until the attacker is 

exhausted* Hence the Russians believe they can, if hard pressed, retire 

to the interior, even into Siberia and hold out indefinitely* Of course, 

this idea is very attractive to the Moscow conspirators* It emboldens 

them to make a great gamble, despite the fact that the two great proponents 
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of the tisartlaad concept, Haushofer And Uaoklader, lived before the 

atomic weapons age and did not envisage the role iriiioh air power sight 

play» 

Ho one except Stalin and his fellcw members of the Soviet Polit- 

buro knows the full extent of the plaus and the time-table for each 

planned move toward eventual world domination«    Conspiracy thrives on 

secrecy*    It is like a gigantic game of chess with the one player blind- 

folded, and we are the blindfolded players yet not entirely blindfolded, 

for we know from moves already mado pretty such what to expect but not 

knowing when they will be made«   We caught on to the Korea move rather 

quickly» 

Certainly enough is now known that no one doubts that the Soviet 

plotters have sinister designs on all the remaining free world«    Yet 

millions of people are still unreaty to believe this«    They think of 

the Soviet Union as a peopled democracy, having racial equality, class- 

lessness, where there are no rich and no poor, eto«| as Communism as the 

coining State, destined to replace the "outmoded11 forms of government such 

as American democracy or British State Socialism«    Though the uneducated, 

the poorly informed and the discontented everywhere are first taken by 

this appealing prospect,  it is not unconmon to find some educated people, 

even students in colleges who have beer attracted to the Conmunist 

ideology«    In Russia people dare not believe anything else and no doubt 

it ia quite "popular" there^ 

To the understanding social psychologist, whose business it is to 

know how beliefs and attitudes come about in people, all this is 
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abuBdantly clear« Let us narr turn to hin for some anlightonReat on the 

real nature of Coanunism ai World Revolution, 

Vfo do not know whether the Politburo ueabers really believe that 

Marxian Coonunisn ie good for all people. We do not know if they even 

know what Ajasrioan Demooraoy or State Socialism or State Capitalism is 

and how it works or what any of these have done for the nass of people 

living under them« Be we may be quite sure that presumed or alleged 

differences between their Canmuniam and so-called Capitalistic Imperial- 

ism can be made to serve their purposes. 

Those purposes are very clear« By representing only supposed bene- 

fits of their system and only supposed evils of other systems they can 

induce peoples everywhere to want their system—until the people get 

wise to the facts« How is this done? 

Psychological insight into the strategy of World Revolution« In 

Soviet Russia the school child is told about Stalin, the Great Leader, 

and about Lenin and Marx« He is given selected ideas about Communism- 

all good; and he begins to hate the Capitalists who, he is told, oppress 

the impoverished workers« He gets nothing else« Stalin is "his ideal,1* 

just as Fearless Fosdick is Li'l Abner's. 

IThen he grows older he reads of the Communist State, listens to 

Party speeches on the controlled radio and sess movies glorifying the 

Comnuniat horoes and seos fcha Capitalist carrying on a despicable role« 

His art, music, literature and drama is likewise carefully selected« 

Under thes^ conditions he grows up with no education as we understand 

it—only indoctrination« He possesses a v/arped set of beliefs and he 
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is Imbued with a false set of notions about the outside world» ■ He has 

beocne a cog in a hugp atohine capable of dangerous possibilities« Be» 

looks upon capitalism as a disease which should be eradicated from the 

face of the earth» He may same day kill a man he now doesn't know 

because he thinks of him as a deluded defender of degenerate capitalism« 

Yet he has no real kncsrledge of how the Brifcish or imerican workman 

lives, how much he is paid or what kind of car he drives« In fact, he 

would never think of an American workman as having a car« He never has 

had one« 

By absolute control over the means of ccnnunioatiant particularly 

control of radio, newspaper and movies, the Soviet citizen gets only 

perverted and restricted information which is mostly constant indoc- 

trination of Communistic ideas and beliefs« He thus has no real educa« 

tion, no freedom to learn, no way of knowing what it is like in other 

countries, no way of knowing what life in America or Britain actually 

is like« Instead he has a grossly distorted picture and a false set of 

beliefs foisted on him and he is helpless to do anything about it» Die 

Soviet citizenry is thus an indoctrinated miss of people obsessed with 

manufactured beliefs calculated to lead to untold mischief if and when 

directed by their masters in the Kremlin fortress» Hence we have a modern 

Robot nation, capable of marching here or there, capable of causing immeasur« 

able grief to innocant peoples, so ooxspletely doluded that they would 

do this, thinking they are helping to save the down-trodden proletariat 

from the shackles of capitalistic oppression» Actually they are just 

pawns in the hands of sinister conspirators, secretly planning world 
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doaiaatifu,  usiDg th* bog«y of ConHunim-C&pltaliaB rivalry a.» a meani 

to an and«   If anyone still bolieres that Cconunia i« a modern Utopia 

or heaven on earth, let him examine the f aots as known and oosqpare them 

with the professions of the Coamunist ideologists« 

The Conmanist Ideology Tersus Realities«    It is easy to get people 

to believe in something tha^ "looks good" or that holds out promise of 

something good«   This is not a perfeot world«   But it is getting better 

all the time»   We have gotten rid of huaan slavery in most parts of the 

world« also the blood feud, human sacrifice, and other outworn practices» 

The early colonial empires are now largely a thing of the past»    Die rack 

and torture devices of the Middle iges have long since been discarded 

by most civilised peoples« 

It was believed that imperialism was likewise on the wane»   Dealings 

of industrial nations with native peoples in all parts of the world for 

raw materials, such as rubber, tin, copra,  and oil, and products like 

coffee and tea which grow only in certain places,  has been mutually 

beneficial to both parties»   The payment for products and the royalties 

paid for development of concessions has materially raised the standard 

of living all around«    It is on a strictly give-and-take basis, not just 

a take basis» 

Yet the Soviet propagandists would have the world believe that the 

native populations are being defrauded out of their products, that the 

"imperialist* nations contribute nothing toward betterment of the 

native populations»    Cf course they know better, but to shout "American 

Imperialists" or "Capitalistic Imperialists" at us continually serves 
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1      their propaganda purpose of depicting us as a nation of heartless, 

|      avaricious plunderers«   fthile picturing uu as oppressors and exploiters 

of helpless peoples and even of our own peoples« they portray themselves 
i 

as the true govennent of the people, by the people and for the pacpla, 

as though in Ccnnunist lands there is no oppression, «hat is nine is 

|  also yours, where there are no rioh and no poor, and everyone is happy« 

I      Let us exauine some of these glittering "attractions" of the Com- 

munists and compare them with the actual realities, as after years '* 

l     propaganda claims they have turned out to be« 
i I 

1«    wfeople8, Democraoy«11   Whenever the Russian Connunists have set 
I 

up their specially trained agents in control of a neighboring country 

they proclaim the event as the inauguration of a Peoples' Democracy« 
| 

This sounds very much like the ideal state. Just about what 

Americans think of their own system of government, in which any citisen 

j  can run for mayor« councilman, governor. Congressman or even President« 

But do we find this in the Soviet Union or any of the satellite statesf 

J  In Russia a small clique, self-appointed, and with absolute authority 

I 
J  control everything, maintained in power by a huge organization of secret 

I 
policy and vhe Red Anuy* The cititen is watched, spied upon, and if 

I 
i     suspected of non-cooperation may be seised in the dead of night and is 
I 
{ 

often never heard of again«   Sometimes a whole community may be shipped 
I 
I away in freight oars to destinations unknown* Freedom of speech, oi 

I travel, of religion, of unapproved association—is practically unknown 

| or indulged in at great peril« But the citizen can attend "cultural" 

lectures—in fact he is expected to—and hear all about the Marxianp 
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Lsniiiist-Stftllnlst order« and oxhortations against the wicked capitalists, 

Be can see icovles ifcioh JäTC been imde tc glorify Corasunisn and condemn 

the capitalist plutocrats« He can get one station on his .*adio9 to 

hear progrsms of the sane nature« He can read a newspaper carrying some 

news carefully selected or carefully re«written to reflect favorably on 

the ComBunist leaders and degrade the capitalist nations« He can vote, 

too« All he needs to do to vote is to vote *Yes" for the regime in 

posers ther **, northing else to vote for and nothing to vote against« 

Ttftj.ag is therefore just a scheme to see if there are any who are bold 

or foolish enough to risk being caught not "voting" for Stalin and his 

regiae« 

He hold that democracy means that no one person, no one group, no 

one Party should have any more right to dominate over internal affairs 

than any other person, group or Party« A Congressman or a Governor can 

be opposed for re-election by any other person and people themselves 

decide which person they want to manage their affairs» Our affairs are 

not decided by a closed body, working in secret, that we did not elect 

and cannot replace« Our affairs are decided by our chosen rspresenta- 

tives, working in open meetings, fully debated, and with the privilege 

of anyone being heard if he has ideas on the subject« We call these 

Public Hearings« 

No such conditions exist in the Communist system« Elections are 

not elections} they are simply public demonstrations participated in 

because the citizen fears to do otherwise or, out of ignorance, believes 

he is approving sümething good« So far as his knowledge goes he is 
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aotiEg as one would 0^eot{ his ideas hare all been nade-to-order for 

him by order of the Kremlin« He has been told he is a lucky person to 

be living in the Ccnaunist paradise, and he wants to "vote" his approval 

and thus show his gratitude» 

The tern "Peoples* Denooraoy" is henoe a sham, a shameless perver- 

sion of two good words« The system is nsithsr of the people nor ty the 

people* Ihey are led to think it is for the people« Prohaoly the 

Russian people are better off tl^n Uä? «^f* u^er the Ciarist days but 

they are still living under an oligarchy as ruthless as any, against 

whieh they are helpless« The tragedy of the situation is, however, that 

they probably cannot suspect that their leaders have intentions for 

using than for purposes unknown to tham but made plausible« By the 

means of controlling their thinking and information and so their beliefs 

and attitudes by rigid supervision of all connunioation means, they keep 

then reconciled to deprivations« Ihey cannot have good housing, enough 

automobiles and radios, because there must be production of guns, tanks, 

and other weapons "to protect them from capitalist aggression«" In this 

th^y have no voice« The people themselves have no democracy« 

The Proletariat as Supreme« Conusunism has been loud in its claim 

that the worker is supreme} he alone ereatos goods; he alone should 

reap the rewards« Henoe there is no need for capital, management, 

financial structures, insurance, "foreign exploitation" and the like« 

Theirs ie a classless societyt no plutocrats, who own all the good 

things, while the millions starve« The hammer and the sickle are 

symbols of those who toil« 
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I**       Ulis is a fantastic oTsr-siaplifloation of the modem world« It 

/*    ignores the faot that factories, railroads, steamships» office buildings« 

department stores, schools and oolleges, farm machinery, hydro-eleotrio 

dams, -vast highway systems, autcnobiles, refrigerators, radios are xhe 

*      result of nany persons working together, each cot knowing who contributes 

what part of it, but in the end everyone benefit«,, By such a complex 

system America has grown great, with a radio in almost every acme, with 

a telephone in every three out of every five, and with an automobile in 

about every other one« It just isn't possible for a "workman" to make 

any of these things himself, alone« But he can enjoy nearly all of 

them, even though all he does is bolt fenders on automobiles or keeps 

accounts in a department store or runs a traotor on a farm« 

The telephone ooapasy is not owned by a corpulent plutoorac« It 

$ is owned by hundreds of thousands of ordinary people who did not spend 

all they earned« The steel plant is not owned by a bloated plutocrat, 

but by any and every one who buys into the ownership, by purchasing 

stool:« TTlthout that cems of using savings it would never have been 

built and the automobile or refrigerator you own could never have been 

built« You might still be trading a barrel of molasses for a pair of 

boots« 

The Camnunist State may have a semblance of classlessnesst every- 

body is poor« The members of the Politburo probably have anough to eat, 

but they represent only a few« The nine-member delegation sent by Red 

China to the U, N« returned to Peiping with maay of the products of 

capitalist enterprisei radios, cameras, clothing, etc., paying for 
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exoess baggege chargos on the plan» with $100C bills« Ho doubt they 

aoeprlte a tp^olal olass« 

But for th*» people olaeftleieneei aean« doing what the State (that 

Is* üie Polltbura) decrees« reotlrlng In return «hat the State allows« 

buyixtg (if available) what the meager pay will permit« keeping indoo- 

trlnated with she ideas the State wants the proletariat to have* Just 

what the proletariat oan dictate and to whdn is not clear» Just how the 

proletariat can dictate it» also rery unclear« 

The reality is that he dictates nothing« He only listens« The 

dictation is by the governing clique« The dictation is enforced by a 

constant tyranny of police sunreillance« One dares not fall to conform« 

The idea of Camunism as the dictatorship of the Proletariat is basically 

false« Even the leaders in supreme power oome mostly from upper classes« 

as fewer than half ccoe from honsmer and sickle wielders« 

Land Reform and Collectlvitation« Connunism has gained early 

favor among agricultural peoples by taking farm land away from the 

owners and giving it to the peasants to work for the state« Those 

who had little before nay be made happy« while the dispossessed may be 

left to starve and become bitter« The peasant« however« with his new 

position in life comes to find after a short time that all is not so 

good after all« The conmissars appear to claim half or a considerable 

portion of all ie raises« telling him It Is for the workers or for the 

state« So he soon finds himself no better off than he was before—he 

has simply traded a landlord for a new and different one« He doesn't 

"n any land after all» His position may be even worse off than it was 
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before* If he trie« to oonoeal some of his crop he may be severely 

dealt nith« In Korea the situation is confused, with perhaps ae muoh 

poverty and hard xiving as before« if not more, because the fanner 

lacks incentive to produce when ho learns that he may not be able to 

have much for himself anyway* 

In free countries, like America or Australia, the farmer can raise 

as muoh as he lilms, sell it as he chooses, and with the profit, bvy 

store land or better maohinsry* as willingness to work much or little 

is his orn affair and the rewards are in proportion* The state collects 

taxes, but they are in «scord with his ability to pay and for known 

benefits, such as good ^oads, marketing facilities, and agricultural 

research which tells him how to improve the soil and grow bigger and 

better crops* It is always a reasonable and fair portion of his 

earnings, expertly determined* He does not need to be without the com- 

mon needs and comrenienoes of good living* About half of all farms 

are owned by the farmer; others are on a shared-profit or rental basis* 

Except in some sections where farm land is poor and fann labor is needed 

only part of the year the agricultural worker Is reasonably well fed and 

housed* And in most oases most agricultural workers some day expect to 

own seme land themselves« And from those now not well off the govern- 

ment %akes little or nothingi what they earn is theirs* 

Stakhanovlam* Production Quotas and Slave Labor« In the 

Conasunist Maalfesto of Ear} Marx the workers In capitalist countries 

are pictured as virtual slaves of the machine age, under-fed, down- 

trodden and in perpetual poverty* Marx advocated world-wide revolution, 
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the overthrcur of the capitalist system»    HLs famous expression is "you 

have nothing to lose but your ohains«" 

Karl Marx lived a oexxtury ago* There were inequalities then as 

there will probably always be when some people work hard and otherd do 

not, whnn some businesses pay off well and others fail, when some per- 

sons use good Judgment and others make mistakes« But to think that all 

will be well if only the unfortunate dispossess the more successful of 

their possessions is child-like reasoning» It is also childish to think 

that a small group of revolutionaries, without much education and little 

know-how can sit in power and dictate who should do this and who should do 

that« 

Yet that is pretty much the state of affiars in Conounist-dominated 

lands today* Bven if these men were all-wise, all-knowing, semi-Gods, 

they could not possibly manage the complex running of the modem Jtate 

with any degree of success« It takes many minds, motivated by ambition, 

well-educated and disciplined in technology, the economics of production 

and distribution, the wise use of accumulated savings of many people, 

the financing of gigantic industrial plants, the building of networks 

of railways, highways and steamship lines, to carry on modem living« 

Without the engineers, bankers, metallurgists, geologists, agricultural 

researchers, transportation experts imerica would be just a sprawling, 

backward nation« And with OUT; our free exchange of ideas, opportunity 

for anyone with ambition to obtain special training, the maintenance of 

our free educational institutions, we would never have developed the 

present state of high living standards« 
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Caamixäm would kill the golden goose that has laid the golden 

eggs. Wherever Coranmian has taken over a eountry, as in Czeohoslovakia 

and Korea, it seeks out and arrests the scholars, the intelligentsia, 

the nerohants, the bankers, the clergy, the nissionaries« Whyf They 

have oooodtted no oriaes« Bat they hars believed in the hated Capitalist 

system« They have helped to make it what it is« They will not mseldy 

agree to aooept Karl Marx end Lenin and Stalin as the new Gods« Hence, 

•nay with than« These are oruel facts, nhioh Conniunists sympathizers are 

loath to believe« 

But Russia does carry on* say the Communist sympathizers, it does 

have factories, it manufactures automobiles, tractors, locomotives, and 

the people have items which we call "consumer goods" such as radios 

and clothes« All dependable reports from behind the Iron Curtain, 

however, cigree in thist conpared to the free countries such as Great 

Britain, Sweden, France or the United States, there is only a meager 

trickle of consumer goods ocming from the factories and available to 

the people« Host families have poor housing, meager food supplies« 

very few, if any, of the things that are comnonplace in the poorer 

American homes« Autos, telephones, radios, refrigerators, etc., are 

rare luxuries, possessed by the very few« 

Yet the people work long hours, and are poorly paid« New Five* 

Year Plans are inaugurated to boost production« This generally means 

longer hours, little or no more consumer goods« Whyf It is noir be- 

lieved that half of the Russian production has been for armament, half 

only for consumer goods« The Politburo, with utter unconoern for the 
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welfare cf the workers has driven them to produce more aad more, but 

for a purpose which is secret with them« It is not for national de- 

fense, except in part, hut that is the story they tell the people» It 

is neoessaxy to get ready "to defend themselves from Capitalistic aggres- 

sion," The United States is planning to destroy their Coranunist para- 

dise, they «sy* This utterly false accusation must be believed by the 

people, for the secret police end the informers will spot anyone who is 

foolish enough to express doubt« The Russian people want consuner 

goods; they want better living standards, less arduous working oondi- 

tions« But they are helpless* 

The Russian masters have cunningly contrived ways to keep attention 

centered upon their program, without disclosing the true nature cf their 

long range program« They learned that an ardent young Communist coal 

miner, strong of back and with immense vitality tad doubled his out- 

put, then proceeded to triple it« The name of Alexi Stakhanov was then 

praised in all the oatmunioation channels as one for all to emulate« 

By the oomp«. t*tive spirit thus aroused it was expected that loyalty to 

the cause of Communism would be demonstrated by workers everywhere, with 

a resulting stepping up of production* It did not matter if the worker 

wore himself out at £4 early age, or became prey for disease when his 

health became impaired« In Russia the tens for loyal, hard, strenuous^ 

paoe-totting, continuous Herculean endeavor is Stakhanoviam« 

In America and Britain and France labor unions have been striving 

for reasonable hours of work, good pay, vacations, and sick and acci- 

dent benefits« Ihey shudder at the very idea of Stakhanovism, because, 
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ourlously «aough, that is exactly the tort of thing they objeoted'to 

geierationa ago«    It anackt of the oveat shop, of the wearing cut and 

discard of oyer-worked workers,« practices that are now largely superseded 

lay more consideration for labor's rights.    Tht practice of selecting 

the brawniest, most youthful worker as a pace-setter for all i» frowned 

upon in free countries«   Yet in Communist Russia« which preaches free- 

don of the worker from exploitation, the worst kind of eg)loit«tion 

goes on« «bile in the so-called Capitalist-Imperialist countries, labor 

exerts tremendous power to protect itself against any semblance of 

exploitation« 

fhere are reports coming out of Russia that describe even worse 

ccndLtiotos«   For political reasons or other reasons great numbers of 

I people are shipped in box cars to Siberia, there to work in the mines 

or forests under conditions that make it virtual human slavery«   Many 

of them fall victim to disease induced by impaired health through over- 

work«   ?ew return«    These charges have been made in the United Natioca 

by responsible parties and are not rafuted by any offer of disproof« 

The number so consigned to a living death has been estimated by the 

millions and include probably other huge numbers of Japanese, German 

and other war prisoners who have disappeared without trace« 

In view of such conditions, even if true to a lesser extent than 

charged,  the notion of the Communist state as a land of "happy workers" 

is a delusion and a sham«    Instead it is a land of low living standards, 

of constant fear,  of hard labor,  of unfulfilled promises, of depriva- 

tion, and meager existence«    No one may trust his neighbor, no one may c 
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listen to radio broadcasts except as permitted, no one ^ay even more 

about unless granted permission« The "workers * paradise" is a cruel 

delusion rather than a reality» the Iron Curtain is a necessary device 

to keep the deluded people from finding out that they are deluded« It 

has been suggested thai; catalogs of our mail order houses be dropped 

behind the Iron Curtain« A Sears Roebuck catalog depicting the consumer 

goods available to people in the Capitalist countries would probably 

be disbelieved by the Conmunist-oontrolled population« but the experi- 

ment would be extremely interesting to attempt if it could be done« 

II« Ihe Hature of the Present World Conflict 

The propaganda objective of the Kremlin has been two-fold« For 

home consume «ion it has permitted its own people to hear only certain 

things« All Information must pass through the official channelst only 

that which glorifies the Communist state can pass, or that which is 

adverse to the Capitalist countries« In that way the beliefs, attitudes 

and opinions of the people are fashioned toward a single objectivei to 

reinforce the belief that Communism is the coming State destined to re- 

place all other social orders, which have grown old, outworn and 

decadent« This the citizen must believe, accept, and live with, rojeot- 

ing all contrary ideas« There must be unity about all this« Objectors, 

dissenters, deviationists and non-conformists must be liquidated« 

The other aspect of the Kremlin objective is directed to the non- 

Communist world« It is cunningly contrived and even more deceptive« 

It mixes some truth with a vast amount of untruth« It holds out the 

enticement that Communism is always, faithfully, avidly working for Peace« 
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In doing to, homrrer, it it opposed by the Capitalist Lnperialists «ho 

are always bent on snslaTiag the world« la fact, they ssy, ereiyone is 

for Peaoe hut the ararioious Capitalist imperial lets «ho ait» best on 

acgression and are trying to enoirole the ooonunist «orld« It it «ere 

not for these «ar-aongers like Churohill, Brunan, Maoirthur, Hoorer and 

Dewey» the «orld oould have Peaoe« Therefore, «ben the North Korean 

anqr «ith Sussian-built tanks9 artillery« trucks, and Hussisn-trained 

nati-re leaders sored Into South Korea and the united Nations foroes 

one in td fi -ut «ith the South Koreans, this «as olearly, say the 

CtiBMUiist*. an act of aggression by the united States« Likewise the 

Bsd Chinese «ere for Peace, henoe it beoane necessary to threw the 

f~ Anerioari out of Asia« 

AJ1 this may sesD strange reasoning. In fact it does not sound 

like reasoning at all« The British cartoonist. Low, labeled it "Upside 

Conn Truth«" Black is white and white is black« To us it makes no 

sense at all« 

But, believe it or not, it does make sense to the Caanunist« Con- 

sider yourself, for the moment, a Chinese or Russian Conmonist« You 

have been told over and over that Coamunlsm, in which all share alike, 

is the cooing Order, destined to replace all these outworn systems 

like Capitalist Imperialism, erasing at one stroke all the Iniquities 

in the world and briofttyg on an era of everlasting Peace« As a Chinese 

or Russian Communist you believe what you are told} you have never seen 

America or Sweden or Britain« You are told that life in these places 

under Capitalist domination is terrible, that the conmon people are 
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bround down and Are in a state of povert,y and semi-starvation because 

th~) big, fat plutocrats enric.h themselves at their eXpense, .and tho 

Imperialists are constantly exploiting the natiTO populations, cheating 

them out of their native products. Aa a convinced Communist you vr111 to 

stop this !lort of thing. You set out to reeoue the poor' down-trodden 

people from their cruel, haartlo•a mnetera. You are for Peace in the 

world but first there is the job to rid the world ot the war-mongers 

and Ca. pi talist oppressors • 

That i ~> the way the Ct:':'lln\.Url.et reasons. HOIII' oould he reason other

wise, 'iti th cnly a perverted set of !"alae ideae on whioh to base his 

so-called reason. He is simply 110t in!"ormed or the real taots about 

the simpLJst things )f the modern world. He il!l not an ignorant man; he 

is simply ignorant 0f the world outside his limited experiel'lOe.. He has 

'teen dol w'·- d by an array or f'al se notions., cunningly prepared to lead 

him ··;o an inevi tabla conclusion. Ti:;e leaders, the perpetrators ot 

this f:ta.te of .ffairs are guil·;y ot misleF.ding millions ot people who 

themselves are honest~ sincere and innocent of any wrong-doing. They 

aro just the innocent viotima of the plo'ttillg and oon1pirl~g of the 

Communist ideologists, opportunists anf professional revolutionaries. 

Beoaute they are wi tho•1t knowledg~ or the world the things they are 

told ar0 readily bolievnd. There is no one -t;o tell them the other aide 

and Cctm:1UD.ism permits no other side. The tragedy of the whole nw.tter 

liee in the building p of 9. fO.lDe hope, thr..t by' killing otf the Capita

lists there will be P()aoe and Plenty in the worl,1. Perhaps no greater 

delusion was ev"'~r f' ~.sted ': 'l so ~ millio.ts of simple souls in the · 

;;..;_story of !!'.an. 
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It haa no« booow iaoraatiagly dear that the ultiaata ob jeotiro 

of World Brwolutioo, Satsian-stylo Conamlan« is to foroo ittalf ty 

■raid Mght t^on all epoploi of tht world*   Whan this hat 1>een aocoapllshed 

then we will hare Peaoe—»Ruasiaa-Style* There will then be no more wars« 

80 thoy ssy to all raaaining peaoe-loring peoples t    Just come 

«long quietly, peaoeably« and there will be no trouble« end then you 

too« may enjoy the blessings of Cominism, BUT Just surrender your 

freedom first—and we'll take your gun« 

What does this prospect gagn to imerioansj Bnelishaen, Frenoh, 

japaxi»se# Brasiliens and others?   Just thist   if World Rerolution 

(Russian Comnunism) engulfs the remainder of the Free World« there will 

be eitheri 

ls   The Peace of complete subjugation« as found in a penitentiary 

or the police state«   There will be no freedom to enjoy one's 

oan preferred form of religion, no freedom to choose an occupa- 

tion of one's awn liking« no freedom to secure a desired educa- 

tion« no freedom to choose a preferred place of living« no 

freedom to have self-goveraaent«   Even your tastes in music« 

entertaiment or recreation will be prescribed«    The dynamic 

character of free enterprise, the opportunity to improve one's 

condition, to forge ahead« to hear radio other than propaganda 

broadcasts—all this will bb a thing of the past«    The blight 

of the police state will settle over your life like a pall« 

2«   Or, if there is not oooplete subjugation, there may be 

sportdic resistanco« af %n oaptlw nations in Europe today 1 
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guerrllU fighting, —«en killed in the night—-others «rretted 

on flimey pretext« for suepeoted aebotage or non*eonforBanoe# 

and liquidated or sent to Canadian «lids or Siberia for ilave 

labor or for "re-eduoatinc«" In this situation life «111 be 

an unending struggle to keep alive* to live aiserably, unless 

one aooept "oooperation" with the New Order« jtoerioa« Britain» 

Franoe and other nations «ill beoone Polonds and Bulgarias, 

under ruthless and ignorant nasters« Suoh has been the fate 

of these nations* Our business, goyerxnent, and religious 

leaders «ill be systematioally liquidated, and our oolleges 

and universities oleaned out of all but oonfonsist teaohers 

and students who aooept Ccmnunist dootrinej others «ill be 

sent to work oamps for indoctrination or slow death« The 

great systen founded upon free enterprise, whioh has produoed 

the high living standard as we know it, will wither and in 

tine oease to exist« 

International Revolution, as Russian Coonunism, oan only be a 

stultifying, tyrannioal and blighting influence on all who are forced 

under its control. It represents an outdated, orode, unworkable system« 

To think of it as the new, vigorous and youthful Mew Order, destined to 

replace existing social orders is to be sadly deluded« Those who have 

been led to oxp^ot great things have been cruelly disillusioned» Suoh 

disillusioament has come too late for many millions of people« It is 

siaply a snare to trap unsuspecting and trusting but ignorant or un- 

informed persons« 
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#^       (Hie haa only to reflect upon thos» hard faota tad dear Bignst 

IT Comunism (Bussianpstyle) is good for all peoples why do not 

people of their own free aholce willingly accept Itt The fact 

is that so far as is kncnrn Ccnounism has crept upon nations by 

degrees without their being aware of it until it was too late fco 

protest or do anything about it* The people of Poland, Lithuania» 

Cseohoslorakla, Hungary and othar oounfcries were unaware of the 

real state of affairs until the polio« were tücen orer and all 

their goverznent officials captured and liquidated or replaced in 

advance by persons secretly trained in Moscow for the 0019« In 

no instance was there a national referondcn permitting the people 

to vote on it« 

If it has superior virtues people would want it of their earn free 

will» Instead, police methods of intimidation, arrest, and secret 

spies have been necessary to bring about i^s installation* Plot- 

ting and conspiracy have always preceded the actual taking ever of 

a couxtry* It has thus been forced upon peoples who knew very 

little, if anything, about what was really going on; when later 

they began to realize what had happened objection met only with 

drastic measures of suppression, by wholesale arrest, deportation, 

and confiscation of property* The hand of Communist might was 

everywhere in evidence to put down any show of revolt against the 

new masters« 

Life under those conditions soon becomes intolerable to many per- 

sons* Those who have mofcey or friends to help them, try to escape, 

( 
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P      and despite closely watohed borders msny suooeed in doing so«    The 

total mnber nor having suooeeded in getting out of the Conmunist 

and Gonuunist-oontrolled oouskries is truly appalling} so great is 

it the problan of oaring for these pe<^>le and feeding them is beoooing 

more and core aerious»    These refugees must give up friends» thair 

homes» their familiar hone surroundings,--evwrytaing^-and risk even 

being killed in their flight to ^et may*    They face an uncertain and 

precarious future, yet they do this in order to escape from the blight 

and tyranny of Conounisau 

Heal conditions of life behind the Iron Curtain cannot be known to us 

in complete detail, because persons from free countries are not allored 

to travel freely in the Communist counbries, unless under police super- 

vision«    In America, Britain, Sweden,—'Other free countries,—anyone oan 

travel anywhere about the country«   We do not have to ask the police for 
« 

permission to visit a brother or friend in Chicago or Atlanta«   We just 

go«    A British subject or a Norwegian student can go anywhere he likas, 

except,  of course, to a navy yard or other restricted itone,  in time of 

war«    But not in Russia cr other Communist landsl 

Mhy ir this?    If Communism is, ao the Communist propagandists would have 

us believe, the ideal state, the New Ordor, the young, new,  vigorous 

system that is so good it is destined to replace the allegedly outworn 

and decrepit Capitalist system, why not let us see it?   Let us see the 

supposedly happy people, the all-sharo-alike system, the benefits to 

the common man so widely proclaimed«    Common sense would argue that if 

it is so good the very best way vo make people everywhere want it would 

) 
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be to Invite then over to see it as it actually in« Anyone It welcome 

to take a look at our lyvtem» and those «ho do invariably «ant to stay« 

with extremely rare exceptions« 

But we oannot see through the Iron Curtain« and what is even more sig- 

nificant;« the people behind the Iron Curtain oannot see out« They 

oannot know about us and our system« They must listen to what constant 

propgaganda tells them about us« The whole picture does not make 

sense« 

Exports who are most in touch with affairs« gathering what facts they 

can about life behind the Iron Curtain« tell us that the Iron Curtain 

is necessary to keep the Russian citizen in ignorance about the outside 

world« and to make their Job of misinforming them about us easier« It 

would not do to allow us to meet with the Russian people, nor would it 

do to allow the Russian common man to visit Britain or America, If that 

would happen on a large scale the International Ccmmunlst plot would 

collapse« The common people must never know the real situation« 

Even the leaders must not think too much« Minor leaders« those in 

closest touch with the people« must be watched closely« They must 

know the Communist ideology as laid down by Marx, Lenin and Stalin and 

they must adhere to it absolutely« and be ever zealous in advancing 

it« Any weakening in allegiance« and doubts as to its merits and 

deviating from the expected loyalty is apt to be quickly discovered 

and sumioarily dealt wi^h« frequently by prison camp or by death« The 

Russian purgings of leaders and sub-leaders has excited the interested 

but horrified wonder of the free world* It has the appearance of 
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ruthless barbarisn* To what extant thl« rlddanoe of leaders h&s weakened 

the World Berolution no one kxia«rsf but it doe& ole&rly prore e weekness 

in the systas« The system needs many leaders but if the older, intrenehsd 

follotrers of Lenin and Stalin kill off the better, younger leaders the 

moremunt «ill some day lack these men who should have been good replace* 

meats« The purgings also prove the inherent weakness of an ideology 

that must use ruthless murder ratfaor than simple persuasion to keep its 

leaders in line* If even among the leaders there are scne that find 

matters to disagree with, the system must have faults« Henoe everyone 

is in eonstanb suspicion of everyone else, fearing that some innocent 

reuu %. may be reported and may lead to his liquidation« 

tforld Revolution (Russian-style Coraounism) thus depends upon ruthless 

surveillance of all in its leader-group. No one nay think for himself. 

No one may do other than keep strictly in line with the Politburo's 

ideas« Deviatjonism is ordinarily a capital crime« Its spread to the 

remaining free countries would be a tragedy of incalculable magnitude« 
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Part Two 

INSTRUCTOR'S LANÜAL 



t UISTRUCTOR'S MANUAL OF QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

I 

1. If Communism Is oppressive why do not the common people rise up and over- 
throw it? It must have some good points. 

Ans, People that have known only hard life, toil and meager return, 
oppression, and harsh treatment from former masters, will tend 
to think their lot under the Soviet system is distinctly bet- 
ter, and it is, if our information is trustworthy. Compared 
to life in Sweden, Switzerland or the United States it is 
still considered low st.a.iia.rd, They know little or nothing 
of higher standards. Hence they do not consider themselves 
oppressed; they merely hope for less hard work and more food. 
They do not want war and are not interested in world comraunism 
except to the extent that it is aroused in them by the Soviet 
propagandists through radio and oral persuasion in village 
meetings. But they know that one does not question or challenge, 
if he should know enough of the plans of the Kremlin conspirators 
to want to challenge. If he should start a revolt he knows 
what its fate would quic':ly be. The secret police are everywhere. 

2. There are universities and technical schools in Russia. Isn't 
there learning, research and scholars there, Just as in any free 
country, such as Britain and the U. S. A.? 

Ans, Yes, there are universities and technical schools in Russia. 
There have been, even in Czarist days. But they are under 
Communist control. Subjects are taught only if they have so&e 
bearing on the advancement of brld Revolution. Art even may 
be taught, if it emphasizes the propaganda cartoon or poater 
or billboard showing vigorous, young Communist youth, and 
corpulent, decadent, dissipated, arrogant Capitalists. Psychol- 
ogy may be taught, if it is applied psychology, showing how x.o 
get more work per day out of workmen; how adlitary skills may 
be tested for and improved, mathematics may be taught, if it 
is concerned vdth artillery trajectory or bombing curves. 
Physics is especially favored, if it concerns itself with 
nuclear phenomena. There are probably few professors of 
political science, economics or other such uubjects who have 
freedom to teach their subjects unless it glorifies the Com- 
munist state and derides the other forms of government. Under 
such conditions few true scholars would work, because the funda- 
mental idea of all university learning is to be left unfettered 
in the pursuit of knowledge, not- to try to further world revo- 
lution. Universities and colleges in the free countries have 
scholars who have fled from these conditions. 
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r 3« Russia has newspapers and magazines. <ilhy do not the people get 
information on local, regional and world news Just as we do? 

Ans«  Russia has a limited nunfcer of newspapers and a few maga- 
zines, compared to ours. But she has no magazines compar- 
able to the Saturday Evening Post. Colliers or the Ladies 
Honr Journal, all of which are supported by advertising, 
liiich is a developnient of western civilization, required to 
acquaint users with the existence of a multitude of mass- 
manufactured products, toss Production can work only if 
there is mass distribution, which means that people must be 
informed about the things manufactured. This cannot be done 
well unless there are mass-circulated newspapers and maga- 
zines and new radio and television reaching millions of 
people. Sach is dependent on the other and the end-result 
is that millions of homes learn about thousands of products 
produced in such quantities that they can be had for prices 
in reach of all« 

In Russia the newspapers and magazines are not so supported. 
They are sponsored or supported by the government, controlled 
by the goveranent and anything published in them is presumed 
to have the government's approval or was actually put in 
there by government direction. Thus when an important dis- 
cussion appears in one of the three official newspapers The 
Department of Propaganda and Agitation of the Communist Party 
will see that no ideas unfavorable to the party line will 
appear. Thus the official information is that information 
which the Communist Party leaders decide will advance the 
Ilarx-Lenin-Stalin ideology—that and that only. Newspapers 
and magazines are never designed to further the free flow of 
ideas and information, as in free countries, but only as means 
for advancing the Communists' ideas. It may include educa- 
tional items, but only such as are calculated to make the 
people better Soviet workersj it may include items about 
music or art of the theater but ordinarily to praise some 
music or other form of art which tends to ridicule Capitalism 
or glorify Communism« 

The reading of newspapers and magazines is limited. There is 
reading, out the reader must be aware that it is Just more of 
the same line, hence the propaganda is so obvious that it is 
probably not very effective even on good Party persona. Even 
they may grow a little fed up of the unvarying line: work 
harder, trust the Party, hate the enemies of the regime within 
and without, and believe in the future« 

( 
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[4* Perhaps Russia is interested in developing her vast expanses In 

eastern Europe and half the great continent of Asia and «ants to 
defend herself against her enemies. Ths idea that she has 
agressive designs agalndt other countries may be just imagined. 

Ans. Millions of non-Communist peoples wish devoutly that this 
were really so. They have only friendly regard for the 
Russian people as people and would like to trade with them 
and have all normal relations with them. 

But the evidence that it is not Just imagination is too con- 
vincing. Communist plot tings have been uncovered in widely 
separated p&rts of the world. They have enlisted the dis- 
contented, the poor, and others by studied effort to drive 
wedges between the allegiance of the person to his countzy 
and the New Order. Ths government of his country is misrep- 
resented as base, oppressive, unfair. Coamunism is repre- 
sented as the New Order iliich will make everything right. 
There is always some inequality, some injustice in this 
imperfect world. The Communists are very shrewd in discovezv 
ing these conditions and exploiting them. It. is, however, 
unnecessary, to point to anything more significant than the 
simple fact that Russia has shut off from contact nearly all 
of her domain. She permits no travel unless under police 
supervision. She has kidnapped hundreds of German, Austrian 
and Polish scientists, technicians, and specialists. She has 
moved factories of Germany which made precision instruments 
to a secret location within Russia. She is believed to be 
far along in the wholesale development of rockets, guided 
missiles, atom bombs, snorkel submarines, jet planes and 
other instruments of destruction. These are not primarily 
weapons of defense but rather of aggression. She has kept 
her factories going steadily since 1945 with war production 
while the free countries were demobilising and converting 
their factories to peace-tifiis production. 

If Russia is peaceably inclined why the secrecy? Why the 
frequent use of the veto in the United Nations? Russia is 
the only nation so using it, and has prevented measures like 
effective control of atomic energy. Korea disclosed the 
awful fact that the North Koreans were well-supplied, far 
above anticipated needs, with Russian weapons including big 
tanks of Rur slan lesign and manufacture. The Berlin blockade 
was as unnecessax*/ as it was inhuman, and it disclosed a 
ruthless and calculated planning that shocked the world. 
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5« Hwen't we mlsjudsod the Chinese Ccoounists? After all, is it not 
true that they are chiefly agrarian reformers, who seized the land 
from the wealthy landlords and parceled it out to the peasants? 
Was that not a good move, makiig the conaaon people a lot better off? 

\no«  The Chinese problem is complex« There is sane belief that 
^     Chiang Kai-Chek did little to bring about reform and lost the 

cofifidence of the people, and associated himself aostly with 
wealthy government officials. There is belief also that 
possibly the land reform brought on by the Communists was 
needed. It is difficult for us to know and to make judgments 
about it. Conditions may be better, about as before, or not 
as good, depending upon how the reforms have worked. 

But the acts of the Red regime in Peiping since the Korean 
affair tend to indicate that the Reü regime in China is 
essentially a Chinese Brandt of World Revolution or an agent 
of Comnunian, Russian style. If so, that is a matter of real 
concern. The delegation sent to the Urited Nations General 
Assembly proved to be arrogant, uncompromising, defiant and 
unwilling even to recognize the fact that his regime was 
defying the United Nations itself by undoing its work in 
Korea« General Wu showed no concern for the common people 
of Korea or China but boasted of the fact that Russia and 
China now were so strong they would throw the U, N, forces 
out of Korea if her terms were not accepted forthwith. It 
is hence an open question as to whether the Peoples Republic 
in China is interested in the people for their own welfare 
or merely as common fodder to advance World Revolution. 

6. The Russian Communists say that the Capitalist nations ate always 
fomenting imperialist wars and that Communism will put an end to 
th: 

\ 

There have been wars ages before imperialism existed. The 
causes of war are many and no two have probably the same causes. 
Paraguay and Bolivia, have had wars but neither is imperialistic. 
Imperialism, no doubt, has been involved in some wars, but so 
has religion, over-population, nationalistic expansion and 
many other sources of conflict and friction. To brand the 
United States as an avaricious, imperialistic naticn is mostly 
nonsense, in view of her help to the Philippines in setting 
up its own independent goverrunent and the fact that the U, S. A* 
has never had any territorial concessions on the Asiatic, 
African, or Ccuth American cotitinents. Its businessmen have 
had commeroiai relations with üiany peoples which have been 
mutually beneficial. In the few instances where troops have 
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landed it has been to restore order and these have usually 
been withdrawn, as in Nicaragua, as soon as order was 
restored.   These are all instances of police action and not 
physical conquest» 

Actually today, the only nation that is pursuing imperialistic 
conquest is Conmunist Russia,   Great Britain has terminated 
its concessions in India and on the Chinese mainland, and is 
now using only Hong Kong Island as a coansrcial contact with 
China.   But Russia has taken oyer some countries bodily, ab- 
sorbing the populations by forced migrations and has brought 
other nations under control to an extent that amounts to 
virtual annexation»   It is pushing into Korea, China, Ihdo- 
China, Tibet and is believed to have designs on a nuofcer of 
oountries for early control of annexation, with no foresee- 
able limit to her plotting» 

Psychologists recognize a trait ^f human behavior which thay 
i call prelection.   It works thi* way:    when an individual has 

a fault or design which he is riubconsciously bothered with 
he tends to accuse some on els?» as having it.   For instance, 
if a person is stingy to a f&iit, he regards others as stingy, 
but not himself—at least, he never admits or recognizes it 
in himself.   So C^mamist Russia, full of aggressive plans and 
imperialist ambitions, accuses the nations «ho night try to 
resist or thwart her plans of being aggressors and of having 
imperialist ambitions.    So we, «ho covet no single square mile 
of anothor people's territory, are accused by Russia of want- 
ing to take over Korea and make war on China, when it is 
Russia #10 attempted first to Communize North Korea and have 
North Korea (Russianized) take over all Korea» 

Hie League of Nations and now the United Nations have both 
beau trying to prevent war.    The Uiited Nations has been try- 
ing to eliminate many of the evils, such as wars of aggression, 
slave labor, stirring up of animosities between nations and 
peoples and religions.   It has not had cooperation from the 
Communist nations except in a half-hearted way.   There is no 
need for a Third Vfarld War if only Russia will abandon her 
tactics of obstruction and non-cooperation, will cease her 
aggression, free the captive nations under her control, re- 
lease the prisoners of 'Jorld War II, cease inciting hatred 
of the free countries and show a willingness to live and let 
live.    To try to accuse the p^ace-loving nations of foment- 
ing war (war-mongering) when ehe is the only great power 
doing that very thing brands her as the real obstacle of 
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peace. Yet she has the effrontery to proclaim that she is 
the one who wants Peace, when for five years she, and no 
one else, has been preparing for war, 

7* Ars not these stories of torture chambers, of forced confessions, 
of bizarre court trials in which prisoners declare their guilt and 
acknowledge their sin against the peoples' state laostly propaganda 
rr at least greatly exaggerated? 

Ans.  Though the non-Cooraunist world is still puzzled to some degree 
about the full nature and exact manner in which confessions are 
induced, there is enough Known to regard the essential facts 
as unquestionably true. Cardinal iidznety is in prison« He 
did meekly and abjectly appear in poor physical and mental 
condition before the court. What went on in the prison 
chambers has never been ascertained. 

Others have gone to destinations unknown, others have been 
sentenced to death or long prison terms after abject con- 
fessions. These confessions, note, are always in the same 
pattern, usually in almost identical words and phrases, 
Vogelis, in Budapest, appeared to be monotonously reading a 
dictated confession. 

Now, if one studies Prawda, one is struck by the similarity 
of public announcements celebrating Soviet holidays^ They are 
stereotyped, as if prepared by officials of the Communist 
Party. So many of these confessions have the same character: 
the person regrets having worked against the peoples' democ- 
racy vhich has brought new hope and better conditions to the 
workers, etc. Hitler's regime likewise indulged in barbaric 
tortures, some revived from the Dark Ages.  Asiatic peoples 
have their torture practices, such as the water cure, or the 
splinters under finger nails, and have used them on people 
mho survived to tell about it. It is certainly not unthink- 
able that the Communists are capable of using ary or all of 
these methods in their attempts to control every individual, 
who may, as a Catholic cardinal or American businessman, not 
conform to their Communist tenets, and by their hostility 
constitute a resistance element in the tide of affairs. In 
'torld Revolution there can be no other side. 

The probabilities are that such cases are what they are because 
of their political significance. The individuals are just 
incidental—are just unfortunate victims» iiiizenty's fate is 
Communism's challenge to the Catholic Churchj Vogelis's to the 
Capitalistic world of business enterprise, trying to operate 
right in the satellite countries. 
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These extremes, be it understood, are the products and 
episodes of fanaticism. Probably many Soviet leaders really 
believe the system to be good and they want to think of it 
as the coining order. It has to be continuously promoted. 
People have to be aroused, interested, given some alterna- 
tive to despise, and kept in this state of mind. Ordinary 
persuasion or e dication or indoctrination is not enough, 
apparently; hence occasional recourse to widely publicized 
spectacles, such as the Midzeaty trial—»condemning of alleged 
enemies of the Comrainist state, and the periodic purges of 
some of their own leaders. All these excesses smack of the 
level of poorly educated, tyrannical, fanatical revolutionaries 
1*0 are set on attaining and retaining and enlarging immense 
power. They never reckon with the human misery their mistakes 
may cause« 



QB;ERAL MOTIVATION AI:D INCENTIVES FOR BASIC TRAINING 

Background Literature 

Stouffer, S., et al. The American Soldier. Princeton, N. J., 

Princeton IMv, Pr.se, Voluoes I and II, 1949« 

(Studies in Social Psychology in world V'ar n) 

Hovland, C, et alt Experiments on Kass Communication (Volume III), 

Stouffer, S«, et al, iieasurement and Prediction (Volume IV)« 

These four volumes constitute a permanent record of the activities 

of a corps of social scientists working with Research Branch, infor- 

mation and Education Divisen of -.he U. o, Arry, during, 'or Id "ar 

II, plus the contributions of a considerable number of consultants, 

both civil and military» 

Volume I covers adjustment to army life« Chapters 3, 4| and 5 re- 

port studies on personal adjustment in general terms, by background 

charaterlstics and by type of e^qpecience in the army» Chapter 6 covers 

the subject of attitudes toward promotion in the army, labeled "Social 

Itobility." Chapter 7 is on Job Assignment and Job Satisfaction, and 

No« 8, on Attitudes toward Leadership and Social Control, while Chapter 

10 is on the subject of Negro Soldiers« 

Chapter 9 (The Orientation of Soldiers toward the War) is the one 

chapter' of inmediate and direct interast to the present paper and is 

related to Volume HI, Experiments on Mass Communication« 



The chapter reports the results of surveys of soldier attitudes 

toward the war, such as acceptance of various conceptions of the tsar 

(PP-431-A35) with data classified by educational level (p, 434)» 

There is also the men's own formulation of American war aims, topics 

about which they desired more information, the degree of clarity in 

understanding war aims, and the feeling toward the worthwhileness of the 

war« Relationship of such attitudes and those toward the expectation 

of another war in the *xt twenty-five yeart! was also explored» 

A second line of study undertook to ascertain the degree of personal 

identification, how much the individual soldier felt he had done his 

share, and attitude toward separation from the service« On the latter 

question separate data were obtained by years of service, by U. S«, 

overseas non-combat and overseas combat breakdowns, and also by age, 

marital status, physical condition and education« 

A third line of inquiry explored the possioility of raising the 

level of personal coraniticent by changing attitudes toward the war« This 

material is more elaborately treated in Volume III, particularly the ex- 

perience vrith "'rthy Vfe Fight" films, and with discussion groups« Some of 

the comparisons of the attitudes of those havinc the orientation programs 

and those not are not indicative of any great effectiveness of the 

orientation programs (pp« 474-475)« In comparisons of "model" programs 

with "typical" some differences are shown in favor of the former but 

the results are not consistently impressive« fhe value of the orienta- 

tion sessions as providing the soldier with an opportunity to be heard. 
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to ask questions, to have his thinking stimulated and his information 

broadened «Bre9 however, positive gains* 

In the event of World Bar III there would unquestionably be the 

need, in the consultant's opinion, for more thoroughgoing orientation 

programs, w_bh "meat1' in them« World-wide propaganda has undoubtedly 

Mbde many persons quite confused and even uncertain about war aims and 

objectives« The Korean situation has introduced some aaditional confu- 

sion, perhaps, while in another sense, clarifying some aspects of the 

total picture« The consultant's prospectus is designed to outline a 

general framework for such orientation, on the theory that the problem 

Is complex but the best approach is a needed education,frank and sin- 

cere, regarding the vital aspects of the current world situation. It 

{ is believed that the usual motivations of getting an unpleasant job done 

and sticking with one's buddies (the two most frequently assigned cate- 

gories) will operate as always, but for the literate, balanced and 
« 

"morale-carrier" type of soldier it will be necessary to have the long- 

run, deep conviction of need plus awareness of the consequences of 

failure to provide the sustaining motivation« 

Volume II of Studies in the Social Psychology of World war XI, 
The American Soldier» Combat and Its Aftermath« 

For the purposes of study of motivation for World War III, Volume II 

provides two chapters of interest and research value» Chapter 3 (Combat 

Motivations among Ground Troops) and Chapter 12 (The Aftermath of 

Hostilities)« 
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Volvo» II is a unique and invaluable contribution to an under- 

standing of men at tiar. It is probebly the only study made by social 

scientists searching for basic experiences, attitudes and oehavlor 

and having access to the real and only sources—the men themselves* 

The material is thus objective, assuming the subjects themselves were 

typically forthright and accurate in their responses to the many ques- 

tionnaires, attitude scales and other means for eliciting the informa- 
I 
|   tion* The conbat incentives listed in Chapter 3 (Tables I, II, pp« 

108-110) need not be a guide for future incentive appraisals; they may 

serve to point up the failure to provide more effective incentives» 

Consideration of them as found may serve better to define the proolem« 
i 

Relations between private soldiers and HCO's and officers (pp» 

|   127 ff) and the sections on combat motivation (130 ff) come in for 

j   study but concern mostly the usual incentives as pride in outfit, atti- 
i 

j   tude toward shirkers, etc» The study of attitudes of vinöictiveness 
1 
*■. 

J   toward the enemy probably suggests the degree to which anbi^eneny propaganda 

I   and war news had taken effect» Other motivational items and morale 

j   supporters such as philosophy and prayer were studied and reported» All 

|   this material, gathered from men in hospitals ana in overseas locations, 

1 
|   comprises a comprehensive account of the combat soldiers' reactions and 
1 i 

vievfs in the combat situation and vdll repay careful stud^. 

Chapter 12 (The Aftermath of Hostilities) is also a unique record» 

of the views in retrospect of the war as offered by the conbat soldier, 

as the war ^ms dravdng to a close or had ended» There is a significant 
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meaaunaent of changes in attitudes toisard the British, Germans and 

Frandi during peroids in 1945 in April and again in August, with the 

latter reflecting contact with the Gennans aftei cessation of hostili- 

ties» This material also presents attitudes toward the home front, 

tonard August 1945 telief in the «orthwhlleness of the war and toward 

future American policy« 

Volime XU« Experiments on Mass Communication 

This volume is of especial Interest to social scientists as it not 

only presents the experience of presenting the "Why We Fight" films 

but it also describes the results of setting up a number of experimental 

situations to test the effectiveness of the films and the relative 

effectiveness of presenting the same material in different ways« It 

thus throws light upon basic learning principles, on mass conununication 

principles, and on ehe effectiveness of particular films# ^he data is 

also analyzed for particular variables as education and general intelligence« 

These studies, designed tö test the workability of film presentation, 

are more of value to learnirsg, conditions of retention, subject analyses, 

and like, than to the imnediate concern of this paper» They are of 

concern, however, in that the movies were not conclusively successful, 

so far as was ascertained, in instilling deep-rooted motivation for 

combat» It is thus observed tlb&t something more is needed» 
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Volume IV. Heasurei»nt and Prediction 

Tills volume, even more than Volume III is concerned with measure» 

ment proolems, as scaling and other means of uecsurins attitudes, and 

hence is aot of dxrect and immediate concern to this paper« The content 

should be of value to the further refinement of research tools« 

iJeier, il«, Lilitary Psychology« Item Yorki Harper & Bro«, 
1943 nith Foreword by Lieut« Gen« Ben Lear 

Chapter 1 (why Imn Fljhtt   Group Conflict) outlines the more basic 

causes of inter-^roup confilict|di»cuaa©o fl-ustration and its psycho- 

losical distortion, nationalistic attitudes, delusions and obsessiona 

and the resolution o£  g-oup wants and aspiration into ideological con- 

flict. Attention is devoted to the stages of .sycholosical preparation 

of people for war« 

Chapter 2 (Psycholosical Aspects of Warfare) presents the ways in 

which psychological devices are used to soften up both civilian popula- 

tions ana armed forces for easier conquests and the work of agents in 

pre-war preparation« Total war as it has come to be known in present 

times is discussed with its implications for both war and peacetime 

implications and involvements» 

Chapter 3 (Psychological Preparation xor Combats Uorale) has a 

direct bearing on the topic oi this paper« both positive and negative 

> 
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incentives are discussed, co. siderinj, the drives and appeals likely to 

be most rcsponsonsive to cultivation and likely to stand up under the 

stress or combat conditions* »Mle positives appeals are regarded as 

probably the most durable, negative appeals also have potency and in 

the event Ox 'world war III would have a hip:, place. Considerable atten- 

tion is ^iven to sustaining facotors in morale (pp. 72-80) as those most 

likely to persist through adverse conditions of combat. 

Chapters 4 and 5 (Skills, Learning) are not or immediate interet. 

Chapter 6 and 7 (Leadership and Coordination) have many sections 

of indirect bearing on motivation and incentives, but center around 

leadership effectiveness. 

Chapter 8 (Adjustment to Coobat Conditions and Stress) is con- 

cerned primarily with the emergencies of motivation, special circum- 

stances wherein particular measures are neeaed to a vert failure in 

performance. 

Boring, E., Psycholog for the Armed Forces. 
Washington, D, 'J., The Infantry Journal, 1945 

This volume, appearing first as a 25/ handbook represents the 

contributions of a number of psychologists to make available to rnen in 

the armed forces the iruormation which psychology can supply as helpful 

in making them better soldiers. Host of the soctions, as those on 

vision, hearing, smell, color, etc., are not of inraediate interest in 

this report. 
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ihe chapters ox  interest art Wo, L4 on Motivation anc morale and 

iio, 22 on Propaganda and rsycholo'ical 'Jariare, -^he Motivation and 

üorale section discusses needs and frustration in a general way with 

sone application to cemany» Also discussed are psychological 

mechanisms (reaction to frustration) as fantasy, identification, conn 

pensatio- and projection. 

iiorale, defined as "wanting to ao what you have to do" cones in 

for consideration, discussin, physical well-beinp, (cleanliness, warmth, 

recreat.on, self-iinporbance, etc.) and such matters as group solidarity, 

leadership anu ideology« 

The chapter on Propaganda and Psychological IVarfar- reviews propa- 

ganda activities incident to World "uar II with a final section on Organi- 

sation of i^opa^anda and Tactics of Propaganda with formula for a Propa- 

ganda Victory, Though most of this material applies to an actual war in 

progress some of the items may be of interest and value in an indootruna- 

tion program« 

Inkeles, Alex, Public Opinion in Soviet Russia« 
Cambridge, Mass«: Harvard Univ» Press. 1950 

This is tne xirst vo'iur* o_ studies to appear from the Russian 

Research Center of Ifarv . d University» 

For anyone who uants to understand the basic nature of the Soviet 

systen; this book is require reading« "The ^oviet rerime," the author 

states, "has developed one of the largest and most complex systems of 
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public coEBumication in the world* ^he ^omnunist Party has Torged a 

parallel sjsteni of control which is more elaborate and thorough than 

any other still in existence in the post-war era« Both the system of 

comaunication and the control appratus are oriented toward a single 

goal« 'i'hey must serve as instruments through which the party and 

Goveiv-iant mobilize the mind and r.111 of the population; they must see 

to it that what ousht to be done is done, what is thought and lelt is 

thought and felt«" (p« 317). ^onnunication means are to be used 

primarily "to strengthen the partyfs leadership in its self-assigned 

role as leader, teacher, and guide of the Soviet people," xhe media are 

simply tools for this purpose« 

Dr« Inkeles provides the historical backgraund necessary to under- 

stand better the Leninist theory of public opinion policy, and the 

evolution of the Department of Propaganda and Agitation, The schooling 

of opinion leaders and the selection and training of personal oral 

agitators is given attention, and the interrelation of the local party 

organization are outlined. These topics are covered in Parts 1 and 2« 

Part 3 is concerned with the Soviet Press which holds a unique 

position in the world« It is n^ver a means for expressing an editor's 

opinion nor a means for reflecting public opinion. It is first of all 

a "collective propagandist and collective agitator»" Stalin has spoken 

of it as a "transndssiQn belt between the masses aid the Party" and in 

anotiisr reference regards it as an instrument in the party1 s effort to 

eliminate the remnants of capitalism in the consciousness of the people 
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and to transforo sen into active builders of üoBusunist society (pp* 135- 
■ 

i  336 )• It, therefore, cannot be objective* There are newspapers for 

each level and each ag«, with tiiDo(Pravda and lavestiya) directed to all 

people« This diversification siaplifies the control. i»nalyse8 of 

typical content are ;iven# H chapter on editors and Tfriters tends to 
i 
i 

j  make clear the Party control over the conduct of the paper* 

\ Part 4 is devoted to a description of domestic broadcastin3 in the 

Soviet Union, covering not only the administrative control, but the 

•   salient facts regarding the networks, reception, prograisning, and the 

radio audience« In 1949, Inkeles states, there were about ten million 

wired speakers and regular radio sets in the Soviet union—ajout one 

radio per four families« iiuch, of the listening is «•coUective" listen- 

ing-—at others' homes, in dormitories, reading room of a plant, etc« 

Audience measurement is practically nil and only letters indicate 

audience reaction. 

Part 5 is concerned with the Soviet film industry« The movie is 

recognized as an art form but must carry Soviet culture, preferably 

ideological themes. Strict control is held over what is produced and 

what is produced may at times be severely criticised and in some cases 

ordered withdrawn. Since 1947 the idmstry of Cineraatography, staffed 

with political specialists and film personnel of the proper ideological 

firmness, is charged with th^s responsibility, (p» 296) To Lenin the 

film was a "pictorial publicist," the educational film "a pictorial 

public lecture" and the feature of ait film "artistic propaganda for 
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our ideas in the xona of an ajsoro^ng, picture» Stalin, in turn, con- 

ceived of the film as "a great and invaluable force • • aiding the 

working class and its Party to ed«»ate the toilers in the spirit of 

socialism, to organise the masses • • and to raise their cultural and 

political bat tie-fitness, ^ (p* 307)* ^he party maintains an elaborate 

.ujervisor; or^anizatior \,o insure that tie films prod ced in accord 

idth its directives do indeed serve the puroses for which it intends 

them, i'or this purpose the part} maintains a special sector for film 

affairs in its Lepartnent of Propaganda and Agitation as its chief 

inetrv-nent for controllin- the Soviet cinema. 

Stratton, G«, ^ocial Psycholosy of International Conduct« 
New Yorks Appleton-Centiiry, 1929 

Though published thirty years a^o, this volume is, in the con- 

sultant's opinion, unique in the iield of psychological analysis of 

the factors involved in inter-nation behavior, namely the conditions 

that lead to inter-group friendliness and antipathy  It presents a 

scholarly analysis of racial differences, prejudice, the causes of 

friction, the xorces that make the nation or that lead to its deteriora- 

tion, tho psychological attitudes needed and how these undergo manipula- 

tion» He undertakes to outline the wants and desires of individuals 

which they expect to be satisfied in the naticn-state; the frustration 

of these desires and the bases of attraction and repulsion among statesi 
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Tha sections dealirr, trith war as a product of social planning 

(Chapter XXI), of -war's sources in intelligence (Chapter XXII), and 

his array of war^ psychological causes (Chapter XXIII) are master- 

;deccs ai lucid oxposltian» 

All in all. Part II (Chapters XII to XXIV) conBtitutes some of the 

best 'jaterial ever produced by a social psychologist on the subject of 

war, and it is to be regretted that the volume appears not to be widely 

read, while deserving of the closest reading by statesmen and all others 

who would understand the causes and conditions of international conflict« 

The consultant uoes not agree fully with all xhe material, but he believes 

no more co.jprehensive and valuable insight has thus far been written« 

The particular sections of most direct application to the topic 

covered is found in Chapters VIII, IX, X, XXI, —-II, snd ^IIII» 

Professor George LI, ötaatton, one time chairman of the Department 

of Psychology at the university of California (Jerkeley) is a scientist 

of high rank, one-time president oi he American Psycholo-ical -i^ssocia- 

tion and author oi" a number oi books, Hö is now retired. 

liay, Ijark. A Social Psychology of '.«'ar and ?eace, 
Itew Haven: Yale University Press, 1943« 

The witisis of this volume is that learning underlies war ana peace; 

that populations can learn to hate ana zo ii^ht, to Tear and to escape, 

to love and to defend, to follow leaders. Aggressive social movenents 
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are explained as having a background in history but are motivated 

prlmrlly by the frustration-aggression ooraplex, popular at Yale at 

the time the book was written«   Attention is given to goal peroeption,t 

recrutiment of members end the inportanoo of an ideology« 

The assigning of learning to a basio role in war and peace is In 

conformity with Strattor^s earlier position tfwt wnr is a result of 

social planning and has its sources in can's intelligence«    The May 

volume tends somowhit to over-simplify, as all single-principle explana- 

tions do, despite the reference to a multitude cf contributory items, 

which are generally used to aipport the thesis rather tnan having 

^•Ipht of their own« 

The May thesis does,  however, make it very clear how the Comunist 

control of the normal educational facilities,  convorting them to a hy- 

brid function of education, indvCtrination, and propaganda,  so that the 

child is brought up    by the state to learn Ccmunist-idolization,  Capital- 

ist-hatred, prepares him for his assigned role in the New Order«    In 

this sense the May volume assumos a high impcrtance in making clear, as 

Professor Goorgo Counts of Columbia's Teachers  College (I Wont to Be Like 

Stalin) has done, that the bringing up of a generation cf minds v. vped 

in their outlook toward a world pictured t;  them in grossly distorted 

fashion constitutes a menac      to the peace and security of nil other 

nations« 
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Doob, L*, Public Opinion and Propaganda« New Yorki 
Henry Holt, 1948, 

This is perhaps the most comprehensive treatment of public opin^oii 

and propaganda by a psychologist, with chapters on the perception of, 

content of, and learning of propaganda that are of Interest, Indirectly, 

to an indoctrination course« 

As does also Mark liay's A Social Psychology of üüar and Peace« the 

Doob bode offers the theme that propaganda is always man-made, man- 

applied and man-consumed* »hether it is called learning or merely 

"impact11 or reception the mechanism is clearly one that accounts for the 

effort of one segment of society to control another segment usually by 

the medium of language« ^oth volumes, if read carefully, make the 

activities of World Revolution an open book« If anyone desires to under- 

stand better the workings of the Soviet Department of Propaganda and 

Agitation he can find, not the actual, concrete workings but the general 

principles explicitly outlined in Doob's volume, as these are generally 

the same everynhere«, 

Rossi, A«, A Coianunist Party in Action« New Haven: 
lale Univ. Press, 1949. 

This is a translation of Physiologie du Parti Comnuniste Francais 

which presents the history of the rise and fortunes of the Coranunist 
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Party in France« It is thus an inforaaidve account of the workings of 

an organization that can perhaps fairly be regarded as a sequent of 

World Revolution «ithin the confines of an existing nation« 

Here is presented such aspects as the Mobilization of youth, the 

rural areas, the intellectuals, the trade-unions; activities such as 

terrorise! and mass demonstrations, underground activity; accessory 

fonctiens as use of the press, party finances, recruitment, personnel 

and party training, etc« 

Angelo Rossi, the author, a politidal sciertist of Paris, a French 

Socialist in politics, maintains an attempted judicial attitude, holding 

that it is better to permit the existence of the ^omnunist Party in 

(     France (the book covers the jwriod only up to and during 1941) while 

calling on all non-Communists to contest it at every point. It is, he 

holds, not legal and ir. accord with the philosophy of free institutions 

to outlaw a party. The opposition to Communist activity should be a 

reexamination of what may be offered the masses, in opposition, a better 

ideal, and create for the society of the future a structual basis 

different from that vjhich a Coraaunist victory would entail—something 

that would make a stronger appeal to nan's spontaneity and sense of 

justice than that made by Ccmmuniam itself« 

unfortunately the book takes us only to 1941« It would be very 

significant to have the author's reflections and views now« After 
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Poland, the Balkans, Csechoslovakla, etc« would he hold to the post- 

ticos mentioned above? The volune is of great value, however, in giving 

a picture of Conmunist opportunism, inconsistencies and intransigent 

belief in the "coming" order« 

Krech, D«, and Crutchfield, R«, Theory and Problems of 
Social Psychology« New York: JfcQraw-Hlll, 194ß« 

Tins new volume is protibly the most advanced text in the field of 

social psychology« It has two contributions toward a better understanding 

of the present international outlook« 

1«  In early chapters (II and III} it presents some of the more basic 

and underlying principles of social behavior, the motivation of 

behavior and the way in which the individual perceives the world 

and organizes his perception of it« Chapter III outlines the nay 

these perceptions bacon» modified (reorganized) as the person 

grows older and meets with a wider and more varied type of experience« 

The next portion of the book (Social Processes) shora how beliefs 

are acquired, attitudes formed, and how these beliefs and attitudes 

develop and change. Chapter VH is concerned with the methods 

that have been devised for moasuring them, and Chapter VIII with 

the large scale, group, measurement, as in the public opinion 

polls« Uhlle not completely adequate and up-to-the-minute this 

section is nevertheless good« 
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Chapter IX deals with persuasion tnrough propaganda, treating it 

through a study of language. Kith additional coverage of language 

■anipulation by suggestion. Kith sooe "principles" of propaganda 

as the concluding naterUl« 

*Ahe next two chapters on the Structure and Functioa of Social 

Groups and on Group Morals and leadership are excellent and have 

a direct bearing on present-day affairs« 

AH of the above material tends to make clear the manner in which 

beliefs, attitudes, opinions arise and hence prepares the reader 

for a subsequent understanding of the machinery of control* It 

is thus a simple matter to apply these considerations to a dearer 

understanding to the way in which whole peoples may be indoctrinated 

with uniformly-held beliefs and attitudes, as in the Comunist- 

dominated countries« 

2«  The other section dealing with material of interest to the present 

international situation is the final chapter (XV) on International 

Tensions« As a general presentation from the viewpoint of psycho* 

logy this is a fairly comprehensive statement of the factors and 

conditions affecting inter-group tensions and the conditions within 

the United States tiiat are related to the tensions« The two 

authors represent liberal viewpoints, sound in general, but some* 

what idealistic« The viewpoints lack, in tha  consultant's opinion 



and appraisal, a full conprehension of the dynamics of •fcnperialian," 

the elenentaiy facts of econo. ics, including finance and v/orld trade, 

and tlie full comprehension of modem, world-wide affairs« Never- 

theless, the material is among the best ever asseiabled by psycho- 

logists, wuo are Just psychologists and not social scientists, 

well-rounded, as well, as this comprehensive training is indis- 

pensable to a penetrating insight into contemporary world affairs« 

Hence the featuring of the doctrine of firustratlon-aggression is 

too much m evidence, and "special interests" given a scoertiat 

distorted rola, 'Aie pjcture, however, of national interests as 

interfering with the most enlightened conduct of international 

affairs seems to be well stated* And the discussion of obstacles 

to international understanding is well presented* 

The program presented for reducing international tension and the 

proposal lor a United i'Jation Institute of the Himan Sciences rep- 

resent a hope which may find interest after the present situation 

has been brought to some resolution. This material vjas prepared 

prior to August 1947 and does not reflect the vrorld situation 

after the announcement that an atomic explosion had occurred in 

Russia, %ile the material (pp* 606-615) is still vital material 

and the folloxdn^ discussion entitled The Leverage of Atomic Energy 

for Peace, including some of the findings of the Atomic Bcob Survey 

(SSRC, Cornell University, 19A7) is included, it is probable that a 

somenhat different view would have characterized the material if 

prepared today. 
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Idnebarger, P. 11. A., Psychological warfare. 

V'ashington, D« C.t Infantry Journal Press, 1948« 

Psychological Vfatrfare is a descriptive account of the uses of 

persuasion in -narfare, with many illustrations of its practical use 

in world Tfcr II in all theaters of operations. It includes a review 

of the history, definitions, limitations and uses of psychological 

warfare. The author speaks from practical contact withactual opera- 

tions, including the preliminary analysis and planning of the opera- 

tions. Psychologists and others who have written on the subject, such 

as Ooob and Lasswell are liberally quoted. 

As a documentary account of psychological warfare as it was 

attempted, with evaluation and appraisal, by both Allied and Axis 

propagandists on both enemy armed forces and civilian populations the 

volume is a valuable contribution to the literature. It points up 

the errors, the miscalculations, the failure to take the propagandees1 

background into account, and other niscues, as well as the successes 

and effectiveness of other efforts. It demonstrates that paper bullets 

can be as effective as leaden ones, but the method also has limitations. 

It can contribute materially to a shortening of a war. 

The consultant observes that valuable as the efforts of psycho- 

logical warfare have been in "orld --ars I and II it is quite likely 

that the full possibilities of the war of ideas, usin^ known human 

interests, .motives and incentives, have yet been far from fully exploited. 
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As the present prospect in the »vorld Is likely to OB ideological con> 

filet, the importance of psychological nays and noans useful in that 

contest takes on a new and highly significant character, because popu- 

lations are involved and ideas cannot be caapletely controlled by axned 

force however great and drastic. 

'A'he role of this volume, therefore, aside from its historical 

and descriptive contributions, might be to provide sv^ ^estions for the 

conduct of the future psychological warfare, guidance for the avoidance 

of past miscalculations, and suggestions for newer and better material. 
i 
i 

Fara^o, L., (Bd«), The Axis Grand Strategy. Blueprints 
for the Total Uar. Kew York: Farrar & RLnehart, 1942. 

•^he volume is a collection of extracts from many publications, 

mostly German, compiled under the supervision of the CoEr.iittee for 

National tiorale which war organized in 1940 to build up national 

morale. The selection of material from the original Gennan is largely 

to vrark of the editor, a journalist who represented British and American 

newspapers in Geimany during the thirties. 

The divisions of the books are labeled: The Pattern of M&i-i  The 

Art of War, The "..ar . achine. The Sinews of Uar, and Hitler's Grand 

Strategy. The material is selected with a view toward demonstrating 

the ideas of total war and world conquest toward a Hew Order as 

presuaably entertained by Hitler» 
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V ♦ 

i i 

As it is oorr believed that the Kremlin leaders have similar 

£,randlc3a notions taere is much in Axis Qrand Strategy that may apply 

to the current situation, with onlj differences in oothods, territorial 

operations and long-run scheduling* The ideas of the geopoliticians, 

particular^ liackinder anö Haiuhofer are presented in Chapter XVI. 

It is a possi älity that these, particularly the concopt of the lieart- 

land as advanced first by adelnder, fits the world Revolution con- 

spiracy and     Union-plus-China inpregnability idea nuch better 

than it did the ftisso-i&zi temporary union. 
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CENERAL MOTIVATION AND INCENTIVI^ FOR BASIC TR IKING 

Background Idterature - Articles 

Anon« Public Opinion Inside the U. S* S« R« (Author is a U« S« govern- 
ment official who has spent many years in "ussia and neighboring 
states; has knowledge of Russian language)« Pub, Opin» Quart» 
19A7, U, No. 1, 5-25« - ^-«-« 

Public opinion exists in the U. S« S, R« but it has no public 

expression« The Politburo, hotrever, attests to keep cicee tab on it 

but for its own purposes of control or rather to observe the possible 

incidence of any adverse opinion that might assume proportions hostile 

to the continued control of the Kremlin» Stalin danLnates tile Polit- 

üuro stilly and may or may not act counter to known public oplnionf 

also he never consults public opdnton and at most may modify a policy 

slightly when caution dictates. 

To combat unfavorable opinion or conditions producing dissatis- 

faction illusions are created: the shortage of shoes dosen1t exist, 

it is just a matter of hoarding somewhere« Stalin failed, however, to 

make the pecp&t believe the Orthodox Church was an enemy aid that 

religion is an opiate of the people« 

Other sections deal with the scope and nature of Soviet propagandas 

its all-pervasiveness, propaganda as enlightenment, Soviet censorship, 

t 
and basic material of the propaganda« Of particular interest to this 

report is the section on "Calculated distortion of Russian-Allied rela- 

tions'» (pp. 15-17)« propaganda is a monopoly of the Coununlst party« 

Its domestic program is considerably the maintenance of illusions« A 
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final section makes observation on the efficacy of Soviet propaganda* 

V/hile resistance to the constant flow of propaganda exists, in the form 

of skepticism^ anecodtes making fun of sane of the more absurd items. 

It is not possible the full extent of the resistance« 

Dullin, Alexander, America through Soviet Eyes« 
Pub« Opln, Quart, 1947, U, 1, 26-39. 

This article presents a detailed analysis of the Soviet Press in 

1946, especially Pravda, iMch even at that early date after the end of 

World Viar n shows an alarmingly high proportion of anti-United States 

editorials« Life in the U. S* is shown is distorted fashion, quota- 

tions fron unimportant persons, blowing up of minor episodes, giving 

exaggerated or even fantastic figures about unemployment, quoting 

freely fron Senator Pepper but little from Secretary of State Byrnes, 

reporting inconsequential meetings of radical groups, ignoring more 

typical gatherings, etc« 

Four main topics regularly account for 80^ of all American nevs 

in Pravdai 

1« Idlitarism and imperialism in American foreign policy; 

"atomic diplomacy* and "dollar dictatorship»" 

2« Pro-Soviet views and statements critical of American and 

British policy expressed in the United Statesi 

3« Reactionaries in the United States, Fascists, racial discrimina- 

tion, "monopoly capitalism" and "redbaiting"; 
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4« Industrial strife, unemployment, inflation, and the 

inevitability of an economic crisis, (p. 27) 

A table (1, p* 28) gives the number of lines devoted to these 

categories for each month in 1946» 

'Ahe ,x20 uiilion" are held in subjugation by the masters idio are 

"several dozen financial and industrial magnates'1 and among others 

the AF of L even is regarded as "servants of American reaction* Charac- 

ter sketches are given of socie of the sinister figures: Cardinal Spell- 

man as the spearhead In the church's "struggle against deffiocrac7M 

(meaning: ccmuunism) Dulles, vho "represents" the monopolist ama- 

ment makers, Baruch (a spoculatcr grown rich) and others* 

Much is '  published about gangsterism, imperialiam, oppression, 

inequality, and cbLscrimination; little or almost nothing about the 

achievements of the united States* "The freedom-loving peoples do not 

idsh to tolerate dollar diplomacy any longer*" (Pravda* November K), 19tf>) 

Davison, W, Phillips, An Analysis of the Soviet-controlled 
Berlin Press* Pub* Opin* Quart* 1947, U, 1, 40-57» 

The article gives the findings of a content analysis of representa- 

tive issoes of four Russian-controlled newspapers in Berlin for December, 

1946* 

"News" is not selected primarily for news value, as in American 
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dallies, but is carefully chosen to furthfcr predetenained themes. The 

united States and Britain receive particularly harsh treatment, ^ews 

favorable to them is played down and news of an adverse character is 

given prominent display« il» unfavorable themes are ordinarily similar 

to those appearing in the Communist party organs in rbscow, such as 

■The United States is torn with economic unrest, causing industrial 

strife and inefficiency; ^ that the United States is in the grip of 

reactionaries; that the united States is pursuing policies of militarism, 

imperialism and dollar diplomacy, A small number of items are favorable 

or neutral« 

Siegel, 0. W«, Hungary—Pix>ving Uround for Soviet-American 
Bslations, Pub« Opin. Quart«. 1947, U, 1, 58-82 

This rather extended picture of conditions in Hungary after it 

was occupied b; Russja, Britain, France and the United States now has 

chiefly historical value, but it points up the formative policies of 

the Soviet Union toward a conquered people; the uncertain, halting and 

neutral policies of the other countries. American activity was 

sprinkled with effort to get commercial relations reestablished, while 

Russia soon saw the opportunities for Communist penetration. The fol- 

lowing political events were a natural outcome of this situation as 

pictured', by Professor Riegel, though he did not foresee the outcome 

at the time. 
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The article is .ence depictive of the t-orununist thinkin^ v*ien it 

clarified its procedure and v:as preparing to ake the most of its poopr- 

t'inities, jt 5jlov;s aloo c;ie basic ^ttern of the respective govern- 

ments' foreign policies, which in our case, were not prepared for posi- 

tive action. Into this vacuun the Soviets stopped, -..ith results -idch 

are now history» 

Field, '-ark G,, Tue  academy of the Social sciences of the 
Coian\mst Party of the -'oviet -'nion, ■yner, J« ^ociol» 
1950, LVI, 2, 137-U1.    •       .™-^ ^ 

Ihis organization is designed to effect a closer tie between the 

Party and the activities of the social scientistr; so that direct control 

may be. eacewised upon what is taught. 

Speier, iians, The Future of Psychological Warfare, Pub. Opin« 
Quart. 1948, 12, 1, 5-18. 

The united States has not promoted proper study of psychological 

•warfare, turning attentjon to it only in emergencies as in VA/I and *7WII. 

For the effectiveness of the neans, exhaustive study and constant readi- 

ness to us it is in order in an unstable world» 
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Cantril, Uadley, Tensions that cause wars; common statement 
and individual papers by a ^roup of social scientists 
brought together by UNESCO. Urbana: J. of HI, press, 1950. 

idscussion of *najor influences which predispose toward aggressive 

nationali8mM-^value judg.ients, expectant interpersonal tensions, 

envirooental   factors, ideologies, etc* 

Kriesberg, iiartin. Cross-pressures and attitudes; a ctucfyjof the' 
influence of conflicting propaganda on opinions regarding 
.imertcan-Soviet relations. Pub. Opiiu Quart., 1949, 13» 5-16» 

1) Unawareness of comlictin^ interpretations. 

2) l-oderation of opinions« 

3) loss of interest in controversial foreign policy» 

KUneberg, Otto, The UNESCO Project on International Tensions; 
a challenge to the sciences of man. International Social 
Science Bulletin. 1949, 1 (1-2) 11-21, 88-W, 

Research on 

1«    *'hat is meant by •"understanding1'? 

2«   ^»hat is meant by "tensions"? 

3.   Tensions in -nhom, vhero? 

4*   In people generally, or leaders? 
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Cantril, H.t Opinion Trends in '••orId i.ar II, Pub. C^in. Quart« > 
191S, 12, i; 30-44. ~"" 

Illustrations by charts of the fluctuating course of opinion on 

significant aspects of American opinion,    'ihe article should offer 

suggestions useful la planning both civilian and soldier motivation 

in the .event of ViW III, 

^hite, Ralph K,, Hitler, Roosevelt,aand the Nature of Y.Tar 
Propaganda, J» Abnorm4 Soc. Psychol», 1949, 44, 157-174» 

Differences ttween the propaganda of Hitler and Roosevelt with 

implications for the present propaganda of the united States and fiussia. 

Stapel,  J« and DeJonge, <.., ^-hy vote Coramunist?    gub» Qpin. 
Quart., 1948, 12, ^ 90-398 

Comnunists in Holland differ from majority of population in res- 

pect to religious beliefs, economic status, and various socio-political 

attitudes.    The recent decline in Communist vote indicates that the 

voting preferences of many who vote Communist can be changed, 

(Psychol.   Abs.    1949,    23,    No. 6) 
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London, Ivan D#, A xiistorical Survey of Psychology in the 
Soviet Union. Psychol. Bulletin. 1949, 46, 4, 241-277, 

A well-documented review (137 references) of the history of 

psychology through the preJfrrxlaa period (1917-1923), throughtthe 

trail and "error" period (1924^1930) into the present materialistic 

period. The "housecleaningw and reorientation came in 1929-31, when 

psychology was required to serve the purposes of the state. 

Schnulovdtz, N,, and Luckmann, Foreign Policy by Propaganda 
Leaflets. Pub. Qpin, Quart,, 1945-46, 9, 4, 428, ^29, 
485-493. 

Raises the question cf jroroi-vn policy comnitment as promises 

/ 
made in leaflets. 

The study gives some additional insight into propaganda warfare, as 

practiced in the Japanese theater in VJW XI, 

Rose, A,, Bases of American Military Morale in World war II, 
Pub. Opin Quart., 1945-46, 9, 4, 411- 

A brief article giving the authors observations and reflections 

from the standpoint of a sociologist and observer in the North African 

and Italian campaigns. 
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Doob, L», The Strategies of Psychological warfare« Pub« Opiiw 
Quart«. 1949-50, 23, A,  635-6U« —^ -»« 

An attempt to reduce problems of psychological warfare to a 

systematic order of types of situations and kind of naterial. 

Ettinger, K. G«, Foreign Propaganda in America, Pub» Opiiu 
Quart., 1946» »f 329-3U« 

Spitzer, H« M., Presenting America in American Propaganda«, 
Pub. Opin« Quart«. 1947, U, 213-221. 

Staith, Qeo. Uorsley, Beliefs in statements labeled fact and 
rumor. J« Abnor« and Soc« Psych«. 1947, 42, fl0-90« 

Williams, B. H., Public Opinion in a V/orld of Power Politics, 
Pub. ppiiw Quart«, 1947, U, 3, 361-366« 

Explores the grades of opinion and the gap between verbal acqui- 

escence in policy and willingness to sacrifice for it, particularly if it 

involves foreign lands, ^ggests measuring intensity with which 

opinions are held and the awareness of the practicability of realiza- 

tion of the goal« 

Rodnick, D,, and S.j Notes on Communist Personality Types in 
CaechoslovakiAi Pub« Opin« Quart>. 1950, 14, 1, 8L-88« 

Described five types; fanatics, "idealists" loyal despite misgivings, 

pan^Slavists—Party loyalty minor %o pan-Slavic solidarity, "econondLSts'' 
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interested in econanic policy, and farty "intellectuala" nho «ore Trill- 

ing to gain eelf-inportance as proptigandists* 

Presents a recent picture of Ocoohofilov^ldUui Communists« 

Block, R«, Propaganda and the Free Society, Pub» Opin» Quart» 
1948^9,112, 4, 677-686. 

Observations on the plans for interpreting American life and policy 

to the rest of the world« The difficulties are pointed out: the aver- 

sion to "jpropagandb.* in many persons minds; the confusion of the term 

with advertising; and the multi-facet aspects of American life* The 

reluctance to accept propaganda even in its best sense as an intrument 

of statesmanship is also a difficulty« 

Vucinich, Alexander, the Structure of Factory Control in the 
Soviet Union» Amer, Sociol, Rev.. 1950, 15, 2, 179-186» 

The paper outlines tlie system of control operating in the Soviet 

factory as a socio-economic and administrative unit. The control involves 

a gamut of agencies and channels of the Soviet ^ovenuosnt and Communist 

Party for the purpose of forestalling any deviations from the legal and 

normative provisions sustaining the Soviet system» 

Hyman, H#, and Sheatsley, P., Some Reasons Wiy Information 
Campaicns Fail, Pub. Opln, Quart«. 1947, 11, 3, 412-423» 

Mere giving out of infomation is not necessarily productive of 
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expected results. Conditions affecting reception aret chronic "know 

nothings" resistant to acquiring inforaationj lade of interest; selec- 

tive interpretation following exposure; differential changes in 

attitudes after exposure* 

LcGranahan, Donald V,, ü, S, Psychological Warfare Policy, Pubf 
Opin/Quart«. 1946, ID, 06-450. — 

Questions the idsdon of non-ideological lines of attack on the 

psychological warfare front« The Russians, presumably with the same 

porale inforaation we had, did use a frontal attack on the Nazi cause» 

It appears that our policy was dictated by the "advertising complex" 

whereby we sought to avoid offending the public we were trying to influence« 

Marzolin, Lt, Paper bullets a a brief story of psychological 
warfare in World Mm: II, New Xorki Proben, 1946« 

Abs« in Psychol« Abstracts. Sept, 1947, 21, Item,3195 (by N, L« Qage}« 

Bassow, W#, Izvestia looks inside U. S. A., Pub, Opiiu Quart« 
1948, 137^35=139« * 

Kru^nan, Herbert E,, The role of resistance in propaganda, 
Int, J. Opin. Attitude Restt 1949, 3, 235-250, 

delations of attitudes and resistance, 

Inkeles, Alex, ^oaestic broadcasting in the USSR, In Lazarsfeld, 
P,F,, and Stanton, F, ii., Cocununieations Res.: 1946*49 
(see 23*5495) 223-293« 

Acininistration of network, reception, policy, etc« 
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Thoßson, Qias,, A. H,, Cvsrseas inforaaticm service of the Ü. S3 

Govt«, ua«hi:;gton, D. C:    Brookinss Inst., 19A8, Xu, 39° p« 

analysis of current, program of propaganda organisation with reccaa- 

m&ndations ^bout. course oi vorld politics. 

Van der Horst, L,, iiie soci-vl-psyctiological background of the 
present vrorld crisis, Psychoanai» Rev., 1950, 37, 1-24» 

Crisis evolves fron unsolved probiens?    (1) reconciliation of indi- 

viduality and coronunity life, (2) 'tisappecrance of hopes for salvation, 

(3) need to adipt instinctual life to societal responsibilities. 

Pratt, C. Cv,(Ed.), ililitary rsycholo^t    Special Number, 
Psychol,   JuU.. 19Al, 38, 6, 370-488, 

Articles oy different psychoio^istc on Oeraan military psychology 

(iiuspacher)j i^icrale (Child); .ötivation and learning (uowrer); Percep- 

tion (Femberger); Propaganda Technique and Public wpinion (B. L, Stoith); 

and Psychological Causes of '^ar (Stagner).   Primarily bibliographical, 

but with diacussicn. 

Prince, P,, A psychological study of Stalin,  J, SQC, Psychol«^ 
1945, 22, 119-140, "" 

"Stalin Is ^lasia«*1   This article reviews the life of the Russian 

dictator giving it a psychological interpretation.    He is regarded as 

a skillful laanipulator, al\ays a oearin^ to function in the public good 

and identifying himself vrith the fortunes of the Russian people. 

Davis, A. K., Some Sources of American ^stility to Russia., 
&aer, J. Sociol.,    1947, LIII, 3, 17<-183« 
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Institutional ethnocent riain, institutional rivalry, ana scape seat- 

ing are viewed as source areas for hostility* tlfferences arouse coral 

indignation; similarities may evoke rivalry and competitive anxiety. 

Saith, ueo. Horsley, Attlt-«des toward soviet Russia: I, The 
Standardization of a scale and sooe distribution of scores. 
II« Beliefs» values, and other characteristics of pro-Russian 
and anti-Huscian groups., J» öoc. Psyehol«« 1946, 23# 3-34» 

A scale and results of its adbinistration to 300 college students« 

The results are related to books xead about Russia, religious and racial 

backgrounds and other factors« 
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Dr. Janes Llller 
.   THE HEUTION OF 1EDICAL OFflCERS TO LINE OFFICERS IN THE uILITARSf SEWICBS 

I. Suanary. Difficulties in coordination between nedical and line officers 

are sLmply one exanple of sinjlar difficulties of cooperation between any type 

of experts and administrators« Although there is no research in the social 

sciences directly relevant to this problem, general experience suggests 

that difficolties arise from differences in roles between the two types of 

officers; in concept of mission; in training; in attitudes; and in ethics* 

These differences give rise to complex problems of communication, each category 

of officer finding it difficult to cocnunicate his particular problems to the 

other. The line officer ordinarily should accept the recomnendations of the 

medical officer, unless those reconmendationa severely hamper him in the carry- 

ing out of his missions« In such cases he should get a careful estimate on 

the probable result in diminished efficiency of his unit if he decides not to 

follow the advice of the medical officer« In the light of this estimate he 

should make his final decision, because the ultimate command power rests 

with him. 

Solutions to the problems of coordination lie in special training 

of line officers and medical officers in understanding the Issues facing 

the others« Physicians must come to recognize and aid the primary goal of the 

military service; they must make decisions concerning the ability of personnel 

to engage in duties on the basis of valid knowledge of the effects of disease 

on performance; and they must recognize that in emergencies it may be neces- 

sary to change standards. On the other hand, line officers must come to 

recognize that various types of disease or of pathology .^esult in varying 

) 
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I.   Suanary.   Difficulties in coordination between medical and line officers 

are duanly one exaaqple of similar difficulties of cooperation between aigr type 

of experts and acfcdnistrators.   Although there is no research in the social 

sciences directly relevant to this probles, general experience suggests 

that difficulties arise from differences in roles between the two types of 

officers; in concept of mission; in training; in attitudes; and in ethics. 

These differences give rise to conplex problems of conmunication, each category 

of officer finding it difficult to cctnunicate his particular problems to the 

other«   The line officer ordinarily should accept the reconaendations of the 

medical officer, unless those recorvaendations severely hamper him in the carry- 

ing out of his missions«    In such cases he should get a careful estimate on 

the probable result in diminished efficiency of his unit if he decides not to 

folloir the advice of the medical officer«    In the light of this estim&te he 

should make his final decision, because the ultimate command power rests 

with him. 

Solutions to the problems of coordination lie in special training 

of line officers and medical officers in understanding the issues facing 

the others»    Physiclans laust come to recognize and aid the primary goal of the 

military service; they must sake decisions concerning the ability of personnel 

to engage in duties on the basis of mMd knowledge of the effects of disease 

on performance; and thsj nust recognize that in emergencies it may be neces- 

sary to change standards»    On the other hand, line officers must cone to 

recognize that various types of disease or of pathology result in varying 
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degrees of limitation of perfonaance; tiat intangible factcra like fatigue 

have a real effect on efficiency; ti at it is not profitable to take the 

moralistic attitude toward diseasej and that psychiatric pathology is not 

"imaginary," and can seriously hamper efficiency if it is not properly dealt 

with, 

II. In recent years difficulties in coordination between medical officers 

and line officers in the armed forces have probably been increasing rather 

than decreasing.   The reasons for this are numerous, but they include both the 

greater complexity of the requireaents of modem warfare and the greater com- 

plexity of medicine.   Particularly, emphasis on psychiatric problems and change 

in attitudes toward nental health have widened the breach between many connand- 

ing officers and medical officers.   The issue, then, is:   TShat can be done to 

make for more effective liaison and understanding between medical officers 

and line officers?   As far as is known there is no research in social sciences 

or other areas directly relevant to tliis problem.    Therefore the statements 

below must be made in terms of general psychological principles and experience 

in human relations.    It Trould be possible to organize effective and worth- 

while research to study this problem usin^ techniques available at present, 

III. Perhaps the most important reason for the difference oetween these two 

groups of officers is the fact tiiat they must pla:- different roles.   The 

mission of the coranandLng officer and the line officers under him is to carry 

out a military activity until his goals are successfully accoiaplished.    He 

tries to do this with ainimum cost in personnel and equipment, but his primary 

responsibility is to achieve the military goals, even at great cost if 
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necessary. The physician, on the other hand, has been trained always to con- 

sider his primary responsibility to be the curing of disease, the relieving of 

pair:, and the naintenance of health. This role is altered soraenhat by his 

oembership in a military organization, because there his frjemost responsibility 

is contributing to the efficiency >rith ifcich the military operation is con- 

ducted and doing his part to see that it is couple ted with the smallest possible 

mortality and morbidity. Sometimes situations arise in vmich these tiro roles 

are in conflict. For example, in an extreme situation, a concoanding officer 

may order patients with minor wounds to help defend a position against attack. 

This occasionally may be necessary, but of course it runs against the training 

of the medical officers in his coianand. Slndlarly, a commanding officer may 

be in great need of personnel immediately, with the expectation that later on 

more personnel will become available, and he will decide, despite the 

reconmendation of his physicians not to drive his subordinates to extreme 

fatigue, that the future must take care of itself and that for the present they 

must continue in battle beyond the time deemed desirable by the physicians. 

Of course the training of the two types of officers differs also, 

and this helps to affect their concept of their roles. A iiilitary officer is 

constantly indoctrinated in his primary responsibility to defend his country 

against attack, at the cost of his life and these of his comnand if necessary. 

The medical officer, on the other hand, it constantly indoctrinated in the 

need for maintaining life rather than destroying it. Sometimes it seems ^hat 

the purposes for wliich the two groups were trained are 180 degrees apart. 

Although it is clear that there is real need for them to cooperate in order 
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to maintain the strength >f their country, this difference in background 

naturally expresses itself in attitudes and actions« 

The attitudes of military officers frequently are authoritarian, 

sinoe they have been trained and have lived in a hierarchy of command» Such 

attitudes are frequently higuly moralistic, involving clear-cut ideas of what 

is right and vrong« The medical officer has been trained ever since he «as 

in medical school not to make such evaluations. He has the role of scientific 

and professional objectivity, with the single goal of helping his patient to 

maintain health vdthout making any Judgasnts concerning other aspects of his 

life. This non-evaluative frame of reference which is inherent in his ethical 

code is quite contrary to the authoritarian attitude of many Amy officers« 

The physician also frequently looks on hlaself as a professional person who 

^  should be free and independent in his thinking and finds himself for this reason 

uncomfortable in the necessary limitations of military life. 

There are also narked differences in ethics, which -.row out of the 

problem which vo have mentioned above. The ethics of the line officer are 

primarily those of loyalty and faithfulness to his superiors and ultimately to 

the people and the goverrment of the country whom he represents. Ordinarily he 

does not question commands if they come from properly constituted authorities« 

On the other hand, the ethical responsibility of the physician ordinarily is 

to the individual patient rather than to the group. His concern with society 

traditionally is limited almost exclusively to preventing patients from harming 

others, either through homicidal attack or through the spreading of contagious 

or other dLceases. The physician frequently feels that it is not his place to 

> 
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■fr      reveal confidences or privacies about his patients to other individuals, and 

consequently is in conflict between this basic ethic and that rtiich demands 

that he comply with regulations and conaanda from military authorities. 

IV«   These differences produce complex problems of coramnication, each type of 

officer finding it difficult to cooaunicate his particular problems to the other* 

The reasons for these difficulties in cossaunication are frequently not obvious 

to the officers involved«   For one tiling, it is likely that they have not paid 

ouch attention to the problems which have been suggested above—the differences 

in roles, in training, and in resultant attitudes and ethics»   They often assume 

that the other person has approximately the same point of view that they do and 

do not make efforts to explain their own points of view and to work out the 

differences between them.   The line officer works usually with other professional 

^       military persons who do things primarily froia the military framework.    He does 

not need to explain to than his attitudes and points of view on many things 

and doss not stop to think t.at the training of the asedical officer in such 

matters is slight»    Similarly, the physician has a lengthy background of 

training in his particular specialty, and like civilian physicians, medical 

officers frequently tend to forget that those they talk with have not had all 

tiiis experience and do not understand all the thingw^ that such learning 

provides»    The military ciflcers and the raedicai officers also speak a different 

language, and frequently feel uncoirf or table in the presence of each other 

because of this fact. 
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V* It is iopossible for military operations to be carried out unless a line 

officer is in total cocmand of all of his men»    this means entire responsibil- 

ity for decisions concerning medical problems as »ell as all other problems in 

the command« However, the line officer ordinarily should accept the recommend- 

ations of the medical officer, just as he ordinarily should accept the recom- 

mendations of every other specialist on his staff« In modem narfare a great 

many experts work together in a team to accomplish military goals« The 

commanding officer cannot possibly be Informed in detail on all the relevant areas 

of competence. Therefore, he should take the recommendations of his subordinate 

staff unless those recotanendations severely handicap him in carrying out his mis- 

sion. Sometimes, of course, the needs of the organization which he has learned 

about Irom one source appear different from those recommended to him by someone 

else on his staff« Also, at times, various of his staff officers vdll disagree. 

In such circinstances he should get a careful estimate of the possibility that an 

adverse decision against the medical officer on his part will result in diminished 

efficiency. In thj light of this estimats he should make his final decision« 

Vftienever he makes this decision, however, he hazards a great deal, because he is 

likely to be wrong if he opposes the recommendations of someone more expert in 

certain fields than he is. This type of decision is the most difficult one 

resting in the realm of responsibility of the connandLng officer. 

VI. We have now outlined the various difficulties which arise in relationships 

between medical officers and line officers. V.hat solutions are there to these 

problemc of coordination? 

First of all, many of these issues can be met straightforwardly 

in the training of medical officers and line officers. In the preparation of 

each should be included discussion of the issues which have been raised above« 
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Ibreover, a brief review of the areas of knowledge of each should be made 

available to the other so that he has some understanding of the general type 

of knowledge and languages used by the other« 

Physicians must come to recognise that as long as they are in the 

military service, their primary responsibility Is to the conoanding officers* 

For greatest efficiency this requires not only an intellectual acceptance, but 

also emotional and moral comaitment to this point of view* It is in the nature 

of military service that the welfare of the individual must be subjugated to the 

welfare of the group. This goes contrary to much of the training of the physician, 

but he must recognize the discrepancy. It will not be unethical fo: him to work 

in this framework if it is clear to all the patients he handles—and it should 

be because all of them know they are in military service—that his primary 

responsibility 1$ to the commanding officer, and to other properly established 

authority, Just as theirs is. 

It is also important that physicians make their decisions 

concerning the ability of personnel to engage in duties on the basis of valid 

knowledge of the effect of disease on performance. At present relatively little 

such knowledge is available to physicians. They do not learn it in medical 

schools and there is still much research to be done in this area« The usual 

assumption of an ordinary general practitioner is that if a person is sick in 

any way he should be put to bed or at .Least remain inactive until his illness 

is completely cured. This is not always possible in civilian life, and in 

military life it is even less possible. There is also a tendency on the part 

of physicians to take the position that if a patient has chronic illness he 



should be relieved from military duty. In time of raanpower shortage this may 

not be for the best interest of the country at large. For exanple, a person 

with a slowly growing cancer may well be able to caj^ry on military duty for two 

or three years. Similarly, there are various types of responsibilities in the 

anaed forces which can be adequately conducted by a person with amputated legs. 

A careful analysis of the potential services which a patient can give is a 

responsibility of the medical officer« HB must pay much more attention to the 

vocational implications of medical pathology than he ordinarily ^s. Particu- 

larly in emergencies, it may be necessary for physicians to change their standards 

entirely« There have been cases in every war of our country where the wounded 

have arisen from their beds and fought* There have been times when a physician 

has had to postpone necessary issmnization until after a military emergency ha i 

\     been met« In situations of this sort the physician must learn to subordinate 

the most elegant standards of his own profession to the practical situation. 

A particularly difficult illustration of this principle comes in deciding what 

work to delegate to psychoneurotics« It has been said by the Russians that there 

are no psychoneurotics in their aimed forces« undoubtedly there is no truth in 

this extreme statement, but it does probably reflect the fact that the Russians 

pay relatively little attention in military assignments to psychoneurotic 

difficulties. They had in the last war the attitude that if a man was not 

physically injured to the extent that he could no longer fight, hts should 

continue in military service almost regardless of his mental and emotional 

state« This attitude undoubtedly lo;rered the morale and the efficiency of the 

Russian units, but it perhaps had the effect for a time at least of increasing 

t 



the over-all power of the Russian military machine» It is important for physic 

dans to recognise that the standards of illness in peacetime must be somewhat 

altered, perhaps by military necessity. 

On the other hand, there are certain important things for line 

officers to recognise which they frequently do not pay enough attention to9 

First, it is important for them to realize that various types of pathology have 

different degrees of limitation of perfoznance. Sometimes a patient may appear 

superliclrvUy tc be ei^reiy nell but actually have a seriously debilitating 

iliaaKc «klch prevents him from carrying out his assignments« All side persons 

do not look sick« Some people nho look relatively well may be much more 

seriously disabled than those who have an appearance of debility« It is 

necessary also for military officers to realise that intangible factors like 

fatigue have a real effect on efficiency. It may be possible to work men for a 

period of tine at superhuman rates, but eventually the limitations of the human 

organism will make themselves apparent« Both mental and physical fatigue will 

limit productivity so as seriously to diminish the efficiency of the unit« 

Also, many line officers—particularly those who have been in 

military esrvice for a long time—tend to take a highly moralistic attitude 

toward disease« They believe that if a patient really makes an effort he can 

"fight off« dUsase and return to duty« There is little scientific evidence to 

support this point of view. Disease and irresponsibility are quite different 

things, and most or all disease processes are quite out of control of the patient« 

Rather than blaming a patient for being uick, the best thing a military officer 

can do is to encourage him to return to normal at the earliest possible date« 

t 
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Porhaps the ooet difficult issue in the attitude of the line 

officer toward disease is to be found in the field of psychiatric pathology. 

These diseases are not "imaginary." Even though as yet we cannot find under the 

ndcrosoope the chemical or physical changes iftLch result in these illnesses, 

undoubtedly these will some day be found. The incident in nhich General Patton 

j slapped the neuropsychlatrio soldier under his coiaaand in the Itallaa .-ütopaign 

has brought this mitter to the public attention« Neuropsychiatric disturbance 

and malingering are not the same thing, though sometimes the two are dLfiicuXt 

to separate. Ordinarily the medical officer is much better qualified to diagnose 

between "goIdbrieking" and nervous or mental disturbances than the line officer 

is« If a condemning^ moralistic attitude is taken by line officers toward such 
i 

disturbances, rather than a recognition of their reality, they cannot be 

I handled most effectively. There is great frustration in having a disease and 

being unable to perform effectively even though one wants to, while at the same 

tjjne one is blamed for malingering« Such frustration rerilts in low morale both 

on the part of the patient and on the part of his co.Heagues in the military 

services who recognize the situation he is in« If a line officer has a properly 

trained nodical officer, he can advance the welfare of his unit most effectively 

by giving the medical officer wide latitude in deciding whether his patients 

vave neuropsychiatzlc illness or are simply malingering, and in determining on 

the basis of this diagnosis what the proper treatment is« 

VII. In general there have been great advances in the understanding by military 

officers of the moderr. medical outlook. Similarly, the training of military 
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I^iysicians is constantly inq>ro?ring so that they are becoming more effective 

instruments of the axvad forces of America*   life have outlined above other 

steps tthich might be taken to improve this relationship still further* 

i 
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Heal 3f Miller 

Tale Ualvertity» 

IM  gSa=igfihBl£^l saeaacu. 

Fear it a drive; it ean aotivate good as veil as toad behavior, 

Fear eaa aotivate aen to toe aore alert, careful, swift and resourceful« 

It can motivate panic and paralyila. and create a variety of disguised 

indirect effects such as eluasiness, forgetting, irritatoility, fatigue, 

insomia, indigestion, and neurotic syinptoas. The most iaportant thing 

is not how afraid the oaa is, tout what fear motivates him to do* 

The sudden relief froa fear serves as a reward to strengthen hatoits. 

If aen solve a fear-provoking situation toy good toehavior, such as firing 

or attacking, they will Iq^rn to toe toraver« If they eecure temporary 

relief toy toad toehavior, <■ uch as cowering or running, they will learn to 

toe more cowardly* Training should Introduce men gradually into fear- 

provoking situations with proper coaching to make certain that they 

perform the correct responses when frightened* It should toe as realistic 

as possitole« But some of the most important sources of fear, such as 

eesiag comrades killed or using one's own weapons to kill, can occur 

only in combat* Therefore training in proper responses to fear must 

toe continued into the early stages of comtoat* 

( 



The first step In adaptive reapome to fear It to locate the 

danger» To do thle one mut realat the n&tural tendency to avoid 

fear-»provoklng thought§• The next etep Is to plan and prepare for tta 

actions that will alnlmlse the danger« Knowing exactly what to expect 

and do not only reduces the danger, It also reduces thfe fear« Then one 

oust carry tne plans into action» Concentrating on the immediate task 

at hand and being highly motivated to perform that task can reduce 

fear«  In times of crisis men can receive great support from the sight 

of others «ho are performing coely and hravely« They should he trained 

to communicate encouragement by word and genture« 

Everything that contributes to good morale ■*• confidence In Idader» 

ship, loyalty to leaders, group spirit, good physical'condition - helps 

to reduce fear and make men able to go forward in spite of It« Con» 

versely, everything that contributes to bad morale intensifies the 

problem of fear« 

Xn spite of the obvious importance of the human factor In combat, 

there has been extremely little first-hand scientific research on human 

performance in combat« 

The following recommendations are madet 

.1« Training should be made as realistic as possible* Men 

should be familiarised with the meanings of all the sights 

and sounds that they are likely to encounter In combat; 

they should be exposted to all factors including confusion 

and isolation* Men should be introduced into fear-provoking 

situations gradually with the proper coaching to make sure 

that they make the correct responses when frightened» 

2 
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2, Since ten» of the ooet Important source« of fear can occur 

only in combat, training In the proper responses to fear 

must be continued into the first stages of combat« 

3» Men should be taught the common physiological effects of 

fear so that they will not be surprised by them« They 

should also be taught techniques for dealing with fear« 

U* Special attention should be paid to overcoming the fear 

and guilt aroused by using one*a weapons to kill the enemy« 

5* Besearch should be conducted on human behavior under con* 

ditions of combat« Trained teams of social scieatists 

should be sent to combat area« for this purpose* Such 

teams might well consist of an experimental psychologist 

selected for his knowledge of experimental desigh and 

techniques, a clinical psychologist selected for his 

knowledge of behavior dynamics and interviewing techniques, 

and a social anthropologist or sociologist selected for his 

knowledge of social structure and participant-observer 

techniques. One of the duties of such a team should be 

the first-band observation of combat behavior and the inter- 

viewing of men immediately after engagements for the purpose 

of discovering new facts and formulating new problems« 

In addition to data on the effects of fear, trained 

observers of this kind should be able to perform a 

valuable liaison function, supplying higher eschelons 

r~ with a great variety of valuable quantitative information 



raagia^ from ^ficlencles in training and adUlnis- 

tration to the huaan eaginaering problem» involved in 

the wie of new weapons under combat conditions» Some 

of the problems which should 'oe investigated are« 

A« The effects of different policies with respect 

to the treatment of psychiatric casualties* 

B, The evaluation of repressive' as contrasted to 

permissive attitudes toward fear; 

C, The systematic collection and evaluation of 

different techniques used by leaders and men to 

cope with fear« 

!>• Systematic surveys of difficiencies in training 

which show up in combat* 

6« Such a program for research on human behavior under con» 

ditions of combat should be planned and authorised in 

advance so that the cost can be learned from minor warst 

such as the Korean incident, and the initial stages of any 

major war» 

7* A special study should be made of the problems of selecting 

and training personnel for "suicide" missions* 

8*. Experimental studies should be made to increase our basic 

understanding of fear and hence provide a better scientific 

basis for methods of dealing with it* Laboratory studies 

should be made of problems such as the anatomical and 
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physiological basis of the fear responses, the effect 

of various drugs on foar, the nature of the reinforce» 

aent and extinction of fear, responses that are incoopatihl? 

with fear, and the relative effectiveness of different 

techniques for reducing fvar» 

la order to he ahle to plan administrative measures for dealing 

vith fear in training and coahat, one needs to understand «hat it is* 

lear used to he treated under the vague heading of aootion which 

ioplied that it was something necessarily disruptive and had» This 

view had the disadvartage of suggesting shame and repression and 

failing to suggest how fear can be used to advantage» The new view 

is that fear is a drive (3), (8), (9)» Mke other drives, such as 

hunger or pride, it motivates behavior« It can motivate either adaptive 

behavior, such as being more alert, careful, swift and resourceful» or 

maladaptlve behavior, such as cowering or fleeing» The most important 

thing, then, is not how afraid the man is but what fear motivates him 

to do» Training can and shoald be designed to teach men adaptive re- 

sponses to fear» 

Sscape from fear is a reward» A dudden reduction in the strength 

of fear serves as a reward to strengthen responses in exactly the same 

way that food or praise strengthens other habits» Thus the man in combat 

will learn those responses he makes whan his fear is reduced» If his 

fears are reduced after successfully attacking the enemy, he can be - 



•xp«eted to laarn the haWt of attacking when frightenods if ha is 

allowed to feiicapa fear V flaaiag, h« will tt» axpactod to have a 

stronger tendency to rim away tiext tiae« Siailarly the learned ajmptoaa 

of combat neoroais are reinforced whan they help the aoldier eacqpe 

fron fear. ?or a Bc**e detailed dlacnsslon of the way »yaptoa» of war 

neuroaia are learned, tee Pollard arid Miller (3)* 

Tear la It eel f a reaponae which can ha learned* A peraon who la 

frightened in a aitoation which preriooaly did not elicit any frar« 

quickly leama to heeoae afraid of that aitoation* Tims the fesr of 

the «oat dangerous aspects of combat increases with experience« 1fhen 

fear is not reinforced by pain or danger, it tends to be slowly «*- 

learned, in other words, extingoished* Thus with increasing experience 

in combat, men gradually decrease their strong unrealistic fears of the 

spectacular but relatively less dangerous weapons,. (10)f If hot too 

strong, fear can be inhibited by other stronger responses. Soldiers 

who are intensely motivated and preoccupied with attaching may ahow 

relatively little fear in situations that ordinarily would arouse in- 

tense fear9 

Uh SflMaa Sanaamt te Sac* 
Two common patterns of response to fear are a strong tendency to 

remain motionless and mute, and paradoxically, the opposite tendency 

to cry out and run* The tendency to remain motionless and mate inter- 

feres with the combat nan's initiative and his comaranication "ith his 

comrades* 
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SM rMpoatM to fear can b« aodlfiad tgr leamlag« Soldiers can 

ba tanght to hara faar notlTata oaafal raspontes, «ach as taking cover 

or tirim vaapoas to destroy the danfar from the eaaaqr* In aerial cos- 

Vat batvaaa 35 and U0£ of the urn reported that they performed their 

doty hatter «hen thogr ware very aooh afraid and 5^ reported that mild 

faar had a beneficial effect* (llv p. 131) 

Mbm too strong or prolonged, fear (like other drives such as 

fatigoa or hiager) has bad pbysiolofieal effects* Some of the most 

common effects of fear are a pounding heart, a rapid pulse, a strong 

feelinc of muscular tension, trembling, exaggerated startle, dryness 

of the throat and mouth, a sinking feeling in the stomach, perspiration, 

the frequent need to urinate, irritability and aggression, confusion, 

feeling faint, nausea, fatigue, and sometimes stuttering, speechlessness, 

and forgetting (l), (U), (7)* (8)« 

lit, imam, JaflmnciBC tta SfrwrtiMf. UBSM 

?ear is Increased by pain or any exceedingly strong stimulus, danger, 

the unfamiliar, sudden or unexpect-t,!, and darkness. It is increased by 

not knowing what to do, by helplessness, being alone or seeing others 

afraid« If others are cowardly, ones own shortcomings are less con* 

spieuous, so this also reduces the motivation to continue to perform 

bravely in spite of fear» Lack of confidence in one's leaders or weapons 

increasss fear as do hunger, thirst, fatigue and poor physical condition. 

The strength of fear can be reduced by a variety of factors« One 

of these is safety« Where fears are unrealistic, they can often be re- 

duced by demonstrating :hat something that looks still worse is not 

dangerous« 

7 



Kikovin« Muujtly what to expect redncM fear* One of the teak» of 

tralnlnc it to familiarise the mm «a realletically as possible with the 

sl^bti, sounds, end other conditions of eoahat, indodinc the confusion 

and the feeling of isolation« Kso should be taafht to discriainate the 

Tarious types of shells« They should be prepared for the pfaysiolofical 

effects of fear» la general, it Is thought beet to let the asn know that 

fear is a aorsal reaction to coabat and to take a peraissive attitude 

toward it so that the aen will not hare to contend with the sbaae of 

being afraid in addition to the fear itself, (6), (9)» On the other hand, 

it could be argued that there are certain advantages in trying to suppress 

fear, if possible» More work needs to be done on this problsa« 

Tear can be reduced by knowing exactly what to do to ainiaise the 

danger« But one must first locate the danger before one can know what to 

do about it« Thus tk.9 first step it to face the fear and danger rather 

than to suppress it» Vague fears o^ anxieties oust be converted to 

specific fears of specific dangers« Then the adaptive action can be 

planned and executed« This will ainiaise the danger and reduce the fear, 

(2)« Teaching exactly what to do in order to ainiaise danger is obviously 

one of the most laportant tasks of training« Men should be given confidence 

in and skill in using their weapons« 

fear can be reduced by concentrating by the task at hand« It is often 

helpful to try to break seeaingly impossible tasks into saall, aanageable 

units which can Ve accomplished step by step« In the rare cases where 

no positive action can be taken, one should concentrate on not doing 

8 
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•ajrthinc foolish that will atko tho dancer worse. Men should he tao^it 

to oonesntrnto on the task at hsad« If they try this when they are 

afraid sad hars their fear reduced hy doing it, concentration on 

their tasks vill heeoae an hahitnal response to fear, 

Strouc aotiTation for the task at hand helps oen to OTereoae fear 

and tends to reduce fear» Apparently one of the strongest ootiTatlons 

in coaoat is croup spirit, not to let oneU isnediate ooarades sad leaders 

down* Contact with loved and trusted comrades who are hehavlng bravely 

is a strong factor counteracting fear« Thus it has been found important 

to keep an IndiTldual with his own combat unit« It is also important to 

train IndiTlduals to maintain ccmaunicatioa, talk it up in combat; they 

■net OTereoae the natural tendency for fear to inhibit speech, (6), 

In general, anything that helps increase morale helps in dealing with the 

problem of fear; anything that reduces morale, intensifies the problem 

of fear« 

Yt r?y of K^Ulftdf 

Everyone receives strong social training against murder, mayhem 

and all forms of aggression« This training generalises to the enemy in 

combat« Psychiatrists have found that It is an important source of 

anxiety and guilt in producing psychiatric casualties, v!e would also 

expect it to reduce the efficiency of men who did not become psychiatric 

casualties« This is confirmed by the observation of S,L«A,Marshall (6) 

who reports that less than 25/J of men vho have an opportunity to do so, 

use their weapons against the enemy« If this is true, it represents a 

serious loss in fire power« 



Research on this problea it a«ed«d »dar the eoadltioai of ooahat« 

la the aeaatlae theory tugcettt the followlaf coaaoa-eeaee aoasores« 

The dlffereaeei betveea the iagrotqp (feailjr, friend«, nation) toward 

whoa the taboo on aapreealon waa originally eatabllahad, and the «neay 

ahould be eaphaalied« Dlffereaeei batwaan war and peace ahould be 

eapbaslted. fiqphaalse all the feature« of the aaaaj that tend to 

Ju«tlfy or peralt a<freatlon« Since «cpraaalon la paralttad In aelf 

defaaaa. one auch feature would be that they will kill you if you don't 

get the» firatf Siailarly crlalaal act« by the aae^y ahould be aaphaaltad« 

Man ahould understand that they are carrying oat order« end that the 

Araed Forcea and the nation takaa the reaponalblllty« Yirld detail« of 

agereaelTe action« agalnat the eneay ahould be publlclted with coanendatioa* 

3ach Individual should be encouraged to sake the flret aggressive aowe 

and receive soae form of praise and reward for it* After he has fired 

at a lire target for the first tiae and been praised rather than 

centored, it should be auch easier to fire a second tiae» 

U* gufl laUlaauaato ftatfl^nc tola awiteat« 
Two of the aost laportant sources of fear in coabat are seeing 

one's conrades killed or wounded and the necessity to use one's own 

weapons with the Intent to kill another man« Sine* these are not en~ 

countered before coabat, training aust be prolonged into eonbat to 

teach the atn to respond appropriately in the fact of these strong 

sources of fear« Because of the atrong fears arou«ed la the initial 

contact with coabat» one would expect this to be a crucial learning 

10 
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•itoation for th» MH lurgely dateralnin« «hat tjielr subatqueat re- 

aeticnt will be to fear In coabat« Special steps should be tak a to 

see to it -that the MA hare proper eacooracepent and coaching ii. the 

correct responses at this crocial tiae« - 

YII. gyed foy BamaBfa Orayiiatiyn to Gather Data on Ccabat. 

Combat behaTior is the aost important pai*t of military life, but the 

least systeaatically atudied. It seeas highly likely that trained teams 

of social scientists could get Taluable information on behavior under the 

crucial conditions of combat. Tor example, it was not until S;A«L# 

Marshall's (6} studies tfhat it was generally known that less than 25^ 

of the men who had an opportunity to do ao actually used their weapons 

against the enemy in a given engagement. If his studies are confirmed, 

this represents a serious loss of fire power, a problem which should be 

studied and corrected. Similarly, other serious problems may exist vdtfc-- 

out being recognized; This is especirlly true where technologic^:''. 

changes have markedly altered the conditions of combat; Trained social 

scientists, making quantitative surveys wherever possible, should speed 

up the detection and correction of such problems. A team mi^ht well 

consist of an experimental psychologist selected for his knowledge of 

experimental design and technique, a clinical psychologist or psychia- 

trist selected for his knowledge of behavior dynamics and interviewing 

techniques, and a social anthropologist selected for his knowledge of 

social structure and participant-observer techniques. Specialists of 

this kind, trailed to recognise human problems and to gather quantitative 

information on themj should be able to make a great contribution to the 

11 



liaison bttvaen coabat a&d tralnSiVS ■*& conbet and the 0«n«ral Staff« 

Thay should also ha ahla to daslgn, raeoaaand aad axacuta rasaarch on 

•pacific prohlawt. la order for rasaarch of this kind to ha carried 

out affaciirely under the hurried aad confused conditions of war, 

it oust he planned, coordinated aad authorised in advance under the 

»ere favorable conditions of peace« Such advance planning and anthoris- 

atlon will enable us to learn the nost cat of ninor wars, such as Korea, 

or the early ttages of any major war« TUB value from the more effective 

utilisation of human recources should be veil worth the considerable 

difficulties involved« 

TUIt  Ca Prrtlw vf w§\dcW MUitoai 

The advent of the atom bomb as a weapon with which a small crow 

can strike a widely destructive blow increases the importance of a few 

highly courageous men who are determined either to deliver the bomb or 

to intercept it, without regard to personal hasard« For this reason, 

special attention should be given to the problem of selecting, training, 

and motivating men for such missions« One of the first steps In this 

direction would be to have a trained team of social scientists including 

one, or more men with experience in the relevant military specialities, 

interview the men and the leaders who have been Involved in such missions, 

for sxample, Boolittle's Tokyo raid« Our best experience to date should 

be gathered together, evaluated and preserved« Another step -Would be to 

survey a representative cross-section of men for thai1;.- willingness to 

participate in such a mission and to study the characteristics of the 

men who expressed varlou* degrees of vdlllagness to participate« 

12 



▲ part of such • ttody should bo an attaapt to ralldate the appll-» 

cation of «urray taehnlnoaa to this nroblaa by cooparln^ results on 

the saae unit under different conditions: (I) When It was unlikely 

that any such missions would be called for In the inmedlate future, 

and (2) when the nen thought an affirmative answer was equivalent to 

volunteering for a mission about to be conducted in the Immediate future» 

Whan the first groups are activated for such missions, special arrange* 

men** should be made to study theau In the meantime a team of social 

scientists working in close liaison with the military should be set up 

to Investigate the problem from the widest possible perspective including 

factors such as incentives, personality variables, the effects of various 

type* of selection on the quality of the men and on general morale, the 

possibility that some volunteers would b*i too unstable to be effective, 

the roles of group spirit and personal loyalty, and the effects of a 

mathematical chance for survival as opposed to the certainty of death« 

IX«, IW tor ?wl<? ftmftKft oft.*>art 

Everyone agrees that fear plays an exceedingly Important role in 

combat. It seems probable that the effectiveness of our techniques 

for dealing with fear vlll be increased by advances in our scientific 

knowledge about fear just as the effectiveness of sanitation, in- 

noculation, and antibiotics have been Increased by the development of 

the bacteriology, chemistry and the other sciences underlying medicine* 

13 
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Therefore, the Arned Forces should support a program of basic 

scientific research on fear« Laboratory studies should he made of 

problems such as the anatomical and physiological basis of the fear 

response, the effect of Tarious drugs on fear, the nature of the re- 

inforcement and extinction of fear, responses that are incompatible 

with fear, and the relative effectiveness of different techniques for re 

reducing fear« 
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BWCTjfllf CT IM *» Wk U 0Q«Afl»0DS nr COMAS 

I««l J» Milltr 

Tal« Thiftrtity 

B«e«at« tb« typ«t of ttrttt net in eosbat art to different from 

those prerlooaly encountered, it i» «xtreaely difficult to predict who 

¥%IX be oottmyseoiiA in combat. In spite of the extreme importance of thit 

problem, relatively little tatiefactory work has been done on it* Studies 

ee^arin« normal soldiers with psychiatric casualties after the hreakdown 

has occurred are Taluable for exploratory work but not for proof^ They 

are subject to a number of serious errors such as retrospecUve falsifl«» 

cation and the difficulty of distinguishing cause from effect, follow- 

up studies are needed to eraluat* present selection methods and to develop 

and test new ones, Sven a slight improvement in the techniques for 

selection and classification would be of immense practical value« 

Getting rid of a poor technique would avoid wasting the manpower that 

was being unnecessarily wasted by it; discovering a better technique would 

increase fire-power at the front* 

The following recommendations are submlttedi 

(1) Studies should be made to evaluate the effectiveness of present 

techniques for selecting men who will have courage in combat and to de* 

velop and validate new teofaniques« 

(2) These studies should involve the following general designs 

( 
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ft. Tht eollactioa of dftU (toeh BM ratlnf» txy int«rriev«rfl, test 

scores, and biographle«! imrtatorios) beforu eonb&t. Ideally 

all such data shoold be aet aside and not be used as a basis 

for selaetion nor be aade available to adaiaistrative 

officers makittg decisions affeetla« the careers of the »en, 

b. Specially trained faaaa of ürrestigators should be sent 

to the coa'^at area to collect data on the combat perforaanee 

of the nan «too have been tested« 

Cm   the ability of the data collected before combat to predict 

perforaanee in combat should be determined "by suitable 

statistical analysis, 

(3) Such studies should be planned and authorised in advance so that 

they will be ready to go as soon as war breuks cut» 

(U) Minor «ars$ such as the Korean incident, should be used to 

eraluate tschniqtues for selecting men fur combat* 

11. an mwm 

There are a number of reasons why we would expect the prediction of 

combat behavior to be difficult. The types of stress met in combat (extreae 

physical hardship, danger and death, the compulsion to violate the taboos on 

mayhem and murder), are unique.  There are no similar situations in the 

individual^ previous civliaa life history to use as a basis for prediction. 

yurthermcr% it is difficult to design test situations that will frighten 

2 
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ilM eandldftt«t vltbout frichtwinc Mfh«* haadqaartmrs or CongrettBiti* 

m 

liaally, thar« 1« aa abaeaea of eartala iaportant aooreat of civil Ian 

aanrotie anzlaty auch aa the aaad to B»JR» aajor Ufa dads ions indepently 

and proloacad iatlaata contact with tha oppotita aax» Tat another 

diffar«a a la tha fraar opportunity for ascpreaaing aggrataion againat 

an anaqgr. 

tnia thaoratical azpactation that tha prediction of cooragaona ha* 

haTior in coabat trill he difficult it confimed ty such eTidence aa it 

availahle* Tor axaaple, three paychlatriata, (3PP* 157-1^0) «ho studied 

tha paychiatric problau of the Ughth Air jforce ir Europe during its 

first year of coabat oper tions, report! "It it recognised that there is no 

aathod of selection now in use which can pick those sen nhs will show 

these ready fear reactions when they encounter coabat flying«" As a 

result of his extensive investigations of conbat behavior S.L, A»Marshall 

(lip, 60) concludes: HThere is no feature of training known to any company 

eoamander I have met which enabled hin to deteraine, prior to conbat, 

which of his sen would carry the figh; for him and which would sinply go 

"long for tha ride*" 

Alta (2) made a follow-up study of 150 men vho would have be<<in re- 

jected on the basis of brief clinical interviews if standards had been 

stricter« The lowest 2,%; had already been rejected; these were the next 

lowest %T/°*   Be found that only approxinately 20^ of them failed to serve 

satisfactorily in the Amy« This "as against U«7^ of those for whom 

success had been predicted. 

( 



Flmstt (7) reports on 138 aen who had pro tout ad aofficiaat adjust- 

mtnt difficulty to haeaaaitota pajrehlatrlc attastlon hat for varioua 

raaaoof rasalnad In hit diTialon after the faagplank was raiaad« 

At the end of 30 dagrs of combat only one of this entire group had been 

I  eracoated for "^zhattStion«,l As reaaining 137 wre at ill Urine and 

fighting in now and oud, vl h cold food and often little sleep la constant 

I  proxialty to death, injuries, lonelinaas, and fear* Thus there Is con- 

•iderahle ©Tidence that sen who sight easily be rejected on the basis of 

I  neurotfc pre-corbat beharior ca» perform well la combat« 
I 

This and other erideaee caused Kenaiager (5p, 266^67) to concludes 

"Initially some of us in psychiatry haJ some rery definite opinions about 
i 

I  the criteria for selection« Also, some of the line officers were euqlly 

I  eure about %*o could be made into good soldiers« But, by the standards 

of either group, some of the best prospects turned out to be poor fighting 

men and some of the poorest became heroes «••• We ought to hare learned 

a lot more than we did from the experience of the last war; we could hare 

learned much more between wars." 

In the absence of conclusire proof, one way or the other, the fore- 

going evidence raises serious doubts about the effectirenesa of ths 

selective techniques) now used« Present neuropsyehiatrle selection 

techniques tend to be based on analogies to the quite different cspfe» 

ditions of civilian life« No adequate studies have been made to validate 

them« Thus, it is entirely possible that they are rejecting many 

1  potentially good men« 



(■ 

Ifta s Uiflit UproTMMat In the t«l«etlon and class if icat ion 

taeknlqnet «oold ba of liwma practical ndoa» for «zaopla, 

9* I»# A« Narahall (U) aatiaatas that Xatt than 25;i of tha urn »bo hare 

aa ogportqnity «rar oaa thair vaapoaa against tha «tMQr« If salactioa and 

oXaaslfioatioa could increase this ratio, it «oold isoreasa fire power. 

Tha type of research needed to eraloate present techniques and to derelop 

laproTsd ones is sketched under IT belowf 

m, amcTSH of MBoagaaixa saaams« 
Studies in which mn %dio hare already hecoae psychiatric casualties 

are eoapared with aoraal serrieeaen fre subject to a nnaher of serious 

«srrors» Men uho here been forced to abandon pride and becose psychiatric 

cjMualties are likely either to indulge in retrospective falsification to 

justify theaselTes or to be acre billing to raaember and admit pre-coabat 

neurotic tendencies that others would forget or conceal« Turthernore, 

the interviewer is likely to evaluate potential negative signs more 

seriously when he knows that the nan is a psychiatric casualty; in other 

words, subjective measures and interpretations are likely to be influenced 

by a serious "halo effect." It is difficult to rvcid this because it is 

almost impossible to prevent an intervieesr from learning who is a psychiatric 

casualty and who is not in the course of -wy extensive interview, finally, 

objective measures taken after a fact may reflect afreet« of combat break- 

downs rather th.?n 'ganses.  To date practically all studies have been 

retrospective and therefore useful for developing hypotheses but not trust* 

/    worthy for proof« 

5 



► i .^t- IM • IT. 

UM kind of ttodlei M«d«d are follov-vp ttodies of the following 

goaoral dotign: 

(1) Subject» are tnterrleved aad teated before foiac to eoabat« 

(?) The reaolta are not uaed to »elect or daaaify bet «ire pot 

away without being nada geaerally arailable to the adjdniatrative offieeia 

responsible for the »en, 

(3) Various indices of eoabat success are gathered« 

(U) The results of the tests aad interviews are correlated with 

these aeaaures to see how w<ll they predict success* 

Such studies could be aade in a number of different ways, each haring 

its special advantages and dlsadrantagea, Soae representatire types of 

studies are outlined below: 

!•  Iflfejaün Hate ai: 9jaa&l$3LjaasBj^ tHw«r ^9 wi^rt 

A special group on its way to combat could be studied intensiwely in 

the staging area or on a transport. One of the adTantages of auch a study 

would be the reduction in the variability of combat exposure by selecting 

a group of men all destined for the same sector at the same time. This 

would also simplify the problem of securing follow-up measures, 

Pre-combat tests and interviews. As many different kinds of measures 

as possible should be taken on such a group. The first of these should be 

a brief clinical interview and an overall subjective estimate as similar - 

as possible to the kind now generally in use. This should be followed by 



a M>r« iattatiT« ittttiriw eoT«riiic «11 »—M  that ptjchologittt and 

pvyehiatriatt think might b« relvmt« la order to facilitate the Tslidatloa 

of teperate aspects of this iateirlsv gainst future coaibat results, the 

iaterrionar's estiaatos aad his reasons for then should he fractionated 

lato special standardised rating scales of the kind that could he tub-* 

Jeeted to itea analjrsisf There ehould also hs opportunity for Tarious 

overall jodcasats« This procedure should he worked out carefully in 

advance to aasure stsndardited results of the kind that can be subjected 

to aesningful statistical analysis to deteraine which aspects of the 

iatenriev data are predictive of coahat success and «bich are not» 

is aaay as possible objective sad seai*obJective neasuree khouid 

also he taksa* for exaaple hiogr^qphical data facts should he collected 

on various inventories auch as the ISA (9). Psychological and physiological 

testa should he given. Ideally, all aeaeures for which -any reasonable 

daias of validity have been made should be tried, 

UaMMS 9t JSaitel PfflTgnangg*  The foregoing measures4houlti"ho 

validated against subsequent perfornancs in coabat% Psychiatrie casLialties 

would be one index of combat performance, but in order to gather the 

best and most standardised data on combat perfornsnee, it will be necessary 

to assign a team of specially trained investigators to this group« The 

primary duty of this team will be to gather various types of data on combat 

performance« For example such investigators could Interview the man 

immediately after a given engagement to determine whether or not they utad 

their weapons when an opportunity presented itself« According to S.t.A« 

Marshall (U) less than 2jf> of men who have an opportunity to use their 



vMpoaa acaUfft th« «tMQr &N to»   fortlMnort, k« elaiat that it it 

tb» SAM Mf^ vko 4« this üjr «fttr d«y.   If this it trut, it wooU bt 

I       «i tTir^rriinjc^r valttablt thiac to prtdiek«   With «xptritnet in tbt fi)ldt 

I       a rotttroh ttaa thoald h« thlt to iiteevtr othtr sort or Xttt oh^tctivf 
I 

|   itatt of bohavior of thlt kiad» fhty thoald try to tttt both tht 
I 

j       otetrrer «ad tht tttt rttott (6) rtlithilititt of all tueh ittat«   Bitjr 
I 

coniA alto dovtiop a ttchai^ua for ohtaiaiag ratlo^t fro« a ata't iaatdiatt 

«rtoeiatea   analocoot to thoao dtvtlopad hr Itoaad^at and Jaait (8 pp* 9H3^) 

ia  'orld 'iar XI* 

I        2K 
J 

It hat bata foufid that tht teora ta a ttaodardlttd vrittta qnattioaaaira 
1 

oottriac tht aala itest ttrttttd %9r »oat ptyohiatrittt hat a hUh eorrtlatioa 

I  vith a ptjrchiatrittt * dteition to ttltct or raj tot a ata« Aa azaapla ia tht 

BSa tcort dttcribtd ia Stoufftr tt al« (9 pp. 1*86-567), Data of thlt kind 

can bt sathtrtd aooh aort teonoaieally tbaa tht ordinary ptyehiatrie iatar- 

▼Itw; forthtraort thty are auch aort ttaadardised tad dttailtd« Bteauaa of 

the staadardiaation aad detail« it it such eatitr to ohtek tht prtdictiTt 

▼aloe of each ttparatt itta aad thus ioprowi tht ttltetioa aad wti^itiag of 

iteat. Data of thlt kind thoald bt collected tad aadt a part of the 

peraaaent record of a very large taaple, ideally iadodiac all ata in* 

ducted. An extremely large eaaplt it needtd bectote only a relatirely 

toall proportion of euch a group would actually reach combat end a great 

deal of error varlsace would be Introduced fry the rar lability of tht 

conditlont of coabat* Thlt error ▼ariance would leer tht prtdietivo 
1 

▼aloe of all ittat but leave the ooaparitoat betwtta ittat unafftcttd« 

I 



r it «oald to ^ottiUo to frt an aecwat« «■tiaata of vhio!& lt«w 

var« th« W«W   rwrthanor« tpaelal ttvliat, aaaloioiia to tiio «octe&elT« 

•taSjr dosoribod ia (1) abovo, could to aado 9f ooloettd iwV-oa^plot In a 

pttrtieoltf eoribat situatioa« 

▲t tho MBO %im thoso data voro btla< Kaihorod, tho poychiatr4 ttt 

«bo voro ocrooaioc ladnetooo otoould U roqolrod to rato than in Tarioua 

froopa aoch aa uppar 253tt alddla 50^, and lovor 2^    Ideally a peraanant 

rocord ahoold bo kapt of tboaa ratlnga bat aboold not be av^labla to 

eoapamr eoanandora and othera reapoaalbla for the aobaaqoent fate of tho 

■an*   fhon prodietiTa offieieaojr of theae ratlafa could bo eoaqparod with 

thoao of the weighted acore en tho ata&dardised written queotionnaire« 

3t     Study of ability of aoaaurea to predict adjuataent to pro^combat 
Ant Itf it        

fiaca ooBw of the loaaea in paraonnal are due to the inability to 

adjuat to pra-coabat life, it eight be deairable to aaka a special atody 

of the ability of aeaaurei taken before basic training to predict 

aubaequent adjuataent to the pre-coabat feature a of Aray life«   Tha 

general deaign of auch a atudy could be aiailar to either of thoae already 

doacrlbed« 

U«      ZntenaiTe atudy of ability to predict adjuataent to apecial training 
tltttflUmgf JUilUUltea  

A aunray ahould be aade of special training situation s in which an 

appreciable nuaber of aen are eliainatjd for eaotional reaao&a«   An 

ezaapla of such a altaatloi is tha aeries of Juaps required in paratroop 

training*   Finan'a atudy reported in Stouffer et alf (8 pp« 215*220) 



•qggMta tbtt A r«Xlftbl« MMUT« ea& b« Meortd of roloetanee te ivap« 

It voold !»• dMlrtbil« to dotcrsiii« tho ability of a ▼•rioty of MMOTM, 

«odi at pay^holocical tost» and intorriotft, to pro&iet such bohavior* 

In soeh ttoditt tba poaaibUity would haTo to bo ktpt U ftlad that 

tho factors UraolTod ai^it bo q^ito tpoelflc to tho particular critorion 

•Uoation la train ine« Vhorofort It «ould bo higbly dotirablo to try to 

find a aoabor of difforoat otratt •Itaatioao in dlffortat ktado of traiaiag 

and to aaka ««parate studios eorrolatiag tho «am a«a««r«s with oorforaanc« 

I  ia «ach of thsso diff«r«nt sltoatioas« 
l 
1 

5*   touoA wBi^mttefti n/ .MMtrlMnUl ,4nlfa« 

1 (a)   SfitttUfftt ttS Ito «Pff^Wtrt m^    ^ **• «psriMatal croop« 

cbo««a for lateaslT« «tud;% as aany as possibl« of UM a«a who would b« 
i 

r«Joct«d by th« pr«s«at n«iiro«p«yehiatrie «er««alac d«He«« «hoold b« 

allowed to continu« to coabaU ¥his Is th« only way that one can ever 

find how aany potentially good aen are being rejected ty the poorer feature« 

I  of present soreaalng tecfaalques. The cost of Indoetlng (or forwarding on 

to coabat) sons poor aen In a Halted experlaental group 1« relatlwely «Mil 

I      coapared with the cuaulatlve eost of using unvalldated techniques In all 
1 
I      of the services year after year* 

(b)   SaakatoUflB 9i ttt SUtelaft»    ^« aeasures being validated 
I 

should not be generally available until after th« criterion data have b««n 

collected. If the officers responsible far aaking the adalnlstratlve 
I 
|  decisions have access to the results of these aeasures, they will tend to be 
1 
I 

aore hopeful about aen with good scores and pesslalstlo about onss with poor 

10 



( 

toorM« Ifatir iteitloBi ^dU «fftet tlu MA*« caster and inierfftre with 

fftillnc «jr «oeoratt MUV« of th« ablXit/ of tUb tftort« to prodlet 

oaoeoot« SSailarly« tho tpooial inrettlgators ooUoetlag foUov-up data 

•hoold H «Mwaro of tfcaoo aeorot« 

(c) >oaiiliI> »t>aeifleity of maliu B^saoao tho eoaditiont of Tarloui 

typoa of oeabat in aodon war (o«s. loac-raago ^oabors, infantry, tanks, 

aobaariaaa, aorfaco olilpa) aro to fariod» It would bo daoirabl« to sake 

aawral atodloa tootln« azaetly thb «aae soatorot on MB dootinod for qolto 

diffartBt typos of cosbat« If th« dlff©yont moasures had the saao rolatlTO 

prsdletiTo ▼aloa for tho difftrsnt typos of coabat, oao would hart inereasod 

faith la thair gonoraXlty« If thay had diffar^it rolatto prodletiTo Talus 

for dlfforoat conditions of coabat, one ai^it h'xrm a basis for elassifi^ition, 

stadlnf the mm to the type of eoabat at which thsy were aost likely to 

soecoad* 

▼. osa TO mi smm u ASMai 9? m 
It is obrioos that studios of this sxtrejaely laportant and difficult 

problMi require careful planning and also strong support from all eachelons 

of coauHnd« under the eaergeney conditions of Riaor or Rajor wars, such 

planning and high*leTel authorisation is likely to be iapossible. There- 

fore the crucial staff work oust be done in advance* The general plans 

should be outlined and discussed and the principles involved, such as sending 

a teaa of specialists to a conbat area to secure VAlidation data, should be 

approved* la short, pre-packaged studies should be ready to go so that wo 

can learn the aost from any ainor wars, such as Korea, or f roatthe «ihttlil 

phases of any major war* The iaportanes of such peacetiae planning, 

discussion, coordination and authorisation cannot be overeaphasised* 

U 
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APFLicmoN (? mmciFUS OP LEUWIHG n TRAINING SUMTIONS 

J. H. Ibore 

It Review of applloabXa research dcta or principless 

fxoTL p. rapidly growing voluae of research on huoan learning, there 

Is developing a constructive view of learning« The stateoeot of these 

principles are included In the recoaoendations* 

2« Appraisal and suamry of research data and principles t 

Training, next to coabot, is the prinaxy olssion of the Aroed Service« 

Training should be based on a nodem science of learning» In the specific 

application of prlndplos of learning, the curricula constructors should 

keep the following rocccnaendntlooa constantly in nLnd as a guide to correct 

learning method« 

3. Baammdad astte 

1« Roconoendations for applying principles of learning to currioula 

construction: 

a. Bnphasize rolatedness rathor than itonlsation« 

b. Stress aeaningful generclization instead of extreoe specificity« 

c. Consider learning as essentially the gaining of oeanings not 

one of fixation of stereotyped reactions« 

d« Encou.ago discovery and problen solving instead of rote 

learning and parrot liko ropotition« 



ECOÜCW IS MOTCR WMim 

J, H, Moore 

1« Review of applicable roaenrch data or principLos» 

Learning a notor skill is not just learning to do a given act faster« 

It involves periodic organisation of responses into nore intcrgrated 

pottems« 

2. Service policies and practices to which those are applicable (indi- 

cate existing deficiencies; cite particular policies, directives, etc», 

where feasible}! 

IVoper supervision in specific service school training courses where 

ootor skills are taught on a large basis« 

3. aagaasadfid srttea» 

1« Moke a real study of the character of the function to be learnod* 

Pay particular attention to the organization of the porfornonce as whole« 

For this purpose utilize juch aids asi 

a« Verbal descriptions and expositions« 

b. Direct observation of porfcansnnces or nodels, supplenentod, 

pcrhops, by slow-notion picturee, jrnphs or other devices which 

serve to give a clorr picture of the structure of the perfornance, 

c# Practlco at first with ncnual guidance only if it helps to 

got the "feel" of the cct as it should actually be pcrfomod« 

2« Attend to appropriateness of your own reactions as you lecm« 

Develop the ability to select and utilize fruitful responses by discerning 

their relevance to tho goal, and to detect and eliminate errors« 

3« Learn as nearly as possible in tho setting in which tho cct of 

skill must be really executed« Do not depend upon fotnal exercise of the 



parts of a function cxeopt whoro the port offers unusual difficulty, tat 

practioe the act as a iribolo* 

Ut   When Intergrcting provlously learned ooveaents into a new ptr- 

foronnce, pay especial attention to tbo organization of these responses 

into a  snooth-working pattern* 

5* Avoid overet^hasis on any ono phase of a total act, for this nay 

destroy the balance and effoctivenoss of the psrfomanco. Strive to fit 

details together into the proper tlning and rhyttaa, or scheoe of the 

entire activity, 

6« Avoid stereotyping of activity; skill deaands flexibility in attaining 

the necessary goal, 

7« Forn and accuracy» rather than speed, should usually be stressed in 

the beginning. One should strive for rofinenent and precision aore and nore 

as learning proceeds into its later stages. 



0« DTTIREST, ATTITUDES, APPRBCUTIONS 
AND vrarFomTs IN A wxsmi FROGRAM 

J» H« Uoore 

1« Review of applicable research date or prinolploo: 

The greet variety of notives in honan bdiavlor is brougjit about by 

the envteoopwfital learning (education) and it is therefore the function 

of education to stltulate the development of new and nore nature and noro 

productive interests and purposes* 

2« Service policies and practices to which these are applicable (indi- 

cate existing deficiencies! cite particular policies, directives, etc., 

where feasible): 

Most service schools aro prone to enphasize routine factual learning 

and skills, when ports of their student personnel have worthless work 

habits, sufcoisslvc, dependent or overoggressive attitudes that nullify 

effective learning and later job efficiency, 

3» Rocooaonded actions 

1« It is roooooondod thct a careful evaluation be ncdo to discover 

Just how nuch of the highly specific training given In the Aracd Forces 

Schools is actually utilized in practice after trnining, end how nuch 

is lost by: 

a* Delay in application for a few nonths. (Rate of forgetting 

details is cxtrenely rapid, unless they ore applied in concrete 

situations«) 

b« The great iog in training curricula behind the actual appli- 

cation in the field. 

h 



Jm B* Moor« 

l«   R«vl(nr of «pplloabl« rvteareh dkta er prlaoiplMt 

IfhAa tn individual finds that a givui kind of bahavior prodaaat 

dMirad ratulta in hi« ralaüoMMp with hit «vperion« he it lUaly to 

try thia bahavior «ith other pan cot»   Bt gaaoralito« habits «hi eh hawt 

boon laaroed in oaa titoatioa to othor raora or lost tiaiXar aitoatloat« 

S«   Sarrioo rolioiot and praetioot t» «hi oh tfaaia art applioablt (indloata 

•zistiag dafioitacittt oitt particular polieiot* dirtetiTtt# ato«# idiort 

foatiblt}! 

Traixdag of Afnnea« 

3«   Raewatndtd aotiwn 

1«   Indootrinttion of training portoantl «1th tha printipla that 

oorroet retpontot nutt bo adtquataly and proporly twardtd«   It it ovoa 

| «or» important that half «rong, or all wrong rotptatot thould net bo 

revardtd in tuoh a «ay tt to derelop failurt attitudtt« 



jolmT, Moor* 

1« BtatePMt of tcylOo It baa baan found ^iat aartaln faetore reduoe faor 

In acltet« It la propoatd tbat In Indbotrlnatlnc ecnbat laodaro In pro« 

aaftnraa to ba eqplojrad In dirootinc tha oetlTltiaa of tba groups for 

id&leh tbtgr ara raapoaaibla, thaaa fsotoro ba ineludad. 

2' Abatnsot of pcqiar« It baa baao found in a prariooa study eonductad dur< 

Inß vorld War 31 tgr pajrcfcoloclota In tba Aicqr Air foroa oriation pafoho- 

lOQjr proGron, tbat tba followlnß faetore roduoad faor in ocnbat: 

Offlaara Enliotad Men 
Foroant  Feroant 

Barlnc eonf Idenea in your aqulpoent 99     91 

Earinc eonf Idaneo in your erav 93     91 

|      Borinr eonf idance in the taobnieol ability 

of your lenediote mq^arior or eonondinc 

offieer 

Xaepinc busy all the tine vbilo In tba air 

Seeing or baorins other aen acting oololy 

in danfjeroua eituatione 

Concentrating on tba job you have to do 

Knowing that you will be rent back hcoe 

after cuapletinc a definite nuaber of 

niocione 72     7^ 

Takinc evaoive action 7^     70 

Bavinc a ccuoandinc officer who doee every* 

thine poooible to look out for the food, 

|        shelter, and conforts of hie outfit      68      70 

6 

87 88 

90 85 

a? 79 

7^ 77 



Sfaootinc at aq» etiaq^ piano 60     77 

It is neaxiinaad that in tb» training procraa for potantlal and actual 

ocobat laodare epoelfie nanfeloo eiioald be aado of tbase feor-radnelnc 

faotoro. 

3* BflTleif of applieabla rwwcqwh data» Shaffer, VllUaas, at. altf in 

Chapter 6 of Beport u», Ik of the Axcgr Air Foroee /\riatioa Pqjeholocgr 

Pro^roQ Beeoorob Baports, "Pgycholocleal BsMoreb on Pröbltxae of Badis- 

tribution**, intenrieved apprcociiaately k600 air erav poraoanel that flour 

in cocbat during Vcrld Vor n roßordinc fear in ecnbat, Prelinincir data 

were gathered by the group-fuestiaanalre nethod and by interriovs. The 

final questionnaire consisted of 139 questions of the smltiple-cholce 

fam. 13^ of the questions «ere concerned with the frequency, synptons, 

causes and effects of fear, and with factors aiding or hindering its con- 

trol. 

That fear is a significant factor affecting perforaance is apparent 

frcn the frequency vith which subjects oentioned that they had exper- 

ienced fear. Prom one-third to one-half of each group interviewed re- 

ported that they experienced fear on every nission or alnoet erery aission. 

Approxlaately 75$ of the subjects stated that coabat fear was -^ry nuch, 

or sooevhate, stronger than any earlier fear experienced. 

Of the factors which the subjects mentioned to reduce fear, the 

effect of confidence and morale was noet conspicuous. Baring confidence 

In equlpoent, crew and leadership stood out as the nost frequent factors. 

The second nost significant condition for the control of fear was effec- 

tive activity. Stooping busy, concentrating on the Job, shooting, etc, 

reduced fear tensions by substituting constructive efforts. Social 

atlmlation also reduced fear. 



f 
hm   Appmlüttl anA wnwaiy of reaaaroh data. This infonaatioo «aa caviled 

otA analytad Igr oarQ>«t«nt raaearch p^ycbologlata. The aanple, noaber- 

Ing approadaatelj i^OO eases, weenn both large aad representative enough 

to glT» sigDiflcaaes to the Infomaatloo obtained. 

5. Semoe polloles aad practices to which the recaaaendatlon is applicable. 

ATlatlcn cadet training and ccobat crev chiefs' training «oald seco to 

be training areas vhere an Indoctrination procedure stressing the ictport- 

enoe of these fear-reducing factors are liaportant, 

6. ^eooDoendsd action. It is reooaaended that consideration be given to 

ictrcduclng into current aviation cadet training prograns an Indcctrina- 

Clon procedux^ stressing the value of introducing and zaaintainlng these 

fear-reduoing aitu&tlona. It is farther reccaaended that additional In- 

fonastlon be obtained fron coBibat crevs returning froa ccobat In the cur- 

rent Sorean police action with a viev toward obtaining information respect* 

ing fear-producing situations and factors effective In reducing fear. 
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VSUMRSmFt   MBrna SFFICISBCY 

JUM H» Moort 
Dtpartatnt oT Piyehology 
School of ArUtloii Itodieiao 

1«   Roriotr of appllcaKtei r««eeroh data or prinolpleif 

Extansir« review of this tefio in Foreonallty and Bohavior 

Dlaordera by J« MoVlokar Hunt, Vol. I« 

2«   Appraiial aad suaoary of reaaaroh data and priaoiplegi 

Montal ablliti«« have bean shown to raaain fairly oonatant 

under ordinary oondltiona, but are subjeot to narked ohangot under 

unusually favorable or unfavorable conditions« 

S«   Servioe policies and prao'cioes to irtiioh these are applicable (indicate 

existing deficienciesi cite particular policies, directives, etc», «here 

feasible)i 

Choosing combat and other leaders without evaluating how they 

will function, mentally, under stress conditions« 

Am   P.eoomiwnded actiom 

Develop stress situations wherein measurement is «ide of the 

intelligence and general mentcl ability of potential leaders and others 

who are required to demonstrate a high type of mental activity«    These 

should be under situations of great psychological and physical stress« 

Additional consideration might be developed in evaluation of stress    (and 

its effect on intellection) by narcosynthesis with props such as notion 

piotutes, emmd effects, etc« 
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FRIBGimS OF BSDOmOHAL SCISMCE 10 BE UTIUZEP 
g jgngggCTgr gmm romg PMSAJS — 

J« B« Moore 

1« Roeo—ndod »otloat 

Roooawnd that Urn following faota bo Irapt before indlTidualt 

oharged ulth planning unit« of training« 

1« Ihatever ntkes for effectiveness in learning faoilitatee 

retention« 

2* Rote learning or menorisation ii subject to imediate 

deterioration». 

8« Disorete faotuel information nay be expected to be quickly 

forgotten^nhere systenatioally and widely applied general ideas are 

retained aore suooessfully« 

4« understanding the principle involved in solution of a problem 

is one of the best means of managing it at a later date* 

5« To resist deterioration nf learning« make it meaningful and 

overleam it» 

6« Material to be learned should be organised into a coherent 

structure, based not on logical organisation, but along the lines whioh 

an Individual would use the material in a problem solving situation« 

7« Active efforts to recall useful facts are effective because 

they establish the goal to be attained, provide practice in a realistic 

form and assist in organising the material into a compact unity of 

patterns« 

8, Knowledge of progress, constructive diagnosis of difficulties, 

and systematic efforts to evaluate trails results in functional knowledge« 
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PBTCH01ÖGIC4L RATfflR SAN LOGICiL 

J. H« Moore 

1« Bcviov of tppliotblo roseareh data or prinoiploei 

Loaraiag o^porienoo« vhould bo related to one another horlicatally, 

end they should also be eequentially organised so that a ayetenetio body 

of ideas and aetivities «111 be eontinuously expanded into larger and aore 

meaningful pattern« 

2* Servioe polieies and practices to which these are applicable (indicate 

existing deficienciesj cite particular policies, directives, etc«, where 

feasible)t 

Mach of the subject natter presented in formal olaaaea in the 

Armed Serricea la organised logically* This is of great oonfenienoe to 

the instructor but, except for those with high abstract thinking abilities, 

ia » poor form of organisation for learning experiencea« 

3« Reoomaended aotiont 

In developing a learning situation, learning units should be 

adjusted tot 

1« The paychologicftl capacity of the individual* 

2* The natural "psychological" method of learning* Steps 

followed in problem solving are the beat guide for the psychological 

approach« 

3* Once the concepta and problem approachea have boon established 

on a smaller scope, they should be expanded to increasingly wider and 

broader aspects of the problem area* 
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RE&L2TT I2VEI3 - IH TRAINDIG SITUÄTI0H5 
WITH EEFHRENCE TO ACHIEVEMEirr LEVELS 

J# K« Moor^ 

1» Ravlew of applicable research data or principle«i 

With reference to levels of aspiration, certain "reality levels" have 

been established» These refer to throe typos of groups: 

a» Those that set their aspirations at a nininun, 

b. Those that sot their aspirations at a aoxinun of their abilities; 

at a nark they hope to cono close tof not to attain,       - --. 

o* Thosa that sot thuir goals at about avarags. 

The degree cf initiative with which individuals attack a task, is related 

to their xeality level, 

2, BsaaaaBSlad artton* 

1, There ore nany tests for dotemining the "reality levels" in goal 

setting. This shoidd be an inportnnt selection device for training pro- 

grana whore it is iaportant to dotemine tho anount of fnitiative that 

will be dononstratod by the studont worker. 
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THS XJSB Of TBE FIBSCB OB SIKILAB TCCHNIQUES FOB IMreOTTHO 

B. 0. fiolth 

J. Y. Moor© 

BQMAN RESOURCES RESEARCH CHfEEB 

1. Statqpant of topic» übe problec ootlate that Air Forc« pereonnol are 

flndins it difficult to oonprebend eertcln Air Poroo publloatlono. 

Publlcatlcno of a teebnlcal nature «hieb tb» Mr Force useo are often 

«ritten by private concento, Tbeoe pttbllootlo^a irtttain a voc&ba^ary 

and etgrle of «rttlnc vfale^b are «nderctendable tc tbe engineers and 

teebnlclana writing tboo, bwt are often inca^rebeeslble tr> Mr Force 

etudento and other nllltary personnel vbo naat nokje oae of the». It 

Is prppooed that a teobnlqu» for Inearlnc readable wrltlnc be adopted 

In preparlaß Air Force naterlal for publication, 

2. Abotract of paper♦ Much of the printed aaterlal which the Air Force 

utes for training and dally operations is written at a difficulty level 

tlxat tmkdo it hl$ily irrprobable that Dost of the people reading the 

naterlal will eaaprehend It easily. Certain technique» lave recently 

been developed which will Imeure «jat the mterlal beine «ritten is 

readily understandable by the populatico which reads such mterlal, 

Rudolph Flesch In "Ute Art of Readable WTltliuf published by Barper 

and Bros, in 19^9, describee a technique which will enable the writer 

to produco naterlal that is readily understandable for a ptvrtidular 

population. It is recoaaended that this technique, or others which 

will be oentloned later, be considered by the Air Force for use as a 

oulde in the preparation of printed mterlal. 

I * 



r 3.   §glg gf ftppllQftble gggggj tota«   A. 0. SnclAnd pabllAed on article 

«ntlUtd# Utttlne a mam& Anroao tqr Flftla Mk* in tha jtme 1990 Isfina 

of tha Jdnn&l of Appllad P^fobolocj.   fis^UaiA'a atvAy ebcwad that the 

Air Matarlal Ccxnaal*« printed oatarial «ae not Wine mderetood tgr its 

ecploifeea,   for enopl», nore than 90^ of ANC «Dplo^eee found it bard to 

read and «darstaiid &C direetiteei aore titan 6C$ of MK aisnen foaod it 

hard to read and vnderstand sash direetirea; and aore tban 20ft of the Air 

Poroe offioara   ffaMfl it bard to read and mderatand neeeagea oddreaaed 

tO tlMD. 

pMbalian and Crieiy in an article entitled, "Bov Readable are 

Corporate Annual Reporte," publlobed in tbe Außoefe 1950 iaeue of the 

Journal of Applied Pcgrobologr, found that on analyeie of the readability 

of acoe 26 aanuel reports of larco oorporBtlooB, tbe oenerol level of 

roadinc «na difficult and buoon intereat value dull aecordiae to Fleeeb 

teofani^ue neaeures« Aooordinc to jdtooßm and Bond in on article entitled, 

"Hdodlnc Soee of Comoaly Used Taake'*, publlobed in tbe October 1950 lasue 

of the Journal of Applied Paycholoßjr, even pEgrcholoßlcal teeta irtiich are 

adDinletered to laroe aefpents of tbe general population are difficult 

for noot people to read vitb eaae. 

Frcn tblQ brief review of the literature pertaininc to the readability 

of printed naterial it can be aeen that a considerably varied portion of 

tbe printed naterial which ccaes before the public's eye la not easy to 

understand« 

i», Appraiaal and auroory of research data, Tbe brief review cited above 

seeaed to mke clear that little consideration la belne Tlven to mrltlnc 

literature that vlll be readily understandable to the audience to whoa 



It le addresMd. 

5. Serylc» pollciee and praotlcea to which the reccppendatloo le applloable. 

People vfao on» reepooelble for the preparation of all Air Force printed 

mtorlal, both «rltlnc and editing« ore the foons points of this reeomsnd« 

atlcn# 

6. Reogpended actl«!« It lo recoaaendod that the Tleeeh twjfcnl^ue or 

Qlollor teohnlquee developed In eosmectloo with a eontraot research 

centeiced at the Air Univereltjr be «oplagrsd In the preparation of Air 

Force printed mterlal. 
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SOKEfiCTOBS 

XI 

EUCIF 7ISIIAL DISCaiMIRmO» 

O.O. MUELXXB 

Several difficultlet aril« at we atteapt to review the data on 

any huaan teaiory eyetea, its capacity asd hov the latter applies to 

ailitary ectivities. The firtt Alffictilty, of eoisrie, is that «re are 

not dealing with a capacity, hut vlth naay capacities. If we ask the 

capacity ef the huium sensory system, we find that it has oany eapaei- 

tiea depending on the olrcuasiances ohtaiaing when it is used. In fact, 

the data in any sensory field tell us the extent to which the capacity 

is dependent upon any one of a large muaher of ▼e.riehles. Thus» any 

statement ahout sensory cspacity oust have appended to it a statement 

concerning the circumstances under which this capacity is expected to 

hold. But if we ask what the pye will he ahlp to do in detecting for 

exemple, aerial or surface targets, we shall V enswer^d with a question, 

what conditions will prevail when the targets are pr^sentedf What the 

eye can do is expressed in terns of figures tt certain contrasts shapes, 

subtending certain visual angles, exposed for certain tine, etc, Ts 

make the transition to nllit.iry tcrgets re uirei detailed inforaation on 

I   the ohserration conditions. Therefore, to give any definitive answer 

l 
I for nllitary operrtlons, we nust know the conditions "t the tine the 

| discrininations ere nade. Unfortunately, in man?' cases little ouantita»- 

tire InT-rnatir.n is arrilahle frr soecifying ccmhat ccnditlcns as far PS 

sensory discrininatirns are concerned. We know considerably less of the 

demands aade of the human observer in a nllitary situation than we dc of 

the Halting factors In hunan ölscrimlnatira. 



1 

( 

Thlt deficiency it a «prious one.    The «entr.ry deta 8hov clearly 

that, diterinincticfir-vfite, oan can be adjusted t« e vidr- variety of 

operating crnditiont. But to -»ke cse of thii adaptability va nust 

know to whet to ad^pt. Tor pxasrole, the teniitivity to light of a 

n^raal obtenrer In "utdo^r illunine.ti^n can oe imr-ved on by a factor 

of 10»000 by placing hin in the dark for 30 ninutes. Thus, the •tapecity* 

whichr in this c^se night be dsfined in terns of nininun amount of light 

rpquired to se«>, is 10,000 tines grfiater if he Is adepted to the dark 

than is the case if he is adapted to dflylipht brightnessRS. Other ex- 

aaples are equally striking. An individual's aaxinua sensitivity for 

col rsd lights can be shifted fron a yellow-gr«»en to a blue-gremj or 

in the case where w° wish to detect a tergpt as bri^iter then its sur- 

rounds, the brightness required for detectability increases by a factor 

of over 1000 when we adapt to the bri^atness of a clear daylight sky 

iver that obtaining when we art adapted to clear night sky. 

To utilize facts such as these requires that we know the d^nands on 

the observer. More inporxantly, these demands nust be stated in terns 

interprOtable aa sensory data. If we are to predict what the observer 

will 4o, cprrptional data such as the vnlta^e cf e signal in a radar set 

or the site of the surface terget neasured in feet or yards nust be sup- 

Tjlenented by other rel^vpnt deta. We -wst know the brightness correspon- 

ing to specified voltages of the slpnal for the reder screen in question} 

we nust know the distnnce ^f thr surface target and the visibility condi- 

tions expressed in tems -f centrist rcductl^n for the cese € the surfr.ee 

target. Too frequently thp indispensable infornation linking the stinulus 

-bject and etlniilus condition at the pcslti'-.n of the obserrer are not 

2 
available, 



A second difficulty arlsps fron the fact thr.t the task of ihe Indi- 

vidual nilitary nan la "eec^-iin^ constantly chan^n^:. He 'b^c^nes nore and 

ncre dependent upon infömrtirn presented t: hin "by dials and slgnalfc 

and various sensory displays. The fact that the errly stens In nftny 

conbat tasks are being taken over by physical equipment aerns thp.t the 

nature of the questions helo/?: asked of the sensory psychologist or 

tthysi-ii'-ßlst Is changing, 

Vhe.t night he called questions of the first kind have alreedy been 

considered, These are penerrlly of the foll^vlng forn: a certain nilitary 

problem exists, (frr exanplc, the detection of surface craft at sea) and 

the questions raised «re what c«n be expected of the hu-aan observer as 

a detector device, how c^n we guarpntee thst he will h« werfornlng optl- 

nally, can we Inpro^-e his p^rf-mance b;' training, is it preslble to 

select nen who woxild he g-^nd at the specified task? These pre the tyoes of 

questions that were prevalent during Vcrld War II; questions of this sort 

still exist and In greet nuribers. But In "sany casps, the first stege of 

a military task (e.g., target dewection) has b^rn, or Is being taken over 

by physical equipneat. This do^s not elUdnate the sensory Tjroblens (it 

nay even increase then), but it seriously changes then. 

Consider an ^xanpl? of the detection of a surfece torget at sea. If 

the huaan observer is used ae the detector device, we encounter the problem 

of the probability of an observer seeing a target and questirns of how this 

pr-babillty depends on the size and the contrast of the targpt. The size 

and contrast will, In turn, depend upon the renge of the tprpet and the 

contrast will rlso vary with the visibility conditions. After we have 

answered s-^ne of these questions, elenentary conputations pernit us to 

state the ranges rt which certain targets are likely to he 8ef;n under 

-3- 
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I    ■('^irloi» conditlcns of the physicpl r.eöiTr: (atn^epheTic c^ndlti^ns, etc.) 

ead of the ohserver (the lerels of lllaTilnntl'-.n t" which he Is pdr.üted, 

etc). If we acw shift to a physlcftl detector, such AS rndar, the sensory 

crohlen, while net elininated, is serlcualy chfta^ed. The infrr^tion 

received "by the radar set Tust now he transmitter, to the nilitary ^.perpt-.r. 

If this inf-rnation is presented, for example, as "pips" on a mdor screen 

then our visual prcblen is one of detersining the prohahility -f seeing 

the pips and we aust he concerned with "'«ptlrjal'' ways of resenting -mr 

visual displcy. But now, instead of relatively sinple pftrrueters in the 

visual detection of sea targets, we nust he concerned with vlsihllity under 

conditions that nay change for every change in radar epprrntus. In other 

words, our operating conditions now Involve such terns fis (l) different 

speeds ^f rcteti^n of the scanner; (2) different types of ph-sph-r screens, 

I     each with a different decay function, tr a different donimnt «pr^length, etc» 

This st?te of e.ffpirs c-^uld le^d t-^ r.n endless series ^f r-'S"f>rch 

projects and "snlutions" tn practlcnl r-.ilitary prnhlens with this latter 

changing each year with inorr»v»rents in rndnr »oulp'ipnt. In fact, this 

would he true were it not for one fact: that the selection nf rf^.ar dis- 

plays can he nade dependent upon 'ur knnwlr^^e of visual functions. !T"W 

the question put to the sens-ry paych-logist :r physi-lt.Tist is ^f a dif- 

ferent f-rr. (we shall cnll these ouestions 'f the second kind). Our 

equipment picks ut inf^raation ahcut p.  target. This informati-r. is in the 

f-rn of electrical changes, iic.    How sho^ild m  present this information 

t' the hunan op-rntcr? Shovild ^e  use a risual signal nr an auditory one? 

If p. visual signal, sh-ull it he with different colors, different int-nsi- 

tvs, lights in different positions etc? Thus, with reletivply ffw 
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» 
reitrlction« w- are asked hnw we can beat use the hianan obeenrer es a channel 

and decider through which infcrcation fl^ws and by which it is translated 

intT -illtary acti^nt This retwresents a «Ignlflcent change in the type 

of -roble-i confronting us. It goes far In br^king down the questioneble 

distinction between apnlied and basic data. It neans that the practical 

and applied data in three caves will be the basic data c*neernln£ sensory 

function. 

This derelopaent Just outlined will be nirrored in the present review 

by an enphnsis on what jsooe would call the basic öPta of vision. How does 
j i 

\        the eye work and what can the eye do? These auestlons will b* answered in 

i   ae general a way e.s pcssible so that they will have as great an atrllcablllty 

\        as possible. In the case of each visual function application will be di»- 

cussed and p«, esible future application indicated, 

t      It is .v.-lcus that there are sany areas within the ailitrry where 

questions of the first kind :m*t'be answered, these areas are no: less inv- 

T)ortpnt because of recent developnents in physical techniques. On the coiw- 

trary, questions of the first kind nay becone nore important because they 

imnlve sense ry functions f^r which we have no adequate equlpnent substi*» 

t-utes. Since we are in a stage of transiti-n as far as the utilization of 

the data obtained as answers to specific questions having to do with nill«- 

tfiry perfor .ence. 

FLUCTUATIOlfS AT THRESHOLD 

The first li.ütati-in we encounter in studying the hu'nan sensory systen 

arises fron an apparently sinple phenonenon called threshold. The elucida- 

tion of this siaple, or obvious, phenc-ienon end the listing of the variables 

thft affect it, however, will take us far in our discussion of the problfens 



£*       of tenooxy and perceptual dleorlninatlon, 

Ve are lad to tite the action of a threshold when we find thf>t p stlsultu 

latenelty -.mat reach or exceed a certain range nf valuee before the stinului 

can be detected. That there are e-me stlrralus Inteneltiet that ve cannot 

•ee or hear« and others that ve can, seens ohrious* But vhat appears, by 

inspection, to be a clear dlchotorgr turns cut to be, upon closer exanlna- 

tlon, a continuous function» This it true both subjectively and objectirely. 

An indiyidual brought into a situation where he oust detect near threshold 

stlnoli finds considerable difficulty in deciding vbether he sees the target 

or not. In terns of the individual's behavior the dichotomy also disappears 

vhen ve find a region of intensity valuts where the probability of seeing a 

target is neitbtr sero nor one, but rather varies sytteoatically between 

these values aa a function of the intensity of the "stinolus and a amber of 

|    other variables. Thus, the answer to the question of whether an individual 

will be able to see a given si^oal is a probability stetenent. The answer 

Is that he may or nay not and the probability of seeing it a function of 

a large nunber of variables whioii are under our control. 

An ezaaple of the region of uncertainty for an experienced observer 

19  shown in curve 1 of yigure X»   ^hii figure shows the probability of 

(seeing a short flash of light as a function of the intensity of the li^ht* 

The concept of the threshold and the fact of a range of uncertainty 

are not United to the dinension of intensity alone. This region of xm-* 

certainty is seen in the detection of difference in intensity, differences 

in linear extent, contrast, etc. Bxanples for the case of the detection 

of a target brighter than its surrounds is shown in Flpire £. 

It nust be enphpsized that the variability at threshold is not the 

sign of a poor observer. It is not possible to elininate It by fraining 
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^r other procedures. On the other hand it say. to a certain extent, he 

aodified* Training nay change itv test conditions will etange it narkedly. 

The uncertainty interval in the region of the threshold has many in- 

portant practical consequences. First of ell, ve nust now realize that 

threshold is a statistical concept * A threshold is an intensity -ralue 

(or -value of visual angle', or intensity difference) that corresponds to 

soae arbitrary point on our probability of seeing ftmetion, Ve recognise 

then tl-Rt any use of the bunan sensory systen rtrast also lead to statistical 

concepts. This is true, for exaople, if ve ask hov&r an observer can 

see under eone specified stn^epheric conditions. For a huaan detector, 

the effective range is a rand^a variable and a single verbal report or 

instrument setting gives infcmation ab^ut instantaneous perfomance. 

Two other points are worthy of mention in discussing the region of 

uncertainty. The first of these is that the "freouency-cf-seeing* curve 

changes as a function cf tine. This is shovn clearly in Figure 2. Curves 

4 and £, were obtained fron the sane, trained observer on different drys. 

The results for each day are regular and yield a saooth curve« The in- 

tensity values for curve A, howevör, are ab^ut twice those for curve £,, 

Both curves were ohtained under conditions that nininlzed change. They 

were ohtained p.t the s^ne tine of day under the sane conditions of dark 

pdrptation and under the sane test conditions. 

The second point to be made concerning the frequency-of-se-ing 

curves is,of course, the differences between individuals. An exr.rrole of 

this also shown In Figure 3. when curves £ and fi were obtained under 

the sane conditions as 4 and 3, but fron a different observer. 

The practical consequences of the day-to-day and lndividual-to-indivi- 

dnal vrriahilities pre inp:rtant. The rewults f^r sensitivity fluctuations 
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I*"   In tine for exr-iple, nean that p. night Ickout on on hnur-on-hour-off 

watch night he able tc se^ a giren tp.rget 20 tine« out of 20 pr«ient8tior.8 

in one watch and 10 tines out of 20 presentations on the next watch. The 

consequence for testing for night lo-skouts night also he noted. The re- 

sults nean that there are gross Units to ths reliability of any test 

instrunent inposed by the denonstrable changes in the "capacity" being 

neasured* 

One of the simplest vnys of changing the uncertainty interval, ss 

far as the nllitary is concernad, is to use nore than one observer in 

the detection systen. The expected results of such a prccedure rre 

shown in curves 2, 4 and 10 of Figure 1, The nunber on e?ch curve refers 

to the nunber of observers used sinultansously as lockouts. The curve 

shows the probability of at least one observer seeing the target rs a 

{ function of the Intensity. For this graph it is »ssuned that mch  indi- 

vidual observer would give the frequency-of-s'-eing curve sh:wn rs curve 1. 

Eere we se0 that the use of two or four obser"^rs changes both the r^sitlon 

and the slope of the probnbility-C'f-seeing curve. Thp greater the nu-.ber 

of observers used, the greater the change in sl-pe and position. Although 

not practical, the curve for 10 observers is shovn to illustrate this -point 

further. 

DAKK ADAPTATIOF 

Let us now shift our attention tc sensory capacity rs it deponds on 

tho'conditions under which observations are r.v-de. These conditions nay 

be in the nature of stinulus variables, such ns the nature of the t.rget, 

-ir the visibility conditions; or thef iMy  refer in  the state of the observer, 

for exanple whether he is dark .-dapted, fatigued, or subjected t- lav . 
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oxyren concentration. In reneral, the chanr^i in capncity to be considered 

under these heedings will he inch ^rc^.ter in ii&fmituue thpn those discussed 

eb "ve. 

Perhaps the greatest change» In sensitivity ere tc he found in the 

variations due to "ada^tation" cnditlons so we «shall hegin with a discus- 

sion of dark and light eder;tPtion, 

Dark adaptation is a tern referring to the changes in sensitivity of 

the eye as a function of tine in the d«rk. An example cf thes*" chnnge» is 

shown in Figure 3. ^his figure show?: how the threshold intensity vrries 

with tine in the dark, The thresholds represented "by the hegir.in^ rnd 

end of the dark adaptation curve differ "by a freier of 1,000. -actually, 

of course, the curve rf dark adaptation is not always the sane and we 

shall see presently the extent to which variables such as size of target, 

exposure tiae, and previous light adaptation affect this curve, So-ie of 

these vrriables will affect the shape -f the curve, thot is hnw r.uch the 

sensitivity changes or how rapidly it changes. Other variables will affect 

only the oositinn of the dark adaptation curve on the intensity axis. 

Let us consider first the variables that affect the shape oJ'  the dark 

adaptation curve. Figure 4 shows the way in which position of the test 

target affects the dark adaptation curve. These curves were obtained fnr 

a 2°  field fixated centrally and at 2|0, 5°, and 10° peripherally. Th^se 

curves show that for r  constant ar^a stinulated, that is, for a fix^d size 

of target subtending 2C ■-' visual angle, the threshold varies systenp.tically 

with chaages in the angle of regard. For the centrally fixated target, we 

observe no discontinuity in the dark adaptation curve. For all othor posi- 

tions , a break in the  curve is observed and the acre peripheral the t/r^et, 

the greater the displacenent of the curve to the lower intensity v-lu^-s. 
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Sie* i» sow tmk to« the psiiUon of %fm target ebanges the seniitiTit/ 

at cos^pletft ä«*% adAptatioa. Tc obtals the aamnr, w« ^n taka the ralv&m 

shötra la yig^re 4. after 30 ainütei dark aäaptation. I.e., we can cut through 

all of the atirrei at 30 aisatea» At ire would expect by intpeetion of 

figar© 4, sach an asalytla ehove that the eye it oore eeneitlre In the perl^- 

pheral region than In the forea or centered area» Becently Sloan has studied 

thie ptolilea in detail and her retulte are alto thown in Figure 6, The results 

shotr thet the eye is cost sensitiTe in a region 10 to 20 degrees fron the 

center. The- difference in sensitivity between the 10-20 degree region 

and the foreal region is of the or^er cf 10 to 1 for the Sloan rlate and 

50 to 1 for the Hecht, He.ig end Wald data of Ilgare 4, 

The effect of retinal ^sltion on a dark «Aat>tatlon curve depends 

upon several other variables, the nost inportant rne beJag the wavelength 

or, nöre properly, the frequency of the test stimulus. That this is the 

case is shown slearly in Figure 6. If V»P use a deep red li^rht and perfora 

the experinent represented in Figure 5, we fine1 n^ break in the dark adapta- 

tion curves regardless of the position of the stinulus. In other words, for 

a deep red stinulus we obtain the top curve of Figure 5, for all oosltions 

of the target. If we use any colored li.'hte, f-na the red-grange rer-ion 

of the spectrun to a deep blue, we observe a break in the curve with the 

oa.Tnitude nf the break depending upon the wavelength ^f the stinulus. 

The curves for rark adaptation es a function of wavelength are deceiv- 

ing in several respects. In terms of the amount of energy required for 

threshold the hunan observer is not nnst sensitive to the violet end nf 

the spectrun although the curves of Figure 6 ni^ht give this inpression, 

We obtain Figure 6 if we do one of two things (l) neasure the threshold 

in relative energy units and then translate all curves so thrt the first 
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port loot of all ctirvef enlnelde, or (2) use an Intensity nnlt that p»r» 

foros this operation fnr vm.    The aeamresent of dark adaptation ctanres 

f^r varlot» warelengtl» In energy unltt eive rise to curvet differing in 

position on the energy axis as well as in shane. If ve eat across such 

curves after tve or three ainates of dark adaptation and plot the energy 

valnea at threshold as a fonetloa of wavelength* we obtain the top curve 

of Jigore 7« If we now cut across the ame dark adaptation carves after 

40 ainutes of adaptation we ohtaia the lower carve of Figare 7. Vhat is 

shewn in Figure 6 Is the aeasoreneat of dark adaptation with an intensity 

unit haaed on the upper curve« What results, of coarse, are curves thet 

are invariant with chrn^e in wavelength for the first few ainutes and that 

decrease "beyond this time hy aaounts that correspond for each wavelength 

with the differenoe hetweea the two curves of figare 7, Thus, the dark 

adaptation curve for red light shows little, if any, decrease heynad the 

first rapid portion if the curve, the blue and. vi~iet curves show the great- 

est decrease, What aust he enrhasized, taowever, is that the huaan observer 

nt all tines in the course of eark adaptati-m required mre energy to see 

a violet light than is required for a green or yellow light. 

The existence of the two sensitivity ftuactions shown in Fifnire 7 has 

Important ap Heat ions. The most widely known is the use of red light to 

obtain naxlnally effective illuainatloa for photopic or cone function while 

ainiaizing the effect of he light on scotooic, or rod function. The use 

of red goggles in ordinary rocai illuminations ~r the use of red filtered 

light sourdes in briefing rooms gives a brightness adequate for reading 

maps, for eaanple, and yet provides a brightness for the scotoplc systea 

that does not seriously la^air peripheral dark ad.aptatlon. The suerlority 

of red light over white light In this selective use of the photopic system 
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f* it nsde pnfsibl« bv »he dlff«*rai»e In tbe eeiwilt^At.. drrr^s c£ Flrure 7, 

As Figur9 7 dUr-rly fihovt the »drejatags ^f rad ligftt i'. not dur to th«^ fcl^hsr 

threshold r* the sot^plc sjrfttei for th^ ft  esö - f tte -visible «t^cti^un.. 

In fact, tl» threshold f^r red light i« b-ut tb*« nro* f^r Vth oMtorif. ^sd 

scotople actirltr. ^bat is Inp-.rtpni- ??i  tisc thresh-ilds fcr the oth«=;r v?"-— 

lengths« A red lifht of flxrd eneriQ' vill hfl^e p.tJtjmxiTateiy the Bfin«1 

effect on both the ph->tüj>i« ?3»c s^otoplc syatens. A vhite li/Tht of fix<?d 

enerflr will have greater effect on the s^otoplc thftK on the phrtopic systen, 

Shaa, a vhite light acd a red ll^it netchet' f^r bri^jtne»3 wlih the 

cones vill hot- ssppe^r riRtcbed for the red«* I'fcls »dlfied version of 

the Furkinje phenoaenon is the w»sis for the ßdvnnte^e ^f re?, goggles, 

When v^e aake a white light intense sno-agt lo be as effecti^e as a red 

light fcr reading and other tasks, w^ do -.ore danage to rod daik f<daj;ea- 

,- tion than is done with the red light. 

That this general argument is valid is shown co-clucivel^ 'n nn fcrpfrl- 

aent by Hecht and Hslo. Dark adaptation when studier after a&ptf tirn to 

white light and after adaptation to red light of ths sery? ohotopic bright- 

ness. The curves obtained tinder these conditions are shown in Figure 8, 

The data represent the a-'ereges froa ten experinental sessions. It is obvious 

that the eye is anre aensitive and recovers -.'.ore rapidly after Adaptation 

to the red thrn pfter adaptation t-^ white light, Kecht and Hsia also stained 

these funstisns at "vrrioua intensity levels. The suDeriority of red light 

is less pronramced ot low intensities where the recovery fron hoth is aore 

rapid. Figure 9 shows a plot of the tiae required to dark adapt to an 

nrhitrary threshold value after adaptation tc v^ri-ms intensities of cither 

the red «' white light, 

fT Two other variables in the discussion of the target are ino^rtant in 
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specifying the sensitirtty rf the eye;  these vnriables are (l) the length 

of tla^ the target is exposed, (2) the subtense nrec of the target nt the 

eye. Both of these •mris'bles effect the position of the dark ^d^ptation 

curve on the intensity axis. 

For the relation hetwcen exposure tine and intensity there rre  two 

rules to member. Fnr sh^rt exposure tines the eye is a peri ?C6  sunnator 

and the product of intpnsity and exposure tiae -nist re-'ch or exc-rpd •» 

firmed constant -^alue for detection. Since intensity is a rate ne^sure this 

nenns that, fnr short ^xposur^s, the ener^r reauire^ for threshold is a 

constant, refnrdless of exposure tine. For l^ng exposures the threshold 

depend- only npnn the intensity, thpt is. the thrfsinld is independent 

of exp-isure tine. For snail stiuulus are^s, the transition fron nne of 

theso rule? (1 • I. ~ constant) to the other (I. = c-nstant) is extrenely 

aorapt. AT fcxannle is given in Figure 10, wh^re l-^g X • t. is plotted 

against 1-^ I,, In this plot the first rule (i • t. ~ constant) calls 

for &, straight line of zero slope| the second rule requires a straight 

lino with a slope of unity. That both relations h^ld is clearly shown* 

for 1 ;rge arias "f the stimulus the transition fnn one of the?e rules 

tc the other is nore gradual and there is a ran^e of exposure tines over 

which neither law holds. In general, then, for short flashes energy is 

the inportant dlsengion; for long Hashes intensity, or rate of flo\f of 

energy, is the irwrtant din-nsion. 

Th^ iDTj-rtance of the area of the target is shown in Figure 11, 

where the threshold intensity is olotted against the radius of a circu- 

lar target. The up^er curve was attained for f-veal stinulpti-in, the 

1 '«er curve with the stinulus 20° in the petiphery. The perioheml cxurye 
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r tuggeett & practical rule thet the product of wrea rnd intensity is a 

constant for erst of the ran^e of the are^s. There is a system-tic de- 

viation froa this rule f^r the larger areas, fht» dtriatlnn is inprrtant 

for theories of risual function hut i%  is net likely thftt sti ulus *re** 

of ailitary significance will go beyond the mn^e covered br the rule. 

For the foreR the product of area and intensity Is ■ Iso « c^nstwnt fcr 

snail areas, although the feriation for larger areas is nore prannunced 

than in the periphery. In general, f«r both fr»vea ^nd periohpry there is 

a diminishing return for increasing the energy ty  incrf-siiv? the "rep, 

although for a fixed brightness of the target, the larger the ^.rer the 

grerter the probability of seeing. 

In the case of increasing the area nf centrally fixatec*. targets 

we are likely to inv-lve twr» Ta^iables, ine is a "pure'' ?»reo vripblf, 

the other is the Position variablp discussed pbove and shown in Tigure 5, 

Another variable nf possible isportrnce f^r ael^cti-^n purposes is the 

variation in threshold with the e.ge of the -"baörver. The functi'-n relating 

threshold and age has recently been studied by Eobfirts^n anc1. Yxidkin °nd 

is shown in Figure 12. There is nn increase in thrvsh^ld cf .10 - .15 

1-g units (or an increase of fr-rn 25 %r.  40 per cent) f^r -very trn jmars 

of a{;e between 20 and 70. In a general may,  these rre pupnortec3 h" the 

work on night vision testing during '.'.'-rid Itrx  II which shows a grePter per- 

Cr3ntage of  failures nn night vision tests for the older nre  {^r-us, H-bert- 

son and Yudkin have also shown that nost of the variation of threshold with 

f-ge can be accounted for by the chr.uge in the size of the r • rk adaoted 

pupil v/ith increasing age. 

One final class of variables that we sholl consider and tbot hps a 

proi Tand influence on adaptation to dark is the intensity t.n&  durrtion rf 
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the stinulus before ^»rk ."^prtfttlon begins. The results referred to In 

Figure 3 ^ive nn exKrcple  if the chpngee in d?rk "dptjtption curve« obtained 

bv ehft&ging the dureti-n ^f the ^reeda^tlng «tinolua. In this connection 

there are two iaportnnt findings to consider. The first is rbrlous in the 

li^ht of our previous dlscussinn; this fii^in^ s^ys thftt the ffreflter the 

intensity of li^ht and the lonßer it is on bafnre cVjrk s^aptrtion be^dns, 

the higher is the initial threshold sad the longer it takes fcr the eye 

to rdapt to any pre-essi^ed threshold v?.lue» Over n large r-Mure of vnlues 

of both intensity and duration of the pre-ftdartation stinulus, se  find r-gain 

a rough rulf that the product of intensity and dTiration nust equpl a con- 

stant to give c constant effect "Measured by the subseouent dark adaptation 

curve. This mans that we get the saae dark edaptation curve if ve 

rdapt to bright lifht for short tine or nöapt to din light for long tine 

provided the product of the intensity find the exposure of the adapting 

light is a conet^nt. 

This I. • t. relation for rdaptlng 8ti?3uli does not hold for r xtrrr.e 

values nf intensity pud duration ^nd the second laportpnt finding is what 

hardens to dark adaptation under these extrene ^re-Pdaptation conditions 

when the reciprocity of intensity and duration of exposure breaks down. 

For very short oeriods of preadaptatinn the recovpr^/ in dark adartftlon is 

rapid and this can be expr^rp.ted to such an extent that one curve zpy 

start ft p higher initial threshold but drop sufficiently rrpidly so 0.8 

to cross a dark adaptption curve vith a lower initip.l value. Prpctically, 

this neans that the effect, for exanple.-f p nonentary stinulus, such ^s 

a visual signal, gunflpsh, etc., will disapoeer more rapidly thpnthe spne 

en rgy distributed over a longer period of tine. For lov to n-derate in- 

tensities, such as would be encountered la nost visual signals, recovery 
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shotilö occur in less than one siaute and nro'bably within 10-20 seconds. 

^fe bare «eld little about light Pdaptr.tion and for very fTod reason. 

EeletiTely less is known about this inoortant process thfin about dark 

adaptation. Much of our inf^rartinn concerning lißht adaptation c-sae« 

froa the fanily of CUTT«»« of dark ada^sitlan shown in Figure 3, Light 

adaptation refers to the chrnge in the threshold as a function of vhe 

length of tine */e »re exposed t--» ? stlnulus. If we define llrht fida-te^ 

tion in terns of the threshrld imediately nfter the adrvntlnr Intfnaity 

is reducec' to zero, it is "brious thct the nenfure^erit of lipjit rdaota- 

tion in, in effect, the nerijurenent of the beginning of the dark sdnpte- 

ticn curve. V/e are then interested in how the beginning of the curve 

varies with the intensity nad duration of the previous exposure. There 

are certain li.nitr.tions to such a restrictive definition cf li^ht rdcotatlon, 

äS shown in ?i<ure 5, the shape - s ^eil r,s  the starting p-.lnt of the 

dark adaptation curve Is a function of the durption rnd intensit." :f 

the ^revl-ms sxposure. 'ie hrve s^?n that It Is possible to "."btatn 

drrk adaptation curves that have the sane starting point (instf-ntpn^o-as 

threshold) but different rates of decrease. This nr-fns that if ^e neasure 

the effect of lifht ada-otntlnn "by n-rsurliv the threshold Tie r.inute after 

turning nff the adapting stlnulus "e shfll -btain a different function 

than -ne nepsiired in terns of threshold imediately after, or 30 sf-c^nds, 

after the ceesptinn nf the adapting sti .ulus. One exanple of the ty-e of 

curve obtained is shovrn in Figure 13, In the li/rht nf the pre-"!-us dis- 

enssion it nay be considered illustrative, but the quantitative charrc- 

teristlcs of the curve will change with the criterion net-sure ^f li^lrt 

adaptation. 
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IBTF-FSITY DISCRIMIH&TIOF 

We here been diteunsiB^ variablei that affect the threghold of the 

htman eye  in the dark. Actually, of course, cost situations In vhloh 

ve are asked tc detect a target have sone light present, that is, *••*? see 

a target against a background. This is true of all daySLie operations, 

of all eruljaent mon tasks and to a certain extent even of night 1" «kout 

where silhouetting againat the sky is possible♦ It is of Interest %o ask 

the extent to which the rules given for the detection of a target in the 

dark apoly also to cases where we are detecting a figure a/xinst a baclfr- 

pround. In general, the answer is that the sane rulps do atply, but it 

is instructive to indicate the slnilarlties and differences In functions 

for zero and supra^threshold intensity levels. 

We have already had occasion to refer to the fact of resonnse vari- 

ability at threshold for intensity differences. This variability is sinl- 

lar in nany resoects to that observed for absolute threshold. Figure 2 

shows the probablli.y of seeing p dlfferexuse in intensity as a functl'n 

of the uegnitude of the dlffersnce. 

The first new variable we encounter in the detection of r target 

e^ainst a ■background is the intensity f  the background. If vre consider -she 

ainunt of int-nsity tiiat nust be ad(1ed to a rericn of the b-ckgnund in 

order tn BBP  the regioi as brighter than its bpc^pround, '^e find that the 

threshold addition of intensity v?trii=8 with the b-ckgmund intensity as 

shown in Figure 14. If we define contrast es the rntio of the difference 

in lntensit,• tn the beck-^ound intensity then c^ntr-'st sensitivity increases 

(that is, threshold contrnst decreases) as we increase backfround inten*ity. 

This is shown in Figure It. This function hr.s recently been extensively 
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ImresUiTited by Blacbrell who obtained the sane relation "althou^h hla curves 

er© haied on nany nnre observations. These results mean that f^r a fixed 

intensity of the signal the  Iwer the background or noise intfasity the 

greater the probability of detection« Fnr a fixed contrast or rati- of 

signal-to-noise intensity, the greater the background intensity the greater 

the probability of detection, 

Ve find, as in the case of absolute threshold, that area and exposure 

tine affect the threshold for contrast or for intensity differences. Figure 

16 is the analogue of Figure 10 and shows ^LL * t as a funftion cf log t, 

for several levels of adaptationitntensity. 

Figure 17 shows the relation between the added intensity required for 

detection and the size of the target. Once again, over n->derate renges d 

area the product /\I • Arap is a constpjit althotigh there are systenatic 

deviations for large sreas and these deviations are inp^rtant for visual 

theory. 

In acUUtion to the intensity of the l.inediate background of the t-vr.et 

we nust be concerned with the intensitj'- of any surrounding ares if this is 

different fron the background. Consider e stimulus field sh-wn in Figure 

18 which is typicnl of what night be fcund in rad-r reedinr rn-.ns where 

A can be considered the rndor screen, ^ the pip to be detected and B, the 

area surr binding the r^drr'sope. In a Situation -f this sort the thres- 

hold for detection of & as different fron A depends not only on the bright- 

ness of & fend A "but oa thf brir^tnecs nf B, the surround f l*ld. The re- 

sults of one experiaent are shown in Figure 19, This figure shows that 

optinal sensitivity (ninial difference threshold) is obtained when the 

surround brightness is equal t^ the brightness of A. Undoubtedly, this 

effect depenis on rany other variables, oarticul^rly the size of A and B 
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sad theu tariablet tfeould t« «rheustlTely studied. 

The topic of visual fields surrounding acuitr objects* contrast objects, 

etc., req'iires nore enphasis both cxperinentRlly *.ni  tbeorstically. The 

area surrounding the test object has been used to stabilize variability, 

to eliminate the iBr^rsions in acuity, flicker, »»nd intensity discrinina- 

tion functions at high intensities with little attention directed toward 

how and why this operation works. The inoortance of the surrounds cones up 

again and again in nilitary problens where visual displays are heterogeneous. 

The reiults for intensity discriaination considered thusfrr have been 

obtfined with the eye adapted to the background intensity. Our discussion 

of d?rk and light adaptftion swgests that the length of the adaptation 

period Tay be a variable. Figure 20 shovs the chpnge in jQ.1 as a func- 

tion of how long the observer is adanted to the background. These result« 

were obtained with high intensities of the adapting stinulus (5000 Trolands). 

The figure sho^s a rapid decrease in threshold for /j I for the first 

three ninutes pad a subsequent increase in the threshold that is net com- 

plete until ten ninutes of adaptation. Conparable results for lower 

intensities of the adapting stinulus show that the required increnent in 

intensity decrepses rr.pidly in the first two ninutes of adaptation nnd 

then renains relatively constant. 

The change in the differpnee threshold (/,) I) when the background 

intensity is decreased (rpther than increps^d fron rern  -s in ^he pre- 

vious case) is shown in Figure 21. Here the value of threshold * I 

is plotted as a function of tine of adaptation to the decreased intensity. 

The parameter represented by the three curves is the intensity of the 

nrpvious adapting stinulus. 
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/**        The deta on Intensity dlscrir-iinption hare very wide n nl lent ion. 

Vlrtuplly fi.ll visual tasks involve the discrinination of intensity <?iffer- 

inces. In addition, nergurenent of sensitivity in the dnrk ney he con- 

sidered a special case of intensity discrimination whfTP the hackfroxind ' 

intensity is zero. It is nrohahly also true that nuch of what is noraelly 

ealled visual acuity is an intensity discriniiu>tion function. 

Two iaportant areas of application rre those hnvlng to do with Camou- 

flage and with visibility conditions in radar operntion. So-e of the ap- 

plications to radpr operation nay be indicated. If you have the screen 

brightness and signal brightness under separate control then (l) for fixed 

screen brightness the greater the signal brightness the greater the pro- 

bability of detection (.2)  for fixed signal brightness the lover the screen 

brightness the greater probability of detection. If we hpve control only 

I     over contrast (signal to noise ratio) then the higher the noise the greater 

the probability of detection. 

The applic tion of the rdaptation effects in intensity discrinination 

are nraerous and, in fret, the results of Figure 21 were replotted fron a. 

study on radar screen visibility, (insider the situation in which an ob- 

server sones into the radnr roon from a olace of higher brightness.  If we 

can control the brightness of the signal,.the greater the signal the more • 

rapidly will the target be tdeked up.  If '-'P have control only over contrpst 

the gre^tr-r the background intensity (noise Ipvel), up to intensity 

to which the observer was previouRly adapted, the nore rapidly the de- 

tection. 

In both cases the tine required to detect a given target will be 

grerter the greater the difference between the illuninatinns. Figure 20 

and siniler curves for different brightnesses give the results for the 
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case of going fron dark to highar illuninatlnns. Figure 21 /rivet the 

results for the cp.ee of going fron r> brighter to dianer region. 

Additional r.< plieationt of inteneity ditcrininntion dr t acy he seen 

in the nrer. of cnnoflflnge, A liraple cxmple nay he found in one nttenpt 

to caaouflGge aircraft. If concealnent froa aerir.l ohsenren it the goal 

we wish the plane to he inditcrlninahly different fron itt hrckground which 

will bo land foliage or sea surface* If coneoolnent fron ground übtianrers 

is clcsirod thon tho plane oust not appear different fron the sky« In the 

latter case for daytino operation the target usually appears cs darker than 

its background, i«cM tho plane is usually silhouetted acainst . J sky o»- 

cept in cases of direct reflection of the sun. To avoid detection the 

plane nust be made to appear öüghter and to approxlmte tho brightness of 

the sky cs closely as possible« One ottenpt to increase the brightness of 

the piano involved the nountin,- of licht sources in the wings of the plane« 

Sinilor principles »ere inployed in «mouflaginc aircrsft for night 

flying* Under oircunstances whore the brichtness of the ni^hi sky is the 

only brichtnoss to be considered there is no problon of canouflofje« The 

plane-sky contrast for low levels of brightness is below threshold for the 

size of the tarpct involved. For the dark adapted eye, however, very. 

littlo li^ht fron c tc^ot is required for detoctlaa, and, in the presence 

of an additional light source, such as enony searchlights, the reflected 

light oven fron low reflection surfaces will exceed threshold. One of the 

solutions of this problon involves a calculated risk. One way of achieving 

very low reflection values is to obsorvo a specular reflector fron o point 

not included in tho ray paths of the reflected boon. This principle was 

used on sono of tho night firhters in World War II, Tho plane surfn 30 was 

covr-.cd with n paint that approximted a directional reflector» Rays froo 
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any point aoureo such as a seardili^it xwro reflectod in a direction that 

deponded on the orientation of the refloctins surface» Bjcauso of the 

V *       curved surfooes of the aircraft this noant that tho full piano «as novor 

seen although at any nooent snail strer <a of light sd^it be soon duo to 

reflection frou sone part of the craft. These floshos would be detectable 

bot would not trace out any ic entifiable shape» 

visML mum 

Amity indicates thu ability to see fine detail and is definod as tho 

reciprocal of the nininun visual angle (expressed in ninutos of on&Lo) 

seppTf tin«: two contours« Tho first roquireoent for noasurinp visual acuity 

is that we have a target different in brightness fron itsr background. The 

size of tho target, or soac portion of it, is then systeaatically nonipulated 

to detcmine the nininun angular siza requlrod for detection of sone critical 

characteristic of the target. Consider the broken circle target shown in 

Figure 22« Tho nagnitude of the break in tho circle is systooatically varied 

until the obsorvor is unable to see the break. Many other typos of acuity 

objects can bo used and two others are shown in Figure 22. Porhßps tho nost 

frequently used for testing purposes is the block letter found in nany tests 

of acuity. Frequently a grating object or a chockorbcarrd design is used. 

The typo of acuity object used will affect noasurcnent in sovoral inpor» 

tant ways and those effects can bo shown nost clearly by first considorin;; 

tho v«7 in which acuity varies with intensity. Figure 23 shows a plot of 

visual acuity against intensity of tho background. In gonorr.l, r.cuity in- 

creases as the background intensity increases. Curve £ shows results for a 

Londolt rir^ targetj tho second curve in the figure giv<f tho results for a 

grating target. Acuity for tho Londolt rln^ roaches a higher value at tho 

highest intensities than is tho CQSO for tho rjrnting target. In general, 
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aeuity values are {jroctor at tho higher intensities for targets that do rot 

invoHee ropcntod patterns. The detection of ?. liri^ht thin lino on a dark 

bnck^round is nore likely than tho dotection of non-uoifornity in a field 

Of alternate light and dark linos of tho sane dinonsions. 

Thus, acuity depends on tho Intensity at which it is tested^ and this 

intensity function in turn dopends on tho typo of target used« Even «dien 

wo restrict oursolvos to a single typo of target, e.g., the resolution of 

two thin lines, TO find thr.t tho nculty-istenslty fimfttfui Is not slnple» 

Tho results shorr th«t c fcrifiht target on a dork background gives n different 

ccuity-intonsity carve than docs a dark objoct :*: e. bright co.ck-a'ni&ä* Theyc 

results appoor in Figure 24« The upper curve was obtained using a dark 

target against a light bad Tround|: the lower curve refers to a sioilar exper- 

inent with a li^ht target cgainst a dark backgroui^, Tho lower curve shows 

a decrease in visu-.l acuity at the highest intensities. To conplicatc tho 

situation further those results scon to depend on the siao of the linos to 

ncasuro acuity. If thu tv/o linos aro narrow (168 seconds of visual angle), 

wo cbscrvo the decrease in acuity at hi^h intensitios; if tho linos ore 

larger (1000 seconds of visual onglo) wo obsorvo no docroaso over tho range 

of intensity studied. Those results arc shown in Figure 25» Wo have said 

that the requisite condition for noasuring acuity is a tnrrjot that is different 

fron its background. The extent to which it is difforont is an inportont 

pr.raneter of acuity function, Ono noasuro of this difference is tho target- 

background contrast and tho results show that tho Greater tho contrast tho 

greater the vi&uol rcuity, of the snallor the visual angle, required for 

detection. 

LB  in the caso of tho thresholds for intensity and intensity difference, 

visual acuity varies with tho tine durin.; which tho target is oxposod, Fig- 
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«To 26 ihgws tl» rofoltfl of ono fttofy ^f this rolationahlp. Ovwr the range« 

of ospoware tlaet and intonalty oc^lcyed in this «xpevlawb the logorltfao 

of the oxist&r width of lino required for detection WO» a linear function of 

the lofrarithn of intoneity« Meo, the product of visual ongle and exposure 

tina «as constant for a threshold offect« 

For hi^i levels of illuainatioa the region of ooxioun visual acuity for 

thß tmxm observer is the central or fovcal region, end all of tho remits 

di cussed so far lutvo boon obtained USJJK: central fixation« A rocent eatper- 

iaent showiii^ t1 J validity of this gonorcl rulo yielded the results shosn 

In mmm £ of Figure 27« Here vo see visual acuity plotted against rotinal 

position expressed in degrees froa central fixation. At low levels of illuo- 

inaücm the poriphory of the oye is oore saisitive than tho f ovoa istdeh raises 

on Iz^ortant question cünoorai&g the relation betw^m visual acuity and retinal 

position at XQH iUuninatioos* The answor to this question nay be »eon in 

Figure 27« The superiority of centrr.l fixation decroasos steadily as we 

decrease intensity until at the lower intensities the region 5-10 degrees 

fron tho center gives mxinun acuity values. These results and others not 

shown in the figure indicate that tho point of naxinun acuity varies systeo- 

atlcüily with tho background Intensity, shifting graüually fron the center 

(OP) to a position 10° or noro in tho periphery» 

Two types of acuity objects sny doservo epocinl nenti n in connection with 

nllitary opKnratianfi and testing« Tho first of these is a vernier acuity ob- 

ject that requires alignnont of two linos, odges or borders. This acuity 

function nay ov inportant for the mny nilitary tasks involviag reading 

rif dials, pointor directions, eti« The soccmd tyj^e is a letter or mneral 

acuity object which again nay be linked to rocdinc of dials, naps nnd charts« 

In addition, nany feel that letters or satattls nonsuro a noro conplox 
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aooity fiaetloD and theroforo nay be of greater praotiool use to the niXltaxy 

as a test object« 

The data for vernier acuity folio? closely those for other acuity objects* 

The effect of background Intensity is shown in Figure 28 and in curve ^ of 

Figure 29 «hero again acuity is soon to increase with increasing intensity« 

Figure 28 also exonplifies the decrease in acuity with decreases in exposure 

tine, although the eoqplote function has not been studied« Inereasing the 

soparn+don betseon the two targets to be aligned decreases vender acuity and 

this finding is shown in detail in Figure 30« Vernier acuity is aore sensi- 

tive to tcrgot separation than, far exanple, stereoscopic acuity« The width 

of lino usod in vcmolr cdjustaent soens to be uninportant« 

tbieh work has been reported cm the detection of letters and nunerals and 

this inforaation should be taken into account in considering a letter or 

nunoraX target for testing purposed« We shall hrvo occasion to refer to the 

testing problem later« Lot us briefly consider first sooo of the variables 

that, influence letter and nuncrol detectability« 

In addition to the variables already nontionod for acuity targets in 

general, variables such as contrast, siso, oxposuro tine, etc«, we encounter 

additional variables with lettor and nunber displays« Ono such variable is 

the stroke width of the letter or nunoral. The relation between visual 

acuity and stroke width of the figure (of constant height) is shown in Figure 

31, For the snail angles involved tho distance at which a target is detected 

is directly proportional to visual acuity so the ordinoto in this figure 

ooy be considered to bo visual acuity in arbitrary units« Tho lower curve 

shows the results for n dark tnrgot on a light background, the upper curve 

shows tho results for n whito figure on c dark backjjround. Once again wo 

find that the dirgction of contrast is an inportcnt variable. It affects 
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tho amerieol values of ooulty cbtainod and tho value of the rvorlrmn atrdco 

width. 

ihen oaro th^n one nuobor or lottor 1B proBostod ainultanoously, tho spoo- 

ing cf too figures boooaes on Inportant vatiable« The results of Borger 

indleate that there is an optlaal spacljog for figures and that this optiauD 

depends on tho nature of tho figure. 

Space does not pernlt aorrplcto oovorace of the nany varicblos that have 

been studied« one final varicblo that nust bo token into account in tho use 

of letters and nunbers either In testing •:* as indicators or signals is the 

inequality in tho difficulty and the confusobility of tho figures« Under 

fixed conditions of width of stroke, height of letter9 contrast, etc, all 

tf the letters are not equally difficult. In addition, if a given figure is 

presented and an observer guesses incorrectly, all of the possible errors 

(25 in the case of tho letter) arc not oqunlly likely. He is not as likely 

to say f when ho is presentee* a 3 as ho is to say Jt or jfc. Once again the 

difficulty of the itons and tho confusability of tho Itons have iuportant 

practical consequoncos. 

It nust be obvious, froa this "rriof roviow, that visual acuity is not 

a flacod capacity of the obaorvor, Tho capacity will dopend 6n the condition 

of the observer,, tho typo of naterial we present, and tho way In which we 

present it. In SODQ Uniting casos wo nny bo restricted ty tho resolving 

power of tho optical syston (cornea, lens, fluid nodia). In othor casos wo 

nay be llnitod by tho rosolvinc powor of tho retina and its oosalc structure. 

In fact, in all cases i orJt'ttrnnnco nust bo llnitod by the contrast rendition 

of both of these, Tho extent to which tht sensory syston will react and 

transnit tho cht.roctoristico of tho stinulus will depend on tho variables 

briefly referred to and atny othert, 
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STEREOSCOPIC ACUITY AHD THE DISCRIMDKTK»! CF REiL DSFTH 

0   Stereoscopic acuity has had its greatest application in range finders 

for anti-aircraft firing, surface firing at sea, and to lesser extent in 

artillery firing* The theory of stcseoscopic vision is «ell developed and 

data on oany variables are available» 

Figure 52 shows the effect of intensity on tbo variability of depth set- 

tiitga in an artificial range finder situation« Tho nacnitude of the error, 

neasured here in terus of tho average error, decreases with increasiag 

intensity« 

Tho effects of increasing the distance betvaen the adjustable ranging line 

and tho target is aham in Figure 33« Tbo results sheer that the average 

error in nakin-j range settings increases linearly with increasing distance 

between target and fiducial lino« Curve £ is for separations in a horisontol 

1  direction. Curve £ shows the results for separations in the vortical din» 

ension. The distances on tho horisontel axis arc in m« whore 2*6 an equals 

one de£roo of visual anglo. Tho results for the vertical separation have 

recently been oxtondod to separations down to 20 seconds of visual angle and 

the results are sixxLlar to those in Fijure 33* Those results are shown as the 

niddlo curve in Figure 30, whoro they my bo conparod with tho results for 

vernier acuity. It is (Hoar that stereoscopic acuity is ouch aoro resistant 

to the influences of separation than is the crso for vomier acuity« 

When wo introduce different vertical separations between tho target and 

the range roforonce lino in the two eyes, wo have what is called a vortical 

disparity« Recent rosults show that tho average ranging error increases 

narkedly and systooaticolly with the aognltudc of this vortical disparity« 

The extent to which tho ranging is affected dopend« on the target» A target 
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wl^i tho odgo nearest tho fiducial line slanting betveon 30 nnd 60 degrees 

fron the vertical is noro aensitivo to tho vortical disparity then a vrt- 

ically oriented target. 

The above results on stereoscopic acuity hove direct applications to 

optical rangefindor operation. The Intensity function tolls us that ranging 

will bo poorer in din illuminations than in bright and that any device such 

as introduction of neutral or colored filters that reduces the intensity below 

that required for naadnun stereoscopic acuity will increase average ranging 

error, Tho secretion function of Figures 33 and 30 has direct application 

because of trooking errors in optical rangefInders. A rangefindor operator 

coupled to a poor tracking operator or apparatus will havo a larger average 

error than one coupled to a noro accurate tracker and tho average range 

error will be directly proportional to the «rror of the tracker« 

The results for real depth discrinl nation parallel closely those for 

sterecacopic acuity. Curve £ of Figure 29 shows real dopth discrinl nation 

as a function of tho backgrouna intensity« For the real depth situation 

the results on target-fiducial nark separation orci sinllar to those of 

Figuro 33» Again a linear relationship exists and again these observations 

have rocontly boon extended to separations of 20 seconds of arc. 

SOME RESUIITS FOR TESTING AND TRAINING 

Wo have soon sono of the variables that affect sonsory f^mction. Let 

us nrw turn to sono of tho results obtained in testing, seloci/ing and trainins 

for thoso functions. 

During World War II several tests wore developed to noasuro what was 

called "night vision," Tho general purpoao in this testing program seoood 

to be to devise a tost that would noasure tho capacity of individuals to see 
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at night. Sono of thoso tests, such as the Hocht-Shlaer Adaptooeter oofisured 

the throshold for soeinc c short (ono-fifth of a socoad) flash of ll^it. 

Others such as the Radlun Plaque Adaptcostor aensurod the threshold for 

detection of a stlnulus silhouettoi against o backtrround of fixed, and low, 

intensity. The Radlun Haquo /«daptonetor (hereafter referred to as the RPA) 

used a block % figure end the task was to correctly state the orientation of 

the figure (up, down, right or loft). 

The tost-retest relicbilities of these tests vary froa test to te^t aal 

frcn one study to another. The test-retest reliability of the RPA, for ex- 

anplo, hns been reported in the ranfe fron 0,^3 to 0,32, with perhaps nost of 

the reports falling in the 0,60fs, Tfep reported reliability of the Hecht» 

Shlaer has ranged fron 0,42 to 0.64 with values as hic;h as 0,77 if the cor- 

relation rotion was used rather than the product-aooont correlation. The 

avorace reported reliability is lower than that of the RFA* Generally speato- 

thg^ the reliabilities of nost tests dovoloped during the war fell within the 

range of 0,40 to 0.80, The Arqy Air Force-Eastnan Kodak test and the Rost- 

enberg test show higher avcror;o reliabilities tten cost other tost, but fewer 

stddies involvin; largo populations of subjects have been reported. For ex- 

anploj a reliability as high as 0.94 has been reported for the AAF-*astnnn 

tost with the average probably in the O.SO's, But no report of a reliability 

greater than 0,80.was based on an J? greater than 33. For the two studies 

with tost populations of 45 or noro ono (H » 85) found a reliability of 0,80, 

the other (N ■ 200) yielded a reliability of 0,68, 

We have attenpted to show in discussing the absolute throshold that we 

should not expect high reliability with c sin, le test neasure of porfomance 

near throshold, Fron the point of view of discrininotion, throshold is a 

statistical concept. The probability variations of iiguros 1 and C are a 
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port of ttio phcmMaonon we arc sttdjrlnG and tho rnngo of this probability 

funotion is not snail» When wo add to tho variability of this typo tho 

fact that nany '•night vision11 tests «oplyc forced guess proceduro, and 

when we add the fact thct the scores frcn nany of the tests are not nomally 

distributed, it ap;)oare that the reliabilities are not lower than could bo 

expoeted« 

Lot us consider tho problons of test-retest reliability of a represent- 

ative test, the RPA, in the light of tho data we have reviewed in the pre- 

cedinc pa,r:es. the frequency of seelnr» curves of Figure 2 show that a well- 

trained observer, when tested on two days, saw the stinulus 16 tines out 

of 20 prosontations tho first dcyt The second day at the saao intensity the 

sane observer saw tho stinulus 7 tines out of 20 presentations. This cnount 

of variation is corconplaco under tho nost controlled laboratory testin,;. 

Those nunbers correct noy be considored analogous to scores on the RPA test 

which also uses 20 stinulus prösentotions. To this source of variance wo 

nust add the variance inposod by the forcod-guoss. There is one chcncc in 

four nf (juossing the orientation of the RPL fijjure. Hrerefore, tho tcstee 

should, on the average, yiQBa 5 out of 20 presontatlnns of the RPA tost patch 

with no contribution frcn tho visual syston, Hut tho nunber correct in a set 

of 20 will show chance fluctuations such thnt, for exanplo, one tiro in ten 

tho rniGssor should ^et 2 or fewer correct and one tine in ton ho should guess 

8 or norc oorroctly. These two cxonples of variability reprosont respectively, 

4,5 end 30 per cent of tho total possible test score ran^e. In nost tests 

there arc Other sources of variability. In rany tests, for exanplo, no 

fixation light is provided. This nenns that in any particular exposure or 

trirl tho probability of seoinr v/ill depend on the retinal region stinulated. 

If scanning for tho tarrrot is pemitted the probability will depend on the 
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scanning procedures of the observer tested« Ho have seen that tho throshold 

nay chango by Q factor of 50 to 1 with chcngo in tho retinal region stinulated. 

Obviously, all of these factors will not bo involved in all tests, but 

no tost is free of all of then. Nor do all of the variables apply to all 

individuals« An observer whoso throshold range is such that his throshold on 

all days is higher than tho fixed ihtonsity of a given test instrunont «ill 

not show a day-to-day throshold variance on that test. Similarly, an observer 

whose threshold range Is always bolow tho test intensity used will have no 

variance in tost score attributable to threshold change but will have varlotlons 

duo to his guossir^j. In view of all, of tho known sources of variability, 

sono of tho reports of ioliability are surprisingly high rather than low« 

When wo turn to tho question of the validity of the •night vision1 

tosts wo encounter greater difficulties. First wo oust dearly state for 

whet .0 desire then to bo valid« As a aeasure of sensitivity after dark 

adaptation all toots nro valid by definition, of course, for pcrforoance on 

tests such as tho Hocht-Shlaor is whet wo noan by sensitivity« If we use 

then ns predictors or noasuros of porfomnnco of visual lailitary tasks 

involving I07; lovols of illuninatian, then tho quostin cannot bo conclusively 

onswerod cither on a priori grounds or on empirical grounds« Tho major dif- 

ficulty in establishing tho validity of «night vision" tosts is the difficulty 

in getting an adequnto measuro of tho military performance« The few studios 

that havo attempted to ncet this difficulty have show low or aero oorrolations 

botwoon "night vision,, tost scores and porformanco on ni.jht duty« 

In an attempt to circuTvont tho difficulties of measuring combat duty 

performance a number of studios havo correlated tost scores with scores on 

voriouä training devices und with so-cnllcd field tosts. The correlations 

obtained have varied from -.07 to «33. These studies arc difficult to 
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auoDorlie. They bat* differed in 'nlgbt yislon" tests used, in field or 

trcining device used and in nothods of tecrin^ both« So«o experlacmts here 

shotm a serious attcc^t to get a ooosuro of field porforoanco, others have 

nercly oade the visi<m tost figures larger and attachod then to tho out- 

side terrain« The eonoept of a field test is «oakoned whon one oorrolctes 

visibility of a Icndolt Rlnc test in tho laboratory and the visibility of 

the sane Jütgnre attached to trees and shrubbery and illuninated with the 

night sky. 

In evaluation the results of correlations of tost scores and'field 

or training noasures wo find once a^aia a tendency for the highest cor- 

relations to be linked with tho studios with the soallest We,   Tho corro- 

latinn of «$3 (the highest reported) was obtained with a ^roup of 16 obsorvors. 

Mo studies using aoro than $0 observers havo yielded corrections above ,70 

and none with an N creator than 100 have given correlations above «60« Vory 

roughly speaking» the correlations distribute thenselvos miforoly froo «•10 

to »30 with ntnor pecks between «60 and «70 and between 0 and ,10. 

Further analysis of those data is probably not warranted because of 

tho nony confounding variables, particularly tho differences in ''nicht vision" 

tests used and tho differences in the nature of tho training or field tost 

neasuroe taken. Any analysis is likely to reveal the tv/o nein features of 

the data, tho diversity of results obtained and tho inposslbility of drawing 

general conclusions concerning the agreonont between "night vision" test 

scores and noasures of field tests. 

In tho case of tho reliability of "^ight vision" tosts tho point was 

nado that hir-h reliability could not be oxpocted with tosts thr.t involved 

a snail nunber of presentations and a short period of tine. This conclusion 

was forced on us by tho data on visual function and tho nature ox  the tests 
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uBfld« fte bMie date on visual «xcitation can eantrlbut« also to oar 

understazidliig of the ration bet»«« any alngl« "night vision" tost and 

a neasur« of field or conbat perfoiaaneo« The first part of th« paper «as 

devoted t« shonlag t&m  naiqr variables that influence visual acuity and 

contrast sensitivity at Ion levels of illmdnation* In field or ailitazy 

perfomanee aost of these variables «ill ccoe into operation» Targets 

«ill vary in size, contrast # jostiion with respect to the observers * line 

of sight, etc., and any measure of ccobat performance «ill, therefore, 

be some complicated function of performances under a «Lde variety of circum- 

stoices. Only in the case «here perfomanee under one condition is highly 

correlated «ith perfomance under other condiücms could «e expect a test 

as restricted as rost "night vision" tests to be related to field performance. 

There is little evidence that such high correlations exist« On the contraiy, 

the evidence points in the direction of low corrilations bet«een scores 

on different tasks at low levels of illumination. 

For example j the RPA test involves a single shaped figure, a blade 

T. The tash is to report the orientation in one of four poetions. The 

test utilized only one intensity levelaand one size of target. Other tests 

may not have these restrictions but «ill have others. Some tests measure 

at one fixed position, i.e., they furnish a fixation point. In considezteg 

the restriction in fixation for example, we find that the correlation 

between maximum visual acuity in the periphery at a low level of illumination 

and the acuity at any fixed retinal position varies with the retinal position. 

Figure 34 shows for a group of subjects, the rank order correlation between 

miJdmum jreripheral acuity a^ 0°, 2°, 4°, 6°, 0°, and 10° away from central 

fixation. This function passes through a maximum in the region of maximum 

visual acuity for the intensity level used and decreases for greater and 

lesser eccentricity. This means that a score based on perfomance for 

many fixation positions is not likely to correlate highly with a tmt score 
based en a threshold at one retinal position. 
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Ih» rMiiIts obtainad in correlating "night Tiaion* test scores and 

f~"%   perfonxmco oltber in nilltozy operations or in field or training situations 

loads us to eonsidor the cocoon csaur^ticm that there is a single capacity 

to sec at nir-ht. The results indicate that this single factor does not 

exist, that the ixarfomtmces under different conditions are not highly eor^ 

related and that the first step in achloriaj high validity after the ostab» 

listoent of an adequate critorlon, should be testing under cofee wied oood- 

itlons« Hi^i validity «ill not thereby be guaranteed, but in the absaose 

o£ greater scope in testing procedures we aro assured of low validity. 

There is no doubt that perfomance on •night vision* tests is affected 

by training and practice on the tests» The extent to nhich such practice 

generalises to other porfomanoes at low illuainations has not been clearly 

established» Many otudles point to the increase in RPA aoortB, for oxouplo, 

en seoood and third odninistrntions of the tost« The results of one of 

(  these studies is shown in Figure 35« This figure show the percentage of 

individuals felling the RF& test on four suocossivo test ndninistrations. 

Scores on the RPA tost seen to lucreosc es c result of ono period of training 

on a Dodlfled Evelyn night vision trainer, although negative results have 

been reported« Figure 36 shows the results of ono exporinont on the offeet 

of night vision training on RPA scoros. This figure shows tho porcontage of 

oases failing one, two, throe, and four adninlstrations of tho RPA test for 

an untrained group and for a group previously trained on a nodifiod Evelyn 

trainer« In this study only those who failed tho first tost woro given the 

second, only those failing tho first and second woro given the third, etc« 

The percentage value in tho figures ofe based on tho nunbor taking the first 

test* The major effect of training aeons to be tho chango in tho percentage 

falling tho first tost. Six per cent of the trained group fillod tho first 

c 
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test, «hllo 12.9 per cent of tho untrained group failed the first test» 

After tho first test epproadmtely one-half of those tested in etob group 

failed each test and this result is nirrorod in the convorgebeo of the too 

curves of Figure 36. These results ^bre sooe incücoticn of the extent to 

which practice or tr&isiigfor seeing; at low brightness levels generalises« 

There are no conclusive studies on the effects of training procedures 

on oonbat perforoonce, although again this is undoubtedly due to the diffle 

cultics in noasurin^ adequately coabat perfomuiee» 

Finclly, lot us ennsidor one other visual function, visual acuity, fron 

tho point of vie.? of test design and selection. The nost widely used tests 

of visual r.cuity ere those using either a chccksxtoosid design, block letter 

design, or the broken circle pattern. Ejcanples of these typos of acuity 

figures are shown in Fißuro 22. The checkerboard test requires the proper 

identification of one r.ra in four thrt is different fron the rest. The letter 

I test requires correct identificntlon of tho letter. The Icndolt C test re- 

quires the correct identification of the quandrnnt in rtoich the brock in the 

circle appears. Any attonpt to avctfago or sunmrize the nany studios during 

World T»ar II on the tost-retost reliability of acuity tests would probably 

conclude that the checkerboard test has the hi^host reliability. Such a 

conclusion, of course, does not do justice to tho data. The reliability of 

tho checkorboarcl tost is usually reportctl in tho  .SO's, loss frequently in 

Mho .70 »s and .90,r. If wo are intorostcc1. in the relative aeritc of tost 

figures clone, sonc of tho superiority of the chockorboard firjuro any bo 

spurious j until near tho end of the Ifor tho checkerboard ficuro was always 

used in tho Ortho-Rator, an apparatus that naxLnUed tho probability of con- 

stant test conditions, tost procedures, and scoring« Support for this inter- 

pretation nay be found in tho fact that, in tho hands of sono investigators, 

D 
testa such as tho Snellen test characteristically yielded reliabilities coo- 
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penbls to the Qrtbo-äater test* 

(^     The interprototioa of the rolativo rellobilltles for the various 

acuity targets oust also bo Influenced by the recent work en the visibility 

letter and mneral designs« Mot until World War II was .^r sorious effort, 

nade to select letters and style of printins to be used for lotter acuity 

tests« Differences in both the difficulty end tho confusabllity of letters 

and the dependence of both on tho print style has only recently had its effect 

on test construction* One offset has already been the increased reliability 

of letter testsf mid additional research is required. 

Many invoetlgatars now nrefer tho letter tests with the letter designs 

□edified and the letters judiciously selected« This trend seeos to be based 

partly upon the incroased reliability vhen letter selection and design are 

considered an-I partly upon a judgoent of tho visual functions beiqg tested« 

It is felt thut the letter target nonsures norc subtle visual functions than 

(  is the case for a sinple ropeating design such as tho checkerboard« 

The arguoent on tho basis of the reliability is straightforward; the 

argunont on the basis of visual functions tcstod sceas to rest on data that 

have /act yet boon rigorously prosentod« Wo oncountor a^ain the question of 

the validity of tho tests for rdlitary soloctlon. Wo have cloor ovidence in 

the case of visual acuity that we are not dealing with a sinplo visual 

function« Factor analyses Of visual acuity test results clearly show that 

Oöre than one factor is involved. In fcot, in ono study for the tost bottory 

used, 12 factors were found. This raises tho question of the relative inport- 

r.nce of each factor for nilitnry porfornanoo. It is not likoly that all 

factors aro equally Important for nilitary solootion or that tho factors 

inportant for ono typo of duty will bo tho sane as tho factor (or factors) 

required for another typo of duty, 
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OBC© agcin we do not have adequate data on the bails of Aldi the 

Aroed Force« could choose fron anong the May acuity tests« In addition to 

reliability and the factor loadings of each tost, wo nost have data fron Job 

analyses of mlitary porfornonce and fron validation studios« These Indls- 

penslble data arc locking at the present tine« Everyone a^rot»' that tho ex» 

treno cases of visual acuity defects should be scrooned, as should tho cases 

of oxtreno night blindness« But no ono has frontally attacked the question 

of irtiat constitutes an oxtreno case for nllltary oparatlons« Rcferoncos are 

frequently node to ostinatod rcquiraacnts in day-to-day civilian activities, 

in industiy^ etc., but the relevant tnforoatloa for a decision on nllltoxy 

selection Is not available« 
v 

CONCLUDING REMOHKS 

It is obvious that the study of vision is not tho work of a single 

science, but depends on the data of oony sciences« We have restricted our- 

solvos to a discussion of what the humn observer con do on the basis of 

visual stinull« Particularly, we have been concerned with sono of tho linl- 

tations placed on hin by tho visual sensory s/ston« But mich core than tills 

mist bo known before we can predict what tho obsorvor wUl do in a particular 

cenbat situation. Some of tho additional variable« are psychological in 

nature and lead to such concepts as notlvntion, enotlonol stability, etc« 

Sono of these variables will be discussed in other reports subnltted to the 

Conaittee« 

Other variables that will affect tho extent to which we con predict the 

individual^ behavior will appoar in tho data of the physical sciences. We 

have seen that nest of the laws covering visual discrininotion aro stated in 

terns of physical or geonotrical dinensions of tho stlnulus at, or near, the 

observer. When wo talk about the contrast sensitivity of tho eye, for oxanple, 
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we «poeify tbo eontroat of a stioaXus figure a fow foot or yards fron the ob- 

fp  servor, or la nony cesos, at the ayo position« But the atlnulus object in 

the oaao of oaocgr aircraft or surfaeo ships nay bo may niles aaoy and the 

4   contrast at the point of the observer «ill depend inportantly on the distance 

involved« Doth size and contrast will vary with the distance« To predict 

tbo range at which a nortnl observer will detect an enccy plnno, for exrmpiiy 

«e oast know the (l) contrast sensitivity of the eye, (2) the contrast at the 

tarnet and (3) the contrast renderinc properties cf the ctnosphore« The 

last of those will be defined in terns of a function relatiag the contrast at 

a point, the contrast at the stlxnUus object, and the distance between the 

point and the object« Otoe paraneter of this function will be a tern covering 

what we nomally think of as the visibility or atoosphoric conditions« The 

■aoi kind of inforaation is required for other oedia, /rach as ocean water, 

and for nan-cade oedia, such as option). inatroDonta» 

Consider the use of binoculars for night vision. Wo have seen that the 

probability of detection is • function of the area of the targetj for c given 

tergot-to-backgrovnd contrast, the larger the nrca the grentor the probability 

of aeeixg« Therefore, the use of binoculnre would be oxpooted to increoso 

the probability of seeing a given target« Dut if we are using the binoculars 

at low levels of illuninatlon, such as for night lookout, several other var- 

iables nust be considered, The binoculars will decrease tho contrast and the 

loss in detoctability fron decrensed contrast nay noro than offset the gain 

fron incroased area« We would also have to consider tho light loss due to 

tho use of binoculars through roflection* In this case, field tests during 

World War II cioarly showed the advantages of using binoculars designed for 

night search« 

Mdny other oxanplos could bo given to show the extent to which the 
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Qpplioation of discrimination data depends upon the data of physio« and 

other science«« These important areas of research hare not been considered 

under the heading of htnan discrimination, although in many oases they are 

necessary for the application of the discrimination data» 

Finally« we might point to the way in which the use of sensory data 

depends on the way we conceive of the htnan engineering problem« A recent 

example of this is to bo found in the influence of information theory on 

I  discussions of human performance« A particular conceptual framework of this 

sort usually suggests or emphasises certain kinds of experiments and experi- 

mental results« For example, viewing huaon discrimination in the light of 

information theory, two types of data become important« These are data of 

the speed of responding and data on discrimination when many categories of 

response are possiblo« We con specify the information in terms of the number 

of alternative responses that con be made, and with the speed of responding», 

we can state the capacity of the system. In these torms many of the data on 

span of discrimination, serial reaction time, etc«, are emphasised« 
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ftem thl« brief rovlo« w© hcvo aeon that we hare nany dotn shoving the 

Tarichlee that äff «et vimml function • Ul of the vorlebloe are icportont 

la the aenao that they nil affect tho probability that a atlnalua «111 bo 

The varlablea that have boon dlacuaaed my bo roughly placed In two 

el&aaeaf (l) thoae that refer to the characteristics of the atinulus and 

(2) thoao that refer to the condltiona of tho observer. Exanplos of varJu- 

ablet that «ere eonsidorod under the first heading sro tho slao of the stln- 

ultiaf tho 9hapo and color of tho' stioulus, the length of tine tho stioulua 

la ^poaed, the poaltlon of tho stioulua with reapeot to the lino of sljht, 

and the brightness of tho surrounding visual field« Tho second class of vcr- 

fT    lablea ar bo svbdlvldoc! into those conditions of tho obsorvor that are 

relatively pomanent and those thct ore transient. Wo did not discuss in 

detail the variables that ■poroanontly,, affect the conditions of the observer« 

Inf.?rentially, this topic entered tho discussion in nony plncos. Lny treat- 

oent of individual differences in thresholds and all questions of selection 

and troininiT for visual functions are based ^n the assunption that such 

stable condlticns exist. Sxaaptas of variables that affoct the condition 
...» 

of tho observer ovor short periods of tine wore covered in tho discussion of 

light and dirk adaptation. 

Sono of tho vnricbles discussed have direct and obvious application to 

nllltary problena. This is pr.rticulcrly tho ense, for cxanplo, in tho work 

on tho visibility of rc.dnr si:Tnr.ls, whore tho inportancc of tho intenBity of 

the signal, tho brightness of tho background, tho size of the pip, tho length 

v, of tino tho observer is adapted to radar roon llluiünation, all follow froo 

HO- 
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|Q welUcBOBm visual function«, Sinilarly, thore aro direct appllcetions to day 

and ni^ht lockout, itboxo background brightness, level of c laptotion, and the 

size and contrsst of the tcrget orb inportant« It is oxx^cctod that noro and 

nore of the variables discussed will hove direct application to nilitory oper- 

ations as it boconcs possible to dflsign the tosk to suit the observer, rather 

than designing the observer to natch the task. 

There Finnin areas whore ibat appear to be visual problens have not been 

adequately solved. In those cases w© generally encounter one of two diffi- 

culties! (1) the visual problon is not clearly or adequately stated, or 

(2) tho problen is proj-orly stated but wo lack the data for givinj the solu- 

tion, A difficulty of tho second type is always easier to overcone. Questions 

concerning the legibility ef figures, tho readability of dials, general 

questions concerning aothods of presenting infomation to the observer all 

|} require additional research before definitive solutions can be presented. 

But in ^ost of those cases the questions to be studied can bo stated at the 

outset. In other cases, e,g,, night lookout porfarnancc, it has not yet 

been estrblishcd what the visual problen is. Tliis suggests thr.t one of the 

greatest needs at the present is for rcsecrch thct will shew what the denands 

aro on the hunr.n observer. Inadequate attention has been given to the spec- 

ification of the stinulus conditions for tho combat situation. Hero data 

ere needed to bridge tho gap between tho torns used by tho line officer to 

describe the tnsk and the torns f-und in a scientific c'iscussion of visual 

discrimination. To delect tho relevant information fron the research in 

vision requires a job analysis of combat activities. Tho point is illustrated 

by tho work in much of tho vision testing program whore the emphasis on re- 

liability has not been accompanied '^r an interest in showing that the func- 

\ tions now reliably tested are indeed essential for jxjrformanco. Wo know 
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that wo can tost "night vtiion" with a rollability of .70 but we have not 

yet BhONn that tho tost ecoroa corrolato with porfomonco on night lookout. 
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M aiga MV^M iff IB Mamgi saaa^ 
GouMnts Igr a social scientist who served as 
ita «listed nan in the Mexican Border Incident 
of 191^» as an Aray officer in Wcrld vrar It and 
aa a Haiy officer in World War II. 

fhe line drawn between officers and enlisted aen in the military 

services — a distinction in status and privileges so sharp that it 

is cofflowiljf called a "caste" harrier — is without doubt one of the 

principal sources of resentnent and frustration, and hence of poor 

norale, in an American wartime military establishment composed 

largely of volunteer and drafted civilians. It will certainly create 

similar and oerioue problems under universal military service adapted 

to a "cold" or undeclared war. 

The existence of widespread dissatisfaction with the caate system 

among enlisted men cannot be challenged* It is attested by returned 

01's with almost complete unanimity, and its deleterious effects on 

morale are known to every unbiased observe*». It reduces the organiza- 

tional effectiveness of the armed services by a substantial amount •— 

perhaps by nearly 50 per cent, if one c^n Judge by conroarr.tive evidence 

from psychological and sociological studies of other types of groups «nd 

organizations. There can be no doubt but that the elimination of this 

source of dissatisfaction, in whole or in considerable part, would be 

worth at least several divisions to the American military establishment. 
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fte proHoi le net capftbl« of May «öltttion, hov«T»r( ai tgr 

•tatatoiy anact—nt or a aav lanaeipatlon Vroelanatloa« MtlUnry 

esparta can adTaaea too aaajr cojaat arfoaaata for tha rotoatioa of 

exiatUic diatlaetloRa la raa^* f3» «hola ayatta of aathorltg^ and 

diaeipliae cannot be tmdorsiaa^ to raaova a aara aonroa of Irritation, 

hoverar dlaroptlTa thla «aar *a» Sfaa the Baaalaaa, aa «a kaov9 vara 

coapaUad to rainatitota the caata line vith all ita ooaeoattaata, 

inelndiac tba aaluta« 

It la not aaeafaftr* bare to «a into tha firgoaanta In aqpport of 

the traditional agrataa of allltarjr rank, Va aeeapt than aa aaaantlally 

▼alid, Joat na ve accept aa a fiet tha unfortunate eonaafoaaeaa of the 

prevallln« diatinetlona« Oar concern la rather to deteralne whether 

the aoelal aclencea aad hlatory can ao^sat any poaalMXltj of recon- 

ciliation, aiqr nethod hy which the allitary orcaalsatloaal atrootora 

oooXd he aodifled eo aa to preaenre the eaaentlaia of tha exlatlaf 

ayatea and yet aaellorate Ita norale-vrecklnc eonae^oencea* 

•ne poaaihle and prosialag aolatlon la Indicated V the deaeriptlve 

aad analytic literature of anthpopolocy and aoclolofir» INadaaentUly, 

thla would conaiat, net In ahollahing the oaate dlatlnctlon, hat in BX~ 

tending or aaltiplylnc It ^— In other worda, la instltutliui four or five 

aajor olaaaet of allitary peraonnel inatead of merely two, Thla would he, 

it la fflftintained, noch «ore in accord with the aoelal atrocture of aodern 

AaerlCAn aociety aa a whole «uid with that of Ita aajor conatituant in- 

atitutiona. Ilk« hualneaa, industry, «ovemiient, education, and the church, 

and would thaa he more familiar aad hence more congenial and tolerable, 

to men taken into the araed aerricea fron civilian life. 
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It It a flra goaerallsatlon froa cultural anthrepolofir and 

eosparatlTe aoelologr that la aajr aociety a aiailar and character« 

ittic type of Organisation taads to perrade all social institutions, 

and that tAen a change in this type appears In soae institutions, 

e«g»v the econoalc or political, it tends to he extended in tine to 

all other institutions«  Soae institutions change »ore slowly than 

others, exemplifying what is technically known as "cultural lag," 

and these laggard institutions give evidence of disequlllbrlua and a 

aeaaure of disorganisation until they are ultimately "brought into 

structural harapny with the rest. 

In our own society the ailltary Institution with Its caste 

system presents perhaps the outstanding example of such a cultural 

lag and social disequilibrium. It developed during the feudal period 

in medieval Surope, assuming a form consistent with other social in* 

stitutions. There were at that time, for example, only two maior 

social classes - a land-holding aristocracy and a mass of impoverished 

serfs» The distinction between them was exceedingly sharp; all property, 

learning, and culture were concentrated in the former class, who 

avoided intermarriage and social intercourse with the landless, 

illiterate, and uncultured peasantry«  Under such conditions a 

military cleavage "between officers, drawn from the aristocracy and 

hence "gentlemen,n and enlisted men impressed from the "boorish masses 

-.. ■■--   ■ -^■■•^-■--■■■- .'***^4mmMamKimMmvmim m-mmmmm ^ ^ ww*«*«w »' irMw^mMjaiamy.^^ 
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vat natural and ineTitabXe. 1 ilsiXar tltuatioa «till prerallt la 

Boatla, «her« a naw boxeaocratle aristocracy hat raplaead the eld 

ona of Hrth, vhcre tha aasaaa are aa enslaved at they were under 

serfdoa, and idtere no true aiddla claat has orer eaerged« fhat 

Hastla has reverted to a tuo-caste ailltary systea is thus ender* 

standable,. and coast Hates no argräaent for its adapt iveness in the 

United States. 

Since tte Middle iget, in oonseqoence of the Industrial Revolution, 

social evolution has produced a auch «ore ooaplex structure of social 

classes* The researches of sociologists and anthropologists over 

the past two decades have deaonstrated that the contemporary 

Tfeited States is characteriiod by five aajor social clnseesi 

(l) a snail "upoer class" of old and prominent faailieaf (2) a 

large "upper aiddle class" of business and professifnal people and 

independent faraers; (3) A large "lover middle class" of white« 

collar workers and small business men; (U) a large 'upper lower class" 

of industrial and agricultural workers: and (5) a smaller "lower 

Lower cl^s" which includes floating laborers, recipients of relief, 

and criminal elements« These are not separate castes, like the 

aristocracy and peasants of the Middle Ages, for intermarriage Is 

possible, mobility from class to class is coanon, and the lines of 

demarcation between «adjacent classes are blurred rather than sharp» 

mmmmmiHenimmiimfi***--'^-'" -"■**•'■ 
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Shis ineraisad eoa^lwcitjr in eins« stmctare Is p^xnlloled 

la oost of the individrol institatioas of aodem society. In 

govemnent, nn el^Jborate boreanerioar hns crown tq> betveen the 

ruler« nnd the mledU In the church. Important lay posts -«<• 

organisations h-we cone into heing het^een the clergy nnd their 

passive eongreg-.tions, la industry« a sabstantlnl o-mn^erinl 

cliss has intervened hetween owners vd employees. Only our 

military institutions still cling to the simple dichotoooos 

structure of mediev-l society. The widespread dissatisfaction 

with the caste harrier is \ manifest it ion of the resulting 

social diseqailihriuBU 

1 It should l)e emphasised that the fnult lies in the dual 

division into officers nnd enlisted men, not in the hlerorchichil 

system of milit-iry rink as such. The gradations in rnnk in the 

Army, Hr*y( ind Air Force actunlly parallel quite closely those 

in the govemmentnl structure Ccivil service ratings of PI, 

P2t P3, etc.), in business and industry (straw bosses, foremen, 

branch .jid divisional mnnigers, etc.), in education (instructors, 

assistant professors, associate professors, etc.), •"nd in other 

social institutions.   They ore thus in fund^unentil h-iraony 

vith the general typ© of org nisationol structure prevailing in 

the society at large. It is only their survivnlistic classification in« 

to two sharply segregated castes that is at variance with the dominant 
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pftttern« "f Anerieaa social life« It it tills which «rooaes tucb 

acate dlaeoofort la clTlllaas Inducted Into th« nraad serrlces« 

Habituated throu^hcat thalr lives to social ajstsea vlth ssrsrsl 

major la7«ls of prestige and with onljr aodorata differences la statna 

and priTlleses between adjaeaat lerele, nan find theaselves saddsnly 

planned into a systen with bat two major lerels characterised hy sharp 

differences in status and prlwllages. Tor those who find themselwas 

classed aa enlisted men, neeasaarllj the ovendjelnla? majority, the 

experience is likely to be galling and hunill&tlng« Since meet of then 

eon» from intermediate social class positions in elTillaa life, and from 

other than menial occupations, their aas lament to the bottom military 

eaate is sensed as a demotion in status, nnd this Is ag.^rarated by the 

special privileges t,f officers, which reveal a sharper contrast to their 

own position than they have ever encountered in an immediately superior 

status level in their peacetime experience. The resulting frustration is 

severe — peculiarly so in a society which places such a hl^fa value on 

social statue and mobility as does that of the contempnrary Uhlted States, 

and which has so ouch "mom at the top" and In middle brackets, 

Th© reverse situation, though very much less common, also has un- 

fortunate consequences. The occasional officer who ecmes fmm a rela- 

tively low civilian status finds himself in possession of privileges and 

power far beyond anything he has ever known or expected, and these are 

only too likely "tc go to his head" and to lead him "to take it out on' 

subordinates who would outrank him in civil life« 
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0 flM aUitary CMt« «jrttca» in thnrl« «rMtrarlly eraa» Into two 

«harply contrasted ttntus larelt a popolatlrn which has bean hnMtoated 

to a Inroad cpectmn of prastl^o xradationa vith oaljr raodoat obntraata 

batvaan «djaeant lavala. Paraonel *<rlda and aali^raapact taka a aorer« 

beatta^i It la Uttla voador that tba arera^o icHuricm detaata military 

«arriea froo the bottoa of hit heart, avoid« it except under extraordinary 

patriotic atreas, and eacapea from it with enthnalaan at the first op- 

portqnlty. It could acaroely be otherwiae when the Statut structure 

of the nilitary inatitntlon does auch extraordinary ▼iolence to the ▼«try 

ootiTes aad values that have nade Juaericana the great nation they are« 

If the Tbited States is to beccoe defensively strong the oilltary 

«ysteo oust somehov be adapted to the American way of life and made 

reasonably congenial to the average citisen« 

r^ Analysis of the social structure of the United States suggests 

certain specifications for a mllitftry status system which would be in 

essential harmony with civilian haMts and experiences. First, the 

egdstlng hierarchy of ranks and rating would be retained in approximately 

its present form, not only because it resembles the hierarchies in other 

American institutions but also because changes should be made only where 

absolutely Imperative, Second, the anachronistic dichotony between en- 

listed and coramissirned personnel vould be completely abolished, and in 

its place would be substituted a fourfold or fivefold classification 

of major status comparable to those in other walks of American life« 

Third, privileges and associated symbols would be distributed in a 

graduated series running from the lowest to the highest level in 

approximately equal steps, with the distinctions between any two ad- 

jacent levels appreciably less than thos^ now prevailing between 
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offiOMn and •allttcd Ma«  Iburth, the lovwt Xtrml «rcold b« 

ntnarle^U/ raalltr than the on« Insediately nbor* it, at is tba 

iaeriean toeial class ajnitaffl, fifth, jobility qp the seal« yovHi, 1M 

•nooora^ad and faei? itated «a a ravard for wkHX,  9jqpariaiea9 and 

nerit -» partieularly hatwaea tha lowaat lival and tha nast -r and 

daootion in Xavel would ba atilitad aa a penalty for daXiaqneaey or 

serioos dafieifnoy« 

Ihis analysis doss not eoas snlnaiTaly fron theory« On tha 

contrary, it has haan apseifieaTly so^estad hy tha vritar'a firaWiand 

ezperianea in hoth tha Iruy and tha Havy, nnd partienlarly Igr ebscrrsfion 

aada in an orgonisatina with Joint Any and Vaciy parsonnal in an Operation 

in the Pacific theatre in World War XI« It is the writer's distinct 

iapression that morale aaeng enlisted personnel is in general appreciably 

hotter in the H«rey than in the Armjr, He is inclined to attribate this, 

at laaat in part, to the fact that the Ha?y is the only serrice to take 

a major step toward abandoning the traditional two-caste systeo by 

partially differentiating a third intermediate category, that of chief 

petty offieeri. Havy "chief«' have their own dubs and other special 

privileges. They receive special deference from officers and other 

enlisted men alike. They even wear distinctive uniforms as a symbol 

of their unique status, They thus serve to cushion the caste contrast 

and render it more tolerable. 

The implications of the apecial role of Havy "chiefs" became 

clear in the above-mentioned Joint organisation, which wavered in 

its policy between classing chiefs with Amy sergeants with only the 

% 
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privU«sea of top«raak|a« «nlUUd am and classing ««r^aatt with 

VMqr dticfs «ad aecoriiii« than tht special privil^e« of the latter« 

the loner policy so enraged the chief«, and the latter so «ratifiod 

the sergsaata, that the socially aalatary function of the oocullar 

status of Vavy chief petty officers vas hrou^t foreefolly hooe to 

the eatir« eosaaad, 

A sq^estad reelasslfleatioa of the American oilitary structure 

into flTe equidistant status levels is presented %elow. Kinute de* 

tails are ^iven for the purpose of clear exposition, hut it should 

be recognised that they sr» themselves of slight imoortnnee provided 

the principles which they represent are somehow taken fully into con- 

sideration. 

L3V3L It A lover-lower class, who miQht he called PHIW5S. All 

would have the sane rank or rating and the same pay, but they 

would consist of three groupst 

1. Apprentices or plebes, consisting of newly inducted or 

enlisted men during their first six month« of service, 

including offIcsr candidate». The "plebe" tradition of 

the Academies, with its disciplinary and morale-building 

value, might well be token over into the regular service* 

2. Holdover privates, consisting of inducted or enlisted men 

who after six months of apprenticeship have not acquired 

skills or displayed other merits warranting advancement to 

level IZ, as well as of qualified men awaiting Level II 

openings in their particular outfits. 



5* Seaotftd prlvatei, eonsittiiig of oen from higher lavolt 

denoted for laeompeteoee or delinqneney«. 

Tbli level would posseee a etattti eimllar to hat rather lover tLim 

that of ordinary enlleted «en at preeentt In particular« pay (after 

allotment» to dependents) would be lower and privileges fewer« fhe 

prestige and rewards should he kept low Intentionally for two reasonst 

(l) to engender ootlfntion to Strive for advaneeaent, and (2) to 

provide a sufficient contrast to lisvel XI to Bake a rating en the 

latter level a genuine source of status satisfaction, there would be 

appreciably fewer men on Level I then on Level 11, but they would have 

to be sufficiently numerous to make a Level XI rating genuinely meaning- 

ful. 

L3T3L II:  An upper-lower class, who might be called P'OTY OTFICIBS. 

They would consist of two groups: 

1, Army, Air Force, and Marine non-commissioned officers and 

holders of comparable ratings in the Kavy« 

2, Others of the present category of enlisted men who do not 

hold such ratings but have acquired useful skills or accumulated 

meritorious records» This group might be called "chiefs" on 

the analogy of the American Indian usage of this term to denote 

qualified warriors rather th^n persons exercising command« 

Every effort would be exerted to make this a genuinely satisfying 

status, not merely in material privileges but alto in symbolic ae» 

companiceats. Fay should be higher than for Level X — perhaps twice 

as high, though not necessarily greater than at present, 
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tpMlal prlTU««M thorld %• tpphMiitd, perhap« oodeled on those 

now «ocortod to ««ffj ohltf potty of floors. There ni-git, for exajrl'». 

ho tpoeial oXobs taA tpeelol aoites, at least on large posts, to 

«hioh priTates would ho sdaittod only on invitation and aecononnied 

Iqr a osohor. It would ho adwisahle to stress that sum on Level II 

«re of fleers of sorts, as indicated by the nmse "petty officer," mii 

to utilise the« for all nlnor oomumds, e#«,, of details« When not 

on aotnal combat doty, they should he allowed to wear uniforms rather 

similar in style to those of higher slasses of tffleers, to display 

collar ornaments as Insignia of rank (e.g., 1, 2, or 3 chevrons where 

lieutenants wear hars), and to wear. If they wish, tailored uniforms 

sad smart accessories such as Sam Brown belts. They might even be 

given a special allowance of &00 or more «hen promoted to Level II 

to help defray the cost of prlde-gratlfylng "fine feathers."  The 

present status gap between noncommissioned and junior commissioned 

officers should he substantially reduced. Social Intercourse between 

the two should bo specifically permitted, nad petty officers should be 

freely admitted to junior officers' clubs and oestes on invitation. 

Officers of higher ranks should be expected to address petty officers as 

"Mister," restricting the use of bare surnames like "Smith11 or "Jones" 

to privates alone. ISvery effort should be made to make petty officers 

respect themselves, and be regarded by others, as "real soldiers." 

They would, for example, be exempted as far as practicable from menial 

duties such as kitchen police, which would fall mainly to "plebes" and 

Other privates. It might also be advisable to give partial expression 
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to tfe« 01 and eirUiaa oplalon that aeto&l coabat partonnel ^esorve 

«peoial rtco^ltioak fhii could b« acconpllthed by tettin« ao Unit 

to the protKrrtloa of Lrrel IT aaa la eosbat qaitf, «hieh Bight •▼« 

attain 100 per eeat. in toae eaeet, bat by linitiag their proportion 

in non-combat otitfite to perhaps 50 per cent, in hone or rear areas 

and to 73 per cent, in forward or overseas areas« Such a distinction 

would effectively scotch the conaon gripe of conbat personnel that non- 

ooabat personnel are favored in respect to promotions, end it Bight 

increase the relative attractiveness of the more dangerous types of 

service. 

IZV3L III» k lover-middle class, who mi^ht bs called JJJBJÜR 07TIC9RS. 

They would include the Aray, Mr Force, and Marine ranks of second 

lieutenant, first lieutenant, and captnia and the Navy r^nk« of 

ensign, lieutenant (,}•£•) and lieutenant« Their status and 

privileges would remain auch the saae as at present, but their 

relative position wouli be changed by slightly widening the gap 

between them «ad senior officers and by sul^tantially narrowing 

that between them and petty officers through enhancement of the 

status of the latter« 

L3VEIi 17:   ▲ upper-middle class, who might be called S1P7IQR OITICUPS, 

They would include majors and lieutenant commanders, lieutenant 

colonels and commanders, and colonels and Navy captains« The 

break between junior and senior officers would be emphasised a 

bit more than at present, e.g«, by special clubs and messes on 

large posts« 

12 
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hWBt Yi  Aa vppw elatt, 1A0 aight be enlled J1A& 01TIC19$, 

SMOT «oald iaelad« gta«ra].a of all cradat «ad their Havy 

eqaivaleatra* The exiiting ttatae dietlaetioa hetween eocb 

offleert aad thoae of Level IT teeme eatlreljr eatlafaetory. 

fhe eroelal polata la a allltary etatoa etmctore revlaed «loag 

the Xlaee eog^eeted above oagr be repeated for the take of eophaeia. 

ItVWtH II abott^d be the aora for all really worthy and experleaeed 

wllated peraoaael« Ita aaeoeiated etata», prlvile^ea» aad eyobola 

ahooXd be elevated eubataatlally over the preaeat aitoatlon, aad Ita 

"aoclal dlataaee11 fron Level III greatly reduced, to aceord with the 

realitlea of American aoclety, la which lataraediate etatoa poeltione 

\   .     greatly predomlaate over thoae on the bottom level aad later-etatoa 

dlffereacea are approximately equal along the entire scale« Level I 

would be purposely depreeeed below the oreeent standards for American 

enlisted personnel aad brought closer toward thoae In foreign military 

systems, v/hlle such a lowering ml^ht seem undesirable to a c'ntlmentallst, 

It would be crucially necessary In order to make the normal Level II 

status genuinely rewarding to Americans* 

It Is particularly Important that the symbol system be changed, 

and not merely the reality situation alone, for symbols nre peculiarly 

effective in matters pertaining to social status. The impression 

should be deliberately fostered that Level II Is in fact, though 

perhaps not in law, the loweet grade of officers. A military es* 

tablishment consisting predominantly of officers though doubtless a w 

I*    humorous matter In countries like Mexico with lov standards of living» 
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is tgr ao Maat oat of line with the ecoaonic and toclal syatm of 

th© Ihiited States, Probably priT&tea should er«! be required to 

salute the petty officers who exercise eoaaaad over thea( e,?,. In 

taking ordei* or reporting« On the other hand, saluting outside of 

the line of duty, e.g.( on the street, has probably already been 

carried too far, and might veil be Halted to personnel two or oore 

levels apart. 

The suggestiona presented herewith, though they seea warranted 

bjr oodsrn psychological, anthropological, and sociological science, 

should certainly not be precipitately accepted. If favorably received, 

they should be thoroughly discussed with a wide variety of military 

experts and civilian social scientists and should probably be first 

tried out in a pilot c ^periment with soae special branch of the armed 

services, e.g., commandos or Seabees. 



e 
CdMMBtt \if a toeial aeieBtltt «bo ■«rred in 
two «art as a raaarvb officer — in the ktmj 
in World tfir I and is the Itary in Uorld '.far II. 

Sone friction hetveen regular end reaerve officers is inevltahle» 

the foraer, as a professions! group of highly trained •peci'diste, re- 

gard the latter as aaateurs, «ad quite naturally find difficulty in 

according the« a full neasure of confidence. In turn the reservists, 

who are drawn for the most part froa successful business and professional 

positions in civilian life, are aware of their own superior competence 

for certain special assignments« Moreover, as practical nen used to 

"getting a Job done," they grow iapatient at "red tape«" "official 

channels," and other routines which inpress then as better suited to 

a peacetime military establishment than to a wartime emergency, To the 

reservists, furthermore, the regulars often appear deficient in initiative, 

over-concerned not to risk future advancement by making decisions where 

these are not imperative. To the latter, qf course, initiative can be 

interpreted as irresponsibility. 

Though it leads to some mutual recrimination and a great deal of 

informal grousing, the friction between the two categories of officers 

seems, on the whole, scarcely serious enough to arouse genuine concern« 

Experience in.Ucate« that the two groups ^et along with one another 

about as veil as could reasonably be expected, lach has its character- 

istic^ weaknesses, to be sure, but each also contributes special strengths 

and these tend to compleaient one another. It night be possible to take 

'■• '-'■*B!Sa^*,*i) 



contcioos step« toward inculcating aatnaX respect — especlnllj In 

the regular«, who Iqapear to a»nlfe«t rather lets of it« But the 

situation as a whole eertaioly ^ives no cause for alanw 

One special aspect of the relation between regular and reserre 

officers, how«5Vorfc stands in urgent need of remedial action« This 

concerns the utilisation of fomer regular officers who have been 

"passed over" for promotion and retired to ciTlllan life, and then 

brought back into the service during a var emergency« They create a 

probles of rs^lly serious proportions,,, and one that demands a fundanental 

change in policy« 

The writer has encountered scores of such officers in wartime, in 

both the Army and the Navy, and he has heard innumerable stores about 

others« Yet he knows of not a single Instance, either at first or at 

second hand, where such a mnn proved to be a distinguished officer« 

In a handful of cases such men did a competent but undistinguished Job« 

In the ovexwhelffling majority of instances, however, they showed them- 

selves to be distinctly inferior in both capacity and character, and 

were a genuine headache to all who had to serve with them« 

In their general level of competence these resuscitated officers 

rank far below the average of both the regulars and the reservists« 

A social scientist cannot refrain from expressing respect for the systems 

of promotion in the armed services which seem capable of separating the 

sheep from the ^oats so nearly unerringly« Though the average caliber 

of entrants into West Point and Annapolis nay be slightly below that of 

students at the leading civilian universities, this differential is 



f 
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tilMrljr eorrcetcA tor tbt ••l«ctlve ■jrttwM Qoverniii« pronotion«. 

«k>t only do the«« produe« a corps cf prof««sioaal officer« %Ao are, 

■an for ana, th« equal« of sueceaeful een la bo«ln«ss( Indoetiy, and 

th« other profe««Ion«. They also /leid a crop of reject« who are a« 

laferlor aa any group of civilian failures. 

Jfcr Tlrtoa of previous service, these rejects usually enjoy 

seniority and coonaad over reserve officers who are their aanlfest 

superiors In capacity« as veil as orer youn^r and »are coopetent 

regular officers. The subordination of coapetent to Incapable officers 

results In Inefficiency, frustration, and lowered morale« This Is 

aggravated Igr the fact that the rejects, eahltiered hy their failure 

to achieve proaotlon yet Jeilous of their status as Acadeaqr graduates, 

tend to displace their di»appointment and hostility by "talcing It out" 

on the reserve officers under their comn^ud. The writer has seen thl« 

happen In so »any Inst nces, to the detriment of the service, that he 

strongly suspects It to be the rule rather than the exception, Vearly 

every case of serious friction between reserve and regular officers 

known to him has Involved m Academy man who had failed of promotion, 

been retired, and later been returned to wartime duty. Peservlsts 

readily accept superior officers who are Junior to them In years, pro- 

vided they are coopetent, but they find it intolerable to serve under 

officers of proved incapacity whose only claim to respect Is th«t they 

have spent four years at ona of the Academies. 



It it therafore ttron^ly roooimndad that, la th« •▼eat of another 

war ea«rgeaeyt no officer below the pemanent rank of Colonel in the 

krmy or Captain in the HaTy, who hat been paased over for prouotlon 

and retired, be placed in any po ä^ion of coaaand over either reeerve 

officer? or younger regular officers. Officers of this type should be 

used, if at all, only in unioportant staff or liaison positions or in 

innocuous posts where they do not exercise coamand and can do no serious 

hara, A decision along these lines would remove the one really serious 

source of friction between reserve and regular officers. 
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FROPQUL WR OBI OF QSBS QSKBUI. AFTITtU 
TEST BATfERI äMD OF IMTBCVIBCUK} AN) OOQKIUKI FAdUTXIS OP 

Ü.8. BffLOXUT SBW1C1 IN PROCISSI» RRSOm. FOR SB 
miTART nPARTMORS UD FOR UDOSIRT 

- Clwrl«t Odoll • 
Beatrioa J» Ovoarak 

Hosparar !• oonseded bjr ««t «atliaritlef to be oar tcarooti retearoo 

in this period of defowe adbilisetion. Proper developaoot and nee of 

naopoeer is therefore a oardiml point in aöbilisatioii pJannim« The 

oounaeling and teatiqg program of the U.S. Isplogmnt Servioe, in 

ooopsration with the aohoola and eollegea, baa a ai*uifieant part to play 

in any well-oooceiTad nanpueer aobiUsation pragraa. Ibia statement ia 

therefore prosonted to point up speeifioaUy the ways in ahish UBI8 

testing and counseling sonrioos nay be used in ocoporation with those 

of other agenoies in the best interest of the Bation» 

To the best of our existing knowledgef personnel and goidanoe 

sendees, inoluding psychological Usts, have been accepted and nay be 

used to some extent, but without a OOOBOO over-all approach» at the 

followii« points in our educational, ciwilian oanpower and oilitaiy 

personnel systemst 

1) In secnndazy schools for purposes ft Tocatinnal and 

educational guidanoe; for allocation of youth and adults 

«Significant portions of this statoaent have been taken ttom an oror-all 
proposal prepared by a Special Coamlttee on Manpower Utilisation Mt up 
by the Council of Quidance and Personnel Associatlong, the nrganliatloo 
of guidance and personnel workers in the United States. It nay therefore 
bo said to htvo tho "endorsement in prinoiple,, of this Coesiittoe and of 
the Presidents of tho Association beloi^ing to the Council. Ha have 
taken tho liberty of using largo sections of the GQPA statement, because 
we, too, endorse the general principles involved, and beoauso a copy of 
the statement was sent to Secretory of Labor Maurice J. Tobin wUh a 
request for action on his part to do what he could to see that the 
principles wore adopted as goverment manpower poliey« 

in^imirriMWr-TrirrT : ^% 
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to varioot tgrpM of d«f»Bet trmialQg eonrtM} «id, posglblj 

(if ftudcnt dbftoMBt tet«d on t«ft« Is accepted in 

prineiple), for parpoeee of ttadtBt defenent* 

2) In the colleges end mivereitie« for porpoiee of edueotiOBol 

and TOOfttional goidawe, end, poteibly (if stodent deferaent 

booed on tests is oooopted in prlneiple), for porposes of 

stodent deferaeBtf 

3) In the p^Uo eoplOToenfc service to assist individual appli- 

cants in chooting a Toeatioo and in plaoeoect on defense 

training or specific jobs« 

A) In the special recmltaent drives of the varloos branches of 

the aroed ssnrices to detendne mental fitness for voluntary 

enllstaeat* 

5) In the Oepartoent of Defense Joint Induction Centers to deter- 

aine aental fitness for the draft and to assist in the 

allocation of aec to the ▼arioos services of the araed forces 

in accordance with their respective needs for aen of certain 

levels of aental capacity. 

6) In the individual services of the anted forces to assist in 

the allocation of aen to various types of specialized train- 

ing and duty. 

7) In industry for purposes of allocation to specific jobs. 

In the Interests of efficient development and utilization of our 

human resources, these services should be coordinated, and a common 

approach developed which alniaises duplication of effort and confusion 

to the individual and which insures the proper use of the Halted supply 

of available guidance and personnel workers. To achieve these objectives 
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in accordanoe with tooid prinolplos of guldanee aid personnel adainUtration, 

the folloving batie elements should be Inoluded in an over-all lanpovsr 

deTelopaent, allocation and utilisation program 

1) The DSB GenBral Aptitude Test Battery which has a wide range 

of aptitndinal coverage should be adainistered to all asn of 

nilitary age prior to induction into the amad foroes la 

order to help the inllvldual deteraine vooational and 

educational bbjeetiwes consistent with his abilities and 

the nation's aanpowar reqaireasnts« The use of the G&TB 

would not preclude the use of other instruments to 

measure other characteristics of the individual such as 

interest, specialized abilities, proficiency, achieveaent 

or personality. 

2) The OKB should be administered and intemreted at the 

earliest possible moment ip the educational life of the 

individual. This would facilitate educational and 

vocational planning at a level in the growth and develop* 

ment of the individual where it would te possible to get 

the moxinuo possible benefit out of secondary and higher 

educational opportunitios, (Such a levol might be in the 

third year of high school«) 

3) Counseling services should accompany the administration of 

the GfeTB in order to interpret such testing and all other 

pertinent information to the individual in such a way that 

he can make suitable vocational decisions« 

■0 A basic record containing the profile of individual test 

scores and all other data pertinent to vocational choice 



r and preparatic» aush a« avManod of intareat, achool 

aohletraaent and woric expwUw» along with a atataaaat of 

vocational objoctlvaa and plana ahould be preparad for each 

InMvldual at the tiaa of eounaaling, Sutaoquent prqgreaa 

oada toaard the rocational dbJaotlTe In tha aroad forcaa 

ahoold be inoorporated In tha record fc? poaalble naa In 

civil readjuetaent, 

5) Tlw ^rt? r«9gr^ B^M to \nmMrt te ^ vi wfrifflwrt 
point at which porscanel and guidance aarwicea will be pro- 

vided—(froo the employment office to selective service, 

the military services, school«, collegesf etc.)* 

6) frvnrtop ti\om to mfa for <wUffrrt mivml a^ mk 
of these subsequent pointa trained in the use of the 

( information m the basic record and particularly in 

interpretive coarseling techniques and methods* 

This proposal has the following specific advantages over presently 

discernible planning or policy In connection with manpower development, 

allocation end utilizatloni 

1) Duplication of effort at «ach of the points of personnel 

screening would be minimized. 

2) Valuable Information developed about the individual at 

each phase In his educational and vocational development 

would bo made available to persormol workers at each 

successivo stage, thus insuring continuity of process and 

more efficient personnel utilisation. 

( 
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3) Confusion to the Indlvldunl rotulting trcm uneoordinatod and 

difAwe Mthoda, proeedures aid teohniqust would bo 

sdbotantially rodneed* 

i) The coot of oporttion of tiMM phaaea of an ofor-aXl aan- 

paror prograa oould be Baterially raduoed» 

5} ^feluable tins oould bo aared, particularly In the paraonnel 

tasting, interviewing, elaasifleatloo and distribution 

activities of the araed foreea» 

6) The ohancaa for purposeful ▼noatiooal choice and preparation 

early in the educational life cf each individual, and con- 

sistent with the Nutlon's needs, would be enhanced. 

7) Substantial suns of money now being spent on test con- 

struoUon could be concentrotod instoad on the unmet needs 

for validity data on a wide variety of occupation« and 

courses of training, both civilian and military. 

8) Tasting would become an integral part of the over-all 

manpower program* 

9) The limited supply of guidance and personnel workers could 

be allocated to serve whore they oould do the most good 

rathor than being dispersed at many points where their 

services would be duplloative and oempotitive through no 

fault of their mnt 

- 5- 
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HUVOSIL FOR IBB OF OSES GCBRAL APTITQD8 
TOT 14TT»I A» OF URBinsmB AMD OOUKSELOIG FAGXLCTIBS OF 

ü.8. tmmmm smncg IH FMXSSSIBQ PBRSOHNBL FOR THE 
ÄUTIRI OOARTMBRS AID FOR IlBOSmi 

APPtmxa 

The QSB General Aptitudt Test Batttty ortnaitta of 15 teata aeaauriag 

10 aptlttide faotora. Air Force reaearoh hoe fouod that "the battery la 

eell-dealgned faotorially. * RKSBIRGH HOTS Feret 50-4, Arojeot 21-03-016, 

IF-4, 21 Jut» 1990. k\r Force reaearch haa also abr tl»t "the DSBS 

General Aptitude Battery footorially la very aiollar to the Ainaan 

Claaalfloatlon Battery. ^ RBSEARCTi MOTE Perai 51-4» frojeoti 2X-0>0159 

6 February 1951. 

The Fifteen teats conpriaing the DSBS Battery are aa follow i 

ftirt A - TVn^ ftMllTff- Oonaiate of a series of exercises 

containing a stimulus drawing and four black-and- 

white drawings of simple shop tools. The examinee 

indicates which of the four black-and-«hite draw- 

ings is the same as the stimulus drawing. Variations 

exist only in the distribution of black and white in 

each drawii^. 

Fart 6 - Hame Coaporisop. Consists of two columns of names. 

The oxacdnee inspects each pair of names» one in each 

column, and indicates whether tho names are the same 

or different. 



f 

Fart C- H Markiiiga. Consiats of a serlea cf largo capital H*«« 

n» exaoinee draws a short Tortioal lino through the 

bar of each H without touching the sides, working 

rapidly to draw as nany lines as possible during the 

tioe allowed. 

Fart D- Coaputation. Consists of a nuiäber of aritbaetio 

excreisos requiring the addition, subtraction, 

multiplication, or division of whole nosers« 

Part F* Two»DliaonaionBl Space, Consists of a seriös of 

exercises containing a stimulus figure and fiwo 

geoootrical figures (two-dimensional line drawings). 

The examinee indicates which one of fiwe geonetrieal 

figures is made by rearrangement of the ports of the 

stimulus figure. 

Fart 0- Speed. Consists "f a series of large rectangles. The 

examinee taps with pencil to make three dots in each of 

the rectangles, working as rapidly as possible during 

the tin» allowed. 

Fart H- Threo Dimensional Space. Consists of a series of 

exercises containing a stinulus figure and four 

drawings of throo-dioensicnal objects. The stimulus 

figuro is pictured as a flat piece of metal which is 

to be either bent, cr rolled, or both. Lines indicate 

whero stimulus figuro is to be bent. The examinee 

• 2 - 



r iBdioates «hleh of the four dravinss oorretponls to 

the stlaalni figure, 

Bart I - IttHMllS Reeaon. Conaists of a nuaber of oritlnetio 

pedblema exproseed verbally. 

^rt J - Yocabularr. Consists of sets of four «ords. The 

ezaoinae exaalaes each sot and indicates idiioh two nf 

the words are related by baving either the sane meaning 

cr cfpcslte oeanings, 

^r* K " Hark Making. Consists of a sories of sqc^ros in which 

exanlneo is to oako tfaroo penoil marks, working as 

rapidly as psssible. The aarks to be oade are short 

linos, two vertlööl and the third a horizontal line 

beneath them. 

Bart ^ • Fcarm Matching. Cnnsists of two groups of variously 

shaped line drawings« The examinee indicates which 

figure in the second group is exactly the same size 

and shape as each figure in the first or stimulus 

group. 

Part M - Place. The equipment used fcr this test and for Part M 

consists of a rectangular wooden board (Pogboard) 

divided into two sections, each section containing 48 

holes. The upper section contains 48 cylindrical 

wooden pegs. The examinee removes the wooden pegs 

( 
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ftpoQ the hobs In the upper part of the board and 

inserts then in the ecrresponding holes in the lover 

part of the board, oovin^ two pegs sinultaneously, 

one in each hand. This porfomanDe is repeated two 

more times, with the sxaninoe working rapidly to 

move as moy of the pegs as possible taring the time 

allowed for eaeh parfcnaanoo. 

Part H - Turn. The equipment described under Part If is used 

for this test. In this case the loser section eon* 

tains the id cylindrical pegs« The examinee reonves a 

wooden peg from a hole using "ne hand, tarns the peg 

ever with the same hand so that the opposite end is up, 

and returns the peg to the hole from «faioh it was taken. 

The examinee works rapidly to turn and replace as many 

of the 48 cylindrical pegs as possible during the time 

allowed. This performance is repeated two more times« 

Part 0 - Assemble. The equipment used for this test consists of 

a small rectangular board (Finger Dexterity Board) cone 

taining 50 holee, and a supply of small metal rivets 

and washers« The examinee takes a snail metal rivet 

flom a hole in the upper part of the board and at the 

same time removes a small metal washer from a vertical 

rod with the other band| examinee puts the washer on 

the rivet, ?md inserts the assenbled piece into the 

-4 - 
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oorrospnodiog hols in the lover part of the board 

using only fm hand. The axaalnee vcrks rapidly 

to aove and replace &b many rivers aM «cabers as 

possible daring the tiae allowed« 

^^ p * Pisasseaible. The equlpneab used for this test is tho 

saae as that described for Bart 0. Sxaoinoe reoovos 

the saall metal rivet of theesseobly fron a hole in the 

loser part of the board; slides the sashar to the hot ton of 

the beard; puts the washer on the rod with one hand and 

the rivet into tha eorresponding hole in the upper port 

of the board with tho "thor hand. The exaninoe works 

rapidly tn nme and replace as oany rivets and washers 

as possible during tho time allowed. 

I        Currently thora is «me hand-soored form or edition of the General Apti- 

tude Tost Battery, Hcwovar, the United States toployoent Service is working 

mi a project for the dovelopmont of a machine-soored form which iriien com- 

pleted will provide two or oore altornate forms of this test battery. 

This project is well underway and barring unforesoan difficulties shruld 

be ompleted within the next yoar. 

ApprcKimetely 2^ h^urs are required to administer the General Apti»> 

tude Test Batteiy, However, sinoo tho test raay be adednistered cm a group 

basis, this amount of time is not required to administer the test to each 

person. The actual unit time required for administration will, of course, 

depend upon the number of persons conprislng the group during any one 

administration of the test. An additional twenty minutes per person is 

.^   required for scoring tho General Aptitude Test Bottery. At such tine 

as machine-scored forms are developed and tost scoring machines are 
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available, tbiaascring tlno will, of course, bo out to a negligible 

I period per lodlvldual tested. 
I 

Whan soored the General Aptitude Test Battery yields measures of ten 
I 
1 

I aptitudes ss follows: 

I    0 - Intelligenoe - General learning ability, Tho ability to 

"oatch on" rr understand instructions and underlying 

principles} the ability to reason and make Judgoents* 
I 
l 
I       Closely related to doing «ell in school» 
l 
1    V - Vertal Aptitude - The ability to understand meaning of words 

I       and ideas associated with theo, and to use then effectively« 
I 

|       The ability to cmprehend language, to understand relation- 

ships between words and to understand meanings of whole 

I sentences and paragraphs«   The ability to present inform- 
■■ 

ation or ideas closely« 
! 

N - Hupsrical, Aptitude - Ability to perform arithmetic oper- 

ations quickly and accurately« 

S - Spatial Aptitude - Ability to canprehend forms in space and 

understand relationships of plane and solid objects« Hay be 

used In such tasks as blueprint reading and in solving geom- 

etry problems« Frequently described as the ability to 

"visualise'' objects of two rr three dimensions, or to think 

visually of geometric forns« 

P - Form Perception - Ability to perceive pertinent detail In 

objects cr in pictorial or graphic material. Ability to 

make visual comparisons and discriminations and see slight 

- 6- 



^ diffarenooi in shapes and shadings of figures and widths 

and lengths of linos* 

Q • Cloriaal Perooptioa - Ability to peroeive pertinent detail 

in vextal or tahalar oaterial* Ability to cfcserre differ- 

snoes in oopgr, to proofread words and nonbers, and to avoid 

pereeptual errors in aritboetio coopntation, 

A - llalflg or Ere-Hand Coordination - Ability to o^ordinate eyes 

and binds or fingers aocturately so as to make precise aore- 

oents with speed» Ability to control rapid ooveaents of the 

hand in accordance with what the eyes see. 

^ * Motor Sneed - Ability to stake hand ooveeents, such as tap- 

ping, rapidly. Ability to oake a aovenent response swiftly 

and quickly. Probably related to reaction tine. 

I *        F - yinsey Dexterity.- Ability to nmro the fingers, and raanipu- 

lato small rbjeets with the fingers, rapidly or accurately. 

M - Manual Dexterity - Ability to rwve the bands easily and 

skillfully. Ability to work with the hands in placing and 

turning motions« 

The scoring aysteo used for the OSES General Aptitude Teat Battery 

is cnoparable to that used by the Military end would thorefore be readily 

understandable by military personnel. T'ie aptltudo scares are expressed 

as standard scores with a mean of 100 and a sign» of 20. 

The USES Battery Includes 4 tests which require the use "f 2 places 

of apparatus. This is a feature not found in test batteries used by the 

( 
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lälitory Servleos. Ttaeso sots of apparatus are usod to provldo measures 

of Finger Dexterity (F) and Manual Dexterity (M) and they have pre- 

dictive value for a nusber of occupations« The apparatus tests are made 

of unusually durable materials and experience indicates very little 

aaintonance difficulty, since there ore no wearable parts such as threads 

on bolts. 

In practice, the Individual Aptitude Profile, consisting of 10 

aptitude scores, is cnnpared with 20 Occupational Apt? w ie Patterns to 

determine the fields of work that are most suitable for the persons 

abilities« These Occupational Aptitude Patterns consist of minimuD 

scrres for the moot significant aptitudes required for the group of 

occupations covered by that pattern« The attached samples of Technical 

Reports «ill show the method used in establishing minimum scares for 

an occupation. Such validity studios form the basis for the establishment 

of an Occupational Aptitude Pattern for a group of occupations requiring 

similar amounts and kinds of aptitudes. The attached Guide to the Use 

of tho G&TB, Fart I shows such standards covering about 1500 occupations« 

In sonte instances occupations have been included in this listing evon 

when no standardisation data «ere available, because USES job fanilies 

rosearch over a period of years indicated that tho occupational por- 

formanco reqiirements «ere very similar to other occupations on «hich the 

USES had c nduoted tost standardization studies« Additional research is 

necessary, not only to verify those Judgmonts, but to extend the rango 

of occupations covered by norms. The USES has a continuing program of 

research directed to«ard this objective that is carried on through 

■» 0 • 



J^    oonporatire roteareh with State iBplagmsct Soeurity kgßnoioa aid uai- 

voraitiea« In addition tc tliat dbjaativ«, retaareb projoott ore uoder 

«ay to deteraii» the offeot nt training on the aptitadiea moaaured by 

the Oenoral Aptitude Teat Battery and to determine the earlieat age at 

wbioh aptitude aoorea beece» relatively atablo for individuala« The 

Xattor typo of atudios are being eonduoted in eooperation with High 

Sohoola in varima parta of tbo aeuntry* Additional reaooreh needs to 

be done tf> detcmino ailitary and eivilian jcb e<iaiimlenta on the basia 

of teated abilitiea. In other «eanda, which sdlitary and oivillan Joba 

fell into the aeoe Jtib faoilioa on the basia of ooeupetincal aptitude 

patterns? 8uoh infornation wnold be useful, nnt ^nly in the transition 

frcsa oiYilian to military life, but also in later transition fron 

military to civilian life« 

' It is pre posed that the USB General Aptitude Test Battoty be used 

as the ooomon core test battery and that tha Interviewing and counseling 

faeilitiea of the United States Eoployaent Service be used in connection 

with processing personnel for the military deportments prior to induction 

for military service and also for industry. For the Doportmont of Defenso, 

this would have the advantage of an early and continuous assay nf the nan» 

power to bo drown from. For the civilian manpowor agency, it wruld havo 

the advantage of establishing o system and methods tot channeling new 

entrants into the labor force through local employment offices. It would 

provide inforaatirn with respect to the notional distribution of Intelli- 

gence and special optitudns and thus provide an inventory of the oocu« 

pational potentalitios available for bnth military and civilian pursuits. 

.^    This is significant information for mobilization planning and operation« 
f 
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Tho early testing, collection nf work hiatorios, and interpretive 

oaunsellng to determine sound vocational plans for all porsons of draft 

ago prior to induction and the establishoent of a basic personnel record 

Incorporating this infomatlon which wnuld be transnitted with tho mn 

would provide inforaation that could be used later in the following waysi 

a. Screening for the Military Service at or near the level ^f 

70 en the general classification test. 

b. AUncatinn of individuals among the three military 

departments, 

c. Military assignment to occupational specialities» The 

research that would be needed to acccmplish this ade- 

quately has already boon mentioned. 

d. Militaiy assignment to advanced service schools* The USES 

General Aptitude Test Battery d^es have discriminatory value 

at the upper levels of abilities, as shown in the attached 

reprint of tho article on nA C^opcrative Evaluation nf the 

Professional Aptitude Test and the General Aptitude Tost 

Battery" by Roy B, Ralph and Calvin W, Taylor of tho 

university of Utah, 

e. Industrial allocation. 

f. Asslgmont to civilian cdleges, technical schnols and 

trade schools for advanced training. 

- 10 - 
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It it propped in set up tho testing prograa f n that prior tc inlaotioc 

thd entiro popalati«» of draft ago wnuH be tested with the Genoral Apti- 

tude Test Battery and ominselad in aooflrdanoe with test results, interests, 

full or part-tiae work experionoe, trainix«, education aid with due o^n* 

stderaticn being given t" the denaods of the oivilian aoi military defense 

program« This plan, of course, BSSUDSS that arronganests would be aedo 

to test and ecunsel not only high school seniors but other sohool leavers, 

including those who have left sohool sod return to the sohool to rhtain 

worfc oortifioates, and others who register with Selective Service but 

who have not been tested with the Gonsral Aptitude Test Battery att* 

enunselod prior to registration» In those few instances whore it 

would be neoessary to test individuals whoso records have becne lost 

or who entered tdlitary service before the use of tho QATB lud been 

initiated, it would bo necessary to have trained persona available in 

the oilitaiy service to administer tho G&T8. It is most likely that a 

need for the service of such individuals would be found in ports of 

eobarkation and overseas replaccnant centers» The following flow 

chart shows the processing channels for these various groups. 

- 11 - 
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Certain quality controls vro.ld be essential to the effective 

operation of this program in order to insure that personnel involrad 

are well trained and eonpetent.   Various training ruaterials have bean 

prepared by the United States Bnployraent Service for use in traLning 

text examiners and counselors in State Ezploynsnt Ssrvlce offices«   In 

addition» nateriels have been prepared by the United States Enployrasnt 

Service for evaluating the testing and counseling services of State 

Snployiasnt Service offices and their use ty enploynent office osnagers 

and supervisors provides a chock on the coiapetenoe of personnel«   In 

addition» it would be desirable to establish i procedure for joint 

railitary-oivilian control of testing and interviewing» providing for 

periodic check and review« 

In order to implament this plan it would be necessary for the 

State Stployaent Security Agoncios to establish extensive cooperative 

relationships with the secondary schools for carrying out the program« 

Such Bn^loynent Seivice-sohool cooperation programs are already in 

operation In many States and looalities«   School facilities and 

resources are effectively utilised in these instances«   In these pro- 

grams* high school seniors are tested and eounseled well in advance of 

school leaving« with both school and Euploynent Service personnel 

actively participating in the actual administration^ scorinR; and inter- 

pretation of test results«    It v;ould be comparatively sisple to extend 

these programs to include all schools and all graduates and most drop-outs 

provided tiat adequate funds are available to staff s^ch activity« 

i 
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Tho uae of tfaa QSSS Gananü. Aptitude Test Battery could be av^pleauxted 

by the use of the USES Oral Trade Questions and Typing and Stenographic 

proficiency tests whenever the persons involved had well defined work 

experience or training that could be evaluated through the use of 

such testa« 

The success of the program depends to a great extent upon the 

adequate oaintenance and tranacdttal of a basic record containing 

information on test results» wcri: history and a statement as to the 

occupations and fields of work in which the individual would oake his 

greatest contribution to the defense effort«   This basic record would 

be traasüätted to Selective Service for use in deciding where the 

individual would sake his oaadaum contribution to the defaise effort; 

that is, \n the armed forces, in sorae kind of non-mLlitary training 

situation» or in defense industry«   IT the individual were accepted 

for military service» the basic record would be transmitted to the 

joint induction center of the Department   or Defense for use in 

allocation of men anon;; the three military departments«   The basic 

record could also be used constructively in the military assignment 

of persons to various types of specialised duty and training«   The 

program as outlined does not preclude the administration by the various 

services of certain highly specific tests that have predictive value 

for various types of training ooursos or specialised duty« 

If it were determined that persons should be deferred for purposes 

of non-mLlitary higher education, the basic record would be transmitted 
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to the appropriata inrtitutlon for use in «sslst&ng the individual to 

choose a course of study consistent with the needs of a defense eoonony* 

If an individual were deferred for any other reason» he and his record 

«mild be referred back to the public eaplo^cent senrice «here anrffort 

would be aade to insure that he found esploymsnt ec.distent with his 

highest skills and abilities end the needs of the dsfsnse economy«   In 

the case of the physically or mentally disabled» such inf onaatlon would 

also be helpful to thoso responsible for physical restoration aid rekebili' 

tation services designed to restore the individual to a point of 

maadiauB usefulness and productivity. 

In the event of discharge from sdlitat> service, tho individual's 

basic record, supplemented by partinent inforraatlon concerning his 

military service "Would be cade available to appropriate civilian agencies 

concerned with his civilian readjustment«   3uoh practice would insure a 

more orderly, consistent and economical approach to vocational readjust- 

ment than vras possible in the case of discharges from World War II« 

The specific nature of tho basic Record and the method of trans- 

mittal should be determined by cünsultations with interested agencies, 

such as the Department of Defense, 11,3, Employment Service, Selective 

Service, U.S. Office of Education and Veterans Administration, since 

these would be the chief users of the reoord at various steps in the 

process»   The basic needs of the rdlitary services are of primary 

iiqportanoe in this situation, and thereiore no attempt has been made 

at this point to enumerate the itens or format of such a record. 

i 
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The chief difficulties that can be anticipated with regard to the 

proposed progran deal with problems oft (1) Public acceptance of the 

use of tests and counseling in this way: (2) transudtting the basic 

record from or« step to another in the process, and (3) the lade of 

adequate Arnds in the Employaent Sendee to carry out this program on 

the scale that is implied. In order to gain public acceptance, a public 

relations program could be undertaken which would point out to the 

public the advantages such as those listed at the .ü of this report* 

Numerous guidance programs involving testing and vocational counseling 

are already in operation in the schools« Many of these were stimulated 

by the success of the JfiLlitary Services in the use of tests during "ferld 

ffcr II« The present proposal would serve as an extension of such ser- 

vlcea. In addition, school authorities could point out to students the 

advantages that would accrue to them personally from this added knowledge 

of their own vocational abilities and the opportunities for using those 

abilities in choosing and finding suitable work in and out of the armed 

forces« An opportunity would also be afforded at that time for acquain- 

ting the student vdth the lllitary Services and the possibilities for in- 

service vocational training in various fields« froblems relating to the 

transmittal of the basic record could be solved in a number of ways, but 

perhaps the best solution would be to require all persons of draft age 

to carry the record in the same way that Social Security cards are now 

carried. The mechanics of recording the information in such a way that 

it could not be tampered with by the holder could be devised fairly 
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readily«   It ia difficult to «täte the exact cost of the program at this 

tine, but it is anticipated that the fi^loyraent Service would need about 

$8«00 per case to corer test supplies, administration, scoring and 

interpretation of tests» interpret!re counseling« intendewin^;, and test 

research» 

This proposal has the following specific advantages over presently 

discernible planning or policy in connection with manpower derolopnsnt, 

allocation «id utilisation: 

1) Duplication of effort at «aoh of the points of personnel 

screening would be r&niiidzed« 

2) Valuable information developed about the individual at 

each phase in his educational and vocational development 

would be made available to personnel workers at each 

successive stage« thus insuring continuity of process 

and more efficient personnel utilization* 

3) Confusion to the individual resulting from uncoordf.nated 

and diffuse methods, proced res and techniques would be 

substantially reduced» 

4) The cost of operation of these phases of an over-all 

manpower progran could be materially reduced» 

5) Valuable time could be saved, particularly in the per- 

sonnel testing, iuterviewin';, classification and dis- 

tribution activities of the armed forces» 

\ 
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6} The chances for purposeful Tooatiocal choice and prepa- 

ration early in the educational life of ach individual* 

and consistent with the nation's needs» would be enhanced« 

7)    Substantial suns of money now bein~ spent on test con- 

struction could be concentrated instead on the unmet needs 

for validit" data on a wide variety of occupations and 

courses of training» both civilian and military« 

6)   Testing would bee one an integral part of the over-all 

manpower program« 

9)   The limited supply of guidance and personnel workers could 

be allocated to serve where they could do the most good 

rather than being dispersed at mny points where their 

services would be duplicative andoospetitive through no 

fault of their own« 

Contributorst   Charles E« Odell and Beatrice J« Dvorak» U«S« Employment 

Service» with the assistance of Sidney Adams as in-service source 

of information« 

r 
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ACHISVEMEMT IVALt'ATIOIf IH THE AH1S) PORC^ i 

Howard Page 

It has been variously estimated that it costs 

between twenty-five and one-hundred thousand dollars 

to train a pilot in the united States Air Force. 

It costs five  thousand dollars, over and above travel, 

pay and allowances to provide training for a single 

officer at the Coiamand and General Staff College at 

Ft. Leevenworth« Obviously, training is an expensive 

undertaking. 

The goal of training Is to provide knowledge and 

skill. Since training plays such a vital role in the 

railitary establishment, it seems appropriate to examine 

such programs with the view toward insuring the appli- 

cation of known principles of learning to such activities» 

Systematic experimental study of human learning 

dates from 1885 when Ebbinghaus stated some of its 

fundamental problems, derived methods for studying 

them and set the pattern for much of subsequent re- 

search. Since that time learning theory and research 

have become a central topic of psychology. 

Much is now known about the effects of distri- 

bution of practice, toodes of prosontntion        - 

of material to be learned, motive and incentive con- 

ditions, retention and conditions for best retention, 

transfer of training and conditions of forge-tting. 

Real advances heve likewise been made in the field of 

m 



p^oflöieaoy evBluatlou and the devolopmeat of aeasurca 

I ^   of pd^forwanee * 

It is not the task of this paper to show specific 

application of all the above to training within the 

Services. This of course should be done reviewed In the 

light of learning theory. Policy should be examined as 

well to insure that propsr emphasis end guidance Is furnished 

those involved in the day-to-df;y Instruction of military 

personnel. 

The following paragraphs are devoted exclusively 

to one aspect of training  the evaluation of achievement 

by means of written subject matter examination. Policy 

has been examined in so far as time would allow and 

examples of existing practice described. Questions of 

policy have been raised., but not answered. It is hoped 

that the following may servo as a guide in approaching 

the broad area of Training and Education as outlined 

by the Working Oroup for the Study of Human Behavior 

under Conditiona of Military Service. 

Achievement Evaluation for Curriculuia StandardizatJon 

Curriculum standardization during peacetime is 

leas of a prob Lern for the services 'nan during times 

of mobillzatlor;, when aimilar courses of instruction 

must be given in widely separated geographical areas. 

Nevertheless, problems exist even in situations where 

relatively few institutions and courses are Involved. 

Achievement tests used as one method to establish 
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GTltcvi* of l€imlnr. In such eoursos serve to ^nfopo^ 

«imtman stnnd^pdi^nti^n of ao-arss content, .,/,. 

A,Ans?   -:-;' •-"'.■.""■_. 

rl.    ^xlsttnit follcy ^---^ ^-'^ 

Policy it 1*1 rind 5-3 level ts very bro^d tn 

th't st^tosaants sueh «s the following oseuöps     v ^g^^sp 

"Frorrsss of the  In^ivirlu^l in "tt^inln^r:^  ö 

ü ninvua stnnöards will fe:   tist rsi'nc-a by ofesöf v^tiQn 

of trrlnin;; -no t    tosts.fr    (A^ 21-1, pnr. 10, ^£1 -. 

6,  1949) ^ 

"All tests should    o of the porformrnee typö* 

Tritten or or«l tests should not be user! In this 

pTticul^r course.^    (ATP 21-1» P^r. 21, Feb. 21, 

1949) 

Stnnä'xrdiz-.tion of brsic military tr'inin: for 

recruits Is nccompllshcd in p^.rt by the ndminlstrüti/n 

or the Bnslc military Tost,    C—1 establishes the policy 

for use of this  tost    n ATP #21-1,  1949,  in which 

provision  Is m^c'o   Tor the  ^ministration    f this  test 

Coring the  thirtoent%! v.'eck of the- fourteen-week progprjn* 

Pronot on to the next ^raclo i£  doponclent upon n. minimum 

score on this test rn- provicl-ns  "re m^e for dis- 

position of perso.'.tol fr.ili.;!    to meet this r^quiremont, 

Str.ndr.reizr.tion of bnslc udlit^ry tr^iäin-; is  also 

r.ccoKi^l ushed In terms of the basic military sections 

of the  tests used in tho Coreol» Cruid^.nce Pro^mm for 

promotion purposes".     (';D Gir. 202,  1948) 

■ s 

: •  , 
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;.-.C--., ^■.     ■-.■■■.(   ■■■■,■.   ■ ■■■,.■.■/ ■■.,..■-„   . ■■     '■.-.' :,-        -.-r^-.'■■--.  -ifc  ■; r-v..--. - -^nP«.-._-   _. .      ■ .-..-' :-....-     . 
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i^ öXf^laiti^as -^e-aofe- been 

8  .   er Ooftöpcl coos not ^emln- 

3*5« n«]?oss schools j for exiaplc, 

.- Q$ of the P^od bervieta £chooX# 

in ^ötiiai pr^Gtlc<. at the school iovals,  it 
fr- -    . 

-^    •        , . lev:taönt-t^po oxcTsinntlriiS nro 

•      ■   .    . uivlctil'aja nn" in£tractor stanöai^^ 
£ ■'■-:    ■ ~ - ■ ' ' '■ - 

11 ^9 for rating personnel urdor oin. 
 >l'  ■E:vS:;.f*?|2-!:ay>K?-»gR-= 

*«biovestent tssts for st^ncfiräizctl^n of rocznilt 

training arc U3.d es  for 'TASIC military trninin     .n  the 

ana'/«    rolle,; for this,  as for the  un* of other «c;,iGvc" 

ment tests,  is  stitod in 1  tt:rs issued ty  the-  Chief ol 

Ho.v^l Farsonnol»    liftny svich policy s.^tnments are  con- 

tainec in letter.: -publlsheu '.urin--  the v.nr nncl nt,v-:r 

cncclXicu 

O 

2, Existing Frac.lce 

Durin, the wnrt  thu Bureau of llav^l Porsonnel 

issued «xcliio'/emont tests  for us^   across schools  and 

across cc^rsüs In obout  t^nty-fivo  technical specialties, 

At th© present time,  this activity is non-existent 
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oxeept fop Cl'.as A schools \n blcctyonlcs»    In this 

itiBt^ncQg teats ni*c- still centrnllj prepared* 

The Burcn« of fiavrl Pcrsoifmol does prcparo «nfi 

supervise •»nnu?,-l coiaprehcnslvo ex^iaiantions far t*ich 

of tho four jefl^s 6f %ROTQ training»    This Is not done 

"-y Änav Iri- Its HOfC training program vherc crich nnit   ^ 

prcpnrea  its o^m ox^ain^ti »as» 

Ct    Air  l^roc 

Time did not permit the oM-lnin^ of in,      form?.* 

tion,  " 

achievement Svaluitl^n p.n* ProsKstion 

An 'iro?i in ^hlch proficiency testa,   ^long ^ith 

other cvlu'tion procc-lures, inight profitnbl^ bo usad 

is  that of promotion for both officer tnä. enlistüd 

graues.    Diffcroncos in existing policy between ths 

ecrvics m-Ice n ^onaiäcriticn 'of such policy nnd practieo 

important in orclar to ctotcrmine  th,^ ^-'yisrlility of 

a aorc  stnndf.rd procecurü  i'or the ^opnrtfnont of Dofcnsc 

r.nC to insure that any    olicj to ostillishoc* is in 

lino '.7ith "//hit is known rboiit proflciencj evaluation. 

A.    Ar\r>.j 

1, Existing Policy 

Current r.rmy policy as it rcrtains to the pro- 

notir. of onlistcc' personucl '; c contc.ino^. in 7D Cir« 1# 

1948,- Crrcer Gv.ldrnct Pl^.n for inrr^nt Officers ond 

•m mm mit      ty» ■    Ä » ."■•#(»**-*t 

■■':-?:il 
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iteCl^R end It. aD Cir, 202,  194S,  ontltlod 

^^."^ya^stjoii .fw Cag&cg -^Ic-aacc for Cir&ar Fic-Ids, 

SI'660-255 '«utliaes tlip oper-^ti^n of plannin ^ 'iivl 

iNwiwittn^ rgeneie's. 

. '_   -  ^. ^Ift^ng Fraction 

■   Briefly, the career gulcnneo program cnlls for 

the administration of proficiency exsminations prior to 

,.5r-->aotlon up the ladder in a enroer field.    Those exaw- 

'n£ti"*ns rj*3 adiaiAistcrsd -nnu^lly (in some ensos smii- 

m^ur.ily)  to individuals Y*O apply iov then,    Oi.hcr 

requirements such .®s tlrae in ^rade onä score on enlisted 

efficiency reports cr« prorcquisitcs to the oxaminati-.-n. 

^e exsainntion covars the KOS ^.nd Basic llilltnr;/ 

röqulroia&nt for thc/^ra^c desirous of att^insiont, rather 

than P. aoisure of achievement on the  job currcntl/ held. 

Examinations 're administorc-J locally, ^ut 

distribution,  saorln^ '.nd ultina-^c promotion "re handled 

by the  appropriate  Army Kendqur-rters, 

There is no prescribed policy requiring '.chisve- 

ncnt ox^miniti'ns in the proraotion of Rep.i.lrr Array 

Officers,     fronotion in the iwservc propren, ]iorov--r, 

is in pnrt detcinaln-.u by    ho  e^mpleti >n   )* spocifie'; 

extennion courses v/hosc  Eatisf^ctor^  completion re- 
« 

quires passing grades on objective examinations, 

3. Hav- 

1.    Exlstiiiip: Pollcy 

Current Ifavy pollc:r prescribes navy-wide  com- 

potltiv.  exrraln-ti  ns for promotion to ".11 Pott-/ Officer 
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aod centrally controlled '■.•./ the ü.'nvy Zx^mln^tion Sontcr, 

llorfolk, Virginia«    Tolic/ for. this profirns is c^ntntnod 

In ". -inFcrs CiroulT Letter, clnttf! 1949,  -nd in tho 

Manual for- ^nr.liflc?tions  /or Aclir^.nc-.acnt In rintm:-:, 

ilnvPcrs  18-068.   • 

Those exiiinati ns differ considerably from 

those usel in the Army Oaroep Guidance pro.^rnm bocnaso 

Potty Officer ritin^s in the" l.'n.vy cover aLin*  spculal*'-;^ 

?.nc! no efforts hr.ve been taade  rs yei to gpeclfy 

specific ratings in tcras. of detail Job ovlnati^n 

r.nd cnal -sis, 

2,-    Existing Practice   ■ . •    .    . 

The ITr.vy differs  fron tho Amj -^nd Air Force in 

that it requires written-exiain^ti^ns for promotion to 

oil grides bülo'? FI15 R^nk,    These ex^ainiti-ns cover 

Dpecific  subject ranttcr ind  ':re objective or ess^j 

t'^-pe,  dependent upon the  grades of officers coming u:: 

for •■■romati-n.    Current polic/ for such n progp^i %*■■ 

specified in BuFers Lett-.-r 105-49,   nlthau?:h originnll 

specified in an Act of Congress  1362, 

Promotion in ths resorves  is simxlnr to thit in 

the Army to tho  extent that proscribed fxtonslon courses 

must bo cosTiplotsd ^.nd cxaninations passed, 

Tho Knrinc Corps has a Career Ouidance prorrai 

'Proscribing oxnninrtions for promotion of enlisted 

rates  "nd offloors.    Tine has not porraitted Investi- 

gation of tho  details of this program. 
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C» Air yproo m 

Ko effort has baeti n^dc to determine  policy nnd 

procedures within the *Ur ^orcc ^.s thsy rolnte to 

oxoninntlons for pronotlon. It Is known thnt they 

I        do have i? career guidance progrron slmilcr In principle 

.  ,  to that of the crray, but not yet as completely inplcmentod, 

|       X»lko the Army, there Is no prescribed eximlnntion prc^ram 

|       for promotion of rogul  Air i'orco officers, 

I 
I       Achie^eodnt Evaluation and Heclpssiflcation andrer Demotion 
>■ -  ■■■■      j 

I An are x of potential utilisation of achieve- 

I ment tests is that of reclassifioation and/or deiuotion. 

In areas where ability to Perform a task is directly 

(related to subject matter knowledge, the deterraination 

of proficiency in such subject matter, as well as infor- 

mrticn as to on-the-job performance, would seem feasible« 

Little evidence of the appreciation of the value 

of achievement tests for this purpose is found at the 

policy level. 

A« Arnff 

!• Existing Policy 

AR 600-180 -» Enlisted Proficiency Reports 

provides that an individual making below a certain 

score on the efficiency rating bo referred to a re- 

t        classification borrd. Par, 73 of V/D Cir. 202, 1949 

provides alternative actions that such boards may 

^   take. One such action provides for the administration 

of examinations to determine proficiency, 
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Also available are Amy trade Sereanlng Tenti? 

(35 teats by M08)» which may be utlllaed for verifi- 

cation of assigned MOS, determination of degree of 

skill, determination of need for refresher training, 

etc« (See WD Pamphlet 12-13, FRT 431) 

2. Existing Practice 

No evidence was found that above policy was 

implemented to the extent of requiring examinations• 

B. Ilavy 

Ho similar examples of the use of achievement 

tests for reolasslficatlon have been found. 

C. Air Force 

Practice has not been investigated. 

Achievement Svaluation and Refresher Training 

The need for refresher training should be 

ralated to retention of knowledge previously learned* 

Proficiency examinations might be utilized as one 

measure to determine when and how much refresher 

training is essential. 'Juhile it has been impossible 

to determine just what factors do determine assign- 

ment for refresher courses, one or two instances 

have been found where aehiovömont examinations aro 

used to some extent, 

A* Army 

1. Existing Policy and Practice 

A map raadtnp; tost is now used under policy 

established by 0-3 as a self-study guide for persons 

9 



solcctcd to attend the eonaand and General Staff 

College• Success at «.he C&3S Oollogo Is considerably 

dependent upon ability to roa£ maps and officers 

experience much difficulty because of their Inability 

lit this area. Current practice prescribed the admin- 

|?       istratlon of a map-reading test to those already 

selected for this course. The examination is sccrod 

and officers given the correct answers, as well as 

their own« ühis Information provides the officer 

with a chance to brush up on his weak points during 

the time prior to attending the course, 

G-2 prescribes the use of language examinaV 

tions  for selection, classification and assignment 

to the Army Language School. Examination results 

Care used to Indicate those individuals needing refresher 

training in a language with which they have some 

familiarity, 

B« Navy and Air Force 

No policy has boon located prescribing 

similar uses of such tests in the Navy and Air 

^'oroe. It Is impossible to state, however, just 

the extent to which such tests aro used at the lower 

echelons. Past experience would indicate that at 

the school levels in all th^ee of the services, 

.extensive tests are used b^r school personnel for the 

purpose of esteblishing level of difficulty of material 

to be taught, placement of students and the conduct 

W  of after-hour special study programs. 

10 
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Policy Conai derail on ReXovaot <>o •«ohievonent Evalmition 

In the following p«r4grapha several questions 

have been raised as to tho noed for policy ooverlng 

the use of proficiency examinations «here applleable 

within the Armed Forces« Wieso are by no means all 

tho questions Tfhlch might bo asked, and no attempt 

h£s been made to answer them In terms of reeommenda- 

tlons. It Is hoped that the Working Qroup on Human 

Behavior Under Conditions of Military Service will 

find It feasible to make specific recommendations 

with reference to some of them, 

A« Mobilization planning must call for phenomenal 

expansion of training fecilltlee for ndlvldual training 

in technical specialties. Is planning adequate for 

standardization of such training within each service 

and between services where applicr.blef There Is little 

oxamlnatlons for purposes of curriculum standardiza- 

tion» In cas& of war, a conservativa ^^tiraato of 

one year would be required to organize such test 

dovclopmcnt facilities, staff them and start produc- 

tion. Construction of such measuring instruments and 

the prop!iratlon of proto«types for rapid production 

in time of need becomes immediately feasible and policy 

should call for such activity ,at this time» 

B, All of the services hrvc instructor training 

progrrons which include instruction in educational 

psychology and methodology. Is » central Instructors 

U 
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döliool fop tb® eoablned services feasible, such as a 

t«aeh«r Gaining instltutet Could a civilian institu- 

tion such at Columbia Teachers College be used for such 

training In pdaoetime? As an alternative, could a 

standard text be developed for all services which 

imuld Include best knowlego and practices as they 

*9l4t* to methods of Instruction, learning principles, 

olassroom supervision and managoment, measurement, etc? 

C» Enlisted promotions in terms of coraputence 

detenalned in part by proficiency examinations is 

better handled than ever before. Persons involved In 

Career Guidance In the Army, Navy and Air Force see 

such programs Inoperative In mobilization. What 

policy Is needed to cover such a program in time of 

war? Continued budget oiiSi will reduce the number of top- 

grade onllätod personnel to a number too small to meet 

training cadre requirements for a wartime manpower draft, 

D« Should a consistent pplicy exist across the 

services for the use ofp rofielency examinations in 

the promotion of officers? Research should perhaps 

be institute:?, to determine what the Navy has gained 

by the use of such programs and why the other services 

have not doomed it necossfirv to do so, 

E. If budretnry limitations and/or reduced 

demand for present military manpower roquiremants 

make smaller services n  nc-cossity, policy is needed 

to accomplish this retrenchment. Should proficiency 

examinations bo a roquiroment to dotermine demotion, 

rcclasslfication or soparatlon from the ^ctivu services? 

12 
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Psst-* 

Should their uso be within service or across service 

If nnd «hero fonslblo? 

F« What should determine the need for refresher 

training on the part of individuals In the service! 

Current competence In a field of speciality should 

certainly be one factor for consideration. How Is 

current competence ascertained? Should policy specify 

the use of achievement tests in such determinations? 

33 
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I.   Stateaert of Syfe^tooloi   Jcb Amlysla (B.5, on •Career-Wise Master Flan")f 

frcb^efi   Hie prdbXea or abjective of this field is (a) to obtain ooonpa* 

tloml iafcratlcm eoneernifig Navy «ilitaiy jobs adequate for the numeroos 

purposes and areas of personnel administration idbere such data is nsodod 

to of foot optima utilisation of persomieX in tho V&vy, and (b) to pro- 

eots the data into usable billot definitions, job olassifications, 

qaalifioatiODs, aid speoifioations« 

Job analysis is related to, or closely affects, the follcving 

additional items in th.9 "Career-Wise Master Plan" f 

B. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 

C. 4i 5, 6, 8, 9 

D. 2^ 5, 6, 7, 8 

B.     1, 2, 3, 5*, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 

F*     2, 3, 5 

G.     9 

I.     2 

K.     9 

2«   grM gtfW7 9r qbgt^cl of,, PflPgT 

(ittacbod as separate encloeuro)   (Bnolosuro (1)),** 

The ttePffA fff ^pa^<y^ftpg. fy ^ytfl, Off9yPft^9ffll A^^yglPi NavPörs 

15803, contains dotailod information em the Navy's job analysis procedure 

and on its underlying principles, 

♦Job analysis item itself» 
♦* Included in original report only# m i m 
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Tho personnel fuDctioDB of reciuitnont, soleetion, elasaifi^tlm, 

training, assigtaent, prcnotion, ote.t aay bo oarriod on with varying 

degroos of offeotiyemas withont jdb analyaia, bot nortiero in gorern- 

men* or in industry oan BBTIWIIB offoetive utilisation of personnel be 

achioved without a job analysis progran.   Jdb analysis provides pers<mnel 

administrators with detailed inforoation concerning r^qalrenents of jobs, 

so that they know what personnel are needed for, where they are needed» 

aid under what conditions they are required to work. 

Tho resoarch principles involved in tho Navy's Jdb analysis prqgrao 

have boon developed after investigation and study of the formats and 

experiences cf industrial programs and thoso of goverment agencies 

such as tho fcr Ifenpowor Gcmission, united States Brnployment Service, 

and so forth«   Since military manpower needs create unique problem, 

the Job analysis principles and methods found elsewhere «ere modified 

to meet the Navy's needs and still later modified according to the 

Navy's experience in jdb analysis, in order to establish and refine 

working principles and procedures. 

Analysis of Jobs performed by officer and enlisted personnel in 

the Navy provides detailod j<* information in a prescribed format to 

serve as the basis for Hher personnel administration publications and 

natorial»   The principal basie product presentitg this data is called 

a .job specification.   Bach specification includes a cmplete description 

of a jdb; limits tho scope of the jd); defines its purpose| establishes 

tho qualifications starriard/s in terns of knowledge, skill, and 

oxporionoe; establishes physiological and psychological standards; 

provides a standard functional descriptive title and naval jdb code; 

lists anuroes of procuremoitt; and provides civil readjustment inforoation, 
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f Troa auch specifleatinns, date is axtractod vhich,  in conjunction 

with ntbar notorial proridec baaic data to dev&xjp farther (1) coding 

stractaros for Job idonUflcation, (2) a rating structure, (3) quali- 

fioatioos standards far advancenont or prna^ion, and {U)  additional 

publications and devices required in ether phases of porsonnol 

administration« 

The principles involved here are (1) each Job must be thoroughly 

defined and described in ordar that oen nay be properly recruited, 

classified, trained, assigned, prnorted, and selected for special 

assignnonts —— all of which contribute to opfclmn utilization of 

□anpewer; (2) Jobs of the sane title (not yet standardized) and sane 

basic occupation vary considerably in different types of ships and in 

different activities; therefore, thorough descriptions require analysis 

(~    of a wide sampling of Jobs in a number of ships and stations; (3) thorough 

definitions and descriptions raquiro on-location analysis, since 

experience of the Navy shmrs that the questionnaire method alone is 

inadequate. Other considerations (time and budget) may affect the 

possibility of rbtainlng complete on-locatlon coverage of Jobs in 

time for the analyses to be most usable. Reliability of data and 

valuable detail obtained by analysts, however, outweigh the advantage 

of wider coverage by questionnaire method, 

Ribllcations prepared as *  result of occupational research are 

distributed to (1) personnel administrators in the Bureau of Naval 

Personnel and other bureaus and offices, at naval distrlc+ headquarters, 

sea frontiers, receiving stations, and other activities engaged In 

personnel management and (2) ships and stations on which the jobs are 
^■Ste. 
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f mod« All of these Inetiuoenta and devices are planned to Increase 

the effectiveness of mval personnel adBlnistretlnn by perrdttlng the 

catching of qualifications of mval personnel or of civilian candidates 

for recruitnont as mval personnel with the requiroBonts of the Navy 

job to be dono, and by affording Cocnanding Officers, Division Officers, 

and supervisors an understanding of the details of billets in their 

organisation« 

A list of job specification publications of the Billet and Qualifica- 

tions Research Brauch of the Research Division will be found as Appendix A.* 

In addition to personnel publications, new structures and devices ore 

developed by the Bureau of Naval Personnel; for example, revision of the 

wartice enlisted rating structure was based on occupational inforoation 

obtained by job analysis in the shore establishoents and operating 

forces ecploying all types of air, surface, and undersea craft and other 

types of naval developments« 

The analysts who gather occupational infonnntion for the abrve pur- 

poses use prescribed methods and formats as guides to give a measure of 

standardization to the manner in which data Is assembled. A sample 

completed questionnaire is attached as Appendix B end sample schedule and 

physical roquirenents fores as Appendices C#and D.* 

Limited occupational data for Navy billets has been gathered in a 

systenatic manner since 19A3« For enlisted personnel during wartime, 

it was particularly the shipboard duties and ratings which were analyzed. 

The following wartime ratings were covered to a limitod degree aboard 

Battleships, Light Cruisers, Aircraft Carriers, Destroyers, Heavy Cruisers, 

Destroyer Escorts, Attack Transports, Landir^; Ships, Tank, Destroyer 

* Included in original paptor only 
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Tondtorfl, Hot or Tc^rpodo Boats, ilroraft Carriers, Saocrts, Aircraft 

Cavriera, Soall, Satmrim Chaaera (SC), Suboarino Chaaors (PC), and 

Sünaarinea« 

Boataaain's Mata 

Quartareiaater 

Torpedanan^ Mate 

Radaroan 

S^nannan 

Qunnar'a Mate 

Fire Controlnan 

Radio Toehtdcian 

Radiooan 

Yonaan 

Storekeeper 

filter Tender 

Sleetrioiai^a Mate 

Shipfitter 

Carpenter's Mate 

Seaoan 

Fireoan 

Aviation Machinist's Mate 

Aviation Radiooan 

Aviation Radio Technician 

Aviation Ordnance Han 

Aviation Mstalamith 

Aviation Sleotrician* s Hate Machinist's Mate 

Motor Machinist's Mate 

In addition, data was gathered and jrb specifications were printed 

for officer and enlisted billets on the following types of landing ships 

or units t 

Landing Craft Infantry, Large     H-16A and H-17 B Components (units 
of Acorn groups providing weather 

Landing Ship, Medium fnrocasts and photographic services) 

landing Ship, Tank; (with one     J-2 and J-7C Coopononts (ordnance 
revision) oomponanta of an Acorn group) 

Landing Craft, Support, 
Small 

Landing Craft, Control 

Landing Craft, Tanks 

N-1A Componont (a unit to sot up and 
maintain living facilities in tonts) 

A-3 Component (administrative services 
uiilt of a standard land plane and 
seaplane group) 
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Landing Craft Sappcrt, Large        B-5A Cmptvn&tto (mtmhtvm Ttaos- 
portati^n servioo unit) 

Landing Craft Vehicle and 
Pcrsmael, and Landing Craft,   B-8 Ceoponeut (aiilp <v boat*repalr 
Mecianlaed units) 

C-6, G-14f C*17 Cnrapnnents B-9 Caaprtioüt (aaterlol and eqaip- 
(cooRunicatims corap^nents) laent emprnmA of Xandplane and 

seaplane groups) 
Standard Lending Craft unit 

H-10 CmprmojA (airfield operation 
Irapfaibious Transport Boat control enoponent of a landplane 

Groups group) 

Beach Party (unit of a shore 
party to facilitate landing 
of troops and mterial by 
organizing beach for traffic 
and by controlling and dir- 
ection of operation of land- 
ing boats) 

Enlisted billet specifications «ere printed for Subnarlnes, 

Destroyer Escorts» Attack Transports, and Ocstrnybrs« 

Officer billot specifications were printed for Eleventh Na^al 

District,Selected Activities; Personnel Separation Center; Navy Hard» 

Officer billet specifications ware written in addition for Haval 

District activities such as Receiving Stations, Coamnication 

Activities, Harbor Entrance Control Posts, Inspector of Novy Material, 

Frontier Base, Port Director, Haval Supply Depot, and so forth. 

Officer and enlisted billet specifications ashore have been 

.       published for the follcuring occupational and organisational areas 5 

Recruit Training Coanand, Hediologlcal Defense, Patrol-Type Aircraft 

Squadron, 

During World *ir n, catalogs of speclfication.-j for Radlman 

rating and Fire Controlonn rating, including duties in various types 

of ships   and commands, were also issued. 

I 
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Wrm tilt fdtreo data Htm rkfaimä, sMitinml reaaareh iatft Job 

elaaaifioalloii« Job oo^firlacoy qoalifieatinos tnr advamoaent in rating, 

anä job itytioal recpiraiianta, ani varliia nffcilisaticm stodiot are la 

r 

a« RMeardi data and prinoiplaa •• Job analysis mthols« 

Ths prooodiires asod in mval oilitaxy job analysis prndaoe detailed 

jdb data» but by no Deans onoipXete tioe-and-ootion studies nf jobs. The 

job analysis oatbod and fcros used in the Navy bare evolved frm study 

of the United States Baployaent Senrioo jc* analysis pvogrm. Civil 

Sezvloe C^oeission position descriptions and specif ioatinod» other 

governaefit agenciesi progressive industrial personnel departmontsy and 

ttca evaluation of the Navy's needs, exporimentation» and experience 

in actual job analysis. 

The type of job infomation gathered may be divided into two head- 

ings f (1) job analysis data and (2) qualifloatinns amlysiß data. "Job 

analysis data" consists of« 

(a) title noDonclature; 

(b) Job code} 

(o) location of Job i 

(d) Job sumnary} 

(e) Job tasks; 

(f) naobines, tools, etc. 

(g) working oonditions; 

(h) Job relationships} 

(i) procurenent sources, and 

(J) civil readjustoent infnriaation. 
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"Qualifioations amlysia data" enuaerates ninioiD and preferred qualifloa* 

tioos Job incumbents OBtst possess to miooossftilly perform in a gtfen 

billot «od consists oft 

(a) rank ormtei 

(b) test scar© pattern; 

(c) physical demxdei 

(d) personal characteristics; 

(e) eduoatlrvnl requiroaents; 

(f) civilian experience, and 

(g) naval experience. 

In brief, Job analysis data (here including qualifications analysis 

data) is generally gathered during on-loeati^n surveys by analysts 

trained in the procedures»   Analysts nay be civilians fron the Bureau 

of Naval Personnel, Navy enlisted Fsrsonnel Men in pay grades 5-6 and 

2-7, or naval officers.   Questionnaires are usually filled nut by Jcfc 

incumbents and are studied by the analysts «ho Inter interview the 

incusbont, obtaining sufficient information fron hin, if possible, in 

order to write the Job schedulft»   Ihon necessary to observe the inouobeift 

at his work this is done by the analyst.   In any case, the analyst, by 

virtue of his presence on-location for a projected time, always beoomss 

familiar with the operating conditions, equipnsnt, and general operation 
» 

of the ship or unit in which the incumbent works. 

"Policies Governing Collection and Use of Naval Job Analysis", as 

stated on pnges seven and eight of the Job analysis manual of 

instructions are as follows! 
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"In order tn obtain tho Infornntlnn ("Job data") conslderod 

vital to effective naval zaanprwer utilization, it ia noceasary to 

have full cooperation of those in cccmand nf activities whore studies 

are aade, as well as of officers and men in tho occupations studied. 

Such cooperatiTi nay not be conplotely established if Job analysis is 

linked with any attompt to evali^atQ personnel, rrganiaatinnal structure, 

or assignaonts to duty. Accordingly, the followirg policies have been 

adopted by tho Bureau of Naval Personnel, and all tecbrdeians ongagod 

in jrb analysis are oxpoctad to ndhero to theni 

"(l) It is, in no decree whatsoevor, the purpose of 

this program to gauge tha total personnel needs 

of the naval activities visited or to evaluate 

the organization or the quality of the work 

perfonaed. The analyst does not concern hin- 

self with how well the worker does his Job, nor 

doos he concern himself as to whether the pro- 

per nan was assigned to the Jrto, nT whether 

there should be such a Jrfe established. Ho 

represents tho Research Division of BuPers, 

not tho General Inspector. 

"(2) All billot analyses will be cleared by the 

ccrananding officer concornod for approval by 

hin before any papers ere transmitted to tho 

Bureau. Frequently, tho cormanding officer 

will detail this approving authority to sono 

subordinate. 
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"O) It is ioportant that the division officers, rr 

officors-in-cbargo, be given an opprrtunity 

to raview and crment iipmx the accuracy and 

cneplotoness of Jnb analysis schedules cover- 

ing the billets under their cognizance prior 

to the cmaaniing officer's review. If, for any 

reason, it is n«^ possible for this review to 

be oade by the division officer, crmploted 

schedules should nevertheless be cleared through 

the conmnding officer or his deputy» 

"(4) The connanding officer of each ship nr station 

shnild be informed that he will receive, at 

stse future date, copies of all job specifica- 

tions, rating specifications, and other publica- 

tions based on the job analyses prepared at the 

naval activity under his ccomand» These publica- 

tions will be distributed, when printed, by the 

Bureau of Naval Personnel. 

w(5) Because material prepared by personnel technicians 

under bureau auspices might be construed to be an 

authoritative basis for some personnel action, 

analysts will not leave copies of Naval Job 

Schedule (NavPors 2497) or of Naval Job Physical 

Requirements (NavPers 2499) at the ship or 

station. It is reasonably certain that the comaand 

on board at the time of survey will understand 

-ID- 
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c Um um «kieii aast s^t^nles woaM have in the 

organisaticii.   Bmewir, s^baoqotBt oaeends, 

BO* being ftally amre of the liaitaticoe of 

^»•e anrvegra sl^ht overesttaate their falue* 

By sot leaving soheMee, m prob lea will oona 

np aboot their uae until they have been prooessed 

into valid apeeiftoatiooa or other personnal 

adiiiniatration inetraaonfea and are approved by 

the Chief of Naval parsonsel. Chief of Moval Opera- 

tioQB, or Seoretary of the Navy as a basis for 

aetion,   Doplieate oopies of Naval Job Analysis 

Qaestionmire (IbvPers 2496) may be left if 

desired by the onanapd» since these forns will 

/~ have been preparod Iqr personnel of the activity, 

"(6)   Analysis will be made of billets held by enlisted 

personnel in all pay grades and of officers of all 

ranks through Captain«   Analyses of billets 

occupied by officers of Flag Rank will not 

b#   included in studies unless specifically 

ordered t19 

There is a need now to re-evaluate the Job analysis methods in the 

light of current needs for the data obtained.   For the following 

purposes the present products of job analysis roasearch appear 

adequatei 

Job definition Detailing 

Job classification Selection 

C 
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Job apeeifimtirum Reornltiqg 

Bitablinhsent of oanpleaenfes        Garoor Planning 
aod allominoos 

Saparatlon and Civil 
utilisation or iMprm&mtA in Readjoataeot 

organisation or aMignMiit 
by the fleet oammsd, inUri-   Mdbilisatinn Planning 
dual afeip or itation 

For the pu'poses of preparing detailed qoaliflootiona fer advanas- 

ment in rating and prcootion and training and axasdnatinn writing, the 

present results of jb analysis appear to be inadequate f   Personnel 

assigned the task of writing training courses, sotrol oiirrioalaf ana 

examination qaesti^ne find that they need oore detail la jcb definitions 

and statements of duties and tasks required* 

The Military Ooeupatinnal Claseifioation Ftojeot (IBCP) under iba 

Personnel Poliay Board of the Depertoeii of öefsuae has been eharged, 

as one of its fbnotions, to standardise the Job analysis procedures 

for all of the araed senrioes or to reccwaend phases of job analysis 

where standardisation is essential.   Therefore, at the present tipe 

the Navy is ornduotlng no research into the methods of job analysis, 

pending receipt of Military Occupational Classification Project 

reconmend&tions. 

b.     Rogo^rc^ dlfttft y£ prinefo^g »». jft dato ^^"gjl* 

The amount of job information gathered to date is Indicated in 

section three of this report (3* Review of Applicable Research Data nr 

frinolples) and a bibliography "f publicati^na may be found attached as 

Appendix A«   The bulk   of tiiis material is useful in extracting 

detailed information conoerning enlisted ratings, qualifications for 

Jobs, title nomenclature, battle stations, aod so forth«   Continual 

advancements and technical development, the postwar revision of the 
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^ «oliit«! rating 8^ni«tttrot the poetwoj? obltiboaid rttorfudsotlnn, c aM lulffBatioii of the sraed sefrleea, all tond to asoke Deoessaiy 

ffiftjor porisioa is oueh of the job data ortflsetad up through 1947. 

The Navy's plas for ooaplete coverage of all Navy billots oontoaplatod 

\ a tea year program of job analysis to o"ror all Navy jobs, exolosiTe 

of trv jci>8 resulting frro teohn^.ogioal dovel'^poents.   Porsonnol 

and badi?>^ reduotions plus inereasod toehnioal devolopnents have 

oaosed the job analysis program to lag behind this sohedule,   üany «f 

the sorveys ocsdisoted daring fnrld far II and oven since the war are 

in need of validation *T re-analysis» 

5« Sanggg Pollcjles aid cr&c^loea to which these (♦ha jcb analysis research 
data and win. * pies) are applicable. 

Sect?«» >, Chapter A» united States Navy Rae»jlations. gives the 

responsibilities of the Wureau of Naval Personnel —— responsibilities 

which show the need fbr establishment «f Q research unit to study 

prcbleas in connection with procurement, education, training, discipline, 

promotion, and distribution of officers and enlistod personnel «f the 

Navy, inoluding the Naval Reserve and the Naval Reserve Officers' 

Training Corps, 

In addition. Section 1, Cbaptor 4, states that "The Nhval Technical 

Assistants (in this cass, the Chief nf Naval Personnel) ••, shall be 

responsible| as applicable and within the limits of their respective 

fields of authority fori 

"l, Tho research in» and the design, developmant, 

procttreraent, production, distribution, 

maintenance, and readiness of material 

and facilitie8.H 
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Tho Bureau of Naval Peraonnel Manual. Part A, Chapter 1 - 

,,QrganiaationN - definas the function of the Rosearoh Division ass 

"The Rssoarch Division performs invastigativo research in all phases 

of naval personnel administration and eamgoment (eneoapassing 

Regular Navy and Naval Resorvo), ineluding such functions as recruit-' 

nont, selection, classification, placement, training, advanBemsnt, 

«age and salary administration, occupational skills, manpower utiliza- 

tion, performance evaluation, welfare and mcrale, discipline, transfer, 

separation,and civil readjustment; develops standards, methods, 

techniques, and devices (rating structures. Job codes, aptitude and 

achievement tests, etc«) for the performance of these functions; 

coordinates similar research and developoent conducted by other 

government agencies or under contract; and makes special surveys and 

studies required by the Chief of Naval Personnel*" 

Bureau of Naval P&rsonnel Manual. Part C, Chapter 3 - «Classifica- 

tion of Pe^sonnol,, - defines the need for and purposes of classification 

and further shews the relationship of utilisation of jrb analysis in 

tho classification procedure as follows» 

«0-3101. PURPOSES OF CLASSIFICATION 

"(1) Classification is designed to obtain the greatest 

return from the skills and abilities of the per- 

sonnel of tho Navy by serving as an instrument 

to aid effective distribution and as a selection 

process to aid training. In distribution it 

facilitates the balancing of the Skills on 

hand against the skills required« In training 
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c It faellitat«t th© ooet proäuotive logtnotlfm 

Ir tha.% an individual's eapaeitloa govom the 

type and aaoont of training he reoeives« 

"(2) there are several phases in the proper plaoeoent 

of personnel, aid all of then are very intimately 

relate^.   These phases are er> inter-dependent that 

they eann^t he separated into isolated funetioos« 

A listing nf these phases includes i 

"(a) Classifieation ot personnel« - Colleotion 

of inf nroation regarding education, abili- 

ties, prs-Mavy training, porfonsanoe, and 

experionee. 

*(b) Billet analysis and job specification, - 

C Research and cataloging of the signi- 

ficant characteristics of billets«   Knoe- 

ledge of the jcb by the detailing officer 

is as necessary as knowledge of the 

person, 

"(c) Detailing. - The assignaent of personnel 

to fill oxact requirenents of billets» 

"(d) Accouttiag. - Maintonanse of an up-to-date 

count of personnel and maintenance of 

up-to-date, usable records« 

"(e) Planning, - The planning of future personnel 

requirenents. 
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"(J) The purpotea nf olafsifloatloo gn hojrwA the motlne 

planning, placaosBt of peraoimal, aid «▼on ortllisa- 

tion. It enebles the distribution Organisation to 

seleet penoos for tpeelal, unusual jobs« Proper 

class 1 float ion rf can and jnbs oas be used also to 

specify exactly «hat Is expected of a person in his 

job, or hn* ho should be tralnad in ardor to qualify 

for a desirable jdb#
N 

To discharge such responsibilities effeotlTely, the Bureau of Havel 

Personnel oast knr« in detail the specific types of and quallfieatlnns 

requiroDsnts fen* ctfflcer and enlisted billets existing in the present 

Navy organisational structure • There mat be the same kind of oecopotifinal 

icffvnation for potential nrblliaation billets and billets shlch are likely 

to develop as a result of advanced techniques in andern naval aarfare. 

In addition, other naval bureaus oast be inf "mod of the duties existing 

in each naval Job under their cognisance so that they nay ooordlnato their 

activities with the prescribed personnel functions of tho Bureau of Naval 

Personnel« 

The Navy's need for a program of job analysis becsme apperent 

inmediately «hen the United Statos ontered World Kur 11* Never before 

had the Navy operated on so many widely separated fronts, been faced with 

the problem of aelocting, classifying, training, and distributing such a 

vast number of reserves, and had to cope with the particular woapons of 

warfare that developed rapidly with the progress of the war. 

New personnel techniques were required to meet the emergency demands 

of mass mobilization. The first step was a reorgardaation of th Bureau 
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of itval Pwoawl la 1942, noddled after the reooraBendatlon of the fim 

of ludosteial aad ■ana^Bent eogineera. Boo«, fey, Allen, and Itodlton» 

XB the report «a» stated (1) the need for a efsprehenalTe job aoalysia 

progna In the Bavy and (2) the auggaatien that the work be divided among 

three dlviaiona«   Btülated Pwamnel Division and Of floor Personnel 

Division «oold undertake studies of lonediate and pressing probleos 

relative to the olasslfieation and detailing of personnel, while the 

Training Division would engage in a long-term soientifie project designed 

to provide the basis for oondneting revision of rating grcops as the 

needs of the Navy might dictate, at the same time determining require- 

ments whieh must be nit by the men In each rating, revising qoalifioationa 

to refleot ohanges in duties brought about by current conditions, and 

increasing the degree of specialization of enlisted training while 

reducing overlapping between training for different ratings« 

In addition, It was reocamanded that the Procurement Division bo 

reorganised, and that it maintain detailed information regarding the 

sources of the supply of nanpoaer.   Officers of the Procwemect Division 

conduoted interviews with responlble naval authorities and from the 

material obtained created a classification of billets and wrnto procure- 

ment directives and an Officers1 Qualification Manual»   These were amer- 

genoy tools, not scientifically expert, but Invaluable for the needs of 

the time, and they established the groundwork for further research. 

In reoanmendlng a Procurement Division responsible for providing 

the manpower needed by the Navy, tho report showa tho need for Job analysis 

and the gathering of detailed infornatlon on jobs by the following 

excerpti 
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"The ProourMMot Division thoold aaiotciin detailad 

infcroation regardii^ the sources nf supply of 

mvptmer, and be able to neastire the Havytg 

reqairements against Vha existing supply, 

"this entails detailed analysis of the oany classi- 

fioatioas of experienee and ability whieb are required 

by the programs« Inforoation eoneerning the nutoers 

of men needed, by classifioation, and the crrresponding 

supply available should be naintained currently*,> 

In discussing the Ainotinns of the Proouresant Divlsim and the Dis- 

tribution Civitiion as they are interrelated, the report statesi 

"This work of classification of oen by their abilities 

and qualifications is of priao importaiKse to the work of 

both these Divisions* It is in fact one of the truly key 

jobs in the entire field of personnel adnlnistration," 

Research was instituted for officer and for enlisted billets• In 

general, the work done by the offieor section eophasised qualifications 

and leaned nore toward the problecs of classification and selection* 

Work dons on enlisted billets emphasized jnb analysis and specific 

training for the duties of a particular job. Another difference in 

emphasis was that anlaysls of officer billots was concerned primarily 

with shore activities, while enlisted billet analyses were made primarily 

in forces afloat« For major types of landing craft, analyses were made 

simultanenusily for officer and enlisted billets* These analyses became 

the basis for determining ship organisation and complements in this branch 
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f^ of tiie Hoeti and this type of tlJStiltQroTOS study of both offloer and 

enlistad billets beeaae the pattom for later nrgaalzatl"iial billet 

sonreys, thus eliniBatiqg duplication <-*' field trips by teaos free 

two seotloos of the Bureau 4f Jtoral Perscxinel. 

In 1945, tiie need «as reccgnised to revise the entire enlisted 

rating structure«   In October of that year, a Bureau of naval Personnel 

suboonittee reported a plan for such a revision and outlined the basic 

concepts and principles of a rating struotore,   lb out this time, the 

used leap a permanent research nrganitation was recognised«   The Research 

Division «as established vith the Ibnetinn assigned to it by Bureau 

Organisation Series Directive No, 77, dated 5 Nnveober 194 5 f   "It shall be 

the fünotiro of the Research Division to conduct studies in personnel 

policy, techniques, procedures, assignoent, evaluation, prrontion or 

I advasceoent, and ncrale of officers and enlisted oen of the Navy,*   under 

its broad mission, research on the rating structure became the first task 

of the ne« organisation, 

Reolassification of jobs and ratings «as accrnplished, using Jnb 

analyses conducted thmughrut the Navy,   Continued maintenance of the 

rating structure and the Navy job classifications is essential, as the 

continuing Job analyses indicate the changing nature and relationships 

of jobs and the development of new Jobs and duties« 

At the close of World War n, as a result of domrbilization and 

government eoonotay, the Billet and Qualifications Research Branch «as 

reduced from a peak strength of approximately 75 in this «ork to 6.   A 

staff of this size was not sufficient to keep up to date even the analyses 

that had been made in the past, «hlle the need to continue collecting 
C 
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Job data to build up scarce oaterial for neny required projects «as hardly 

dirdidshing. In justifying this need, Admiral DanfieM gave the following 

stateoent to the SubCmoittoe on Navy ApproprSatims for 1948« at the 

time «hen he «as Chief of Naval Personnel i 

"When I first came back in the spring ^f 1942 as Assistant 

Chief of Naval Personnel «e had apprcodmately 325,000 men and 

about 30,000 officers, and «e envisioned a great increase due 

to the war of both officars and enlisted personnel; pri^r to 

that time the men had boon noved around as so many bodies, and 

if an activity «anted so many men at a certain place they «ere 

given so macy man at the ratings they asked for; the officers 

«ore more or loss noved around in accordance «ith their rank« 

If they called for certain ranks «e «ould give tbon officers 

of that rank, 

nI felt that «e needed to have scoe sort of an analysis 

not only of officers' and ne^s capabilities but also of the 

Jobs that they «ere required to perform. So «e sot up this 

system, first for classification of personnel. We had these 

classification experts, «ho were officers, enlisted, and 

civilians at the various training centers and recruiting 

canters. They talked to the man as soon as he oame in either 

from induction or as he «as enrolled. They gove him a copy 

of a questionnaire and intorviewod him to find oat Just «hat 

he «as bast qualified to do, and they tried to fit him and 

rate him for what he «as best qualified to do, 

"After «e got that procedure going wo went to the different 

ships, to work on the porsonnel for tho Navy afloat, and we 
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r wanted to find oat what the Jobs were m board the ship? in 

order to pat the very best people we had in the service in 

these jdbs. 

"That required that we go to these ships and analyze 

every job on the ship, &nd also at the air stations, and to 

a lesser extent in the shore establishments because at that 

tlfflo we were primarily interested in übe seagoing ships, 

"As an example nf «hat we did on a new battleship that 

was going into commission that had a large mmber of now 

personnel ordered, we set up a job analysis for every J't» 

on that ship and we tried to fit each man into the billot on 

board that ship. We found when we got through that not 

_        more than between 5 and 10 per cent of these people had to 

be shifted. We found the ship was run much more efficiently, 

we had a much greater ecnnomy in the use of poraonnol as a 

result of having outstanding young men on the jrb and wo 

found that we did not need as many as we had proviorsaly 

intended. 

"I feel at this time, when there is n continual reduc- 

tion in the personnel from year to yoar that it is most 

important that wo have this sort of a system working, and I 

think it will help to economize in personnel and it will 

enable us to do the job better. That is the primary reason 

far this system, It is, of course, the military jobs that 

the Bureau of Ifaval Personnel is most interested in. We use 

/ *        officers who have knowledge of the jobs| we use enlisted nen 
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who have kiKwledge of the job, and the civilians that we use 

are priaarily those who are trained in this job analysis and 

in this classification work, «h^ knm the nathods and the 

ferns to use to carry nut this sort of an analysis•" 

The Billet and Qualifications Research Branch of the Research Division 

now combines the functions of billet analysis for all naval military 

billets, Job specification writing, Navy jf* classification, qualifications 

analysis, etftablishnent of rating structure, Jrb evaluation, organizational 

analysis, aid related studies. 

The postwar Enlisted Rating and Warrant Structures, April 1948, 

established a Personnel Han rating which allows for enlisted military 

personnel participation in the Job analysis program. Personnel Men in 

pay grades E-6 and E-7 perform personnel technician duties, carrying out 

among other functions, that of Job analysis for enlisted and/or officer 

billets. Indoctrination into the purposes and techniques of job analysis 

is furnished in the curricula for Personnel Ibn School, Class A, and 

Personnel Man Sch'xjl, Class C-l. 

In Nnvombor 19A8» the Chief «-»f Naval Personnel's Civilian Advisory 

Coraraittao noted that substantial progress had been made in the programs 

of billet analysis, enlisted class-fication, and officer classification. 

Despite continued effort and production, h^wevor, the c^onnittee observed 

that the billot analysis prrgrara and officer classification program 

appeared to be falling behind in relation to the total fcb» 

The Civilian Advisory Conmittoe recomnended that the Bureau of Naval 

Personnel "press forward on these programs as they are conducted in the 

Bureau and that greater attention be given to the development of the 
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{ praotiee of using the produots of these ressarch aod classification 

aetiTltl«8«n 

Other guidance and influence In the direction of job analyses under- 

taken has been and continues to be received fron various sources such ast 

(a) General Inspector, Bureau of Na-al Personnel, 

(Examples   General Inspector's Report of Inspec- 

tion of Naval Training Conmand, Mare Island 

Naval Shipyard, Vbllejo, California, dated 

22 October 1947, recoomended the developoent 

of satisfactory jdb codes for officers at 

Naval Retraining Gonnacds.   This recommendation 

resulted in a complete Job analysis survey of 

officer and enlisted billets in a Retraining 

\ , Command•) 

(b) On-site Survey Board, which has utilized jdb 

specifications, while conducting surveya, to aid 

in complete understanding of a particular command 

or office; and which influences the trend of job 

analyses by virtue of its roocairaendatlons, 

(c) Gonoral Orders, as in the case of General Order 

NO, 9 which modified organizatioii of the Operat- 

ing Forces of the United Stetes Navy, thereby 

causing internal changes in jobs and job rolatlon- 

ships, which causa need for re-analysis or revision 

of catalogs of specifications. 
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(d) Inter "buraau or Inter-govormental agenoios, stidi 

as the Inter-Buresu Technical Cosnittee on Quided 

Missile Personnel, which recromeeds imrastigation 

into the nature of jobs perfarmed in guided 

missile work, cr the Joint Inter-Governmental 

Committee on Oooupational Classification« 

(e) The portion of the Hoover CoonissiOD Report dealing 

with reorganization of the military departments 

cited the need for active and up-to-date military 

Job analyses for use in determining optimum 

utilization of military manpower» 

(f) Personnel Policy Board, Department of Defense, 

which established a Joint Military Occupational 

Classification Project in 19^9 to provide 

(1) inter-service techniques and methods of job 

analysis, evaluation, and classification, and 

(2) reconntendations for manner of continuing these 

programs in the individual military services when 

the Project is decentralized after a one-year phase. 

tg) The Research and Development Board, Committees and 

Panels furnish program guidance in the field of 

human resources.   The Human Resources Committee 

Program Guidance of February 1?50 states the 

continuing need in the Military Oocupatinnal 

Classification Analysis and Classification 

Program fon    (1) a brondscale basic research 
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pragma in the mrinoB aspeets of neoupatioMl 

analysisf oofering tooluilqaes nf oooapetinnal analysis, 

ttsthods of job evaluatioB, bases of nooapatimal 

groupings aai class if ioation and ood« s^tons, and 

the dovelopoent of ptaysiosl standards suitablo for 

expressing ptaysioal cpaHfioatlin» of porsonnelf 

and (2) the ooctension of field J* analyses to all 

types of oiUtary Jobs» 

(h)   O idunoe is, at times, direct fTco the Chief of 

Naval Personnel who, in carrying oat hit respon- 

sibility as defined in Onited States Hanr Reatilationf 

(quoted in the second Paragraph nf Section 5 of 
t 

this paper) directs the initiation of specific \ 
t 

research projects or approves specific areas in I 

which to conduct Job analysis« 

AB  foroerly stated in paragraph 4.b, the long-range ribjective of the        | 

Job Analysis Program, is to furnish Job specifications for all discrete 

billots on every type of ship and shore activity. Maintenance of such 

specificati"ns as cnopletely up-to-date descriptions is difficult and at 

times has required re-analysis of biliota in a particular type of 

activity or ship even before a first analysis of billotj in another 

type« In SODQ cases, responsibility for naintenonce is assumed by a type 

conmand as in the case of Cruisor-Destroyor Force, Pacific Fleet in which 

the following responsibility la assigned to the Readiness Officer in the 

Operations Divisions "Supervise necessary revisions of Billet Analysis 

*      Pamphlets provided by BuPers for CruDosPao Shipa". 
*» 
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Major daflciencies in the Jab Analysis Prograo consist prioarily ft 

lack of coverage of billets in certain nocupational areast   (1) Areas 

where the Navy has responsibilities during war tioe but is not nnw 

active.   Since the Job Analysis Prograo was relatively new when the 

Navy deonbilised, such areas as Military Gnvernaent could not bo analysed 

before they were dissolved*   Also jobs in research laborat"riesy whore 

jobs are predooinately civilian in peacetime, were not analysed before 

they wore concerted to civilian status.    (2) Areas where examples of 

the billets desired to bo analyzed ore few as in Battleships.    (3) Officer 

- level Bureau and other Navy Department jobs« 

Other deficiencies have been (1) inadequate staff to keep job 

analysis up-to-date with new technical developments; (2) inodequate 

staff for highly specialized personnel studies such as inter-relationship 

of personnel classifications with those of allied cmntries; and 

(3) lack of inter-rclationship of jobs between the Armed Services, 

especially these needed in Joint operations such as the Berlin Airlift« 

Other situations which complicate the job analysis prograo rather 

than cause doficioncles are as follows}    (a) Much of the direction and 

fiscal support of the job analysis prcgram depends upon the "Program 

;>aidancow of tho Research and Devel^poant Board and upon the 

recoraaendatinns nf tho Military Occupational Classification Project 

for tho direction which job analysis will take during the decentralized 

phase of the Project,    While both of those forces offer assistance to 

tho Navy's job analysis program, they olso consume a groat raary man hrurs 
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r for ccoferene« reporting, ccordlnetlnn of effort, and so frrth. (b) Aa 

personnel tods and teehniqaes are developed, there is e perpetual need 

to keep then up-to-date; hence the ne^d for personnel to continue auch 

aaiBtenanee, which detracts tma the effort to go forward In analysing 

new occupoti^oal areas, (e) There is the need to train personnel In 

uses of the natorlals developed, as In the case nf Personnel Officers 

■ho, because of rotation In duty, very nften d^ not have the advantage 

of continual cognisance of personnel technical dovelopoents« 

SBIVICE BlACnCSS TO WHICH JOB ANALYSIS IS APPLICABLB 

The practices of personnel adninlstratlon to which job analysis Is 

applicable and the way in which job analysis effects them or a as 

follows I 

(a) Recruiting and Procurooent 

JHb analysis is the basis for the classification, 

rating, warrant and officer structures which forra the 

career patterns f^r personnel in the Navy, These 

career patterns are a special inducencnt In the 

recruiting and procurement of personnel particularly 

at the high school j'* counselling level. Job 

analysis also furnishes the ground for conparison 

between nilltnry end civilian Jobs so that the Navy 

can determine tho occupational sources for military 

personnel who are desired, especially in critical 

fields. 
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(b) Traitdpg 

Job analysis furnlshos the scarce data on the types 

cf work perfonaed in the Navy for which Navy personnel 

oust be trained. The gaaiftl "f (^ftlin^H^ f0? 

Advanot^ant in R&tiog. NavPers 16068, is based on the 

duties ^f a rating as partially determined by Jcb 

analysis. Training courses and curricula are developed 

from the qualifications for advanceoent in rating. 

(c) Transfer and Detailing 

The assignaent of personnel to billets for optinum 

utilisation of aanpo»or shruld be the placing ^f square 

pegs in square holes» insofar as practical, and is depend- 

ent upon accurate kncwledg© of the Job to be filled as 

well as accurate knowledge of the qualifications "f the 

individual to be placed« Job analysis furnishes the 

detailed inforoatirn as to duties so that effective 

placement can bo arranged. 

(d) Peace Plans and War Plans 

In tirao nf peace and in time of eoergenoy the Navy 

aust know whftt jnbs are necessary to be perfoiraod ond 

know the details nf each job. Peace plans and wartime 

mobilization depend upon Jto analysis to furnish the 

information on the Navy's j«* needs and requirements, 

and on occupational relationships between military and 

civilian jobs. 
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(e) Pmaotion and Advancenent 

Detailed Jrfc analysis data and related infomati^n 

rbtaiaod through job analysis procedures Axrnish inforoa- 

tion as to the various levels of work required in the nany 

occupational fields er familSßf,      The aivancaoent in 

rating and promotion procedures in the Navy utilize this 

inforoati^n to establish more equitable nöans of prnaoting 

and advanceoont. 

(f) Separation and Civil Readjustment 

Just as in recruiting and procurement, job analysis 

farsisbe« data for separation and civil readjusteent of 

personnel by offering conparis^tis between military and 

civilian jrfcs.   Such comparisons offer guidance and 

assistance to separatees in seeking post-service employ- 

ment, and to employers in understanding the nature of 

Navy jobs and the nlative level and value of Navy train- 

ing and experience. 

(g) Omplemcnts and Allowances 

In order to establish s andardized complements (war- 

tlno ransäJors) and allowances (peacetime numbers) aboard 

ships and at Navy gtatiors, there must be detailed 

information as to the jobs to be performed and the 

amount of work in each specific billet so as to determine 

the numbers of personnel required.    Although complements 

and nllrwances are frequently assigned according to 

traditional. experience and the needs stated by personnel 
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on the ship or statioc, it ia the purpose of adninistretrrs 

to utilize job speoifloationB obtained by on-location Job 

analysis to acre soientifioally de ««ermine the cmpXeisents 

aod alliovanees. 

(h) Pay Evaluation 

Job analysis provides the basic information for Job 

evaluation which is a deteroination of the various levels 

and relative difficulty of work ard on which is based the 

equitable division of responsibility in the pay grades 

of a rating and in the grades or ranks of officer 

personnel. ("Bqual pay for equal work" ideal.) Job 

analysis furnished the information for Job descriptions 

which the Hook Comnittee used to evaluate the military 

pay structure and to recoonend the revisions which 

resulted in the Career Compensation Act of 1949. It 

is the purpose of administrators to utilize Job analysis 

data more fully, to conduct Job evaluation, and to 

improve the distribution of Navy Jjbs in the various 

pay levels, 

(i) Welfare 

Job analysis affects welfare of Navy personnel mainly 

by making possible a career system at A  by improving 

standards and procedures as discussed under the other 

topics. It is an accepted fact that proper classification, 

training and placor.ent in a Job contribute to n groat 
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extent to the hepplaess and welfare of ?h3 individual and 

it le in this respect that jrb analysis affects the welfare 

of the indlvidttal. 

(j) Classification and Selectman 

Classification of jobs is dependent upon the accurate 

analysis of jobs and differentiation between jobs.   Clsssi- 

ficati"n of personne1 brings togbther the individual's 

qualifications and the requirements of the jrb.    Job 

analysis furnishes the basic data for accurate jnb defini- 

tion in order to accomplish the entire classification 

procedure.   The selectinn process utilizes job data and 

classifications to assist detailing officers in choosing 

personnel for jobs or schools according to their 

qualifications, 

(k) Records 

The keeping of records is ficilitated by the ability 

to use codes assigned to job definitions which have been 

nbtained by jrb analysis. 

(1) Performance 

Job analysis affects performance of jrfes by the fact, 

that personnel properly recruited, classified, tr^ nod 

and assigned are invariably and naturally better qu-ilified 

frr the jrb, more interested in it, and mrre proficient in 

the porformanco of duties.    Many of the element3 of per- 

sonnel administration contribute to inprovenent in job 
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porforaance bat all of the elfcents have been affected by 

the basic JHb analysis prnoeaa. 

6, Reooppenied Action 

a« Service Policy and Practice 

Acperience in the Navy's jnb analysis program and its related 

research studies has indicated need for the following service policies 

and practicest 

(1) More liaison tatween research units and operating 

sections! - It is a natural tendency« and no» which Is 

perpetually combated, for research analysts to grow 

farther away frnm actual operating procedures and pro- 

blens. In Job analysis, although analysts have the 

opportunity to conduct on-locati^n surveys, this danger 

still exists, although to a lesser extent than wxild be 

true in basic research types of studies« Operating 

sections consequently are sometloes inclined to distrust 

the findings ^f research groups, although again the case 

of jnb analysis is exceptional in that the operating forces 

have cooperated fully in the jnb analysis process and 

there is usally a 10Of> understanding of the reasons for 

conducting the study and of the uses to which It will be 

put. It is still believed, ospeclally in onnnoction with 

research studies which grow nut of job analysis, that a 

means of conducting liaison between the Rosoarch Division 

and oporatir« units for indnctrination into utilization 
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of research products »hniM be established.   This wmld 

result In (a) better research products» (b) efficient 

utilization of personnel techniques and tools developed 

by research, (o) follow-up and oaintenance nf Job analysis 

in the fleet and field, (d) indoctrination of personnel 

technicians and officers to pnaoto greater understanding 

an! acceptance of facts found by scientific moans, and 

(e) bettor understftoding between the Bureau of Naval 

Personnel and Technical Bureaus which do not in all cases 

accept the role of Bureau of Naval Personnel in conducting 

^   research in technical occupational areas and training, 

b.   Additional Research 

In line with the major deficiencies discussed previously, the 

following needs are recognized by the Navy.    These needs have been 

shewn recognition by being reported as projects to the Manpower Panel, 

Research and Developoent Board, for which funds are requested; or by 

inclusion in plans for the organization of the Billet and Qualifications 

Research Branch (as in the plans to establish a Job Evaluation Section 

and an Organizational Section),   Continuance of the job analysis prog-an 

indicates « need for both basic and developmental research. 

(1) Research in j^b analysis methods or evaluation of 

the Military Occupational Classification Project 

recraaendationsi - Present analysis, formats, question- 

naires were developed frnn those used for civilian jdbs, 

with modifications.   Since Military life is a 24-hnur-a- 

day life, there are probably factors to be considered 
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which have not been thornughly and aciontifically 

deteroined. Alan In the light of standardising oethnds 

between the Arnod Services, the Navy feels it is neces- 

sary to conduct such research in methods in order to 

Qost effectively cooperate in the standardization and 

in order to evaluate the Military Occupational Classifica« 

tiii Project recomaendationsf 

(2) Development of tests and <ther predictive factors 

fre* aptitude and success in jobs. BstcbUsfaDent of 

"cutting scares" for each career fieId, occupational 

grmp, or other job entity. 

(3) Job evaluatirn and optimum pay grade in rating« 

(4) Projects proposed in budget requests, but inactive 

due to lack of personnel or ftindst 

(a) Detailed Specif ice t inns for Navy Ratings. 

(b) Occupational Standards and Suitability 

of Women, 

(c) utilization of Illiterates» 

(d) Detailing frnm Sea Duty to Shore Billets 

With No Specialized Training, 

(e) Mobilization Requirements for Specialists, 

(f) Development ^f Civil Readjustment Program 

for Retiring Personnel, 

(g) Feasibility of Assigning Rates to Skilled 

Men. 
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W ' (h) Validation and Application of Military Occupö- 

tioml Classification Projeot Hsconasniations 

to the Nsiral Bstabliihmsnt.   (Sea No. (1)}. 

(i) Volidstion of Occupational Qualifications 

Classifieation Program for Reserve Officers. 

(j) Foraat of Ibnials of Qualifications for Advanoenant 

asd Promotion (to determine most effective manner 

of presenting qualifications and means for determining 

qualifications), 

(k) Military Organizati^ml Struotura Amlysls. 

(1) Improved Standards for Admittance to Organized 

Reserves, 

(m) Re-evaluation of Age-Rank Standards 

1' (n) Research to Determine Selection Standards for 

Occupational Analysts« 

7.   Contributors 

Mr, D. George Price, Head, Billet and Qualifications Research Branch, 

Research Division, Bureau of Naval Personnel, with assifttanco of Lieutenant 

Elizabeth S. Harrison, USN, Billet and Qualifications Research Branch, 

Research Division, Bureau of Naval Personnel* 
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